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ABSTRACT
THE MOTET IN ENGLAND
IN THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
PETER MARTIN LEFFERTS
The history of polyphonic music in late medieval
England is difficult to reconstruct on account of the pauci-
ty of intact sources, the concomitant lack of a substantial
number of complete pieces, and the difficulty with which
the surviving repertoire can be associated with any specific
institutions or social milieu~ Nonetheless, there are sig-
nificant scattered remains, and this study endeavors to exa-
mine in detail one important genre, the motet, in light of
all surviving music, placing a great deal of weight on the
analysis of fragments. The evidence suggests that the motet
was cultivated for the larger abbeys and monastic cathedrals,
primarily Benedictine, Cistercian, and Augustinian houses.
It was a sacred genre, and in typical larger collections
there was probably provision of a motet for all major feasts
of the Temporale and Sanctorale, though the precise role of
the motet in the liturgy, whether as an interpolation or as
a direct substitute for ritual plainchant, is not yet estab-
lished.
The thesis is organized in four large chapters and ~vo
appendices. Chapter One discusses the validity of the tem-
poral limits imposed on the thesis (ca.1300-1400) , the pro-
blems of the definition of the motet genre and its function,
and the problem of establishing a chronology for sources and
individual pieces. Chapter Two establishes a typology for
motet structures; demonstrating that the English intensely
cultivate a few clear archetypes for motet form in the
earlier part of the century, producing pieces of high musi-
cal interest and fascinating detail, and showing also that
indigenous features were not entirely eradicated under
French influence in the latter half of the century. The
third chapter reviews the notational systems that developed
in England in the 14th century, both in relationship to
earlier English mensural notations and also to contempora-
neous continental systems. The fourth chapter discusses
features of the motet texts, concentrating on subject matter,
sources and models for text language, and certain aspects
of versification. A lengthy first appendix contains critical
reports, texts, and transcriptions for mo~t of the 14th-cen-
tury repertoire; a short second appendix lists the 13th-cen-
tury English motet repertoire with two transcriptions.
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PREFACE
The present study was inaugurated in 2 g~=duate seminar
at Columbia University in the Spring term of 1976, under the
direction of Ernest Sanders, that was devoted to editing the
motets of 14th-century English provenance. The seminar's
transcriptions form the nucleus of this work. Revised and
augmented by the present author (at the time simply extend-
ing the work of the seminar), they were s~ared with Pro-
fessor Frank Ll. Harrison du~ing the final stages of his
preparation of Motets of English Provenance, Polyphonic
~usic of the Fourteenth Century; XV (Paris and Monaco,
1980). Professor Harrison invited me to be responsible for
editing and translating the texts of the 36 motets in that
volume. This was accomplished over the spring and summer
months of 1978, assisted in part by a travel grant from
Columbia University that allowed me to spend June through
August of that year in England. Research undertaken then
convinced me that though a dissertation based solely on the
complete motets was not viable, incorporation of the frag-
ments provided sufficient range for a thesis, and a disser-
tation proposal en that basis was accepted by Columbia in
the fall of 1978.
if
I would like to acknowledge a number of individuals and
institutions who have helped me during my research an0 writ-
ing. P~imary among them are Ernest Sanders, my faculty
adviser, and Leeman PerKins, also of the faculty of the
Department of Music, Columbia University, who read and crit-
icized drafts of the m~nuscript. Frank Ll. Harrison, Marga-
ret Bent, Roger Wibberley, Roger Bowers, Anthony Pryer, and
Bruce Barker-Benfield have been generous with help, encour-
agement, and information. Andrew Wathey and Susan Rankin
generously shared with me very recent manuscript discoveries
(BERc 55 and LIc 52) that it has been possible to incor~o­
rate only in part into the following.
The Graduate School of A~ts and Sciences of Columbia
University has supported this work through fellowshios,
teaching assistantships, and the travel grant mentioned
above. The University of Chicago has provided further
assistance in the form of research funds and a personal com-
puting account for the preparation of the final manuscript.
The Martha Baird Rockefeller Foundation for Music and the
Whiting Foundation proviced finanClal aid that made possible
a year off from teaching to read and write over the 1979-80
school year, and supported research trips to England in the
s~~ers of bOth 1979 and 1980. Jeanne Ryder, editor of Cur-
rent Musicology, and Margarita Hanson, publisher of Editions
de L'Oiseau Lyre, have graciously allowed me to use much
i i
revised versions of material that has appeared in their pub-
lications. Lastly, I would like to thank my wife Laura for
her patience and encouragement, suggestions and criticisms,
and cheeriul help in getting the work done.
This ~ook is dedicated to my parents.
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A NOTE TO THE READER
Bibliographic refe~ences in the footnotes are made by
short titles: for fuller information please consult the Bib-
liography. Manuscript sigla are used throughout according
to the form of citation in RISM B/IV/3-4 and The New Grove
Dictionary.
The 13th- and 14th-century custom was to identify a
piece by the incipit of its duplum, but this practice will
not be followed here. Rather, the incipit of the trip1um
will be used here for identification, unless it is missing.
In that case the duplum incipit will be cited: in its
absence the first legible words of the uppermost surviving
part will be used. A finding list of motets, arranged
alphabetically by incipit, is given at the beginning of the
Appendices to this study. A list of abbreviations commonly
used in this study can also be found there.
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CHAPTER I
BASIC ISSUES
Introduction
The motet was the most actively cultivat~d genre of
polyphonic music in France and England from the first dec-
ades of the 13th century to the middle years of the 14th,
when it gave over that role in France to the polyphopic
chanson and in England to Mass Ordinary settings. On the
continent Paris was the major center of compositional activ-
ity, though motets were compoJed in outlying regions as
well. Parisian motets are found in collections assembled in
locations all across Western Europe, from Spain to the Brit-
ish Isles and Poland. Integral motet codices, plus numerous
fragments, have held the attention of scholars on the conti-
nental repertoire since the late 19th century. They have
been surveyed, catalogued, edited, and analyzed extensively.
As is the case with French·and Italian polyphonic secular
song of the 14th century, the contents of most continental
motet sources have been transcribed in at least two modern
editions.
The contributions of musicians working in areas periph-
eral to the Parisian cultural orbit are only imperfectly
1
2recognized. This has led in particular to a serious under-
estimation of the independence and importance of composi-
tional activity in England: this neglect continues to the
present day in such broad surveys as Richard Hoppin's receLt
Medieval Music. 1 The fact that English music has languished
in relative obscurity is in part due to the vagaries of
musicological scholarship but also (and not coincidentally)
due to the lack of sizeable integral manuscripts, the ano-
nymity of English composers, and the apparent diversity and
obscurity of their working environments. Since the Second
World War a number of schola~3 have made important contribu-
tions to the study of the late medieval English motet, most
prominently Jacques Handschin, Luther ~ittmer, Ernst Apfel,
Ernest Sanders, and Frank Ll. Harrison. 2 The most extended
treatment has been that by Sanders in his 1963 dissertation,
"Engli~h Medieval Poli~hony," and subsequent 1967 survey,
"The Medieval Motet."
This study takes Sanders's work as a point of depar-
ture, and concerns ~tself with the motets in circulation in
England in the 14th century. These compositions are diverse
in form, style, and origin, yet form a reasonable corpus for
lThis textbook was published in 1978. See its Chapter
20, pp.502-508 and Chapter 14, pp.346-47.
2See especially Handschin, "Sumer Canon:" Dittmer, Wor-
cester Fragments (hereafter cited as MSD 2 to avoid confu-
sion between the book and the source(s) of the same name):
Apfel, Studien and its later offshoots, most importantly
Grundlaqen: Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, "Ars Nova,"
and PMFC xv.
3study on account of important features they hold in common.
Most were compos~d in England and are distinct in many ways
from contemporaneous cc,tinental pieces. Those insular mot-
ets that date from ca.1300 to ca.1340 or 1350 form a rela-
tively closed and homogeneous body that is as a whole from a
slightly more recent generatiou of composers than the motets
of the 7th and 8th fascicles of F-MO. They are contemporary
with the more advanced motets of f-Pn 146 (the Roman de Fau-
vel), the bulk of the motets attributable to Philippe de
Vitry, and the early motets of Guillaume de Machaut. The
line of development they continue, however, is insular in
its antecedents, richer in its variety of formal approaches
than continental practice, more reflective on the whole of
the versification of the texts set to music, and innovative
in notation and in numerical control of phrase lengths. At
the same time it is conservative both in its c~ltivation of
an idiomatic harmonic language and in its surface rhythmic
activity.
The later part of th~ repertoire, dating from mid-cen-
tury to ca.1400, contains many more imported continental
pieces, some given new texts to suit English preferences in
that regard, and includes insular pieces with varied
approaches to reconciling continental notation ano style
with local practice. The English and ~he French knew each
other's music, as is testified to by the theoretical tradi-
tion as well as the musical sources. The degree of influ-
4ence exerted by each culture on the other on account of con-
tact between them is an issue on which scholars have come to
very different general conclusions. Bent has written that
"the indigenous English repertory between the Worcester
Fragm=nts and Old Hall has no demonstrable continental
links, and seems to have remained q~ite separate in style,
techniques, and notation until the very late 14th century.n~
Sanders, on the other hand, has written: "it would appear
that no indigenous English motet techni~~es were maintained
beyond the middle of the century."4 The present study, espe-
cially the information brought forward in Chapter Two, hopes
to help fill the gap in our knowledge, sketching out a mid-
dle ground between these two disparate summary positions.
The dimensions of the repertoire under consideration
can only be approximately stated. Adopting for the moment a
rather broad definition of what constitutes a motet, there
are about 30 sources to be dealt with, containing aboUt 120
motets. Sixty-odd of these are complete or completable, and
there is a similar number of fragments; about 100 of the
total are English and the rest are of probable foreign
authorship.s Because of the nature and condition of the
3Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.6S; see also her elab-
oration of this point in "Transmission," pp.6S-67.
4He goes on to say, "Yet our knOWledge is unfortunately
far too fragmentary to permit any definite conclusions."
Sanders, "England: From the Beginning," p.289.
SHere are some similarly approximate figures for compari-
son: from 13th-century England, more than 80 motets; from
5present manuscript remains (pastedowns, flyleaves, covers
for documents, and the like) many of the so-called complete
motets actually require extensive restoration of music and
texts if they are to be studied and performed. At the same
time, many of the fragments are integral folios with one or
more whole voice parts (due to the cantus collateral is lay-
out in the original manuscript) and hence may be profitably
investigated for information about the motet's length, form,
style, and subject matter. Incorporation of information on
the fragments makes possible a much clearer view of the
genre than is available from the complete motets alone. In
many of the categories established in the course of this
study there are instances where only one or two (or even
complete ex~~ples survive.
The first tasks of this research have been bibliograph-
ical and philological, i.e. controlling all the available
source materials' and establishing accurate readings of the
notes and texts of all the musical remains. This prelimi-
13th-century continental Europe, about 500; from
14th-century continental sources, more than 140.
'The motets are relatively easy to bring under exhaustive
bibliographic control thanks to the existence of the Reper-
toire international dp.s sources m~sicales (hereafter RISM),
and·to the cooperation-between scholars in sharing the news
of new discoveries that have come to light since. Lefferts
and Bent, "New Sources," provides a review of all relevant
items that have come to light between the pUblication of the
RISM volumes (B/IV/l in 1966 and B/IV/2 in 1969) and late
1981. To the time of this writing (1983), three more impor-
tant sources have corne to my attention: BERc 55, LIc 52,
and F-TO 925. On these, see the critical reports in Appen-
dix I.
6nary work is reflected in the musical contents of the
appendir.o~ of this study, as well as in some contributions
to volumes Av-XVII of Polyphonic Music of the Four~~ent~
Century (hereafter PMFC). The other products of this
~es~arch are embodied in Chapters Two through Four: a com-
prehensive typology of the motets' formal structures and
compositional techniques; an assessment of the notations
used in the moteis in light of English and continental nota-
tional systems of the 13th and 14th centuries: and discus-
sion of text content and versification. The remainder of
this chapter will review certain issues involving boundaries
and definition of the motet genre, problems of chronology
and style, and some observations on the motet sources.
Boundaries and Definition of the Motet as Genre
Defining the repertoire for this study involves prob-
lems in the setting of both generic and temporal limits.
C~nre definition involves fundamental questions about both
compositional approach and function, and for that reason it
will be dealt with first. To begin with, it will be useful
to recall the canonical description of the motet as it was
cultivated on the continent in the later 13th and early 14th
centuries. It was then, as a rule, a composition a3 with
two upper voices, eacn having its own text, over a tenor
cantus firmus that is the lowest of the three by range and
is fashioned by the rhythmic patterning and repetition of a
7melisma drawn from responsorial psalmody (or from elsewhere
in the corpus of plainchant). In England there are, in
addition to such motets built on a cantus firmus, motets
built over a pes, a voice of tenor function that is either
freely composed or perhaps drawn from the popular sphere,
often featuring strict or varied ostinati.'
In addition to the pes motet a3 the English also wrote
freely composed motets a4 with two lower voices sharing
tenor function. These free motets may be monotextual and
have conductus-like melismatic preludes, interludes, and
postludes. What seems to make them motets in English eyes
-- what is esse~!{ ~l to the character of the motet -- is the
stratification of function, range, melodic material, and to
a lesser degree, rhythmic activity, between those voices
that are texted, hence in the foreground of the composition,
and that voice (or voices) never texted and serving as a
'We speak of these motets as being freely composed, in
the sense that they are free of a Gregorian tenor. The
"popularity" of the style of the pes tenors is of course
hypothetical, but plausible on account of their tonal clo-
sure, phrase regularity, and repetitiveness. For examples
of dance-like tenors see Sanders, "Die Rolle," pp.43-44.
Some pes tenors bear a text or text incipit. In later mot-
ets, the use of the term pes to identify the tenor may hide
a cantus firmus identified in another source. For instance,
the "Pes de pro beati" in WF, 70 is in fact the Gregorian
tenor "Pro patribus," and the "Tenor de Regina" in Ob 652, 1
is the plainsong "Regina celi letare." In general, hc~ever,
terms such as "Pes de" or "Tenor de" indicate that the tenor
is non-Gregorian. See, for example, the "Tenor de Excelsus"
of Onc 362, 6 or the "Tenor de Dulciflua" of WF, 41. The
term "pes" is mainly found in 13th century sources; the ref-
erence to the "Pes de hlma mater" in BERc 55, 1, referring
to what seems to be an untexted rondeau, is an interesting
exception.
8structural skeleton or foundation.'
The motet on a cantus firmus has a kinship to another
English genre, the troped chant setting, that was cultivated
extensively in the 13th and early 14th centuries. In these
chant settings the tenor, whether laid out in patterned
rhythms, in irregular rhythms, or simply as a series of even
longs, is a single statemen~ of a plainsong or some well-de-
fined subsection of a chant, such as the soloist's portion
of a responsorial chant. The parts composed above it bear
text troping the words of the chant. These new words are
often artfully written and aligned so that the syllables of
the tenor text are articulated simultaneously in all three
voices. Table 1 lists 13th- and 14th-century English troped
chant settings.'
Troped chant settings are very similar in technique and
source layout to motets, though they are distinguishable
from motets by a number of features: there is no repetition
aFor more on this markedly uncontinental approach to the
motet, see the discussion of voice-exchange motets in Chap-
ter Two.
'This table augments the lists of Sanders in "Medieval
Polyphony,~ Chapter lIB, especially pp.l24-25. The division
by ~entury is made to correspond with a similar division of
mot~ts, and is in some respects artificial -- for one, the
~ame liturgical categories figure in both parts of the
Table, and further, some of the items in the 14th-century
list are among those motets that for stylistic reasons can
be considered the very earliest in the later repertoire.
There is, incidentally, a marked similarity between the
categories of liturgical item cultivated in troped chant
settings and those used for the mostly later repertoire of
English discant: Mass Ordinary items, some Mass Propers,
Office responsories. See the contents of PMFC XVI.
TABLE 1
ENGLISH TROPED CHANT SETTINGS
13th-centu~y
Introit
Salve sar-cta parens-T.Salve sancta parens
Salve mater-T.Sancta parens
Hac die nobili-T.Gaudeamus orones
Kyrie
Christe lux mundi-T.Kyrie (Orbis factor)
Lux et gloria-T.Kyrie (Lux et origo)
Kyrie fons pietatis-T.Kyrie(Fons bonitatis)
o paraclite regens-T.Kyrie (Rex virginum)
Virgo mater salvat:oris-T.Kyrie
Gloria
Rex omnium lucifluum-T. Regn~m tuum
Decus virginitatis-T.Salvc virgo(Regnum)
Spiritus et alme-T.
Spiritus procedens
Gradual
Benedicta.Virgo Dei
Benedicta Domina
Beata supernorum-T.Benedicta.Virgo Dei
Virgo paris-T.Virgo Dei genitrix
Virgo decora-T.Virgo Dei genitrix
Tract
Gaude Maria virgo-T.Gaude Maria
Offertory
Felix namque Maria
9
WF, 9; 0 b 60, 1
WF. 64-
Ob 60, 2
WF, 1
\'1F, 2; Ccl, 2
WF, 29; Ob 60,9
Ccl, 1
Cfm, 1
Ob 60, 11;LoHa, 1.2
WF, J3
US-Cu, 5
\'IF, 43
WF, 80a.
WF, 3
WF, 26
wro, Ill-
Osal/2; Ob 14,8
WF, 35
WF: 4
Cjc 1, a/Ba
Cjc 1, 9
Ob 400, 1
Ob 400, 2
Ob 400, J
Ob 400, 4
Ob 400, 6S
Ob 400,
Ob 400, H:WF,19
Ob 400, I
Ob 400, K
Ob 400, L
Ob 400, M
Ob 400, N
WF, 27
WF, 28
WF, 4S
WF, 46
WF, 49
WF, 50
WF, 51
WF, 52
WF, 54
WF, 5S
WF, S6
WF, 57
WF, B1
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Table 1, cont.
Alleluia (for~ items, see Chapter 4, Table 26)
Ave maris stella 1.HodieMaria virgo
A laudanda legione Y.Ave Maria
Alleluya Christo iubilemus 1.Dies sanctifi.
Alleluya clare decet J.P(ost partum?)
Adoremus ergo natum J.VidiI!1us stellam
Ave sanctitatis speculum
Ave Maria plena gracia 1.Assumpta est(?)
y- Post partum virgo
Ave magnifica 1. Post partum virgo
Ave maria ave mater 1.Nativitas gloriose
1.' In conspectu angelorum. .
'. A.l1e~uya dulci cum armonia1. Fit leo fit Leon.
Alleluya musica canamus·Y.Hic Franciscus
Y.Fu1.get dies
Alleluya canite 1.Pascha nostrum
Alme iam ad gaudia 1.Per te Dei genitrix
1. Gaude virgo gaude '
A}.l~luya psallat 1. Virga iesse florui t
Y.Letabitur iustus
Gaude plaude 1. JUdicabunt sancti
1. Fulgebunt iusti
Alme veneremur diei 1. Justi epulemur
1. 0 laus sanctorum
Alleluya moduletur Syon 1.Veni mater gracie
Ave magnifica Maria y. Dl~lcis Maria (? )1. Regis cclorum ~tery. Nativitas gloriose
Sanctus
Sanctus Tro. linus tamen est divinus
Sanctus Tro. Adonay,genitor
Sanctus Tro. Deus ens ingenitus
Sanctus Tro. Et eternus Deus
Sanctus Tro. Ex quo omnia pater
Sanctus Tro. Et eternus Deus
Responsory
o Judea'et Jerusalem
Descendit de celis
Descendit de celis
WF, 58
WF, 59
WF, 60
WF, 61
WF, 62
WF, 77
Ob 60. 3/4
Ob 40{J, 7
Ob 400, 8
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Table 1, cont.
Antiphon verse
Crucifixum Dominum-T.Crucifixum in carne
Prose
Inviolata integra-T.Inviolata integra
WF, 96
WF, 42
Sursum corda WF, 6)
Related settings
Nunc dimittis Cjc 2), a
Speciosa facta Cjc 2), bQuis queso Cjc 2) , c
Crucifixus surrexit. Dicant nunc Iudei Cjc 2), d
------------------------------------------------------------
14th-eentury (Whole-ehant Settings written in Parts)
Introit
Salve sancta virgula-T.Salve sancta parens
Kyrie
Virgo mater salvatoris~T.Kyrie
Gloria
Regnum sine termino~T.Regnum tuum
Regi regum enarrare-T.Regnum tuum
Rex visibilium-T.Regnum tuum
Gradual
Trinitatem veneremur-T.Benedieite
Alleluia
Alta eanunt-T •AlleJ.uia paseha nos -i;rum (?)
Alleluya rex piaeulum (?)
Astra transeendit-T.Alleluya Y.Assumpta est
Ob 652, 4
Cfm, 1
WF, 80
One )62, 12
Ob 7, )
Lbm 24198, 5
One 362, 8
TAero 3132. t::.
LIe 52, 2
Table 1, cant.
Responsory
Ianuam quam clauserat-T. Iacet granum
Antiphon
Rosa delectabilis-T.Regali ex progenie
Doleo super te-T. Rex autem David
Ave miles-T. Ave rex gentis
Parata paradisi porta-T. Paradisi por~
Ven! creator spiritus-To Veni creator
Jhesu redemptor~'T. Jhesu redemptor (4x)
Prose
Salve cleri-T. Sospitati dedit egros
Sequence
Balaam de quo-T.Epiphaniam (2 verses)
Jhesu fili-T. Jhesu fili virginis
Psalm tone
Quare fremuerunt-T.(2x)
Benedicamus Domino
Beatus vir-To (2x)
Humane lingue-T. (2x)
12
Onc 362, 1
Onc 362, 18
Cgc 512, 7
Ob 7, 7
1pro 2/261. 1
Ccc 65, 1
Cf'm, 2
Ob 81, 4
One 362, 4
DRc 20, 3
Lbm 1210, 9
Lwa 12185, 3
Lbm 40011B, 17
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Table 1, cont.
Settings ~i ~cn-liturgieal, integral tunes
Freneh-texted tenors
Ade finit-T. A definement (Jx)
Caligo terre-T. Mariounette
Solaris ardor-T. Mariounette
Triumphat hodie-T. Trap est fol
Herodis in atrio-T. Hey hure lure (Jx)
Deus ereator-T. Douce~ent (Jx)
Alma mater-Tenor de Alma mater
Latin devotional lyrics
Civitas nusquam-T. Cibus esurientum
Frondentibus-T. Floret
Barrabas dimittitur-T. Babilonis £lumina
Laus honer vendito-T. Laus honor Christo
One 362, 7
One 362, 9
One 362, 10
Lbm 24198, 7
DRc 20, 1
Ob 7, 14
BERe 55, 1
One 362, 5
Ob 7, 6
BERe 55, 4
Cpe 228, 3
Some unidentified tenors, probably integral tunes or
whole chants
Inter ehoros-T.
Patrie paeis-T.
o dira mena-T.
Maria dieeris-Soli fines-T.
Augustine par angelis-T. Summe presul (Jx)
Triumphus patet-T. (Jx)
~!illicr magni meriti-T•. (peslilte , 3x)
Orto sole serene-T. (peslilte, 4x)
WF, 79
Cge 512, 12
F-Pn 23190, 4
US-SM 19914,3
Ob D.6, 2
Lbm 1210, 2
Cge 512, 1
ege 512, 9
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of tenor color; liturgical specificity is clear and contex-
tuality assumed for the performance of the setting; the mel-
ody and syntax of the chant deter~ine most features of over-
all form; and the text is closely allied to that of the
tenor. 10
However, by the early 14th century the line between the
two genres often becomes hard to draw. Just as in the con-
ductus and rondellus genres, there is an apparent hybridiza-
tion (or perhaps better, a convergence) of features of chant
settings with those of the motet. This is particularly true
in regard to text, where it is impossible to draw a neat
line of demarcation between simple assonance and a tropic
relationship, loose or close, between u~per voices and the
tenor. (For more on the aural relationships between texts,
see Chapter Four.) Troped chant settings often show isoper-
iodicity of phrase structure, either established for an
entire piece, as in Salve mater (WF, 64},·or interrupted at
sectional boundaries, as in the Cjc 23 fragments. The tenor
may be irregularly rhythmicized in order to properly support
such a phrase structure, as in Januam guam clauserat, and
texts of troped chant settings such as the one just named
lOOne might also add that most 13th-century English
troped chant settings appear to have been copied in gather-
ings of such pieces, rather than simply mixed with motets.
See, for example, WF, Lbm 979 (LoHa), Ob 60, and Ob 400.
Fourteenth century polyphonic tropers such as Ob 14, Ob 384,
and similar items also lack motets.
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may abandon a close relationship with chant text to
incorporate instead a regular verse structure.
Further blurring the distinction between genres are
those compositions in which Q whole chant is rep~ated either
in part or in its entirety. For instance, the hymn used as
the tenor of Jhes~ r~demptor is stated four times, the anti-
phon used as the tenor of Parata paradisi porta is stated
one-and-four-fifths times, and the Benedicamus melody of
Beatus vir is stated twice. (These and other instances are
noted in Table 1.) Moreover, one finds single statements of
French-texted tunes as tenors, multiple statements of inte-
gral tunes with Latin texts, and single or mUltiple state-
ments of unidentified tenors that appear to be whole chants
or integral tunes. To draw a generic distinction between
chant settings and motets on the basis of the number of rep-
etitions of a melodic color seems arbitrary. So does the
judgement that if a melody set once in its entirety is Gre-
gorian the piece is a chant setting, while if it is not
plainsong, the piece is a motet. In light of these ambigui-
ties, and in consideration of the fact that 14th-century
sources do not appear to discriminate between whole chant
settings and motets, the 14th-century whole chant settings
listed above in Table 1, along with the settings of integral
tunes, are considered as motets for the purposes of this
study.
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The Function of the Motet
~he problem of genre definition also involves the issue
of the function of the motet. Here we must confront the
most unsettling gap in the present account of the motet in
England, uur knowledge about its compositional milieu and
performance contexts. Little hard evidence of any sort con-
nects the repertoire to the personnel and routines of the
musical establishments that must have sung it. Except
within very broad limits we do not know where the motets
were written, or for whom, how widely they were dissemi-
nated, and through what means, where and when they were per-
formed, or by whom, how long they remain~d in circulation,
or when or for what reasons they were eventually discarded.
On the continent, at least in Parisian circles, the
motet became in the early 13th century a sort of aristo-
cratic chamber music for an educated elite at court, among
the clergy, friars, and monks, and at the university. This
is clear from the subject matter of vernacular and Latin
texts, the independent circulation of some texts, the gen-
eral contents of manuscripts containing motets, and refer-
ences to motets in specialized writing on music and ether
1iterature. 11 In England, on the other hand, it would seem
that until the late 14th century the motet, along with all
other polyphony, was cultivated by and for the larger monas-
11See, for instance, the remarks by Rokseth, Polyphonies,
vol. IV, pp.240-45, those by Harrison in the "Introduction"
to PMFC V, or those by Besseler in "Studien II," pp.l84-87.
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teries and monastic cathedrals 12 as a genre of liturgical or
devotional polyphony.
This is the conclusion drawn by examination of the evi-
dence on provenance that is drawn from the manuscript
sources. However, due to the parlous state of the sources,
one can only speculate about the degree to which the present
remains are a representative sampling of the kinds of
sources in which the motet repertoire was likely to be
found. By an ironic twist of fate, the materials at our
disposal today are almost without exception the refuse from
books already discarded in the 14th and 15th centuries and
only preserved as a by-product of bookbinding at such active
scriptoria as the one at Worcester. If a book of polyphonic
music escaped the consequences of the stylistic or generic
obsolescence of its contents, then it was probably lost dur-
ing the destruction or dispersal of monas~ic libraries at
the Dissolution, or in later Protestant purges. Further-
more, the 14th-century materials we have tend to reflect
patterns of medieval library preservation in general (e.g.,
12See especially Bent, ~Transmission," pp.72-75 and the
recent review by Harrison in the "Introduction" to EECM 26,
pp.xi-xvi. Hohler, in "Reflections," is strongly opposed to
this conclusion, and he argues instead that one ought to
consider the universities and London, especially the court,
as centers of composition and transmission. The distinction
between the consumers and producers of motets is an impor-
tant one to make, and indeed there is little proof that
these motets were written at, and circulat~d from, the large
rural monasteries. However, taking into account the evi-
dence of text content (for which see immediately below and
also Chapter Four), a monastic origin for the repertoire
seems to be the most defensible hypothesis at present.
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as from the Benedictine houses at Bury St. Edmunds, Durham,
and Worcester), as can be seen by comparing data in Neil
Ker's study of sUTviving-bovks from medieval English librar-
ies with Margaret Bent~s listing by determinable provenance
of English music sources from the late 13th century to about
1400. 13 Only when much more archival work has been done on
all late medieval English musical establishments capable of
singing polyphony will we know whether the important musical
centers are well represented in the extant sources.
While manuscript provenance points to the monasteries,
Harrison's pioneering work in Music in Medieval Britain
stresses the likelihood of a new and predominating role for
secular foundations in the cultivation of polyphony by the
later 14th century. This observation has been followed up
by Roger Bowers in an exhausti7e survey of non-monastic cho-
ral institutions in the English church from 1340 to 1540. 14
A similar treatment of monastic choirs would be a highly
desirable complement. It is possible that the stylistic
shift toward continental models and the importation of con-
13Bent, "Transmission," pp.73-74: Ker, Medieval Librar-
ies. The new data in Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," orr1y
reinforces this picture.
14See Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, pp.17-38:
156-77. Bowers's work reached preliminary form in his East
Anglia thesis, "Choral Institutions," and an expanded treat-
ment has been announced for publication by Cambridge Univer-
sity Press. Bent ("Transmission," p.72) points out the con-
tradiction in the emphasis of Harrison and Bowers on this
swing from monastic to ~ecu1ar while the manuscript prove-
nance of sources remains resolutely monastic.
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tinental repertoire around and after mid-century, as well as
the relatively smaller n~~er of motets surviving from this
later period, can be explained by the modelling of the rep-
ertoire of the new foundations, especially aristocratic
chapels, along French lines. Perhaps, too, if this shift
took place, there was a concomitant shift in the functional
role of the motet, affecting above all tte numbers of motets
kept in an active repertoire and the frequency with which
any motet might be sung.
In general the texts suggest an ecclesiastical milieu
and a liturgical or devotional function for the motet. Most
can readily be associated with a specific feast day of the
church year, and some concern saints who are particularly
associated with monas~icism1 such as St. Benedict, St.
Augustine, or St. Martin of Tours. (A few additional scat-
tered textual references also point to the cloister.) We
know little more about when in the daily round of services a
motet may have been sung (at Mass, in the Offices, during
processions, after Compline, at Votive services or Memori-
als, etc.) or where (from the pulpitum, in choir, in the
chapter house, cloister, or refectory, etc.), and to ~h=~
degree the performance context was fixed at all comparable
institutions or may have varied with locale and order.
One approach to the question of liturgical placement is
straightforwardly contextual. A motet (presumably like a
troped chant setting) might have been performed in exactly
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that location in the liturgy from which its cantus firmus
(or text) is derived, serving as a substitute for a ritual
genre of plainsong. 15 This is an initially attractive the-
sis, but not without its problems. For instance, it fails
to account for any of the free pieces, or motets with non-
Gregorian tenors. Further, because of the diversity of Gre-
gorian sources of tenors, the motet cannot be associated
categorically with one or even a small number of liturgical
contexts. 16 Also, very few liturgical texts are set liter-
ally in motet style; other genres, discant and cantilena,
exist for the setting of purely liturgical texts.
Approaching the problem in another way, one can gain
insight into possible places for motets to be performed in
the liturgy by canvassing service books for references to
places where (and occasions when) polyphony was permitted.
Harrison has done pioneering work in this area as well, in
an important chapter of Music in Medieval Britain ("The
lsHarrison, in the Introduction to EECM 26 (pp.xvi-xvii),
distinguishes between ritual :nd ~o~-ritual genres of chant
and polyphony. The ritual class of plainsongs includes
those that are "essential and integral to the service con-
cerned."
l'See Gordon Anderson, "Responsory Chants," for a statis-
tical overview of tenor sources for continental motets. He
excludes English pieces with the remark (p.ll9) that their
tenors would form part of the substance of a later article,
which did not corne out (to the best of my knowledge) before
his untimely death. A further problem is that it may not be
possible to identify a tenor with a single context, as there
may be no way to decide which of its multiple functions in
the liturgy is primary. See Balaam or Ianuam quam for two
motets with tenors that have multiple uses in the liturgy.
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Polyphony of the Liturgy: 1100-1400"). He finds
specifications for polyphony used both as a direct substi-
tute for ritual items and as a non-ritual interpolation,
"which is nevertheless liturgical when used in a service."17
An exhaustive search of all the relevant re~terials (a well-
defined but daunting task) would certainly seem to be called
for. The survey ought to be broadened to include the iden-
tification of all the kinds of supplementary materials, mon-
ophonic as well as polyphonic, that appear in English
sources as accretions to (or substitutes for) the standard
chants and texts of the liturgy. Along the same lines, it
would also be useful to know what monophonic genres were
still being newly composed in England in the 13th and 14th
centuries. These data would help to clarify for the music
historian the degree of flexibility and accommodation of the
liturgy to all new forms, presumably including the motet.
It is unfortunate that there is nothing comparable to the
services for the Feast of the Circumcision at Beauvais that
would provide for any English institution so much concrete
evidence about the inclusion of new material into the Mass
and Offices. 11
17Harrison, Introduction to EECM 26, p.xvi.
18See Wulf Arlt, Ein Festofficium aus Beauvais and Ruth
Steiner, "Mass I, 5: Two Medieval Masses~ later develop-
ments." See also the comments on liturgical placement in
Lefferts, "Simon de Montfort," pp.210-2l3, especially the
remarks on the possible use of a motet in a Memorial. A
memorial is a short service performed at the close of Lauds
or Vespers~ it consists of an antiphon, versicle, and col-
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Harrison has proposed a neat, plausible distinction
between free and cantus firmus items, specifying a narrow
range of p~rformance contexts that can account for both as
non-ritual, but liturgical polyphony. He hypothesizes that
as a rule the polytextual cantus firmus motet with tenor
based on a Mass chant was sung at Mass by soloists in the
pu1pitum, perhaps even with the accompaniment of the organ,
"to break the silence of the priest's silently spoken Canon
of the Mass, after the Sanctus but before the Elevation."l'
Motets might also be Deo gratias substitutes at Mass (but
not in the Office) in response to the Deacon's "Ite." Free
pieces, including conductus, rcndellus, and voice-exchange
motets on a pes were sung in the Office in choir as unaccom-
panied Benedicamus substitutes ("cantus in loco Benedica-
mus") at the end of Lauds or Vespers. Less commonly, motets
on a tenor might be Benedicamus substitutes in the Office,
in the event they are based on Office chants or have the
lect dedicated to some saint or the BVM. It is a perfect.
example of a frequently performed service that is outside of
the normal !ound of Mass and Office, and that might well be
a performance context for a motet. (Para~a paradisi porta
sets a BVM antiphon for Memorials of Our Lady during Easter-
tide.) Motets might also ha~2 been used to augment a reper-
toire of rhymed proses for Matins, rhymed Offertories for
Mass, or non-psa1modic rhymed antiphons for Offices, proces-
sions, and other devotional services.
ljSee Harrison, "Introduction" to PMFC XVI. This thesis
grew out of Harrison's theory of clausula function, as
expressed in Music in Medieval Britain, pp.123-28, and elab-
orated elsewhere, inclUding in his contribution to a round-
table at the IMS Congress in 1974 (KB Salzburg II,
pp.69-70); "Benedicamus, Conductus, Carol," pp.3S-40; and
the Introduction to EECM 26, pp.xvi-xviii.
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words Benedicamus Domino incorporated at the end of their
text(s).
Harrison's theory, though perhaps more satisfactory
than the contextual approach, lacks a convincing mass of
direct evidence to back it up and so remains in a kind of
scholarly limbo, as yet unproven but unable to be dismissed.
Two pillars underlying the historical basis of the theory,
his conjectures on clausula and conductus function, have
been attacked recently by specialists. 20 The theory is also
vulnerable to an objection already raised for the contextual
theory. That is, there is no sign that there ever was any
systematic recourse to a particular category of chant for
motet tenors, nor any sign that any repertoire indicated a
consistent performance context by concentration on motets
with either Mass tenors or Office tenors to the exclusion
20Students of the clausula such as Norman Smith ("The
Clausula of the Notre Dame School," pp.84-92), Jurg Stenzl
(Die vierzig Clausulae, pp.166-69), and Rudolph Flotzinger
(Der Discantussatz im Magnus Liber, pp.63-66) have taken
pains to indicate the conjectural nature of Harrison's theo-
ries. In their studies, Stenz1 and Flotzinger propose a
number of alternative theories.
Sarah Fuller, in her work on St. Martial polyphony
("Aquitanian Polyphony," pp.27-34), demands recognition of
the senarate ritual functions of versus and Benedicamus
verse-trope, rejecting the interchangeability of conductus
and Benedicamus versus. While acknowledging the conversion
of some conductus to a Benedicamus function, she does not
accept that there was a replacement of the latter by the
former in the 13th century. The conductus, indeed, has
other, more frequently encountered amd readily identifiable
functions, especially in processions and as a preface or
benediction before a reading (while at the same time reading
terminations, like Benedicamus terminations, are rare).
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of the other. z1
The appearance of Deo gratias motets in the Machaut
Mass, the Missa Tournai, the Fountains fragments, Old Hall,
and Bent's reconstructed choirbook, and the location of mot-
ets in general at the end of Old Hall, suggest that the
motet both on the continent and in later 14th-century Eng-
land was primarily associated with the Mass. On account of
where they have been added, Bent calls the second layer of
motets in Old Hall "sanctus sequels."ZZ A number of the ear-
lier 14th-century English motets (Ave miles, Beatus vir, and
Zorobabel abigo) incorporate some form of "Benedicamus Dom-
ino" into their texts. This evidence does give some support
to a part of Harrison's thesis. Yet in terms of the whole,
the numbers of motets which can be so singled out on the
basis of text content is small: thus indicating their excep-
tional nature rather than that theirs was an exclusive, pri-
mary: or even typical function of ~ll motets. This problem
cannot be pursued to any firm conclusion in the present
study.2. However, it should be observed that Harrison's dis-
21This objection rests on the assumption that if the
motet were liturgical there would be systematic coverage of
major feasts by a specific corpus of motets. On~ might
expect the possibility that in some corpus all the motet
tenors would be from, say Graduals: or, at the very least:
that they would all be used in the same place in the lit-
urgy.
22Bent, "Old Hall MS."
23The problem of motet function is not limited to the
14th-century English motet, but rather is a subject of con-
tinuing debate and research for continental repertoires,
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tinction between free and cantus firmus pieces, which was
followed in the division of material between PMFC XV and
XVI, will not be followed here. The motet repertoire will
be considered separately from the conductus and rondellus
repertoires, but no generic distinction on the basis of
function will be made between free and cantus firmus motets,
or between monotextual and polytextual motets, in the Eng-
lish corpus.
Temporal Limits
In regard to the temporal limits placed on this study,
fairly reasonable musical boundaries exist at either end of
the 14th century, though they could have been transcended in
both directions to encompass a broader repertoire dating
from around 1250 to 1450 or so. Though there are many char-
acteristic featu~es and continuous lines of development that
link the 13th- and 14th-century English motets, there is at
the same time a marked shift in the notation, musical style,
technical forms and procedures, subject matter, and relation
of word to music in English polyphony around 1290-1300.
This shift, triggered in all probability by exposure to
Franconian and Petronian notational and stylistic develop-
especially of the 15th and 16th centuries. A recent article
by Cummings, "Toward an Interpretation of the Sixteenth-Cen-
tury Motet," is an excellent treatment of the issue. He has
collected evidence which tends to support the conclusion
that the motet was used mostly at Mass (as what he prefers
to call a "paraliturgical" insertion) to accompany ritual
action, especially at the Offertory.
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ments on the continent, provides a distinct terminus. As
defined by the musical sources, the 13th-century repertoire
extends mainly up through the Worcester fragments and
slightly later related sources, which are excluded here save
for a few 14th-century palimpsests entered into the earlier
material. 24
The later boundary is set towards 1400 by the nine mot-
ets in Old Hall (five from the first layer and four later
additions) and those in roughly contemporary or slightly
later sources, such as the motets in Bent's reconstructed
manuscript,25 Sandon's Canterbury fragment Cant 1,2' and
other motets by Dunstable and his generation, all of which
are excluded. Those few motets from English sources with
concordances in the first layer of Old Hall (namely Lbm
40011B and Orne 266/268), as well as those from a source
(US-We 14) one of whose motets may be by a composer repre-
24See Chapter Three, Table 19, for a list of sources of
13th-century English polyphony, and Appendix II for a list
of 13th-century English motets. Some motets of probable
13th-century origin survive in later sources, and are con-
sidered along with more advanced pieces in this study. A
few sources in Franconian notation are regarded as of the
13th-century including, in particular, Lwa 33327.
25See Bent, "A Reconstructed Choirbook." An updated
account of this source will be provided by Bent in a forth-
coming memorial volume for Gordon Anderson edited by Luther
Dittmer. A new leaf, in the possession of Sotheby's as of
this writing, contains concordances to the last two motets
in Old Hall.
2 'Sandon, "Fragments of Medieval Polyphony," pp.41-44.
This source had a motet by Dunstable on John the Baptist
(Preco preheminencie) and another (Ave miles triumphalis)
that is possibly on St. Bartholomew.
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sented in the first layer of Old Hall (Rowlard), are
included, however. This later terminus is a stylistic junc-
ture at the point when isorhythmic technique in the motet
turns to tripartite and quadripartite structures marked by
sectional changes of mensuration and complex diminution
schemes. There is also the adoption of minor prolation and
of iambic minim-semibreve motion under major prolation, as
well as the introduction of complex syncopations and dis-
placed rhythms on several levels of mensural organization,
including the simultaneous juxtaposition of voices in dif-
ferent mensurations (with minim equivalency).
Chronology and Style
Within the termini established at both ends of the cen-
tury, a loose chronology of sources and pieces can be estab-
lished that is anchored by few firm dates. This relative
chronology is rather elastic and can be stretched or bunched
to fill the era in question continuously, if not totally
uniformly, with the repertoire that we have at hand. In
regard to the earlier end of the era, Hohler has observed
accurately, if a little acerbically, "I have not noticed in
the literature any indication of the kind of evidence which
entitles a musicological connoisseur to distinguish the
notation of 1295 from that of 1301."27 At the other end of
the century, Andrew Hughes has discussed possible dates for
27Hohler, "Reflections," p.30.
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an Old Hall motet that vary by over 30 years. 2' The discre-
pancy in suggested dates for the composition of the motet
Sub arturo plebs reaches 50 years. 2' In light of the general
lack of external evidence on which to base absolute dates
for individual motets and sources, no piece-by-piece chro-
nology of the motet corpus will be attempted here. It will
be useful, however, to outline the basic premises for the
relative chronology of sources, motet types, and occasion-
ally, ind:vidual pieces that underlies this studt.
The manuscript sources offer evidence whose value has
not yet been fully realized. A detailed paleographical and
codicological survey of the motet manuscript fragments,
involving review by experts in various archival sciences,
remain~ ~o be undertaken.~o We need careful assessments of
the age and provenance of the contents and the manufacture
of the present parent (or "host") manuscripts, and of their
bindings. The musical leaves themselves must be assessed
for the implicit size of the uncutdown musical manuscripts
from which they came, for their ruling and layout, for the
2SHughes, "Reappraisal," pp.l05-106, discussing En Kate-
rine solennia. See also Chapter 2, p.17l below. Dates
for this motet vary according to the occasion for which it
is presumed to have been written. Hughes takes the posi-
tion: "I do not think an event other than the Saint's Feast
Day necessary for the motet."
2'Bent, "Transmission," pp.70-72. Trowell has proposed
that the motet was written in 1358, but it has features in
common with the motets of the second layer of Old Hall,
written ca.1415.
~oSanders makes this point in "Sources."
TABLE 2
THE SOURCES: PROVENANCE ~ ESTIMATED AGE
14~h-Cen~ Insular Motet sourcesi
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BERc 5S
Cc:c 65
Ci'm
Cgc 512
Cpc 228
CAc 128/2
DRc 20
LIc 52
Lbm 1210
L1:llD 24198
L1:llD 285,0
L1:llD40011B
LbID 40011B+
Lli 146
Lpro 2/261
Lwa 12185
Ob D.6
Ob 7
Ob 81
Ob 14;
Ob ,94
Ob 652
Omc 266/268
Onc 57
Onc ;62
TAcro ;182
WF
Yc
US-NYpll1 978
US-PRu 119A
US-SM 19914
US-WC 14
Yorkshire(household accoun~3}
(Worcester?(RISM): Benedic~ine)
Coxi'ord; Augustinian
Norwich; Benedictine
Durham: Benedic~ine
(Cistercian(narrison»
St. Thomas, !lublin: Augustinian
Robe~b~dge: Cistercian
Foun'tains I Cistercian
Fountains; Cistercian
Thurgarton, Augustinian
Surrey (household accounts)
Daventry; Cluniac/Benedictine
Bu1:"Y St. Edmunds: Benedictine
Christ Church, Canterbury; Eenedic~ine
(London (Hohler); Canterbury (Lefferts»
worcester: Benedictine
Shouldha.m: Gilbertine
(a royal chapel (Harrison»
Revesby; Cistercian
St. Osyth; Augustinian
Many of the assignments are ca~e on dUbious grounds; those
with no external evidence to support them are given in paren-
theses.
Table 2, co~t.
Rough Chronology or the~~~ureesl
Circa 1300-1330 Harrison Sand.ers Cc~cordanees
~ "Ars Nova"
LbD: 40011B* 0'0 6SZ:Lbm 24198
Db 6S2 Lbm 24178&400113
One ;362 1 ca. 1;320 1 Lbm 2419a:p-MO;~P
Lbm 24198 4 ) One 362: US-PRu
00 D.6
US-PRu 119A
'liP
CAe 128/2
0'0 61 2 ca.·lJJO 2 DRe 20
One S7
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Circa 1330-1360
Lpro 2/261
C1"m
Ob 7(!~n1:) S ca. 1)40 4 DRe 20; B:2e SS
0'0 S94 0'0 7
Cpe 228 6 Cge S12: Lbm 1210
Ye Lbm 1210
Lbm 1210 ) Cpe 228; Ye
Cge S12 6 ca.1)J6-SS 7 DRe 20: Cpe 228
DRe 20(front) 7 ca.l)SO-60 8 Cge S12: Db 7:
Lwa 1218S
0'0 811 BERe SS
S
."ERe SS DRe 20: 0'0 7
Lbm 28SS0
LIe S2
Cee 6S 9
nero )182
Lli 146
----------~--------------------------------------------------
Cu-ca 1360-1380
0'0 7 (rear) (S)
ORe 20 (rear) (7)
US-8M 19914
0'0 14;3
US-NYpm 978
Ome 266/268
-------------------------------------------------------------
Circa 1380-1400
Lbm40011B
US-~e 14
8
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characteristics of their music and text hands, and for what
all this can possibly tell us about their ages. In a gen-
eral way the paleography of text and music hands is well
understood by musicoloyis~s in a broad historical framework.
The paleographer is often inclined, however, to defer to the
musicologist's familiarity with musical style in any joint
effort at coming up with a fairly refined date for a source.
As a consequence, it must be recognized that we lack the
tools to distinguish a later copy of a repertoire from a
version whose compilation may be closer to the date of com-
position. 31 We in general do not (or cannot, in this situ-
ation) make this distinction strongly enough, and hence must
be vague not only about the origins of a repertoire but also
about the span of time it may have been in circulation.
Table 2 presents the sources for the motet in England
in the 14th century, listed fir~t alphabetically by sigla,
with an indication of provenance, and then in roughly chro-
nological order. 32 Similar, less inclusive, results are pub-
31Note Mark Everist's assessment of the date of Cjc 23 in
Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," p.312. Page size, text
hand, and the appearance of music and decoration suggest a
date in the second half of the century, but the notation
"need be no later than c.1300."
32This Table includes all known sources except (i) refer-
ences to motets mentioned by English tr-eorists or by theo-
rists copied and known in England, but no~ found in an insu-
lar music source (mainly, if not exclusively, citations of
continental pieces). (ii) The Bridport, Guild Archives
fragment, which is a "ghost reference" cited by H. Davey in
History of English Music, p.31 and picked up by Ludwig in
32
lished by Harrison (in "Ars Nova" and agoin, im~licitly, by
the ordering of material in PMFC XV) and Sanders ("English
Polyphony," p.438). This table is provided as a reference
point for the remarks on the ages of pieces and sources ~hat
will be made from time to time in the following pages. The
dates represent informed guesses, for the most part,33 and
are not to be understood as being as firm and objective as
they might seem to be on account of the specificity sug-
gested by this sort of listing.
A second source of evidence on chronology is the evolu-
tion of notational forms and mensural organization, along
with intimately correlated style features: the range of
rhythmic units employed and the rhythmic units used for dec-
lamation. (For a survey on the motet repertoire according
to these features, see Chapter Three, in particular Table
14.) Again, this is an evolution whose broad outlines are
well understood but whose details are not secure enough to
Repertoriurn I, ii, pp.677-78 but no longer locatable. See
Ian Bent, "Polyphonic Verbum Bonum," p.229. There is
reported to have been some music for two voices plus a part
labelled "Tenor de A toute hure." (iii) Another English
"ghost," which was in fact seen and referred to by Wolf in
HNK I, p.286 and received a further mention by Ludwig in
"Die Quellen," p.192, note. This source consisted of fly-
leaves from a Wolfenbuttel codex (Helmstadt 499) of Scottish
provenance; they were already missing when Ludwig wrote in
1923.
JJHarrison discusses in "Ars Nova," pp.68-70 the evidence
that Cgc 512 may have been copied some time during the years
1325-1336 and have stayed in use at least until about 1355.
Such evidence is practically unique among the sources in
question here.
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provide guideposts for an absolute chronology. A logical
resource fer chronology would be a comparison between conti-
nental and English practice. The "conservative attitude
towards the rhythmic surface of the music"J4 -in early
14th-century England, along with native innovations in nota-
tion and a concentration on formal rather than notational
inventiveness, make direct comparison with the continent
only that much more difficult in this regard.
Comparative style analysis gives us a number of other
yardsticks for musical differentiation along stylistic gra-
dients that may be taken as roughly equivalent to chronolo-
gical or evolutionary gradients. It will be useful to take
up a number of these features for review with regard to the
English motet repertoire.
Range
Range is one of the critical parameters for control of
counterpoint in vocal polyphony; it is ~overned both by
purely compositional considerations and by the make-up of
the performing forces for which the piece is intended.
Aspects of range as an element of style include (1) the
total range spanned by a motet, (2) the range of the poly-
phonic framework, i.e. the average width of counterpoint
between the outermost parts, (3) the ambitus of individual
parts and the degree of stratification or overlap between
J4Alejandro Planchart, "The Ars Nova and Renaissance,"
p.l57.
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parts, and (4) the location of the overall range within the
Odonian gamut and with respect to the final of the motet.
For late medieval polyphony, one can say in general that
total range, the width of counterpoint, the ambitus of indi-
vidual voices, and the tendency towards stratification of
ranges are all increasing. In the early 13th century the
overall range is usually no more than an octave to a tenth,
with a fifth to an octave for the average width of counter-
point. By the end of the century the total range increases
to a twelfth or a thirteenth, with an octave as the usual
width of counterpoint. In the continental repertoi~e this
remains the norm throughout the 14th century, though in
exceptional cases, such as a few of the Petronian motets of
the first decades, and in later examples, in particular some
isorhythmic motets a4, a fifteenth or sixteenth is reached.
Roger Bowers has shown through an "analysis of a large
proportion of English sacred music surviving from the period .
cl350-l450 (some 400 movements)" that "two octaves emerges
as the normal practical working limit of overall compass."35
In fact, however, English motets of the first half of the
century already frequently exploit a tonal range of around
two octaves. They comprise perhaps the first polyphonic
repertoire to do so consistently. For a list of these rnot-
35Bowers, "Performing Pitch," p.22. His data are
included in Table 3 below. Bowers further observes that the
double octave is regularly exceeded, in English polyphony at
any rate, only beginning ca.1460.
35
ets ordered by ascertainable total range, see Table 3.
In those of widest range, the average width of counterpoint
often exceeds an octave, frequently touching a tenth or
twelfth. As with all such stylistic features, one cannot
make very fine chronological distinctions on this basis.
Nonetheless, there is a striking contrast between motets
that date from perhaps the 1260s and 1270s (such as those in
US-PRu 119B, Cjc 138, Cjec ~ or D-Gu 220) and those of sixty
or seventy years later, such as the duet motets of Lbm 1210
or DRc 20. On the earlier side are motets with overall
ranges of a ninth to an eleventh, with an average width of
counterpoint of only a fifth, and voices almost completely
sharing the whole range, with much voice-crossing. 3' The
duet motets have an overall range of a fifteenth or six-
teenth, with individual part ranges of as much as a tenth,
eleventh, or thirteenth, without voice-crossing in partwrit-
ing. The average width of counterpoint is an octave, but
there is a great diversity of interval content in the outer-
voice framework (from sixths to twelfths), rather than the
consistency seen in the earlier motets. 37
3'See Lefferts, "Simon de Montfort," p.220.
370n the basis of this kind of comparison, it can be
argued strictly from considerations of range that at least
one motet in the 14th-century repertoire, Trinitatem venere-
mur (Lbm 24198, ~) is of earlier origin: its overall range
is only a tenth, with part ranges of a 9th, 8th, 10th, and
7th. Every voice at some time assumes the role of the low-
est sounding part, and there is considerable voice crossing.
36
TABLE 3
COMPARATIVE DATA ON OVERALL RANGE
Source Range (#/~) Sample Size
9.... 101l. 11;1. 12"'" 13'fl. g~ lS1l 16~ 17+l.t
PMFC
XIV
F-MO 1 22
7&8 :rasc.~ ...
F-Pn 146
& de Vitry
Machaut
PMFC V
CMM 39
14th-C.
insular
14th-C.•'
continental
in England
Bowers data
J2
91
27
33
15
71
23
398
Table 3, cont.
14th-century Insular Motets
Byreterminable Overall Range
10th Trinitatem veneremur
11th -----
37
12th Ade :rinit
Civitas nusquam
Herodis in pretorio
lam nubes
Su:rfragiose
'13th Alma mater
Candens crescit
Excelsus in numine
Fusa cum silentio
Ianuam quam clauserat
o homo
o pater
Petrum cephas
Salve cleri
Triumphat hodie
14th A solis-ovet mundus
Balaam de quo
Caligo terre
De flore martirum
Solaris ardor'
Suspiria merentis
Thomas gemma
Virgo Maria
Cuius de manibus
Laus honor?
15th A solis ortus
Astra transcendit
Ave miles
Barrabas dimittitur
Daleo super 'te
Frondentibus florenti'bus
Hostis Herode8
Mulier magni meriti
Orto sole
Patrie pacis
Regina iam discubuit?
Triumphus patet
Tu civium
Inter usitata
Detentos a demonibus?
Venit sponsa de Libano?
Alta canunt?
Augustine par angelis?
Beatus vir?
Inter choros?
Quid rimari?
o crux vale?
Parata paradisi porta?
Regi regum?
Regnum sine termino?
Veni creator?
Viri Galilei?
Quare fremuerunt
Regne de pite
Rosa delectabilis
Rota versatilis
Virgo mater salvatoris
Virgo sancta Katerina
Assunt Augus~ini?
Radix Iesse?
Zorobabel abigo?
16th Jesu fili
Rex visibiliwn
Te domina
Zelo tui
17th Jesu redemptor
Table 3, cont.
Baptizas parentes?
F.ac a valle?
Lux refulget?
Salve sancta?
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----------------------------------------------------------
14th-eentury Continental Motets
in Insular Sources
12th Firmissime fidem
13th Amer amours
Apta caro
Domine quis
L'amoreuse flour
Mon chant
Musicorum collegio
Omnis terra
Pura plaaens
Tribum quem
14th Ad lacrimas
Rex Karole
15th Deus creator (Eng.?)
Humane lingue (Eng.?)
Vos quid
o canenda
Inter amenitatis
Alme pater?
Maria diceris-Soli fines?
Parce piscatoribus?
Virginalis concio?
Nec Herodis?
o vos omnes?
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Four-Part Writing
Three-voice part-writing is a universal norm from the
late 12th through the mid-15th century. In Notre Dame poly-
phony there is a small number of organa, conductus, and
clausulae a4; the motet a4 is cultivated for a short time in
the early 13th century, as represented by the collection of
such pieces in the second fascicle of F-MO. Resurgence of
four-voice writing on the continent comes over a hundred
years later, in the 1330s, with the later motets of de Vitry
and Machaut. On the other hand, the English cultivate
four-voice writing particulary in the motet a4 throughout
the later 13th a~d early 14th centuries with a distinct
upturn in output in the later period. Ja As a percentage of
the surviving repertoire, motets a4 make up a more signifi-
cant part of the 14th-century corpus than of the
13th-century corpus, although they never corne to predomi-
nate, going from about 20% of the 13th-century number to
about 40% of the 14th-century number.
If the motet a3 in its normal scoring (tenor plus tex-
ted dup1um and triplum) is represented texturally as 2+1,
then one possible scoring for the motet a4 is 3+1, repre-
senting the inclusion of an additional texted upper part.
JSThe emergence of writing in four real parts, with spe-
cial emphasis on the English contribution, has been dis-
cussed by Ernst Apfel in "Uber den vierstimmigen Satz," and
"Zur Entstehung des realen vierstimmigen Satzes in England."
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(The term for the fourth part is, straighforwardly,
quadruplum.}3' This is the scoring of early French motets a4
and also of a small number of English examples, mostly of
the 13th century. Another possible scoring for the motet a4
is 2+2, which indicates that there are two texted and two
untexted parts. 4D The fourth voice in such pieces is low in
range like the tenor and has a clearly subordinate, tenor-
like function. In some motets it is the equivalent of the
later-14th-century continental contratenor, which accompa-
nies the tenor cantus firmus, filling in counterpoint above
or below the tenor as necessary and serving as the lowest
sounding voice whenever the tenor rests. Its role is an
essential one and the part cannot simply be omitted in order
to lighten the texture, but it is usually not patterned
rhythmically the way the tenor is, and may be more active.
This is the kind of fourth voice found, for example, in iso-
periodic motets such as Petrum cephas and Ianuam~ clau-
serat. The latter motet is found in Onc 362 with a fifth
voice, labelled "Tenor per se de Iacet granum," that is the
earliest known example of a solus tenor. It combines the
"Rubrics in Lwa 33327 refer to the motets a3 and a4 as
"triplices" and "quadruplices" respectively. This one
source has eight of the fourteen 13th-century motets a4.
4DTwo 13th-century English compositions a3 survive in a
scoring which could similarly be designated 1+2. These are
Q debilis (WF, 73) whose supporting parts are labelled "Pes"
and "Primus Pes"; and Senator reais curie (WF, 11 and D-Gu
220, 1), whose supporting parts are labelled "Primus Pes"
and "Secundus Pes" in WF, and "Pes" and "ii" in D-Gu 220.
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lines of tenor and quartus cantus, reducing their
counterpoint to a single part of equivalent function that
can be used in their place to allow a performance of the
motet a3 instead of a4.
In other English motets a4, especially in the large-
scale free compositions with voice exchange, the role of the
fourth voice in a 2+2 texture is slightly different. Here
the two lower parts are a~most entirely equivalent. They
may have identical ranges and rhythmic activity, and share
melodic material through exchange. Often this form of t~o­
voice substructure (with or without exchange) is effectively
only a single voice, with fragmentation of the lower part
into tWQ through hocket. {See the tenors of Candens crescit
and Q pater in Figure l.} In other motets such as Rota ver-
satilis the two lower voices may have slightly differenti-
ated ranges and fixed harmonic functions. The effective
texture in these motets a4 is, in any event, mostly in three
real parts, with only occasional bars of true four-part
writing. Extensive use of imperfect consonances facilitates
four-part writing by making more consonant pitches availa-
Dle, especially in an increased contrapuntal field, but
fully independent four-part counterpoint cannot be sustained
for any substantial length of time because of the homogene-
ity of rhythmic motion in all voices, coupled as it often is
to parallel motion.'l
41Parallel counterpoint in imperfect consonances permits
Candens crescit. voices III and IV. bars 1-40
~ ..at -.0 'I I 11"ln " .&J~ ......... ~
-
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~ Pater excellentissime, voices III and IV, bars 1-51
r 'I I
FIG. 1: The Tenors of Candens Crescit and 0 Pater
It is tempting to see an effort to distinguish between
fluent partwriting with rapid harmonic motion a3, but not
a4. Partwriting in compositions a3 may be fairly continu-
ous, or may itself be broken up in hocket fragmentation, as
for instance in Triumphat hodie or Salve cIeri. <Sanders,
"English Polyphony" p. 197, has singled out the style of the
second of these two lliotets as ccmoarable to the stile brise
of the 17th-century French claveclnists.) This transparent
style of writing, already remarked upon by Levy, "New Mater-
ial," p.231, is also a mark of late conduetus-rondellus
writing ca. 1300, as in Fuloet celestis (WF, 31 and One 36~,
16).
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the various possibilities for scoring in a 2+2 texture in
the terminology used to label the lower parts in English
motets a4. The evidence has been assembled in Table 4.
There is too little of it to draw firm conclusions. One
attractive interpretation is that the terms "Tenor" ana
"Quartus cantus" are used when these voices are stratified
by range and/or function, and that the terms "Primus tenor"
and "Secundus tenor" are used when the two parts are a per-
fectly equivalent pair. On the other hand, it may be that
"Quartuc cantus" is the earlier designation and "Secundus
tenor" the later. However, the use of both kinds of termi-
nology in concordances of Candens crescit suggests that the
different modes of nomenclature were equivalent, simply
reflecting what are perhaps regional preferences. 42
The form of the final cadence provides one interesting
measure of style change among the motets a4. The earliest
either cadence awkwardly to an 8-5 sonority with doubling,
or else cadence to an 8-5-3 sonority. The triadic final is
seen in the following pieces:
42We can be more certain that the terms "Pes" or "Pes de"
and "Tenor" or "Tenor de" usually mean the same thing, i.e.
a non-Gregorian tenor, and that the distinction between them
is basically chronological, pes being the earlier term. But
there are exceptions to both of these generalizations. (See
note 7 above.)
TABLE 4
ENGLISH MOTETS A4
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12th Cen1:UrY:
J .+ 1
o nobilis nativitas
o quam glorifica
Pro beati Pauli (I)
Pro beati Pauli (II)
Spirans odor
{Sancta parens}
14thCentur:r:
J + 1
Inter choros
Orto sole
Solaris ardor
Trinitatem veneremur
2+2
A solis-ovet mundus
Absorbet oris-Recita
Alta canu.."1t
Apello cesarem
Assunt Augustini
Augustine par angelis
Ave miles
Candens crescit
Cuius de manibus
Detentos a demonibus
Flos regalis
Hac a valle
Hostis Herodes
Ianuam quam clauserat
Inter choros
Laus honor
Lingua peregrina
Lux refulget
2 + 2
Ave miles de cuius
Campanis cum cymbalis
Dona celi factor
In odore
Loquelis archangeli
o mors moreris
Opem nobis 0 ~homa
Super te ierusalem
Virtutum spolia
(Sumer canon)
2+2, cont.
Maria mole pressa
o crux vale
o homo de pUlvere
o pater
Ortosole
Peregrina moror
Petrum cephasQuid rimari cogitas
Regi regum enarrare
Regina iam discubuit
Regnum sine termino
Rota versatilis
Salve cIeri
Salve sancta virgula
Thomas gemma
Triumphat hodie
Tu civium
Ut recreentur
Veni creator
Venit sponsa
Virgo Maria
Viri Galilei
Zorobabel abigo
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Table 4, cont.
lEsular ~erminology for Lower Voices in Motets a4
Quartus Cantus
Ave miles de cuius
Dona celi factor
Loquelis archangeli
o mars moreris
Opem nobis 0 Thoma
Candens crescit
Hostis Herodes
Ianuam quam clauserat
o homo de pulvere
Petrum cephas
Primus Tenor & Secundus Tenor
Quadruplum
Alta canunt
Quatruplex
Ovet mundus
Quadri[Jvium
Cuius de manibus
motet:
Candens crescit
Quid rimari cogitas
Flos regalis
Super te ierusalem
Nec Herodis ferocitas
Thomas gemma
Ut recreentur celitus
Detentos a demonibus
Ave miles
Salve cleri
textless lower part
in Ccc 8, Ja
Textless lower part
in Lwa 12185, Sa
Contratenerem
Humane lingue
surviving part r~mes:
Tenor primus
Tenor primus
(Conditor) Kyrie. Tenor primus
Kyrie Seconde.
Pri111US tenor
Primus tenor
P(rimus tenor)
Secundus tenor
Secundus tenor
Secundo tenore
Tenor ii
ii
Primus
Tenor secundus
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Sumer canon Lbm 978, 5 F-final
Pro beati Pauli ~, 70 C-final
Super t~ Ierusalem WF, 95 F-final
Loquelis archangeli ~, 18=66 F-final
Campanis cum cymbalis Ob 60, 13 F-final
o homo de pulvere Onc 362, 17 D-final
These all appear exclusively in 13th-century sources with
the exception of Q homo, which argues for an early date of .
composition for this piece. 43 Later motets a4 cadence either
to 8-5 or to the more progressive 12-8-5. 44 Scarcely any
English motets a3 cadence to 12-8, a final sonority which is
significantly more common among 14th-century continental
motets a3. It is, at any rate, safely to be regarded as
more progressive than a close on 8-5. 45
43The editions of 0 homo in PMFC XV and the Oxford
Anthology both modify-the "Quartus de 0 homo" in order to
cadence to an 8-5 without the third. I do not approve of
this editorial decision, but it is true that 0 homo, the
only one of these pieces built on a cantus firmus, is also
the only one to cadence to an 8-5-3 whose third (D-F) is
minor, which may have caused the editors to edit it out.
Note also that the concordance of Pro beati Pauli in Lwa
33327 ends differently and, presumably, not on a full triad.
See the critical report in PMFC XIV.
44The four-voice motets Virgo Maria and Tu civium from
Cgc 512, and ~ solis-Ovet and Hostis Herodes from Ob 81, do
not indicate exactly how their final cadence is to be
voiced, but the cadences probably move to 8-5, either a4
with doubling or simply a3.
45Barrabas dimittitur and Deus creator are the only Eng-
lish motets a3 to cadence to 12-8; Orto sole (with its added
voice), Cuius de manibus, Regne de pite, and Humane lingue,
are the only English examples of motets a4 cadencing to
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In addition to an observation on how pieces end, it can
be useful to observe how pieces ~egin. Most motets a3 begin
on an 8-5 sonority, and most{a11?) motets a4 do likewise,
either by doubling or by resting in one voice (usually the
dup1um or the second lowest part). This convention is aban-
doned in a small number of 14th-century English examples:
Ze10 tui and Do1eo super te both begin with the triplum
briefly unaccompanied; Jnesu redemptor begins the opposite
way, with tenor and duplum only; and Petrum cephas begins
with trip1um and quartus cantus only, in what may be a ges-
ture towards a continental-style introitus.
Finally, an important guide to relative chronology is
offered by the handling of imperfect consonances in contra-
puntal interval combinations. The English preference for a
full, rich sonority of thirds, sixths, and tenths in their
polyphonic writing is a marked feature of insular style from
the early 13th century on. One can observe in both motet
and canti1ena repertoires an ~vo1ution from the use of 5-3
sonorities to more progressive 6-3 and 10-5 sonorities,
along with an increasing use of a more diverse vocabulary of
interval combinations such as 8-6, 10-6, 10-8, 12-8, and
12-10. This can be correlated with a contrapuntal grammar
in which they appear with increasing frequency in chains of
parallel imperfect intervals, moving in quickening note val-
12-8-5. Comparable numbers drawn from PMFC V are 6 motets
a3 (nos. 3, 7, 11, 12, 29, 30) and 10 motets a4 (nos. 2, 4,
6, 9a, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28) out of a total of 34.
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ues. In particular, with regard to t~e motet Harrison has
observed the phenomenon he calls "pre-cadential protofabur-
den." This is found in some relatively early 14th-century
motets where three voices move in semibreve values whi~~ the
tenor rests. In later motets there emerges the texture Har-
rison calls "protofaburden-parlando," with longer chains of
6-3s. 46 This parallelism finds a direct counterpart in the
writing of cantilenas, and as with the cantilena, becomes
less of a feature later in the century, when the full Eng-
lish sonorities are used in a more varied contrapuntal envi-
"Hal"rison, "Introduction" and "Notes on Transcription
and Performance" in PMFC XV, and "Ars Nova," p.72.
"See especially Sanders, "Cantilena and Discant,"
pp.10-23.
CHAPTER II
TYPOLOGY OF MOTET STRUCTURES
Introduction
Large-scale features of design are of particular inter-
est in the study of the 14th-century motet in England.
Since a motet is as much constructed as composed it will
normally have both audible form and inaudible order,l an
architectural plan, based on elementary principles, that
dictates for each motet an overall shape and internal
details of phrasing and counterpoint (some immediately per-
ceptible and others only revealing themselves to the patient
student). The most striking feature of English motets in
terms of compositional procedure is that their musical
structures are limited to variativns on a small number of
recognizable models, or formal archet}~es. Surviving motets
and fragments are particular realizations of these types,
each individualized through specific ways of handling cantus
firmus, text, and the numerical proportions of phrase
lengths and sections. These consistent methods of approach,
though few, are in fact more diverse than those found in
continental motets from contemporaneous sources.~
lManfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, pp.365-69.
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In an examination of the structure of any motet the
tenor must be taken as the point of departure. One reads
the motet "from the bottom up," observing the tenor's pat-
terns of rhythmic and melodic repetition and then looking to
the other voices for correspondences in musical phrase
structures and counterpoint. The most basic subdivision
among motet types followed here distinguishes between two
structural or compositional categories: 1) isomelism, where
musical repetitions in the tenor are accompanied by repeti-
tion of musical material in the upper voices, and 2) period-
icity (in particular, isoperiodicity) of phrase structures
in two or more voices. 3
zSanders, "Motet," pp.550-S4, classifj~~ continental mot-
ets of the late Ars Antigua into three t}~cs: the Petronian
motet, the Latin double motet, and the French accompanied-
song-style motet. None of these shows the kinds of dis-
tinctly defined and recurrent structural plans that charac-
terize the English output. Gunther, "Fourteenth-Century
Motet," makes a typology for the isorhythmic motet by dis-
tinguishing between unipartite, bipartite, and multipartite
designs (pp.29, 41-42), following Besseler, "Studien II,"
p.2l9.
3Consideration of text structure (i.e. versification) is
secondary in this initial approach to typology, although it
can be of critical interest to observe whether the text
structure is independent of the musical phrase structure or
whether they, to some degree, have isomorphic features, and
whether in either case the resulting versification is regu-
lar or irregular. Some motet types normally accommodate
regular texts, and it is probable that this consideration
influenced the choice of motet type to be composed in indi-
vidual instances. See the section on versification in Chap-
ter Four.
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Among the motets categorized as isome1ic are those
exhibiting strict and varied voice exchange, strophic repeat
with variation, and refrains. In many of these motets it is
apparent that composition actually proceeded ftfrom the top
down,ft with a loosely patterned (or non-patterned) tenor
that was freely compos~d or else disposed ad hoc so as to
support a tuneful texted voice with symmetrical melodic
periods. As a result most isomelic motets are markedly sec-
tional or have prominent strophic features. They are built
out of a series of well-defined musical units with clearly
articulated boundaries corresponding to textual strophes,
and melodic variation is an important stylistic feature,
especially in the freely compose~ pieces. One of the most
vigorous and distinctive of these indigenous motet types is
the motet a4 with five sections of voice exchange followed
by a coda.
The motets with periodic phrase structures are designed
to express simple numerical schemes through interlocking
musical phrases of rationally controlled length. Periods of
these phrases may be uniform throughout a motet, or may be
mixed in various ways. Especially in isoperiodic motets, a
rhythmic module defined by the phrase beginnings and endings
may replicate itself several times in the course of the
motet, thus defining a sectional structure that is audible,
but conceptually the periodic motets must be regarded as
through-composed; theirs is a musical fabric without sharp
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internal divisions articulated by cadences observed in all
parts, and textual strophes overlap. A particularly clear-
cut type of periodic motet is the isoperiodic duet motet
with medius cantus. The isomelic and periodic categories
are not mutually exclusive, as will be seen in a number of
examples, but the distinction between them is generally use-
ful. 4
The typology reveals that a rather chaotic collection
of whole compositions and fragments from many sources can be
assembled into rational categories accommodating practically
all the extant material. That this is possible suggests
that although the great bulk of the repertoire is lost (and
with it, undoubtedly many fascinating and original motets),
we can get a sense of its range, its variety, and the con-
sistency of its compositional techniques from those we have.
In the following pages the various motet types will be
described with some examination of the shared or unique fea-
4This typology is based on one by Sanders, who divides
the English 14th-century motets into those exhibiting
voice-exchange, variation, or isoperiodicity, and comments
on a number of interesting hybrids. (See Sanders, "English
Polyphony," Chapter III, pp.l92-263 and the later discus-
sions derived from it in "Motet," pp.538-S0 and "England:
From the Beginning," pp.283-89.) The divisions made here
are roughly the same, though no single category of the pres-
ent classification corresponds to the variation type of San-
ders, "the successor to the ostinato pes-motet of the 13th
century." (Sanders, "England: Fr~m the Beginning," p.287.)
Rather, the motets on "ostinati and varied ostinati which
are freely invented (or perhaps borrowed from popular
sources)" are grouped with cantus firmus motets of similar
isomelic structure, such as varied voice exchange, strophic
repeat, or refrain types.
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tures of the motets falling under each heading, and with
some mention of those motets that depart to some extent in
their stylistic and formal relationships from the more
clearly defi~ed types.
Isome1ic Motets
Motets With Strict Voice Exchange
The 13th Century
The most important group of isomelic motets is that in
which exact voice exchange occurs over a repeating tenor. A
significant number of these pieces survives in late 13th and
early 14th-century sources, and they show a continuity of
approach to motet design over the entire period (perhaps
ca.l270-l330). Independent compositions built on a succes-
sion of periods of voice exchange may be free or possess a
cantus firmus, and may be either monotextual or polytextual.
Those which are both free and monotextual lack both of the
essential criteria of the motet as it developed on the con-
tinent, namely polytextuality and a rhythmically patterned
cantus prius factus as tenor. For this reason Harrison
regards them instead as rondellus-conductus, and sees in
such a cantus-firmus-based voice-exchange piece as Ave miles
a hybridization or fusion of the techniques of rondellus-
conductus and motet: therefore he labels it a rondellus-
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motet. 5 However, there is evidence that in the usage of Eng-
lish musicians voice exchange compositions on a pes (freely
composed tenor) were regarded as motets rather than as a
species of conductus.' Terminology such as "rondellus-
motet," in its suggestion that norms have been contravened
or boundaries crossed in the fashioning of a piece, conveys
the common background of both rondellus and voice-exchange
techniques in England but blurs the important technical dif-
ference between rondellus and motet, or between conductus
and motet. This distinction needs to be made with clarity
precisely because of "the close stylistic relationship that
unites conductus, rondellus, and freely composed motet in
the English repertoire of the thirteenth century."'
Voice exchange (Stimmtausch) occurs when two voices
alternately present the same music over a double-versicle
tenor. In a rondellus, all voices begin together and pro-
ceed through periods of exchange. The rota, a related musi-
cal phenomenon, is a round canon at the unison in which all
voices participate.' One could conceivably describe voice
5 See, among other places, Harrison, NOHM III, pp.88-94,
where Balaam is called a rondellus-motet, Salve cleri is
called a conductus-motet with rondellus technique, and Ovet
mundus is called a rondellus-conductus.
'See Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp.I03-l04, n.74 and
"Tonal Aspects," p.24, n.38.
'Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.122, summarizing Chapter
IIA (pp.78-l22), which is devoted to an investigation of
this relationship.
'Harrison (in "Rota and Rondellus," p.lOl) insists on a
RondellusVoice-Exchange
a b
ba
XX
Rota
~
ab
ba
!l
abc
cab
bca
a4
abcd
dabc
cdab
bcda
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abc d • • •
abc d •••
abc d • • •
FIG. 2: voice Exchange, Rondellus, and Rota
further distinction beyond one of performance practice in
discriminatir.g rota from rondellus, arguing that "[in] a
rota ••• some or all of the phrases of its melody extend over
at least two units of interchange, while in the rondellus
each phrase is the same length as the unit." This distinc-
tion is not observed here, and I take the only two true
rotas in the repertoire to be the Sumer Canon (Lbm 978, 5,
edited, among other places, in PMFC XIV, 4a) and MUnda Maria
(WF, 21, edited in PMFC XIV, 35). The Sumer Canon imposes a
rota on an ostinato pes and for that reason can be regarded
as a kind of voice-exchange motet. Barry Cooper plausibly
argues that a similar situation obtained in Salve Svrnon
(Cjc, ~). For this reason both have been listed as motets
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exchange as a rondellus in two parts imposed on a repeating
tenor. However, a true rondellus is a self-contained entity
whose counterpoint is complete in and of itself, so the
application of the term in cases where "voice-exchange"
would be more apt seems a misnomer.'
Rondellus and voice-exchange techniques in 13th-century
English compositions 1D occur in conductus, tropic chant set-
tings of alleluias, independent voice-exchange motets, and
independent rondelli. These are listed in Table 5. In each
category the pieces have been listed in an order represent-
ing a chronology based on style features. The style cri-
teria include range (increasing overall span, width of
counterpoint, and width during rondellus section), units of
declamation {from longs to longs and paired breves and
in Table 1 below. (See Cooper, "A Thirteenth-Century
Canon," and Lefferts, "Simon de Montfort.")
'The only medieval authority who applies the term rondel-
lus to compositions a3 such as in Figure 2 is Walter Oding-
ton, who provides an example, Ave mater Domini, included in
Table 5. See Dittmer, "Beitrage," pp.29-33, and see also
Eggebrecht, "Rondellus," Falck, "Rondellus, Canon, and
Related Types," and Sanders, "Communication." Bent, in
"Rota versatilis," observes the kinship of rota and rondel-
lus implied by the text and form of Rota versatilis,
inspired by the legend of Katherine and the wheel. Despite
this testimony I would still insist on the distinction
between rondellus and voice-exchange, and not use the term
"rondellus" or "rondellus-motet" to describe Rota.
leThe following deals with pieces a3. There exists one
conductus a2 with a rondellus section, namely Karitatis
(Omec, l). (See Dom A.Hughes in NOHM II, p.377.) Examples
fitting our definition of an independent rondellus a2
include Salve mater salvatoris (Ob 343, 1) (edited in PMFC
XIV, 6) and two better known pieces-cTted by Harrison in
"Rota and Rondellus," pp. 98-100, the "voice-exchange hymn"
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finally to longs and breves in alternation), manuscript lay-
out (in score or parts)r and notation (from premensural
notation to English mensural notation and finally to Franco-
nian notation).
The parallels in the evolution of rondellus and voice-
exchange techniques are clear. It is probable that both
have their origin in tbe constructivist techniques of con-
trapuntal invention found in conductus caudae. Most voice-
exchange and rondellus passages, when not melismatic, bear a
single text, in one voice at a time. Rare instances of
simultaneous texting of all voices in typical conductus
fashion are seen in Salve mater (two-thirds of a rondellus
section), and Salve~ florum and Eguitas in curia
(voice-exchange passages). Like conductus, the independent
rondelli and voice-exchange motets often have melismatic
preludes, interludes, and postludes. Like motets in gen-
eral, the independent rondelli and the later conductus and
conductus-rondellus are written in parts, and Fulget celes-
tis curie even has the simultaneous declamation of two dif-
ferent texts. 11 No later examples of rondellus a3 survive;
Nunc sancte nobis and the Benedicamus trope Ad cantus leti-
cie, for both of which Harrison suggests a possible British
origin. (On these two compositions, see also RISM B/IV/I,
p.15.)
l1AS the tables show, it is not possible to distinguish
conductus from rondellus on the basis that the former is
always notated in score, the latter in parts. When such
compositions are written in parts, all the parts are texted.
This is probably as good a place as any to note one isolated
example that shows what is best described as a polytextual
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TABLE 5
RONDELLUS AND VOICE-EXCHANGE IN 13TH-CENTURY ENGLISH MUSIC
Rondellus
1) in conductus ("conductus-rondellus")J score/parts
Integra inviolata
Salve mater gracie-Salve
mater misericordie
Flos regalis
o laudanda virginitas
ADlor patris
De supernis sedibus
Quem trina polluit
In excelsis gloria
Karisma conserat
Regis aula
Ob 489, 3 '*
Ob 489, 1b/2; '*
Ob 591, 3
Ob 489, 1 '*
Ob 591 5 1 *
WF, 20
WF, 5
WF, 69; Du, 1 *
WF, 93: US-Cu, 4
One 362, 14
US-PRu 119A, 1:
Lbm 24198, )
*
*
'*
'*
'*
2) in organal settings of Alleluias, where ascertainable:
Gaude plaude WF, 50
Alleluia Christo Ob 400, 1
Alleluia clare decet .. 2
Adoremus ergo natum .. )
Ave sanetitati
" 4Ava Maria plena .. 5Alleluia ave Maria " I
.. K• • • • •Alleluia dulci cum .. L
Alleluia musiea canamus It M
(rota)
(motet+rondellus)
" "
Ob 497, 2 (in score)
WF, 25
WF, 21
WF, 13
US-Cu, 8
Ob 60, 7
Ob 60, 8
Cce 41.0 (Ddington e~ in
US-Cu, 6 score)
US-Cu, 10
WF, 94-
WF, )1;
Onc 362, 16
) in independent rondellus (and "rondellus-motets")in parts:
Kyrie rex Marie
Ave virgo mater
Munda Maria mater
o venie vena
Orbis pium
••• ha mundi gloria
••• sine macula
Ave mater Domini
Stella maris
Christi cara mater
Gaudeat ecclesia
Fulget eelestis curia
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Table 5, cont.
written in score/parts
Voice Exchange
1) in conductus:
Salve virgo tonantis
••• angelorum agmina
Ave credens baiulo
Salve rosa florum
••••Regina regnans
Equitas in curia
Sanctorum gloria laus
QE...1, 3
WF, 90
Ob 257, 4
WF, 92
WF, 107
WF, 89
egc 820, 1
One 362, 21
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
" .
Ave magnifica
(= AIle psallite)
Alleluya psallat
Alme veneremur
Alleluya moduletur
Re(gis)
Alleluya Christo
2) in organal settings of Alleluias, ~here ascertainable:
WF, 19 = WF, 56 = Ob 400, H
(= F-MO, 8.339)
WF, 46 -
WF, 52
WF, 55
WF, 57
Ob 400, 1
3) in independent motets:
Virgo regalis
Sumer canc'1
Salve Symon
Sanctorum omnium
Sol in nube tegitur
Puellare gremium
Alleluia celica rite
Loquelis archangeli
o quam glorifica
Patris superni
Tota pulchra es
Quam admirabilis
Dulciflua
WF, 12
Lbm 978, 5 (rota on pes)
Cjec 5, 7 (canon on pes?)
WF, 23
WF, 17
WF, 76
US-PRu 119A, 3
WF, 18 = WF, 66
WF, 10
US-Cu, 7
US-PRu 119A, 2
WF, 16
WF, 41
The conductus do not include pieces from continental sources
that Falck suggests ~ight be English.
Some of the conductus-rondellus have voice-exchange caudae.
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the abandonment of this technique is undoubtedly due to the
progressive expansion of range that had taken individual
voice parts to a 12th (in Fulget celestis) or a 14th (in
Regis aula), represe~ting an extreme upper limit on the
practical range demanded of singers in 13th- or 14th-century
polyphony. It seems reasonable to postuiate that the pro-
gressive tendency toward four-voice writing in English poly-
phony found the functionally stratified voice-exchange motet
better suited for development than the equal-voiced rondel-
lus. 12 Further, another innovation, adoption of cantus-fir-
mus technique in voice-exchange motets, was simultaneous
with the widespread extension of free composition to motets
a4 through the replacement of the pes by a two-voice sup-
porting substructure. Voice-exchange motets a4 may be suc-
cessors to the rondellus but they are linear descendants of
the exchange motet a3.
Before any discussion of 14th-century motets with voice
exchange, it may be well to demonstrate the facture of such
compositions in the 13th century, so as to clarify points of
continuity and contrast. Two later 13th-century voice-ex-
change motets, strikingly similar to each other in design,
conductus written in parts. This is Salve fenestra vitrea
(WF, 34).
12The sectional structures and isoperiodicity of phrase
design in the motets may owe much to the phrase structures
of the more elaborate rondelli.
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illustrate the earlier motet's features. They are Quam
a~~irabilis \wr", 16) and Dulciflua (WF, 41).13 In both mot-
ets, a conductus-like melismatic prelude and postlude frame
four sections of texted exchange; each has a freely composed
tenor whose repetition scheme may be diagrammed as xxy A~ BB
CC DD z, where exchange occurs over each double versicle and
capital letters represent texted sections. In numerical
terms, the two motets are propor~ioned as follows:
Quam admirabilis
131L = 2(16L)+4L+2(lOL)+2(lOL)+2(12L)+2(12L)+7L
Dulciflua
122L = 2(14L)+5L+2(8L) +2(12L)+2(8L) +2(12L)+7L
xx y AA BB CC DD z
Quam admirabilis has a single text, each of whose four stan-
zas is sung and then repeated, while Dulciflua has a single
tex~ of eight brief stanzas arranged in four pairs, so each
section sets one pair without any textual repetition from
one voice to the other; the subject matter in both cases is
the BVM. Finally, each of these two motets is notated in a
variant of English mensural notation. Dulciflua has the
13These two are edited in Dittmer, MSD 2, 16 and 41, and
in Sanders, PMFC XIV, nos. 53 and 55. Two other
13th-century motets, Virgo regalis (WF, 12) and Loguelis
archangeli (WF, 18=66), also have four sections of exchange
followed by a coda.
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paired breves of alternate third mode while Quam admirabilis
has binary longs and breves with an unusual proliferation of
semibreves. 14
The 14th Century
The manuscript Onc 362 contains a pivotal repertoire in
the apparent evolution of the voice exchange motet, namely
two surviving intermediaries between the corpus of voice-ex-
change motets a3 in English mensural notation and the later
motets a4 in Franconian notation. These are Balaam de ggQ
and Excelsus. Both are a3 but in Franconian notation;
indeed, in Balaam there is declamation and hocketing in sem-
ibreves. 15 Excelsus is constructed on a freely composed pes
that is identified in the manuscript as "Tenor de Excelsus."
Balaam, on the other hand, is built on a cantus firmus. It
is the first exchange motet survlving in England to have
this feature 16 and, as in later examples, its text tropes
the chant verses. In regard to the handling of text, Balaam
is single texted, repeats the verses on exchange, and has a
coda to the first texted section where both upper voices
declaim together (on "exhibit stella"); Excelsus las two
14For more on these notations, see Chapter Three.
15Its notation is similar to that of Triumphat hodie, a
voice-exchange motet a4 in the same manuscript.
16An earlier French motet on the same tenor, spoofing
English drinkers of good ale, has voice-exchange features.
See Hare hare hie Godalier-Goudalier on bien-T.Balaam (D-W2,
fol.197v=198v-).- - --
TABLE 6
14TH-CENTURY VOICE EXCHANGE MOTETS
Voice-Exchange Motets aJ
Balaam de quo
Excelsus in numine
Five-Section Motets a4 with Coda
Ave miles
Cuius de manibus
o pater excellentissime
Triumphat hodie
Salve cleri
Quid rimari cogitas
Viri Galilei
(Rota versatilis)
Large-Scale Sectional Voi~e-Exchar~eMotets a4
A solis ortus-ovet mundus
Hostis Herodes ;mpie
Rota versatilis
Absorbet oris faucibus
Varied Voice Exchange
Virgo Maria
Tu civiuin
Thomas gemma
Te domina
Regnum sine termino
Alta canunt
o homo de. pulv~re
Barrabas dimittitur
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different texts identical in versification that are heard
alternately, except at the end of each half of the motet
where, in br~ef codas, they are heard simultaneously.
Formally, these motets are the last of an old bipartite
design also seen in Sol in nube, Alleluia celica rite, and
Tota pulchra. 11 They are divided by a central cadence and
double bar into two slightly unbalanced halves, and begin
with a melismatic prelude. Each half of Balaam ends with an
elaborate textless cauda, while each half of Excelsus ends
with a texted coda, as has just been mentioned. The numeri-
cal proportions and tenor design of these motets may be rep-
resented as follows: ll
Excelsus 90L = l4L+2(8L)+2(8L)+5L/ +2(8L)+2(8L)+7L
x AA BB C DD EE F
Balaam l08L = 4(SL+5L+4L)/
aab AAB aab aab
+4(4L+4L+5L)
CDE CDE cde ede
l1In One 362 the motets Civitas nusguam and Alta canunt
are also bipartite.
liThe phrases of Balaam are elided: the numbers shown
here represent musical units rather than, strictly speaking,
phrase lengths.
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Both motets are of high musical interest, Exce1sus for its
lyrical melodies and Ba1aam for the way in which both the
internal repetitions and restatement of the Epiphaniam chant
are exploited to construct a form of substantial complexity
using a technique that Da1g1ish calls "hocket variation."l'
From the similarities in design shown by the pairs of
voice-exchange motets just discussed it is clear that their
composers were working to create uniquely individualized
interpretations of a conventional design or common archetype
for voice-exchange motets a3. The 14th-century exchange
motets a4 generally follow one of two such models with much
the same kind of fidelity. In idealized form these are (i)
a motet with five sections of exchange in which exchange
occurs between every successive pair of musical phrases,
over a two-voice supporting substructure that itself is
undergoing a coincident exchange, followed by a coda; (ii) a
motet with four sections of exchange, in which exchange does
not occur after every musical phrase (corresponding to a few
verses or a stanza of poetry), but rather after a longer,
self-contained unit of four musical phrases (corresponding
to a pair of four-line stanzas or to four three-line stan-
zas), over a two-voice substructure that repeats without
exchange. These possibilities may be diagrammed as below
l'See Dalglish, "variation," and "Hocket." Dalglish has
a full analysis of Balaam in "Hocket," pp.353-59. I do not
agree that his analysis shows it necessary to regard the
second half of Balaam ("Huic ut placuit") as an independent
composition.
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for a single period of exchange:
(i)
a1 B-
B- a2
X- y-
y- X-
(ii )
a1 a2 a3 a4
B----------
X----------
y----------
B---------
a1 a2 a3 24
X----------
y----------
Here a1, a2 etc. bear text: B, X, Y do not. As the diagrams
show, text is not repeated in the first ~ype but is repeated
in the second type. A single five-section motet, Q pater
exce11entissime, occupies an intermediate formal position
between the alternatives just given. Each of its five sec-
tions maybe represented as:
a1 a2
B----
X----
Y----
B----
a1 a2
X----
y----
or in more detail a1 a'2
B B'
X Y'
Y X'
B B'
a1 a'2
X Y'
Y X"
with a coda that may have had the form:
a1 b2'
B A'
X y'
Y X'
In order to see to what degree motets of the first type
adhere to a norm of five sections of exchange followed by a
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coda, some data on these motets are given in Table 7, which
will serve as a point of departure for a number of observa-
tions. First, all the motets except Quid rimari and Viri
Galilei have five sections of exchange, and all save for
Salve cleri (and Rota versatilis) have a coda. In three
(Ave miles, Cuius d~ manibus, and Quid rimari) this coda is
melismatic, while in three others (Q pater, Viri Galilei,
and Triumphat hodie) it is texted. 2D Both upper parts of
Triumphat hodie were apparently underlaid with text through-
out. 21 In all the others a single text is sung without rep-
etition, the upper parts alternating in the singing of con-
secutive stanzas. Saints, rather than the BVM, predominate
as subject matter.
The presence of a cantus firmus in half the composi-
tions affects tonality and the numerical proportions between
sections. All the pieces on a chant tenor are tonally
closed compositions with a D final, while those that are
free have either a C or F final. 22 The cantus firmus for
2DJustification for the assertion that these texted sec-
tions are 'codas' is not hard to find. In Q pater and viri
Galilei they are formally and textually anomalous. In the
case of Triurnphat hodie, the coda is defined by the handling
of the tenor, which exhausts its French text and proceeds
through a final double period (AA) in hocket between the two
lower parts.
21 1 say apparently because one upper part has not sur-
vived. However, the voice that remains is through-texted,
and it interacted with the lost voice by singing the sylla-
bles of several words in hocket alternation.
22The two motets on F, Q pater and Quid rimari, are
remarkably similar in melodic style and in the dovetailing
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TABLE 7
DIMENSIONS OF FIVE-SECTION VOICE-EXCHANGE MOTETS
Subject ~ cf? Range Total Langth/Phrase lengths
Ave IIi les
Cuius de manibus
o pater
Triumphat hodie
S:.a1ve cleri
St EdlllU/ld D cf
B~I C free
St Bartholomew F free
St Lawrence 0 cf
St Nicholas D cf
15th 96L" Z(lSL)+Z{5L)+2{8L)+Z{9L)+Z{9I.)+5L
14th' 9SL .. Z{12L)+2{6L) +2{7L)+Z(8L)+2(llL)+7L
13th 15ZL .. 2(12L)+2{l4L)+Z(14L)+Z(16L)+2{14L)+10L(2x5L?)
13th 73L" 2{7L)+2{4L)+Z(7L)+Z{4L)+2(7L)+14L(2x7L)
13th l24L. 2(14L)+2{l3L)+2{lZL)+2(12L)+2{l2L)
Quid rimari
Viri Cali lei
Rota versatilis
BVM free 14th 72L. Z(12L)+2(SL)+Z(8L)+2(SL)+7L
Ascension F free 14th 100L .. 2(8I.)+2(8L)+2(8L)+2(8L)+2{SL)+2(8L)+4L
St tatherine C free 14th 336L a 2(54L)+Z{38L)+2{18L)+2(40L)+2(27L)
Phrase lengths do not always add up to the total length. when there is overlapping. Actual. not
elided phrase lengths arc given above. But for instance. tbe first section of Ave miles is actually
29L .. l4L + ISL (two elided lSL phrases); the first section of Quid rimari is 2sr-.-rrL+12Li and the
first section of~ cIeri is 26L c 2 (13L) • Le. two elided 14L phrasc5."
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Salve cIeri is the St Nicholas prose Sospitati dedit egros,
whose double versicles underly four sections of exchange and
set eight stanzas of text, which paraphrase and expand upon
the corresponding vers~s of the prose. The first section is
free, lacking any apparent cantus firmus or prior model for
its text, and is constructed in two overlapping l4L phrases.
The other sections are identical in length aside from the
second, which lengthens the duration of the first syllable,
thus adding a bar to the phrase. Triumphat hodie is built
on a secular French tenor (Trop est fol) whose repetitive
musical form, AA BB AA BB AA, is also conveniently designed
for exchange, and dictates the alternation of 7L and 4L
units. The motet's texted coda is built on one further
statement of the first part of the tenor, AA, with elaborate
hocketing between the lower voices. The tenor of Ave miles,
on the other hand, has no repetitive structure of its own,
and as a result is divided in a fairly arbitrary fashion.
The lengths of the sections of this motet, like those of
Cuius de manibus, Quid rimari, and also to some eytent Rota
versatilis (but not Q pater), seem governed by a scheme
whereby the first section is the longest, the second is the
shortest, and the following sections grow slowly in length.
Q pater, by contrast, is designed as an arch form with the
of the two lower parts in a simple hocket (see Chapter One,
Figure 1).
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longest section towards the middle.
One exceptional motet fragment, Viri Galilei, is best
described in conjunction with the five-section voice-ex-
change motets. It has a unique approach to voice-exchange
construction a4, with six sections followed by a texted
coda. Only one of its two lower parts survives. This voice
is designed as a series of double versicles that are them-
selves repeated, i.e. AA BB CC CC AA BB D. The surviving
upper part makes good counterpoint with itself if exchange
is assumed within each section (AA, etc.), hence counter-
point a3 is restorable, and the reconstruction of a fourth
(lower) part is straightforward. The composition can ~e
said to mix the techniques of voice exchange and varied
strophic repetition. Tenor melodies A, B, and C are closely
related and share their final two bars as a refrain; hence
the composition as a whole is a series of variations. The
text has a complementary design. It consists of five varia-
tions or paraphrases on a text that is finally heard in its
original form only in the sixth (final) section; this text,
familiar from the Ascension Day liturgy, is there set in
full save for its final two Alleluias, which have been
appropriated for the short coda.
Large-Scale Sectional Voice
Exchange
The large-scale sectional voice-exchange motets are
another distinct type. There are four or five of them
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extant, a number that depends upon whether one regards ~
solis ortus (Ob 81, 1) and Ovet mundus (Ob 81, 2) as one
-- - -- -- -
motet or two (while granting that the fragment Absorbet
oris-T.Recita formosa (Lbm 40011B*, 1*/6*) should be classi-
fied with this group). These motets have lengths approxi-
mately double those of the pieces discussed so far. Each
section sets four musical phrases in long, balanced melodies
of great individuality and distinction that are interrelated
either as pairs, with ouvert and clos cadences, or by recur-
ring patterns of declamation, cadential figures, and similar
melodic contours. All sections close with a short melis-
matic "turn-around" or linking figure that effects a tran-
sition either into a repetition or on to the next period.
The two lower voices have overlapping but stratified (rather
than identical) ranges, with the designation "Tenor"
reser,~d for the lowest voice, which usually sounds the root
of all 8-5 harmonies. The "Quartus cantus" (or "Quadruplex"
:n Ovet mundus) lies, on average, a fifth above. Rather
than write these two voices out twice in full their repeti-
tion is indicated by the rubric "Recita" at the end of each
section.
The proposition that the archetypal form of these mot-
ets has four sections is not easy to justify, given the few
examples of this type and the fact that only one of these,
Hostis Herodes, incontrovertibly has four sections. But
something can be said in its favor. One must first of all
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account for the fact that there are five sections in Rota
versatilis. By comparison with Hostis Herodes in regard to
the length, mensuration, and declamation of each section,
the first section of Rota stands out; it is unusual in nota-
tion and by far the longest. I propose that Rota has been
composed with an extra section in accordan~ . with the "five-
fold" convention for voice-exchange motets discussed above.
It can b~ said to reflect two archetypes. 23
If t~ken as one motet, b solis ortus and Ovet mundus
would have the same number of sections, with roughly the
same features ana dimensions, as Hostis Herodes or sections
two through five of Rota versatilis. They survive on
adjoining openings of Ob 81 and are followed immediately by
Hostis Herodes. It is tempting to propose that this source
preserves two adjacent large-scale motets (in different lay-
outs, as will be discussed), one on Christmas followed by
one on Epiphany. 24 The evidence suggesting that b solis and
Ovet are a single extended work is first of all stylistic:
230ther motets do exist with a fivefold structure. These
include Suspiria merentis, whose refrain is sung five times;
Candens crescit, which has an overall five section form
defined by the rondo-like recurrence of a refrain (ABABA);
and Thomas gemma, which can be analyzed as an irregularly
proportioned five-section form framed by a short introduc-
tion and a coda and subdivided by a hocketing refrain. (See
Figure 5.) In none of the motets in which "5" plays a role
is there an obvious symbolical meaning.
24The idea of associating b solis and Ovet was proposed
by Margaret Bent in "Rota versatilis," p. 76. My discussion
here is indebted to the observations and arguments she makes
there.
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they are structural twins; their notation and part-ranges
are the same and they have similar clefs; they share tenor
contours, melodic motives, and second-mode rhythms. In
regard to harmony, all the large-scale voice exchange motets
have similar "pes harmony," with a very limited tonal vocab-
ulary based on tonic and supertonic chords •. Rota is a
closed tonal unit on C with a significant amount of motion
to Bb; Hostis Herodes opens on D and closes on C, with sec-
tional cadences on C; ~ solis and Ovet both open on D, with
the former closing on D and the latter on C. A final
cadence to D for ~ solis is uncharacteristic of free compo-
sitions, which usually end on F, C, or G. Thus ~ solis
taken alone is abnormal in this regard, while as one piece,
~ solis/Ovet would have the nearly the same tonal character-
istics as Hostis Herodes.
The use of hymn paraphrase in ~ solis and Hostis Her-
odes also bears on the present question. In each of these
compositions the opening stanza of the hymn beginning with
the same words is paraphrased in the opening two stanzas of
the motet text. Further, both motets quote the opening
melodic phrase of their respective hymn tunes in the initial
bars of the top voice, as can be seen from Figure 3.
These well known hymns for Christmas and Epiphany are
closely related. Both texts were originally drawn from a
single source, the ancient acrostic hymn on Christ's life by
c. Sedulius (d. ca.450) and the tunes most commonly associ-
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ne, et us-que ter-re
53 :: .
car- di-
I
tus
, I
, if
so- lis or-
I
A
~~Mote~i'~~p~
A so- lis or- tus car- ai- ne
Hymn I
f
,S?k F ,
I »' •I #
im- pi- e. Chri-stumHe- ro-des
I. .... ,
Ho- stis
FIG. 3: Comparison of Hymn and Motet Incipits
ated with th~m are identical except in their respective
opening phrases. Melodic quotation in the motets therefore
occurs precisely and exclusively where the two hymns differ.
In light of these circumstances the lack of any hymn quota-
tion in Ovet mundus can be taken to indicate that it is not
an independent piece.
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The conclusion that Ovet mundus is just a subsection of
A solis also follows, perhaps more strongly, from an exami-
nation of texts. The verses for Hostis Herodes are a free
expansion of the hymn stanza, telling the Epiphany story of
Herod and the Wise Men based on the account in Matthew
2:1-12. There are shifts in the narrative viewpoint every
two stanzas and a striking use of direct discourse as Herod
raves in stanzas three and four. Together ~ solis ortus and
Ovet mundus tell the Christmas story in similar fashion,
freely expanding their hymn stanza following the account in
Luke 2. Here, too, there are shifts in the narrative view-
point corresponding to the four sections of the motet and a
use of direct discourse in the second section. Parallels in
versification also tend to associate ~ solis with Ovet. All
these arguments taken together suggest that Ovet is not the
second of three similar motets but rather the second half of
~ solis ortus, a motet that together with Hostis Herodes
forms a Christmas-Epiphany pair with similar form and dimen-
sions for each member.
The foregoing does not establish that ~ solis and Ovet
are unsatisfactory if sung independently. (Were they sung
at different times on Christmas Day?) Indeed, their manu-
script layout, covering an entire opening per piece, speaks
rather strongly for their separate identities, granted the
extreme rarity in English sources of a motet being copied
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into more than a single opening. 25 Nothing in Ob 81 suggests
the necessity of a page turn from one opening to the next,
either in layout, ornamentation of initials, or rubrics.
The following does, however, need to be considered. Hostis
Herodes fits on a single manuscript opening because it has
been written out in a different format than is used for ~
solis/Ovet. In its layout no repetition or voice exchange
is explicitly called for: rather, the music for each section
is written out once, with vdice I singing the texted part in
the first and third sections and voice II singing the texted
part in the second and fourth sections. Though there is no
indication in the source, this format can be regarded as a
method of condensing the full layout of the voice-exchange
composition, either for an abbreviated performance or merely
in order to save space. Such an hypothesis is given cre-
dence by the transmission of Rota versatilis. In two
sources Rota was apparently written out in full (Ob 652 and
Lbm 400llB*) while in a third (Lbm 24l98) it was presented
in the same "condensed" format as we find for Hostis. Per-
haps in view of the unusual length of ~ solis/Ovet the Ob 81
scribe took some economies in the layout of a second example
rather than dispose similar works in the same way.
The dimensions of these motets and the phrasing in the
texted voice are given for comparison in ~able 8.
25For isolated instances, see Q~ et salus in Ob 60,
fol.104-104v, or troped chant settings of Kvries such as
Vireo mater salvatoris, Cfm, fal.l-lv. Bent makes this
point in "Rota versatilis," p. 76.
TABLE 8
DIMENSIONS OF LARGE-SCALE VOICE-EXCHANGE MOTETS
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A selis ortus-Ovet mundus
Section length Doubled
(in perfect L)
1. 44L B8L
2. 72B (36 imp.L) 48L
3. 36L 72L
4. 72B (36 imp.L) 48L
+6B "turnaround" +2L
total: 2SSL
Hostis Herodes
1. 44L 88L
2. 60B (30 imp.L) 40L
J. J4L 68L
4. 72B (36 imp.L) 48L
-4B "turnaround"
total: 244L (-4B)
Rota versatilis
Phrases
12 12 10 10 L
18 18 18 18 B
999 9 L
18 18 18 18 B +6B
12 12 10 10 L
12 12 18 18 B
898 9 L
18 18 18 18 B
1. .54L (27 x 2L) 108L ?
2. 38L 76L 10 10 8 10 L
3. 54B (18L?27L?) 36L 12 14 13 15 B
4. 40L SOL 10 10 10 10 L
5. ,54B (27 imp.L) J6L 14 14 14 12 B
3J6Ltotal:
Table 8, cont.
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Remarks: In A solis-Ovet, the 6B "turnaround" links the
statements of the final section; it is sung once
and stands outside of the regular 72B phrase
structure. The linking "turnaround" in the
last section of Hostis Herodes falls within the
72B phrasing; possibly the final long may be
considered to hold-through the number of B re-
quired at the end in order to complete the num-
ber structure.
For totals, all numbers have been converted
to their equivalent in perfect longs.
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Motets with Varied Voice Exchange
The Caius Motets
virgo Maria and Tu civium are virtually twin composi-
tions, the first on Mary and the second on St Peter, that
appear as consecutive motets in Cgc 512. Virgo Maria is
laid out across a single opening in two lengthy voice-parts,
each of which occupies one page. From these, two other
voices are to be realized by singers beginning half way
through the parts at a point marked in each by an asterisk.
In Tu civium four voice-parts are written out one after the
other with only a double bar to separate each from the next.
Virgo Maria has presumably been performed in its entirety
when all singers have sung both halves of the part they
began. A similar performance with exchange between pairs of
voices can be presumed by analogy for Tu civium. Hence both
are motEts a4 (2+2) and can be diagrammed formally by the
simple voice-exchange scheme
ab
ba
cd
dc
Performance of either as a true rondellus, presumably fol-
lowing the form
abcd
badc
cdab
dcba
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or something similar, is precluded by a number of factors:
the layout of Virgo Maria, the overall range that would be
demanded of the singer, and the careful stratification of
the voices into two pairs by range, texting, and features of
counterpoint. In these respects they are much like the
other voice-exchange motets examined above except that here
all four·voices bear text. These two motets are surely the
least conventionally "motet-like" in the repertoire. 2'
The Caius motets share many features beyond their for-
mal structure, including l2ngth (twice 70L for Virgo Maria
and twice 72L for Tu civium), the same binary mensuration,
and a G-final. There are interesting differences, however,
in their tonal language. Virgo Maria has a strong seccndary
emphasis on C and stresses that pitch's sub- and supertonic
harmonies, including their colorful superposition in a
sonority of three stacked thirds: Bb-D-F-A. Tu civium lies
2'Harrison considers them to be conductus-related free
settings, which is why they appear in PMFC XVI rather than
in XV. Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.92, speaks of them as
elaborate rondelli, a designation about which Apfel com-
plains in Grundlagen, pp.93-94. Like rondelli they are tex-
ted in all parts, but unlike rondelli, all voices do not
sing all music or all text. Rather, all parts apparently
are meant to sound their differing texts simultaneously.
Texting, in fact, highlights the individuality (and interac-
tion) of all the parts here, a motet-like trait quite oppo-
site in conception from the highlighting of a single melodic
line, which is the function of text in the rondellus. His-
torically speaking, one could see them as furthering the
tendency of FUlget celestic curie or of the two "conductus
motets" in US-Cu to introduce polytextuality into a context
that had traditionally lacked it. (The motets in US-Cu with
sections in voice exchange (no.7) and rondellus (no. 8) are
"conductus-motets" because their upper parts have the same
text, while their tenors bear a different text.)
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approximately a third higher in overall range than Virgo
Maria and emphasizes harmonies secondary to G on subtonic F
and confina1 D, including a sustained pedal on D. 21
The texts of these motets make little sense if taken
out of their musical context. Wibberley attempts to explain
their chaotic character by making the assumption that regu-
lar poetry has been randomly distributed across the poly-
phony. In the case of Virgo Maria he has been able to
extract several Marian poems from the motet's four texts by
tracing rhymes and verses linearly through all four voices.
His attempt ultimately accounts for almost every word, but
the poems so extracted are not particularly convincing on
their own merits, and it is not comforting to have to sug-
gest they were distributed across the lines of the motet
without any rational method. 2• Rather, it seems more proba-
ble that what is provided as text for these motets was writ-
ten to fit a finished composition and was designed to under-
line and emphasize musical interrelationships between the
voices of the motet. The kaleidoscopic nature of the musi-
cal fabric, with an ever-changing texture of melodic duets
in thirds and sixths, hocketing between pairs of VOlces,
voice exchange on several rhythmic levels, larger structural
21This is an instance where modal terminology seems an
apt way to characterize tonal features of, and distinctions
between, medieval polyphonic compositions. Virgo Maria may
be associated with the 8th mode, and Tu civium with the 7th
mode. --
2·R.Wibberley, "English Polyphonic Music," pp.145-49.
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repetitions, and recurring melodic tags, accommodates a sim-
ilarly varied verbal play between the voices of the motet
through the use of assonance, echo-rhymes, textual hocket-
ing, homo-declamatory patter, and varied text-exchange par-
alleling musical voice exchange. The lack of balanced
phrases and regular periodicity in the music forestalls the
use of conventional poetry. The result is a harmonious tap-
estry for the ear, the audible appearance of order and
structural interrelationship from moment to moment without
any clear controlling design.
The musical periods in Virgo Maria and Tu civium may be
approximately represented as in Figure 4.
Almost all the periods are 4L units or multiples of 2L
units, with some overlapping.:' The high degree of repeti-
tion and variation in each motet is immediately apparent.
In Virgo Maria the 'a' section functions as an introduction
of 8L. At the structural midpoint (46-49) there is a shift
from a strong secondary harmonic emphasis on D, the super-
tonic of C, to Bb, the subtonic. Section 'd' and its varia-
tions feature extensive patter duet.
In Tu civium the first 19L are an introduction somewhat
independent of what follows. At 'b' there is a duet similar
to passages in Virgo Maria. The letters rand r n stand for
:'Harrison, in PMFC XVI, bars the double long in these
pieces. Edited that way, identical figures often recur in
different halves of the bar. My numbers in Figure 4 count
single longs.
Virgo Maria
b.1-8 8L a Intro.
9-13 5 n14-21 822-24 3 X (16 + 12 = 28L)25-28 4 dJ29-32 4 '
33-36 4 d' ,
37-41 5 b'J42-49 8 c'
50-53 4- eJ y (13 + 16 = 29L)54--57 4 e'58-61 4 e' ,
62-65 4 e'
66-70 5 d'" Coda
Repeat in full.
Tu civium ..
b.l-4 4L ~.J Intro.5-8 49-15 716-19 4
20-25 6 ~r~ X26-29 4
30-35 6
=, J y36-39 4
4-0-45 6
=,J y'46-49 I.-r
50-55 6 d'] X'55-58 3 r'
59-64 6 d " X r ,
65-70 6 ;,] Coda71-72 2
Repeat in full.
FIG. 4: Formal Desig~ In the T~in Caius Motets
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a musical tag that recurs as a refrain. There are lengthy
pedal points on D and then on G 2t d and d', respectively;
hocket sections occur at e. The use of repetitive two-bar
cells is seen first at c, which is constructed in pairs of
phrases, i.e. 9-10,11-12; 13,14; 15-16,17-18. The last pair
overlaps the repeat of 'a'. At f, following the procedure
seen at c and also in the counterpoint over the preceding
pedal points, the figure picked up from 64-65 is spun out in
similar 2L units.
In both Caius motets voice exchange is not merely a
feature of performance practice, but integral to the contra-
puntal texture throughout. See, for example, sections e and
e' in Virgo Maria (50-53, 53-57, 61-65) or the e sections of
Tu civium (30-3, 40-48). Among the various melodic and
rhythmic turns held in common by these motets, one is par-
ticularly prominent, the patter figure in Virgo Maria that
is also the refrain tag in Tu civium. The Caius exchange
motets show how freely varied voice exchange, in the medium
of the limited Engl~sh pes harmony, becomes the road to con-
siderable structural complexity and display of formal artif-
ice.
Other Varied Voice Exchange
Two further motets have interesting additive structures
based on varied voice exchange within a static pes harmony.
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These are Thomas gemma (a4) and Te domina (a3). The con-
struction of Thomas gew~a is at one time strict and quite
free, well-determined and yet curiously irrational. The
motet works even more rigorously than Virgo Maria or Tu civ-
ium in four-bar units.'o These correspond to statements of
three different versions of a four-bar pes,'l which them-
selves undergo some variation during the course of the
motet. There are twenty-nine four-bar units in all,
arranged roughly as five sections framed by hocketing
refrains and bounded by an introduction and a coda. The
musical materials are structured as in Figure 5. There is
clearly an intentional formal structure here (justifying
such a diagram), and a varied re-use of distinct yet related
materials, rather than merely the stringing together of
recurring formulas.
In this diagram x represents the hocket sections built
on a variant of B. The other small letters represent text-
bearing melody, and lines drawn between them indicate
exchange of text. Clearly, melodic material and versions of
the pes occur together (a,d,e with B: b,e,f with C; c with
A) though there is not necessarily melodic voice-exchange
'OFour bars represent either four
longs, depending on which of the two
tion of Thomas gemma is referred to.
276-78.
longs or four double
versions of the nota-
See Chapter Three, pp.
31Dalglish's analysis, in "The Use of variation,"
pp.46-47, jistinguishes only two, not three, forms of the
tenor. Levy first called attention to the ostinato and var-
iation techniques in Thomas gemma, in "New Material," p.230.
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when the pes immediately repeats (for example, units 11-12)
and textual exchange between voices does not always corre-
spond to melodic voice-exchange (for example, units 3-4 and
4-5). Two points of articulation in this structure (one
would hesitate to call either a structural midpoint) are
defined after the third hocket unit. One occurs at unit 14,
where the role of first partner in textual and melodic
exchange passes from voice II to voice I, making a division
of the whole motet into 13 + 16 units. Two units later, at
the textual midpoint, the predominant rhyme changes from
ft-ate" to "-atus," making a divison of the whole into 15 +
14 units.
x b c x d e x e' d' c x a' x b c x
x a/ b/ x d/ c/ a x 'f 'd' ~a. ...........c x '-f 'c xA' B' Bee A Bn B'B'A B B Bn C eBB A B"B B A B' C C A A B"B
Or more schematically:
Intro/R/i/R/ii/R/iii/R/iv/R/v/R/Coda
where R is a hocketing refrain ave:- B".
FIG. 5: Musical Structure of Thomas Gemma
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As in the Caius motets, the problems of prosody and
sense in the texts of Thomas gemma are inseparable from the
nature of the musical texture. The exchange structure and
hocketing must be taken into account, and further, it must
be recognized that when a voice relinquishes the dominant
melodic role, the text it proceeds to sing is likewise sub-
ordinate. Hohler reacts to the resulting language by say-
ing, "The piece is frivolous; it can never have made much
sense. The upper voice looks like a farsing of a poem in
honour of S. Thomas of Canterbury (though if it is, I have
never met the poem) but the second voice is really plain
nonsense. It is verbiage designed to carry music."32 He is
perhaps a bit harsh on the second text, which seems no bet-
ter or worse than the first. Layout of the texts in paral-
lel vertical columns (see Figure 6) clarifies their verse
structure. 33 Two primary texts emerge which are regular in
rhyme, syllable count, and stress (8p6p); they divide into
10 pairs of lines framed by introductory and concluding
verses. Subordinate words are indented to the right of each
column, and the hocketing words are interlocked in the mid-
dle of the page. 34 The change in end rhyme can be seen to
32Hohler, "Reflections," p.3l.
33This layout is indebted to one arrived at by Alexander
Blachly and W.T.H.Jackson for the notes to the r~cord None-
such H-7l292.
34 1 am using "primary" and "subordinate" here to charac-
terize the role of the musical phrase bearing this text, not
to suggest that there is an original text and insertions. The
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divide the text nedtly in half.
The foregoing analysis of text and music describes fea-
tures of Thomas gemma without suggesting the compositional
strategy by which the composer originally arrived at its
form. There seems no familiar procedure at work here. It
is possible to see a loose five-section form with introduc-
tion and coda, but it is not clear why twenty-nine has been
used as the total number of units, and no simple n~uber
structure is apparent.
Te domina presents a similar problem in determining the
compositional procedure underlying an unusual motet and in
making sense of the text's versification and language. Like
Thomas gemma, Te domina is built in periods of varied voice
exchange on a repeated tenor color. The tenor lacks any
strict rhythmic pattern, so it never repeats in symmetrical
units over which exact exchange could take place. It has
irregular groups of longs and long-rests and none of the
four-and-a-half statements of the color is exactly like any
other in rhythm; the color itself also differs slightly in
each restatement, though the variation usually amounts only
to a difference in the number of times a pitch might be
repeated. Above the tenor the upper voices take turns (six
times apiece) in the role of the predominant melodic texted
voice. As in Thomas gemma, the subordinate voice is lower
full text of each voice must be regarded as having its
own continuity.
FIG. 6: Text Structure in Thomas Gemma
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Figure 6
PRIMARY TEXT I HOCKET PRIMARY TEXT II
-------------------------------------------------------------
Thomas gemma Cantuarie Thomas cesus in Doveria
primula
emulo
fide pro tuenda
lesus
cesus in
ecclesia
a divina repentina
mira caritate
fulgens
matutina vespertina
lucis increate
rivulo
gratia'
patulo
late
tibi nova
reparate
sublimaris curia regis
pro fidelitate
tua
a ruina leti bina
per te liberate
sunt a fece
et ab amaro
malo
tremulo
frivolo
sub dolo
a senti~4 serpentina
gentes expiate
et a viciis
a divina repentina
mira caritate
fulgens
matutina vespertina
lucis increate
gratia
sublimaris curia manens
in eternitate
patris
a ruina repentina
per te liberate
sunt sane
tu doctrina medicina
serva san..itate
purga
a sentina serpentina
gentes expiate
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Figure 6, cont.
singularis nuncuparis
grati a ditatus
super
hinc perfectos et electos
tu es sUblimatus
Romulo
rivulo
tremulo
.madido
pie sanans
egros
preciosis (et) generosis
gemmis tumulatus
aureis
modulo
stimulo
tumulo·
primulo
cum decore vel honore
pie laureatus
- in celis
inter cives celicos
digne veneratus
Thoma
nunc pro
populo
querulo
stimulo
celo
tempestatis caritate
fervida rogatus.
dirige
singularis nuncuparis
gratia ditatus
super
Remo atque
tu per sanctos et electos
pie sUblimatus
merito
peris in ecclesia
-decora tumulatus
de sancto
in honore et decore
- pie laureatus
gaudiis
inter cives celicos
summe veneratus
sine fine
manens tam beatus.
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in pitch and often ~ests, but carries text. However, no
verse structure with regular rhymes and line lengths emerges
when the text is laid out in accordance with the musical
design; this is because phrases are not regular in length or
declamatory rhythms. 35 The two voices share much melodic
material, as explained below, but the voice exchange is in
the first place an alternation of roles between the upper
parts without necessarily any immediate repetition of text
or melody. (See Figure 7.)
The tenor melody, a pes-like ostinato, has not been
identified as a Gregorian cantus firmus. In fact, pitch
repetitions aside, it is ~losely related to the pes tenors
of two 13th-century English motets, Sol in nube (WF, 17) and
Tota pulchra (US-PRu 119, A2), and to the tenor of Thomas
gemma as well. This suggests the likelihood that its origin
is non-Gregorian. A very high degree of isomelodic linkage
coordinates the tenor and upper parts; i.e. certain melodic
figures consistently recur against the same tenor elements.
These melodic figures may be seen as entirely derived from
two archetypal melodic arches, the first (ab) rising from C
to Cl and falling back to G, the second (cd) rising from D
to Dl and falling back to F. If the tenor color is broken
35Primary and secondary texts are determined in this fig-
ure by according primary status to text sung to continuous
melodic phrases, especially versions of the archetypal
melodic arches to be discussed shortly.
FIG. 7: Text Structure ip- Te Domina
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PRIMARY TEXT I
Figure 7
HOCKET
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PRBlARY TEXT II
Te domina regina
pariendo protulit virgo
sola paritura sine semine
laus patrie
celestis
nitens sidus in ethere
in caligine
mundi
sine crimine
nos serva domina
celi rosario
privilegium
o flos odor
lucens nitore vario
mater honoris
flos genl.:.S
virgineum
pia sublimia
Te domina Maria
Iesse virgula
tu germina protinus
odorifera
profers redolencia
o florigera
delens et obprobria
a malicia
avaricia
sola deputata
subdolis
decore superasti
lilia purpurea
modulancium
et carmina
et
primula
per tibi data
nato nata
privilegia
coronata
o
igna!"os
reos per
consilia
viola
per imperia
convivia
visita
da solacia
via previa
nostra post
secula
funeris
eriminalia
exterminia
predileeta
eandidata
peregregia
rosa demere
loea nos in gloria.
piaeula
miseris
poli luminis
fata
o
tripudiorum
duleis materia
laudis immemoria
preeonizata
nobis succure ~ari~.
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into six short segments then ab is associated with i-ii and
iv-v, while cd is associated with ii-iii and v-vi (the
melodic cadences to F). From these essentials we can gener-
ate a map of the typical counterpoint over a single state-
ment of the tenor color and compare it to the more complex
and varied treatment of the components of the archetypal
melodies in the finished motet. (See Figure 8 for exam-
ples.)
Te domina is extraordinary in its degree of melodic
recurrence and motivic play, and remarkable in it3 adapt~on
of an apparent cantus prius factus to this approach. Cer-
tainly composition of this motet was simultaneous in all
parts, rather than a process of successive addition of
voices to a predetermined patterned tenor. The text here is
an afterthought -- poetry for music, whose assonances
reflect rather than generate the larger form, though decla-
mation may have played a role in determining local rhythmic
features.
There are a few remaining cantus firmus motets with
voice exchange that do not fall neatly into any of the pre-
ceding categories since they do not have large-scale, multi-
ple double-versicle design in the tenor or the comprehensive
reliance on voice exchange seen thus far. In Regnwa sine
termino, for instance, exact voice exchange occurs twice, in
those sections defined by the two melodic double versicles
FIG. 8: Musical Elements of Te Domina
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Figure 8
I. the tenor (5 colores, A-E)
II. related tenors
WF, 17 Sol in nube
- 11- r Ii 1
~~.··?i.~·I~
-#-.
US-PRu 119, A2 Tota pu1chra
~t~2;".._~===
Thomas ~e:-:l!lIa: r:I"' r ~ r 1ffP f: t9~J fr ,,-
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Figure 8, cont.
examples of melodic arches ab and cds
t1 r-""h~ ....,
=b.=~=()-=.2,:)=-- ====
~_I&
Figure 8, cont.
Typical use of melodic material over one tenor statement:
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Upper
Voices:
Tenor:
Qb o.ib'b' c cL
(0 ® ®
~ b b{ C dI
@ (0 @ I
Actual pattern of use in Te Domina:
I = voice I
II= voice II
T = tenor
In = introduction
H = hocket section
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embedded in its tenor, the Gloria prosula Regnum tuum soli-
dum (shaped A BB CC D). Ll Alta canunt, a f ragmentary motet
whose tenor is lost, the counterpoint of the surviving tex-
ted voice with the extant Quadruplum, and the amount of
melodic repetition in each, suggest that the original motet
was constructed in loose periods of strophic repetition and
varied voice exchange. Since the text tropes Alleluia Pas-
cha Nostrum, the chant melody was probably the cantus fir-
mus; the melodic repetition inherent in the Alleluia melody
probably determined the motet's contrapuntal structure, but
in this case just how the chant may have been disposed is
not clear. Q homo considera and Barrabas dimittitur will be
discussed below.
Strophic Repeat With variation
In reference to the 13th-century English motet reper-
toire Sanders has noted that "almost all of the pedes of the
freely composed motets without Stimmtausch also exhibit fea-
tures of repetition, some with variation, some without.""
Examples from the 14th-century repertoire, among motets
built on a cantus firmus, show a predilection for isomelic
exploitation of tenor repetition to have continued.
'·Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp.104-105. The US-Cu
motet fragments 1-2 and 3, built on cantus firmi, are good
further examples. Varied, rather than exact, voice exchange
is seen in several 13th-century English motets, including Q
~ glorifica and Tota pulchra. See also the motets
recently discovered in F-TO 925 by Gordon Anderson.
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TABLE 9
MOTETS EXHIBITING STROPHIC REPEAT WITH VARIATION
Varied Voice Exchange
o homo considera
Barrabas dimittitur
Strouhic Repeat with Variati?n
Ade finit
Rex omnipotencie
Solaris. ardor
Alma mater
De flore martirum
Deus creator omnium
Doleo super te
Duodeno sydere
Laus honor
Mulier magni meriti
Nos orphanos erige
Princeps apos~olice
Civitas nusquam
Parata paradisi porta
No. of tenor repetitions
Jx (Filie Jerusalem)
J & l/J x (Babilonis)
Jx (A definement)
2x (?)
ABBAA (Mariounette douche)
ABAAABAB (rondeau)
2x (Ave rex gentis)
Jx (Doucement)
2x (Rex autem)
Jx (?)
2x (Laus honor Christo)
Jx (pes)
J & l/J x (Veni creator)
2x (?)
1 & 1/4 (Cibus esurientum)
1 & 4/5 x (Paradisi porta)
------------------------------------------------------------(Motets with similar tenor layout,
and declamation on semibreves,
without marked stroohic repeat)
Frondentibus
Triumphus patet
Herodis in atrio
Caligo terre
Jx (Floret)
Jx (?)
Jx (He hure lure)
ABBA (Mariounette douche)
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Strophic repeat with variation is one of the most common
features of an important group of motets distinguished by a
tenor (usually an integral, non-Gregorian tune) that is
stated two or three times in its entirety.37 The sources of
these tenors are quite varied, and include French chansons
(~ definement d'este, Hey hure lure, Mariounette douche),
Latin devotional songs (Babilonis flumina, Cibus esurient~~,
Floret, Laus honor) and pes-like free melodies (in Mulier
magni meriti or Orto sole).
In the case of two motets, Q homo considera and Barra-
bas dimittitur, a threefold statement of the tenor underlies
varied voice exchange. The second section of each is a
freely varied version of the first, with exchange between
upper parts; the third section is freer yet in counterpoint
but is fundamentally a st~ophic variation upon the first.
The exchange is more literal in Q homo considera, and fur-
ther, within its tenor there is one near-exact restatement
of melody that is matched to voice exchange embedded within
each of the three larger sections. Barrabas has a looser
relationship betwen sections. In particular, the third
37Two fragments without survlvlng tenor, Duodeno sidere
and Princeps apostolice, can be shown to have had tenors
stated three and two times, respectively.
Exceptions to the number of repetitions of the tenor
occur in Orto sale, which sets four statements of its tenor,
and in Civitas nusguam, which shows strophic repeat of
counterpoint only over the last few bars, where the opening
music is repeated upon repeat of the first few notes of the
tenor.
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introduces new material, including dramatic oscillations on
the words "hely lamazabathani" and a rise in tessitura with
canonic imitation at "hinc clamavit."
Phrase design in motets with strophic repetition usu-
ally overlaps the sectional boundaries so that repetitions
of counterpoint are embedded in the fabric of the piece
rather than clearly articulated for emphasis, as they would
be in a strict voice exchange motet. As a result, periodic
phrase structures are not precluded if· the tenor is appro-
priately patterned. The three motets of this type in long-
breve notation, Ade finit, Solaris ardor, and Rex omnipoten-
cie, each have a slightly different sort of periodicity in
phrase design. 31
A number of the complete motets with strophic repeti-
tion have attracted comment in the literature for thEir high
amount of reiterated material. For instance, Dalglish
describes De flore as a variation motet with isomelic fea-
tures: Sanders analyzes Mulier magni meriti as a paired
strophic variation with refrain: and Sanders (following
Handschin) observes how the melodic repetition in the cantus
firmus of Doleo super te allows the construction of a motet
whose second half is a close variation upon the first
31So1aris ardor is basically isoperiodic on a module of
9L, Ade finit has mixed periodicity, and Rex omnipotencie
has a phrase structure that repeats identically over the
second tenor statement. For further discussion of these
varieties of periodicity, see below in the section O~ this
kind of phrase structure.
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half.~' Two fragments, Laus honor, and Nos orphanos, are
further clear examples that show the high degree of literal
repetition found in this type of motet. (See Figure 9.)
Refrain Motets
The motets discussed so far in this chapter consist of
a number of discrete sections whose lengths are related by
simple musical relationships or numerical proportions. Only
in some of the motets exhibiting strophic repeat with varia-
tion do periodic phrase structures interlock voices in pat-
terns that tend to obliterate clearly defined sections
(though here there is repetition in the unit length of the
period). Otherwise, the motets may be viewed as built up
linearly in blocks of counterpoint arranged in series.
Given this sectional construction, it is not surprising to
find instances where refrains are used to define or clarify
structure. There are refrains or refrain-like effects in
several motets already discussed, including a hocket refrain
in Thomas aernma, the repetition of material at the end of
the sections of Mulier magni meriti, and the little recur-
ring tag in Tu civium. 40 Four further examples, two of them
very fragmentary, clearly show the exploitation of a dis-
tinct textual and musical refrain in which both elements are
3'Handschin's pithy comment ("Surner Canon II," p.90):
"Thus isorhythmicity is confounded with isomelodicity."
40See also Viri Galilei and Templum eya, or the recurring
tag phrase "0 Maria" in the 13th-century voice-exchange
motet Dulciflua.
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FIG. 9: Strophic Repeat in Laus Honor and Nos Orphanos
Figure 9
Strophic Repeat in Laus Honor: Voice I doubled back on
itself over a single statement of the tenor(ABAA form).
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Figure 9, cont.
Strophic Repeat in Nos Orphanos: Comparison of
consecutive JOB units, here laid out in lOB Seg-
ments corresponding to tenor taleae.
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stable and distinguished in melody and versification from
the more varied periods they punctuate. 41 One of these mot-
ets, Candens crescit~ has first mode rhythms with declama-
tion on long and breve; the others, Suspiria merentis, Roga-
tivam potuit, and Surgere iam est hora, are all in second
mode with breve-semibreve declamation.
TABLE 10
REFRAIN MOTETS
Oandens crescita ABABA
= axax' bb'x bb'x' etc. (voice II)
Suspiria merentis& AR BR OR DR ER
=aa' rr' bb' rr' cc' rr' dede rr' fg rr'
Rogativam potuits •••••R AA R
= •••••rr' ab ab rr'
Surgere iam ests AR BR OR
= aa' r bb' r cc' r (r = xx'y)
41These English refrain motets are not related to the
French motet with embedded refrain lines, the so-called
motet ente. (See Hoppin, Medieval Music, pp.338-40, and van
den 90ogaard, Rondeaux et refrains, esp. pp.299-3l2.)
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Though both upper voices of Candens crescit are texted,
this motet must be considered a polyphonic setting of the
tune in voice II, "Candens lilium columbina," that gives the
whole piece its shape and drive. Overall, this musical
shape is a rondo-like ABABA, with the second B slightly var-
ying the first in its opening bars and the second and third
A bearinq the same text, hence functioning as an explicit
refrain. The tune in voice II divides musically into two
pairs of ouvert and c10s phrases. In A, each phrase of the
pai~ is 8L in length and subdivides in half, so that A can
be represented as ax ax'. The B section is articulated as
two 12L phrases, each of which consists of three 4L 3ub-
phrases, so that B can be represented as bb'x bb'x'. The
ouvert and c10s motives (x and x') are the same in A and B.
Voice I provides a counterpoint to voice II in the same reg-
ister, with overlapping phrases. The irregularities of
musical phrase in voice I, and chains of identical rhymes in
its text, make clear that it was conceived after voice II,
as a complement to it. Beneath all this, voices III and IV
together create the texture of a single supporting part
through a constant alternation of short motives in hocket-
like fashion. (See Figure 1 in Chapter One.)
Suspiria merentis is the only other refrain motet that
survives complete. It is built over a cantus firmus that is
a varied ostinato of six pitches. Each of its five sections
is built on a pair (or in the case of the fourth section,
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~
u1: vi- 1:a- lis re- QU1.- e- i fru-an-1:ur ve- ni- a.
Suspiria meren1:is re!:'ain melody (voice I) I
§_§.a-~l~
Spi-ri-1:US al- me tu- as re-ge- re di- gna- re
pre-ma.1: 0- nus fa-lllu- los ne nos se- cu- la- re.
~ ..
~~~,~%~,R~•. t~: I
Er- go te-llle- re hO-lllo ~-vi- ta- ris di- scu-ci- o-ni- bus
~~~§_.t~·1
. u1: vi-is il-lu-da- ris in- na- tu-ra-li- bus.
FIG. 10: Refrain Motet Double-Versicle Melodies
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two pairs) of phrases arranged melodically as ouvert and
c1os, followed by the refrain, which is likewise an ouvert
and clos pair. Every section has parallel phrases in the
upper parts and ends with the same cadential pattern and
chiming '-are' rhyme in voice I. The literal recurrence of
the refrain has been taken advantage of by the scribe of Cgc
512, who wrote it out in full only once in the manuscript.
Subsequent repetitions are indicated in each voice part by a
textual cue that is set off by strokes: //Spiritus a1me//
Seculare// or //Sancte spiritus//tedia// and further indi-
cated by a sign (in the staff above) resembling a Greek let-
ter pi or a doubled t in the cursive script of the text
hand.
Two motet fragments have strong similarities in
paired-phrase design and melodic facture to the pieces just
reviewed. Rogativam potuit is preserved on a page from a
musical rotulus now folded into Ob 652. Only a little more
than half (the second half) of a single voice remains,
including two statements of the refrain and the intervening
section. As in Suspiria and Candens, the refrain is com-
posed of a melodic double versicle with ouvert and clos
phrase endings. The structure of the surviving section
(from "Deus ecce") is similar in design to, though larger in
scale than, the fourth section of Suspiria (from "Cur id a
quo"). The text of this section of Suspiria has four-line
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stanzas that are set as four 3L musical phrases of fourteen
syllables each, paired in couplets AB AB as mentioned above.
In Rogativam, however, there is twice the amount of text:
four four-line stanzas, which are set to four 6L phrases of
thirty-two syllables each, related as AB A'B'. Unfortu-
nately no tenor for Rogativam survives, but it must have had
a repeating structure like that of the tenor for Suspiria.
Just as there are both free and cantus-firmus-based
voice-exchange motets, so there exists a fragment of one
remarkable refrain motet built on a Gregorian melisma. This
fragment is Surgere iam est hora, and its tenor is Surge et
illuminare, the opening melisma of the verse of the Epiphany
gradual Ornnes de Saba. The cantus firmus is an appropriate
one to have chosen on account of its internal repetition:
there is a melodic double versicle on "Surge" that is fol-
lowed by a ten-note extension on "illuminare." (See Figure
11.)
This color must be stated three times in all, though only
the second two statements are preserved. In each statement
the double versicles are given a different internally
repeating rhythm while the extension is repeated identi-
cally, thereby laying the groundwork for a refrain structure
resulting in the overall form AA'R BB'R CC'R. This design
is mirrored in the duplum, which is carefully crafted so
that its musical and textual repetitions overlap the tenor's
and its own musical phrase boundaries while at the same time
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FIG. 11: The Melisma'on "Surge et Illuminare"
parallel verses of the poem are set to parallel musical
lines. The rhythmic variations in the tenor have a corre-
spondence in the varying versification and increasing length
of stanzas in the duplum text, with a consequent accelera-
tion in the rate of declamation from the first through the
third section. It is likely that the missing triplum had
repetitions of text and music that directly coincided with
its musical phrase structure, though doubtless these were
not precisely coincident with those of either duplum or
tenor. It is worth noting, too, that the refrain in the
duplum is itself a mini-AA1B setting.
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I suggested above that Candens is a polyphonic setting
of the tune carried by voice II, but there is nothing to
indicate that this tune had a prior existence. Do the poly-
phonic refrains of Suspiria, Rogativam, and Surgere preserve
pre-existent tunes? It seems unlikely, given the composi-
tional constraints apparent in each motet, though impossible
to rule out. The melodic style in the refrains is certainly
close to what we commonly regard as a popular, even dance-
like idiom, and it definitely colors the melodic style of
t~e other parts in these motets. It is testimony to the
vitality of the insular motet that it could produce forms of
such transparent charm and ingenuity.
Motets with Periodic Phrase Structures
Periodicity refers to a regularly recurring element;
when the term is used in regard to the motet that element is
a musical phrase length. Many of the motets already dis-
cussed in this chapter, including those with strongly
defined sectional or "strophic" form such as the motets with
strict voice exchange or the refrain motets, have features
of periodic phrase structure. Periodicity may be found in
one or more voices of a motet, usually (but not always)
including the tenor. In a part with periodicity, phrase
lengths may vary in some predetermined way, but more usually
they are equal. If the same period is repeated uniformly in
two or more voices of a motet, then these voices (and the
motet as a whole) are characterized as "isoperiodic."
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TABLE 11
ISOPERIODIC MOTETS
Motets (by inereasing Module Number of Length
size of module) (in L) Periods (+final L
or a eoda)
Iso~eriodie in lOng and breve
Vas exstas 7 10 70
Regi regum (we) 7 12 84
Ianuam quam elauserat (we) 8 14 112
Petrum eephas 9 12 108
Templum eya 9 8 72
Lux refulget 9;6;4 10:2;3 90;12:12
Virgo saneta Katerina 9 10 90
Solaris ardor (we) 9 6 54
Jhesu redemptor 10 8 80
Ut recreentur 10;12 8;7 80+4;84+10
Inter choros (we) 12 5 60+4
Veni creator (we) 12(2x6) 9l(19) 114+1
Salve saneta virgula (we) 12 3 36+20
Rex sanetorum 12 6 72
Dei preeo 14(2x7) 4(8) 56
Maria mole pressa 15 6 90+1
Isoperiodie in breve and semibreve
Duet motets with medius eantus
Rosa deleetabilis 4 15 60
Jesu fili 4 16 64
A solis ortus 4 12l 50
Fusa eum silentio 8(2x4) 7:H14i) 58
Zelo tui langueo 8 16~ 130Quare fremuerunt 8 12 96
(see also Jhesu redemptor, Vas exstas, and
Dei preeo from among those in 1 and b)
Others isoperiodie in breve and semibreve
Rex visibilium (we)
Suffragiose
lam nubes
4
2
4
9
21
11
36
42
44+1
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Table 11, cont.
OTHER PERIODICITY
Mixed periodicity
Motet
Ade finit
Detentos a demonibus
Regina iam discubuit
Venit sponsa de Libano
Parata. paradisi porta.
De flore martirum
(lam nubes
Periods of Upper Parts: Tenor
13, 11, 9; 4
17; 7
17; 5
17: 11
6, 8, 9, 12, 13; 14
9, 6, 2, 4, 8; 7
4; 9)
Sub-divided module periodicity (see Figure 16)
Mulier magni meriti
Princeps apostolice
Orto sole
Beatus vir
KEY: (we) signifies that the motet is a whole-chant
setting. The Length column under lsoperiodic
motets indicates that there is usually a whole
number of modules set, and that the number scheme
usually incorporates the final long.
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Where the periods of the motet voices differ, one may speak
of "mixed periodicity." In such a situation there may be
occasion to speak of a double structure if a voice seems to
have sufficient independence from the tenor in melody and
phrase design to suggest that it is a cantus prius factus.
It is useful to distinguish a third type of periodicity,
"subdivided-module periodicity," in which the repeating mod-
ule is not itself one single long phrase, but rather is made
up of a number of shorter phrases of mixed periodicity; this
more elaborate modular structure may be interrupted or reset
so as to replicate exactly over restatements of the tenor
pattern, rather than continuing from the beginning of the
motet to the end.
Isoperiodic motets are the most numerous and clearly
defined class of periodic motets in the English repertoire.
In a typical case an adjustment is made to the lengths of
the initial phrase in each voice so as to stagger or dis-
place subsequent phrases, in order to avoid strictly paral-
lel phrases in two or more parts. This offset is made up at
the very end of the motet by a compensating increase or
reduction in the length of the last phrase in each part.
For instance, if the length of the period is 5L, then the
phrases of the voices in a motet a3 might be laid out as
foilows:
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7+5+5+ •••••• +5+3L
6+5+5+ •••••• +5+4L
5+5+5+ •••••• +5+5L
This creates a module of phrases and phrase rests of the
unit length that replicates itself strophically throughout
the composition. The module may be rigorously isorhythmic
as well but in fact seldom is. 42 Usually, however, it is
isodeclamatory. That is, the motet's phrases are all iden-
tical in declamatory patterning: one may speak of a "decla-
mation profile" that is constant whatever the variety in
melismatic subdivision of the regular units of declamation.
As a consequence, isoperiodic motets normally have poetic
texts with regular verse structures, which are paired in
length and versification. In fact regular poetry is associ-
ated generally with periodicity and balanced phrase struc-
tures: isoperiodicity is merely an important example of
this. Granting that the composition of an isoperiodic motet
involves the coordination of regularly versified texts with
a rigidly constructed numerical phrase scheme, a composer
could conceivably begin to work with either the determina-
tion of a preferred modular number or the choice of a con-
42For the clearest available discussion of the meaning of
isoperiodicity, with reference to many of the motets to be
discussed below, see Sanders, "Motet," pp.543-46. Isoper-
iodicity is not unknown among 13th-century motets, but is
not nearly so often encountered as in the later repertoire,
and is more frequent by far in England than on the continent
in the earlier period. There is a noticeable lack of such
phrase structuring in the newer Latin double motets of the
Roman de Fauvel.
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ventional versification scheme as a starting point. Given a
modular number and uniform declamation in some pattern, ver-
sification is dictated. Given a poem (or any predetermined
verse pattern) and a declamation pattern, the modular number
is dictated.
Motets Isoperiodic on Long and ~reve
A clear generic subdivision among isoperiodic motets in
the English repertoire occurs between those that have decla-
mation on the long and breve and those that have declamation
on the breve and semibreve. Within each of these subdivi-
sions there is a single predominant type: for the former,
motets with broadly patterned tenor (similar to Petrurn
cephas), and for the latter, duet motets with medius cantus
(similar to Jesu fili).
In the Petrurn cephas type, the phrase rests in the tex-
ted voices, and often even more strikingly, the pattern of
notes and rests in the tenor, make a distinctive visual con-
figuration in the manuscript source. (See Figure 12.) This
orthography is especially characteristic of the motets with
large modular numbers. variations in texture and the rhyth-
micization and patterning of the tenor in these pieces are
in large part due to the fact that a high proportion of
whole chants are set this way, with all the problems inher-
ent in trying to accommodate the chant to the modular
scheme. The evidence suggests a possible line of deve1op-
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ment: first, motets with three isoperiodic texted voices
over a tenor moving strictly in longs (3+1), such as the
late 13th-century tropic chant setting Salve mater (WF,
64)43 or the worcester palimpsest Inter choros; second, mot-
ets in which the tenor is more active, but not isoperiodic,
such as Ianuam~ clauserat or Salve sancta virgula;
third, motets in which the tenor articulates the basic modu-
lar number but is not yet isorhythmic, such as Regi regum;
fourth, motets in which the tenor is organized in a succes-
sion of identical rhythmic taleae, especially in longs, and
long and breve rests.
Petrum cephas is a typical example of this last stage.
It is in four voices, three of which (the two texted upper
parts and the tenor) are isoperiodic; the Quartus cantus
does not participate in the numerical scheme. The modular
number of this motet is 9, articulated in the upper parts as
eight longs followed by a long rest and in the tenor as four
long-rests followed by five longs. Each texted phrase sets
fourteen syllables, comprising two verses of a four-line
stanza with syllable and accent pattern 8686pp.44 The even
syllable count with pp stress usually invites treatment with
an upbeat (anacrusis). Here the pick-up has been stretched
43All three texted parts articulate 11 as eight longs
followed by three long-rests (usually setting fifteen sylla-
bles per phrase) over a tenor moving in longs.
44That is, a fourteen-syllable long line with rhyme and
caesura regularly falling after eight syllables and a propa-
roxytonic (i.e. antepenultimate) final stress accent.
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Veni creator, spiritus eCce 65, 2)
::::EE:::::::::~~~---
Maria mole pressa (2E-Z, la)
E ~ iiiii@---~- 5i a ffi! ~
Epe~ _
Lux refulget COb 7, 4)
_E__~,-- _
Regi regum (One 362, 12)
-+-E--~~~~~~~=
~ deleetabilis (One 362, 18)
E WI ,-q- 1,~_I
FIG. 12: Orthography of Isoperiodic Tenors
(See also Fig. 15)
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to a full bar:
,
J. dJdJdJ JJ dJ J J Jo -.r
The first duplum phrase is offset from that of the triplum
by seven bars of rest -- its poem is, as a result, shorter
than that of the triplum by one couplet -- and the tenor is
made to overlap with the triplum after three bars of rest.
Since the tenor pattern itself begins with four bars of
rest, the result is that the triplurn sings an entire texted
phrase supported only b~ the Quartus cantus before the other
two voices enter together. The effect is similar to that of
the introitus that prefaces several isorhythrnic motets by de
Vitry and Machaut. This staggered pattern of entrances also
(perhaps not merely incidentally) serves the purpose of cre-
ating tonal unity in Petrum cephas, which the cantus firmus
does not provide, by allowing the piece to begin and end on
D, whereas the cantus firmus begins on F. 45
While most of the other motets of this ~ype have sirni-
lar design in four voices with regular declamation, two are
a3: Vireo sancta and Jhesu redemotor, and in both of these
the declamation lapses into breve and semibreve values.
450n the English propensity to manipulate a cantus firmus
to provide tonal unity in a composition, see Sanders, "Tonal
Aspects," pp.3l-34. See also the Critical Report on Veni
creator for another probable example.
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Virgo sancta parallels the acceleration of activity in its
tenor with quickened declamation, and Jhesu redemptor accom-
modates a text "too long" for its phrase module through
recourse to bursts of declamation on semibreve values,
though without recurrent patterning. In Lux refulget, a
fragment of a motet a4, there is also a speeding up of dec-
lamation as a result of the quickening of the tenor rhythms,
which is strictly controlled by successive sesquia1tera pro-
portions (9:6:4) in the length of the modular unit.
In general, isoperiodic motets show no prominent iso-
me1ic features because of the changing relationship of the
isoperiodic module to the tenor color. However, there are
some interesting exceptions. Solaris ardor, which is basi-
cally isoperiodic in a module of 9L, is built on a vire1ai
(musically ABBAA); as has been mentioned above, strophic
repetition of counterpoint marks the recurrence of each of
the two melodic ideas A and B. Two isolated motet voices,
Vas exstas and Dei preco, have features of range and melodic
cadencing that suggest they survive from motets in which
they were the lowest voice. They show not only the typical
displacement of the modular unit fou~~ in single voices
drawn from motets of isoperiodic design, but also unusual
isomelic features. (See Figure 13.)
The ten phrases of Vas exstas are related melodically
according to the scheme AA ' BB ' ee' DEFG (capital letters
represent phrases setting two lines of poetry). Phrases A'
FIG. 13: Isoperiodic Voices with Isomelic Features
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Figure 13, cont.
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and B share a common cadence figure, and so do B' and C.
This in a sense ties together the first six phrases as a
unit. D and E share a similar rhythmic figure at the
cadence which is new, and this figure is picked up again at
phrase G. The break between C' and D reflects the sense of
the text, but not its versification, which remains the
same.·· Dei preco, isoperiodic in 14L units, reveals itself
to be constructed in smaller 7L units, each of which is a
variation on a cornman melody.
Temp1urn eya Salomonis is an isolated triplurn with a
regular periodic phrase structure in eight 9L phrases, and
impressive features of melodic correspondence and recur-
renee. The eight phrases define four pairs of melodic double
versicles: AxAy BxBy CxCy DxEy, where x and yare ouvert and
clos cadential figures of length 4L that repeat (x in varied
form, y literally) as refrains. The musical phrases are
isodeclamatory, with one text stanza per phrase and an
articulation of the melodic line into three segments by cae-
suras following the three verses of each stanza and thei~
internal rhyme. Paralleling the melodic double versicles is
a pairing of the stanzas by initial word ("intus", "foris",
"ibi"). In effect, the motet text, written like a sequence,
is set like a sequence; it mirrors its text musically to
·'The break between the first six and final four phrases
corresponds to a shift in narrative in the text, moving to
direct discourse (the Lord addressing Paul).
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produce a hybrid with strict isoperiodicity whose isomelic
features give it a close affinity to the refrain motets.
Finally, there is Ut recreentur celitus, which shows
isoperiodicity in units of lOL for the first of its two sec-
tions and units of 12L for the second. This bipartite con-
struction, with a coda at the end of each half, is unlike
that of any other isoperiodic motet, but rather recalls fea-
tures of other freely composed motets a4(2+2). Ut recreen-
tur demonstrates features of melodic repetition between
alternate musical phrases (corresponding to alternate verses
of text), but there does not seem to have been any consis-
tent and strongly marked strophic repeat, nor do the adja-
cent phrases suggest any possibility for voice exchange.
Because we lack the means to complete any of the fragments
just described, they must remain tantalizing reminders of
the creativity possible within the confines of isoperiodic
phrase structures in the English motet.
The Duet Motets with Medius Cantus
In motets whose main units of declamation are the breve
and semibreve the increase in syllabic subdivision of the
long leads to shorter phrases (as measured in longs) and to
an increase in the variety of declamation patterns for the
text. The most important and numerous group of isoperiodic
motets with such declamation are the duet motets with medius
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cantus. 47 These are motets a3 in which a pair of texted
voices of equivalent rhythmic activity and equal ambitus,
lying an octave apart, encloses a cantus firmus that is in
effect the middle voice of the three. Duet motets usually
have a wide ambitus for each texted voice (a tenth or an
eleventh) and for the motet as a whole (two octaves or
more). They are, with the single exception of Quare fre-
muerunt, bitextual, and feature rapid semibreve patter where
the outer voices utter text syllables homorhythmically in a
counterpoint that often becomes simply a chain of parallel
imperfect consonances, the style Harrison has dubbed "proto-
faburden- parlando."4' This parallel counterpoint is usually
at the sixth. The most frequent isoperiodic module for
these motets is vne of 4L.
4'The term medius cantus makes just a single appearance
in a motet source: the tenor of Fusa cum silentio in DRc 20
is identified as Medius cantus.Manere-.--It simply means mid-
dle voice. (Manuscript layout normally puts a medius can-
tus, like any other tenor, a~ the bottom of the page.)
Medius cantus, as used in DRc 20, has an equivalent in the
vernacular English term mean, which was used to designate
the middle voice in a composition a3 (as the second term in
the constellation treble/mean/burden) in many late-Medieval
vernacular English texts. (See the references collected by
Trowell, "Faburden," pp.32-36, on the basis of which he
argues that the terminology is applicable to a popular rep-
ertoire of improvised singing a3 in parallel harmonies that
was the probable origin for 14th-century English cantilena
and cantilena-style writing.) Treble, by comparison, is the
English equivalent of triplex or triplex cantus, the term
used, for instance, to identify the top part in a discant
setting a3 of Angelus ad Virginem in Cu 710.
4'Harrison, "Ars Nova," p.72, and his "Introduction" and
"Notes on Transcription and Performance" for PMFC XV.
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A number of motets and fragments prefigure what we may
regard as the archetypal duet motet. First, a small number
of other motets have a tenor that is either a middle voice
by range or else shares its range with the duplum. Among
pieces in long-breve declamation, for instance, Regina cel-
estium has a medius cantus (the tenor Regina celi letare,
arranged in 4L phrases) but lacks any evident periodiclty in
the surviving texted voice. Two isolated voice parts just
cited previously for certain isomelic features, Dei pLeco
and Vas extas, are most likely the lowest parts from two
duet motets with medius cantus in long-breve declamation.·'
Among motets with breve-semibreve declamation and a
medius cantus, there are examples ranging from Fusa ~
silentio, with its narrow range of only a 13th and texted
outer voices that are not equal in activity,SO to those
whose outer voices are equally active but not regularly pat-
terned with synchronized parlando, such as Jhesu redemp-
4'A number of other motets share tenor range with a lower
texted part without exploiting this feature in the fashion
of the duet motets. These include Ade finit, Caligo terre,
Doleo super te, Orto sole, Patrie pacis, Regina celestium,
Solaris ardor, Surgere iam est, Trinitatem veneremur.
SOThe lower texted voice of Fusa is in long-breve decla-
mation while the upper part has breve-semibreve declamation,
so the two texts are not of the same length and are sung at
different rates. Melismatic breves and semibreves in the
lower part do, however, often move in sixths and tenths with
the upper voice.
51Jhesu redemptor has a module of lOL (that is, an odd
multiple of 2L). In respect to the length of the module,
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tor,51 ~ solis artus, or Civitas nusguam,52 to motets such
as Jesu fili, Rosa delectabilis, and Quare fremuerunt, with
regularly recurring passages of semibreve patter in duo.
Jesu fili and Rosa delectabilis, in particular, show
the strong impress of a common archetype. They both have an
underlying mensuration in first mode and their overall
lengths and numerical structures are closely related:
Jesu fili Rosa delectabilis
I
II
III
64L = 5L + 13(4L) + 7L
= 16(4L)
= 6L + 13(4L) + 6L
60L = 5L +12(4L) + 7L
= 15(4L)
= 6L +12(4L) + 6L
In each the initial displacement established between the
outer parts is lL, so phrases of 4L overlap by 3L. It is
where the parts coincide that declamation patterns are syn-
chronized. This has been arranged to occur in both works so
that the most rapid par lando is performed by the texted
voices over the last two longs of the tenor phrase, espe-
and also the declamatory style (mostly on long and breve),
it is in a sense intermediate between long-breve a~c breve-
semibreve isoperiodic motets (and akin to Vas exstas and Dei
preco).
52Civitas nusguam has a total span of only a twelfth with
outer voices a fifth apart in range. It lacks any isoper-
iodic phrase structure, and occasionally engages in parallel
counterpoint at the fifth, though counterpoint at the sixth
is more common. All of this suggests that it may be an
older motet than the others under consideration here.
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cially while the tenor rests. The respective duet patterns
may be seen in Figure 14.
~ .fill
tenors
~ delectabilis
tenor: etc.
FIG. 14: Duet motet parlando patterns
In both of these motets the text in the upper voice of
the duo is laid out so that verse and stanza endings corre-
spond to musical phrase endings, while in the lower part
musical phrase endings cut through the verses. At the end
of each mote~ a line of verse has been added to the final
stanza in order to stretch the last musical phrase into a
sort of coda. The climactic effect is heightened in Jesu
fili by having both voices sing the same text, "Reum munda
nunc vicio.r. This technique of highlighting the text was
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also used several bars earlier on an equally significant
line, "da mihi quod sicio."
Quare fremuerunt stretches the duet concept in both
music and text to its practical limit. Here a single poem
is sung simultaneously by both voices throughout with addi-
tional troping in the lower voice that provides musical con-
tinuity when the upper voice has a rest. 53 Patter declama-
tion in semibreves occurs where the tenor rests (for two
bars each time) and elsewhere as necessary in order to
accommodate all the words provided in this case. The text,
unusually favored here since it may be heard with a clarity
and emphasis not normally possible in an isoperiodic motet,
is an extraordinary poetic tour de force in which the incip-
its of Psalms 2-12 are quoted in sequence and embedded in a
regular poetic matrix.
The tenor of Quare fremuerunt is also noteworthy. It
does not have one of the simple tenor patterns of the other
duet motets but rather is broadly patterned in longs, triple
53In Regne de pite there is also simultaneous declamation
of a single text throughout; one of the voices occasionally
drops out for a few bars. Systematic parlando in duo beyond
that seen in the duet motets is rare but not unknown; it can
be heard in the second half of the DRc 20 version of Orto
sole (the one a4), in the Cgc 512 motetS-Virgo Maria and Tu
civium, on the final phrase of Doleo super te, in the
refrain motet Suspiria merentis, and in the upper two parts
of Trinitatem veneremur. Probably there were also duet pas-
sages in Parata paradisi porta. It is interesting to see
that in Mulier magni meriti, by contrast, increasingly
lengthy bursts of semibreve declamation are not exploited
for any prominent homorhythmic passagework between texted
parts.
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longs (here uniquely indicated by a three over the note
head),54 and long rests, much in the style of the tenors of
the motets like Petrum cephas. Appropriately, given the use
of Psalms in the motet text, the tenor color is the incipit
of a Psalm or Magnificat tone. It has been disposed in
three rhythmic taleae of BL (6L followed by 2L rests). In
performance this tenor must be sung four times in all --
forward, backward,forward,backward -- to form a double pal-
indrome. R-trograde performance is signalled by the last
four pitches written out in the manuscript, which are a mir-
ror image of the third talea, and further by the initial
rests, vhich are not sung when the tenor is read forward
(the motet does not start with rests in the tenor) but are
necessary to complete the retrograde taleae. 55 (See Figure
15. )
The stylistic parallel between the duet motets and Eng-
lish discant settings has been noticed by a number of schol-
ars. 5' In a typical example of discant a3 the cantus firmus
54Bukofzer, SMRM, p.9?, cites examples of 15th-century
English music manuscripts where alteration is indicated by
the numeral 2 below the affected pitch.
55The tenor of Inter usitata also must be sung in retro-
grade (though this is conveniently explained in a verbal
canon) and similarly provides rests at the beginning.
5'Harrison, in NOHM III, p.B6, remarks that "this prac-
tice {of placing a tenor in the middle voice} is of some
interest in view of its regular adoption in English descant
after ca. 1350 for ritual plainsong settings." See also
Sanders, "Die Rolle," p.45~ idem, "Motet," p.S44~ and Apfel,
Grundlagen, Chapter IIh, pp.133-35.
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Tenor of Quare fremuerunt (Lbm 1210 t 9)
~-
Tenor of Inter usitata (Ome 266/268, 2)
~:.~fii.I--
Hoc te(" caV\+~+uf' Me,ho ~~o 8ra.J.~e+l.\.Y"".
FIG. 15: Tenors of Quare Fremuerunt and Inter Usitata
in the middle voice moves in even breves while the outer
voices move around it in breves or shorter values in mainly
homorhythmic patterns. Note values in the discant settings
are reduced by a factor of two from those that appear in the
duet motets (tenor motion in breves rather than in longs,
with subdivision into semibreves and minims rather than into
breves and semibreves) but the similarity in texture is
obvious. Comparison is also apt between duet motets and the
only two cantilenas that have Petroni an-style syllabic semi-
breves and homodeclamatory patter (in each case without any
consistent grouping of breves into longs). These are Ave
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celi regina and Salamonis inclita. s7 Salamonis is in three
voices, with a predominance of contrapuntal motion in paral-
lel six-three harmonies during semibreve patter passages.
Ave celi is in two voices that often move together in paral-
leI sixths. Its layout in both of its sources suggests the
addition of a third (middle) voice. s8 In regard to the chro-
nology of discant, cantilena, and duet motet it seems sim-
plest to suppose that motets such as Jesu fili and Quare
fremuerunt are roughly contemporaneous with cantilenas like
Ave celi reoina and Salamonis inclita and that these predate
the bulk of the English discant settings. s ,
A few fragments, including Beatus vir, Zorobabel abigo,
and Radix Iesse, the first two of which use progressive
insular notations, and the third, French Ars Nova notation,
S7Ave celi regina is Cgc 512, 11 = Cpc 228, 5 and Sala-
monis-rncIlta is Cgc 512, lQ = US-NYpm 978, ~. -They will be
edited in PMFC XVII.
S!In Coc 512 this cantilena was mostly written out on two
staves in score, but on one system it was written out on
three, with the middle staff left blank. In Cpe 228 it was
written out entirely in two-stave systems, but it is fol-
lowed on the same page by a separate voice part that in fact
is a middle voice for the first half of the piece. This
third voice does not provide continuous enrichment of the
texture, but rather supplements the harmony only at cadences
in the outer voices and rests while the texted parts engage
in their most extended spurts of homorhythmic patter.
A similar empty staff has been left throughout the Ob
~.£ copy of the cantilena Missus Gabriel, and the cantus
firmus has been written out sepa~ately from the two outer
parts of two discant items in score found in US-NYpm 978, £
and 13.
S'Alma ma~er is of the same generation as the duet motets
and cantilenas named above. It is of interest to note that
in it the ~c~ds "notulis modulis dulcissimis" a;e set to
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may be related to the duet motet tradition. The best case
can be made for Beatus vir, where the tenor, a medius can-
tus, and the lowest voice of a motet a3 survive. Acceler-
ated declamation while the tenor is silent very well may
have been paralleled in the missing upper part.'o It is of
interest to note that in general the duet ~otets appear in
the later English motet collections such as Lbm 1210, DRc
20, and Lwa 12185. In addition, Rosa delectabilis is a pal-
impsest in the earlier Onc 362, and is written in a "pro-
gressive" notation. Thus the duet motets appear to be among
the most "progressive" of all the insular motet types of the
first half of the century. They are further dist~nguished
by their subject matter, which turns away from the more
familiar motet subjects (such as Mary, saints, and feast
days of the church year) towards Jesus and devotional top-
ics. ' 1
parallel motion in semibreves, albeit parallel fourths over
a stationary tenor.
'OThe tenor of Beatus vir uses red coloration to imper-
fect the long and breve, and the motet has a phrase scheme
of mixed periodicity that is adjusted for exact repetition
over the second tenor talea. Both of these are features of
isorhythmic French motets of the second ~~arter of the 14th
century and suggest in this case a probable French Ars Nova
influence.
'lBy contrast, among the motets isoperiodic in long and
breve there is a marked prevalence of motets on saints.
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Other Motets Isoperiodic in Band S
Aside from the duet motets and fragments just men-
tioned, there are a few other strictly isoperiodic motets
with declamation on breve and semibreve. Three of them, Rex
visibilium, lam nubes, and Suffragiose virgini, share an
important formal trait: phrase displacement has been
arranged to produce overlap by exactly one half of the modu-
lar nurr~er (4L for the first two and 2L for the third).
This permits exact rhythmic exchange between the upper parts
within each module: the underlying tenor pattern is either
invariable (lam) or varies only slightly (Rex and Suffrag-
iose) between the two halves of the module. As a result
there is exact isorhythmic repetition between periodic mod-
ules in addition to isoperiodicity. (In this line of devel-
opment isoperiodicity is necessarily prior to isorhythm.)
Rex visibilium carries out this design over just the
first three quarters of the motet. It uses its tenor, the
low-lying whole chant of the Gloria prosula Regnum tuum sol-
idum (shaped ABBCCD) , as the starting point for a structure
that in several ways is very similar to that of a duet motet
with ffiedius cantus. Over phrases A BB of the tenor (28L=8L
+2(10L)) the composer has fashioned an isoperiodic structure
with declamation in overlapping chains of paired semibreves.
Tenor phrases CC D are compressed into eight bars, with an
interruption of the isoperiodic phrase scheme and, simulta-
neously, abandonment of the previous regularly patterned
declamation.
Rex visibi1ium 36L = 1L + 7(4L) + 3L + 4L
= 3L + 7(4L) + 2L + 1L + 2L
= 8L + 2(10L) + 8L = 14(2L) + 8L
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lam nubes is isoperiodic over the middle three of five 9L
periods with a text less cauda over the first and a more
irregular scheme over the last, when the text gives up the
succession of lines beginning niamn•
lam nubes 45L = 4L + 3L + 7(4L) + 2(3Lj + 4L
= 2L + 3L + 7(4L) + 3L + 4L + 5L
= 5(9L)
In Suffragiose, although the long is perfect the initial
displacement in the phrase scheme is 2B; after this begin-
ning, however, the module is 2L (6B) with near rhythmic
identity of the first 3B with the second 3B, and strict iso-
rhythm between successive modules.
Suffragiose 42L = 2B +20(2L) + 4B
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Other Periodicity
Motets with other kinds of periodic phrase schemes are
fewer in number. Of those with mixed periodicity, Ade finit
and Parata paradisi porta are probably most characteristic.
Ade finit has a triplum with phrases of IlL and 13L and a
duplum with phrases of 9L, while the tenor moves in units of
4L. Triplum and tenor coincide, as a result, every 24L, the
length of the tenor prior to repetition, and there is a
marked degree of strophic repetition of counterpoint over
each of the following two tenor statements. In Parata par-
adisi porta, the tenor proceeds in units of 14L while the
texted voice has phrases of 6,8,9,12, or 13L, for each of
which there is a corresponding fixed declamation pattern and
number of syllables (16,25,26,31, and 35, respectively).'2
Both Ade finit and Parata paradisi porta have what will be
called here "long-line" verse, in which lengthy lines of
fixed syllable count and end rhyme span the musical phrase
without marked metrical pulse or SUbdivision by internal
rhyme or caesura.
The third form of periodic phrase construction men-
tioned at the beginning of this section, "subdivided-module
periodicity," is seen among the English motets in three
pieces from Cgc 512: Mulier rnagni meriti, princeps apostol-
ice, and Orto sole. The only other clear instance is found
in a motet from Lwa 12185, Beatus vir. (See Figure 16.) It
62See Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," pp.334-37.
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is also the kind of periodicity seen in many continental
isorhythmic motets. Unipartite isorhythmic motets are usu-
ally simple isoperiodic motets with an elaborate scheme of
mixed periodicity used to articulate phrases within the
rather long module. Bipartite isorhythmic motets usually
function similarly, except that two such isoperiodic schemes
are used, with a ftjoint ft between them. Adjustments are made
to the numerical scheme ~ot simply at the beginning and the
end, but also at the boundary between diminished and undi-
minished sections.' 3
Other Insular Motet Types
Motets with Varied Rhythmic Patterning of the Tenor
There are fragments of four motets a4 which are similar
enough to each other to suggest that they are of a motet
type now represented by no surviving complete motets. Their
most distinctive feature is the rhythmic variation found in
the tenor, whose taleae are mostly 4L units (or occasion-
ally, other mUltiples of 2L units), in which a rhythmic fig-
ure is introduced and repeated a few times, and then cast
off in favor of a new pattern. In Apello cesarem and Flos
'3The development toward such fully worked out and con-
sistent number schemes in isorhythmic motets can be observed
in the motets of Philippe de Vitry from the l320s and 1330s,
following the chronology proposed by Sanders in "Early Mot-
ets,ft especially pp.36-37. These kinds of schemes are found
in all the fully isorhythmic motets of Machaut, which most
likely are indebted in this respect to de Vitry. The Eng-
lish motets surely date from the same time period; the pos-
sibility of an English influence on the French is taken up
below, pp.155ff.
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Mulier magni meriti (Cgc 512, 1)
I ,54L = 3 + (6+) + (6+4)+(5+4)+(5+2) + 4 + (~~2)+4+),LI It ' t , • , •
II = 7 + (2+7) + (2+7) + (2+7)+(2+) + 6 + 3 + 6, L,
"
, I , , t , t 1
III = 3{9+9)L = 3(181)
Princeps apostolice (Cgc 512, 2; DRc 20, 4)
I 52L =,6 +3(5) + (5tt ) + 5 + 4(5), L
Orto sole serene (Cgc 512, 9; DRc 20, 7)
I
II
III
60L = 4+4+4+()+4)+4+4+(3+4)+4+4+()+4)+4+4+) L
, I, I t " ,
=1+4+5+3+(2+1)+5+4+3+(2+1)+4+1+3+4+1+(1+1)+5+7+2 L
, ,. " --" ,
=4{3+4+4+4)L = 4(15L)
Beatus vir (Lwa 12185, 3)
I(Tenor) 92B = 2(46B) = 2(2 fu(6B) + 8~ + 6B)
II = 3B+2(13B)+7B + (10+3)B + 2(1)B)~7B+l0B
, 11..' ~ -"
------------------------------------------------------------
In these diagrams, parentheses ( ) enclose a musical phrase
whose length has been SUbdivided to clarify how the phrase
schemes overlap ~enor taleae, yet in fact replicate the same
pattern of phrase. and phrase rest over each talea. Since these
elaborate patterns of mixed periodicity may shift from talea
to talea, absolute phrase lengths may appear irregular and
obscure these patterns.
FIG. 16: Examples of Subdivided-Module Periodicity
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regalis this change in tenor rhythm coincides approximately
with repetition of the melodic color. This may also be the
case in Lingua peregrina, judging from the part of the tenor
that survives. In Peregrina moror, however, there are only
two statements of a very long tenor color, and these are
subdivided int~ roughly equivalent sections by internal
shifts in tenor pattern as can be seen in Figure 17.
Another feature held in common by all four is their second
mode mensuration. The two palimpsests from the Worcester
fragments, Lingua peregrina and Peregrina moror, exhibit
what Dittmer calls larga-longa notation (for a further
explanation of which, see Chapter Three).
The surviving texted parts to these four fragments are
not strictly periodic in phrase design, and their texts show
a significant degree of irregularity in versification,
although rhyme and some regular recurrence of syllable count
help to define stanzas. There is actually, however, a high
degree of coordination between the tenor and the texted
voice. The upper part often matches or interlaces with the
tenor rhythm and aligns its verses with the 4L units of the
tenor. Most text lines are declaimed in one of the regular
patterns that fits into 4L with declamation on long and
breve (or can be explained in terms of a recognizable devia-
tion from such a pattern if syllables are missing), and
major text divi~ions (stanzas or goups of stanzas) coincide
with shifts in tenor rhythm (see Figure 17).
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TABLE 12
OTHER INSULAR MOTET TYPES
Espec~a~lY l.n
of the Tenor
Lingua peregrina
Peregrina moror
Apel~o cesarem
F~os rega~is
(Other motets with rhythmica~~yvaried ta~eae that
are discussed e~sewhere inc~ude:
Virgo sancta Katerina
Suspiria merentis
Surgere iam est hora
Lux refllget
Te Domina
SUffragiose)
Petronian-Sty~eMotets with Stratified Levels of Activity
Inter amenitatis
Frondentibus f~orentibus
Rosa mundi purissima
Triumphus patet hodie
Patrie pacis
Ca~igo terre
Herodis in atrio
(Two fragments with some evidence of strophic repe-
tition might ~so be assigned here:
Duodeno sydere
Princeps aposto~ice)
The Remainder
a crux va~e
Augustine par angelis
Si lingua lota
Trinitatem veneremur
Virgo mater salvatoris
Hac a va~~e
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In Apello cesarem and Lingua peregrina, rests in the
surviving vocal line sometimes appear to fall outside of the
4L framework. Under these circumstances it cannot be said
for certain just how the final motet design was settled on,
that is, whether it was the execution of some rigid scheme
that was predetermined or whether as composition proceeded
some influence may have been exerted by the phrase demands
of the upper parts. peregrina moror may represent the for-
mer case, and Apello cesarem the latter. In the case of
Lingua peregrina it is possible that those extra rests act
to displace that voice in a periodic phrase structure that
would have been perfectly regular in the missing triplum.
Four other motets are distinguished by rhythmic varia-
tion in the tenor. Three have already been discussed. They
are the refrain motets Suspiria merentis and Surgere iam
est, and the variatio~ wotet Te domina. The fourth, virgo
sancta Katerina, is, for purposes of classification, best
regarded as isoperiodic. It takes as its tenor five state-
ments of the Agmina melisma. Each statement is patterned by
the repetition of a different short rhythmic phrase; from
the first to the last of these there is an acceleration in
rhythmic values, from longs to breves and then to semi-
breves. The tenor rhythms "infect" the upper voices so that
there is a parallel acceleration in the rate of declamation,
but the upper voices are cast in considerably longer periods
FIG. 17: Rhythmically varied Tenor Ta1eae
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Figure 17
Norms of Declamatory Patterning in the Upper Voices over 4L
(p = paroxytonic accent: pp = proparoxytonic accent)
5p I) dI} J I j. 'd. \ IJJt j d \J~,~ I
6pp t) JI) ~ I rf J .i ,.; d" ) J f J. i J---;
7p I J JI J J IJd \J I u) I ) dI )J i J)1.1
8pp \') ,i f j d I ~ JIj d( etc.
------------------------------------------------------------
Tenor Patterns~
Lingua peregrina
I') J l~dI jJ)' I
Peregrina moror (in order'· of appearance)
IJ./J·1 JIJ I\-m- IJ· I d·1j -I
'--/ \.J
Id,)---/ JJll
\J~P.d- \djJ·1
IJ--l Z-J IJj}·1
\)J \tJ \JJJI
pJI-..-IJ,iJ.1
"'-../
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Figure 17, cont.
~ regalis
I)JIJJIJI1--- \
jJ J 1J. 1)-"- \~l
2,.dIJ. p~J IJ. I
l2-d l1-d) JJ IJ.I
Apello cesarem (a sample of tenor patterns, all repeated
at least once; not all are in even multiples of longs)
\d·\J.[JI---\ d.jJcll &L
Id·1---1 d·lJ JI)-"-1 d. I J. l) JIJ. I 1L-
Id·I)J Id·1 3L-
\JJ\J. l~ ld. I LfL,
IJJI}-"'-I 2J-
----- -- - - - - -----
- - --
IJ. IG~) IJ~ I J) IJ) IJ~ ,JI / J1, I <?~
IJJIJ.IJ.1 dt.ldj!Jt.ld·/....-1 '61-
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than those of the tenor, and in fact are initially isoper-
iodic in units of 9L while the tenor moves in 3L units, then
temporarily in units of 8L while the tenor moves· in 2L
units. It is noteworthy that the texts of Virgo sancta
Katerina are regular and paired in versification, suggesting
that they were created for a strictly isoperiodic composi-
tion.
Petronian motets
Of the remaining early-14th-century motets, the most
significant group consists of motets in the style of Petrus
de Cruce, with a sharp stratification of activity between a
fast-moving triplum engaged in the virtuoso declamation of a
prose-like text, a slower moving duplum with considerably
less text, and an unpatterned, or very simply patterned
tenor.'4 This is the style of the majority of the newest
motets in the Roman de Fauvel, for instance, although it
should be noted that the Fauvel motets mostly set regular
texts, while as a rule irregular phrases and lack of rhyth-
mic patterning, coupled to syllabic declamation, result in
irregularly versified texts in Petronian motets. Inter
amenitatis, found in F~uvel as well as in an English source,
'4Stratification of rhythmic activity does not necessar-
ily imply stratification of range between triplum and dup-
lum. In a number of Petronian motets triplum and duplum
ranges overlap almost entirely, and the duplum frequently
sounds over the triplum. Caligo terre and Triumphat hodie
are clear examples.
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is typical in its lack of regular phrase and verse struc-
tures. Rosa mundi, Triumphus patet, and Frondentibus flo-
rentibus are equally amorphous in musical facture.
Given the English predilection for pattern and struc-
ture in the motet, it is not surprising to see how few mot-
ets and fragments there are of this type. However, declama-
tion in chains of semlbreves has made its influence felt in
well-defined motet types such as the refrain motets, motets
with strophic repeat, the duet motets with medius cantus,
and some of the motets with unusual periodicity (such as the
three from Cgc 512: Mulier, Orto sale, and princeps).
Among those insular motets with stratification of
activity are three with noteworthy elements of periodicity:
Caligo terre, Patrie pacis, and Herodis in pretoria. Patrie
pacis has rigidly patterned semibreve declamation in the
triplum and a melodious duplum with balanced phrase struc-
ture in long-breve declamation. The tunefulness of the dup-
lum suggests that it is a single statement of a pre-existent
melody. This might account for the shortness of the motet
as a whole, and also for ~he layout of the (unidentified)
tenor, which moves in an uninterrupted series of eighteen
undifferentiated longs (perhaps composed this way simply to
support the duplum). Caligo uses the virelai "Mariounette
douche" (the same tune found as the tenor of Solaris ardor)
in the duplum and has a lowest written part (called "Tenor"
in the manuscript) that is regularly patterned in rhythm
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without any repeating melodic color. It was evidently
freely composed as a contrapuntal support to the actual can-
tus prius factus. The triplum is more irregular in phrasing
(though it sets a regular text); the resulting three-voice
counterpoint is sometimes awkward. Clumsy partwriting is
also a feature of Herodis in pretorio. Here both tenor and
duplum have highly repetitious melodic designs. The tenor,
a French chanson in the form AAB, is stated three times to
yield the overall shape AAB AAB AAB. The duplum has a
series of double versicles with ouvert and clos cadences,
suggesting that it, too, is a tune. Its form is AA' x BB'
CC' DD' EE' y. The elements x and y in this diagram were
probably fabricated to help fit the duplum to the tenor (and
the tenor itself may have been modified slightly from its
monophonic ferm to help accommodate the duplum). The added
triplum, like that in Caligo, does not have regular pattern-
ing, and again, as in Caligo, the counterpoint must be
judged inexpert. In particular, the two lower voices do not
fit well against one another.
The Remainder
The remainder of the earlier 14th-century motets,
mostly showing distinctively insular features of design,
resist accommodation in the foregoing taxonomy. Of these,
three deserve to be singled out for attention: Q crux vale,
Augustine par angelis, and Hac ~ valle. Q crux is a two-
voice torso of what must have been a freely composed motet
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a4 (2+2) with the careful phrasing and melodic facture,
sectional structure with coda, and sectionally-bounded
changes of mensuration characteristic of the large-scale
voice-exchange motets. However, though it exhibits some
isomelic features in its second section, it shows no fea-
tures of voice-exchange.'s Augustine par angelis, like Q
crux, survives as two voices of a four-voice original. Its
counterpoint shows parallel sixths and open tenths that
indicate the characteristi= English harmony of the original,
but there is no repetition of counterpoint corresponding to
the threefold statement of the tenor, nor is there any hint
of voice exchange despite the fact that the texted part
alternates cum and sine littera passages (the text could be
alternate stanzas of a larger poem). Hac ~ valle consists
of one whole voice and part of a second (most likely voices
I and III of a motet a4) that engage extensively in parallel
counterpoint, mostly at the fifth or sixth. The second
voice bears less text but is just as rhythmically active as
the first, and both have quite wide ranges. It seems there
was at least one other rhythmically active (upper) part, but
the nature and level of rhythmic activity of the tenor
appear to be impossible to judge. The "progressive" nota-
tion and counterpoint of this fragment (typical of all the
'SViri Galilei or Ut recreentur, in some sense analogous
free compositions a4, lie closer to recognizable norms for
voice-exchange or isoperiodic compositions, respectively.
See also Candens crescit, whose sectional structure has
affinities to these large-scale free pieces.
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motets in its source, Lwa 12185) suggest it is one of the
newest motets in the earlier 14th-century corpus.
The Later 14th Century
Ob 7 and DRc 20 Rear Leaves
When considering the later 14th-century motets in Eng-
land the question of French influence on notation, musical
style and form is primary, both with regard to chronology
and the direction of influence. There can be no doubt that
English mu~icians were fully aware of the continental inno-
vations of the musical Ars Nova by about 1350, for the
author of the Quatuor Principalia shows full knowledge of
continental developments, and in particular an admiration
for Philippe de vitry and a familiarity with his motets."
(On this basis the introduction of the minim in England is
usually taken to be ca.1350.)" Of course French motet style
was already pressing against the native English musical
idiom much earlier, as the insular examples of Petronian
motets testify. As Levy has observed, "For a period around
the beginning of the 14th century the well-developed English
motet type represented (by Thomas gemma) must have held its
own against an advancing French influence." Levy further
posits that the sectional voice-exchange style of Ave miles
"This treatise (CS IV, pp.201-98)
motets Cum statua and Vos ggiQ, which
to the 1330s ("Early Motets," p.37).
the English source DRc 20.
cites the de Vitry
are dated by Sanders
Vos quid appears in
"See for instance Harrison, "Ars Nova," p.69.
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and the isoperiodic design of ~etrum cephas "would seem to
represent a slightly later English conception of motet con-
struction -- a conception more rigid, more strongly influ-
enced by French isorhythmic procedures."'· More recently
Sanders has argued for a position 180 degrees from that of
Levy. Believing that "isoperiodicity is the English road to
isorhythm,"" he observes that a relative chronology of the
development of large-scale sectional forms and isoperiodic
phrase structures in English motets, in comparison to the
evolution of these features in the motets of de Vitry, sug-
gests the strong possibility of direct English influence on
this innovative French musician.?O
Whatever the relative strength and direction of forma-
tive influence over the first third of the century or so, it
is clear that few French pieces entered the English reper-
toire, or vice versa.?l This situation changes, however.
'·Levy, "New Material," pp.230-3l. See also Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," Chapter III: The Assimilation of
Continental Trends.
"Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.234.
?OSanders, "Motet," pp.559-62 and "Vitry, Philippe de,"
pp.26-7. (Strophic is an appropriate term if there is a
close correspondence between large textual subdivisions and
the musical sections.) Sanders suggests a line of influence
from the sectional or strophic English motets to Philippe de
Vitry, in addition to the influence of isoperiodicity on
isorhythmic design.
7lBent, "Transmission," pp. 66-67, raises the possibility
that the motets of Onc 362, Lbm 24198, and DRc 20 that have
French-texted tenors are French in origin. --I-think there
are good musical reasons (as the analyses in this chapter
hope to show) as well as circumstantial ones, for taking
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TABLE 13
LATER 14TH-CENTURY MOTETS IN ENGLAND
Isorhythmic
Unipartite Bipartite
Amer amours DRc 20, 11 Omnis terra Q.£..1, 12
Ad lacrimas " 12 Domine quis .. 16
L'amoreuse .. 16 Pura placens II 15
Apta caro II 18 Parce piscatoribus .. 17
Mon chant It 19
Firmissime fidem Lbm 28550, 4
Humane lingue Lbm 4001lB, 17
Nec Herodis Ob 143, 1
(Regne de pite Ob 143, J)
Tribum quem Lbm 28550, 5
Alme pater Lbm 40011B, 1&
Rex Karole US-Wc 14, J
(?Deus creator~, 14)
(Inter usitata Omc 266/268,
2)
Virginalis concio DRc 20, 10
Vos quid .. 1)
o vos omnes .. 14
o canenda vUlgo II 15
Musicorum collegio .. 17
undetermined
Deus compaignons US-Wc 14, ~
In ore te laudancium US-SM 19914, 1
Maria diceris-Soli fines" J
Insular motets with Non-Isorhythmic Features'
Cuius de manbus ~, 11 (voice exchange)
Deus creator .. 14 (strophic repeat)
Regne de pite Ob 143, J (bipartite)
Baptizas parentes Omc 266/268, 1
Inter usitata II 2
Flos anglorum II J
Radix Iesse Ccc 65, J
Ancilla Domini Lli 146, 6
Geret et regem TAcro 3182, 1
Rex piaculum " 2
Two possibly English motets in continental sources
Sub arturo plebs
o dira nacio
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The mature French Ars Nova styl~ is of great influence on
English music from mid-century on, and the English reper-
toire comes to contain French pieces. It seems quite likely
that the influx of motets represented by such collections as
the rear leaves of Ob 1 and DRc 20 is in large part the
result of many occasions for English exposure to recent
French music on account of the activities of the 100 Years
War. Not only were minstrels and domestic chapels of the
English aristocracy brought over to France, but French chap-
els made the reverse trip across the channel with captured
noblemen being held for ransom. The most important of all
such occasions may well have been the period of captivity of
the king of France, John the Good, who remained in England
from 1357-60 with his domestic court chapel. 72
these pieces to be English in origin. This position is
strengthened by the musical characteristics of the (mainly
late-13th-century) motets with French tenors found by Ander-
son in F-TO 925, which all look distinctly English rather
than continental in form, counterpoint, and harmonic lan-
guage.
72See Craig Wright, Music at the Court of Burgundy,
pp.11-18 for details of the documented musical activity
associated with this involuntary sojourn. Wright makes the
intriguing suggestion that the keyboad intabulations of two
de Vitry motets in the Robertsbi'idge codex (Lbm 28550, ! and
~) may be linked with John's captivity in England and his
interest in organ music (ibid, p.l6, n.29). Wright also
cites (p.28) a later occasio~ when ir. Tournai four English-
men sang a motet for young king Charles YI.
The reference in the text of the triplum of DRc 20, 10
to a "J. Anglici" who sings in a "curia g~llicorum" with six
Frenchmen and Flemings indicates anQt.he~ way in which an
Englishman might come into contact with French polyphony
around mid-century (see the section on "External References"
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Th~ bulk of the Ars-Nova-style motets surviving from
14th-century England, most of them with continental concor-
dances and of probable continental origin, are found in two
sources, the rear flyleaves of Ob 1 (six motets) and DRc 20
(ten motets}.73 In both manuscripts there are front fly-
leaves preserving insular motets in very different hands,
and no incontrovertible links can be made between front and
rear collections. The probability is strongest in both
cases, however, that front and rear leaves were simply drawn
from differeI.t gatherings of their dismembered parent cod-
ices. Both s~ts of rear flyleaves are written in what
appear to be English text hands 74 and show at least one
characteristic English trait in their notation, the form of
the perfect semibreve rest. 7S Hence they were copied in Eng-
land. In regard to text content, the DRc 20 motets "docu-
ment ••• for the first time the importation unchanged of
in Chapter Four).
73Por more discussion of Ob 1, see Lefferts, "Motet," and
for more on DRc 20, see Harrison, "Ars Nova." While it is
beyond doubt tha~the Ob 1 motets were compiled for {and
perhaps at} Bury St. Edmunds, Nicholas Sandon has recently
reminded us {in "Mary, Meditation, Monks and Music," p.55,
n.2l} that there is no hard evidence for the origin of the
DRc 20 motets at Durham. Nor, for that matter, is it neces-
sary~hat they were used there, given that the host manu-
script was donated to the cathedral priory by Prior Wessyng-
ton in the mid-15th century. We clearly need to know more
about the age and provenance of the binding than is reported
in the musicological literature.
74According to Margaret Bent {private communication}.
7SSee Chapter Three, pp.306ff.
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secular motets into Britain, where no indigenous examples
survive,"" but all of the Ob 2 motets are sacred in subject
matter. In at least one case (Ob 2, 16) and possibly in
others the sacred texts of Ob 2 replace secular French love
poetry. "
Harrison dates the Ob 2 leaves to ca.1340 and puts the
DRc 20 collection in the decade ca.1350-60." These dates
are plausible, perhaps even slightly late, estimates for the
age of the Ars Nova musical repertoires; they may be ten to
twenty years too early for the ages of the sources them-
selves. If one judges by the ages estimated for the most
important continental manuscripts containing (;oncordances to
the repertoire of these English leaves, dates of copying in
the 1360s or 1370s seem probable. Ivrea (I-IV) is now
thought to have been copied after 1365, with additions
the 1370s, either for the papal court in Avignon or for the
court of Gaston Febus, count of Foix (1343-1391)." Trem-
orlle (F-Pn 23190) was copied in 1376, probably at the court
of Charles V of France, by the king's first chaplain,
Michael de Fontain.'o Ivrea and Tremo!lle have a strong
"Harrison, PMFC V, p.ix.
"See Chapter Four, p.402.
"Harrison, "Ars Nova," p.69.
"See RISM j3/IV/2, pp.282-83 and Gunther, "Sources."
aOSee RISM B/IV/2, pp.205-206 and Craig Wright, Music at
the Court of Burgundy, pp.l48-58.
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affinity (29 concordances, mostly motets) and are clearly
central sources of the repertoire of the greatest centers of
the cultivation of polyphony in the French cultural orbit.
The rear leaves of DRc 20 have seven motets with concor-
dances and of these, six (nos. 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19) are
in both Ivrea and Tremoille, so in all likelihood DRc 20 was
once a comparable central (English) repository of Ars Nova
polyphony. Ob 1 has a similar relationship to the continen-
tal sources, although with fewer concordances (no.lS is in
Tremoille, while no.16 is in both Tremoille and Ivrea}.ll
Stylistic comparison suggests that most of the unica in
the two English sources are also of continental origin.
Omnis terra (Ob 1, l2) and Musicorum collegio (DRc 20, 17)
are bipartite isorhythmic motets a3 with diminution by one
half, notated in tempus imperfectum maior, with a range of a
13th. In this respect they are just like Pura placens (Ob
1, 15), Domine~ (Ob 1, 16) and other motets in Ivrea and
by Machaut. '2 Farce piscatoribus (Ob 1, l7), Virginalis con-
cio (DRc 20, lQ), and Q vos omnes (DRc 20, l4) are motets a4
with similar design features. e • The piece Nee Herodis feroc-
I1Besseler reports that no.lS was the first motet in a
continental source of French Ars Nova polyphony now lost
(Studien I, p.l84.) There is no compelling reason to assume
English authorship for any of the motets that have continen-
tal concordances, though Harrison (NORM III, p.99) suggests
an English origin for the unicum Nec Herodis ferocitas.
12See the motets from Ivrea edited as PMFC V, nos.7, 8,
11, 13, 32 and Machaut motets 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 18.
'·The two Durham unica both have a prefatory introitus,
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itas (Ob 143, 1), from a fragmentary insular source roughly
contemporary with Ob 1 and DRc 20, also belongs with this
group. These four are comparable in approach to Vos gyiQ
admiramini (DRc 20, l3) and Q canenda vulgo (DRc-20, l5),
both motets by Philippe de Vitry, and to other motets by de
Vitry and Machaut.··
The only traces of an English origin for the motets in
the rear leaves of DRc 20 are in no.10: the duplum text
(ftVirginalis concioft ) appears also as the duplum text of a
later motet by Bittering found in the Old Hall manuscript,
En Katerine solennia-Virginalis concio-T.Sponsus amat spon-
sum (Lbm 57950, l45). The missing but restorable tenor of
the same Durham motet (ftVirgo sancta katerina ft ) is used as a
point of departure for a number of earlier English motet
texts on Katherine but does not seem ever to have been used
as a source of text or tenor for polyphony on the continent
(judging from a perusal of the text indices in RISM B/IV).
though.
'·The tenor and contratenor of Virginalis concio appar-
ently had different mensural organizations on the modus
level. This feature, together with the presence of an
introitus and a four-voice texture, relate this motet par-
ticularly to Machaut motets 5, 21, and 23. In addition to
the motets by de Vitry named above in the text, Impudenter
circuivi {I-IV, ~} is of similar construction. See also
Nostris lumen (B-Br 19606, 9) and PMFC V, nos. 2, 24, 27.
Ernest Sanders has remarked on the evident skill of
composition in Q YQ§ omnes and Ad lacrimas flentis and sug-
gests because of their proximity to motets in DRc lQ and
F-CH 260 known to be by de Vitry that they may be of his
authorship. (Private communication.)
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The situation in the rear leaves of Ob 1 is quite dif-
ferent, though. Two unica, Cuius de manibus (Ob 1, 11) and
Deus creator (Ob 1, 14), are quite likely to be either of
English origin or else written under strong English influ-
ence. The first of these has already been listed without
particular comment in the foregoing typology as a five-sec-
tion voice-exchange motet a4 (2+2) with coda. It:s virtu-
ally a twin to Ave miles in terms of structure. They have
the s~~e number of voices, the same overall length, the same
comparative lengths of sections, similarly melismatic codas,
and probably the same manner of texting continuously in suc-
cessive paired stanzas of a single text. Two significant
differences exist. First, Cuius de manibus is a free compo-
sition rather than one based on a cantus firmus (such as Ave
miles), and second, it is notated in tempus imperfectum
maior rather than in Franconian notation. The similarity of
structure suggests that Cuius de manibus was deliberately
modelled on the earlier Ave miles.
It is reasonable to turn the tables and ask whether
Cuius de manibus shows any particularly English composi-
tional features aside from gross aspects of form and struc-
ture. In fact, though it does not exhibit the smooth rhyth-
mic flow, careful regard for declamation, neat phrasing, and
tuneful melodic facture of the other motets of its type, it
does have distinctive, and typically English, harmonic and
local contrapuntal detail. To begin with, like most freely
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composed English motets, it is a tonally closed composition,
here with a final on C, and has counterpoint that elaborates
a very limited harmonic vocabulary. There is essentially
just root motion by step from harmonies on C (and occasion-
ally on E) to harmonies a step away on Bb or D -- the Eng-
lish supertonic and subtonic "pes harmony" so familiar from
the Sumer canon and many other compositions. as The composi-
tion opens on a 10-8-5 sonority and frequent use of imper-
fect consonances is the norm, including extensive motion a3
in parallel 6-3 and 10-5 sonorities. One sees the constant
employment of voice exchange not just as a formal device on
the level of the section, but also on the most local scale
between paired voices to animate a static harmonic environ-
mente On the other hand, the elastic rhythms, alternating
sustained motion in breves with lively stretches of semi-
breves and minims, along with the occasional harsh disso-
nances in the four-part writing (characteristic and most
prominent during the final cadence) indicate some indebted-
ness to the continental Ars nova idiom.·'
Deus creator is the other motet from the Ars Nova gath-
ering of Ob 1 that demands consider~·_ on as an insular prod-
uct. A description of this motet must begin with its tenor,
aSSee Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp.92-93.
·'The nearest equivalent to the style of Cuius de manibus
in the wider English repertoire are the marvelous four-voice
Deo gratias (US-NYpm 978, ~) and the Alleluia Nativitas (Ccc
65, 1).
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which is fUlly equivalent to the upper voices in its degree
of rhythmic activity, with motion predominantly in semi-
breves and minims and without any striking rhythmic pattern-
ing (apart from the short rhythmic sequence of bars 25-32)
or internal melodic repetition. The tenor is stated in full
three times, suggesting a relationship with unipartite iso-
rhythmic motets, but Deus creator lacks the regularity and
numerical coordination of phrase structure found in unipar-
tite motets of mid-century:
l02B = 4(9B) + 8B + 2(9B) + l2B + 28B
= 4B + 2(10B) + 2(7B) + 8B lOB + 9B + l3B + 24B
= 3(16B + l8B) = 3(34B}
(All triplum phrases begin on a downbeat; all duplum
phrases, save for the first, on an upbeat.)
The tenor of Deus creator is texted in Ob 7 with the
lines
Doucement me reconforte
cele qui mon cuer ad prise
This text is known from other sources as a couplet used by a
trouvere, Watriquet de Couvin (active as a minstrel in the
l320s and l330s), to compose a fatras.8~ Watriquet impro-
81A fatras is a short strophe of eleven lines with rhyme
scheme AAB AAB BABAB that begins with the first line of a
given couplet and ends with its second line. See Lambert C.
Porter, La Fatrasie et Le Patras (Paris, 1960). On Watri-
quet see-Porter, La Fatrasie, pp.149-59, and for a full list
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vised the fatras to the above distich in competition with
another trouvere before Philip, the king of France (most
likely Philip VI, who ruled 1328-50). Another couplet on
which he composed a fatras runs as follows:
Presidentes in thronis seculi
sunt hodie dolus et rapina.
These lines, the only Latin couplet he ever used for such a
purpose, als? occur as the incipit of the triplurn of a motet
in the Roman de Fauvel. 11
The relationship between the couplet Doucement and the
music of the motet Deus creator is not entirely clear. Is
the tenor an ornamented version of a simpler monophonic set-
ting of the couplet or the longer fatras, or could it be
taken from a polyphonic setting of either of these? Could
the motet itself in fact be a sacred contrafact of a musical
setting made for one or the other? A recent discovery sheds
some light on these questions. Charles Brewer has found a
polyphonic setting of yet another couple~ associated with
of all such French couplets, see van den Boogaard, Rondeaux
et refrains (Paris, 1969). Doucement is published in Porter
as no. 2, p.149, and is no.6l8 (Fatr. 14) in van den Boo-
gaard.
IIThis couplet is no.26 in Porter, p.15? The reference
was first noticed by Ludwig, according to Dahnk, L'Heresie,
pp.11-12. The motet is F-Pn 146, ! (written prior to 1316).
For the use of the fatras and fatrasie in 15th-century musi-
cal settings, see Rika Maniates, "Combinative Techniques,"
pp.49-S2.
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Watriquet: a ,
Amis loia1 vous ay trouv~
c'est drois quIa vous me rende prise.
The setting (PL-WRu 1.2.411, 1) has the following features
of present significance: it is in three voices, of which
only the second bears text; the declamation is irregular and
very melismatic; the setting is not tonally closed and there
appears to be no cantus firmus, although the lowest voice
moves in a lower range and with slower note values than
those shared by the two upper parts; finally, the setting is
written in tempus imperfectum maior and is divided into two
sections, of 22 and 19 breves, by a single central cadence
in all voices followed by rests and a double bar.
On the evidence of this new find, it seems likely that
the tenor of Deus creator was drawn from a polyphonic set-
ting of the couplet Doucement, similar to that of Arnis
loial, which was also tonally open, divided into two sec-
tions (of 16 and 18 breves), melismatic in declamation, and
written in tempus perfectum maior. The second, text-bearing
voice was probably the one borrowed, and was likely trans-
posed down to its present pitch level to serve as the motet
"1 wish to thank Dr. Brewer for sharing with me a tran-
scription of Arnis loial and a typescript copy of an article
by him on its source, PL-WRu 1.2.411, entitled "A Four-
teenth-Century Polyphonic Manuscript Rediscovered." The
couplet is published in Porter as no.ll, p.152 and is no.121
(Fatr. 131) in van den Boogaard, Rondeaux et refrains.
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tenor.'O
Several features of this motet indicate English influ-
ence. The use of a French tenor supporting Latin upper
parts, while uncommon on the continent, is not rare in Eng-
land. The assonance of Deus-Doucement also suggests English
tastes, as does the fact that the two upper parts take as
their point of departure the initia of the two most famous
Kyrie tropes in the Salisbury rite. However, these points
are weakened somewhat by the irregularity of versification
in the two texts and the manner in which they extend a short
way into the concluding hocket, which suggest that they
might be substitutes for another, perhaps secular French,
pair of texts.
More telling are certain features of style. A three-
fold statement of the tenor is relatively unco~~on among
continental unipartite isorhythmic motets, which usually
favor four, five, or six taleae.'l The layout here recalls
more strongly the English motets with strophic variation
over a non-Gregorian tenor. Indeed, tenor repetition in
'OThere are strong reasons, primarily the repetitions of
the tenor and the lack of sharp internal divisions reflect-
ing the two lines of the distich, for disqualifying the
motet in its entirety as a candidate for the original set-
ting of the couplet.
'lThe motet has a number of unusual, if not necessarily
English, features. One can mention the wide range (a 15th),
the paired ranges of the upper parts (c-dd), the relatively
infrequently encountered mensuration (temous perfectum
maior), and the wide final cadential sonority (12-8 rather
than 8-5, approached by a 10-6).
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Deus creator is associated with considerable repetition of
counterpoint, including exchange between the upper parts.
Further, the tenor is rhythmically integrated with the upper
parts, which tend to move homorhythmically with it in semi-
breves and minims. When one or another part rests, the
remaining two move in parallel thirds, sixths, or tenths;
when all three parts move together the counterpoint often is
in parallel 6-3, 10-5, 10-6, 10-8, or 12-10 harmonies. This
reliance on parallel imperfect intervals has no continental
equivalent, and in fact compares less with the parallel
part-writing in duet motets (for instance> than with the
expanded sonorities and part-writing of the later cantilenas
in such sources as US-NYpm 978, Occ 144, or LEcl 6120.
On balance the factors just enumerated suggest that
Deus creator is either the work of an English composer or
has been modelled on 14th-century insular style features and
motet practice. The presence of both Cuius de manibus and
Deus creator in a gathering with four motets typical of con-
tinental Ars Nova developments is of great significance. It
means we cannot any longer hold that "the indigenous English
repertory between the Worcester Fragments and Old Hall has
no demonstrable continental links, and seems to have
remained quite separate in style, techniques, and notation
until the very late 14th century."92 Rather, a picture of a
'2Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.6S. (I have already
quoted her to this effect above, p.4.)
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more complex interaction, or English response to continental
developments in roughly mid-century, is indicated.
English Isorhythm
There is no significant body of isorhythmic composi-
tions surviving in English sources after the rear leaves of
Ob 1 and DRc 20 until the Old Hall manuscript a half a cen-
tury later. Hence it is difficult to write the history of
the English assimilation of continental isorhythmic techni-
ques." The isorhythmic motets and settings of the Gloria
and Credo found in the first layer of Old Hall themselves
show a wide range of technique (and most probably of age as
well) and may span most of the stylistic distance traversed
in this era. A conservative benchmark for the native style
in isorhythmic (hence "motet-style") mass movements is
established by such similar pieces as the Credo by Pennard
in Old Hall (Lbm 57950, 89), a Gloria (also by Pennard?) in
the Fountains fragments (Lbm 400l1B, 1), and a Gloria in a
Bodleian Library source (Ob 384, l). The first two of these
have been published in modern editions,'4 but the third, an
"For remarks on this problem, see Harrison in NORM III,
pp.99-100 and Hughes, "Reappraisal," pp.125-26. We are
equally in the dark about, for instance, the canonic techni-
que that appears so skillfully in Old Hall, especially in
the compositions of pycard. Two recent finds have begun to
remedy this ignorance. Nicholas Sandon has found a chace-
like canonic Salve regina in a Durham manuscript, now Lbm
Royal l.~.vi (fol. 35v-36), and Ernest Sanders has found a
caccia-like canonic Gloria in US-NYpm 978, 14. See Sandon,
"Mary, Meditations, Monks and Music," and PMFC XVII.
'4Hughes and Bent, Old Hall, no. 89; Marrocco and Sandon,
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incomplete piece, has not and therefore a transcription is
offered here as Figure 18.
The piece is bipartite, with diminution by one half in
the melismatic "Amen" section. There are two colores and
six taleae, with strict isorhythrn in all voices and a dis-
tinctive phrase-by-phrase alternation of text between the
upper parts. The mensuration is tempus imperfectum maior,
with straightforward and uncomplicated rhythms.' 5 Hence it
is not at all far removed from the later motets of Ob 1 and
DRc 20. The Old Hall motet En Katerine solennia (Lbm 57950,
147) is representative of a more advanced style seen in Old
Hall. It is tripartite, with successive diminution of the
tenor in the ratio 3:2:1, and has a rhythmic character
marked by a great deal of syncopation, as well as the simul-
taneous use of conflicting mensurations (with minim equiva-
lency).
What of those few pieces from other sources that are
believed to have been written in the latter half of the cen-
tury? Those from US-SM 19914 are too fragmentary to be of
much help, especially in light of the fact that a successful
transcription of Maria diceris-Soli fines-To has not yet
Medieval Music, no. 65. (See also the Gloria by Tye in Old
Hall, no. 19.)
'5(The use of the ligature shapes of Robertus de Brunham
i~ the tenor and contra tenor parts is discussed below in
Chapter Three in the section "Breve-Semibreve Notation."}
The duplum has been erased and written over, so that it is
impossible to read, even with the aid of ultraviolet light.
FIG. 18: The Isorhythmic Gloria in Ob 384
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Figure 18
Ob 384, 2 Gloria
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Figure 18, cont.
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been made. US-We 14 contains fragments of at least two
isorhythmic motets, one of which, Rex Karole, has concor-
dances in the Chantilly and Strassbourg manuscripts, and can
be dated to the reign of Charles V of France (1364-1380).
Gunther suggests the date may be refined to late 1375 on
account of the political situation to which the text refers.
The motets in this source are certainly French in origin."
Lbm 40011B, a source with close ties to Old Hall, preserves
two motets that tell us a little more, Humane 1ingue and
Alme pater. The former shows the smooth rhythmic and
melodic character of the stylistically advanced pieces in
minor pro1ati~n and incorporates a sophisticat~d propor-
tional diminution scheme." A1me pater, a fragment, is a
motet that may be dated through textual references (if these
are being correctly interpreted) to the year 1384 or shortly
thereafter, and so contribute valuable and scarce evidence
for the chronology of style change.'· It is a large-scale
unipartite isorhythmic motet with introitus, probably not
"It ought to be noted here that the Strassbourg source
attributes Rex Carole to Phillipus Royllart, who may be ten-
uously associated with the otherwise unknown Rowlard who
contributed a Gloria to Old Hall (no. 29) that also survives
in Lbrn 40011B, l. See Gunther, The Mot~ts of Chantilly and
Modena, p.xxxi.
"Its choice of tenor and use of the cauda hirundinis
tend to confirm its English origin. (See the Critical
Report.)
'·On the text of this motet, see the section "External
References" in Chapter Four.
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composed on a cantus firmus, with coloration in both surviv-
ing parts that in the upper one produces recurring passages
of lively syncopation.
Another isorhythmic motet of possible English prove-
nance is nominally outside the scope of this study because
it is not four.~ in any insular sources: Sub arturo plebs.
The texts of this motet name many English musicians, includ-
ing the motet's composer (and probable text author), J. Ala-
nus. Much has been written about this well-known and con-
troversial piece." Suffice it to say here that Brian
Trowell's dating to 1358 is less plausible on grounds of
musical style than Bent's suggestion of a date in the early
1370s,100 a decade also targeted by Roger Bowers's recent
archival work and reading of the verse. 101 Sub arturo plebs
would be relatively advanced in that time frame as well,
given its tripartite structure, complex scheme of successive
diminutions, and frequent syncopations. 102
"For a brief introduction to this piece, see the Criti-
cal Report provided in Appendix I, and especially see Tro-
well, "A Fourteenth-Century Ceremonial Motet," Bent, "Trans-
mission," and Bent, "Two Fourteenth-Century Motets."
100Bent suggests the compositional milieu was the circle
of Edward: the Black Prince, in Aquitaine (hence presumably
no later than 1371, when he returned to England for the last
time).
101Private communication.
102See Gunther, "The 14th-Century Motet and its Develop-
ment," and The Motets of the Manuscripts Chantilly and
Modena, pp. vii, li-liI:
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The Indigenous Tradition
Are there traces of a surviving indigenous tradition of
motet composition in the same era as these later isorhythmic
motets? Indeed, there are a few, most of which are unfortu-
nately so fragmentary that very little can be said about
them. These include two from TAcro 3182, two from Orne
266/268, and Radix Iesse eCcc 65, ~), which may possibly be
a fragment of a duet motet with medius cantus. However,
about two motets much more can be said. Inter usitata is
the second and most recoverable of the three motet fragments
in Ornc 266/268, and it is the only one written in a typical
Ars Nova notation. Its tenor moves in breves and longs
according to a simple second mode pattern. A written
instruction, or canon, specifies that the tenor be sung
three times with the second statement in retrograde: "Hoc
ter cantetur medio retro gradietur." Such canons are a fea-
ture of the tenors of many motets and motet-style mass move-
ments of the late 14th and early 15th centuries and figure
prominently in Old Hall. This canon is a very simple
iilstruction, however, which suggests that the composition is
either earlier than those in Old Hall or from a less sophis-
ticated compositional milieu. The tenor is framed by rests
of two breves. If the whole were to be repeated literally,
then at the juncture of the first and second, or second and
third, statements of the tenor there would be four breve
rests. Transcription reveals that only two are required,
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however; the set of rests belongs only at the end of each
tenor statement, filling in a long-perfection after a breve.
The initial rests are only necessary to be sung after the
retrograde statement. However, since this requires that the
tenor be notated with rests at the beginning, the upper two
voices have also been given two breves worth of rest to
start off with, so the entire motet begins (and inciden-
tally, ends) with a moment of silence, a very curious situ-
ation indeed. Inter usitata is not quite regular in its
structure of mixed periodicity; the tenor phrases are in 12B
units and the triplurn is periodic in 1GB units, while the
duplum has 15B and 14B phrases. Nonetheless, the texts of
trip1urn and duplurn are paired in length and versification.
This is not normally the relationship between texts of an
isorhythmic continental motet but is typical of insular iso-
periodic motets. A futher markedly insular trait of this
motet is its counterpoint, which features a great deal of
note-against-note writing in parallel thirds and fifths,
most conspicuously in the brief duet passages spanning rests
in the tenor.
Regne de pite is another example of the apparent
cross-fertilization of English and continental motet prac-
tice. It is preserved in Ob 143 in the same music hand as a
fragment of an isorhythmic motet a4 (Nec Herodis ferocitas)
and an Agnus Dei setting in score that is known from an ear-
lier 14th-century English source, Ob 55. Regne de pite is
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unusual in a number of respects. First, it is monotextual;
the upper voices sing <either homorhythrnically, or sepa-
rately) four stanzas ?f a widely preserved Old French poem
attributed to Rutebeuf, following this poem's Anglo-Norman
text tradition (see the Critical Report). This unusual
treatment of text is unknown in continental motet reper-
toires but has precedents in the English repertoire, most
immediately recalling the duet motet Quare fremuerunt.
The motet is divided into two parts with the propor-
tional relationship of 2:3, which is the durational rela-
tionship of breves under the mensurations in each section,
tempus imperfecturn maior and tempus perfectum maior, respec-
tively. Two lines are omitted from the second stanza of the
original poem to provide 30 lines (rather than 32), which
are divided by the structural midpoint into 12 and 18 lines,
hence in the same proportion as the motet as a whole. The
tenor is only written out once, in tempus imperfectum.
After it is sung through it must be read in retrograde with
a change in mensuration paralleling that of the other parts.
This is not specified in the manuscript, so performers must
be guided by the instruction implicit in the last line of
the text; that is, the tenor must be "besturne de vois et
d1entendement," just as EVA becomes AVE. Regulation of the
motet structure by proportion is not solely an English
trait, but handled in this unique manner and with the unique
method of text presentation, it can be taken as evidence for
English authorship.
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Several technical features of notation and counterpoint
help to strengthen this surmise. In Regne de pite there is
the use of the signum rotundurrL in all parts to indicate the
change of mensuration and the use of the cauda hirundinis to
indicate the alteration of unligated semibreves under tempus
perfectum. Perhaps most significantly, under tempus perfec-
tum the first of two, rather than the second of two, semi-
breves must be altered in a binary c.o.p. ligature, a dis-
tinctively insular convention. Finally, although the amount
of dissonance is high for an English piece, the amount of
parallel motion in thirds and 6-3 harmonies is additional
evidence for English authorship.
One final piece must be brought into consideration in
this chapter. The motet Q dira nacio, like Sub arturo
plebs, is not a "motet in England;" it survives uniquely in
the Tremo111e manuscript, one of only four pieces to be pre-
served along with the index to this once impressive collec-
tion. The suggestion that Q dira nacio is English has not
to my knowledge been previously made, but deserves consider-
ation. Text, form, and musical style all differ from the
style and procedures of those motets named in the Tremo!lle
index that are known through concordances, such as those
found in DRc 20. Besseler has commented that the "conduc-
tus-like" phrasing of its upper parts points to an earlier
date of composition. 103 Of course that description might
103Besseler, "Studien II," pp.190-91.
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also be said to suggest the motet is not French in origin.
To begin with, the text is on Thomas; most likely Thomas of
Canterbury is meant, though here his bowels, not brains, are
slashed. The two poems are stanzaic and paired in length
and versification. The motet is built on an unidentified
whole chant with a single internal melodic repetition in its
color. This tenor is laid out in longs and long rests with-
out any strict rhythmic patterning. The form of the motet
is sectional, in twelve blocks of counterpoint defined by
successive two-line units of the triplum text. The most
frequent of the declamation patterns for these verses (a)
and the most common alternative (b) are given in Figure 19.
(The dup1um text is usually declaimed simultaneously in the
same pattern.)
The form of the motet may be diagrammed as follows:
A B A A CAB C AI AI A C.
The A sections are built on the declamation pattern (a) in
both texted parts. Section B also uses (a) in both parts,
though successively rather than simultaneously. Section C
uses pattern (b) or some modification of it. The guiding
principle behind this form seems to be variation, articu-
lated through the text "from the top down."
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a) 12-syllable pattern:
Jdc1ImnTId
b) 6-syllable patterns'
d JJJJ J
(the transcription in the critical report
is marked off in sections to show how
these patterns operate in practice.)
FIG. 19: 12 and 6-Syllable Patterns in 0 dira nacio
The mensuration of the motet is binary, with few minims
(none set to a syllable), melismatic groups of binary liga-
tures cum opposita proprietate, and declamation on long,
breve, and seffiibreve. This is similar to the mensuration of
Tu civium, Virgo Maria, or Te domina. The piece contains
numerous imperfect consonances, including 5-3 harmonies and
much parallel motion in thirds and 6ths between the upper
voices, especially in the rapid semibreve duet passages of
the A sections when the tenor rests. All of the above
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points suggest the likelihood of the motet's English author-
ship. However, the identification of the chant used as the
cantus firmus and confirmation that Thomas is the English
saint are imperative if the question of origin is to be set-
tled with any finality. Nonetheless, the kinship of Q dira
nacio in form and style to the three English 'variation'
motets cited above (or to Thomas gemma, to name another),
suggests that the Tremoille motet came out of the same com-
positional milieu at about the same time as, or only a lit-
tle later than, these pieces.
Summary
In summary, the English motet flourished in the early
14th century, carrying on an indigenous musical tradition
capable of influencing continental directions in composi-
tion, especially through the impact that isoperiodicity and
large-scale sectional structures may have had on de Vitry
and his generation. A good number of distinct and persis-
tent motet types were explored by English composers, includ-
ing those using strict and varied voice exchange, strophic
repeat with variation, refrains, and periodicity in many
guises. Variation emerges as one of the most important
means of compositional exploitation of musical ideas and
structures. The particular directions in which the motet
developed in the second half of the century are harder to
follow, but what evidence there is suggests the native
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traits were not wholly erased, and that despite a taste for
French notation there was not a capitulation in all qusrters
to French motet techniques.
QiAPTER III
MOTET NOTATIONS
Introduction
The motets under consideration in this study were com-
posed in an era in which musical notation was undergoing
considerable change as new forms of mensural organization
were being explored and codified in the late 13th and early
14th centuries. This evolution of note forms and metrical
structures has long been a primary interest of musicologists
working on the late medieval polyphonic repertoires of
France and Italy. The notation of English polyphony in the
same era has until recently however, been terra incognita. 1
This lack of attention has been remedied by a few important
contributions, most notably Ernest Sanders's "Duple Rhythm
and Alternate Third Mode in the 13th Century," and Margaret
.
Bent's "A Preliminary Assessment of the Independence of Eng-
lish Trecento Notations. "2 Thirteenth-century English nota-
lThere is near total neglect of the subject in Apel, The
Notation of Polyphonic MUS1C (hereafter NPM) except for the
brief remarks on p.243. Parrish, Notation, has a n~~er of
relevant plates (XXXII-XXXIII, XLIII, XLIV), but does not
discuss with any insight their peculiarly insular features.
2The following presentation is indebted to the work of
both of these scholars, deriving some measure of novelty and
independence from the fact that most issues will be raised
here from the point of view of the motet. I would like to
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tional practices are marginally better known, especially due
to the controversy over the rhythmic interpretation of the
so-called English mensural notation (EMN) in the Sumer Canon
and the Worcester fragments. This chapter will be prefaced
with a short review of earlier practices in order to estab-
lish the background for a number of 14th-century insular
conventions and also to clarify one important means of draw-
ing the boundary line between 13th and 14th-century motets
and sources from England.
Writings on music by Englishmen are a significant
source of reference for the notations to be discussed here,
primarily the treatises of Walter Odington,3 Robertus de
Handlo,· Johannes Hanboys,5 and the anonymous author of the
acknowledge the benefit of hearing a later presentation by
Professor Bent on the same subject in a lecture delivered at
Columbia University in 1977 entitled "A View of Early Ars
Nova Notations and their Relationship to the English Tradi-
tion." In addition, see her brief survey in "Notation III,
3," section vi in The New Grove.
3CS I, pp.l82-250; ed. by Hammond in CSM 14; there is a
translation of Part VI by Huff.
·CS I, pp.383-403; there is a translation by Dittmer (not
without its problems) in Robert of Handlo. The explicit of
the treatise dates the work to 1326.
5CS I, pp.403-448. Hanboys is usually taken to be a
15th-century compiler (as for example by Hughes in "Hanboys"
and by Wibberley in "Notation," p.xx) but Bent considers his
treatise to be a work of the later 14th century, dating dat-
ing him to ca.1375? in "Notation," p.368. The treatises of
Handlo and Hanboys are closely related; most of the former
is incorporated in the latter. Thomas Walker, who is edit-
ing both for the Corpus Scriptorum Musicae (CSM), has kindly
shared with me in advance of publication his conclusion that
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Quatuor principalia.' They have long been available in the
edi~ions by Coussemaker and have been valued for their
information about French practices from Franco to Philippe
de Vitry. The fragmentary state of the English repertoire
and the relative paucity of known sources until after the
Second World War have made it difficult to evaluate and uti-
lize these writers' comments on purely insular figures and
practices.' Empirical evidence of the sources and the testi-
mony of the theorists are complementary and, as will be made
clear below, only when they are brought together do many
points made by the latter become clarified.
A study primarily devoted to the motets is a reasonable
base from which to launch a discussion of 14th-century Eng-
lish notations because they span such a diverse range of
notational practices. Table 14 is the focal point for this
chapter. It g~oups the motets into large categories by fea-
tures of notatioi1, mensuration, and declamation; that is,
the range of available symbols used to write the music down,
the metrical organiza~ion of rhy~hmic values, and the pri-
mary durstional units normally associated with a syllable of
the authors are in fact one and the same individual, and
that the name Hanboys is merely a scribal corruption of
Handlo. The later redaction, Hanboys, is reorganized and
differs in many points of content, so it will be useful to
refer to each treatise separately in this chapter.
'CS IV, pp.200-298; fourth chapter also in CS III,
pp.334-64 (Anon.I). The compilation dates to 1351.
'In this light, the work of Wolf in GMN and HNK is worthy
of respect.
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TABLE 14
NOTATION, MENSURATION, AND DECLAMATION IN THE MOTET
KEY: m2,m) indicate melismatic semibreve duplets or triplets.
52,s) II syllabic .. It' II It •
parentheses indicate the rare appearance of the semibreY9
group so designated.
an asterisk * indicates that a motet appears in more than
one place in the TABLE.
An attempt has been made to put motets into an order
indicative of increasing use of semibreves 'and in-
creasing amount of subdivision of the breve. First
and second mo~e columns are roughly aligned horizontally.
underlining indicates the use of stems to differentiate
semibreves in motets of Group 2(i) and 2(ii).
~-----------------------------------------------------------
Group 1: 1 and b are primary units of declamation, with
ornamental ~ in me1ismatic duplets or triplets
(m2 or m]).
11°
Absorbet oris - Reeita m2 .
*AIta canunt
*Apel10 cesarem
Detentos a demonibus
Januam quam elauserat
Hostis Herodes impie
o pater excellentissime
Quid rimari cogitas
Regi regum enarrare
Regina iam discubuit (m)
*Rota versatilis
*Ut recreentur ce1itus
Venit sponsa de Libano
Excelsus in numine (rnJ)
°9
o homo considera
Flos regalis
Ade finit perpete
*ApeJ.lo cesarem
*0 crux vale
*Ut recreentur celitus
Veni creator spiritus
*A solis - Ovet
*Hostis Herodes impie
*Rota versatilis
(m2)
m2·
+(m)
Thomas gemma
Petrum cephas
Salve sancta parens
Salve cIeri
Rex omnipotencie
Barabbas dimittitur
*0 crux vale
Rex sanetorum
Inter choros
Candens crescit
*Virgo sancta Katerina
{m2,m)
m2(m] *Lux refulget
'--.--I
~
(m2)m]
m2,m] *Virgo sancta Katerina
~
m2(m])
m2,rn]
Group 2:
Table 14, cont.
Addition of s as unit of declamation alongside 1 and
b, with (i) up to J s per b or 9 per I, with dots of
division; (ii) syllabic s In groups of 4 or more per
12·
Genitricem personantes
Regn~~ sine termino
Sol-aris ardor
Si lingua Iota
Virgo mater salvatoris
Regina celestium
Hostium ob amorem
Dei preco
lam nubes
Maria mole pressa
Vas exstas eleccionis
Ave miles
Triumphat hodie
s2(s)
s2(s)m2,m)
s2,s),m2
s2,s),m2,m4
s2., sJ ,m2 tm) (m4)II
It
II +(m4)
II
s2 ,m2 ,mj, (m )
I Suspiria merentis
s2(sJ),m2,m) Rex visibilium
+(mS) Rogativam potuit
s2,sJ,m2 (4) Surgere iam est
A solis ortus
s2,s),m2,m)
II
s2,s),m2-S
s2,s),m2-6
Balaam
Trinitatem
Jhesu redemptor
*Lux refulget
*Virgo sancta
Katerina
Jhesu fili
Quare fremuerunt
Viri Galilei
Patrie pacis
Civitas nusqua.m
Alma mater
Caligo terre
De flore
------------------------------------------------------------------(ii)
s2-4;m2,m)
s2-4;ffi2
s2-4;m2-4
s2-5
s2-4;m2-S]
s2-6i m2,m)(4
Inter amenitatis
l\lulier magni
Frondentibus
Laus honor
~Rosa del~ctabilis
.osa Mundi
(for bracketed items[ ],
see also Group )
Orto sole
Duodeno sydere
Princeps anosto-
lice
Herodis in atrio
Flos anglo rum
Beatus vir
'rriunphus patet
I Hac a valle
s2-4;m2
s2-4jm2,m)
s2-4;m2-4
~~j~s2-9
s2-9
s2-9
Table 14, cont.
Group 3. Innovative Insular Notations
(i) Circle-Stem notational complex
Hac a valle (notation of Garlandia)
Beatus vir (notation of Doncastre)
Firmissime fidem (intabulation)
Tribum quem (intabulation)
Astra transcendit
Rosa delectabilis
(Triumphus patet)
(ii) Terna~ Breve-Semibreve notation
Ancilla Domini
Assunt Augustini
Baptizas parentes
Geret et regem
Nos orphanos
Rosa delectabilis .
Thomas gemma (WF version)
Zorobabel abigo
(Flos anglorum)
(iii) Forms of Binary Mensuration
(a) larga-Ionga notation
Lingua peregrina
Peregrina moror
*Rota versatilis
Thomas gemma (long-breve version)
(b) binary long (and breve)
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Augustine par angelis
Te domina
Tu civium
Virgo Maria
o dira nacio
*A solis-ovet
*Hcstis Herodes
*Rota versatilis
*0 crux vale
m2
m2,s2
m2,m4-,s2
m2 , (m) , s2 , s4
m2, (m) ,s2
m2,m),s2
II
..
n
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Table 14, cont.
Group 4: Ars Nova mensurations (all tempus imperfectum maior
unless otherwise indicated)
Virginalis concio DRc 20, 10
Amer amours II 11
Ad lacrimas " 12
Vos quid It 1)
o vos omnes " 14
o canenda It 15
L'amoreuse flour It 16
Musicorum collegio " 17
Apta caro " 18
Mon chant " 19
Cuius de manibus QE..2" 11
Omnis terra " 12
Deus creator It 14
Parfunden ent " 15
Domine quis " 16
Parce piscatoribus It 1'1
e
o
In ore te laudancium US-SM 19914, 1
Maria diceris-Soli fines" ) 0
Radix Iesse Cce 65,) 0
Nee Herodis ferocitas Ob 143, 1
Regne de pite II J e <9
Rex Karole US-We 14, J 0
Deus compaignons It 4
Inter usitata Orne 266/268, 2
Plos anglorum II J Q 9-= 0<)·00·00
Rex piaculum TAcro )182, 2
Humane lingue Lbm 40011B, 17 0
Alrne pater It 18
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text. The critical distinction between Groups 1, 2i, and
2ii is the use of syllabic semibreves (none in Group 1, s2
and s3 (duplets and triplets) in Group 2i, and more than s3
in Group 2ii), with a further gradation of pieces by the
number of melismatic semibreves providing ornamental subdi-
vision of the breve (from m2 to m6).' Groups 3 and 4 list
the motets with more innovative insular notations and those
from later in the 14th century that exhibit French Ars Nova
notation and mensurations. There are multiple entries for a
number of motets, in particular for those with sectional
change of mensuration or those of Group 2ii with innovative
notations (entered also in Group 3). A touch of the arbi-
trary inevitably enters into a categorization of this sort,
for instance in the judgement as to whether m3 are rare, or
in the fact that a single m3 in the midst of prevalent m2 is
sufficient to shift a motet's location; the use of stems on
semibreves is also not taken into account in Groups 2i and
2ii (though stemming is indicated where present by underlin-
ing motet sigla).
'The letters sand m will be used here not to stand for
semibreve and minim, but to indicate syllabic or melismatic
groups of semibreves. The terms duplets and triplets will
be used as shorthand for groups of two or three semibreves
per breve (s2, m2; s3, m3), with no implication that the
subdivision of the breve is into smaller values equal to
each other.
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This means of tabulation was suggested by the approach
of Frank Harrison to his discussion of "Division of the Bre-
vis" in the Introduction to PMFC XV. There he arranged his
36 motets into six groups differentiated by the division of
the breve into two or three semibreves, the use of dots of
division to clarify breve groups and the use of stems to
cla~ify rhythm, the appearance of rapid parlando in semi-
breves, and the appearance of major prolation (see Table
15).
TABLE 15
NOTATIONAL GROUPINGS FOLLOWING HARRISON IN PMFC XV
Group Characteristics Motets (PMFC XV numbers)
i only m2,s2 1,4,9,14,16,27,36
ii e and e 22, 23, 24, 29, )4, 35
iii m2,s2. with rare 11, 18, 20, )0, )2
m3,s)
2, 6, 7, 8,iv s2{s)) with m2-5 15', 17
and the use of the
dot
v parlando, with dot 3, 5, 13, 19, 26, 28, 31
vi use of' stems 10, 12, 21, 25. ))
Harrison's total sample was small; this has led him on the
one hand to put together disparate items in the same group
(as Group i, where nos. 14 and 16 use dots of division and
also have an imperfect long while no. 36 is in typical
French Ars Nova tempus oerfectum minor) and on the other
make a distinction (the separation of Groups i and iii) that
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is perhaps too fine.' (It is a distinction necessary for
Harrison on account of his rhythmic interpretation of semi-
breve groups, which will be discussed below.) Nonetheless
Harrison's sensitivity to ~he problems of notation and
rhythm has been a valuable impetus to the assembly of the
data in Table 14, which amplifies Harrison's approach with-
out in large measure contradicting it.
In the broadest view the notational development
implicit in the organization of Table 14 is chronological.
However, it would be simplistic to merely equate the age of
any motet with the age of its notation, which provides at
best only an earlier terminus. Not all the motets in Groups
1 or 2i are necessarily older than those in Groups 2ii, 3,
or 4. Insular composers do not seem to possess the preoccu-
pation with the codification of notation and mensuration
that is the hallmark of the early French Ars Nova period.
The English were notationa11y conservative, because notation
and syllabic declamation on long and breve or breve and sem-
ibreve were adequate for the kinds of musical forms and text
setting they apparently were preoccupied with instead. In
terms of sheer numbers, motets in Franconian notation pre-
dominate over those that are more innovative. Widespread
adoption of Ars Nova mensurations after mid-century in motet
and canti1ena is probably coincident with the relinquishment
'To quibble over another small point, motet no.3D (put by
Harrison in Group iii) is not really m2(m3): in fact m2 are
rare in this piece, and m3 common.
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of a close text-music relationship .in both genres, and the
abandonment of the cultivation of archetypes for motet con-
struction that had persisted for several generations.
Three further tables will form a coda to this introduc-
tion. The first of these, Table 16, lists separately all
those motets that exhibit changes in mensural organization.
TABLE 16
MOTETS WITH SHIFTS IN MENSURATION
Motet
Rota versatilis
A solis-Ovet
Hostis Herodes
o crux vale
Ut recreentur celitus
Apello cesarem
Alta canunt
Lux refulget
Virgo sancta Katerina
(Regne de pit~)
Division of the long
1st~2nd~binary~1st/2nd-+binary
2nd~binary ) 2nd~binary
2nd~binary~1st ~binary
". ?nd ) 1st po binary-1st
2nd ) 1st
2nd ......,.1st
2nd ~ 1st
2nd ~ 1st
1st~2nd~(accel.in 1st)
tempus imnerfectum~temnus perfectum
These shifts are, except in Vireo sancta Katerina, cotermi-
nous with structural or formal boundaries. Virgo sancta
temporarily intermingles second mode rhythms in a fi~st mode
context. This is done more systematically in the fourth
section (Katerina ~) of Rota versa:ilis, where there is
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alternation of first and second mode between every phrase or
half phr~se. Elsewhere the mingling of modes is seen only
in passing details of rhythm, such as in the opening phrase
of Vas exstas, the patterning of the tenor of Suspiria ~­
entis (second mode, with one first mode section), or in the
rest-writing at the ends of phrases in Parata paradisi porta
(where the cadence normally falls on a breve followed by a
two-breve rest, but in one instance falls on an imperfect
long followed by a single breve rest). Occasionally a motet
may show a shift in rhythm and patterning of declamation
within the bounds of a single overall mensuration. Orto
sole provides the best large-scale example of that kind of
shift, in this case from semibreve duplets and breves to
semibreve quadruplets, triplets, and breves after its struc-
tural midpoint (i.e. in effect from Group 2i to 2ii in Table
14).
In regard to the use of stems on semibreves, see Table
14 and also Table 17. They appear in Group 2i only in two
Ob 1 motets, Templum eva salomonis and De flore martirum. 1o
Noteworthy is the fact that stems are not used to clarifiy
the rhyt~~ of the groups of four and five melismatic semi-
breves that occasionally appear in other motets of Group 2.
Stems are the rule within Groups 2ii, 3i, and 3ii; within
lOStems were added to the motets in the front leaves of
Ob 1 by a later hand or hands. None appear to be the work
of the original scribe(s). This activity may have been con-
fined to a single gathering of the original book. (See Lef-
ferts, "Motet," pp.58-59.)
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Group 2ii only Rosa mundi and Inter amenitatis lack them. A
rough chronological development is apparent among those
sources with at least occasional use of more than three sem-
ibreves per breve. The motets in Onc 362, Ob 652, and Lbm
24198 lack stems. In a later group similarly related among
themselves by concordances Cb 228, Cgc 512, Ob 1 (front
leaves), and DRc 20 (front leaves), there is sternming. 11 Lbm
1210 and Lwa 12185 preserve examples of more elaborate and
innovative insular practices, which are to be discussed fur-
ther below.
Finally, Table 18 provides an overview of the cantilena
repertoire grouped according to the same features as the
motets. The cantilena repertoire se~s poetry; it is in that
respect related to the motet, whose means of setting verse
are sometimes similar. For that reason the comparison
afforded by Tables 14 and 18 is instructive. The predomi-
nance of first-mode over second-mode rhythmic patterning
noticeable in the motets is even more striking in the can-
tilenas. This is evident not just in Groups 1 and 2i, but
also, more emphatically, in Group 3, where breve-semibreve
declamation is the rule and semibreve-breve rhythms are
11Stems are added to Ob 1, but they are apparently origi-
nal in egc 512, and are both original and more extensive in
DRc 20. Harrison, in the "Notes on Transcription and Per-
formance" for PMFC XV, sees no chronological development
among the sources of motets with stems (his group vi), but
he is led astray in this regard by failing to take into con-
sideration that Rosa delectabi1is (with stems) is a palimp-
sest much younger than the rest of the contents of Onc 362.
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TABLE 17
MOTETS WITH MORE THAN 3S PER B, AND MOTETS WITH STEMS, BY
MANUSCRIPT
Motets of Groups 1 and 2 with more than J s per b, without
stems, listed by manuscript.
Rosa Mundi Lbm 24198, 2
Surgere iam est II 4
A solis ortus
:Lux refulget
Regina celestium
Civitas nusquam
Caligo terre
Virgo sancta Katerina
lam nubes
Inter amenltatis
Lwa 12185, 5
QE...1., 4
Ob 652, J
Onc 362, 5
9
11
15
Yc, 2
-----------------------------------------------------------
. .
Motets with stems s listed by source.
Mulier magni meriti Cgc 512, 1
Princeps apostolice II 2
Laus honor vendito Cpc 228, J
Herodis in atria DRc 20, 1
Princeps apostolice II • 4
Dei preco
" 5Orto sale It 7Jesu fili .. J
Triumphus patet Lbm 1210, 2
Beatus vir Lwa 12185~ 3Hac a valle II 2
Duodena sydere Ob 7 p 5Frondentibus It 6
De flare martirum It 8
Templum eya It 9
Frondentibus Ob 594, 1
Rosa delectabilis Onc 362, 18
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rarely encountered. The fact that Group 2ii and all other
Group 3 categories are well supplied with motets but not
cantilenas is indicative of the degree to which the can-
tilena is associated with regular declamation patterns,
which are relatively rare in pieces in which there is rapid
declamation on chains of semibreves. The two cantilenas in
Group 2ii are exceptional pieces that don't have regularly
and uniformly versified texts, but rather set varied pairs
of stanzas to correspondingly varied musical double versi-
cles. In fact, in neither Salamonis inclita nor Ave celi
regina is there a consistent organization of breves into
perfect longs. 12
In both long-breve and breve-semibreve cantilenas the
form can be understood as generated from the poetry through
a consistent declamation scheme. Form is in that sense
additive: hence the lack of a maximodus level of organiza-
tion in long-breve pieces and of a modus level of organiza-
tion in breve-semibreve pieces. One wonders why the two
forms of "long-short" musical rhythm are then both neces-
sary. The answer may lie in the ability to introduce melis-
matic elaboration in long-breve notation <breve-semibreve
notation would have to introduce the minim} or of the more
frequent use in breve-semibreve notation of declamation on
12See the discussion of these pieces in relation ~o the
duet motets in Chapter Two.
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TABLE 18
MENSURATION AND DECLAMATION IN THE CANTI LENA
Group 1 long-breve declamation
1:\0
Ab ora summa nuncius Lbm 1210,14;
Cjc 84,1.
Ad rose titulum Cgc 512, 1Jb
Ave caro Christi Cgc i12, 1Ja
Decora facie Cb 22 ,
*Grata iuvencula WF, 109
In rosa primula Lbm 1210, 12;
Cjc 84, 4
Lucerna syderis Cjc 84, J
Mater Christi nobi1is Cgc 334,4
Missus Gabriel de celis Ob D.6,l
Psa11ens f1ecte Cjc 84, 2
Veni mi di1ecte Lbm 1210, 3
Virga Dei generosa Cgc 334, 9
D9
Astrorum altitudinem
Lbm 38651, 3·
Gaude virgo rnatel' Lbm 3132, 1
(text1ess) Cfw, 4
breve-semibreve declamationD9Group 2(i) qo.
Ave mater summi" ·regIs LEcl 6120,7 Arbor Ade veteris Lbm 1210,4
Ge~a nitens Cgc 512, 14
*Grata iuvencula WF, 109
Virgo salvavit Lbm-1210,7
(ii) lack consistent modus level of organization
Ave celi regina Cgc 512, 11;
Cb 228, 7/8 .
Salamonis inc1ita Cgc 512,10;
US-NYpm 978, 5
Group 3 ternary breve-semibreve notation (some have minims~)
A magnifica misericordia Db D.R.3*, 10/11
Beata es Maria B-Br 266, 6
•••• filio Dei. Ob D.R.3*, 9
Includimur nube caliginosa agc 334, 6 etc.
*Jhesu Christe rex GLcro 678, 2
*Letetur celi curia GLcro 678, 1 ~
Maria virgo (1) Ob D.R.3*, 13
•••• meranti modo scicienti WF, 82
Mutato modo geniture B-~~ 2Ob, 5 etc •
•••• numinis et rivos doleo Lbm 38651,2
o ceteris preamabilis agc 334, 8
Salve mirifica virgo Db D.R.3*, 7 etc.
Salve virgo singularis Lbm 38651, 1 etc.
Table 18, cont.Groun 3 (cont.)
•••• solvisti criminis Ob D.R.3*, 8
Stella maris il1ustrans Cgc 334, 7
*Vincti presepio (from Christi messis) LEcl 6120,11
Virgini Marie Cu 16, 1
*Virgo decora Ob 14, 8
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Group 4 Ars Nova mens~rations
Singularis laudis digna
Gaude virgo immaculata
Regem regum collaudemus
Generosa iesse plantula
ut arbatum folium
••• frangens evanuit/
Jhesus nobis aperuit
Ave mundi rosa
Hic quomodo seduxerat
Christi messis
Que est ista
FUlgens stella
••• quod
••• quod na rogaveris
Robur castis
[0 Mari] a laude
•••• venl.e
••.• et propitia
Pia mater salvatoris
Salve porta paradisi
Stella celi
••• transfer nos
Virgo vernans velud
De spineto nata rosa
US-NYpm 978,1; Ob 144,1 G)
. 2 C
:3 CleO4 eee11 o ec
LEcl 6120, 1/2 ~(9]
,''5 G9 e
" 11 e[e1e
Ob 144, 2 e(e1 e:3
4 [01
5 ~
6 Ge
Lbm 57950(OH), 41 eo
42 C
45 0~46 G54 C~O
55 ~
Cgc 230/116, 1 G
2 e
BERc 55, 3 G
Frangens evanuit-Jhesus nobis (LEcl 6120, 1/2) may have a sec-
tion in a type of insular circle-stem notation. See p.OOO.
Certain of the examples of tempus perfectum in Group 4, such
as in Christi messis (LEcl 6120, 11: section ~Vincti presepio")
or in Fulgens stella (Ob 144, 3) retrain traits of insular
breve-semibreve notation.
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the perfect breve (corresponding to the less commonly used
perfect long). Certainly in a broad histori~al overview the
breve-semibreve notation can be seen as supplanting the
older long-breve values, which we can observe whether we
know the reason or not.
Later pieces in Ars Nova mensuration are quite common,
reflecting the flourishing of compositional activity in the
cantilena genre to the very end of the 14th century. These
later compositions, many with sectional changes of mensura-
tion, have a text-music relationship less closely bound to
patterning of declamation than the earlier pieces. Here
declamation may be syllabic on the breve, regular only on a
verse/stanza-to-phrase/section basis, or coordinate poetry
to form without a neat isomorphism in structure (see the
section "Versification" in Chapter Four).
13th-Century English Mensural Notations
The notational practices in 13th-century English poly-
phony have not been much studied in comparison ~ith conti-
nental notations (the pre-modal and modal systems of the
Notre Dame era, the early mensural polyphony of the first
half of the 13th century, Franconian notation). The English
go their own way in matters of notation. This is clear from
the musical sources, and also from the oft-cited testimony
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of a reporter of the 1270s, the Englishman Anonymous IV.13
Early work in the field was done by Bukofzer, Levy, and
Handschin, cUlminating in the editions and articles of the
late 1950s by Dittmer. 14 This body of work was addressed and
corrected in a seminal article by Ernest Sanders, "Duple
Rhythm." More recent contributions are the dissertation by
Roger Wibberley (1976), now summarized in the introduction
to EECM 26, and the edition of most of the recoverable
pieces by Sanders in PMFC XIV (1979).
Two notational styles must be distinguished in early
English practice. The most important uses a rhomb (lozenge)
to represent the breve; this notation is often referred to
simply as English mensural notation (EMN). In the other
style the breve is square, hence identical in appearance to
the continental variety. Square-breve notation may follow
continental precepts in its intended rhythmic realization,
or it may embody rhythmic characteristics similar to those
of rhomboid-breve notation. Table 19 lists all English
sources of 13th-century polyphony classified according to
the style(s) of notation they exhibit and the approximate
age(s) of their repertoire. It is difficult to say how old
the rhomboid breve convention is, but it goes back as far as
13The statements of Anon. IV on the peculiarities of Eng-
lish practice are quoted, among other places, in Wibberley's
contribution on notation in the Introduction to EECM 26.
14See especially Bukofzer, "Sumer Canon: a Revision,"
Handschin, "Sumer Canon," Levy, "New Material," and Dittmer,
"The Dating and the Notation of the Worcester Fragments."
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the early 13th century. The oldest sources, marked (A),
mostly use Notre-Dame-style non-mensural notation. Here
declamation tends to fall exclusively on the long. Most
breves are melismatic and hence either found in ligatures or
as part of coniunctura figures. In consequence few single
breves or pairs of free breves occur. In the later conduc-
tus and conductus-motets of group (A), long-breve and long-
breve-breve patterns begin to appear, and in these pieces
the breve is always rhomboid. In group (B) sources most of
the notation is EMN. A few sources use the square breve,
mostly in continental fashion except within the Worcester
fragments, Db 60, and US-Cu. The youngest sources, group
(C), mainly use the Sqllnre breve in Franconian fashion.
The idiomatic insular use of the breve (rhomb or
square) can be separated into three categories. 15 They are
(1) an alternation of single longs with single breves; (2)
an alternation of single longs with pairs of breves; and (3)
a succession of notationally undifferentiated breves (chains
of paired breves). Most compositions show one type of nota-
tional idiom exclusively. A small number show predominantly
one type while occasionally exhibiting features of another,
and in some there is a distinct shift, usually after an
internal division, from one type to another (see Table 20).
1 5 Wibberley, "English Polyphonic Music," p.63.
TABLE 19
SOURCES OF 13TH-CENTURY ENGLISH POLYPHONi
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Sources El Sources by Age (and Notation (1,2,3,4)Sigla by sigla within) (see KEY)
Ccc 8 A. Prior to 1260 C. ca.1280-1300Ccl Cgc 8G3 1 Ccl 4Cgc 803- Cjec 1 2 Lwa 33327 4Cgc 820 Ctc 2 Db 60 2'1,4Cjc 1.38 Cu 29 1 WF 1 ,2, .~Cjec 1 CAc 128/1 1(2) US-Cu 2,3Cjec 5 Lbm XXI 1 US-PRu 119 2,4Ctc Lbm 248 1 F-TO 925 4Cu 29
CAc 128/1 Lbm 978 1,2Lbm 1580 1 KEY:DRu Lbm 5958 (1)2 Notation-LIp 457 1(2)
Lbm XVIII Ob .3 1 1 = non-mensural.
LbmXXI Ob 18 1 Notre-Dame type
Lbm 29 Ob 59 2 2 = EMN with rhombsLbm 248 Ob 257 1
Lbm 978 Ob 34.3 1 3 = EMN with squareOb 497 (1)2Lbm 1580 Ob 1225 1 breveLbm .3132
Lbm 5958 Omec 2 4 = FranconianLIp 457 Owc 1WF 1,2Lwa 3.3327 F-Pn 25408 1,2 parentheses show
some traces of theOb .3
. B. ca.1260-1280 enclosed notation•Ob 18 Some source sigiaOb 19 Ccc 8 4 Cover fragments ofOb 25 Cgc 820 2 more than one earlyOb 59 Cje 1.38 2 collection.Ob 60 Cjec 5 2Ob 139 DRu 2Ob 257 Lbm XVIII 2Ob 343 Lbm 29 2Ob 400 Lbm 3132 4Ob 489 Lbm 5958 2Ob 497 Ob 25 2
Ob 591 Ob 60 2,),4Ob 1225 Ob 139 (1)2Omec Ob 400 2Owc Ob 489 (1)2
WF Ob 497 1,2
Ob 591 (1)2D-Gu WF 1,2F-TO 925 D-Gu 2F-Pn 25408 US-PRu 119 2,4US-Cu
US-PRu 119
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TABLE 20
13TH-CENTURY PIECES WITH CHANGE OF NOTATIONAL IDIOM
Pieces in EMN
Felix namque Maria WF, 4 Alt.3rd- '>lst
Gaude Maria plaude WF, 35 II ~ II
Fons ortorum 'ifF, 30 II > "Equitas in curia Cgc 820, 1 II ~ "
Virgo paris filium WF, 14 1st > Alt.3rd
Pieces in Franconian
Notation
Kyrie (Orbis factor) WF, 1 1st - > 2nd
Kyrie (Fons bonitatis) WF, 29 2nd > 1st
Beata supernorum WF, 26 1st .. accel •
Alma iam ad gaudia WF, 28 It • It
..
Gloria:Spiritus et alme Ob 60, 12 1st ) binary
These notational idioms can be used to express several
different mensurations. Compositions with notation of the
first type, mainly alternating longs and breves, specify
first or second mode unambiguously. Square-breve pieces in
first mode are rare and, along with square-breve second mode
pieces, occur mainly in the newest 13th-century sources (in
continental notation). Rhomboid-breve pieces in first mode
are very numerous; mostly conductus motets and troped chant
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settings, they make up the single largest subset of pieces
in EMN. Rhomboid-breve pieces in second mode (breve-long)
are, by contrast, extremely rare. Only three are known:
Nobili precinitur (Lbm 5958, 1, an ang~icized version of a
continental motet also preserved in F-MO, !.67), Fulgens
stella (WF, 74, an early piece with primitive two-voice
counterpoint and a notation dependent on context and consis-
tency of declamation for its rhythmic interpretation), and 0
spes et salus (Ob 60, 15 [fol. 104-104v], a fragment of a
lengthy motet with a very highly developed form of EMN).l'
Compositions of the second type, with paired breves,
may potentially indicate third mode, alternate third mode,
or a binary third mode. Sanders has argued convincingly for
an interpretation of paired English breves (and also, in
some contexts, paired square breves) in trochaic rhythm,
demonstrating the historical predominance of alternate third
mode in the music of 13th-century England. He has further
demonstrated that notation of the third type, chains of
undifferentiated breves, ought to be read as a succession of
trochaic pairs. In his analysis only a few pieces must be
singled out, primarily because of the complicating factor of
the semibreve, for binary treatment of the long.
l'See transcriptions of the latter two in Appendix II.
On Q spes et salus see also Lefferts and Bent, "New
Sources," pp.338-42. Fulgens stella arguably has a first-
mode ligature pattern, but features of declamation (in par-
ticular, the location of fractio), and the slant of the note
heads (interpreted following Wibberley's hypothesis as
described below) point to second mode.
•FIG. 20: Morphology of EMN
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Figure 20
Simple Figures:
1st mode and alternate Jrd mode
J. J)\ ! P m~"'~' or +. = .....
Jffl
,~.;
flt •n~
;••• m~
2nd mode
The semibreve stem is some imes used to indicate
1'1' l' SYllabi,~de~lamatiOn.as f Haws. J' n
~~. ~+; . ~~~ cr
I.· • de- \kS~\\-n. d.e- tlS
~ J' l'
+,+ t
d,-1\1: -u'
Binary Long and Ternary Breve
in Quam admirabilis (WF, 16)
Binary . Mensuraticn in US-Cu
J TJ in 6FFfJ
~ = .+" ~•• '" ~~~ ~ J n~= +-+
~~ .
t' ~~
i~ ~;
ff#! ~;
JJl
:)
JJl
2-
TJTJ
~.t. "':' _......' ~ •• ~
Figure 20, cont.
Examples of the calligraphicaldistinction observed by
Wibberley (see EECM 26, xxiv-xxv) &
single long
lit
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Wibberley's contribution to our understanding of EMN
has been to call attention to the noticeable slant given
note-heads in most of the sources of EMN, so that square
note-heads on longs and in ligatures become rhomb-like par-
allelograms with a distinct axis of orientation off the hor-
izontal. It is Wibberley's thesis that this calligraphical
feature of English scribal music hands is meant to facili-
tate the recognition of, and distinction between, long and
breve, or between breve and altered breve, in binary and
ternary ligatures. The longer value is indicated by slant-
ing the note-head in the direction of melodic motion and the
shorter value is indicated by slanting the note-head in the
direction perpendicular to the direction of melodic motion.
By these means it is possible to indicate distinctions
between third mode, alternate third mode, and binary third
l'See Wibberley, ftEnglish polyphonic Music,ft pp.6l-134
(esp. 61-106), and ftNotation,ft pp.xxv, and see also Figure
20. Presumably the singer, having established the mensura-
tion by inspection of the most heavily ligated voice (usu-
ally the tenor) could apply it to his own part by the prin-
ciple of convenientia modorum (see Sanders, ftDuple Rhythm,ft
p.266 and Wibberley, ftEnglish Polyphonic Music,ft p.66; both
borrow the term from Anonymous VII in CS I, p.379).
Wibberley's hypothesis confirms Sanders's conclusions
(against Dittmer's) in most instances. (Wibberley does not
consider WF, 14.) No compositions in EMN use regular third
mode, for instance. Candidates for duple rhythm according
to Sanders include WF, 14, 15, 16, 17 (in EMN); WF, ~
(square breve); US-Cu 1, ~, ~, ~ (in EMN); and US-Cu 1, ~,
2, 10 (square breve). Wibberley argues that the following
additional pieces have binary subdivision of the long: WF,
18=66, 24, 25, 95. Using his test, Wibberley further con-
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Same basic morphological features of EMN are given in
Figure 20, and some comparison between notations in examples
where a piece survives both in EMN and in square-breve nota-
tion are given in Figure 21. Both Sanders, in "Duple
Rhythm," and Wibber1ey, in "English Polyphonic Music," have
demonstrated the usefulness of these comparisons in estab-
lishing the idiosyncratic featurc, of EMN. Particularly
interesting in EMN is the use of the semibreve form (espe-
cially in syllabic declamation) and the so-called English
coniunctura, which may replace the value of a long, imper-
fect long (altered breve), or regular breve. From among the
small number of pieces that exist in both notational states
two are instructive to single out for comment, Salve sancta
parens, a troped chant setting, and Regis aula, a conductus-
rondel1us.
Two notational figures are of special interest in Salve
sancta. First, chains of rhomboid breves, and some succes-
sians of longs and breves in alternation, translate into
chains of square breves. The English coniunctura, when it
curs with Sanders's transcription of the Ob 139 monophonic
dance in ternary longs (see "Duple Rhythm~ pp.289-91) but
argues that the original notation of the Sumer canon indi-
cated binary longs, and he supports Bukofzer's interpreta-
tion of Veni mater gracie (Lbm 29, 1) in duple meter (wib-
ber1ey, "English Polyphonic Music," p.72; Bukofzer, NORM
III, p.112).
Where note-head slant is pronounced Wibber1ey's conjec-
tures are compelling, but where note-heads are rectangular
and parallel with the staves the argument is not as strong.
One needs somehow to establish that the scribe knew the
slant convention and deliberately chose to write square
instead of slanted note heads.
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. Reperto ire:
Salve sancta parens
Regis aula
Senator regis curie
gpem nobis
Gloria
Ave gloriosa mater
AIDor veint
Au queer
Nobili precinitur
Super te Ierusalem
In odore
.
Pro beati Pauli
WF, 9 = Ob 60, 1
US-PRu 119A, 1 = Lbm 24198, 3
WF, 11 = D-Gu, 2
Cjec ~' l-;:D-Gu, 1/5
WF, ·8 = Ob 00;-10
·.Lbm 978, 4 = F-MO, 4.53
Lbm XVIII. 1 = F-MO, 2.23
Ob 139. 3 = F-MO, 7.260
Lbm 5958, 1 = ~, 4.67
WF, 95 = F-MO, 4.68
Ob 497, 5 = F-MO, 4.70
WF. 70 ~ Lwa 33327, 4
------------------------------------------------------------
Ob 60
WF
sancta parens ,~
WF ~:: ~.: ~.+ =~ = ,r, = •• ~ ••+
Ob 60 .,=~." \ = If!' " ") ~ •• " 11\ R 11\
~ ~ , ft ~'. ,.. , • ~.
=a; ;: II =11 a I: II
____e_'lC_1:_e._Cki_"_·~t_~_rt_(\ht_~_____If-l'o-r\I'-\o-\-5--1P-a.~-S-t.l.$----
Salve
Gloria
WF ~~ ~~~
Ob 60 ~= ~~~
Regie· aula
US-PRu ~:".: ~
Lbm
, ~, 81 ::
-.
FIG. 21: Comparisons of Pieces in Two Notational States
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stands in the place of a perfect long, is replaced by a ter-
nary ligature c.o.p. sine perfectione. The stem on the
first rhomb of the coniunctura indicates that it and the
following rhomb are semibreves, each taking half the value
of an altered breve (hence equal to the third breve in dura-
tion). The ternary c.o.p. translates this meaning directly
into a continental symbol, though without the rhythmic
interpretation normally associated with it. This ternary
c.o.p. stands in the place of three equal regular breves,
not two. (The conversion of the Gloria, w?, 88, in EMN into
the square breve version of Ob 60, 10 translates the coni-
unctura literally into two semibreves followed by a
breve.)la
Regis aula mostly converts longs and rhombs unproble-
matically into longs and square breves. It is instructive
to see the differences in ligature shapes here, because the
unconventional use of the c.o.p. is reinforced. In EMN a
binary ligature cum-sine is read 2+1; in Franconian notation
the same rhythm must be indicated by a ligature sine-sine.
A ternary ligature cum-cum, similarly, is read 2+l+2(or 3)
in EMN, where in Franconian notation it would normally be
laIn Campanis cum cymbalis (Ob 60, 13) the ternary c.o.p.
sine perfectione is likewise best interpreted as breve-
breve-breve, as Sanders has done in the edition for PMFC XIV
(no.59). Though this piece has no surviving version in EMN,
the rhythmic interpretation of the ligature must be predi-
cated on EMN practice.
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read 1+2+2(or 3). In the English notational idiom the first
of two breves is interpreted as the longer in these liga-
tures, hence, the necessity to turn to the c.o.p. shape to
represent a ligature incorporating three equal breves.
Conclusion
A comprehensive survey of the 13th-century English rep-
ertoire from the point of view of notation is still needed,
growing out of the work that has been accomplished in this
area to date. A morphogenesis of EMN, with particular
emphasis on the semibreve, the English coniunctura, and the
forms of ligatures (particularly the c.o.p.) is a top prior-
ity. Generic as well as chronological differences need to
be explored. Motets, in particular, because of their sylla-
bic style and correspondences of verse and musical phrase,
bear the burden of the most elaborate notations and the
"complicating factor" of the semibreve. The longevity of
the notation needs to be established, as does the full
implication of its norm of trochaic rendition of paired
breves for 14th-century English notations (a point to be
returned to shortly below).
Franconian Notation and the Semibreve
The notation of the majority of the motets under con-
sideration in this study is Franconian. That is, according
to our conventional understanding it follows the prescrip-
tions codified ca. 1280 by a certain Franco of Cologne in
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his Ars Cantus mensurabilis. 1 ' Early 14th-century English
motets and cantilenae account for a significant part of the
surviving Franconian corpus. Continental sources embodying
its.principles are relatively small in number, especially by
comparison to the number of modal and early mensural sources
of 13th-century French polyphony.
Franconian notation is fully mensural, with a rela-
tively fixed rhythmical value for each notational symbol
that is subject to modification through rules governing
alteration and imperfection in only a limited number of con-
texts. The system has the inherent potential to erase all
modal traits. Franco refers to this new freedom in the fol-
lowing way: "Observe also that the modes may run together
in a single discant, for through perfections all are reduced
to one. Nor need one attempt to determine the mode to which
such a discant belongs, although it may be said to belong to
the one in which it chiefly or frequently remains."20
l'See Franconis de Colonia Ars Cantus Mensurabilis, eo.
Gilbert Reaney and Andre GilleS;-and the earlier edition in
CS I, pp.117-136. There is a translation of the latter by
Oliver Strunk in Source Readings, pp.139-59.
The dating of Franco's treatise is controversial. Wolf
Frobenius recently proposed the date 1280 in "Zur Datierung
von Francos Ars Cantus Mensurabi1is." This date has been
accepted, at" least in principle, by most scholars but not by
all. Some still argue for the traditional date about twenty
years earlier~ see for instance Anderson, "Review,"
pp.454-55 and Levy, "Organum Dup1um," p.184.
2°Strunk, SR, p.151~ CSM 14, pp.58-9.
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The strongest force working to undo Ars Antiqua nota-
tional practice was the increasing amount of brevial subdi-
vision, especially by syllabic semibreves. 21 Franco never
discusses chains of semibreves occupying the duration of
more than two regular breves. Since in his system a breve
may be divided into two or three semibreves, the duration of
two breves may be filled by four, five, or six semibreves,
grouped 2+2, 3+2, 2+3, or 3+3. Franco's rules allow, though
nowhere demonstrate, the division of a perfect (ternary)
long into as many as nine minor (syllabic) semibreves, with
the groupings clarified as necessary by the use of the divi-
sio modi. 22 As most widely disseminated, Franco's practice
was modified by Petrus de Cruce, who introduced a dot or
punctus in the place of Franco's divisio, and used this dot
21To my knowledge only Petrus Ie Viser makes an explicit
distinction between melismatic and syllabic values. How-
ever, the distinction is important; syllabic, rather than
melismatic, subdivision of the breve is the critical parame-
ter. Further, all examples showing the manner of Franco, as
well as those showing the slightly later manner of Petrus de
Cruce, use syllabic semibreves.
22Handlo, in speaking of Franco, says chains of semi-
breves in the Franconian system are to be interpreted
2+2+2+ •.. +2+3 (unless clarified by the use of the divisio,
presumably). See CS I, pp.387-BB. In Franco's treatise,
and in the discussi~'l by Hanboys (CS I, p.424), it would
seem that the opposite procedure ought to hold, i.e. that
because semi breves stand in much the same relation to breves
as breves to longs, one ought to group chains of semibreves
by threes. This of course leads to a problem if one is left
over, for that is impermissible. Hence Handlo probably
reports Franco's intention.
Nonetheless, through the use of the divisio modi a
great variety in semibreve patterns is apparently possible.
This conclusion stands in opposition to the analysis of
willi Apel (NPM, p.31B), who says "the greatest shortcoming
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consistently to distinguish all breve groups, which was nec-
essary becau~e Petrus also permitted more than three (four
to seven) semibreves per breve.
An underlying modal subdivision of the perfect long is
clearly evident in the motets of Groups land 2 (and in some
of those in Group 3 as well); only in a very few pieces can
the modes be said to be "run together," even briefly, in a
single discant. An important point can be made about subdi-
vision of the breve based on the evidence of the motet rep-
ertoire. This subdivision, whether highly patterned rhyth-
mically or not, and whether syllabic or melismatic, tends to
reflect the underlying modal foot of first or second mode by
the frequency of location of the fractio, which falls most
commonly at the beginning of the long part of the foot in
each perfection. In first mode, the first breve is most
likely to be divided, then (as the weight of examples shows)
the third, and lastly the second. The most frequent subdi-
vision of first mode is given in Figure 22, example 1. This
a pattern so common that Lambertus accorded it a separate
number in his expanded categorization of the rhythmic
modes. 23 In the second mode the second breve is most fre-
of Franco's system was the lack of rhythmic variety in the
realm of small values."
23The rhythmic modes of Lambertus are printed in CS I,
pp.279-81. They are discussed by Gordon Anderson in "Magis-
ter Lambertus and Nine Rhythmic Modes." On mode six, the
above pattern, see especially p.G7 and note 41.
Anticipating the problem of rhythmic interpretation of
these semibreves, it should be noted that Anderson raises
FIG. 22: Subdivision of the Breve
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Figure 22
Example 1:
Example 2s
~=Iii~
=.••• g= •••••
Example 3s
Example 4:
Virg( sancta Katerina ., = I~.b.69)
Ovet mundus '~~ ~.-(b.36) =
Example 5= •\Ade finit ~.·a =Example 6:
a. ,~ b.
·.t~tt- = '. t· =1~~ t~~
Example 7: unusual use of free (unligated) syllabic and
melismatic semibreves.
a. Systematically recurring patterns at the cadence
+ ~I
mi- ne
J' I J~
Jesu redemptor:
Ii ~.
di- scri-
JI'D J' ~
(13/14 cadences)
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in- ~ ci- e
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Figure 22, cont.
Example 7a, cont.
Vas exstas: (5110 cadences)
~. •• ..~' D ••~·t t· ... ~I
sen- tis in-ti- mel quan- do cor- ru-e- ras
\'jJ)\ J' )' J'l J1-l ) ,mp j) /h ~ ( d3-1
Example 7 b.l Occasional occurrences of unusual combina-
tions of free semibreves.
Surgere iam est
I ••.•~9- t .•
ci- to re- gre- de- re
\) ~P m~ IJ
Rosa Mundi Regina celestium
........... ~l • Wi .~ •
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•.~ ..~ ..
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Lux refulget 3
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quently the one divided, then the third, and lastly the
first. (Note that first and second modes differ in whether
the imperfect long is fully subdivided before the breve or
not.) Characteristic further subdivisions of first and sec-
ond mode are given in Figure 22, example 2.
The one important exception to the commonly encountered
subdivisions just described involves the use of the three-
note descending coniunctura figure given in Figure 22, exam-
ple 3. This replaces the value of two breves, or more spe-
cifically, replaces the imperfect long at the beginning of
the perfection in first mode or in the middle of the perfec-
tion in second mode (with few exceptions). Its usual inter-
pretation in the present repertoire is just as it looks,
i.e. as a breve followed by two semibreves; ira essence it
functions as a notational sYmbol in place of the awkward
ternary ligature whose first element would have to be a
breve and second element a binary ligature c.o.p. ~~re is
occasional corroborative evidence for the bss interpretation
when contrapuntal parallelism in another voicer or repeti-
tion of what must be intended as the same rhythm, associates
this figure with a breve followed by a free-standing c.o.p.
the possibility that the semibreves are equal, but in my
opinion Lambertus offers no justification for this interpre-
tation. In fact, if anything this notation corresponds with
Petrus Ie Viser's mos Iascivus, in which the interpretation
of semibreves is explicitly Franconian, i.e. unequal.
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(See, for instance, example 4.)Z4 This figure is more common
in second mode than in first mode; this can produce a mix-
ture of two forms of fractio rather than one consistent pat-
tern in motets with this rhythmic underpinning.
Another context in which free (i.e. un1igated) semi-
breves are sung me1ismatica11y involves coniunctura-1ike
figures of three to six semibreves in the space of a breve.
The descending figure given in Figure 22, example 6a, is by
far the most common and almost invariably replaces the last
breve of a perfection after an imperfect long in first mode.
Similar figures include those cited in example 6b. Much
less common are those occasions when one or more of the sem-
ibreves replacing a breve are sung syllabically while the
remainder are sung me1ismatica11y with a preceding or fo1-
Z4This may seem obvious, but in fact there is a contro-
versy in the musicological literature over the interpreta-
tion of this symbol, which may at certain times and places
have been intended to be read as ssb (i.e. as a substitute
for a descending ternary c.o.p., or looked at another way,
moving from shorter to longer values, as one would evaluate
a coniunctura in Notre Dame modal notation; this ssb reading
may be correct for most appearances of this figure in the
old corpus of F-MO, Le. fascicles 2-6). See Johannes Wolf,
GMN I, p.52 and the review of GMN by Ludwig in SIMG 6,
p.627. Wolf interprets the figure as bss: while Ludwig
interprets it as ssb. See also Apel, NPM, pp.297 and 304,
and Parrish, Notation, p.136. Further evidence in favor of
the interpretation as bss in the English motet repertoire
includes: (i) the fact that in Lux refulget the descending
ternary c.o.p. and this figure are both used, so they pre-
sumably do not both represent ssb. (ii) In Ade finit (Onc)
the figure given in example 5 is used twice (bars 14 and
63), while otherwise all such figures are represented by
ternary descending c.o.p. ligatures. The figure ssb appears
even more frequently in the newly discovered concordance to
Ade finit in F-TO 925, where it again is clearly inter-
changeable with the c.o.p.
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lowing syllable. This is indicated where it happens by very
careful spacing of notational symbols. It is a regular fea-
ture of patternir-; at the approach to cadences in Jhesu
redemptor and Vas exstas, and appears unsystematically else-
where. In contrast to the coniunctura figures, the free
semibreves sung here do not emphasize descending melodic
motion: instead, there may be pitch repetition or disjunct
motion up or down. See Figure 22, example 7. 25
Rhythmic Interpretation of Semibreve Groups
Problems in the interpretation of Franconian and Petro-
nian notation involve the intended rhythms for semibreve
duplets, triplets, and larger groups subdividing a breve.
English notational styles and mensura1 practice in the 14th
century raise many questions concerning the proper rhythmic
interpretation of semibreves and introduce several systems
(some showing continental influence) for wholly or partially
eliminating the ambiguity concerning their duration. This
evidence will be considered below. First, however, the fol-
lowing discussion will briefly review some theoretical
treatments of the semibreve in the 13th and 14th centuries
and consider what has been said in the scholarly literature
about English practices and their relationship both to ear-
lier insular and to contemporaneous continental handling of
25The kind of notation of free semibreves described here
is especially characteristic of the notation of the more
modern items in the Roman de Fauvel and the chansons of
Jehannot de Lescurel found-rn F-Pn 146.
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these rhythmic problems.
In Franconian notation, as we have seen, groups of two
or three semibreves may replace the durational value of a
breve, and no free-standing single semibreves are possible.
Some sources show the use of only duplets or triplets, while
others may divide the breve both ways in the course of a
piece. The most fundamental question regarding the rhythmic
value of these semibreves is whether two are equal and three
are not, or vice versa.~' In the theory not yet reflecting
the mensural practice of Franco's generation paired semi-
breves are specified as equal and three as unequal (1+1+2).
This is the position taken by Amerus and Dietricus, as well
as by the retrospective testimony of Odington.~7 The unequi-
vocal insistence of Franco and his generation that paired
semibreves be unequal can be regarded as "a deliberate devi-
ation" from the earlier tradition,~a one that extends the
relationships between long and breve to operate in much the
~'It is never the case that two are equal (each a half of
a breve) and that three are equal (each a third of a breve)
in the same piece. This point will be returned to below.
~7See Bent, "Notation III, 3" and Apel, NPM, p.296. Ame-
rus ref. is in CSM 25 , pp.99-100; Dietricus is mentioned in
Apel, NPM, p.296, note 1; for the reference in Odington, see
CSM 14, pp.138-39 (CS I, p.24S) and see also Huff, "A Trans-
lation," p.9. In addition to theoretical testimony, the
name itself can be taken to mean "half a breve" (however,
see Apel, ibid.). In the sources of the early to mid-13th
century groups of two semibreves are more common than groups
of three semibreves and syllabic semibreves are rare (see
Apel, ibid.).
~aApel, NPM, p.296. Its adoption can by no means be
regarded uncritically as universal, however.
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same way between breve and semibreve. This innovation is
tied to another, the systematic use of declamation on the
semibreve.
The specifically Franconian doctrine, widely dissemi-
nated, often copied, and carrying great authority, teaches
that when the (ternary) breve is replaced by two semibreves,
the first is minor and the second is major (1+2), and if by
three, then all are equal minor semibreves. A few theoreti-
cal sources transmit an alternative rule concerning unequal
paired semibreves in the same context, permitting the first
to be major and the second to be minor (2+1). These sources
include the following:
(1) from the treatise of Magister Lambertus (Coussemaker's
Pseudo-Aristotle):
De recta breve •••• se ipsamque in duas diminuit
partes non equales vel in tres tantummodo equales
et indivisibiles, quarum prima pars duarum semi-
brevis minor appellatur, secunda vero major, et e
converso. (CS I, p.272)
(speaking of a binary c.o.p. ligature) •.•. est
ligatura duarum figurarum .••• prima autem minor
semibrevis dicitur, secunda major, vel e con-
verso.(CS I, p.274)
(2) from the 1279 treatise of the St. Emrneram anonymous (ed.
Sowa) , who reports on the doctrine of Lambertus concerning
the binary c.o.p. ligature, in order to take issue with it:
et si inequales, utrum minus frustrum debeat pre-
cedere et maius sussequi necessario aut pro volun-
tate mutua et converso, sicut quam plures asserere
sunt reperti. Deinde utrum pro maiore brevi in
equipollent is possint supponere sicut quidam in
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suis artibus assuere non formidant, dicentes de ea
(here lb above is quoted). (Sowa, p.48.)
quidam dicunt in ilIa figura minorem semibrevem
precedere et maiorem sussequi vel penitus e con-
verso pro mutua cantantium voluntate. Et isti
opinioni videtur maxima pars canentiurn adherere.
Unde Magister Larnbertus de tali figura dicit
(quoting Ib above). (Sowa, p.sl)
(3) from the Ars Nova of Philippe de Vitry:
Minimum tempus posuit Franco. Unde notandum est
secundum Magistrum Franconem ••• (quod) minimum tem-
pus non est nisi tres continens semibreves, quae
quidem adeo sunt strictae quod amplius dividi non
possunt, nisi per semiminimas dividantur. Unde
notandum quod, quando aliquis cantus temporis per-
fecti reperitur ubi non nisi tres continentur sem-
ibreves pro uno tempore, secundum minimum tempus
pronuntiari debent (si sint quatuor, primae duae
semiminimae, nisi aliter signentur).
Item sciendum est quod, ~Jando pro isto min-
imo tempore duae ponuntur semibreves, prima maior
debet esse et nunquam secunda, nisi signetur,
licet secundum artem veterem super ius probaverimus
quod secunda debet esse maior ••• (CSM 8, p.29).
(4) from an anonymous 14th-century Compendium Musicae Men-
surabilis Artis Antiguae:
Item quandocumque due semibreves pro recta brevi
inveniuntur in unisono, id est in eadem linea vel
in eodem spatio, ad voluntatem cantantis possunt
fieri prima vel secunda maior; sed quando in div-
ersis tonis inveniuntur, secundum maiorem concor-
dantiarn debet prima vel secunda sernibrevis maior
pronuntiari. (CSM 15, p.G9.)
(5) From the Regula of Robertus de Handlo:
(in regard to binary ligatures) si tractus autem
ascendens, qui causat oppositam proprietatem, fiat
curtus, tunc in hac obliquitate sine ligatura
major semibrevis rninorem precedit, ut hic patet:
(example follows; CS I, p.394).
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Quando due semibreves similes sunt in
conjunctione, prima erit minor, alia lnajor, ut
supra in exemplo tertie huius rubrice. Nisi trac-
tum obliquuum sit impedimentum, et tunc erit semi-
brevium dissimilitudo, et fiet prima major, altera
minor, ut hic: (example follows; CS I, p.396).
(6) from the Quatuor Principalia:
Dividebat enim Franco longam in tres breves et
brevem in tres semibreves, sed non minus quam in
duas semibreves, quarum prima maior, secunda minor
semibrevis ab eo nominatur, vel e contrario. (CS
IV, p.257; CS III, p.337.)
These examples hardly constitute proof of a vigorous
tradition running counter to Franco's. Lambert is attacked
by the St.Emmeram anonymous; the author of the Quatuor Prin-
cipalia may have in mind a different notational context 29
from the one in question here; the anonymous citation links
the mensural choice to consonance; Handlo describes unusual
note-shapes whose precise shapes are uncertain (but undoub-
tedly rarely, if ever, used); and de Vitry explicitly
acknowledges Franco's way as the old way ("secundum artem
veterem"). Nevertheless the possibility of reading a pair
of semibreves as 2+1 rather than as 1+2 has some authority,
and we must be open to the possibility that in certain oth-
erwise "Franconian" repertoires or in certain musical cen-
ters (say, English) trochaism might be the norm.
2'That context is what I will call breve-semibreve nota-
tion. See the section devoted to this notation below.
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We must now ask if there is any justification for
interpreting paired semibreve duplets as equal (hence, for a
binary breve) in ~he period of years between Franco and the
codification of tempus imperfectum in de Vitry's Ars Nova.
Certainly we can theorize that the Franconian doctrine was
not universally adopted, so that somewhere the binary breve
may have continued to be the norm. However, only scattered
theoretical evidence supports binary subdivision of the
breve, and it is important to note that these citations
refer to contexts where the long is also binary.3o For
instance, Odington probably intends equal subdivision of the
breve in remarks on binary versions of third and fourth
mode, and the same association seems to be made in a discus-
sion of these modes by Anonymous IV. 31 In the mos mediocris
of Petrus le Viser, as Handlo reports it, "due semibreves
equales sunt, et tres inequales, et quatuor equales, et
quinque inequales."32 It is not easy to grasp the distinc-
3°The evidence has beer. reviewed by Sanders in "Duple
Rhythm," pp.250-62, on which the following summary relies.
Amerus, an Englishman writing in Italy in 1271, also
describes a notational system with a binary long and binary
breve. See Amerus's treatise, and the discussion in Gallo,
La teoria della notatione in Italia, pp.13-17.
310dington's further statement that
"Alii ••. dividunt .•. brevem in duas semibreves et raro in
tres" might be stretched to imply that some divide the breve
into two equal semibreves, but this moves securely into the
realm of conjecture. (See note 27, p.226 above.) On Anony-
mous IV, see CS I, pp.361-62 and Sanders, "Duple Rhythm,"
pp.257-60.
32CS I, p.338.
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tions made by Petrus Ie Viser or to associate his teaching
with any surviving repertoire. The mos mediocris, it seems,
encompasses two states of notation within its presumed
medium tempo:
(i) with longs, semilongs, breves, and semibreves;
the semibreves (2-5 per breve) are performed as
above (two equal, etc.) and are melismatic.
(ii) without longs, i.e. with only semilongs,
breves, and semibreves (2-5 per breve); semibreves
are syllabic in groups of two or three, melismatic
in groups of four and five, with rhythms as above
(two equal, etc.).
In addition to the recognition of a binary breve, applicable
to both (i) and (ii), it is likely that the restriction to
semilongs (i.e. imperfect longs, worth two regular breves)
in (ii) also defines the bindry character of the modus (i.e.
that there are only duple, never triple, groupE 0f breves or
the equivalent). It seems that for Petrus the perfect long
in mos mediocris would make the tempo too slow if there were
syllabic semibreves. Hence only in (i) would there be
binary breves as a level of subdivision of the perfect (ter-
nary) long. These references are in general unhelpful about
Franconian contexts, then."
We need further to ask what theorists say about the
rhythmic subdivision of the breve by four or more semi-
breves, as an alternative guide to the binary or ternary
"See Sanders, "Duple Rhythm," pp.250-56 and the modifi-
cation to his explication of Petrus in "Petrus Ie Viser";
see also Bent, "Rota versatilis," pp.83-84 and scattered
remarks in her critical commentaries at the end of the arti-
cle.
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character of the breve. They are, in fact, of very little
help. Petrus de Cruce, following Franconian precepts,
interprets semibreve duplets unequally (1+2) and triplets
equally: it is unclear from the testimony of our main
reporter, Jacques of Liege, just how four through seven sem-
ibreves per breve were intended to be sung by Petrus. 34
Petrus le Viser is similarly silent on the exact means of
rhythmic interpretation of his unequal groups of three or
five semibreves per breve in the ~ mediocris.
Walter Odington is more helpful. He explains that when
a ternary breve is divided into four parts the first two are
equal and twice as long as the last twO. 35 (See Figure 23,
example a.) This specifies that fractio is applied at the
end of the major semibreve, the longer part of the foot.
The same is true in de Vitry's specification for minimum
34Modern scholars can have diametrically opposed views.
Sanders, for instance, argues that the small semibreves must
have been sung in a style of free virtuoso declamation, as
fas, as possible and hence for all practical purposes,
equal. Bent, on the other hand, assumes the faster semi-
breves of Petrus to be unequal according to one of the sys-
tems later codified. The positions of both are to be found
in separate articles in The New Grove Dictionary. For San-
ders, see "Petrus de Cruce," pp.598-99, and for Bent, see
"Notation III, 3," p.364.
See CSM 3/7, pp.37-8, 84-86, 89-90 (CS II, pp.401-402,
428-29). These passages by Jacques de Liege have been read
to mean that for Petrus just as three are equal, so are
four, five, six, or seven. In fact, however, "equales" only
directly modifies "tres." Harrison, in the Introduction to
PMFC XV, incorrectly reports that in the practice of Petrus
de Cruce both duplets and triplets subdivide the breve
equally.
35See CSM 14, pp.129: Huff, p.10.
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tempus perfectum, where the order of major and minor
semibreve is reversed, along with the specified location for
subdivision. 3' By contrast, in Vitry's tempus imperfectum
maius four semibreves are interpreted as two pairs. (See
Figure 23, examples b and c.) Later 14th-century theorists
tend to follow de Vitry in their interpretation of four sem-
ibreves under tempus perfecturn, including Theodorus de Campo
(CS III, p.l8S), who interprets them in one of two ways, as
in example d, at the pleasure of the singer, and the Anony-
mous IV of CS III (CS III, p.378), who interprets them as in
example e. In both cases the location of the fractio indi-
cates that semibreve duplets would be read unequally as 2+1.
It is clear that in order to have firm criteria for the
interpretation of semibreve groups one must know the charac-
ter of the breve (binary or ternary) and the conventions in
effect both for uneven duplets and for interpreting brevial
subdivision by four or more semibreves. The theorists
report a range of possibilities for what to do, but their
immediate relevance to any particular motet or motet source
is open to challenge. If stems are present to clarify semi-
breve conventions, then one may interpret from them the
character of the breve, on the basis of the location of the
fractio. When stems are absent, one needs to make a few
informed assumptions about possible rhythmic readings. We
could assume that the rhythms specified in de Vitry's Ars
3'See CSM 8, p.29 (quoted above, p.228).
a. Walter Odington
b. de Vitry, minimum tempus perfectum
II: +~ ~ +.t : ••••). ))\ TTl nn
c. de Vitry, ~empus imperfectum maius
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d. Theodorus de Campo
II~ t ••• ·
5IT1
3
e. Anon. IV (CS III)
D~ ++++
JTn
a
or rm
.3
FIG. 23: Rhythmic Conventions fer Groups of
Four Semibreves
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Nova for tempus imperfectum and perfectum codify the unwrit-
ten conventions of the rhythmic language that had developed
rapidly after the innovations of Petrus de Cruce. There
may, of course, have been less widely favored alternative
rhythmic idioms that he rejected (or was unaware of), and of
course Vitry's teaching and compositions may have been an
influential point of departure rather than a codification of
popular trends.
One argument that has been brought forward in recent
years by scholars concerned with the rhythmic interpretation
of semibreves in the English repertoire is the assertion
that there is ~ strong English preference for trochaic ren-
dition of paired semibreves in the late 13th and early 14th
centuries. Sanders states that "it.is likely that, contrary
to Franconian practice, the English method of alteration
(2+1) was applied to the semibreve in at least some English
compositions of the time," and he cites some instances,
including a number of pieces in which "the binary ligature
cum opposita proprietate must be read 2+1."37 Bent concurs
and cites examples that cause her to propose "that trochaic
interpretation of semibreve pairs might be taken much fur-
ther than the cases noted by Sanders."3& Wibberley reaffirms
this point of view, arguing that for "those [notations]
37Sanders, "Duple Rhythm," pp.275, n.134 and p.276.
3lBent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.67.
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employing Petronian methods in which the semibreves are
notationally undifferentiated •••• the traditional English
preference for trochaically conceived rhythms" ought to be
favored in the interpretation of semibreves, for "it hardly
seems likely that a short-lived period of Petronian notation
should have witnessed such a fundamental change in attitude
towards performance as to admit the use of iambically con-
ceived rhythms to any great extent.""
This position rests on certain assumptions and a par-
ticular body of evidence, both of which demand closer scru-
tiny. Sanders established firmly that there was indeed an
English method of alteration in the 13th century, in which
pairs of breves (rhombs or squares) must be read 2+1. There
is no necessary reason for this relationship to devolve upon
paired semibreves after the adoption of Franconian notation.
One can, of course, hypothesize about the logic or rationale
that might have prompted such a transfer of rhythmic per-
formance practice down one notational level. The Franconian
system extends the relation between long and breve to that
between breve and semibreve in several respects, including
the interpretation of the second of a pair of the smaller
values as the longer of the two. Following similar logic,
some English musicians may have adopted a practice whereby,
on account of the fact that traditionally the longer of two
"Wibberley, contribution on "Notations," in the Intro-
duction to EECM 26, p.xxvi.
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paired breves was the first, this relationship devolved upon
the pair of semibreves. On the other hand, we know of no
explicit English antipathy for iambic rhythms, there are
exceptional examples of EMN in second mode (as well as
binary rhythms, of course), and it seems perfectly reason-
able to expect that if the English adopted features of con-
tinental notational practice, one of the rhythmic idioms
they could we~l have taken up was the iambic interpretation
of semibreve pairs. There is no reason to assume g priori
that because English mensural notation interprets paired
breves trochaically that they also follow this convention
for semibreves. 4o
The evidence cited by Sanders and Bent compels us to
make an important distinction. They have not, in fact,
proven that this trochaic preference applies to paired semi-
breves within a Franconian context. That problem remains
open for the moment. Rather, they have shown evidence that
the trochaic reading of paired semibreves applies to a small
subset (those pieces with paired semibreves> of a class of
compositions in what I shall call breve-semibreve notation
4°My concern in stressing this point is to make clear
that any large-scale generalization about English rhythmic
preferences ought to be made on the basis of data collected
separately for each clearly distinguishable kind of nota-
tion. In fact, to anticipate the conclusions that will
emerge below, I do agree that there seems to be a large-
scale avaidance (or disregard) of a rhythmic category common
across the channel, i.e. iambs, in English music of the 13th
and 14th centuries. This must be a conclusion, though, not
a presumption.
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(Group 3iii in the tab~es on mensuration and declamation), a
notation that will be discussed in detail shortly.41 This
sharpens the focus but at the same time narrows the field
within which their evidence lies and within which their con-
clusions apply.
Harrison has also recently written on the problem of
"the division of the brevis· in relation to the English
motet repertoire. Regarding semibreve dup1ets he argues
that "where a motet has only duple subdivision of the bre-
vis •••• no ambiguity about division of the brevis arises" and
"the assumption is made here that subdivision is in notes of
equal length." Further, "there is some warrant in the theo-
retical literature for unequal subdivision [but] in prac-
tice, however, this principle seems inapplicable in virtu-
ally all of the motets [of PMFC XV] to which it might be
considered relevant."42 As a result he ~onc1udes not only
that for those motets in which syllabic and melismatic
duplets prevail they should be equal, but also that in those
in which syllabic and melismatic triplets occur (frequently
41In his argument Wibberley cites as evidence the Worces-
ter version of Thomas gemma which is actually in the paired
semibreve type of breve-semibreve notation, not a version of
Franconian. He also cites the cantilena Salamonis inclita,
a piece not relevant to his argument because the trochaic
rhythms designated by a later source for it apply on a dif-
ferent level (subdivision of the perfect semibreve rather
than subdivision of the perfect breve) than the one at issue
either in his discussion or the present one. See EECM 26,
p.xxvi.
42Harrison, "Notes on Transcription and Performance" in
the Introduction to PMFC XV.
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or infrequently), the duple or triple subdivision is always
into notes of equal length (one half or one third of a
breve, respectively). Both of these positions are subject
to criticism. On the strength of the theoretical tradition
outlined above, few modern scholars would follow Harrison in
rejecting "the underlying axiom ••• that the brevis is per-
fect, and hence all its subdivisions must be related to a
basic triple subdivision" just because a composition has
only semibreve duplets. 43 Moreover, it does not ever seem to
have been acceptable to the l3th- and 14th-century theorists
(continental or English) on whom we rely that both semibreve
duplets and triplets could divide the breve equally in the
same piece. 44 Harrison does not raise the issue of the
rhythm of semibreve duplets in those pieces in which he
interprets them unequally; they are all transcribed iambi-
cally (1+2) with no reference to the school of thought that
credits the possiblility of a transcription trochaically
43I'm not totally unsympathetic to this view, as an edi-
tor. But to justify such flexibility, one has to examine
pieces one at a time, asking of each if it reflects stylis-
tic conventions simpler than, earlier than, or at least --
different than -- those of the motets for which we normallyjudge Franconian precepts to be applicable.
44These are the grounds for the most telling criticism of
the methods of transcription used by Rokseth (and more
recently, Tischler) for F-MO, as well as for Harrison in
PMFC XV. (In all cases, when editing it seems the best pol-
icy to amend inconsistency when spotted. Harrison's policy,
by contrast, is to assume inconsistency is intentional, and
so he leaves unmodified certain inconsistent rhythmic
details in Mulier magni meriti, De flore martirum, and Rosa
delectabilis, for example, a decision I find particularly
unsatisfactory for these pieces.)
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(2+1).
Evidence of the Musical
Sources
Empirical evidence provided by the English motets sug-
gests the diversity of solutions available for the interpre-
tation of semibreves in Franconian and Petronian contexts,
including the anti-Franconian, trochaic interpretation of
semibreve duplets. Contrapuntal evidence is perhaps the
hardest to find and the most ambiguous in its analysis. To
cite one example, Civitas nusguam conditur provides a number
of instances (eleven in all) where two semibreves in one
voice are put against three in another. In only a small
number of these does it seem to make any difference to the
counterpoint whether the major semibreve is assumed to be
the first or second of a pair; where it matters, the reading
is better when the larger is first (arguing for 2+1 against
1+1+1, although a binary interpretation, 2+2 against 1+1+2,
is not ruled out). The syllabic semibreve groups of Figure
22, example 7, also suggest, in their distribution of notes,
the intended rhythm of semibreve pairs. In most cases
(Trinitatem veneremur being a distinct exception) the rhythm
suggested is again anti-Franconian (2+1). Not just the
g~oupings of notes, but also the melodic shapes they out-
line, can suggest the underlying subdivision. This is par-
ticularly noticeable where repeated notes are found. In
Assunt Augustini or Alma mater, for example, repeated notes
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are always the first two of an s3 or m3 group, suggesting
that they subdivide a 2+1 figure. In the more progressive
notation of the Roman de Fauvel, to cite a continental
counterpart, repeated notes in s4 or 'm4 groups are either
the first two or last two, suggesting the subdivision 2+1+1
or 1+1+2 of a binary breve. Most motets fail to provide
these kinds of clues, however.· s
Semibreve stems clarify to a very important degree the
problems inherent in the evaluation of semibreve groups. In
the simplest case, the stem either ascends or descends from
the center of the semibreve. The stem descending from a
note-head lengthens value, normally identifying the major
semibreve. An ascending stem shortens value, normally iden-
tifying the semibrevis minima, or smallest value. In con-
texts where stems are used it may be the case' that all nota-
tional symbols have single, fixed values, or on the other
hand, that (as in Figure 23, example b) certain relation-
ships still have to be understood by some convention.
Although the most dramatic use of semibreves is in bursts of
'SAS Bent notes ("Preliminary Assessment," p.70), where
there are hocketing semibreves the possibility exists for
clarifying the subdivision of the breve through an examina-
tion of the rests. This can be seen, for instance, in the
careful rest-writing in the "In seculum" hockets of a conti-
nental source, the Bamberg codex. However, in the English
motets, results of an examination of rest-writing are wholly
ambiguous. For instance, where there are hocketing semi-
breves in Triumphat hodie and Balaam de ~, the scribe of
Onc 362 shows a Dreference for the form =z= whether in
ore--or Dost-semlbreve Dosition. (The scribe of Lbm 24198
seems to-prefer +- and --t I to some degree.)I .
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from five to seven or nine syllabic notes in the space of a
breve, the most important expansion of Franconian practice,
in terms of frequency of appearance, is the consistent use
of four syllabic semibreves per breve. In the English mot-
ets (as in Fauvel) this is accompanied by the use of the
downsternmed semibreve in almost every instance. (See Figure
24.)
In these examples the breve is clearly binary, i.e. the
larger two semibreves are equal, although ambiguity remains
in the rhythm of the four smaller semibreves. Some evidence
suggests that the latter are unequal according to the con-
vention specified by de Vitry in the Ars Nova for groups of
two to four semibreves under tempus imperfectum maior. The
evidence consists of a number of bits and pieces all point-
ing in the same direction: (I) in the motet Dei preco one
semibreve triplet has an upward stem on the third rather
than a downward stem on the first, presumably with equiva-
lent meaning; {2} the Ob 598 version of Frondentibus floren-
tibus uses the downward stem exclusively but the Ob 1 ver-
sion, which originally had no stems, has had upward stems
specifying de Vitry's rhythms entered by a later hand; (3)
the motet Inter amenitatis, with groups of two to four syl-
labic semibreves, is not stemmed in Yc but is given de
Vitry's rhythms by upward stems in I-TR 87, a much la~er
source; (4) the cantilena Salamonis inclita, stemless in Cgc
512, is given de Vitry's rhythms by stems in US-NYnm 978, a
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a. Dei prgco (DRc 20)
Duodeno sydere (~)
Frondentibus (Ob 598, but not ~)
Mulier magni meriti (Cgc 512)
Orto sole (DRc 20, but not in Cgc 512)
Princeps apostolice (CgC 512 and DRc 20)
I'" •• =bP= , •• =....[= +.t = .,]
J:: n~'JT= m =,FJfJ :: m ~ m
'; ,lJ , ~
LU U-i:i LU (J:f
b. Templum eya salomoms (QE....1.)
~::IlU:: • t+t+f :: 1)\) ~j ~) I
:. .~ .~.~
Jnn : JTJTTI
~ :3 3.3 3
c. De flore martirum (Ob 7)
11= •• = •• , = .;r; : •~. ~ •
:)) = m = nJl-:
d. Jesu fili (DRc 20) 3
II = '•• tt' - /rrJ)
3
e. Laus honor vendito (QlLZ.)
1= +t=+.9 = •• ,. =
J~ m If}})
•••• f
JTIJJ 1,
FIG. 24: Stemming Practices in the English Motets
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later source; (5) the motet Herodis in atrio, with two to
four syllabic semibreves per breve, has stemming following
de Vitry in the hand of the original music scribe of DRc 20.
The cumulative impact of this evidence is to suggest that in
any English compo'.;i tion with two to four syllabic semibreves
.per breve the breve is binary and each major semibreve is
ternary (with pairs of minor semibreves read 2+1). This
would apply, arguably, to the Cgc 512 version of Orto sole
or the original Ob 1 version of Frondentibus, with later
stems understood as a clarification, not modification of
original intent. 4 ' It must be observed, however, that the
English ste~~ing patterns are slightly less limited than de
Vitry's (note the occasional position of the major semibreve
as the last of three, and the appearance --admittedly,
rare-- of the binary c.o.p. ligature in place of a major
semibreve).
Other methods of stemming occasionally found among the
motets specify a ternary breve, with either Franconian or
anti-Franconian handling of semibreve duplets, in a few
individual cases. In Templum eya Salomonis the downstemmed
4'The problem is one we have already encountered. Are
these rhythms a modernization of the original? Were groups
of s4 under a binary breve never equal for the young de
Vitry and his generation, as they could be for Petrus Ie
Viser? There are some grounds for the possible interpreta-
tion of groups of s4 as equal in English sources, if the
instances just cited are taken as representative of the sim-
plest forms of circle-stern notation. (See Group D(i) in
Figure 25 below.)
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semibreve is used to specify the 1+2 rhythm of duplets (Fig-
ure 24). In De flore martirum the upward stems on semi-
breves, more or less following the precepts of de Vitry for
tempus perfectum maior, confirm by their pattern of fractio
the iambic reading of duplets (Figure 24). In Jesu fili, on
the other hand, two short passages (see Figures 23 and 24)
unequivocally indicate the anti-Franconian reading of
duplets. Finally, the use of downstems in Laus honor ven-
dito should be noted for the record; the rhythms intended
are not easy to interpret, but because there are no stems on
either groups of two or three, two are probably unequal and
three equal. The location of fractio, in the interpretation
offered in Figure 24, may possibly indicate the trochaic
reading of duplets.
Some of the motets of Group 2ii show distinctive, inno-
vative, and, in some cases, apparently insular stemming
practices. Of these, only Rosa delectabilis is in first
mode. The others are in the second mode and may be consid-
ered examples of the second-mode tendency toward fractio.
Two adopt for their subdivision of the breve the Ars Nova
mensurations of de Vitry; in Herodis in atrio, tempus imper-
fectum maior, and in Flos anglorum inclitus, tempus perfec-
tum maior. The others show features of notations associated
with insular 14th-century repertoires and will be be dis-
cussed below.
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h Notational Complex
A good number of 14th-century English compositions can
usefully be thought of as belonging to a single notational
complex, unified by (1) the use of a dot (or punctus) to set
off breve groups, (2) the use of the downward stem to mark
the major semibreve, (3) either the use of a small circle
(the signum rotundum) or else minim stems to designate
smaller values, and (4) the appearance of certain character-
istic rhythmic patterns. The compositions included in this
notational complex are listed in Table 21, where they are
arranged first by source and then by the primary and secon-
dary divisions of the breve.
The roughly equivalent French or Italian mensuration is
indicated for purposes of orientation. In some of these
pieces the smaller values are rarely used, in others they
are pervasive.
Bent has suggested that "If four was considered the
basic Italian division of the breve and six the French, the
English was nine."47 This is certainly the case if one
begins with theoretical testimony, which when describing
insular techniques for b~eve subdivision concentrates almost
exclusively on the ternary breve and semibreve. The exten-
sion of breve-subdivision from 7 to 9 , the invention of the
downstemrned major semibreve, and the use of a small circle
to mark off the thirds of a ternary breve are all credited
4'Bent, "Notation III, 3," p.368.
TABLE 21
THE CIRCLE-STEM NOTATIONAL COMPLEX
a) BY SOURCE
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DRc 11, 1
Cgc 334, 8
LIc 52, 2
Ibm 1210, 3
5
6
7
8
Ibm 28550, 1
2
3
4
5
6
Lwa 12185, 2
4
Onc 362, ] 8
Kyrie Cuthberte
o ceteris preamabilis
Astra descendit
Veni mi dilecte
Et in terra
Kyria christifera
Virgo salvavit
o lux beata
(Dance)
(Estampie)
(Estampie)
Firmissime fidem
Triburn quem
Flos vernalis
Hac a valle
Beatus vir
Rosa delectabilis
Berkeley Castle
Muniments Benedicta es celorum
(LEcl VR 6120, 1/2 Frangens evanuit
is a possible candidate for inclusion.
Its mensurations would be classified
in Groups C and D(ii).)
Table 21, cont.
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b) BY MENSURAL PRACTICE
Group A
Lwa 12185, 2
Lwa 12185, 4
Group B
Cgc 334, 8
Lbm 1210, 8
Lbm 28550, 2
Onc 362, 18
Group C
DRc 11, 1*
Lbm 28550, 4
It 5
It 6*
Group D
(i)
Lbm 1210, 7
Lbm 28550, 1
(ii)
DRc 11, 1*
LIc 52, 2
Lbm 1210, 3
It 5
It 6
!.bm 28550, 3
It 6*
Berkeley castle
(* indicates
two groups)
EffiJ_l--i
.
II
V
V v
v
v V
V V
..; v'
J yI
V \/ ;/
J v J
v V
\J i/
J J ~
v V
V V
1/ -./
listing in
tempus perfectum maior
novenaria
9/8
tempus perfectum minor
senaria perfecta
3/4
tempus imperfectum maior
senaria imperfecta
6/8
tempus irnperfectum minor
4/8
quaternaria
(Hanboys: curta mensura?)
8/16
octonaria
(Hanboys: longa rnensura?)
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by Robertus de Handlo to a certain Johannes de Garlandia
(whose nationality and further identity are unknown,
although he is not to be confused wth an earlier theorist of
the same name).4.
One motet fragment, Hac ~ valle, survives in a purely
Garlandian notational idiom. (See Figure 25, Group A.)
In it the breve is divided into 2 to 9 syllabic semibreves
by a system of notation in which breve units are set off by
solid dots, ternary subdivisions of the breve are set off by
small circles, the major semibreve, worth two-thirds of a
breve is a rhornb with a downstem, and all smaller values are
simple rhornbs, whose values must be determined from cop-text.
The minor semibreve is worth one-third of a breve, the mino-
rata is worth two-ninths of a breve, and the minima is worth
one-ninth of a breve. The minima always precedes the mino-
rata where two rhombs stand in place of the minor semi breve,
establishing a predisposition toward iambic rhythms on this
smallest level.
·'Handlo, CS I, 388-90, 396, 398~ Hanboys, CS I,
pp.424-25. This Johannes de Garlandia is a different indi-
vidual from the Johannes de Garlandia who was an important
mid-13th-century continental theorist. (Neither musician is
to be confused with the well-known 13th-century Parisian
scholastic author.) The later musician, this shadowy Gar-
landia "the younger," must have been an important figure
around 1300, working after Franco and Petrus de Cruce (and
probably after Petrus le Viser) but before Admetus de Aure-
liano (CS I, 397-98) and probably before de Vitry's Ars Nova
(in any case, before the 1326 date of Handlo). See Bent,
"Preliminary Assessment,tI p.75, note 6, and Sande~s, "Duple
Rhythm," p.253ff.
FIG. 25: Circle-Stem Notation in Practice
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Figure 25
Group A
Hac a valle (Lwa 12185. 2) = Notation of Johannes Garlandia
Semibrevis maior (2/) C) t
minor (1/) t:) •
minorata (2/9;) ..
minima (1/9 Q.) •
9: t~: ,~~= t~~,
=~.9 °t
=+9+ :: ~o "09••
=~+~o~++o~9.
Beatus vir (Lwa 12185, 4) = Notation of W. de Doncastre
Semibrevis maior (2/) &) t~minor (1/) ;i) = 1/2 imperfect breve
minorata (2/9 tl ) fr = 1/) It It
minima (1/9 £2) . t = 1/6 .. ..
..
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Figure 25, cont.
. Group B: rt=rl). ) ~ TTJ )) ) )
Ill:: t+= ... ~ t •• f= • t~t= t•••• r-,
=t+:: ..L. etc. including = If =~ (J~)
Group C: ~ =A= ~.= ••••=..h=.Uc••
Lbm 28550 11= t t:: f•• :: .~.~::.+.+=t~tc.
Group D(i): rR AI;)} ))J
;I=H:; fU = ••,', :- .... = +.=~+
. Outside of Lbm 1210 and Lbm 28550, notation D(i) is
also found in a small number of 14th-century English
motets, mostly in sources Cgc 512 and DRc 20. See
Figure 24.
Group D(ii):
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The only other piece clearly exhibiting a ninefold
division of the breve is another motet fragment, Beatus vir,
which uses the notational system attributed by Hanboys to
the otherwise unknown W.de Doncastre. 4 ' (See again Figure
25, Group A.) This system is very similar to Garlandia's in
its resultant rhythms. However, the minor, minorata, and
minima are distinguished by individualized note shapes, and
the customary division of the minor semibreve places the
minorata before the minima, thus introducing a trochaic
rather than iambic rhythm on that level. 50 Beatus vir also
introduces the semiminima in effect (by using four minimae
in the place of a minor semibreve},51 and introduces red
coloration into both the tenor and texted voice to signal a
recurring shift from perfect to imperfect modus and tempus.
When the modus is perfect an underlying second-mode foot is
discernable, defined by the position of rests and full
breves. When minim values are employed, the ternary or
binary subdivision of the breve is clarified by the use of
4'CS I, p.427. The notation is mentioned by J. Wolf in
HNK I, p.27l. Dittmer's transcription of this motet, accom-
panying a facsimile of it in his edition of Handlo, is not
entirely reliable in its readings of rhythms and of text.
See Dittmer, Robert of Handlo, p.21 (facs.) and pp.22-24
(transcription).
5°Notice the similarity in shape between the minorata and
the shape described by Handlo for the major semibreve. CS
I, p.396; quoted above on pp.228-29.
51Some ambiguity remains in the rhythm of these groups of
4M.
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the signum rotundum. In many respects, therefore, the nota-
tion is clearly an advance on Garlandia, and in all likeli-
hood has felt French Ars Nova influence.
The rhythmic patterns ~haracteristic of the other
groups of the notational complex are listed in Figure 25,
Groups B, C, and D. The circle makes its only other appear-
ance where the breve is binary, in Groups C and D. In the
first line of Group D(ii) the utility of the circle is
clear, though in fact there is one characteristic rhythm
that cannot be notated without using minim stems. In Group
C the circle is clearly superfluous, 52 and Bent has very
reasonably proposed as an historical process that "increas-
ing use of minim stems eventually made the circle redundant
and it died out."53
Relevant theoretical description of duple divisions, as
they appear in Group D, are confined to a single reference
by Hanboys to curta and Longa mensura, terms that apply when
the breve is divided into four or eight equal minor semi-
breves. 54 When there are only four, as in Group D(i), one is
naturally faced with the problem of deciding whether they
are equal, or else must be read unequally following some
5%Similar superfluous use of the circle could have been
quoted from the Kyrie Cuthberte in citations under Group
D(ii).
53Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.69.
54See CS I, p.4l5 and the discussion of these terms in
the section of this chapter on binary mensurations, below.
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rule, such as those of de Vitry. When seen in association
with the other breve divisions of this notational complex,
such as appear in the two main sources of this notation, Lbm
1210 and Lbm 28550, it seems appropriate to take them as
related to Group D(ii) as curta mensura is related to longa
mensura, and hence -- equal. However, the same use of the
downstemmed semibreve and two to four syllabic semibreves
per breve also occurs in a number of motets discussed above,
whose source contexts and concordances rather strongly raise
the possibility of an unequal interpretation. 55
It is clear that in only a few examples, mainly the
motets and the Kyrie Cuthberte, is the use of these small
note values essential, i.e. integral to the conception of
the piece (for instance, because of syllabic declamation or
essential contrapuntal motion on these values). In the
rest, the subdivision has a specifically ornamental charac-
ter. In three instances, the two motets by Philippe de
Vitry intabulated in the Robertsbridge codex Firmissime
fidem and Tribum~ (Lbm 28550, 3 and 4), and the Kyria
christifera, an unornarnented version exists with which the
present version may be compared. In the case of the motets,
the added rhythmic figuration leaves the basic contrapuntal
structure intact,56 while in the Kyria, long-perfections
55See above, pp.24l-44 and Figure 24.
56See the comparative editions published by Apel in CEKM
1.
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have been pUlled out of shape by the perhaps
overenthusiastic addition of extra breves of pre-cadential
filigree. 57 (See Figure 26.)
The remaining pieces exhibit rhyt~ic elaboration and
diminution applied to compositions apparently also originat-
ing in simple long-breve and breve-semibreve notations. 51 As
in the homorhythmic ftprotofaburden" of the English duet mot-
ets, or of the similar activity in the outer voices of orna-
mented English discant settings written in Ars Nova mensura-
tions, the ornamentation here is mainly neighbor-note motion
and sequential figuration in parallel sixths or six-threes.
This notational complex provides a securely English
context for the mensural notation of the right hand in the
Robertsbridge intabultions, whose apparent mix of French and
Italian features has intrigued musicologists in the past.
The association of this notational complex with instrumental
music prompts the thought that the ornamental breve division
might be at least partly instrumental in origin or charac-
ter. Precedents in the vocal repertoire (motets and dis-
cant) have just been mentioned, but the virtuoso degree of
57 The dotted barlines in the Figure are meant to draw
attention to the fact that the subdivisions seem to group
more naturally into 2B than into 3B units.
51For instance, veni mi dilecte and Virgo salvavit are
cantilenas that move basically in long-breve notation, Q lux
beata is an ornamep.ted form of an English discant setting of
a hymn and moves in ternary breve-semibreve notation, and
the Lbm 1210 Gloria, lacking a consistent modus level of
organization, basically has an ornamented form of binary
breve-semibreve notation.
FIG. 26: Versions of the Kyria Christifera
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diminution involved in the most elaborate of these settings
is perhaps modelled on an instrumental technique. The high
degree of chromaticism employed in the Robertsbridge items,
is very likely also a sign of an instrumental idiom. s , If
so, it is even more interesting to point out that it is
fully matched by the extravagant use of accidenta1s (produc-
ing dramatic departures from diatonicism) in the Kyrie cuth-
berte and the canti1ena Stella maris (Cgc 334, 1).
On the basis of the sources we have, it would seem that
this notational complex, and its associated ornamental
style, flourished in England through the second and third
~Jarters of the 14th century. It would have been current in
the 1350s when, according to a suggestion made by Craig
Wright, the Robertsbridge codex music might have been assem-
bled for the pleasure of the French king John the Good, who
was captive in England from 1357-1360.'° And it may even be
the case that we have here written examples of the kind of
florid singing with "small breaking" that Wycliffe and his
followers single out again and again in their castigations
of church music over the last third of the century. '1
5'See the remarks by Ernest Sanders in the preface to
PMFC XVII.
'OSee Chapter Two, p.l58.
'lFor some of these statements, see Trowell, "Faburden
New Sources, New Evidence," pp.39-40 and his notes.
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The Notation of Triumphus
patet
Triumphus patet exhibits note shapes in its tr.iplum
similar to some described by Hanboys (see Figure 27). The
varied and apparently inconsistent use of these shapes does
not correspond to any of the practices cited by Hanboys or
any other 14th-century theorist. Figure 27 details some of
the configurations in which note shapes appear in Triumphus
patet.
Each configuration has the duration of a breve. (In
transcription, the breve has been assumed to be perfect, but
this is by no means proven.) It is clear, at the very
least, that most semibreve shapes can adopt more than one
value. Due to the near illegibility of the unique manu-
script source, stems are hard to see and dots are hard to
distinguish from dirt flecks. (Dots may possibly be used to
subdivide some configurations as well as define breve units,
though the latter is evidently their main function.) The
correspondence between certain configurations given on the
left and their counterparts on the right suggests, further,
that the notation is not entirely consistent, and it cer-
tainly resists a fully consistent solution in transcription.
Harrison, who devotes a paragraph to this notation in the
introduction to PMFC XV, concludes fairly that "though the
rhythmic layout of the tenor and duplum (given an assumption
about the perfection or imperfection of the brevis) provides
FIG. 27: Configurations Equalling a Breve
in Triumphus patet
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Figure 27
Hanboys (moderns)
imperfect breve ~
perfect semibreve •
imperfect semibreve •
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Ancients: Trowell Doncastre
Garlandl.a
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a reasonably firm substructure, the details of the mensural
rationale of the triplum must remain somewhat pragmatic."'·
The Signum Rotundum
It will be useful to take a moment to explain the sig-
num rotundum further. The little circle (signum rotundum,
figura rotunda, parvulum circulum) has a variety of distinct
uses in the theoretical and musical sources of late medieval
England.'3 In roughly increasing order of significance these
are as follows: (1) The circle (actually the sign 0) is
used as a vide symbol or asterisk in the Ob 652 version of
Rota versatilis to correct a scribal error (the RISM entry
for Ob 652, and Wibberley in EECM 26, incorrectly call this
a mensuration sign). (2) The circle indicates the pitch to
which a plica must resolve in the music examples of Lbm
Royal 12.£.vi, fol. 53v. (3) For some unknown purpose the
circle is frequently placed over notes in the upper (mensur-
ally notated) line of the compositions in the Robertsbridge
codex (Lbm 28550). It may perhaps be a sign calling for
some sort of ornamentation. (4) The circle is used to indi-
cate a change of mensuration in Q~ vale, Rota versa-
'·PMFC XV, p.xiv. Triumphus patet also provides an exam-
ple of the use of the brevis erecta, whose appearances in
practical sources always correspond to innovative insular
stemming practices.
"Bent discusses uses 1, 3, 5, and 6 in r.Rota versa-
tilis," pp.79-80. See also Wolf, HNK, p.268.
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ti1is, and Regne de pite. Change of mode is coincident with
change of section in these motets except in section four of
Rota versati1is, where the change of mode from first to sec-
ond between individual phrases is indicated this way.'4 (5)
In Walter Odington's treatise, the circle replaces the divi-
sio modi in its function of separating breve groups when (a)
there are four to six semibreves per breve, or (b) when
there are semibreve hockets where the divisio might be mis-
taken for a rest.'s (6) Finally, the circle may be used to
mark off each third of a ternary breve or each half of a
binary breve, as was just seen in Beatus vir and Hac ~
valle. This is the use of the circle credited in Handlo and
Hanboys to .Johannes de Gar1andia.
Breve-Semibreve Notation
The notational complex discussed above originates in
patterns of breve subdivision within a long-breve context,
introducing smaller note values into the Franconian long-
'4In Q pater the circle is used as a kind of signum con-
gruencie at the ends of sections. In one source of Rota
versati1is, Lbm 400llB*, a small dot placed over the first
note of the section is used instead of the circle. In two
instances, Hostis Herodes and the Robertsbridge codex inta-
bulation Flos vernalis, three or four circles arranged ver-
tically in the place of a staff division mark a sectional
and mensural change. Though I would emphasize the role of
the circle in mensural, not merely sectional demarcation,
Bent, for example, interpets the latter as the primary mean-
ing.
,sCSM 14, pp.128-9, 145: Huff, p.lO. Odington's practice
is not seen in Lbm 1210 (contrary to Sanders, "Duple
Rhythm," p.235, n.13): rather, the use of the circle in this
source is as in (6) above.
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perfection (and then later, apparently, introducing the
style of subdivision into other mensurations). The next
14th-century insular notation to be discussed stands in a
very different relationship to the Franconian tradition.
This is breve-semibreve notation. From the table at the
head of this chapter it can be seen that there are seven
motets categorized as in breve-semibreve notation (Group
3iii). This notation is, howevel, much more commonly found
in the cantilena and discant repertoires. Therefore its
main features will be dealt with from the point of view of
this central corpus and the motets will be returned to
briefly for discussion at the end of this section.
There are two forms of English breve-semibreve nota-
tion, one in which the breve is ternary, which is very com-
mon, and one in which the breve is binary, which rarely
occurs." The following discussion will focus on the first
kind. This notation is in many respects identical to the
tempus perfectum of de Vitry, but certain notational and
rhytlLnic idiosyncracies reveal it to be an independent, if
closely related, system.
"The binary-breve version is seen in some free cantile-
na-style settings of the Gloria, such as Lbm XXIV, 1 and Lbm
40725, 1. It is used in the Gloria, Lbm 1210~ wIth ---
rhythmic diminution as in Group D(ii) of the notational com-
plex just discussed. Further, it occurs as a contrast to
ternary breve-semibreve notation in a number of pieces such
as the Gloria, Lbm 38651, £, and the troped Gloria in DRc,
Cornmunar's Cartulary.
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The fundamental unit of ternary breve-semibreve nota-
tion is the breve itself, which is shaped like a square.
The next-smaller value, two-thirds of the ternary breve, is
the major semibreve. In ten pieces, surviving in a total of
eight different sources, this note value is shaped like a
rhomb, or in other words like a normal semibreve. 6? (See
Table 22. In two of the pieces it is occasionally given a
downstem.) The minor semibreve, worth one-third of a breve,
also uses this shape. Thus the alternation of major and
minor semibreves produces a chain of notationally undiffer-
entiated semibreve pairs. Sanders and Bent must be credited
with establishing that these paired·semibreves are read tro-
cnaically (2+1), or in other words, with the major always
preceding the minor semibreve. 6• Hence one can legitimately
6?That total of eight sources includes the very fragmen-
tary concordance of Mutato modo in Lbm 38651. There are
very few free pairs of semibreves in Spiritus et alme. Q
lux beata and Rosa delectabilis are examples of breve-semi-
breve notation ornamented according to Group B practice in
the notational complex described above.
'·Sanders, "Duple Rhythm, pp.27S-76 and Bent, "Prelimi-
nary Assessment," pp.66-69. Their arguments and evidence
include the following. (1) It is reasonable to assume that
the different notational states in which the cantilena
Includimur nube caliginosa and the motet Thomas gemma have
been preserved, represent the sa~e rhyt~~s, thus e~Jating
paired semibreves with square breve and semibreve in Inclu-
dimur and paired semibreves with long and breve in Thomas.
(2)When there are ornamental figures in one or more sources
of a piece, these may indicate through spacing or the use of
stems the underlying binary or ternary character of the
breve and its prevailing mode of subdivision. For instance,
concordances of the cantilena Mutato modo geniture indicate
in a number of small details that the breve is ternary and
its customary subdivision is 2+1. (3) Pieces may yield
other empirical evidence such as the use of the binary
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speak of an English preference for trochaic rhythms that is
evident in 13th-century English mensural notation, in at
least some of the pieces written in the nominally continen-
tal-style notation adopted at the end of the 13th century,
and in the ternary breve-semibreve notation employed for
much of the 14th century.
The paired-semibreve version of ternary breve-semibreve
notation certainly predates the adoption in England of one
of the most important novelties of de Vitry's Ars Nova,
namely the imperfect breve and its concomitant free-standing
single semibreve. These introduce the capacity for trans-
ferring to the relationship between the breve and semibreve
~ll the relationships existing between long and breve under
the Franconian system. Under this French influence, the
square replaces the rhomb as the form of the major semi-
breve. As the author of the Quatuor principalia put it
around mid-century, "maior autem semibrevis pro tanto dici-
tur, quia duas minores includit, et figurari debet ut brevis
c.o.p. ligature in contexts requiring it to be read 2+1.
(4) There is some small amount of theoretical testimony
indicating the possibility of a trochaic interpretation of
paired semibreves, mainly the statement in the Quatuor Prin-
cipalia just referred to above. (S)There is a 13th-century
predilection for trochaic rendition of paired rhomboid
breves, and this may devolve upon these paired rhomboid sem-
ibreves (though it must be clarified that the context here
is not Franconian). To these I would add a sixth, namely
(6) that there are strong stylistic similarities between
breve-semibreve pieces (with or without paired semibreves)
and compositions in similar styles and genres written one
level of notation higher, in longs and breves. I will elab-
orate on this point shortly below.
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TABLE 22
PIECES IN THE PAIRED-SEMIBREVE VERSION OF TERNARY
BREVE-SEMIBREVE NOTATION
B-Br 266, 2
" 5
" 6
Cgc 334, 5
" 6
" 7
" 8
Cgc 512, 8
Lbm 1210, 8
Spiritus et alme
Mutato modo geniture
Beata es Maria-
Mutato modo geniture
Includimur nube caliginosa
Stella maris illustrans
o ceteris prearnabilis
Mutato moao geniture
o lux beata
Db 20, fols.35,34(WF, 67) Thomas gemma
Onc 362, 18 Rosa delectabilis
WOc 68, frag.xix(WF, 82) ••• merenti modo
recta, quia equipollet brevi irnperfecte. n5 ' It is in this
fashion that breve-sernibreve notation is found in the rnajor-
ity of 14th-century English sources. One piece, the can-
tilena Includimur nube caliainosa, is preserved in both ver-
sions, and the famous Anaelus ad virainern settings in the
Dublin troper show evidence of having been copied, using the
square form of the major semibreve, from an exemplar in
paired rhombs.'o
"CS IV, p.257; CS III, p.337.
'OJohn Stevens describes the notation of Anoe~us ac v i --
cinem in the polyphonic settings of the Dublin T~oper as
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The range of note values is usually restricted to those
three just described (perfect breve, major semibreve, minor
semibreve), with no longs except as final longs and few or
no minims. Ornamental figures occasionally may introduce
more than three minor semibreves per breve, especially at
cadences. When this happens, the rhythmic interpretation
may be clarified through the judicious spacing of note heads
or the use of upward or downward stems; the implied subdivi-
sion of the minor semibreve in most cases is ternary.'l
There is usually no binary or ternary modus, i.e. no regular
metrical grouping of breves by two or three, except in a few
motets where breve-semibreve notation is introduced into a
Franconian long-perfection as the means of division of the
breve.'2 On the other hand, other kinds of rhythmic organi-
zation on the phrase level often gene~~te consistent larger
simply "full black mensural •••. perhaps late fourteenth to
early fifteenth century," but this is not sufficient, nor
entirely accurate, in my view. See Stevens's description in
Cambridge Music Manuscripts, ed. Fenlon, p.8l. For more on
the Angelus settings, see below.
'lTo anticipate a point, if the evolutionary hypothesis
concerning the halving of values that I propose below holds,
then perhaps the semibreves are ternary because their larger
equivalent, the Franconian breve, is ternary.
Incidentally, tempus perfectum is very much less common
than tempus imDerfectum on the continent in the 14th cen-
tury, as can be seen, for example, by a perusal of the works
of Machaut or the motets of PMFC V. The reverse is true of
breve-semibreve notations in England; perhaps this is so
because, on the larger level, the binary long is less common
than the ternary long in Ars Antiqua sources.
72See especially the use of ternary breve-semibreve nota-
tion in motets, discussed below.
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groupings of breves, such as the groups of five and ten seen
in the cantilena Mutato modo geniture.'3
Two discant settings of the Latin song Angelus ad vir-
ginem found in the Dublin Trop~r (eu 710) will serve as an
introduction to some of the idiosyncracies of breve-semi-
breve notation. The notation of rhythm in this setting has
been commented on by Bukofzer, Sanders, and Bent." Here the
breve is perfect and is subdivided either 2+1 (square-rhomb)
or 1+1+1. The binary c.o.p. ligature occurs in two con-
texts. It either ligates the first two of three minor semi-
breves (i.e. taking the value of the major semibreve or
altered breve) or it stands in place of the full perfect
breve. Distinguishing between these contexts is a simple
matter. The first is unambiguous in its rhythmic interpre-
tation but the second is problematic. How can we identify
which of the two elements in the ligature is the larger
value?
In a transcription of the first stanza of the Angelus
set~ing, Bukofzer chose to render the rhythms of the ambigu-
ous c.o.p. ligatures trochaically, with the remark that "the
unorthodox rhythmic interpretation of the ligature •.. is sug-
'3Just as one would not expect to see a maximodus level
of organization in a long-breve cantilena, so one does not
expect to see a modus level of organization in a breve-semi-
breve piece. In both cases construction is essentially
additive, perfection by perfection. (See my remark above,
p.200 in regard to cantilenas.)
"Bukofzer, NOHM III, pp.llS-17; Sanders, "Duple Rhythm,"
p.276; and Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.68.
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gested by the context and by the middle voice at 'tu
porta.,n,S Bent points out that there is a curious piece of
supporting evidence in the second stanza of the Angelus set-
ting, Here the ligature in the lowest voice at 'Dominum' is
an unusual step-wise descending form of the binary c.o.p.
ligature with the cauda hirundinis attached to the second
breve. (This symbol indicates which value is the larger;
for more on the cauda see below, pp.280-82.) The cauda, she
posits, reinforces <and clarifies) the intended rhythmic
interpretation of this ligature, which is iambic (1+2), sug-
gesting thereby that the c.o.p. ligatures normally are tro-
chaic." There is additional internal evidence for this con-
clusion further along at 'tu porta.' Here the scribe began
to copy out the tune in the middle voice as if for the
fifth, rather than for the sixth and final phrase of the
melody. The error was noticed and the incorrect pitches
circled for deletion. At this point the scribe wrote two
successive breve-perfections in which 2+1 rhythms were
notated by paired semibreves, the first of which was given a
downst~m. This inconsistency in notation suggests that the
exemplar from which the scribe copied was written in
paired-semibreve notation in which the first of the pair,
'SNOHM III, p.116. It should be added that the top voice
at 'concipies' supports his decision as well.
""Preliminary Assessment," p.68. Her argument is some-
what obscured there by the misprint "trochaicr. for "iambic"
five lines up from the bottom of the page.
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whether free or in ligature, was the larger value.
Under the conventions just seen in Angelus ad virginem
the binary c.o.p. ligature can have two different rhythmic
meanings depending on context. It may either stand in place
of the major semibreve (rhytr~ic value 2=1+1) or replace the
ternary breve, standing for two semibreves, the first of
which is major and the second, minor (rhythmic value 3=2+1).
A ternary c.o.p. ligature without perfection (s-s-b) must,
as a result, be understood normally as having the value of
two ternary breves (6=2+1+3). (See Figure 28, example a.)
a. English Mensural Franconian Ternary Breve-Sb
1+1 ,..
--
~
1... I·H ~. ~. ~.
(-rl't-l ,,4'. or " ~ ho €f,,~\e~+) "oC"~I~
7..~1,"3 r-. l'I ... .,... ,~ .
b. HYpothetical Derivation of an Abnormal
,. ~nte;:ta~ ::eT;; CCOP",t \
,,~( " ... , 1+/.,./ 1+-f+ ( '1-+ / i~l 1+1+( l+ft-I
FIG. 28: Parallels in Ligature Formation
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In two exceptional cases, this note shape is used to ligate
three minor semibreves. In the first, a free setting of the
Marian sequence virginis Marie laudes (eu 16, !), this
inference is drawn by comparison of the different notations
of two otherwise identical cadences at the ends of both
halves of a written-out musical double versicle, on the
words "plasma ex te nascentis" and "manet Iudea." (See Fig-
ure 29.)
~ 0.. kii. E
\It=E
_.•~&~.1E
:f=:==c~ J
\u e~ te. "QSCeW\4~s.
FIG. 29: Notational Variation in Virginis Marie Laudes
This unconventional reading is most likely also
intended for the pre-cadential ligatures in the Latin-texted
Kyrie Ob 14, 1. There is a parallel here in musical content
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to the counterpoint of free semibreves at the cadence in
stylistically similar Kyries in breve-semibreve notation,
and also a strong parallel to cantilena-style free pieces in
long-breve notation, such as the unornamented form of the
Kyria christifera (Ob 14, ~). The latter has a strong
resemblance to the other Ob 14 Kyries in counterpoint and
rhythm, but is notated one level of values higher, with
pre-cadential, stepwise-descending 6-3s written with ternary
cum-sine (b-b-b) ligatures." (See Figure 30.)
In general there is a parallel between the role of the
ligatures in breve-semibreve notation and those used in the
paired-square-breve form of 13th-century English mensura1
notation, as shown in Figure 28, Example a. The ternary
c.o.p. is used in the square-breve version of EMN to ligate
three equal values, the first two of which are conceptually
semibreves (dividing the larger breve) though they have the
same value as the third note, which is a breve. There is no
normal means of ligating three semibreves in breve-semibreve
notation. In order to explain the unusual use of the c.o.p.
in the two special cases just mentioned (Virginis Marie
'?There are many stylistically similar pieces in long-
breve notation with few or no semibreves, flowing conjunct
melodies in stepwise sequential melodic descent, counter-
point in parallel six-threes tempered by occasional eight-
fives and cadences to eight-fives. See, for example, Beata
viscera (WF, 91), Spiritus procedens (Onc 362, 13), and Ob
14, £, etc.}, and the DRc ~ Latin-texted Kyries. These are
representative of the late 13th- and early 14th-century gen-
eration of conductus, rondellus, and cantilena-style compo-
sitions.
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FIG. 30: Cadences "in"" Three Latin-Texted Kyries
laudes and the Ob 14 Kyrie), it seems reasonable to propose
a correlation with long-breve note shapes, in 'which an exact
halving of values is indicated by the use of the upward
tractus. This hypothetical rationale is shown in Figure 28,
Example b. It is offered as a means of explaining only the
two special cases; the logic of Example a is posited as the
normal situation.
These observations suggest the following line of specu-
lation: the introduction of breve-semibreve notation in
England might have come about as a result of the decision to
begin to write certain kinds of pieces {most notably at
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first, cantilenas and cantilena-style free settings) down
one level of notation from their previously accustomed val-
ues, preserving the characteristic trochaic rhythms of thes~
genres in new note shapes. This proposed relationship of
long-breve to breve-semibreve notation would be the clearest
manifestation of a general shift to shorter values for which
there remain other pieces of evidence. To cite but one
instance: the English discant setting of Mater ora filium
exists in two notational states, an earlier version in longs
and a later version in breves,'· as can be seen in Figure
31.
Two further examples speak directly to the question of
the emergence of breve-semibreve notation. The first is the
well-known motet Thomas gemma, which survives in two sources
in long-breve notation and in a third source in the early
paired-semibreve version of breve-semibreve notation." A
'·Though long goes to breve, s-s-b goes to s-s-b in this
example. Discant pieces move from cantus-firmus motion in
longs to motion in breves early in the 14th century, and
from breves to semibreves late in the century. For an exam-
ple of this later, further shift to shorter values, see the
setting of Alma redemptoris mater in Occ 144, 1 (edited in
PMFC XVII), and other examples in Old Hall.
"Sanders and Bent both argue (Sanders, critical report
to Thomas gemma in PMFC XIV, 61; Bent, "Preliminary Assess-
ment," p.69 and also p.75, note 8) that the long-breve ver-
sion might be a later notational clarification of the paired
semibreves of Thomas, and further, it might be later because
of the desire to introduce ornamental rhythmic subdivision
on the semibreve level found in the long-breve versions,
which would be impossible to accommodate in the breve-semi-
breve notation. In addition, Sanders has remarked that the
necessity of reading paired semibreves unequally in the
breve-semibreve version corresponds to the tradition of
The Two Notational States of
Mater Ora filium
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Ob 3, 1
,i~ iii b: ,E
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Ob 55, 5
The Two Notational States of
Thomas gemma
a. 's,~ ~ ~I'Q = ~ J = ~ = , = ~ .
b. ~ ~ ilia = H'H= , If = II"' , "~.
d. ;.J. J~) ~ TiTF ill m ')1').'
a. long-breve version in Cgc 512, 6; US-PRu 119, A4
b. breve-semibreve version is palimpsest in
Ob 20, fo1s.35,34(t·;F, 67)
FIG. 31: Mater Ora Fi1ium and Thomas Ge~T.a
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comparison of note-shapes, especially ligatures, shows the
kinds of correlations proposed above.
A second example is the composition Virgo decora, which
has a rather unusual and illuminating history. It origi-
nated as a polytextual troped chant setting of Virgo Dei
genitrix (the verse of the Marian Gradual Benedicta et ven-
erabilis), written in parts and notated in the long-plus-
rhomboid-breve version of EMN. It was probably composed
late in the third quarter of the 13th century. aD The later
version (in Db 14, a source that has figured large in this
entire discussion) has undergone a generic transformation
into a cantilena by putting the parts in score, texting all
voices with the words of the dup1urn , and cutting all note
values in half. See Figure 32.
13th-century EMN in its handling of paired rhomboid breves
(PMFC XIV, 61 -- critical report).
Of course one might also say that long-breve notation
is vulnerable to rhythmic elaboration, and the long-breve
original may have been simpler in rhythmic character. One
can also point out an analogous relationship, both stylistic
and notational, between cantilenas in long-breve and breve-
semibreve notation, observing their basic equivalency except
in regard to ornamental subdivision (and to some extent, in
declamation on the longest perfect value --more frequent on
perfect breve than on perfect long). I will argue shortly
that the mensuration of Thomas gemma is fundamentally a
binary one, and that the long-breve notation is best
regarded as a "duplex long-long" version used to write
rhythms unavailable on a purely long-breve level without a
binary long, which in effect is the version we hav~ in
breves and semibreves.
aOlt is probably identical to a composition listed early
in the LoBa (Lbm 978) index. For an edition of both ver-
sions, see PMFC XVII.
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Ob 25, 1/2
Ob 14, 8
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FIG. 32: The Two Notational States of Virgo Decara
If there were any intermediaries in this evolution they ha~e
not come to light: in any event, the association of EMN, and
of the cantilena, with breve-semibreve notation is reveal-
ing.
Given that there we~e strong conventions in at least
some Eng:ish circles fo~ the anti-Francor-ian interpretation
of paired semibreves, it is little wonder that attempts
would be made to invent unambiguous new notational symbols
specifying the authentic Franconian doctrine. (English the-
oretical sources are among the best witnesses for Franco,
after all.) According to Hanboys, this is precisely the
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contribution of Frater Robertus de Brunham, who originated
the use of new forms of the binary c.o.p. ligature to spec-
ify alteration of the second of two ligated semibreves, and
introduced the swallow's tail, or cauda hirundinis; as a
further tool to clarify the rhythms of paired semibreves,
whether free or in ligature. 11 Hanboys and the author of the
Quatuor principalia, as good Franconians, are offended by
the introduction of these means of indicating alteration, 12
but the practicality of Brunham's notational devices caused
their use to survive a few academic criticisms.
Brunham's ligature shapes are given in Figure 33, exam-
ple a. They are obviously closely related to familiar
binary ligatures with propriety and perfection -- the poda-
tus and the clivis -- except for the addition of an upward
I1If Hanboys's ascription is correct, Brother Robert is
clearly a major figure in the development of
mid-14th-century English music. Brunham is one of these
shadowy figures whose activities need to be dated and local-
ized. He is identified as a friar by Hanboys (CS I, p.477)
and by a Trinity College copy of the musical treatise Decla-
ratio, there attributed to Frater Robertus de Brunham but
elsewhere usually associated with the name of Torkesey (Cam-
bridge, Trinity College, MS 0.9.29, fols. 53v and 94). See
CSM 12, p.36 and note 8. On Brunham, see also Bent, "Pre-
liminary Assessment," pp.68, 70.
Brunharn's devices are introduced in Hanboys's section
devoted to the semibreve practices of the moderns, as
opposed to those of the ancients. Brunham probably was
active in the years 1330-1350 or so. One other innovation
credited to Brunham, some special forms for perfect long,
breve, and semibreve rests, appears in many 14th-century
English sources. See below, pp.306-307 and Figure 40.
'2Hanboys writes "Ergo vitiose assignatur alteratio,
quando assignatur per duos tractulos, et potest assignari
per punctus." See CS I, p.432; for the Quatuor principalia,
see CS IV, p.271 (CS III, p.349).
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stem on the left hand side. These ligatures appear in four
musical sources.l~ In one instance, in the diminution sec-
tion of the tenor and contratenor of a bipartite isorhythmic
Gloria in Ob 384 COb 384, l), they occur as the notational
shapes directly corresponding to the undiminished binary
ligatures just named, thus lending some credibility to the
hypothesis brought forward for the English view of the mean-
ing of the upward tractus. See Figure 33, example b.
The use of the cauda hirundinis is much more wide-
spread. Its function is to label the major semibreve, or in
the words of Hanboys, to assign alteration "per duos tractu-
los ad similitudinem caude hirundinis" (that is, by a sign
in the shape of a swallow's tail).14 Hanboys's examples of
Brunham's device, given in Figure 33, show it attached to
both free and ligated semibreves, always to signal the
alteration of the second of two, or in other words to clar-
ify by special means the normal Franconian convention. In
actual practice, as tabulated in Table 23, it not only marks
the second of two free semibreves, but may indicate the
alteration of either the first or second of two ligated sem-
.3CU 710, 1 (Angelus ad virginem); Ob 384, l (Gloria):
TAcro 3184, l (Magnificat); and Occ 144,1 (Fulgens stella).
Two other appearances are worthy only of a footnote: in
US-PRu 103, 1 (Salve regina) the descending form is used in
1:107 against the normal oblique descending form in a paral-
lel part, and in LEcl 6120, 1/2 (Frangens evanuit) a Brunham
shape appears at the final cadence in voice I, probably rep-
resenting some attempt at a rhythmic readjustment to a pro-
blematic spot in the piece.
64CS I, p.432.
a. Brunham's Ligature Shapes
Lbm 8866, fo178v
(CS I. p.431)
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b. Ligature Shapes in the Gloria, Ob 384, 2
c. Hanboys's Examples of the Use of
Branham's Cauda Hirundinis
Lbm 8866, fol..78vCCS .,1, p.432)
FIG. 33: Brunham's Ligature Shapes, etc.
ibreves. In later 14th-century sources the cauda is used,
independent of its original context and function, to alter a
semibreve between two imperfect breves in temous oerfectum
maior, to alter a semibreve between two minims, and to alter
minims.
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TABLE 23
EXAMPLES OF THE CAUDA HIRUNDINIS IN PRACTICE
Context
Latin-texted lCyrie Q?...!i••l
Latin-texted !eYrie Q2...1i. 4
to alter the first of ~
t'A'o Ugated Sb: \II
i\
Gloria
Al=a rede~ptoris
Sanctus
Gloria
Gloria laus honor
L!:llll XXIV. 2
~,2
NWc= 299, 8
ORe COlm.cart., 1
WF, frag. xix(82a)
to alter the second of ,
two single Sb: •••• ~ oro" 0,. t
+t or t
+t
to alter the first or second
of Sb.
LEcl 6120, 1/2
Oc:: 144, 3
tbm 38651, 2
acc 144, 1
LEel 6120. 11
Lblll 400118, 17
Angelus ad virgine!ll £:...2!2., 2
Fulsens stella
i"rangens evanuit
Christi ~ssis
Sinqularis laudis
Hu::wte lingue
NUI:li~s et rivas
to alter the second of
two ligated Sb: J... (clIICC)~ (OIl«) ~
, (~ke)
;;:;.;::.:.:::- • =~:=:=~=S=~=.:...:.19_7_8_,_8__~-(---~......;~......; _:_----
Rec;ne de pite
';<;:lUS
Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
Credo
~.3
~,l
~.l
~.2
~.3
Lbm JOOllS. IS
to alter the 5b between •• ' ••
two B: •• t.· aMi • 1..
to alter t.'lel Sb ~etween
two M: +t. +
to alter one M in
pairs of M: t~ ~.
~ ~ OW') • P .~*
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Motets in Breve-Semibreve Notation
The motets using breve-semibreve notation are a varied
lot. Thomas gemma has been discussed above. Ancilla Domini
and Et reget gencium are similar in versification and appar-
ent lack of regular patterning of declamation; they tanta-
lize by the thought that they may represent an important
direction for motet composition later in the century, but
are too fragmentary to allow of further comment. Zorobabel
abigo and Nos orphanos are more substantial fragments, and
put breve-semibreve notation to work in more varied textures
than those found in discant and cantilena pieces; this is
most noticeable in their diverse configurations of semi-
breves and rests. In Zorobabel not a single breve-perfec-
tion is filled by three consecutive semibreves in anyone
voice-part. This is achieved, rather, by hocket between the
surviving parts. It is also noteworthy that the rhythms of
Zorobabel are consistently iambic (semibreve-breve). In
Baptizas parentes, Assunt Augustini, and Rosa delectabilis
the long is perfect and rhythmic activity defines a first-
mode underpinning. In the latter the notation is a rhyth-
mically ornamented version of paired-semibreve writing, with
downstems added in the idioms of the notational complex
described above (this motet is most similar to the hymn set-
ting Q lux from Lbm 1210 in respect to its notation). In
the first, breve-semibreve motion predominates, with decla-
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mation falling in irregular fashion on long, breve, and sem-
ibreve values. See Figure 34.
Ternary breve-semibreve notation is found in cantile-
nas, free cantilena-style settings, discant settings of
plainchants, and motets -- in other words, all the major
genres of polyphonic music cultivated in 14th-century Eng-
land -- and seems to have been in use over about the same
time period as circle-stem notation, i.e. the middle two
quarters of the century. Some traces might arguably be said
to remain in Old Hall. ls The dividing line between insular
practice and Ars Nova practice is elusive where the ternary
breve (and square form of the major semibreve) is concerned.
Hence the list of sources of this notation, offered as Table
24, is provisional and to a certain extent tentative.
Tempus perfectum, maior or minor, is best recognized b1' (I)
the extensive use of minims in patterned and sequential
rhythmic figuration, (2) when the minim is used consistently
as a unit of declamation, or (3) when sectional changes of
mensuration introduce other Ars Nova prolations. a , The simi-
aSI have in mind a discant setting of Sarum Agnus 9 that
survives in both Old Hall (Lbm 57950, 134) and the Fountains
fragments (Lbm 400llB, 14}.--Pigures written in the ternary-
breve section of this piece as breve-plus-semibreve (2+1) in
Fountains appear in c.o.p. ligatures in Old Hall. These
are read 1+2 in the edition of Bent and Hughes. Their deci-
sion is based on the prevailing rhythmic language and con-
ventions of the manuscript, but it does seem to be the case
that an anti-Franconian reading of the ligatures, following
the rhythms designated in Fountains, would improve the
counterpoint in at least two spots.
a 'Margaret Bent also stresses the importance of the vio-
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Zorobabel abigo
I = +1 =+1 = t:I:. = ++.+ = +++ = +t+
Baptizas parentes
Flos anglorum inclitus
11=
Nos orphanos
Assunt Augustini
II =11+ =- +t+ =.+ = I += +++
= ++... f.a = ,
FIG. 34: Breve-Semibreve Notation in the Motets
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TABLE 24
SOURCES OF BREVE-SEMIBREVE NOTATION
B-Br 266
GB- ege 334
Cge ?12
Cu 10
Cu 710
DRe Communats Cartulary
GLero 678
LEel..6120
Lbm XXIV
Lbm 1210
Lbrn 38651
NWero 299
Ob D.R.3*
Ob 14
Ob 27
QJL55
~.
Oee 144
Orne 266/268
WF
I- Pisa
I- Fol
I-GR197
US-NYpm 978
GB-Lli 146
LIe 52
larity {and compatibility} of English and French notational
lation, or hesitancy to violate the similis ante similem
rule. (!Jrivate communication.)
Sectional changes of mensuration do not always prove
the intent to use Ars Nova prolations exclusively, as is
seen by the pieces cited above in note 66 that alternate
ternary and binary breve-semibreve notation. The cantilena
Frangens evanuit (LEcl VR 6120, 1/2) moves between an appar-
ent temo~s imoerfectum maior (perhaps a version of ci~cle­
stem notation Group C) and longa mensura (Group D(ii}).
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style seems to have led to a gradual merger for all practi-
cal purposes, especially through a proliferation of minims.
There are examples where an English ternary breve-semibreve
piece has accumulated enough minims in a late source to look
continental, which can be seen as either under French influ-
ence, or perhaps merely reflecting the English taste, proba-
bly in part improvisational at its roots, for making set-
tings more florid. 87
Inevitably some ambiguity remains, especially in the
interpretation of c.o.p. ligatures. Here context can often
suggest a solution, for example if melismatic c.o.p. liga-
tures are mixed with melismatic breve-semibreve motion, sug-
gesting the Franconian (semibreve-breve) interpretation for
the ligatures. There are any number of English pieces in
basically continental notation that exhibit some English
notational traits. For example, in the tempus perfectum
maior section of the motet Regne de pite, the cauda hirundi-
nis makes an appearance and binary c.o.p. ligatures must be
read trochaically, indicating the tenacity of certain
aspects of this English tradition.
Binary Mensuration
Binary mensuration of the long and breve is rare in
13th-century polyphony, and is scarcely mentioned by theo-
rists describing Ars Antigua practices, as we have seen
.7See the Kyrie with concordances in Ob 14, Ob 55, and
NWcro 299.
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above. In the early 14th century it becomes more common in
musical sources both on the continent (witness the motets
with binary longs in the Roman de Fauvel) and in England (as
testified to especially by the motets of Group 3iv). The
purpose of the following section is to discuss the rhythmic
organization of those English motets with duple rhythm on
one or more levels.
Only one English theorist, Hanboys, has directly rele-
vant material. His treatise systematically discusses the
use of eight ~pecies of simple figures that are used in men-
sural music. These are the larga, duplex longa, longa, bre-
vis, semibrevis, minor, semiminor, and minima." For each he
provides an extensive presentation of its ligated and unli-
gated shapes, the range of rhythmic values it can adopt, the
notational configurations in which it can appear, and the
other figures with which it can be mixed. The combinations
and permutations of binary and ternary subdivision possible
in Hanboys's system are considerable. At the extremes are
the all duple or all triple mensurations, the cases of the
larga imperfecta ex omnibus imperfectis and the opposite,
the larga perfecta ex omnibus perfectis. Mensurations are
characterized for Hanboys not only by the hierarchy of men-
sural organization but also by the range and frequency of
occurrence of note values. Only a few consecutive simple
"See CS I, p.404-40S. By contrast, for Franco just
three simple figures sufficed: longa, brevis, and semibre-
vis.
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figures in his descending series can be found together in
anyone voice-part."
Much of Hanboys's treatise can be taken as scholastic
system building, especially his exhaustive treatment of the
very largest ,and smallest simple figures. In practice, the
largest notated value used as the basis for metrical and
rhythmical organization in the motets is the double long,
but it occasionally occurs in contexts that demonstrate Han-
boys's work to be grounded in more than mere speculation.' 0
Two motet fragments found among the 14th-century palimpsests
in the Worcester fragments, Lingua peregrina and Peregrina
moror, (WF, 44 and 47), are written using just three note
forms: double long, long, and breve. Dittmer found the
appearance of double longs and longs in the tenors (and the
restriction to occasional double longs, single longs, and
breves in the surviving upper parts) so distinctive that he
coined for these pieces the label "larga-longa notation."'l
"The concept that not all rhythmic values can be found
together in one voice is not new in Hanboys's formulation.
Handlo, for instance, qualified the use of the long by mak-
ing it clear that longs cannot be associated with the very
smallest values, minimae and minoratae, and he closed his
discussion relative to this point with the following remark:
"Patet igitur que note cum quibus haberi possunt." (CS If
p.391).
'OThe largest note value found in the repertoire is the
triple long used in the tenor of Quare fremuerunt, the
smallest the 1/18th of a breve found in the lowest voice of
Beatus vir.
'lDitcmer, MSD 2, p.42 (in the critical notes to WF, 47)
and in "The Dating and the Notation of the Worcester-rrag-
ments," p.G. In this article he wrongly includes WF, 48
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It should be noted here that the "larga-longa"
appellation has no medieval authority behind it, and an
assertion by Dittmer that larga-longa notation is "discussed
by R.Handlo and J.Hanboys" is in fact rather misleading.'~
Dittmer follows the 14th-century English theorist Torkesey
and his school in using the name larga for the value known
elsewhere as the maxima or duplex longa. It is the middle
element in the trio largissima, larga, longa.'3 Handlo never
uses the word larga, referring instead only to the duplex
longa, which has the value of two simple longs (i.e. six
breves).'· This figure may stand by itself or be used in
ligatures, and it may be imperfected to the value of five
tempora (breves) by a preceding or following breve or
breve-rest. Hanboys does refer to the larga, as we have
seen. It is the largest in the trio larqa, duplex longa,
longa. In his system the larga cannot be ligated ("et sim-
plex est, quia ligari non potest"), and it contains from
nine to four longs.'s The larga perfecta contains three
double longs, each of which, curiously enough, consists of
(written in the same hand as WF, 44 and 47) with the others
in larga-longa notation.
'2Dittmer, "The Dating and the Notation," p.6.
'3See CSM 12, p.25.
'·The Quatuor principalia also only refers to the duplex
longa. (Incidentally, Handlo also acknowledges an "immeasu-
rably long" long for the tenors of organa.)
95CS I, p.405.
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three (not two) perfect longs. The duplex longa, in turn,
may consist of between nine breves (three perfect longs) and
four breves (two imperfect longs). When it contains six
breves (two perfect or three imperfect longs) it corresponds
to the duplex longa of Handlo and to the notational figure
we have been discussing above. Hence, the notation of Lin-
gua peregrina might better be called duplex longa-longa
notation. Although it arises out of the sorts of mensural
organization implicit in Hanboys, it is not singled out for
special mention there.
About ftlarga-longaft notation as it is used in practice
ln the Worcester fragments, the following observation must
be made. The large note values have been employed to create
a mensuration with two levels of binary and one level of
ternary organization (double longs by twos, longs by twos,
breves by threes). The archaic look of the notation is mis-
leading. These large values are undoubtedly used to evade
the problems inherent in the establishment of the same
metrical hierarchy with smaller note values (introducing
paired semibreves or even minims while employing declamation
that regularly falls on the smallest available rhythmic
units)." The mensuration is akin to modus imperfectus, tem-
"The larger values are conveniently well-determined and
customarily available as units of declamation. One avoids
the binary long and breve on the next level down, or the use
of the minim as a unit of declamation two levels down. Fur-
ther, the rhythms of the longs and breves in the Worcester
pieces follow second mode patterns; on the minim level the
equivalent to these iambic rhythms was rarely seen until
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pus imperfectum, prolatio maior notated two full levels
higher than the note values of de Vitry's prolation.
The two Worcester pieces have a second-mode subdivision
of the long; two further examples of larga-longa notation
exhibit first mode subdivision instead. These are the
"long-breve" version of Thomas gemma and the first section
of Rota versatilis." We have seen in Chapter Two that
Thomas is rigidly structured in 4L units that are divisible
throughout into two 2L units. As in the Worcester pieces,
rhythmic subdivision falls more often on the first two than
on the second two longs -- here most frequently setting a
line of six syllables with penultimate (paroxytonic) accent,
as in Figure 35.
The breve-semibreve version expresses these rhythms
down one level in the metrical hierarchy, introducing a
binary long, and paired semibreves that must be read trocha-
ically. The first section of Rota versatilis has an unambi-
guous organization throughout into units of two longs each;
in the two lower voices these are mostly filled by double
longs or the equivalent rests. Further grouping into four-
long units is fairly natural, though one assumes it would be
after mid-century (it is one of the progressive traits in
the later works of Machaut).
"This section of Rota has one ornamental c.o.p., and
there are ornamental semibreve duplets and triplets in
Thomas. These intrusions of semibreves may be considered
accidental rather than essential to the basic character of
the mensuration of these motets.
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Most common in Thomas gemma:
dJ d; d. J.
In the Thomas gemma hockets:
FIG. 35: Declamatory Patterns for 6pp Lines
better defined if the upper voices had survived in full.
This section ultimately sacrifices regularity of mensuration
in 4L groupings to a larger proportional scheme that
requires it to have a total of 54 longs (a number not evenly
divisible by four); probably the "missing" bars are at the
very end." Decl~uation would have been mainly on double
longs and longs, and the whole section stands in a kind of
"In the final section of Rota the very last phrase rest
is suppressed in order to make four 7L phrases total 27L
instead of 28L. The final phrase probably cadenced to a
double long in the last two bars of the section, trimming
the phrase by the normal following bars of rest. If this is
so, the section was probably 56 longs (2x28), and the phrase
structure might have been something like l6L+l2L·14L+14L
(with truncation of the :ast phrase to 12L).
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augmented notation with respect to the sections that follow.
It is probably on account of the mensural and rhythmic
organization of this section of Rota versatilis that the
incipit of the top voice survives at all. It exists in an
example quoted by Handlo to show notational figures and
rhythmic values that may appropriately occur together, spe-
cifically illustrating the following remark: "Breves vero
cum longis duplicibus misceri possunt, cum semibrevibus
etiam et obliquis, ut hic patet."" The musical example that
follows is obviously corrupt in our one source, and Bent
sees a problem in associating it with the statement just
quoted, to which it is supposed to pertain. 10o However it is
possible to suggest a few plausible amendments to the
incipit that bring it closer to a condition relevant to
Handlo's remark, and at the same time allow it to fit more
easily into the surviving lower parts than Bent's proposed
alterations {Sec Fig~~e 36}.
A number of other motets show some of the features of
longa-Iarga notation without the restriction in the range of
note values used and the organization of mensura~ion and
declamation around a succession of paired duplex longa dura-
tions. These include Regnum sine termino, Flos regalis,
Inter choros, and the Caius twin motets Virgo Maria and Tu
"CS I, p.391; Lbm 4909, p.8 (fol. 4v).
100Bent, "Rota versatilis," pp.76-78. I am indebted to
her article for drawing my attention to this quotation.
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Incipit of Rota versatilis in Lbm 4909, p.8 (fol. 4V)1
(see also Bent, "Rota versatilis," p. 77)
~IIB~~;;R.,,- b~ ~'1
Hypothetical originals
See also Appendix I, p. 622.
FIG. 36: Incipit of Rota versatilis
civium. One case worth examining more closely is the secone
section of Q crux vale. Like the first section of this
motet, the second is exactly 34L in length and nearly regu-
lar in periodicity (9L+8L+6L+9L instead of 4x9L in the first
section, and l2L+12L+lOL instead of 3x12L in the second).
The first two l2L phrases of the latter are articulated into
three 4L subphrases by motion in longs and breves on the
odd-numbered bars and in semibreves on the even-numbered
bars. Not only are the two 12L phrases equivalent in rhyth-
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mic organization but they have important isomelic correspon-
dences (see Figure 37). The necessity of cutting short the
third phrase in order to reach exactly 34L probably resulted
in its lack of any corresponding pattern.
Motets with a ternary long and binary breve have been
dealt with above in the discussion of stemming practice, and
to some degree in the discussion of circle-stem notations.
The motets exhibiting binary mensuration of the long present
a familiar problem in the rhythmic interpretation of the
breve and semibreve. In Hanboys's discussion of the imper-
fect long ("longa imperfecta duorum temporum") he does not
explicitly consider the situation where it consists of two
perfect breves, but he does make reference to the imperfect
long that consists of two imperfect breves with a total
value of four semibreves ("longa valet •••• quatuor semibre-
vium quando constat de duabus brevibus imperfectis").lol In
his music example illustrating this situation the semibreves
are ternary (see Figure 38, from Lbm 8866).
In a later passage, Hanboys "gives two possibilities for
imperfect breves where the semibreve is also imperfect,
namely curta mensura, in which the breve contains four min-
ims, and longa mensura where it contains eight."102 Curta
lOlC5 I, p.4l5; Lbm 8866, fol. 70v.
l02Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," p.69. The Latin is as
follows (from C5 I, p.428): "5i sit de semibrevi imperfecta,
distinguendum est an sit de curta mensura: quatuor equales
pro brevi, vel de longa mensura: vidilicet octo equales pro
brevi."
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Q.~~. section 2, bars 3.546 and 47-S8
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Note that Band 3' are most nearly alike. A and A' or C and C'
differ because the first 12L are tonally closed on the pitch
C, while the second 12L are tonally closed on the pitch D.
No~e also the means of articulation of each 4L into 2x2L.
FIG. 37: Isomelic correspondences in 0 crux
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CS I, p.415b (Lbm 8866, fol. 70v):
longa valet••••quatuor semibrevium•••• quando constat de duabus
brevibus imperfectisl
FIG. 38: Example of Imperfect Long and Breve
and longa mensura may be the terms applicable to the forms
of binary division of the breve seem above in the circle-
stem notational complex. They certainly have a close kin-
ship with rruaternaria and octonaria in the Italian Trecento
system of notation. Unfortunately no way to distinguish
them from other possible kinds of binary division of the
breve is given by Hanboys.
There is a great deal of variation ln the subdivision
of breve and semibreve in pieces with a binary long. In
Auaustine par anaelis semibreves are rare, never syllabic
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and appear only as ligated duplets. Rhythmic equality for
these duplets seems a reasonable assumption. In Q dira
nacio there are many chains of paired semibreves. In those
few instances where the breve is divided by three, the final
one has been given an upward minim stem, thus clarifying at
one stroke that the breve is binary and the semibreve is
ternary. Hence, the running semibreve duplets are all
equal. The same conclusion also seems to be the most plau-
sible for Te domina, where only semibreve duplets are writ-
ten. In this case, however, the possibility that paired
semibreves are read unequally (trochaically?) cannot be
entirely ruled out. In Tu civium and Virgo Maria the subdi-
vision of the breve into two and four semibreves (with rare
triplets in the latter) makes clear that the larger semi-
breves are equal. It seems most likely that we have here an
example of an all-binary mensuration, perhaps even an exam-
ple of curta mensura, but again the possibility of the ine-
quality of the smallest semibreves cannot be ruled out.
The final group of motets exhibiting features of binary
mensuration of the long and breve are the large-scale
voice-exchange motets with sectional changes of mensuration,
i.e. Rota versatilis, b solis-Ovet, and Hostis Herodes,
along with the stylistically related free composition Q crux
vale. Each has one or two sections where motion in longs
and breves is replaced by motion in breves and semibreves
with a shift to the smaller units for declamation. In the
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final section of Rota (Virgo perduxerat) and in the third
section of Q~ the mensuration is clearly binary on the
level of the long. 1D3 In ~ solis-Ovet and Hostis Herodes the
mensural organization is more complex, and some evidence
speaks for the possibility of a ternary long in the even-
numbered sections. The situation is as follows. In sec-
tions two and four of these pieces the phrase structures
span 12 or 18 breves, articulated as either two or three 6B
subphrases. Ambiguity arises in the interpretation of the
6B units as two perfect longs or three imperfect longs.
Most evidence favors a binary long, including the melodic
facture, rhythmic patterning, textual syntax; placement of
harmonic change and internal cadences, and the writing of
ligatures and rests (the latter, with some exceptions to be
noted, are all writteu as single breve rests). All this is
contradicted, however, by the rest-writing in the melismatic
interludes that occur at the ends of the sections in ques-
tion in ~ solis-Ovet and after each of the l8B phrases in
the relevant sections of Hostis Herodes. Here the alterna-
tion of long and breve rests clearly indicates that the long
is ternary (see Figure 39).
Further contradictory configurations of long and breve
rests appear in the untexted voices during the second sec-
tion of Hostis (Hie princeps). In the lower two parts they
1C3This is so despite the phrase structures in Q crux,
which are in some sense ternary in their groupings of
breves. See the critical report.
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I
th5 ~ :52. B II I R~ 2." '3.B '
Sec1:ion 2 (Hie princeps). voices I and IV.
ax Ii ~ It I(~ ~:a:r= ... ~ = .d:t..
IV • "" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::iE ~ ~ ..t-.
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Comment I In voice I, grouping into JB units would
split the imperfect-long rests while in voice IV,
grouping into 2B or 4B units would have the same
effect. Note that in IV the rests sometimes arti-
culate a B-L pattern, and sometimes a L-B pattern.
The rest-constellation ,Ii seems to be preferred
by the scribe without any intended significance for
the mensuration. One can observe that begimling
with a breve avoids the problem of the implied per-
fection of longs under the similis ante similem
rule. ----
-IG 39 Rest-Writing in Hestis Heredesr • :
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support a ternary reading of the long, but in the top voice
they support a binary reading. Hence, I am inclined to see
the rest-writing as accidental (perhaps scribal whim or the
mistaken grouping of single breve rests into imperfect long
rests) rather than essential to the character of the mensu-
ration, which rests on 6B subphrases that are to be under-
stood normally as consisting of three binary longs. 104
The third section of Rota versatilis (Rota Katerine) is
problematic in another way. Here no two phrases are of the
same length; the first two, moreover, contain an even number
of breves while the second two consist of an odd number of
breves (S4B = l2B+14B+13B+15B). Together they cover the
four consecutive whole numbers 12-".5. 105 No declamatory pat-
tern repeats on the phrase level. As a result, there is not
much to recommend an interpretation in binary longs over one
in ternary longs. One can point out that the signum rotun-
dum indicates a mensural shift at the start of this section,
that the rests are single breve rests grouped by twos (once,
six are grouped by threes in Lbm 24198), and that the binary
interpretation causes the form of the first two phrase end-
104In PMFC XVI, Harrison transcribes the last section of
Ovet mundus in three-half time (three two-four bars), and
transcribes the two sections of Hostis Herodes in three-
quarter time.
1D5There is here the same kind of circularity that Bent
sees in the lengths of verse in each new stanza (i.e. l~,
13, 11, 15, 14); see "Rota versatilis," pp.84-85.
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ings to be the same (likewise for the second two), which
would not be the case in a ternary reading. 1o ,
The method of division of the breve needs to be
addressed in these motets. In all of them declamation is
syllabic on semibreve duplets and melismatic on semibreve
triplets. The frequency of appearance of triplets varies
within motets from 3ection to section quite markedly, and
also from motet to motet; they are considerably more numer-
ous in Q crux vale than in the others. As Bent has put it
in regard to Rota versatilis: "Firm criteria for the inter-
pretation of these semibreve groups are lacking."107 She
opts to render all semibreve duplets unevenly (2+1) in that
piece. Given the characteristically insular form and count-
erpoint of these free compositions, the use of this insular
method of breve subdivision seems plausible for all. As far
as the relationship of note values under changing mensura-
tions in these sectional pieces is concerned, breve equiva-
lency is incontrovertibly indicated. The shift in declama-
tion and rate of general motion is therefore quite marked
from section to section.
lO'It might be argued that the ternary long on the last
syllable of the fourth phrase and the subsequent ternary
long rest strengthen the case for an interpretation in ter-
nary longs.
l07Bent, "Rota versatilis," p.66; see also pp.83-84.
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Other Insular Notational Peculiarities
The Brevis Erecta
The brevis erecta is a form of the breve that is
notated with an ascending left-hand tractus; in fact, it
looks most like a plicated brevis ascendens that has lost
its right-hand tractus. There are theoretical references to
this note shape in Handlo and Hanboys, who also report on
the longa erecta. 10a Its use is to signal the temporary
chromatic alteration of the note in question up a half-
step.10' In practice it is found on the pitches F and C,
raising them to F* and C* as the leading tones to G and D in
melodic cadences. The brevis erecta is relatively rare in
surviving musical sources, and because it can be so easily
mistaken for a misformed brevis plicata it may be that some
awkward or otherwise inexplicable use of plicas on the lead-
ing tones of cadences (particularly in the discant and can-
ti1ena repertoires) may be a result of scribal confusion
between the two symbols. The brevis erecta is unmistakeably
used in the motet repertoire only in Tu civi~~ (Cgc 512, !)
l08See the discussion of this note form in Bent, "Prelim-
inary Assessment," pp.73-74, with reference to the defini-
tions of Handlo (CS I, p.383) and the nearly identical ones
in Hanboys (CS I, pp.413, 417). Bent notes that the only
other references to longe and breves erecte are in the Lon-
don version of de Vitry's Ars Nova (CSM 18, pp. 77-78),
where "it may have been introduced into the text by an Eng-
lish compiler"(Bent, p.73).
lO'"longe •••• vocantur erecte quia ubicunque inveniuntur
per semitonum eriguntur"(Handlo, CS I, p.383).
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and Triumphus patet (Lbm 1210, ~). Its appearance in
conjunction with varied insular notational practices in
these and other sources is striking. 110
The Notation of Rests
Hanboys attributes the use of a distinctive constella-
tion of rest shapes to Robertus de Brunham. A few of these
are given also by other theorists, mainly English, and it
would seem that their use is confined to English sources. 111
Brunham's form of the perfect long rest (for which, see Fig-
ure 40) is used in the motet Veni creator spiritus (ecc 65,
~), which comes from an English source all of whose other
pieces are written in Ars Nova notation. Canvassing the
later 14th-century motets from England that have a perfect
breve produces interesting results. Among the motets in
breve-semibreve notation only the Taunton fragment Geret et
regem uses the distinctive form of the p~riect breve
rest. 112 The number of motets in tempus perfectum maior is
110Sources in which the brevis erecta is found include
Lpro 23, Lbm 1210, Ob 384, and Ob 60. Bent reports finding
other examples in non-motet items of Ob 14 and ~-Br 266
(Bent, p.76, note 32).
1110n the use of rests, see in general Bent, "Preliminary
Assessment," pp.70-71. For Brunham's rests in particular,
see CS I, p.447. Johannes Wolf has made a comparative chart
of rest shapes (GMF I, pp.88-89; HNK I, p.336) from which it
can be seen, for instance, that Anonymous VI in CS III,
p.402, presents the same series of rests as Brunham. Wolf's
chart shows that certain of the series, in particular those
for the perfect semibreve, imperfect semibreve, and minim,
are also given elsewhere, for instance by Hanboys and in the
Quatuor principalia.
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small in Ob 1 and DRc 20, but significantly, the English
rest-forms do appear, helping to establish that the rear
leaves of these sources were copied in England. Deus cre-
ator (Ob 1, 14) is particularly rich in the variety of rests
that it uses, but Apta £2£Q (DRc 20, 18) and Mon chant (DRc
20, 19) also provide examples, especially of the distinctive
perfect breve rest. Regne de pite does not use the latter,
but does employ the forms of the perfect semibreve, imper-
fect semibreve, and minim rests. These distinct forms are
used as late as two English sources in void notation, Lbm
40011B (with two motets), and eu 5943. 113 (See Figure 40).
Summary
Taking the motet repertoire as a point of departure, it
has been possible to establish a great d~al about English
notational practices in the 14th century. First, it is
demonstrable that an English preference for the trochaic
interpretation of undifferentiated paired semibreves holds
both in Franconian ("ancient") and breve-semibreve
("modern") contexts, though not to the exclusion of iambic
practice in some pieces.
112Thomas gemma does not use any of the distinctive rest
forms. Nos orphanos and Zorobabel, the only other motets in
breve-semibreve notation that have considerable rest-writ-
ing, never rest for the duration of a perfect breve. Their
forms for the imperfect breve rest and perfect semibreve
rest correspond to those of Brunham.
113See Bukofzer, SMRM, pp.97-98 where he remarks on the
distinctly English rest writing in Lbm 40011B, and see also
Bent, "Preliminary Assessment," pp.70-71.
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FIG. 40: Rest Shapes
Certain shadowy individuals named by Handlo and
Hanboys, including Johannes Garlandia, W. de Doncastre, and
Frater Robertus de Brunham, emerge as important innovators.
Brunham, in particular, according to Hanboys, is responsible
for the cauda hirundinis, special forms for rests, and spe-
cial forms for c.o.p. ligatures. Though these are casti-
gated by Hanboys and the author of the Quatuor nrincipalia,
they are found in many of the musical sources, testifying to
their utility.
Insular notations have similarities to F~e~ch practices
and to Italian practices; the extent of influence and its
direction is unclear. In general, however, the English
notations show sufficient individuality and idiosyncracies
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to be regarded as individual responses to notational prob-
lems along lines of development parallel to those of the
continental musical cultures. All are responding to the
same crisis, the need to codify the kind of subdivision of
the breve into four and more syllabic values inaugurated by
Petrus de Cruce. French notational practices eventually are
adopted in England, with assimilation of certain features ·of
insular practice where possible, and an adherence to others
(rest-writing in tempus perfectum maior, for instance).
The time of greatest innovation in English notational
practice was certainly the first half of the century, proba-
bly mostly in the second quarter, roughly between the com-
pletion of Handlo's essay (1326) and the compilation of the
.-Quatuor principalia (1351), which already knows of, and com-
plains about, the practices that Hanboys will link with the
name of Robertus de Brunham. The most interesting motet
source from the point of view of notation is Lwa 12185, with
examples in the notations of Gar1andia and Doncastre, a
piece in breve-semibreve notation, and two others in Franco-
nian and Petronian style.
A certain conservativeness in notation and rhyttm evi-
dent in motets of the first quarter of the century is a
result of an English preoccupation with musical forms and
text setting that were possible using Franconian and Petro-
nian notation. Widespread adoption of Ars Nova mensurations
after mid-century, especially noticeable in the cantilena
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and motet, is coincident with the relinquishment of a close
text-music relationship in both, and the abandonment of the
cultivation of archetypes for motet construction that had
persisted for several generations. Milestones in the assi-
milaton of French practice are the introduction of the
imperfect breve and the single semibreve in tempus perfec-
tum, the minim, and eventually, the flagged semiminim.
In summary, then, the vigorous musical life of
14th-century England spawned not only distinctive genres of
polyphony, and very individual performance practices, but
also indigenous notational systems that yielded only gradu-
ally to the encroachment of the French Ars Nova prolations
over the course of the century. Despite the fact that there
are important superficial resemblances to French and Italian
practice in the English approach, we are wisely cautioned by
Bent against too readily seeing a foreign influenCe of any
sort here. All three music cultures evolved notational and
mensural systems in the late 13th and early 14th centuries
in response to nearly the same sets of circumstances. With-
out a single unified theoretical system propounded by a
Guido Frater or Marchettus, a de Vitry or Muris, the English
explore several lines of notational development, and we must
struggle to piece together a picture of these diverse musi-
cal practices from the notoriously fragmentary English
sources and the few relevant references that the theorists
leave us. The notations dealt with in this chapter, espe-
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cially the circle-stem notational complex and breve-semi-
breve notation -- those that survived longest in use -- tes-
tify to the vitality, individuality, and continuity of
approaches to musical notation in late medieval England.
CHAPTER IV
THE TEXTS OF THE MOTETS
Introduction
The texts of the motets in the English repertoire con-
stitute a relatively minor corpus of Latin poetry and
heightened prose that is devoted almost exclusively to
religious topics. 1 The motet is normally polytextual, so
most complete compositions have a pair of texts with varying
degrees of affinity in subject matter, length, and versifi-
cation. Just as the polyphonic motet may be looked upon as
a composite of melodies, so it may be considered a composite
of texts, a polyphony of lyrics. 2 And just as music is
expressed in number and sound, with numerus represented in
the succession of melodic and harmonic pitch relationships,
and in mensural structure and larger formal proportions as
well, so the texts are governed by number (in syllable count
and caesura, lengths of lines and stanzas, variety of stan-
1Vernacular texts (Midd~e English or Anglo-Norman) are
exceptional in the English repertoire, surviving in one
example each: the later 13th-century Worldes blisce and the
later 14th-century Regne de pit~. See below in the section
"Vernacular Texts." Secular texts are confined to the
imported continental motets that have not been provided with
sacred Latin contrafacts.
2See Clarkson, ~On the Nature of Medieval Song," Chapter
III: The Lyric Structure of the Fourteenth-Century Motet.
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zaic and strophic patterns) and sound (rhyme, assonance and
alliteration, accent). As literary products of the late
Middle Ages whose form and language are shaped by musical
constraints and requirements uS well as literary conven-
tions, the texts -- though mainly of unknown authorship and
poorly understood provenance -- perhaps deserve more atten-
tion than they have received until now.
The neglect of the texts of motets is not limited to
the present repertoire, which has been virtually inaccessi-
ble even to specialists. Hendrik Van der Werf has recently
made a call for more scholarly attention to the French texts
of t~e well-known Montpellier codex, noting "it is still not
known in what circles the [Pari~ian] motet, as a literary
genre, originated." He goes on to observe that this igno-
rance extends to the Latin motets of the same manuscript,
and that their contents, scrutinized for particular
emphases, choices of words, and figures of speech, "may
point to a certain period in the history of religion, devo-
tion, or theology."' This holds equally well for the Latin
texts of the English motets, which will require such expert
scrutiny if they are to be brought out of isolation into a
cO!1crete literary and historical environment. 4
'Van der Werf, "Review," pp.201-202.
4Hohler, in "Reflections," has recently made a stimulat-
ing foray in this direction. R~gg, in Editing Medieval
Texts, "Medieval Latin," pp.113-16, makes some telling com-
ments on the amount of unstudied Latin poetry in late medi-
eval British anthologies. Until this material is better
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The texts of the motets are given in the Appendix with
some brief annotations and bibliographic information. In
view of the unsatisfactory condition of many of the sources
and the rarity of concordances, there is no way to present
definitive editions (even for those texts edited for publi-
cation in PMFC). The present chapter will serve to intro-
duce the texts through a survey of general features of sub-
ject matter, content, and versification. Some consideration
will be given to other repertoires of verse and music, with
special emphasis on the 13th-century English motet and the
devotional lyric.
Motet Subject Matter
The subject matter of the English motet falls into a
narrow range of categories wh~se orientation is religious. 5
There is a heavy concentration on the lives of familiar
saints, the Virgin Mary, and the greatest feasts of the
controlled, and until we have a better picture of the genres
of liturgical Latin poetry actively being written in the
14th century (sequences, rhymed Offices, and the like), the
motet texts will necessarily have to be viewed quite nar-
rowly.
5The contents of the texts of a polytextual English motet
almost never address their subject matter in exactly the
same way, but on the other hand almost never show the sharp
differences in subject matter occasionally encountered in
continental motets. Petrum cephas is typical in this
regard, with a triplum citing New Testament stories of
Peter's calling, his naming, and his designation as keeper
of the keys, while the duplum refers to later events and
legends, most specifical11 ?eter's encounter with the magi-
cian Simon Magus. Trinitatem veneremur is a~ untypical
instance where the various texts sound different themes (all
appropriate in an address to God, however).
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church year -- in effect, the highest ranking feasts of the
Sanctorale and Temporale. See Table 25.
TABLE 25
SUBJECT MATTER OF MOTETS IN ENGLAND
Saints BVM Feasts Other Total
Numbers 39 35 24 25 12)
% 32 28 20 20 100%
Other = God/Jesus Admonitory Secular Problem
9 5 8 J
These numbers represent the entire repertoire, including
imported motets. Excluding the latter (mostly from the rear
leaves of DRc 20) the subject matter would be ~ll religious.
This emphasis on the sacred is apparent in the surviving
contents of the most substantial collections of motet frag-
ments from the first half of the century, which are given in
Figure 41.
In view of the topical coverage and specific content of
these texts, and the nature of those institutions known to
have supported polyphony before the rise of the collegiate
and aristocratic chapels, it seems most probable that the
Lwa 33327
BVM
Christmas
Easter
Peter and Paul
Pentecost
Thomas
Edward
Nicholas
Lwa 12185
Ascension
Nicholas
Trinity
f,lichael
Christmas
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Cgc 512
Katherine
Common of Apostles
BVM
Peter
~ Holy Spirit (Pentecost)
Thomas
Jonathan and Absolon
BVrJI
BVr.1
DRc 20 (front leaves)
Holy Innocents
contrition
Jesus
Common of Apostles
John the Baptist
Easter
BVM
QE....1. (front leaves)
Mary frlagdalene
penitence
Peter
God
Benedict
Andrew
Easter
Edmund
Edmund
Dedication of Church
Easter
Lbm 40011B*
Katherine
Margaret
Katherine (?)
William
FIG. 41: Contents of Selected Motet Sources
texts are essentially liturgical rather than devotional,
leaving open the question of where in the specific ritual of
daily services the motet might have found a place. This
raises the question how securely we can fix the occasion(s)
in the church year for which a mote~ may have been intended.
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Many texts, readily identifiable as to subject, are not so
specific in content that they are appropriate for a single
day only; the correspondence between subject matter and
liturgical calendar is not always explicit. However, most
can be ~w_ :gned to a particular feast through some reference
or other in the language of the text. Two sets of motet
fragments, Onc 362 and Lbm 24198, still bear legible margi-
nal rubrics that identify each item, e.g. "de sancto
Edwardo." (See Figure 42). This style of rubrication,
familiar from liturgical books, suggests that these two
motet collections were intended as resources to be drawn
upon for the celebration of certain feasts. In neither,
though, were the motets in calendrical order according to
the liturgical year. In Lbm 24198 we happen to know the
order was alphabetical instead.
Some evidence allows an estimate to be made of the size
and means of organization of 13th- and 14th-century English
collections. From the 13th century, fragments in Lbm 5958
are from an alphabetically organized codex (items from B
survive, two of which are numbered X and XII); the famous
Ha~leian index (Lbm 978(LoHa) fols.l60v-l61) preserves tex-
tual incipits for 164 items in a lost codex that was
arranged by musical genre (see below); Ccc ~ has paginations
up to 558; Dittmer's Worcester Volume I has foliations up to
cxxxviii; Lwa 33327 has heading& for "quadruplices" and
"triplices." From the 14th century, Onc 362 has foliations
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Onc 362: rubric entire on one margin (on verso if motet
laid out across an opening)
motet
Ianuam
Triumphat
Civitas
Exce~sus
Ade finit
Solaris
Fulget*
Sanc"torum*
rubric
de saneto Thomas cantuarie
de sancto Laurencio
de saneto Edwardo
de sancto Thoma eantuarie
de resurreetione
de saneto (Augustino)
de saneto Petro
(too worn to ~ead)
origina~
fo~iation
LXXv
LXXIv
LXXVIv
LXXVII
LXXVllv
LXXXII v
LXXXVIII
XC
Lbm 24~98: rubric usually sp~it between verso and recto
Rota (de sane ta) Katerina (R) VI
ve.rsatilis
Rosaomundi de saneta (Maria) R (VII or VIII?)
Regis au~a* de sancta (Maria)
Trinitatem de sancta Trinitate T II
Te domina de sancta Maria T (III or IV?)
.._.. Triumphat de sancto (Laureneio)
KEY: an asterisk * indicates a non-motet item
R&T under Lbm 24198 are alphabetical headings
FIG. 42: Rubrics in Lbm 24198 and Onc 362
up to xc; Ccc 65 has foliations up to c; LIc 52 and Ob 652
may come from alphabetically arranged collections; and Lbm
24198 (an alphabetically arranged codex with items extant
from R,S,T) has numerations for each letter implying either
eight compositions per letter, or eight pages per letter. A
book with 100 or more co~positions may reasonably be extra-
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po1ated.'
What we can tell of motet codices from the extant frag-
ments suggests that the majority were devoted exclusively
(or primarily) to motets. Some, such as Ccc ~, were large
anthologies of several hundred pieces. Others, perhaps the
majority, were reasonable working collections of perhaps
60-100 pieces. Some sources were certainly smaller than
that, with fewer pieces. A number were, for instance,
rotu1i (Ob 652, Lpro 261, and BE 55 are the only ones iden-
tified as such to date.)' Some sources mix motets with dis-
cant and canti1ena settings: these are mainly from later in
the century. In a few cases motets were entered onto blank
pages of a book (Yc) or entered into what amounts to a com-
monplace book of music and other materials (Cgc 512, which
may for that reason represent a "complete" collection).
'See Bent, "Rota versati1is," p.67. Harrison's assertion
("Ars Nova," p.80, n.1.) that two items in the rear leaves
of DRc 20 are numbered is incorrect. However, the front and
rear-Ieaves of Ob 1 and DRc 20 indicate by their contrasts
in repertoire that the collections from which they carne were
probably grouped stylistically: further, the front leaves of
Ob 1 may have grouped insular motets by features of form and
structure. See Lefferts, "Motet," pp.58-60.
Incidentally, the earliest continental motet collec-
tions were arranged either in liturgical order by cantus
firmus, or alphabetically. Fascicles 2-6 of F-MO (a large
anthology) group motets systematically according to the num-
ber of voices, method of texting, and text language. Within
each fascicle, however, the rationale for ordering is not
clear.
'For Ob 652, see Bent, "Rota versati1is," pp.81-82: for
b2!Q 2/261, see the report by Lefferts and Bowers in Lef-
ferts and Bent, "New Sources," p.334; and for the Berkeley
castle rotulus (BERc 55) see the forthcoming report by
Wathey.
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From the earlier to the later 14th century there may also be
an historical trend away from large working collections
(60-100 motets) to smaller collections (on the order of 10
to 15). If this is eventually verifiable, then it probably
reflects either a change in motet function, a change in the
institutions cUltivating the motet, or both.
In regard to a medium-size motet collection, such as
that implied by the foliations of Onc 362, a certain disor-
derliness, from a functional point of view, does not neces-
sarily speak against the hypothesis of a liturgical function
for its motets. It could merely indicate that convenience
of access to any specific pi~ce was either not a high prior-
ity or not considered a problem. (Of course, most of these
collections would have had indices.) Also, this attitude
toward organization may be indicative of the transitory
nature of the collection in the contemporary view, if it
were seen as a fluid body of material subject to additions
or deletions in part or in whole over a relatively short
time span. By contrast, a chant book transmitted a rather
stable repertoire and could be expected to serve, if well
made and conveniently organized, for a very long time.
The failure of even a single English motet collection
of any size to survive in full a deprives us of ready means
by which to determine the normal number of motets in such a
'With the possible exception of Cgc 512, which has the
character of a commonplace book, as just noted above.
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book, the usual distribution of subject matter, and their
internal order (if in fact there were norms for any of
these). The lack of an integral collecton is made up in
part by the survival in Lbm 978 (LoHa) of the index to a now
lost book of English polyphony from the later 13th century
(ca. 1290). The primary contents of this lost codex con-
sisted of a series of 37 Alleluias, 38 conductus, and 81
motets. See Table 26 below.'
The Alleluias form a series of feasts from the Sancto-
rale and Temporale running in chronological order from
Christmas to December 6 (St Nicholas), hence spanning the
church year and conveniently defining for some institution 10
those occasions on which festal polyphony was provided at
Mass. Whether the conductus and motets that follow were
music for Mass or Office, it seems reasonable that they pro-
'The contents of this index have been printed in Ludwig,
Repertorium 1,1, pp.270-76, and Wibberley, "English Poly-
phonic Music," pp.179-8l. Holschneider, Die Organa von Win-
chester, pp.48-53, tabulates the Alleluias only. See also
Sanders, "Sources, English." Table 26 does not indicate
those pieces in the index for which there survive possible
concordances, of which there are only a few.
lOIn his discussion of LoHa, Hohler ("Reflections,"
pp.13-l4) observes that the Alleluias ought to define very
precisely the provenance of the index, but tracing though
surviving liturgical books has not yet been successful in
locating a concordant series. Other evidence suggests the
institution may have been Reading abbey (though Hohler
raises some cogent objections to this), and the Alleluia
cycle identical to that one known to have been composed by
one W. de Wycombe. See Sanders, "Wycombe, W de."
Incidentally, Hohler ("Reflections," p.16) asserts that
the heading in LoHa that reads "postea Rx W.de Wic" may not
refer to the Alleluias, as is usually assumed.
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TABLE 26
THE LOHA INDEX
Ord•• li. W. de Wint. (Ordo libri W. de Winton)
II
n
..
..
BVM
Spiritus et alme. Rd de Burg. (Robert Burgate)
Rex omnium lucifluum.i.regnum tuum solidum
Item Regnum tuum solidum
Virgo decora. Virgo dei genitrix
All. Virginis inviolate. Virga Iesse
All. Gaude mundi domina. Gaude virgo
All. Salve virgo domini. Salve virgo
All. Virga ferax
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4-
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
Dec. 25 Christmas
Dec. 26 St Steven
Dec. 27 St John, Ap.
Dec. 28 Holy Innocents
Dec. 29 St Thomas
Dec. 31 Circumcision
Jan. 6 Epiphany
Feb. 2 Purification
.. .. or 8ve
Easter
2.1 All. Dies sanctificatus
2.2 All. Video celes apertos
2.3 All. Hie est discipulus
2.4- All. Te martirum
2.5 All. Gloria et honore
2.6 All. MUltiphar(iam)
2.7 All. Vidimus stellam
2.8 All. Adorabo
2.9 Item All. Adorabo
2.10 All. Pascha nostrum
2.11 Item Pascha nostrum
2.12 All. Dulce lignum
2.13 All. Ascendens Christus
2.14- Item Ascendens Christus
2.15 All. Paraclitus
2.16 All. Benedictus es Domine
2.17 All. Inter natos
2.18 All. Tu es Simon Bariona
2.19 All. Non vos me elegistis
2.20 All. Levita Laurencius
2.21 All. Hodie Maria virgo
2.22 All. Nativitas gloriose
2.23 All. In conspectu·
2.24 All. Judicabunt
2.25 All. Hic Martinus
2.26 All. Veni electa
2.27 All. Dilexit Andream
2.28 All. Tumba Sancti Nicholai
2.29 All. Justus germinabit
2.30 All. Ave Maria
2.31 All. Salve virgo
2.32 All. Gaude virgo
2.33 All. Porta Syon
2.34 All. Ora pro nobis
2.35 All. Virga Iesse
2.36 All. Dilexit Mariam
2.;7 All. Salve decus
MayJ
June 24-
June 29
July 25
Aug. 10
Aug. 15
Sept. 8
Sept.29
Nov. 1
Nov. 11
Nov. 25
Nov. JO
Dec. 6
II
H
Inv. Holy Cross
Ascension
.. or Sun. in 8ve
Pentecost
Trinity
Nat.of St John Bapt.
Sts Peter and Paul
St James
St Lawrence
Assumption
Nativity of BVM
St Michael
All Saints
st Martin
st Katherine
St Andrew
St Nicholas
II
BVM
It
It
II
It
It
It
Table 26, cont.
3 C'unductus
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Vern creator sp1r1tus·
In celest1 1erarch1a
Dulc1s ave fem1na
Mater Chr1st1 quem pav1st1
M1les Chr1st1 qU1 vest1st1
Kater1na prcgen1e
Andreas ce11c1
Dux A.~d.rea
Ave caro Chr1st1
Veni sancte sp1r1tus
Mundo salus or1tur
Gaudent- cel1 letantur popul1
Vox 10cunda
Gaude Virgo vas pUd1c1e
V1rgo pud1c1c1e
Salvator1 s1t glor1a
De rad1ce sent1um
Cast1tat1s culm1ne
Salve sola so11s cella
Reg1na m1ser1cord1e
Ave Har1a laus t1b1 quia
Salve decus cast1tat1s
Adorna Syon thalamum.
Letentur omn1um corda
Fe11x Magdalene
Bened1cta s1t reg1na
Corpora sanctorum
Rex s edet 1n so110
Zachar1 e f1l1 us
Rod1e let1t1am
Pastor greg1s Ang11c1
Sa.lve Thomas 1"los"
Ecce v1rgo 1am complete
Ympn1 noVi nunc 1ntonent
Conc1p1s affata
Rorant ce11
o cast1tat1s l1l1um
Resurrex1t Dom1nus
Pentecost
St Dom1n1c', apost.
EdI!1und/Ed:l-lard?
Katherine
Andrew
Andrew
Easter
Pentecost
Jesus
l'!ary l1agdalene
martyr
John the Bapt1st
Thomas
Thomas
virgin or BVIIi
Easter
Table 26, cont.
4 Motet1 cum una 11ttera et dup11c1 nota
4.1 Glor1emur cruc1s 1n preconio
4.2 Mun11al1s glorie
4.3 Salve v1rgo que salvast1
4.4 Reges Thars1s et 1nsule
4.5 Radix Iesse
4.6 N1mis honorat1 sunt
4.7 Omms s€-"'tus gaudeat
4.8 Ave pater inclite
4.9 Chr1sti miles rex Edmundus
4.10 Zelo crucis 1nnocens
4.11 Ver1tat1s vere test1s
4.12 ~A glor1am deice
4.13 Homo quam 1ngratu&"
5 Motet1 cum dup11c1 11ttera
5.1 Quem non cep1t
5.2 Super te Ierusalem.
5.3 Prec1pue m1h1 dant
5.4 Presul ave flos presulum
5.5 De st1rpe Davit1ca
5.6 Plaus1t ster1l1s
5.7 Sancte Dei prec10se
5.8 ~~ma mea liquefacta est
5.9 Descend1 1n ortum meum
5.10 0 felicem gemtricem
5.11 Mira federa
5.12 Salve gemma v1rg1num
5.13 0 Maria vas mund1cie
5.14 Maria laud1s mater1a
5.15 Benedicta s1s lu~erna
5.16 In Domino gaudeat
5.17 Epulemur et letemur
5.18 Resurgente salvatore
6 Item motet1 cue dup11ci nota
6.1 Claro pascha11
6.2 Mira virtus Petr1
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Epiphany
Com. of Apostles
saint?
Edmund
N1cho1as'
Steven
Easter
Easter
Easter
Easter
Peter
Table 26, cont.
7 Item cum dup11c1 l1ttera
7.1 In sanct1s est mirab1l1s
7.2 In te mart1r patu1t
7.3 Salvator1s est effecta
7.4 Virgo JesUI!l. preter moren
7.5 Quod in rubo Moyses
7.6 Intrat Noe portat iusticiam
7.7 Regis s~1 glorie
7.8 Benedicta s1t resina
7.9 0 regi~~ misericordie
7.l0.Turtur innocenc1e
7.11 Salve decus virginum
7.12 Veni creator sp1ritus
7.13 Qui mortalia
7.14 Mulierum flos Maria
7.15 Spiritus spirat ubi vult
7.16 0 Iudee nepharie
7.17 Ave Maria gracia plena
7.18 Gaude Virgo concipiens
7.19 de costa dormientis
7020 Benedictus sit s1ncerus
7.21 Eterne rex glorie
7.22 Zacharie par helie
7.23 Ysaias ut notavit
7.24 Salve ste.lla matutina
7.25 Nostris Christe melis
7.26 Virgo sancta Kater1na
7.27 Katerina lex divina
7.28 Clericorum sanctitate
7.29 Salve gemma confessorum
7.30 Gaude gemma virginum
7.31 Salve mater salvator1s
7.32 In honorem SUIIl!lli Dei
7033 0 sanitas languencium
7.34 Felix illa curia
7.35 Rex auctor misericordie
7.36 Christum Dei filium
7037 Zacheus publicanorum
7.38 0 martir egregie
7.39 Gaude Virgo mater Christi
7.40 Ad gracie matris obsequia
7.~l Auctor pacis'
7.42 Virgo pura pariens
7.43 Roma felix decorata
7.44 Cives apostolici
7.45 Te Donir.~ clamat angel1cus
7.46 Sanctorum meritis
7.47 Eccles~e vox hod1e
7.48 Rex o=n1potens die hcdlerna
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saint
Martyr
Pentecost
Pentecost
Easter
Jesus'
Jesus/John the
Jesus Baptist
Katherine
Kather1ne
Katherine
Nicholas .
Jesus
Jesus
Jesus
martyr
Peter
apostle
Michael
martyr
Jesus
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vided a repertoire to draw from on the same occasions, if
not in fact more often. A few of the motets in the index
can be identified with surviving compositions, but the
greater number are unfortunately known only through their
LoHa incipit, which means some ambiguity must inevitably
remain in the determination of their subject matter. None-
theless it is clear that Marian subjects predominate, as the
BVM can be associated with over half the incipits. 11 A fair
number of the remainder are on saints.
We need to ask to what degree we can learn about the
typical subject matter of a single motet collection from the
surviving corpus. On the basis of two assumptions: (l) that
the make-up of most contemporaneous motet collections was
basically the same and (2) that the survival of motets is
basically random, the surviving specimens as a group ought
to constitute a reasonable approximation of the contents of
a motet codex in regard to distribution of subject matter.
In fact, the correlation between subject matter coverage in
the LoHa index and surviving motets is gratifying. If the
13th-century motets are canvassed for their sUbject matter,
we find 50% on the BVM and nearly all the rest devoted to
Jesus or the saints.l~
11Among the Alleluias, by contrast, only about a third
(12/37) of the total are Marian.
l~As Sanders has noted in regard to a more limited sample
of 13th-century pieces, when only the free compositions of
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In the early 14th-century repertoire, Marian motets
drop from 50% to nearer 25% of the total number, with an
increase in the proportion of motet~ on saints, and a par-
ticularly large increase in the number of motets assignable
to particular feasts of the Temporale, such as those for
Trinity Sunday, the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, or Ascen-
sion. 13 Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost, though well repre-
sented, do not have as many motets as might be expected from
their importance in the liturgical year (though Marian mot-
ets on the Annunciation and Nativity augment the number for
Christmas). Perhaps it is the wealth of ritual unique to
these feasts that precludes a larger number of motets; the
more elaborate the liturgy, the less necessity there was for
its augmentation with this form of polyphony, if we restrict
motets to liturgical functions. Hence a single motet might
suffice for either Christmas Day or Easter Sunday, just as
one would suffice on the feast of St Lawrence or John the
Baptist. 14 Though the emphasis on Mary remains considerable,
the Worcester fragments are considered, the percentage of
Marian pieces becomes still higher, reaching two-thirds.
See Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.l04, note 76; for the
percentage he calculates on cantus firmus items, see ibid.,
pp.125-l26.
13If the slight shift in subject matter is real, rather
than merely a fiction of faulty data, then there may be some
historical (liturgical) reason for it, but I can propose
none.
l~Again, this piece of evidence, if that is what it is,
may be telling us something about the role of the motet in
the liturgy.
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the drop in the percentage of motets devoted to her is
significant. It is possible that the composition of Marian
cantilena settings affected the total number of new Marian
motets being composed, not replacing the motet directly but
substituting a different form of polyphony for the celebra-
tion of her feasts.
Table 27 provides a systematic listing of the
14th-century motets by subject, beginning with a calendrical
series from Christmas through Advent, in parallel with the
ordering of the LoHa Alleluias (i.e. with an interruption
after the Purification of the BVM for the movable feasts of
the Easter season). The list has been augmented by the
inclusion of relevant 13th-century items (which have been
bracketed, and given an asterisk * if they are not motets)
in order to give as complete a picture as present knowledge
permits of the saints for whom polyphony survives in England
through the early 14th century. Where subject matter is not
explicit about the particular occasion of use (as in some
compositions in honor of a saint, for instance) the motet
has been placed in the highest possible feast (and w~en a
name might apply to a number of saints, the most likely
identity has been adopted). Marian motets, and others whose
subject matter is not readily assignable to any date in the
church year, are separately listed afterwards.
The motets on Mary are mainly less specific in their
content than those on saints. Most cannot be clearly asso-
TABLE 27
SYSTEMATIC LISTING OF MOTETS BY SUBJECT MATTER
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Table 27, cont.
Easter
LoHa, 2.10;2.11
Ascension
~, 2.13; 2.14
Pentecost
LoHa, 2.15
Trinity
~, 2.16
May 3 Invention of
the Holy Cross
(Exalt.Sept.14)
~, ·2·~12
May 26 St Augustine
of Canterbury
June 8 St William
of York
June 15 st Eadburga
June 24 Nat.John Bapt.
(Decap.Aug.29)
LoHa, 2.17
Ade finit perpete
Alta canunt assistentes
Barrabas dimittitur
Frondentibus florentibus
Parata paradisi porta (+BVM)
Laus honor vendito (+Holy Cross?)
Maria mole pressa (+Mary Magd.)
(0 mors moreris)
(Ave caro Christi LoHa, 3.9*
(Resurrexit Dominus LoHa,3.38*
(In Domino gaudeat LoHa, 5.16)
(Epulemur et letemur LoHa,5.17)
(Resurgente salvatore LoHa, 5 0 18)(C.laro paschali LoRa, o:Tf
(0 Iudee nepharie LoHa, 7.16)
Viri Galilei
Suspiria merentis
ut recreentur spiritus
Veni creator spiritus
(Domine celestis rex)
(Dona celi factor)
(Veni sancte spiritus LoHa, 3.10*
(Veni creator spiritus LoHa, 3.1*
(Veni creator spiritus LoHa,7.12)
Be-atus vir
Deus creator omnium
Firmissime fidem
Trinitatem veneremur
o crux vale
Triumphus patet hodie
Laus honor? (+ Easter)
Solaris ardor
Augustine par angelis
Hostium ob amorem
(Virgo regalis fidei)
Dei preco
(Zacharie filius LoHa, 3.29*
(Zacharie par helie LoHa, 7.22)
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Table 27, cont.
June 29
June 30
St Peter and Paul
LoHa, 2.18
Commemoration of
St Paul
Petrum cephas
Tu civium
(Fulget celestis*
(Quem trina polluit*
(Pro beati Pauli)
(Pro beati Pauli)
(Tu capud ecclesie)
(Mira vi~tus Petri LoHa, 6.2)
(Roma felix decorata LoHa. 7.43)
Vas exstas? (+conversion)
Inter usitata? (+BVM)
(0 spes et salus?) (+BVM)
July 22 Mary Magdalene
July 25 ~St James
LoHa, 2.19
St l'l1argaretJuly 20 Absorbet oris-Recita(¥irgo vernans velud rosa*
Maria mole pressa (+Easter)
(Felix Magdalene LoHa,3.25~
~arce piscatoribuS---
Nee Herodis ferocitas
(Senator regis curie)
Aug. 4 Simon de Montfort (Miles Christi gloriose)
(Salve Symon Montisfortis)
Aug. 5 St Dominic
Aug. 10 St Lawrence
LoHa, 2.20
Aug. 15 BVM Assumption
LoHa, 2.21
Aug. 20 St Bernard
Aug. 24 St. Bartholomew
(In celesti ierarchia LoHa, 3.2*
Triumphat hodie Christi
Detentos a demonibus
Regina iam discubuit
Venit sponsa de Libano
o pater excellentissime
(0 sancte Bartholomee)
Aug. 28 St Augustine of
Hippo
Assw4t Augustini
Jhesu redemptor omnium
Sept. 8 B~~ Nativity
LoHa, 2.22
Sent.29 St Michael
LoHa,2.2J
Oct. 4 St Francis
Nos orphanos erige
(Te Domine laudat)
(Alleluia. Hic Franciscus*
Oct. 13 st Edward, K
and Conf.
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Table 27, cont.
Civitas nusquam
(Ave miles de cuius)
Nov. 1 All Saints
LoHa, 2.24
Nov. 3 St Winifred of Inter choros paradisicolarum
Shrewsbury
Nov. 6 st Leonard (Alleluia. Fit leo fit Leonardus*
Nov. 11 St Martin Baptizas parentes
LoHa,2.25
Nov. 20 St Edmund of Ave miles celestis
East Anglia De flore martirum
Flos anglorum inclitus
LoHa,4.9)(Christi miles rex Edmundus
Nov. 25 St Katherine
LoHa, 2.26
Nov. 30 st Andrew
LoHa, 2.27
Dec. 3 st Barbara
Dec. 6 St Nicholas
LoHa, 2.28; 2.29
Flos regalis
Mulier magni meriti
Rota versatilis
Virginalis concio
Virgo sancta Katerina
(0 laudanda virginitas"
(Virgo •••manet lux)
(Virgo regalis fidei)
--{Virgo sancta Katerina) l(Katerina progenie LoHa, 3.6*
(Virgo sancta Katerina LoHa, 7.26)-
(Katerina lex divina LoHa, 7.27)
(Clericorum sanctitate? LoHa, 7.28)
Duodeno sydere
(In odore)
(Andreas celici LoHa, 3.7*
(Dux Andrea LOHa~8*
(Barbara simplex animo)
Hac a valle
Salve cleri
(Psallat chorus)
(Salve gemma confessorum) ](Sospitati dedit)
(Presul ave flos presulum LoHa, 5.4)
(Salve gemma confessorum LoHa, 7.29)
"(and st Bernard, Aug. 20th)
"
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Table 27, cont.
Motets to the BVM
Annunciation/Nativity of Christ:
Ancilla Domini
Candens crescit
Geret et Regem
Orto sole
Quid rimari
Zelo tui
Nativity of the BVM (September 8th)
Caligo terre
lam nubes
Rosa delectabilis
Assumption (August 15th)
Alma mater
Astra transcendit
Detentos a demonibus
Regina iam discubuit
Venit sponsa de Libano
Other exceptional texts
Virgo··mater··salvatoris· ..;.;..tr-oped chant-se-tting· of Kyrie
Suffragiose virgini --setting of Marian legenda
Soli fines-Maria --mention of Carmelites
lnter'usitata --about Immaculate Conception; St Paul
Parata paradisi porta --for BVM memorials during Eastertide
General texts to the BVM
Ad lacrimas fl~ntis
Apta ca-ro plumis
Ave prolem parienti
Cuius de manibus
Lingua peregrina
Peregrina moror
Pura placens
Patrie pacis
Radix lesse
Regina celestium
Regne de pite
Rex emnipotencie
Rosa mundi
Salve sancta virgula
Si lingua lota
Te domina
Virgo··Maria
Ves quid admiramini
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Common of Apostles (some suecific Apostle?)
Princeps apostolice
Dedication of a Church
Templum eya
Jesus or God
Domine quis
In ore te laudancium
Humane lingue
Jhesu :fili Dei
Omnis terra
Quare :fremuerunt
Regi regum enarrare
Regnum sine termino
Rex invictissime
Contrition or Admonition
Apello cesarem
Fusa cum silentio
Inter amenitatis
o homo considera
Zorobabel abigo
Secular
Amer amours
Alme pater
L'amoreuse flour
Mon chant
o canenda vulgo
"Musicorum collegia
Tribum cuem
(Sub arturo plebs)
Problems
o vos omnes (dedication, admonition, or secular?)
Rex piaculum (tropic chant setting of Alleluia?)
Doleo super te (liturgical or non-liturgical?)
KEY: i) Fully bracketed items are 13th-century motets.
ii) Items market by an open bracket and asterisk ( * are
non-motet pieces of polyphony.
iii) Two items under St Katherine, and ~~o under St Nicholas,
may in fact be identical.
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ciated with any particular Marian feast, but rather are very
general in nature. Some were presumably votive motets, just
as there were votive sequences. A number of these more gen-
eral Marian texts are primarily catalogues of her epithets.
As it is put in Regne de pite, 'mult as des noms': many are
her names. She is the re-embodiment of Judith and Esther,
the antithesis of Eve, the withered branch that flowered, a
sweet remedy, a healer, guide along the path to Heaven, a
blossom surpassing all others in fragrance and appearance,
and so on. Rosa mundi, Te domina, and Virgo Maria show how
easily this cataloguing is adaptable to situations in which
musical considerations such as variable phrase structures
and declamation call for irregular texting.
Some motets on Mary are clearly most appropriate for
the Annunciation and the Christmas season, or Easter.
Three, all from Onc 362, are specifically for her Nativity
on September 8th. One, Inter usitata, is on her Immaculate
Conception, and in this motet (as well as in the
13th-century motet 0 spes et salus) her name is linked with
that of St Paul. In two or three more (the motets of CAc
128/2) she is associated with St Bernard, whose feast day
(August 20th) falls within the octave of her Assumption
(August 15th).
The most remarkable BVM texts in terms of subject mat-
ter are those of Suffragiose virgini, which narrate two
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Marian legenda in verse. The texts are hard to read, but
appear to be miracles of Our Lady similar in approach to the
sorts of tales told in prose or verse in a multitude of
later Medieval sources, both in Latin and the vernacular. 15
Collections of such exempla and fabulae proliferated rapidly
in the later Middle Ages, so much so that they are roughly
comparable in quantity even to that other popular genre,
saints' lives. No search has yat found a concordance to
either story set in the motet.
Determining subject matter is normally not a problem,
but some decisions are unavoidably interpretive and conse-
quently arbitrary to some degree. Two motets whose assign-
ment to Trinity Sunday is fairly certain show the sort of
analysis that is occasionally required for a decision on
classification by subject matter. Deus creator has as the
incipits of its two texts the initial lines of two of the
best known Latin-texted Kyries in later medieval England,
Deus creator omnium and Rex genitor. Both have the of ten-
encountered Trinitarian format, whereby the first three
acclamations concern ~od the Father, the second three God
the Son, and the final three God the Holy Spirit. The motet
triplum in fact deals with the three persons of the Trinity,
though not in the specific language or content of the Kyrie
text, while the duplum deals exclusively with the life of
15See for example the Stella maris of John of Garland,
Les Miracles de Nostre Dame of Gautier de Coinci, or the
cantigas de Santa Maria compiled for Alphonso X of Spain.
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Christ, from His conception to His ascension. Both motet
texts are thus, in their own ways, appropriate to Trinity
Sunday, though no internal reference explicitly and unambi-
guously calls for the use of the motet on that day. The
assignment of Beatus vir to Trinity Sunday is even more
hypothetical. It is suggested by text content ("unum in
trinitate sed trinum in unitate"), but since only one text
survives, doubts can still be entertained. An association
with Trinity Sunday is strengthened, though, by the follow-
ing: many Proper chants for Trinity begin with some version
of a blessing for the Lord, for instance "Benedicta sit
Deus," "Benedictus es Domine," or "Benedicimus Deum." and
the like. The tenor of Beatus vir is perhaps the most
familiar such formula, "Benedicamus Domino." The duplum is
assonant with this tenor, and it is likely that the missing
triplum was also assonant, perhaps even through the citation
of some blessing formula. Hence the entire motet, resonant
with verbal associati~ils to Trinity chants, would have been
especially apt for performance that day.l'
Another mis=ellaneous class of pieces that presents
difficulty in liturgical assignment is that small number
about the moral conduct of life grouped together in Table 27
l·The motet might have served as an elaborate Benedicamus
Domino substitute for Trinity Sunday. However, given the
obvious striving for assonance in the texts of all parts in
many motets, one might argue that its use as a Benedicamus
substitLte is not inevitable, since the blessing formula is
so frequently encountered in the liturgy of this feast.
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under the heading "Contrition or Admonition."17 On account
of its tenor, one late-13th-century example of this textual
genre has been assigned elsewhere in the table. This is Q
mores perditos-O gravis confusio-T.Opem nobis, which has
been placed on the feast of St. Thomas of Canterbury. Its
tenor is a well known chant from that Thomas's office, and
the texts appear to be suitable moral commentary for his
commemoration. This kind of assig~~ent, based in the first
place on the source of the tenor, is less convincing in
cases such as those presented by Apello cesarem and Fusa £gill
silentio. Their tenors are drawn from Graduals for Christ-
mas and St.John's Day (Dec. 27th), respectively, but are
traditional cantus firmi very frequently used for the tenors
of motets from the days of the earliest clausula and motet
repertoires of Notre Dame. The very popularity of these
tenors calls into question the direct association of motet
and feast on their account; neither are the subjects of the
motets obviously suitable. 1.
17Rokseth notes the difficulty with this topic in her
discussion of the texts of the F-MO motets. Rokseth, Poly-
phonies IV, p.23l.
l'Fusa cum silentio deals with a theme common to the
friars' preaching handbooks, the too-noisy prayer or oratio
clamorosa. nNon vox sed votum, non musica cordula sed cor,
Non clamor sed amor sonat in aure Dei n or nDeus non verborum
sed cordis est auditor" are examples of the pithy way the
sentiment might be stated. See Siegfried Wenzel, "Fascicu-
lus Morum," p.232. It may be that in the homiletic motet
texts we see the influence of the friars; perhaps it is sig-
nificant in this regard that there are so few of this type.
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Only three motets are truly inscrutable. Too much of
the text of the second item in TAcro 3182 is illegible to
allow determination of subject matter, beyond the fact that
the piece is probably a tropic chant setting of an Alleluia.
Q vos omnes is the duplum text of an imported motet, and the
tone of cynical, secular complaint againt the worldliness of
the church is closer to that adopted by de Vitry, for
instance, than to the stance of any insular motet text (save
perhaps those of Trinitatem veneremur). It is impossible to
say whether the lost triplum may have had more political
overtones or conversely, that it spoke in more friendly
fashion of the dedication of some church building, an occa-
sion that might have called forth a musical sermon with ele-
ments of both chastising and rejoicing.
The third problematic piece, Doleo super te, presents a
different sort of dilemma, for both of its texts are pre-
served, perfectly legible, and are, in fact, well known.
They are ultimately derived from the Bible, but the compos-
er's more irnrnedia~e source was two antiphons for the Magni-
ficat drawn from a series provided for a stretch of Sundays
after Trinity.l' (The motet's cantus firmus is also drawn
from one of these two antiphons.) The texts describe David
grieving for his son Absolon and for Jonathan. The use of
antiphons for two different occasions seems a barrier to
l'These are the Sundays when the Matins lessons are read
from the book of Kings, the so-called Hist.Reg. period.
See Brev.Sar. I, p.mclxxii.
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liturgical employment and Sanders claims "there can be lit-
tle doubt that the motet is unliturgical."2D
Two further motet fragments, each merely an isolated
voice (Templum eva Salomonis and Princeps apostolice), pro-
vide further interesting testimony on the subject matter
orientation of the English motet. They suggest that there
might be such a thing as a motet belonging to the Common of
Time or of Saints and made Proper to suit the needs of indi-
vidual institutions and their calendars. The text of Temp-
lum eva Salomonis makes the traditional association of the
new celestial Jerusalem with Solomon's Temple. This tradi-
tion further associates both of these with the Christian
sanctuary on earth, particularly (and most familiarly) in
the words of the dedication rite. 21 Double-versicle
couplings of melodies with text stanzas in the surviving
part are strikingly suggestive of the sequence tradition.
One sequence, in particular, which functions "in dedicatione
ecclesie," may have been a direct source of influence: Rex
Salomon fecit templum. zz Its seventh stanza, emphasizing the
zDSanders, "Motet," p.548. It may be that the Biblical
figures in these motet texts are meant to stand for contem-
porary persons; if so, the composer's intended referential
or allegorical meaning is obscure. Perhaps, like some
sequences, the motet could be sung "in dominicis diebus per
estatem." This is the rubric in the Dublin Troper, Cu 710,
for the sequences Quicumgue vult salvus and Voce iubilantes.
The topical specificity of Doleo does seem, I grant, insuf-
ficiently neutral to be suited for most Sundays.
ZlSee von Simson, Gothic Cathedral, p.8, 11, 134, and
elsewhere for a discussion of this tradition.
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trinity:
sed tres partes sunt in templo
trinitatis sub exemplo
ima summa media
may have inspired the threefold "intus, foris, ibi" device
that so markedly structures the Templum eya text. A dedica-
tion poem by Walter of Chatillon that begins:
Templum veri Salomonis
dedicatur hodie
Deus trinus in personis
unius essentie
has a striking resemblance to Templum eya in its opening
line, but the motet text and Walter's poem do not prove to
be any more closely related. The poem, in fact, is much
more closely dependent on the sequence than the motet text
Given these associations it is likely that the motet
was in fact meant for performance in celebration of the
anniversary of the dedication of a church, one of the feasts
of highest rank in its calendar. Since the provenance of
its motet collection is Bury St Edmunds, the festivities
22See AH 55, p.35(no.31).
2JSee Karl Strecker, Die Gedichtp Walters von Chatillon,
I, no. 9, pp.13-14. Strecker's critical notes examine the
relationship of Templum veri to Rex Salomon fecit.
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were probably in honor of the Bury cathedral itself. It may
never be known whether the motet was written initially for
Bury or whether instead it was borrowed and altered to be
suitable, or whether indeed its missing text may have been
so general in reference that it was suitable for any number
of institutions. There are motets extant that show how this
last possibility might work. The most unequivocal example
is the 13th-century motet Virgo regalis fidei, which is more
or less appropriate for any Virgin-Martyr with a four-sylla-
ble name. In its single source the name provided is Kater-
ina, but a marginal note provides for the substitution of
Eadburga. 24 Jhesu redemptor is a more hypothetical case.
The language of its two texts is very general, being made
proper to St. Augustine solely in two paired stanzas (six
lines out of twenty-five) of the duplum. With a minimun of
emendation the motet could be made usable by a skilled
rhymester for any feast de communi unius confessoris or in
natali unius confessoris. This possibility is lent some
additional credence by the function of the motet tenor,
Jhesu redemptor omnium, which in the Use of Salisbury, and
presumably elsewhere, was the hymn for the Common of a Con-
fessor. 25
24This motet (WF, 12) has been edited by Dittmer in MSD
2, no.12 and by Sanders in PMFC XIV, no. 51. Hohler, in
"Reflections," pp.24-25, points out the insuitability of the
text for the non-martyred Eadburga.
25See Bowers on Cfre in Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources,"
pp.289-91.
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The fragment Princeps apostolice further fuels the
speculation that some motets may have been composed for a
rather broad spectrum of feasts by a textual orientation
towards the Common of Saints rather than the Proper of
Saints. The surviving text names all the apostles, with a
brief description or capsule comment on the evangelizing
activity or martyrdom of each. This topic was a favorite
one: many such texts may be found under the rubric 'Common
of Apostles' in the Analecta Hyrnnica. 26 Princeps aposto1ice
is in fact clearly modelled on one of these, the sequence
Alleluya nunc decantet, which is classified as "in die unius
aposto1i" in the Sarum Missal and given the rubric "in fes-
tis plurimorum aposto1orum" in the Hereford Missal. 21 Corre-
spondences between motet text and sequence are close:
2'See under the Latin equivalents of this subject heading
in the Register. Two such texts appear in Lbm 978 on fo1s.
10v-l1, between the motet Ave g1oriosa mater and the Sumer
Canon. They are Felix sanctorum and Petrus Romanis reser-
avit.
21Dickinson, Missa1e Sarum, pp.66l*-663*: Henderson, Mis-
sale Herefordense, pp.370-7l: Chevalier, Repertorium, no.
815.
Motet
Indis vite dogmata
dat Bartholomeus
Thomam fossum lancea
Indi contestantur
Sequence
Bartholomeus dat
Indis vite dogmata
Thomas confossus lancea
cursum consummat in India
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These similarities suggest the motet was suitable for per-
formance on the same occasions as the sequence, that is, on
those feasts of one or more Apostles where the rubrics for
the sequence at ~ass direct one to the Commune Sanctorum.
In the Use of Salisbury this included James and Philip (May
1), Barnabas (June 11), James (July 25), Bartholomew (August
24), Symon and Thaddeus or Jude (October 28), and Thomas
(December 21). The loss of one text for this motet prevents
any more certain determination. Some of the saints just
named have one or more motets in the surviving repertoire.
~he Saints
Long-established and internationally popular saints
appearing as the subjects of motets include Peter, Nicholas,
Lawrence, Katherine, Thomas of Canterbury, and various of
the Apostles. They are joined by saints of the religious
and monastic orders, such as Benedict,2G Augustine, and Mar-
21The text on Benedict in Ob 7 is an interesting one. It
makes direct reference to poverty, chastity, and abstinence,
the three primary vows of the monastic vocation.
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tin of Tours,a, and British saints of varying degrees of
renown, such as Edmund of East Anglia, Edward (King and Con-
fessor), William of York, Augustine of Canterbury, and two
minor Anglo-Saxon women, Eadburga and Wenefreda.
As was argued above, if no mechanism can be postulated
that would skew the distribution of subject matter, then
chance survival ought to have insured a reliable spread of
subjects, favoring the preservation of motets on the more
common and highly ranked saints of the church (represented
in most collections with one or more pieces) over those ded-
icated to more local figures. 3o This is pretty well born
out, as Table 27 demonstrates, especially by the numbers of
motets on Thomas, Katherine, and Nicholas. 31
a'Martin is one of the figureheads of the monastic move-
ment. The texts on him in Ornc 266/268 make references that
clearly point to his association with monasticism, including
a reference to a "chorus monachorum" (see the Critical
Report).
30This argument presupposes that the collections being
discarded were of a medium size (60-100 items) rather than
small, selective samplings of the available repertoire in
circulation.
31Hohler, in "Reflections," p.32, singles out these three
saints as not particularly monastic, thus cautioning against
the view that the motets are of monastic provenance. But
his argument carries no weight, because these are among the
very most popular saints in all of Western Christendom, as
can be seen, for instance, by a casual perusal of the Regis-
ter of the Analecta Hymnica. They are as highly ranked in
the monastic Benedictin~ calendars of medieval England (see
Wormald, English Benedictine Calendars after 1100, and the
calendar of the Worcester antiphonal in paleogranhie Musi-
cale, 12, for instance) as in the calendars of the secular
rites of Salisbury, Hereford, or York.
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A medium-sized motet collection with a distribution of
subject matter equivalent to that suggested by the
14th-century remains would be not unlike a sequentiary in
size and topical coverage, a comparison that will be useful
to pursue. To begin with, a sequence repertoire, like the
LoHa Alleluia series, defines a certain body of feasts that
might require motets. In terms of liturgical coverage,
there is a direct congruence between the saints and holidays
for which a sequence is provided, and feasts of highest rank
(in both secular and monastic calendars). In both the
sequence and motet repertoires, concordances between surviv-
ing sources are high in number; most of the repertoire was
held in common by many institutions, with only a few pieces
of local origin or pertaining to a local saint. In addi-
tion, as was discussed above, there are pieces for the Com-
mon of Saints and for the Proper of Time (such as for the
anniversary of the dedication of a church).
There is also a correspondence in the provision of many
additional pieces for the BVM. In terms of numbers, the
Hereford Missal contains 79 sequences, of which 14 (18%) are
Marian. The Dublin Troper contains 75 sequences in its
first series, of which 10 (13%) are Marian; in addition, 42
more Marian sequences appear in a second series.
As in these sequentiaries, some of the motet sources
have more than one motet on a saint. In the case of the
motets this might be explained in part simply as the preser-
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vat ion of popular pieces from an earlier repertoire when the
present source was compiled. But of course, the more highly
ranked saints might have more pieces because they have more
feasts requiring adornment with a sequence or motet.
Saints can tell us something important about prove-
nance. Provision for local saints and holidays in an other-
wise normative liturgical calendar can often pinpoint very
securely the specific institution for which that calendar
was intended. Since few local saints are honored by the
very highest rank of feast, a collection of sequences or
motets containing a piece dedicated to a relatively minor
figure can therefore reasonably be assigned its provenance.
As things stand, the lack of extensive and readily available
comparative data limits the effectiveness (though not the
potential) of the motet data. 3z Usually it is merely confir-
matory, if nonetheless ill~~inating. For instance, it is
certainly appropriate to find a motet on William of York in
a manuscript (Lbm 400llB*) associated with Fountains Abbey.
Cfm can be shown with a iligh degree of probability to have
3ZHohler (writing in "Reflections,") has an enviable con-
trol over medieval English liturgical books, and discusses
problems in the determination of provenance with information
on subject matter drawn from sequence collections. But
though some English sequence repertoires are widely availa-
ble for study (such as those in the Salisbury, Hereford, and
York missals), there is little published analysis of them.
See, for instance, Messenger, "Hymns end Sequences of the
Sarurn Rite." Recently, the leading expert on the hymns and
hymnaries of medieval England, Helmut Gneuss, has made a
call for sequence work comparable to the work he has done on
the cycle of hymns (see Gneuss, "Hymns," pp.416-17).
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come from an Augustinian house at Coxford, and it contains a
motet on Augustine of Hippo, Jhesu redemptor. But the motet
on Augustine in LIc 52 has not helped to trace a provenance
for this source. Anpther positive set of circumstances
involves Ob 1, whose musical leaves are bound in a book
known to have been in the library of Bury St. Edmunds in the
13th and 14th centuries. These leaves have two motets on
Edmund and one on Benedict. However, in another instance,
no proof has emerged that the distinctive constellation of
motets on Edmund, the BVM and Paul, and St.Martin of Tours
found in Ornc 266/268 must also point to Bury.
In regard to the Anglo-Saxon women, Hohler tackles evi-
dence that at first sight is nearly unassailable, by arguing
that we cannot take for granted the identification of Ead-
burga with the Pershore saint (June 15») and of Wenefreda
with the Shrewsbury saint (Nov. 3), thus challenging their
natural association with Worcester. 33 His arguments are a
refreshing challenge to received thinking, but do not always
survive the test of Occam's razor. A final example, Onc
362, has two motets on Thomas of Canterbury and a third on
Augustine of Canterbury (the latter is not primarily a motet
on Gregory, as Hohler would have it). Surely, for lack of
more concrete external information, a Canterbury provenance,
at Christ Church or St.Augustine's, must be held more plau-
sible than Hohler's proposal for a London origin. Clearly,
33Hohler, "Reflections," pp.24-30.
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more work needs to be done on the origin and transmission of
the motets, taking into account the role of the towns and
especially the university, but the weight of evidence
derived from subject matter points firmly to the large rural
Benedictine and Augustinian houses as the consumers, and
therefore likely the points of origin of these motets.
External References in the
Motet Texts
In general the English motets do not refer to the cur-
rent events of their day, and therefore cannot be placed in
an historical context that way. A few instances may be
cited from the 13th-century repertoire, in none of which do
we have an "occasional" piece that contradicts the essen-
tially religious and cloistered nature of the motet genre. 34
The early 14th-century repertoire includes just two rela-
tively overt contemporary references. Thomas gemma cele-
brates the monk Thomas of Dover, martyred in 1295,35 and the
stylistically archaic Trinitatem veneremur alludes in its
duplum to the depredations of "rex et papa." This is proba-
bly a reference to the dissatisfaction of the clergy over
taxation and the loss of prerogatives to king and pope dur-
ing the reign of Henry III, a dissatisfaction so profound
that it was one of the leading causes of the Baron's
~4See Lefferts, "Simon de Montfort," p.203.
~5See Levy, "New Material," p.224.
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Revo1t. 3' The complaints against the corruption of the
church in Petrum cephas, or of the struggle of a good man
against his enemies in Ape110 cesarem seem more stereotyped.
Among the later 14th-century motets are some, mostly of
continental origin, or at least with Ars Nova styling, that
make fairly specific references to the contemporary scene.
Musicorum col1egio is one of a number of "musician motets"
that we know of. 37 From the contents of the text it would
appear that it is a salutation from the author to a musical
chapel he has visited; the function is even responsible for
the choice of tenor: 'avete' (greetings). The triplum names
the seven individuals of the collegium. They are Hugo, Rob-
ert of Huy, Johannes, Nichasius, J. Pallart, J. Anglici, and
Stephen. The duplum makes reference to the triplum's musi-
cians in the following manner: 'vidi septem •••• quorum nom-
ina sunt scripta tripli pagina'. No chapel records yet
searched preserve this group of names. It can be said, how-
ever, that the "curia gallicorum" to which they belong is
not the royal French court,31 but may possibly be another
3'See Lefferts, "Simon de Montfort," pp.206-209. I do
not see Trinitatem as a product of the 1260s, but perhaps of
the 1280s or 1290s, however.
37For the others, see Harrison's editions and tabulation
cf the names of the musicians cited, in PMFC V. See also
Bent, "Two Fourteenth-Century Motets In Praise of Music."
Besseler, "Ars Antigua," col.687 mentions six motets of the
late 13th-century that name musicians, and texts of Italian
Trecento polyphony also occasionally name musicians.
31Professor Craig Wright of Yale University graciously
checked this for me in his archival data; see also Wright,
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aristocratic chapel. Perhaps an English connection can be
construed from the presence of 'Joe the Englishman' in the
choir. Several historical details in the text are of inter-
est. First, the choir is said to perform the Lady Mass four
times a month: this is probably a reference to the Saturday
Lady Mass, which was part of the commemorative office for
the Virgin on that day.~' Further, the music of this chapel
is described as In three parts that avoid the vice of disso-
nance. This is an apt description of English cantilena and
discant styles, and in fact much of the repertoire in these
styles was intended for Marian services. Certainly, though,
the description fits conservative conductus-style (simulta-
neous-style) continental mass music as well,4D so there is
not necessarily a reference to purely English practices
here.
Another "musician motet" has a much more explicit tie
to England. This is Sub arturo plebs, whose triplurn names
and praises fourteen English musicians; the duplurn gives a
potted history of music, mentions the motet's composer
J.Alanus by name, and explains the proper mensural interpre-
tation of the tenor. The similarities between the texts of
Music at the Court of Burgundy. Incidentally, the royal
court would probably have been identified as the "curia
francorum" rather than "gallicorurn."
~'Harrison, MME, pp. 77-81.
4DStablein-Harder, Mass Music in France (MSD 7),
pp.17-l8.
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Sub Arturo plebs and Musicorum collegio, which are striking,
indicate a common tradition for this topos: the triplum
gives a catalogue of musicians, while the author speaks in
the duplum in more learned and recondite language.
The subject matter of Alme pater is difficult to pin
down in detail due to ambiguities in its language. Appar-
ently the text has to do with the problems of the Papacy and
the control of Naples in the years immediately following the
Great Schism (late l370s-l380s). The pope referred to in
the text could either be Urban VI, the Roman pope to whom
England was allied, or Clement VII, the Avignon pope allied
with the French. The poem seems to make the most sense if
the pope is assumed to be Urban. In that case, the events
referred to are likely those of 1384, when Charles of
Durazzo (who had taken Naples from its Queen Joanna for
Urban in l381-2) turned against his pope. Urban's campaign
to establish control over Naples failed and he was besieged
for many months by Charles in a castle at Nocerno (Luceria
Christianorurn). The English cardinal Adam Easton was a mem-
ber of Urban's party during this ordeal, and English atten-
tion to the siege would naturally have been as intense as
medieval lines of communication allowed. 4 1 It is difficult
to imagine a composer in the Avignon or French royal circles
setting the text; it is equally difficult to believe that it
41For two standard narratives of these events, see Ludwig
Pastor, The History o( the Popes, I, pp.134-38, and Mandell
Creighton, ~ History of the Papacy, I, pp.85-97.
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could have been written in Italy in a style so foreign to
that distinctive musical culture. The possibility must be
considered, then, that the work is English--that such musi-
cal knowledge and skill, in imitation of French models, was
possessed by some English composers, probably in the employ
of aristocratic chapels, in the l380s. 42
Two final texts from the later 14th-century motets make
unconventional references that may prove to be of signifi-
cance for the purpose of establishing provenance. First,
Inter usitata refers not just to the BVM, but also to St
Paul and a "novelle structure." This slim piece of evidence
may point to a specific institution with important new con-
struction in the general time period we are concerned with,
but no identification can be proposed here. Finally, the
Marian text Maria diceris (US-SM 19914, ~) refers to Mary as
"carmeli flosculus." This appelation is not unusual, but a
further line, "iam carmelitis porrigetis manum," reempha-
sizes the association with Carmel and prompts the suggestion
that the poem is a specifically Carmelite song of praise to
Mary. The Carmelite friars were an order "de Beata Virgine"
and they are well known (on the continent) for their culti-
vat ion of music from the mid-14th century on. One of the
central events in this order's early history occurred in
42Contrafacture cannot be wholly ruled out, especially
since the text may be defective, or may not have been set in
full (one stanza appears to be incomplete and the fit of
text to isorhythmic structure is clumsy).
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13th-century England where, according to tradition, Simon
Stock had the vision in which Mary gave the scapular to the
order. 43 The bestowal of this distinctive cloak of office
may be referred to in lines 19-20 of Maria diceris: "sub
tuo quando clamide tel don}ans hiis solamina." The identi-
fication of the tenor of this motet some day may provide
more information about the music's provenance. 44
Other Repertoires
For some perspective on the significance of the distri-
bution of subject matter in 14th-century English motets,
comparison with other repertoires of Latin motets and sacred
literature is illuminating. Earlier and later motets in
England are a natural starting point for such an examina-
tion. It has already been argued that the 13th-century Eng-
lish motet is similar in its range of topics, although ori-
ented more towards the BVM. Motets from the later part of
the next cent'Jry are not as homogeneous a body as those from
earlier in the 1300s but do in fact retain a religious ori-
entation. This is evident, for example, in the three motets
of Orne 266/268, which reflect insular notations and styles
43See Smet, "Carmelites," and Staring, "Simon Stock" in
the New Catholic Encyclopedia. Wibberley, "English Poly-
phonic Music," pp.15l-57, suggests an association of Simon
Stock and the Carmelites with the texts of the motet Virgo
Maria.
44The manuscript in which this motet appears as a fly-
leaf, US-SM 19914, has associations with the Augustinian
house of St. Osyth, but no evident Carmelite connections.
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in addition to subject matter.
Three early 15th-century English motet collections are
still devoted to a variety of sacred subjects. The motets
preserved in Old Hall (Lbm 57950) have topics including
St.Thomas of Canterbury, St. Katherine, St. George (two mot-
ets), the BVM, and Pentecost. There are also two Deo gra-
tias substitutes. Margaret Bent has assembled scraps of a
codex that, if reconstructed, would be comparable to Old
Hall in size and contents. 45 Some eight motets can be
counted among the fragments. Loss of text makes identifica-
tion of the subject matter tentative in almost every case,
but evidently they include motets on the Holy Innocents (or
other young martyrs), St.Nicholas, a confessor, a musician
or musical subject (possibly sacred, and the topic of two
items), and Edward {either the recent king or traditional
English saint),4' as well as the same two Deo gratias sub-
stitutes that appear in Old Hall. A third repertoire con-
sists of the twelve surviving isorhythmic motets of John
Dunstaple, which include six on saints: St. Alban, St.
Michael, St.Germanus, St. Anne, St. John the Baptist, and
St.Katherine. Three further motets are on the BVM, two are
on Pentecost, and one survives untexted.~7
45Bent, "A Lost English Choirbook;" see also Chapter One,
p.26.
4'For the text fragments see Bent, "A Lost English Choir-
book," p.262.
47See Bukofzer, John Dunstable Complete Works, and Bent,
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Not much need be said here about the texts of the
English cantilenas. These are almost exclusively devoted to
the BVM. Exceptions include a setting of a sequence for St.
Margaret in Cgc 230, pieces on Jesus in LEcl 6120 and GLcro
678, and two settings that mention Edward III in US-NYpm
Continental Motets
In Parisian music circles ca. 1200 Latin was the lan-
guage of the motet as it first developed out of the the dis-
cant c1ausula. The earliest motet texts bore strong asso-
nant and tropic relationships to the text of their tenors,
but they soon began to "depart altogether from the tenor's
words and their connotations;" a vogue for the use of French
texts instead of Latin, a radical innovation of around 1215,
led to the dominance of the genre by secular lyrics "by the
third decade of the century."4& However, "the intrusion of
the vernacular was a French specialty, [and] elsewhere --
including, surely, large areas of France -- Latin as well as
some degree of tropic textual relationship between the Tenor
and the upper part{s) were generally retained."4'
Dunstaple. Dunstaple's works also include two non-iso-
rhythmic motets, on St.Katherine and the Holy Cross. The
surviving motets of Leonel Power are by contrast all non-i-
sorhythrnic and Marian, setting the texts of votive anti-
phons. This emphasis on Mary is in fact the direction taken
by the English motet in the 15th century, culminating in
such collections as the Eton choirbook.
41Sanders, "Motet," p.532.
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In her discussion of the texts of F-MO, Rokseth
identified four categories that together encompass the
themes of nearly all the 13th-century Latin motets, distin-
guishing those that comment on the major feasts of the
Christian year, those devoted to the Virgin Mary, those that
concern the corruption of morals of the clergy, and those
that give moral advice for the conduct of life. 5o In F-MO
about three-fourths of the Latin texts (86/117) are devoted
to Mary, with the remainder divided fairly evenly between
those about feasts (texts of nos. 60, 70, 306, 310, 331,
340-341), the clergy (texts of nos. 37, 52, 286, 287) and
moral conduct (texts of nos. 47, 65, 264, 328). Signifi-
cantly, the latter three categories contain motets believed
by scholars to be of non-Parisian origin. 51
Hans Tischler has published various statistical surveys
of the subject matter of the continental Latin-texted motets
of the 13th century. He identifies four similar categories
as primary: Mary, Jesus, other Holy Persons, and various
religious subjects and criticism 52 -- and summarizes the
4'Sanders, "Peripheral Polyphony," p.277.
50Rokseth, Polyphonies IV, pp.227-3l.
51All of those identified with feasts of the Christian
calendar have been identified by Sanders as English (70,
340-41) or peripheral (60), or have been identified by Tis-
chler 2S belonging outside of the central stylistic group.
See Sanders, "Peripheral Polyphony," and Tischler, preface
to his new edition of F-MO. See also Sanders, "Motet,"
p.533 on the "peripheral" Latin double motets.
52See Hans Tischler, "Classicism and Romanticism in
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trends in text-content from the very earliest days of the
motet as fo11ows: 5 )
The main balance shifts from an emphasis on Jesus
to one on Mary as early as about 1210; and Mary's
predominance becomes nearly exclusive at the end
of the century. Other holy persons are addressed
less and less often as time goes on. Religious
subjects, on the other hand, particularly moral
sermons and criticisms, regain ground in the last
decades of the century after a total eclipse dur-
ing the mid-century.
This summary encompasses a diverse range of sources, and in
its generality tends to obscure regional differences. How-
ever, a perception of geographical variation in motet-text
preference sharpens the outlines of these trends in Tis-
ehler's most recent essay. 54 Significantly, for several
non-Parisian manuscripts he observes that the proportion of
Marian texts drops in relation to those concerning moral
sermons, scriptural verses and stories, various feasts, and
Jesus.
In the early 14th century the trend in Parisian circles
was back to the use of Latin in motet texts. Trouvere-re-
lated secular love poetry was abandoned for political or
polemical texts with strong overtones of the admonitio,
especially in the motets of the Roman de Fauvel and in the
13th-century Music," "Intellectual Trends in 13th-century
Paris as Reflected in the Texts of Motets," and "Latin Texts
in the Early Motet Collections: Relationships and Perspec-
tives."
5)"Intellectual Trends," p.6.
54r.Latin Texts in the Early Motet Collections."
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output of de Vitry.5' Texts of a purely religious nature are
few. With regard to the themes treated in its texts, then,
the English motet may be sharply distinguished from the
Latin motets written within the Parisian orbit in the 13th
and 14th centuries. It has, instead, affinities with
"periphera2" sources. However, an important distinction
remains there as well, in the relative preponderance of
texts on saints and feasts in England over those on homi-
letic topics, and the relative inhospitality of English
sources to Parisian music.
The Carol and the Devotional
EYric
The question of subject matter cannot be left without
some comparison of the motet with contemporaneous reper-
toires of short religious lyric verse such as the carol and
the devotional poem. The carol thrived in England in both
Latin and the vernacular. Though its history as a poly-
phonic musical genre belongs primarily to the 15th century,
texts in carol form" are traceable back at least as far as
the early 14th century. From their inception they were
meant for singing, and some monophonic tunes for carols sur-
vive. Greene has published approximately 500 carol poems in
"Sanders, "Motet," pp.556-57 and "The Early Motets of
Philippe de Vitry," with references in the latter to the
extensive earlier literature.
"The carol usually consists of a burden alternating with
uniform stanzas (commonly rhymed aaab).
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English,S' while Stevens has published over 130 musical set-
tings, mostly polyphonic, of carols in English and Latin. s •
Since carols were written over a span of 200 years any clas-
sification by subject matter, SUCil as the order of presenta-
tion in Greene, must be approached with some caution as a
basis for generalization; nonetheless the broad outlines are
clear and transcend any relative fluctuations in the popu-
larity of topics. Carols treating events of the Christmas
season from Advent through Epiphany, and carols on the Vir-
gin and Child or on the Annunciation (which are of course
both appropriate to Chrlstmas) far outweigh any other top-
ics. Though the carol is by no means associated exclusively
with the Christmas season, it appears to have been conceived
most frequently as such. There is a distinct lack of empha-
sis on the next important liturgical season, Easter: "until
the early Tudor period, English carols on themes of the Pas-
sion and Resurrection are very rare."S' Harrison's tabula-
tion of the subjects treated in three 15th-century poly-
phonic carol manuscripts makes this point clearly.'o
What[ever] kind of institution they may have been
used in, at least three of these [carol] sources
have a presumably complete carol repertoire for
S7R.L.Greene, The Early English Carols, 2nd ed.
SIJ.Stevens, Medieval Carols and Early Tudor Songs and
Carols.
S'Stevens, "Roundtable on the Carol," p.298.
'OSee Harrison's contribution to Stevens, "Roundtable on
the Carol," pp.302-303.
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their particular place. In the Ritson manuscript
there is written beside all but one of its 44 car-
ols the day or content for which it was intended.
Applying this information by analogy to the carols
in the Selden and Egerton manuscripts -- with Rit-
son a total of about 105 carols including concor-
dances -- the following occasions and subjects
appear to be represented:
Christmas Day (in die nativitas) 22
St.Stephen's Day (December 26th) 2
St.John's Day (December 27th) 4
Holy Innocents' Day (December 28th) 4
St.Thomas of Canterbury's (Dece~ber 29th) 3
The Circumcision (January 1st) 2
Epiphany (January 6th) 8
de nativitate, (which [Harrison takes] to mean
suitable over the whole season of 12 days) 32
The Virgin Mary 4
St.George (April 23rd) 1
Those shown as ad libitum in Ritson, which
divide into four categories:
a) Moral
b) Convivial
c) Nationalistic
d) Agricultural-Ritual
14
1
5
1
total 103
A 14th-century repertoire closely related to the carol
1S the group of sixty Latin hymns preserved in the Red Book
of Ossory.61 These were written sometime during the period
1320-60 by the English Franciscan Richard Ledrede, Bishop of
'lThese hymns have been edited three times recently by
different scholars: R.L.Greene, The Lvrics of the Red Book
of Ossorv (Oxford, 1974); E.Colledae, The Latin Poems~
RIchard Ledrede, O.F.M. (Toronto,-1974}i and Th.Stemmler,
The Latin Hymns of Richard Ledrede (Mannheim, 1975).
Stemmler COUld, to a certain extent, take into account the
editions of Greene and Colledge. An important critical
review of all three editions, by A.G.Rigg, appears in Medium
Aevum 46{l977), pp.269-78. None of the editions is wholly
satisfactory, though each has particular strengths.
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Ossory, for his clerics to sing in place of secular lyrics
with more worldly sentiments. All but one of the poems is
stanzaic and over half exhibit the burden and verse struc-
ture of the carol. The assignment of the first four poems
to a specific feast is given by rubrics:
Cantilena de nativitate Domini
Alia cantilena de eodem festo
De eodem festo
De eodem festo
Though the rubrics then cease, it is clear that there is at
least a rough ordering of all the contents in accordance
with the liturgical calendar, beginning with Christmas, pro-
ceeding to Easter, and then going on to more miscellaneous
subjects, in particular the BVM. Greene enumerates 25 songs
on the Nativity and C~ristmas season, lIon Easter and the
Resurrection, 1 on the Annunciation, and 23 more diverse
pieces.'z Colledge's count includes 13 on Christmas and 10
on Epiphany, 10 on Easter, 8 on the BVM, 5 on Christ, and 2
on th~ Holy Spirit.'· The varying totals reflect the ambigu-
ity inevitably encountered in such subject matter; most of
the poetry on the Virgin is suitable for Christmas, for
instance. In my opinion 29 texts can be counted for the
Christmas season and perhaps 15 more for Easter. However,
the rest of the poems -- on God, Jesus, Mary, or some more
'ZGreene, The Lyrics, p.v.
'JColledge, Latin Poems, p.xli.
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general moral topic -- are less specifically tied to single
occasions.
Greene has remarked on the unusually high emphasis on
Easter in the poems of the Red Book, by comparison with the
English carol." Otherwise the two types of verse are
remarkably similar and equally distinct from the motet in
the coverage of subject matter, in verse form, and presum-
ably, in performance context." A well known marginal entry
that appears in the Red Book after the first four hymns
sheds some light on their origin:"
Nota: Attende, lector, quod Episcopus Ossoriensis
fecit istas cantilenas pro vicariis Ecclesie Cath-
edralis, sacerdotibus, et clericis suis, ad can-
tandum in magnis festis et solaciis, ne guttera
eorum et ora Deo sanctificata po1luantur canti-
lenis teatralibus, turpibus et secularibus; et cum
sint cantatores, provideant sibi de notis conven-
ientibus secundum quod dictamina requirunt.
This is a remarkable testament not only to the kinds of
songs a cleric might sing (or be asked not to sing), but
also to the times of year when such clerics might be most
inclined to raise their voices in song. Ledrede specifies
that his verses are "for singing on the great feast days and
i'Greene, The Lyrics, p.6.
"Performance context is one of the sources of greatest
controversy among students of the carol. See Stevens,
"Roundtable," esp. pp.28S-86.
"It has often been printed, most recently in Colledge
and Greene, ops.cits. Greene (p.xxvii) remarks on the simi-
larity to a note given with the musical settings of the
Libre Vermell, (E-MO 1). On this source, see RISM B/IV/2,
pp.99-l02. ---- -
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at times of recreation." For twelve of the sixty hymns the
scribe has noted an incipit of vernacular verse that presum-
ably identifies the secular tune to which the Latin text was
to be sung (and on whose versification the Latin lines were
presumably modelled). One must wonder whether these were
precisely the tunes with objectionable lyrics to which Led-
rede refers. In any event, impromptu singing on occasions
of communal conviviality, especially on the most joyous and
music-filled holidays of the Christian year, was apparently
seen by Ledrede as an opportunity ~o check ribaldry and
instill a little devotion in his clerics.
Devotional poetry flourished concurrently in Latin,
Anglo-Norman, and English during the 13th and 14th centu-
ries. New developments in the vernacular lyric, particu-
larly in English poetry during the latter half of the 13th
century, may be understood as deriving from and parallel to
the Latin tradition." English lyrics, now thought to be
almost exclusively the product of clerics, at least before
1350 or so, came mainly from the pens of Franciscans.'· The
intended audience for their devotional verse was primarily
an uneducated laity; the poet sought to capture the listen-
er's attention through a simple, even humble style and pow-
"D.L.Jeffrey, The Early English Lvric and Franciscan
Spirituality, p.17.
'·See R.H.Robbins, "The Authors of the Middle English
Religious Lyrics," and Jeffrey, The Early English Lyric.
For a very recent contribution on this question, see Chris-
topher Page, "Angelus ad virginem."
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erful visual imagery, and strove to evoke an immediate, per-
sonal response. The tone is intense and subjective, infused
with affective piety and direct emotion that is aimed at
stimulating or renewing a simple, unquestioning faitn and
evoking contrition and repentance. Jeffrey emphasizes that
"the performance context of certain varieties of Middle Eng-
lish lyric" was in preaching evangelical sermons to the pop-
ulace; the typical poem might even be said to be "a gospel
song."~'
The Latin motet, by contrast, is less intimate, more
objective and more formal. Except for those few texts of
contrition or admonition, the motet seldom exhibits a ser-
mon-like stance with man rather than God as the intended
recipient of its message. There is, however, a little com-
mon ground between the devotional Latin lyric and motet
texts.'O For instance, excerpts of the Dulcis Jhesu Memoria
were set polyphonically at least half a dozen times in the
~'Jeffrey, The Early English Lyric, pp.184 and 214,
respectively.
'OOn the important relation of the two vernacular motet
texts, Worldes blisce and Regne de pite, to Franciscans and
the devotional literature, see below in the section "Vernac-
ular Texts." However, as I have already pointed out in Lef-
ferts, "Simon de Montfort," p.213, the scarcity of insular
motets setting Middle English in the late 13th and early
14th centuries can be given a direct explanation: Middle
English lyrics and motet composition do not overlap because
they represent the creative activity of two distinct
spheres, the cloister and the parish church, and were des-
tined by their authors, friars and monks, for very different
audiences and occasions.
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13th century on the continent and in England. 71 St.Bernard,
the beloved central figure of Cistercian and Franciscan
devotion, is memorialized in polyphonic settings of hymn
texts from a widely known rhymed office in his honor. 72 The
Franciscan St.Bonaventure is associated with the English
motet repertoire as well, through the use of the refrain
stanza Laus honor Christo from his famous office on the Holy
Cross,73 In passione Domini, as the tenor of Laus honor ven-
dito. The language of the surviving text of this motet, and
the very similar language in another, Barrabas dimittitur,
are closer than that of any other insular Latin motet to the
kind of intense concentration on the passion of Christ that
characterizes the most familiar devotional poetry. 74
710ne setting survives in the Worcester fragments (WF,
75). On the popularity and significance of Dulcis Jhesu
Memoria, see Raby, Christian Latin Poetry, pp.329-31.
'2See the texts of the motets of CAc 128/2. The office
is printed in AH 52, p.132.
73See AH 50, pp.568-7l, and Raby, Christian Latin Poetry,
p.424.
74The use of hymns as a source of texts is another area
of common ground. (The Franciscans showed a keen interest
in translating favorite hymns into English.) However, motet
texts are in general not as heavily dependent on hymns as
are, for example, the carols, many of which incorporate
Latin lines or phrases drawn from hymns. On the carol and
the hymn, see especially Greene, The Early English Carol,
2nd ed., pp.lxxxi, lxxxv-xciv. Concerning the hymn and the
motet, see Tables 28 and 30 below.
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Text Contents: Sources and Models
Content and language of these texts is not an issue
wholly separable from subject matter, as the foregoing has
repeatedly demonstrated. Here I would like to make a gen-
eral characterization of text contents and draw together
some more specific observations about the sources and models
for their language. In broadest terms, the motet lyrics are
texts of praise and prayer. Some are simple prayers
directed heavenward to God the Father, the Son, or the Holy
Spirit, or sent through Mary or one of the saints as inter-
cessor, for the wellbeing of the church or for individual
salvation. The motet may speak of a saint or the signifi-
cance of an occasion in the church year. These two
approaches may be combined in a bipartite text that begins
in expository fashion and then closes with a prayer, or a
call for rejoicing or giving praise (for instance, put con-
cisely-- "Christ is risen; let us rejoice"). Most often
encountered is an ages-old tripartite form beginning with an
invocation, following with a longer central section (the
enumeration of complaints, the recounting of a saint's mira-
cles, etc.), and closing with a petition for mercy or
redress of grievances. The texts of the 13th-century Eng-
lish motet Q sancte Bartholomee, given in Figure 43, provide
two classic examples of such a three-part form.
The admonitory homily directed to an earthly audience
is infrequently encountered. Nor is it usual to see a text
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Typical tripartite text divisions indicated by i,li,iii
1( o sancte Bartholomee o sancte Bartholomeeplebs fldells hodle plebs devota dlgnas tue
gratulatur et letatur laudes dat li1eI!1orle
per te dux ecclesle
ydola que destrux1stl
11 Per 1;'e niger demon P1jer slnagogam confudlstl
templl querens[nim1um plenam ydolatrle
est probatus et llgatus
Domin1 per angelum rex Astrlges condolebat
Deum suum quem colebat
. auem saJ.vator v1te dator viliter eorruere
:dslt per provldentlam
ad monstrandum subllmandum factum suum baptlzatum
d1vinam potentlam sequentem Del mandatum
et cum eo v1vere
tu.pro lege coram rege
predlcans ln Indlam- hle te lusslt verberarl
fldem rectam et perrectam per tortor~ decollarl
passus es suppllclum diro cum suppllcl0
hle te lusslt gut eombusslt set lnvictus permanslstl
[earcerem lniur}e . -regem victumque vlclstl
verberarl decollarl l~slgn1 martlrl0.
extra muros curl e.
111[ Del eultor et lnstructor Del cultor et lnstructornostre vere rldel nostre vere rldel
te rogamus ne pereamus te rogaI!1us ne pereamus
Eve matrls rlll1. Eve matrls filii.
[Pes]. Bartholomee mlseris nobls succurre te petentlbus.
FIG. 43: Texts of 0 Sancte Bartholornee
(Cjc 138, 3)
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that is cast as an individual's personalized statement of
faith or contrition. The narrative voice is usually a com-
munal one; the collective first person nos is much more com-
mon than the first person singular ego.'s A few texts are
enlivened by the dramatic gesture of direct discourse, most
often used during the narration of some story taken from the
New Testament. (See Table 29.)
While direct internal references to who is singing a
motet are hard to find, references to musical performance
are fairly frequent in the opening or closing verses. The
participants are, however, usually specified only in the
most general and commonplace terms:
psallat ergo plebs ovando
consonent omnia alleluia
iubilando promat ecclesia sacra
gaudia de virgine melliflua Maria
ergo pontifici solvant preconia
clerus et layci cum diligencia
Ade finit
Frondentibus
Orto sole
Salve cIeri
'5E90 is heard, for instance, in the two texts of Zoroba-
bel abigo and the duplum text of Zelo tui, beginning "Reor
nescia quit sit sapiencia." The latter text seems to make
the speaker a woman. See the editions of this text in PMFC
XV and the remarks bv Harrison in the Introduction to EECM
26, p.xiv-xv, along with my comments in the Critical Report.
modulamina per totum celica
canunt hodie colegia
gaude dicencia Tu civium
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Laudes extollens martiris
chorus hic letabundus
salvatur nexu sceleris
ut Deo fiat mundus. De flore
Praise and rejoicing are the main themes of the foregoing
quotations, to which a few more examples mentioning music
but not participants can be added, including:
Ideo Christum colimus
laudamus modulis musicis
pro tot beneficiis. Laus honor
adorant cum notulis modulis dulcissimis
et canticis organicis plurimis. Alma mater
preconia laudum
cum melodia canora
celebrant hodie. Tu civium
Ipsum vocemus iugiter
suspiriis suaviter
per vocis laudem carminis. Jhesu redemptor
Some of these sorts of references invoke all Christian folk
as participants in song; others refer just to the church, or
to clerics and laymen, or more specifically to a choir:
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"nostri chorus ordinis" (Ob 1, !) or "musicorum collegium"
(DRc 20, 17). A most tantalizing reference of this type is
to the "chorus monachorum" mentioned in the badly preserved
lower part of Baptizas parentes. One further petition for
aid makes a subtle reference to monks:
Hinc rogamus precibus
ut serves a malis
circurnseptos menibus
curie cla~stralis. Parce piscatoribus
(Therefore we beseech in our prayers
that you may save from evils
those encircled by the walls
of the cloister-garth.)
An overt acknowledgement of narrative function is often
expressed in the texts, underlining an account of a saint's
life and death, miracles, or familiar emblems. Such state-
ments include the following:
De flore martirurn •••• canamus hodie De flore
tabitam vivam legimus ex eius titulis
multiplex miraculum te canit hodie
mult as des noms en prophetie
Petrum cephas
Salve cIeri
Regne de pite
and the impetus behind them all is expressed clearly in
facta fidem firmant relatui Ave miles.
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That is, these facts are intended, in their retelling, to
strengthen faith. 7' The lyrics make a lively tapestry akin
to the stained glass, carvings, wall hangings, paintings,
and inscriptions with which the interiors and exteriors of
churches were ornamented. The reference to fttitulis ft in the
line from Petrum cephas is instructive in this regard. A
fttitulus n was in medieval usage a religious or moral verse,
sometimes used in public inscriptions as a caption, i.e. a
written accompaniment to illustrations on altars, walls, or
windows, and the like. English motets similarly keep alive
and renew the Christian stories.
The motet texts are indebted for their language to many
different sources: they are rarely original in thought or
expression. At the same time, few texts are bo~rowed in
their entirety from other sources. Rather, they are mostly
written specifically for the motet with which they are now
found. The medieval author accepted and utilized tradi-
tional genres, topics, and idioms in the fashioning of a
sacred text. He sought to say again what had already been
said before. It was not originality that was prized but
rather a demonstrable grasp of conventional means to a com-
mon end, emphasizing familiarity and continuity in text and
expression. As a consequence for the motet, its texts are
7'The level of detail in a typical motet text is compara-
ble to that of a sequence, in other words, more explicit and
extended than any other liturgical item except for the
vastly larger-scaled lessons at Matins.
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rich in "allusions to and manipulations of" familiar
liturgical and Biblical passages." Manipulation takes place
by two basic processes: (1) expansion through tropic elabo-
ration, paraphrase, and variation, or (2) contraction
through what one might call a "lyrical abridgement" of
material."
The few directly borrowed texts are listed in Table 28.
Most are from hymns, taking over several stanzas intact. In
the cases of Ut recreentur and A solis-Salvator, hymn text
is used as a framework for additional verses, alternating
either pairs of lines or individual lines with newly written
material. (In at least three other motets, Caliao terre, A
solis/Ovet, and Hostis Herodes, a single stanza of a hymn,
not an entire text, is used similarly.)
Another point worthy of comment is that two pairs of
motet texts that are set elsewhere turn up in Onc 362 in
motets that are among the most archaic preserved in that
source. The Onc 362 setting of Q homo-O homo is probably
not much later than the 13th-century English setting in Lbm
"The quotation is from Colledge's description (Latin
poems, p.l) of the Latin lyrics of the Red Book of Ossory,
which are richly annotated for such references in his edi-
tion. (See his discussion of them on pp.xliv-lix.) Inciden-
tally, as is discussed by both R.L.Greene and Colledge,
eight of the Red Book poems (nos.48-5S) are derived from a
single longer Latin poem, "De Maria Virgine," known from
14th-century English sources. See, for instance, Greene,
The Lyrics, pp.vi-viii.
"This term was suggested to me by Prof.Peter Dembowski,
University of Chicago, in a discussion of his work on
saints' lives.
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TABLE 28
DIRECTLY BORROWED TEXTS
Motets
Radix lesse
Regne de pite
Candens crescit
o homo considera
lam nubes
Doleo super te
Veni creator spiritus
Ut recreentur spiritus
Augustine par angelis
Detentos a demonibus
Regina iam discubuit
Venit sponsa de Libano
A solis-Salvator
Devotional poetry
Ortum noris
Regne de pite
Candens lilium columbina(?)
Motet texts
o homo-o homo
lam-lam
Antiphon
Daleo super te
Rex autem David
Veni creator spiritus
ut recreentur spiritus
Augustine par angelis
Bernardus doctor inclitus
lam regina discubuit
lam regina discubuit
A solis ortus & Salvator mundi
For less extensive quotations, especially of
hymn texts, see Table )0.
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5958, and the settings of lam nubes-Iam nubes are comparable
in age and technique. (They handle the "lam" exclamation in
very similar fashion.)
Motets with exact Biblical quotations or very near par-
aphrases embedded in their texts are listed in Table 29. No
claim for completeness in this regard is made. The New
Testament passages are mainly drawn from the Gospels, and
the Old Testament passages mainly come from the Psalms.
Systematic quotation is taken farthest in Quare fremuerunt,
where the incipits of Psalms 2-12 are embedded in a poetic
matrix so constructed that they not only make sense but con-
tribute to a rhyme scheme as well. The allusions in the
triplum of Civitas nusguam and the duplum of Fusa ~ silen-
tio to parables from Matthew are examples of the use of
familiar Biblical passages in a slightly less "sophisti-
cated" fashion. Of course the proximate source for Biblical
language may be the liturgy, as is the case with the motet
Doleo super teo In a different approach, the language of
Excelsus in numine is infused with phraseology and imagery
taken from Luke via the Benedictus at Lauds.
The condensation or abridgement of material is most
apparent in texts on saints, which tend to cover similar
ground in similar language in every text on the same indi-
vidual. This is due to the fact that the same sources are
drawn upon every time such texts are written, using the
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TABLE 29
USE OF BIBLICAL QUOTATION OR PARAPHRASE
Motets Biblical ref. s
N.T. Texts on saints
Civitas nusquam
Dei preco
Excelsus
Maria mole pressa
Petrum cephas
Vas exstas
Matthew 5:14-15; 14-30
Matthew 11s11; 14:1-12
Luke 1:68-79; Psalms 4:4, 7
Matthew 28s1-10, etc.
b~tthew 4:19-20; 16:18-19
Acts 9:15-16; 26:14
Luke 2
Matthew 2:1-12
Matthew 2:13-18:
Matthew 27:46; John 19:28
Matthew 27:46
Acts 1:11
Christmas and Eastertide
A solis-ovet mundus
Hostis Herodes
Herodis in pretorio
Barrabas dimittitur
Laus honor vendito
Viri Galilei
Admonitoryl Secular
Fusa cum (Labem lavat) Matthew 25:1-12
.Omnis. terra(Habenti) . -Matthew 13:12, Isaiah··61: 11
Musicorum collegio(In templo) Revelation 1:12-2:1
Inter amenitatis Matthew 12:25
------------------------------------------------------------
O.T. Doleo super te
Herodis in atrio
Quare fremuerunt
Omnis terra
Domine quis habitabit
Beatus vir
o vos omnes
2nd Samuel 1:22, 26: 18:33
Isaiah 1:6: Proverbs 1:17
Psalms 2-12 (incipits)
Psalm 103(104)
Psalm 14( 15)
Psalm 1, etc. (a familiar incipit)
Lamentations 1:12
Where there is a more proximate source in the
liturgy, this has been noted in the critical
report.
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familiar language of saints' lives and of the liturgy:
sequences and proses, antiphons and responsories, and Matins
lessons." Texts for Katherine are often taken from the
antiphons and responsories of her rhymed office (in particu-
lar the chants Virgo sancta Katerina and Virgo flagellatur),
or as in the motet Mulier magni meriti, from her legenda.
The pair of Marian stories abbreviated in SUffragiose vir-
gini provide a similar example; as was mentioned above, they
are probably drawn from the vast stock of such tales, con-
densed and versified in order to be accommodated to the
medium of the motet.
A number of examples will show some of the kinds of
textual manipulation of sources and models discoverable in
the motet corpus; some of these have been noted above in
this chapter or in Chapter Two. The two large-scale voice-
exchange motets ~ solis-Ovet and Hostis Herodes quote and
then paraphrase both text and melody of hymns for Christmas
and Epiphany. Princeps apostolice has been modelled
directly on the sequence Alleluya nunc decantet. Stanzas of
Salve cIeri paraphrase successive verses of the St. Nicholas
prose Sospitati dedit egros. Viri Galilei is constructed
"The Sarum Breviary is a convenient source for legenda,
in the Matins lessons, but I am not sure how stable these
were, and hence to what degree they reflect a 14th-century
reading. One has recourse to other versions of these lives
in the Acta sanctorum, the Legenda Aurea of Jacob de Vora-
gine, or the Nova leaenda angliae edited by Horstmann, for
instance, for basic comparative work.
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textually as a series of variations on the familiar Ascen-
sion Day text that is quoted as its last stanza. Domine
~ habitabit expands on the language and imagery of a
psalm. In the case of Barrabas dimittitur the language of
the upper parts is indebted to a Matins responsory for Good
Friday. The incipit of Zelo tui ("Zelo tui langueo virgu
regia") is identical to the explicit of a famous poem by
Richard Rolle of Hampole. The relationship (if any) of the
motet text{s) to the Yorkshire mystic is unknown. so Table 30
gives these textual relationships along with a few that have
been discovered but not listed or discussed above.
Assonance
The motets setting whole chants usually show a strong
tropic relationship to their tenors throughout the texts of
the upper voices; in the weaker cases this may be expressed
just through quotation at the beginning and end of the
motet. A relationship weaker still, yet distinctive, links
incipits of the several texts of a motet by the same word or
word-root, consonant-vowel cluster, or merely the same con-
SORichard Rolle (d.1349) was a hermit and holy man asso-
ciated at the end of his life with the Cistercian nunnery of
St Mary at Hampole near Doncastre in Yorkshire. His main
literary contribution was to the mystical tradition of devo-
tional prose in the vernacular. The Canticum amoris, a
38-stanza poem to the BVM in Latin, is probably a very early
work; its incipit ("Zelo tui langueo virgo speciosa") is
nearly identical to its explicit ("Zelo tui langueo virgo
regia"), which is shared with the motet. See Hope Emily
Allen, Writings Ascribed to Richard Rolle, pp.89-93 and
Raby, The Oxford Book of Medieval Latin Verse, no.290,
pp.442-48.
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TABLE 30
OTHER DISCOVERED TEXTUAL RELATIONSHIPS
Moteta
Princeps apostolice
Templum eya.
o crux vale
Orto sole (0 virga lesse)
Virgo sancta. Katerina
Barrabas dimittitur
Rex sanctorum angelorum
Humane lingue
Caligo terre
A solis-ovet mundus
Hostis Herodes
Ave miles
Jhesu redemptor
Text:
.Seguence
Alleluya clare decet
Rex Salomon fecit
Salve crux sancta
Antiphon
o radix lease qui stas
Virgo sancta Katerina
Responsory
Barrabas latro
Metrical litany
Rex sanctorum
~
o gloriosa domina
Nox et tenebre et nubila
A solis ortus
Hostis Herodes impie
Deus tuorum militum
Jhesu redemptor omnium
sonant. This relationship I will call by the name asso-
nance, using this word in its most general sense (i.e. like-
ness/similarity/correspondence or resemblance of sounds in
words or syllables).ll Assonance at the beginning and end of
I1Assonance has a more technical meaning (i.e. the pa~­
tial rhyme of stressed vowels only, or the simple repe~ition
of vowel sounds) which is narrower than the sense in whic~ :
will be using the ~erm.
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a motet text is a device common to the very earliest
European motets on account of their tropic relationship to
the tenor, but is seen less and less in the course of the
13th century outside of England. Its numerous occurrences
in later l3th- and 14th-century English motets testifies to
a particularly English preoccupation with the motet as a
complex of interrelated texts.'z
A typical example of an English motet with texts linked
by assonance and subject matter to the tenor is Petrum
cephas-Petrus pastor-T.Petre{~me}. In some instances
the tenor seems to have inspired assonance, or was chosen
out of the desire for assonance, without any particular
regard for relationship in content. This is likely the case
in such combinations as Barrabas-Barrabas-T.Babilonis flu-
mina or Frondentibus florentibus- T.Floret.'~ Three examples
'ZOne could make the argument that an English orlgln for
(or influence on) the DRc 20 motet Virgo sancta-Virginalis
concio is possible on account of the deliberate assonance
apparent in the texts.
The later 13th-century motets of Lwa 33327 demonstrate
the last vestiges of a text relationship not seen in the
later repertoire, the incorporation of the tenor text into
the last line of duplurn and triplum. For instance, the
tenor of Lwa 33327, 5 (Dona celi) is Docebit, and the duplum
ends ftqui nos prudencie~iusticie vias docebit." The
tenor of Lwa 33327, 1 (Ave miles) is Ablue, and the duplum
ends ftdona nobis prospera et scelera ablue. ft
'~The expression of lamentation in the psalm paraphrase
implied by the incipit Babilonis flumina might be considered
appropriate to Good Friday, however. Similarly, Floret
sounds as if it might be the incipit of some spring song
(such as those in the Carmina Burana) so if there was no
immediate connection to Easter, at least the imagery of
flowering and renewal would be appropriate.
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using French secular ditties as tenors give clearer evidence
for the severing of sound and sense: Ade finit-Ade
finit-T.~ definement d'este, Triumphat hodie-T.Trop est fo1,
and Herodis-Herodis-T.Hey hure lure.
In one motet, Trinitatem-Trinitas-Trinitatis, there is
emphatic reiteration of the word Trinity over an appropri-
ate, but non-assonant, chant for Trinity Sunday. In gen-
eral, though, it is rare to find no assonance relating the
texts to the tenor. This may merely indicate that the tenor
is freely composed, as in Candens-Candens, Te domina-Te dom-
ina, or Thomas-Thomas. Where a tenor is unidentified, as in
Mu1ier-Mu1tum, Orto sole-Origo viri-O virga, or Suffragiose-
Summopere, or where it is missing, as in Inter choros-lnvic-
tis or Hac ~ va11e-Hostem vicit, because the probability of
intended assonance is high,'· it can occasionally be of help
in finding a missing tenor to underlay or in discovering a
tenor's identity (these are the situations for lam-lam and
Surgere-T.Surge et i1luminare, for instance}.'s
'4In Mulier or Orto sole the pes-like tenors, if taken
from some popular stock of melodies instead of being newly
composed, might (like Floret or Babi10nis f1umina) actually
have some appropriate textual incipit that was intended to
be recognized, but which simply was not recorded in any sur-
viving source.
'SReliance on assonance can help to correct text read-
ings, as in the case of the duplum of Civitas-Cives-T.Cibus,
which reads Tu es in Onc 362, or in the dup1um of Orto
sole-Origo viri-O virga, which simply reads virga in both
sources (see the Critical Report).
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Some mention ought to be made of the phenomenon of
alliteration in individual motet texts. It is most notice-
able in long-line verse, which lacks fairly regular metrical
accents, and in the heightened prose of the more irregularly
versified lyrics. Alliteration is most common in the first
line of a text, or is at least sustained for a longer
stretch there (for example: "Parata paradisi porta proto-
plausto patuit/ Que nutu creatoris omnia creantis claruit,"
or "Multum viget virtus marcet vicium"). Within the body of
a text it is likely to be seen only for a word or two; like
echo rhymes, it enhances the sonic qualities of the text
while allowing the author greater flexibility than regular
verse in adapting words to rhythms of breves and semibreves
(for example, from Rosa mundi purissima: cuncta peller.s
pericula/ per secula salutis/ unda virtutis viola/ febrem
fugans fervorie).
·Vernacular Texts
Medieval Latin was the preeminent language of the Eng-
lish motet; its near-exclusive use in the repertoire
(instead of either Middle English or Anglo-Norman) is a sig-
nificant feature of the genre, as has already been men-
tioned. In general, avoidance of the vernacular was a fea-
ture of the motet outside a narrow but prolific Parisian
orbit. There are few pieces with Ge~manic texts, for
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instance, or Provencal." Nonetheless, each music culture
may have had its own reasons for the stance it took with
regard to the use of its native language(s}. The strong
English preference for Latin-texted motets is stated
directly in the testimony of a late-l4th-century witness:';
Practicus insignis gallicus sub gallicis hemus
hunc discantavit cantum sed post reformavit latini
lingua anglis sepius fit amena reddendo deo gra-
tias.
The active, distinguished Frenchman composed
this song on French melodies but after he revised
it with the Latin language it is more often made
sweet to the English, reciting Deo gratias.
One can suggest two reasons for this predilection: (l) Latin
was the preferred medium for the presentation of the sacred
subject matter dealt with by English motets, and (2) it was
the appropriate language for the context in which they were
usually performed. The surviving examples of the motet
using the vernacular help shed some light on these sugges-
tions.
The appearance of vernacular lyrics in motet tenors is
a phenomenon associated with the increasing proportion of
non-Gregorian tenors in continental motets of the generation
I'See Zaslaw, "Music in Provence."
I;These lines occur at the end of the text of the duplurn
of a motet in Old Hall (Lbm 57950, l46) that was intended as
a Deo gratias sUbstitute-.--The French composer referred to
may be Mayshuet. See Hughes and Bent, The Old Hall Manu-
script, I, 2, pp.4l9-423; Bent, "Transmission," pp.66-67;
and Hughes, "Reappraisal," pp.l04-5. A new source of this
text (see Chapter One, p.26) reads "angelis" instead of
"anglis," thus significantly altering the impact of the
statement.
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represented by the seventh and eighth fascicles of the
Montpellier codex. aa Propriety was apparently not offended
by the juxtaposition of the sacred with the secular (some-
times perhaps even obscene) sentiments of these lyrics. a , A
single Middle English tenor has come down to us, in a motet
from the third quarter of the 13th century, Veni mater gra-
cie-T.Dou way Robin.'D This tenor is a short but closed
tune, perhaps a refrain, that is repeated thirteen times as
a kind of pes, and seems to have no referential meaning with
regard to the text of the surviving upper part. Its use is
in fact quite similar to that of the Latin-texted pes in an
English motet of similar age, Q sancte Bartholomee-O sancte
Bartholomee-T.Q Bartholomee miseris whose origin is likewise
clearly not Gregorian. '1
French-texted tenors are a richer source of vernacular
lyrics and melodies that are neither liturgical nor courtly.
The five that occur in the 14th-century repertoire were
aaSee Rokseth, Polyphonies IV, p.158 and Gennrich, Bibl-
iographie, p.112.
a'See the critical report and text edition i~ PMFC XV for
Herodis in atrio whose tenor, Hey hure lure, is an interest-
ing, if controversial example.
'OSee Levy, "New Material." p.225; Bukofzer, NORM III,
pp.lll-12; Dobson and Harrison, Medieval English Songs, no.
18; and the forthcoming edition by this author in PMFC XVII.
'lAs was mentioned in Chapter One, it may be that at
least some of the pes tenors of the 13th-century motet rep-
ertoire and some of the pes-like tuneful, untexted tenors of
the 14th-century repertoire are unidentified melodies drawn
from popular sources.
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listed above in Chapter One, Table 1. The majority of
these, four motets utilizing three different French tenors,
are from Onc 362, and they are roughly contemporary with the
later Montpellier motets.'2 The tenors of ~hese five motets
are all intact tunes (though there may have been some tamp-
ering with the end of Hey hure lure), but only two -- Hey
hure lure and Trop est fol -- preserve more than just a tex-
tual incipit.'J None of the four melodies is known else-
where. Mariounette douche is clearly a virelai (form
ABBAA). Hey hure lure is ballad-likee (form AAB), Trop est
fol is a rondeau-like AABBAABBAA, and ~ definement has the
form A Bl B2 Cl B2 C2 (perhaps to be read overall as a kind
of A Bl B2 bar structure).'4
Use of the vernacular is even more infrequent in upper
parts than in tenors. Middle English is found in just one
extant motet, Worldes blisce. The work is transmitted
solely in an unusual source, Ccc ~,'s whose leaves and bind-
'2Herodis in atrio, though from a later source (DRc 20)
and written with minim stems, is similar to Caligo terre in
many features of style (as noted in Chapter Two) and proba-
bly was composed at about the same time.
'JA full text is found elsewhere for A definementd'este
lerray. The poem is a strophic pastoureIle. (See the Crit-
ical Report.)
'4The use of the fatras, D0ucement, as the tenor of the
Ob 1 motet Deus creator, was-discussed above in Chapter Two.
In this context it would be negligent not to mention the
tenor of Alma mater (BERc 55, l), which is text less but in
the form of a rondeau~e-.-ABAAABAB.
'SSee RISM B/IV/l, pp.45l-S3. On Worldes blisce, see
Bukofzer, "The First Motet with English Words," and NORM
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ing stubs of music are the scraps from a manuscript that
once ran to several hundred folios. Its surviving contents
show a remarkably wide range of musical genres, including a
number of French motets in parts (some known from the Mont-
pellier codex), settings in score of both English and French
texts, and textless three-voice clausulae. This was a
remarkably diverse anthology rather than a homogeneous col-
lection of motets.
Worldes blisce survives in two parts and may possibly
be complete a2, an assumption not contradicted by its count-
erpoint. If this is so, then the unusually thin texture may
represent the deliberate avoidance of polytextuality in the
interest of the clear presentation of a single poem. The
text, which is in the mainstream of the devotional lyric
(judging from its graphic description of the suffering of
"sweet Jesus" on the cross), exists in part in a much later
source, Franciscan friar John Grimestone's commonplace book
of sermon materials, dated 1372."
III, p.lll; the motet has been edited recently by Dobson and
Harrison for Medieval English Songs, no.17, and by the pres-
ent author for PMFC XVII.
"This book is National Library of Scotland, Advocates'
Library, MS 18.}.21. The exerpt is found on fol.124. See
Wilson, A DescriDtive Index, no. 200, and the notes to the
forthcoming edition of Worldes blisce in PMFC XVII. Grime-
stone's book is also an early source for vernacular carol
texts. See Greene, Early English Carols, 2nd ed., p.cliv.
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French texts on both sacred and secular subjects are
not unknown in the 13th-century English motet repertoire,'7
but are distinctly more uncommon in the 14th-century reper-
toire. Surviving examples, all from later in the century,
are almost all from imported isorhythmic motets; most are
found in the rear leaves of DRc 20. An isolated part in
another source, Deus compaignons de cleremunde (US-Wc 14,
~), bears text that is bilingual, alternating French and
Latin. Reaney judges it to be of North-East French ori-
gin." A further text, Parfundement plure, is from Pura pla-
cens, a motet for which there are traces of continental
sources, so the text is most likely of continental origin.
Since the references to it cite only the duplum incipit, it
is impossible to say whether the triplum's Latin text is
original or a contrafact. It is just possible, therefore,
that the triplum is in fact an English replacement for secu-
lar French verses. Speaking for this is the sacred subject
matter, the high degree of alliteration in the first line,
and the assonance of the two text incipits (the tenor has
not been identified). It should be noted that the duplum
can be read either in reference to the BVM or as a courtly
reproach to some contemporary lady of virtue. Its references
'7See the thirteenth-century motet~ listed in Appendix
II, including Ave gloriosa mater (Duce creature), Au gueer,
En averil, etc. as well as the juxtaposition of English and
Anglo-Norman in monophonic collections such as Lbm Arundel
248. -
"See RISM B/IV/2, pp.371-72.
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are not so explicitly secular that it would have been neces-
sary to make a substitution for it.
With a final example of French lyrics in the motet cir-
cumstances are different and we are on firmer ground. The
motet in question is Regne de pite, which occupies a posi-
tion in the repertoire curiously similar to that of Wor1des
b1isce, though it was written perhaps seventy-five years
later. Reqne is no contrafact. The motet was designed as a
setting of the single text it bears, and this text has an
independent tradition of transmission that is associated
with Franciscans and devotional poetry.
The text of Regne de pite comprises four stanzas of a
26-stanza poem known as Les neuf joies Nostre Dame or Li diz
proprietez Nostre Dame that is customarily attributed to the
13th-century poet Rutebeuf." The stanzas used in the motet
are I-II and XIX-XX of the widespread version in Old French.
However, they also occur as stanzas I-IV in the version of
the poem transmitted in a small group of Anglo-Norman
sources with which Ob 143 must be included. At least one of
the Anglo-Norman sources has important Franciscan connec-
tion-- Lbm Add 46919 (olim Phillipps MS 8336), which
belonged to the friar William Herebert (d.1333). In this
col~ection the poem is falsely attributed to the Anglo-Nor-
man friar Nicholas Bozon (or Bohun).loo Perhaps the unusual
"See the literature cited in the Critial Report.
lOOOn Bohun, see Colledge, Latin Poems, p.xxxv.
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collection of items in Ob 143 will prove to have Franciscan
associations. 101 It is worth noting, in any event, that the
stanzas of this text that were used for the motet suit the
world of the motet more closely than the world of private
devotion. Mary is not cuddling the Christ child and singing
him a lullaby, taking him to the temple or greeting the
Magi. Nor is she lamenting at the cross or tomb. Rather,
her epithets are Biblical and theological.
Versification
The relationship of text and music in the medieval
motet is in its nature fundamentally quantitative, not qual-
itative. Whether a text is taken and set to music, or a
piece is composed and then given a newly fashioned text, the
affective character that the text may possess will not be
reflected in the setting, nor will musical word-painting
illustrate individual words or images in special fashion. 102
Rather, the musical lines of a motet are an abstract, neu-
tral vehicle for the delivery of the words, and the rela-
tionship of one to the other will be concerned with ques-
tions of declamation, syntax, and structure. And here the
potential interplay of word accents and naturalistic speech
lOlMost distinctive in Ob 143, besides Regne de pite, are
two settings in English discant of unusual chants, Q benigne
redemptor and the Alleluia. Hic est vere martir. See the
edition of these pieces in PMFC XVI.
l02Some 14th-century pieces, in particular the later
French "realistic" virelais, explore illustrative, espe-
cially onornotapoetic effects.
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rhythms with melodic accent, metrical accent, or rhythmic
accent is not normally a consideration either. A motet
"presents" a text or texts, but does not "project" them, or
read the wayan actor would in naturalistic way; rather, a
verse form is set out.
In describing the word-music relationship one needs to
deal with three aspects that are interdependent variables:
text structure, the style of declamation, and musical form.
Texts may be regular or irregular in structure, lying some-
where on the continuum between regular verse and flat prose.
Regular verse is constructed by means of versification
schemes normal for the rhymed, accentual, strophic Latin
poetry of the Later Middle Ages. 103 Irregular texts show a
variable degree ?f heightening of the prose by the use of
assonance, alliteration, echo rhyme, and end rhyme, the
placement of stress accent and caesura, and the recurrence
of uniform line lengths, defining stanzaic structures. A
composer may begin with the decision to set a certain text
(a poem or an irregular text such as that of an antiphon or
Mass Ordinary movement), or be constrained by the musical
fabric of a piece just composed to add a text of a certain
structure.
l03For a list of such schemes, see Dag Norberg, Introduc-
tion, pp.216-17. One can speak of a motet of varied versi-
fication, as in the refrain motets or Rota versatilis, where
successive stanzas or pairs of stanzas di:fer in verse
design.
•
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The predominance of regularly versified texts in the
early 14th-century English motet confirms in a general way a
process from irregular to regular texts that was for conti-
nental motets in Latin "the historical trend in motet verse
structure for over a century."104 However, the nearly exc1u-
sive appearance of regularly versified texts in the most
modern Latin motets of the Roman de Fauve1, or in the Latin
motets of de Vitry and Machaut, is not paralleled in Eng-
land, where it is often in the most "progressive" motets
that one finds irregular verse.
Characterizing the style of declamation in any given
piece involves a number of considerations. To start with,
declamation may be syllabic or melismatic from pitch to
pitch. More significant is whether declamation is syllabic
in consistent rhythmic units. In the latter case, declarea-
tion might be isochronic on the long or the breve, or pro-
ceed in alternating units (typically, longs and breves, or
breves and semibreves), with or without ornamental, melis-
matic subdivision of these values. Instead of regUlar pat-
terning of declamation in one or two units of declamation,
there may be lengthier patterns that incorporate more sylla-
bles before replicating (especially common when declamation
is on breve and semibreve), where the pattern may repeat
every bar or two bars, or from one musical phrase to the
l04Anderson, "The Motets of La Clayette," p.6; see pp.
6-7 of his article for a statistical su~vey. See also San-
ders, "Motet," p. 514.
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next. One may find regular declamation of an irregular
text, or the opposite -- irregular declamation of a regular
text.
Lastly one must examine the musical fabric itself, in
particular its sectional divisions and phrase structure, but
also on a more local level its variety of rhythmic surface
features, for the degree to which they can accommodate a
regular text. In the English motet of the early 14th cen-
tury two trends are apparent. On the one hand motet struc-
tures present a regular text in a regular setting (for
instance, the isoperiodic motets with long -breve declama-
tion), and on the other some are texted syllabically "after
the fact," resulting in an irregular text that may nonethe-
less be isomorphic with the musical structure, as a function
of the fit of syllables to note values at the lowest level,
and have a coordination of textual syntax on a higher level
with the musical morphology of phrase or section.
The degree of '~orrespondence or equivalence of text and
musical structures -- whether these are entirely autonomous
or there is an isomorphism (i.e., direct parallel in struc-
ture) between the two -- is an interesting parameter to
examine. In rare cases one may find no equivalence at all.
More commonly there is at least the association of a unit of
text (line, couplet, stanza) with a musical phrase or SeC-
tion. When the syntactical or verse units correspond
directly in length to the musical sections or phrases, a
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relationship usually effected through syllabic and/or regu-
larly patterned declamation, then one can speak of isomorp-
hism with a fixed and predictable correlation (the degree of
precision depends on declamation>.
The most obvious relationship, as has been said
already, is that between regular musical structures and reg-
ular poetry, as for example in Lux refulget (see Figure 44).
A number of instances where regular poems are set with
lesser, varying 1egrees of equivalency will show the kind of
variation likely to be encountered. Radix Iesse has an
equivalence of stanza to musical phrase, but phrases are
irregular in length and declamation is also irregular; the
situation is similar though not taken to such an extreme, in
Virgo sancta Katerina. In h solis ortus and princeps apos-
tolice phrase lengths are regular but details of declamatory
rhythm vary. In Mulier magni meriti, Hac ~ valle, (triplum)
and Beatus vir syllabic declamation sets up an isomorphism
between text and music. Varied phrasing and variable rhyth-
mic detail lead to small-scale irregularities. The prose
texts are articulated by end-rhyme, alliteration, and the
like, and syntactical units so demarcated are coincident
with musical boundaries. Here parallel formations in musi-
cal construction lead to parallel formations in text that
are noticeable even without precise regularity. (See Mulier
in Figure 44).
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FIG. 44: Poetry and Structure in Lux Refulget and Mulier
magni meriti
Figure 44
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5
Lux refulget monachorum
regis in palacio/I
ager fragrat electorum
fructium collegiol/ .
unda scatet rivulorum
pastoris in predio//
color one
(10 lines)
ten phrases
of two lines
each.
9x9L
ratione coaptatur
luci pastor luminisl/
ex quo totus illustratur
10 nostri chorus ordinis/!
necnon mire sociatur
choro summi cUlminis/I
cultor agri sanctitatis
est obedienciall
15 in quo flores castitatis
profert abstinencial/
viget atque pa~ertatis
mera paciencial7
scatebra divine legis
20 benedictus diciturll
per quam faustum sui gregis
ovile perficitur/I
et ad regnum summi regis
letanter reducitur/I
25 crescat pater sacre legis
unda nostris cordibusl/
in agro superni regis
ut ditemur fructibusll
tui semper ubi gregis
30 letaris cum civibus.11
VI
color two
(10 lines)
~J two phrasesof two lineseach.2x6L
three phrases
of two 'lines
each.
3x4L
9L phrase
6L phrase
4L phrase
rJ Jr).1Jj I j j I L~lrlll Jto/,
,kt JLt i~ ).J I t~ tr J~ I ) 'Jv1v
15 phrases
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Figure 44, cont.
10L(37 syll.) - B
20+17 4L+5L
36 syll.
5
10
15
20
25
Mulier magni meriti//
iubar Alexandrie
arguit Maxencium
sine misericordia
perse--quentem
Christianum populum//
dum fidem ecclesie
odit sacre falsum
coli iussit ydolum
sed virgo gracilis
Cate--rina
ydolis contraria//
Christi legem tenuit
docuit et habui~
in memoria
unde Maxencius
furi--bundus
evitat talia//
o virgo candida
fulgida graciosa
linque ~unc errorem
et Deo nostro
prebe favo--rem//
aut retores ab omni Mundi
climate parabo
tuum ad honorem// ~)
9L(33 syll.)
14+19
9L(35 syll.)
19+16
7L(29 syll.)
19+10
4L(21 syll.)
A'
37 sYll.
B'
36 syll.
C
2+3+4L
33 syll.
30
quos convertebat 57)
Christo dantes hono--rem//
post machinatam totam rotam 69
6
}
in incredulorum
vertendo dolorem//
martiris fert florem.// 6
%(12 syll.)
4L(21 syll.)
3L(6 syll.)
syll.
The way the text has been laid out in lines, syllable count
looks quite irregular. Counting larger groups of words by
following the sUbphrases and phrases reveals more consisten-
cy. So does counting the syllables in each musical strophe;
there are slight variations in declamation in the first and
third pairs (A and C) but in B'there is strict regularity.
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The relationship of word to music can be described by
the same principles in the 14th-century continental-style
isorhythmic motet. The phrase structures of these motets
are periodic, usually in fairly elaborate schemes with mixed
periodicity. Essentially, though, they may be regarded in
the large as fairly simple strophic structures with a high
potential for correspondingly simply isomorphic textual
structures. As a rule this happens in practice. los Both
trip1um and dup1um are normally regular in versification but
differ in length and verse structure. The triplum text is
longer and or)anized into a number of stanzas. The duplum
is considerably shorter, and often consists of a single
stanza with uniform line length and rhyme. (The two texts
of Pura placens are a typical pair in these regards.) This
is a direct result of the typical phrase patterns, in which
the triplum is normally constructed with more (shorter)
phrases and the duplum has fewer (longer) phrases. The
amount of text is directly proportional to the number of
phrases. Hence the customary difference in length (and cor-
responding difference in declamation, which must be consid-
lOSThe versification of the 14th-century isorhythmic
motet ha~ been exp20red in detail by Clarkson in "On the
Nature of Medieval Song," and the relationship of word to
music has been examined by a number of writers, most notably
by Gunther in "Das Wort-Ton-Problem" and by Reichardt in
"Das Verha1tnis zwischen musikalischer und textlicher Struk-
tur."
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erab1y more rapid in the trip1um}.lo,
The degree of equivalence between text and music can
vary from distant to close in a voice of an isorhythmic
motet. Two examples taken from Ob 1 show some of the-varia-
tion found in practice. (See Figure 45.) The trip1um text
of Parce piscatoribus is written in six eight-line stanzas
that are linked in a complex rhyme scheme (stanzas I and VI
by one rhyme, stanzas II and III by both rhymes used, stan-
zas III to VI by one rhyme (la/ra), and stanzas II to V by
the final vowel sound 'a'). As the figure shows, the coor-
dination of this text to the numerical phrase scheme and 2:1
proportional diminution are only approximate. Phrase end-
ings fall regularly within the first four stanzas but do not
coincide with stanza breaks, and constantly shift position
in regard to stanza structure in the diminution section.
In Domine ~, on the other hand, there is an elabo-
rate versification scheme (not quite entirely regular in
details of syllable count) that stands in very close equiva-
lence to the musical phrase scheme. Here phrases end con-
lO'This differentiation of duplum and triplum by amount
of text and rapidity of declamation was characteristic of
the motet from its earliest days and reaffirmed in the stra-
tified motet of the early 14th century, though not always
expressed with such rigidly worked out logic as in the iso-
rhythmic motet. It is interesting to note, by contrast,
that the English isoperiodic motets tend to have equivalent
texts. In cases where only a single texted voice of an iso-
rhythmic mo~et survives, the distinction between text struc-
tures makes the identification of a voice as a triplum or
duplum staightforward (so, for instance, one can say immedi-
ately that Nec Herodis ferocitas, or Q vos omnes are duplu~
parts, and Parce piscatoribus is a triplum).
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FIG. 45: Relation of Isorhythrn to Text in Two Ob 7 Motets
816 "
32
40
Farce piscatoribus
Jacobe piscator
cunctis anirnantibus
plausum dat creator
hiis anniHtemporibus
hoc novit viator#
sed retis sodalibus
non est consolator
virent arma patula
herbis cooperta
fragrant prata singula
floribus resertaU
nemus dat umbracula
foliis operta II
contra solis spicula
ne gravent reperta
undique sunt pabula
bestiis comperta
scitienti pocula
dant uberta//
cantat avis garula
in melos disertad
plausu sed reticula
sola fit incerta
sunt amena tempora
tuis peregrinis
Jacobe sed impera
ne cadent ruinisH
parari nam scelera
gentibus#vulpinis
assolent et funera
nimis dare finis
o quanta miracula
pandes/~uis servis
'Jacobe per 'secula/I
nexibus et nervis
refercis ergastula
vinctis a protervis
nulla nocent vincul~
Jacobe catervis
Figure 45
7pP
6p
7pp
6'0
etc. 21B
8B
16B
8B
163
BB
16B
5
8E
43
8:0
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First Part
1
2
3
4
Second Part
i
ii
48
hinc rogamus precibus#
ut serves a malis
circumseptos menibus
curie claustralisff
et salvas a nexibus J
cete//furialis
nam cis sDretis retibus
fugimus sub alis.ff __
iii
iv
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Figure 45, cant.
et da sic graciam operari lOp
ut tecum letari 6p
possimus in tuo sancto tabernaculo. 13pp
...
iii
4
ii
iv
2
Second
i Part
3
16B
4-B
3B
Musical Phrases
First
1 Part
llB
4B
3B
llB
4B
3B
llB
12pp
14-pp
8p
6p
8p
8p
15p
12p
8p
6p
7pp
7pp
7pp
7pp
8p
6p
7pp
7pp
7pp
7pp
rn~p
l!~p
8p
6p
8pp
Domine glorie rex eterne
lucisque superne
nos mundes a piaculo!
qui malum non operatur
montem hie lucratur
sanctum et habitaculum#
Domine quis habitabit
aut quis te digne laudabit
in tuo sanctissimo
tabernaculo
quod operatus est
sine quovis auxilioH
aut quis est qui requiescet!
et nunquam senescetj
in arduo tui cacumine
mantis excelsi
in quo habitare
ipse te crevistij
Domine hic habitabitg
et digne laudabitd
qui iuste ingreditur
ullis sine maculis
minime qui leditur
pravitatis iaculisj
et qui semper operatur!
atque delectatur/
facere iusticiam
modernis temporibus
dignus estooleticiam
capere cum civibusf
qui ver~~ in corde fatur
et non adulatur
habebit tabernaculum!
6
12
18
24-
27
33
30
36
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sistently at line and stanza endings, and there is a dis-
tinct shift in versification at the diminution section. The
short phrases of 4B and 3B in the first section are articu-
lated by rhyming couplets, and the last stanza (lines 34-36)
is extended in syllable count to fit the final musical
phrase, which is extended from 9B to 12B.
The tenor of Domine~ ("Concup~sco," i.e. "r
desire") is manifestly more appropriate to the French texts
that survive with the music of this motet in continental
sources than to its Latin texts in Ob 2, which are surely
contrafacted. Whoever wrote the Latin, most probably an
Englishman, was intimately familiar with the structure of
the motet and took it into careful account in his shaping of
the poetry. (This was not, as comparison reveals, simply a
matter of mimicking the versification of the French, which
though carefully tailored to the motet itself sacrifices the
last detail of correspondence to a more regular verse struc-
ture.) It has been remarked already lc7 that there is good
testimony for the English propensity to retext continental
compositions. Other motets from Ob 1 (especially Domine
guis, but also Parce piscatoribus and Omnis terra) may be
contrafacts of motets that originally had secular French
texts. Until the texts of these motets have been fully
understood and their tenors all identified (or until conti-
lC7See above, p.383.
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nental concordances emerge), it will be difficult to say
whether the motets are compositions by Englishmen (writing
in continental style), contrafacts made palatable for Eng-
lish tastes, or directly imported continental Latin motets.
Table 31 summarizes some features of versification in
the texts of the English motets. Its broadest subdivision
of texts is into those that are regular and those that are
irregular in versification. Where a regular text is mixed
in versification, the various stanzas are entered sepa-
rately. The next subdivision is according to the standard
units of declamation, and here separate entries are also
made when a uniformly versified text undergoes acceleration
to a faster pace of declamation. Finally, texts are grouped
by verse form, and an observation is made of the prevailing
rhythmic mod~ of the setting. loa
In the rhymed, accentual, stanzaic Latin poetry of the
later Middle Ages the primary formal features of the indi-
vidual line are the number of syllables and the stress
accent at the end of each verse. The stress accent in Table
31 has been designated by 2 (standing for paroxytonic, ~he
penultimate falling or feminine accent) or by 22 (proparoxy-
tonic, the antipenultimate accent).lO' As the texts are ana-
loaThe multiple citation of certain motets means the list
cannot be used uncritically to tally, for example, the sim-
ple number of regular or irregular texts or settings.
lo'with a 22 stress there may be a secondary stress on
the final syllable, but the masculine accent is not a criti-
cal feature of this sort of Latin verse.
A.
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TABLE 31
VERSIFICATION IN MOTET TEXTS
I. Regular Poems
Set regularly on ong and breve
a. even pp/ odd p (iambic)
b. odd ppl even p (trochaic)
c. long-line verse
B. Set regularly on breve and semibreve
a. iambic
b. trochaic
c. long-line
C. Set irregularly on long and breve
D. Set irregularly on breve and semibreve
-----------------------------------------------------------
KEY: an asterisk * indicates that rather than having a
pick-up, the extra syllable is handled in some other
fashion, usually by being absorbed into an acceler-
ated declamation pattern or stretched to a whole
bar. Texts linked by a vertical line come from the
same motet.
A. Set regularly on ~ong and breve
a. even pp/ odd p (iambic) .
4x8pp
Absorbet oris faucibus
Detentos a demonibus
Regina iam ·discubuit
Venit sponsa de Libano
lsolaris ardor romuliGregorius sol seculiPetre tua navicula
Virgo materque filia
A solis ortus (Db 81)
Veni creator spiritus eximie
Hostis Herodes impie
Ut recreentur spiritus
1st mode with pick-Up
It It
.. It
"
..
It It
It
"
"
..
1st mo'de*
2nd mode with pick-Up
It II
1st and 2nd mode with
It II pick-up
and *
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Table 31, cont.
I. A. a., cont.
2x8pp7p (=l.5p)
Deus tuorum militum
8686pp
,petrum cephas
Petrus pastor
Virgo materque filia
1st mode*
1st mode with pick-up
" "
1st mode*
6666pp .( rhythmical
Rota versatilis'
Regi regum
Salve cIeri
Maria mole pressa
10po (=' .4p+6pp)
Ave miles
2E. (or )x9=27p)
asc:l.epiads)
1st mode . (*?)
1st mode with pick-up
" n
1st mode with pick-up artd*
1st 'mode with -irreg.accel.
Dei preco
I. A. b. even pi odd pp (trochaic)
1), 11, 9PE
o pater excellentissime
9997pp
Ave miles
4x8p (+10p, 8p)
Dei preco
2x8p7pp (=1.5PP)
Absorbet oris faucibus
Regi regum enarrare
Vas exstas eleccionis
Alta canunt assistentes
Lux refulget monachorum
Ovet mundus letabundus
1st mode with pick-up
1st mode
1st mode with irreg.accel.
1st mode
1st mode
•
II
2nd mode
II
II
IVirgo sancta katerina 1st and 2nd modesDe soineto rosa II II
Katerlna spe (Rota versatilis) II II
Table 31, cont.
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I. A. b., cont.
8p8p7pp (Victorine sequence)
, Virgo sancta katerina
De spineto rosa
Maria mole pressa
Rex sanctorum angelorum
8686p
,Thomas gemma
Thomas cesus
2x8p5pp (=1Jpp)
o crux vale
1st and 2nd modes
to "
1st mode
..
1st mode
..
2nd mode
2x7pp6p
f
Excelsus in numine 1st mode
Benedictus Dominus to
Herodis in atrio 2nd mode
Orbis dominacio(Rota versat.) ..
2x76pp (=lJpp)
Salve cIeri speculum
IIanuam quam clauseratIacintus in saltibus
776pp
Deus tuorum militum
Salve sancta virgula
777pp
Quid rimari cogitas
,Fusa cum silentio
Labem lavat
2x75pp
{ZelO tui langueoReor nescia
77557pp
Patria gaudencium
1st mode
to
..
1st mode*
..
1st mode
2nd mode
to
2nd mode
. 1st mode
Table 31, cont.
I. B. b. even pi odd pp (trochaic)
2x8p7pp
IJesU.fili 1st mode
Jesu lumen II
Lux refulget 2nd mode
8p8p7PP
A solis-ovet mundus binary 1 and b
Balaam de quo 1st mode
8p8p6p
Templum eya Salomonis 2nd mode
2X7pp8pp' (=lSpp)·
,Rosa delectabilis 1st mode
Regalis exoritur ..
2x7p8pp
Vas exstas eleccionis 1st mode
(one stanza)
7776pp, 2x8p7pp
Surgere iam est 2nd mode
Ie B. c. long-line verse
31, 26, 25, 16pp
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Parata paradi~i porta
24pp
Viri Galilei
11p11p11p'Opp, 988pp
Orto sole Sl~rene
8n8n14pp
Surgere iam est
2nd mode
1st mode
2nd mode
2nd mode
Table 31, cont.
I. A. b., cont.
?55?55?pp
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Rex omnipotencie
7'Dp?np6p
Ma~ia mole pressa
8p6pn8p5pp, ?pp?pp6pp/5pp
Candens lilium columbina
I. A. c. long-line verse
26p, 21'0, 17p
lAde finit perpeteAde finit misere
10pp+8p
"
Inter choros
Invictis pueris
1st mode
1st mode
1st mode
2nd mode
"
1st mode
"
Ie B. Regular poems set re~ularly on breve and semibreve
a. even pp/ odd p (iambic)
4x8pp
Patrie pacis lucide
ISUffragiOSe virginiSummopere sanctam
Hostis Heredes impie
1st mode
"
"
binary 1 and b
2x68pp
Virgo perduxerat(Reta versat.)binary 1 and b
6pp
'
Rex visibilium
Rex invictissime
Huic ut placuit(Balaam)
10 dira naciej\1ens in nequcia
2nd mode
"
1st mode
binary 1 and b
II It
Table 31, cont.
I. C. Regular poems set irregularly on long and breve
o crux arbor(O crux vale)
Ave miles
4x8pp
Augustine par angelis
1st mode
1st mode (some declam. on s)
binary long
I ..D. Regular poems set irregularly on 1, b, and s.
~ even ppl odd p (iambic)
3x or 4x8pp
1st mode with pick-up
f
JheSU redemptor
Jhesu la~entes
IA solis ortusSalvator mundi
Rogativam potuit
Caligo terre
4x or 5x6pp
De flore martirum
Maria mole pressa
o beata decorata (0 crux)
I. D. b. even pi oddpp (trochaic)
7pp6p
Princeps apostolice
"
2nd mode
II
II
1st mode
1st mode
II
binary land b
2nd mode
II
2x6p5pp
Rota Katerine (Rota versatilis) binary 1 and b
I. D. c. long-line verse
18, 17, 14, lJp
Suspiria merentis
17pp, 12pp, 10pp
i.1eroris stimulo
2nd mode
2nd mode
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lyzed here (and given in Appendix I), line breaks are usu-
ally defined not just by rhyme but by the caesura. 110 This
reveals the poetic structure of the text at a glance, with
the disadvantage that it de-emphasizes the longer unit of
verse, regarded as the proper line by many analysts, III that
corresponds to the musical phrase (for instance,
lSpp=8p7pp). The term "long-line verse" is introduced here
to cover those few texts whose line length, corresponding to
the musical phrase, is not regularly articulated into
smaller units (e.g., the 3S-syllable lines of Parata parad-
isi porta).
A line of verse that has an even number of syllables
and pp stress (even pp) or an odd number of syllables and p
stress (odd p) may in fact possess a regular iambic stress
pattern (weak-strong). Similarly, a line of odd pp or even
p may possess a regular trochaic stress pattern (strong-
weak). It will be useful to use iambic and trochaic as a
shorthand for these combinations of accent and syllable
count, but in the use of this metrical termino1ogy some cau-
tion must be exercised for two reasons. First, the strictly
regular recurrence of metrical feet is seldom rigorously
110This tendency to break up long verses has not been
taken to its limit; for instance, 8 p is frequently made up
of 2x4 ~, but these smallest constituents have not been
noted.
lllTo cite just two, Crocker, "Sequence, (i), 9," and
Stablcin, "HiuwUS B, I!."
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adhered to in a line of medieval Latin poetry, and the mod-
ern reader must beware the imposition of d "bounce" on the
text where it is not present. Second, the possibility
exists of confusion with the long-breve and breve-long divi-
sions of the perfect long (sometimes referred to as trochaic
and iambic rhythms -- long-short and short-long), which (as
we shall see below) do not correlate with trochaic and iam-
bic verse in the relation of musical declamation to poetic
rhythm.
From Table 31 a number of observations and generaliza-
tions can be made. To begin with, pp lines are more common
than p lines and trochaic verse (even p or odd pp) is more
common than iambic (even pp or odd pl. Though second mode
is less common overall than first mode, it appears with
about the same frequency in settings of trochaic and iambic
verse. The most significant means of musical differentia-
tion between these verse types is the association of iambic
verse with upbeat phrase beginnings and of trochaic verse
with downbeat patterns. The differentiation of p from pp
stress accent is effected by different formulas for caden-
tial rhythms at the end of the line. (See Figure 46).
Modifications to the alternation of long and breve as
units of declamation most often occur in the stereotyped
extension of the penultimate (stressed) syllable in a ~ line
and the extension of the pick-up in iambic verse to a full
bar anacrusis. Alternatively, the pick-up may be absorbed
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NOB!'!
J.st Mode 2nd !'Iode
"iambic"
J(i JIJ J(J~even pp d. r) JrJJIJ.-
odd p JIJ JIJ J(J (J1- d·1 )j IJJ IJI)---
.
. "trochaicIt
odd.." PP JJlJJIJJIJ~ JJ[n!) J{ JJO-
.
even P JJ!JJ/J/H. )J .JJ p.p---
VARIANTs·
even- pp
even. p
·odd: P
J. Jj JJ/J1-
(If rdF~
. rInIf (f fll
I I I I I J
FIG. 46: Formulas for the Handling of P and PP Lines
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into the first full bar, now containing three breves rather
than an imperfect long and a breve. This is perhaps the
simplest example of the type of accommodation that must be
made when the musical phrase is shorter than the length
required for regular declamation of the verse on long and
breve. Such a situation demands acceleration of declamation
to breves or to breves and semibreves, which may be pat-
terned or fitted in ad hoc. For instance, this quickening
is handled as an opportunity for patterning in Templum eya
and Parata paradisi porta, but is dealt with more inconsis-
tently in Jhesu redemptor. In another sort of case, the
varying lengths of the sections of exchange in Ave miles
provide an opportunity for setting in different ways the
4p6pp=IOpp line, with occa~ional recourse to semibreve dec-
lamation. Candens crescit shows a similarly unrigorous
regard for exact patterning. In its duplum the verse is
often in excess of the declamatory norm by one syllable.
The musical phrase provides an ideal pattern for verse of
8pSpp=13pp per line with a refrain of 7pp7ppSpp, but often
the lines are 9696 886, requiring the subdivision of the
imperfect long into two breves somewhere in the phrase.
One of the most interesting questions for the student
of later medieval music is the relation between musical dec-
lamation and poetic rhythm for regularly versified texts.
The most common verse forms include the hymn stanza (4x8pp)
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and lines of 6pp l12 among the iambic types, and the Victo-
rine-sequence form 2x8p7pp among the trochaic types. 113
Table 31 shows that verse forms in this repertoire were han-
dled in various ways~ The 4x8pp strophe, for example, is
regularly set in long and breve or breve and semibreve val-
ues, and also occurs irregularly set in breve and semibreve.
The mensurations of these settings include first mode, sec-
ond mode, and binary meter. Lines of 6pp receive similarly
diverse treatment. However, if one looks solely at the reg-
ular poems regularly set in long and breve units, familiar
conventions for the metrical patterning of corr~on verse
types emerge, which are summarized, for lines of 6 or 7 syl-
lables, in Figure 46.
Conclusion
The conclusion of this chapter is an appropriate point
to bring this survey of the motet in England to a close,
because I believe it is through furtheL work on the texts
and the issues they raise that substantial progress can be
made in relating these pieces to the musical life and social
history of 14th-century England. This is not to deny that
112Knapp, "Musical Declamation," is mainly concerned with
this verse form.
113It should be mentioned here that the 2x7pp6p "Vagan-
tenzeile" is not particularly common, and that the refrain
texts are not in carol form. To the best of my understand-
ing I see no classical meters. Virtuoso exercises in versi-
fication (such as in the 13th-century English motet Lwa
33327, 1) don't make an appearance.
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more research is needed into issues of chronology and style,
or that the sources need re-examination, or that notational
developments in England and on the continent need more care-
ful study. The most underdeveloped areas of research, how-
ever, involve the institutions that performed the motet, and
the ritual which it adorned. The role of the Franciscans
and Dominicans, and of the universities, deliberately under-
played in this study, will be critical to a future under-
standing of the origins and paths of circulation of this
music. Finally, we will need to look more closely into the
patterns of survival for evidence as to whether there was a
shift in the use of the motet over the course of the 14th
century, and if so, whether the rise of new choral institu-
tions and their liturgies played any role in this trend.
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APPENDICES
Introduction
It is an unfort~~te but unavoidable state of affairs
that the musical materials necessary for the study of the
motets found in the 14th-century English repertoire are
spread between such a wide range of modern sources including,
in addition to this thesis, PMFC I, V, XIV, XV, XVI, and
XVII. Provision here of all relevant pieces would have led
to the unchecked growth of already substantial Appendices.
As a result, while critical reports have been provided for
each motet or fragment, transcriptions have been added (with
few exceptions) only for those pieces not now or soon to be
available in modern editions. Texts are, however, added
here for all the motets save for those few (mainly from the
rear leaves of DRc 20) that seem to be of definite continen-
tal origin and that have been edited by A.G. Rigg for Frank
Harrison's edition of Motets of French Provenance in P~~C V.
The critical reports vary in their level of detail,
depending on the one hand on how substantial a piece of
music survives (hence how much one can say about it), and
on the other hand whether there exist other modern editions
with substantial commenta=y. The fullest reports include
not only source information, but also a bibliography of the
literature on a piece (editions, facsimiles, commentary,
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recordings); observations on the cantus firmus, formal de-
sign, text, and notation; and general remarks on features of
interest not otherwise covered.
A few motet sources are briefly discussed before pre-
senting the critical reports on their content. In general,
however, the reader can rely on the appropriate volumes of
RISM, the Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources" article, and
other literature cited in individual critical reports for
a description of the sources themselves. A number of cor-
rections to RISM inventories are made in Ap~al~dix I, mostly
without any particular attention being drawn to them. Correc-
tions to motets already edited for PMFC XV are occasionally
offered; these changes are cited in the form adopted for the
critical reports in that volume.
The texts have been laid out to reveal the verse scheme,
or in the case of freer prose-like texts, the lines corre-
sponding to musical phrases and half phrases. Manuscript
punctuation has not been recorded, and the punctuation used
here has been kept to a minimum. In general, there has been
an effort to retain the original orthography, though some
standardiza~:on has been intrOduced (and noted), especially
in texts that were edited for PMFC XV. Abbreviations and
contractions have been expanded without notice, and a dis-
tinction has been made in most cases between C and T, and
between U and V. Most remarks concerning the tex~ are pre-
sented with it, but scme~iQes additior~l remarks can be found
with the critical report, which usually only notes the sub-
ject matter.
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The transcriptions mainly adopt the convention that the
long is written as a half note, the breve as a quarter note,
and the semibreve as an eighth note. In a small number of
motets with extensive division of the breve and semibreve,
a different level of reduction is adopted where the breve is
written as a half note, the semibreve as a quarter note, and
the minim as an eighth note. Varied solutions have been
adopted for the rhythmic interpretation of groups of semi-
breves, mostly as suggested by context in each individual
case.
Two "finding lists" provide the necessary means of ac-
cess to Appendix I. The first arranges the motets alpha-
betically by the incipits of their short titles, with a re-
ference to the primary source under which the critical report
has been entered. The second presents the motets by source,
in an ~lphabetical arrangement by RISM-style sigla. This is
the order of presentation followed in Appendix I, and so the
second list serves as its detailed table of contents. Both
lists have been annotated for quick reference with an indica-
tion whether a transcription of the motet is available in a
volume of PMFC or is provided in the Appendix.
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MOTET (short title) SOURCE TRANSC.
Lbm 40011B*, 3*
TAcro 3182, 1
XVI, 94
A
A
XV, 34
XV, 4
A
A
A
V, 19
A
A
V, 4
A
A
A
XV, 20
XV, 2
A
XV, 32
A
XV, .5
XIV, 60
XV, 3
XVI ,103
XV, 21
A
A
XV, 23
XV, 27
V, 16a
A
XVI, 99
I, 30
A
A
XV, 30
A
A
2*
4
Orne
Ob 81, 1
Lwa 12185, .5
Lbm 400l1B*, 1*
DRe 20, 12
One 362, 7
BERc 55, 1
Lbm 40011B, 18
One 362, 8
DRe 20, 18
L1i 146, 6
One 362, 1
DRc 20, 18
LIe 52, 3
LIe 52, 2
Ob D.6, 2
QJ?...1.t, 7
~,1
One 362, 4
Orne 266/268, 1
BERc 55, 1
Lwa 12185, 3
One 362, 9
Cpc 228, 4
One 362, .5QJL1, 11
Ob 7, 8
DRe 20, .5
CAe 128(2, 1
US-We 1 , 3
QJLZ" 14
Lpro 2/261, 2
Cge 512, 7
Ob 7, 16
Ob 7, .5
One 362, 6
Lbm
Caligo terre
Candens creseit
Civitas nusquam
Cuius de manibus
A solis ortus
A solis ortus
Absorbet oris
Ad lacrimas
Ade finit
Alma mater
Alme pater
Alta canunt
Amer amours
Ancilla Domini
Apello cesarem
Apta caro
Assunt Augustini
Astra transcendit
Augustine Par angelis
Ave miles celestis
Ave prolem parienti
Balaam de quo
Baptizas parentes
Barrabas dimittitur
Beatus vir
De flore martirum
Dei preco
Detentos a demonibus
Deus compaignons
Deus creator
Diex coment
Doleo SU"Der te
Domine qUis
Duodeno sydere
Exeelsus in numine
Firmissime fidem
Flos anglorum
Flos rega1is
Frondentibus
Fusa cum silentio
Genitricem "Dersonantes
Geret et regem
Hac a valle
Herodis in pretorio
Hostis Herodes impie
Hostium ob amorem
Humane 1ingue
lam nubes
Ianuam quam clauserat
Jesu fili Dei patris
Jhesu redemptor omnium
Ille suy
In ore te laudancium
Inter amenitatis
Inter choros
Inter usitata
L'amoreuse flour
Laus honor
Lingua peregrina
Lux refulget
Maria diceris
b~ria mole pressa
Mon chant
Mulier magni meriti
Musicorum collegio
Nee Herodis ferocitas
Nos orphanos erige
o canenda vU1go
o crux vale
o dira nacio
o homo de pU1vere
o pater excellentissime
o vos omnes
Omnis terra
Orto sole
Ovet mundus
Parata paradisi porta
'Parce piscatoribus
Patrie pacis
Peregrina moror
Petrum cephas
Princeps aposto1ice
Pura placens
Quare fremueruntQuid rimari cogitas
Lwa 12185, 2
DRc 20, 1
Ob 81, 3
Lbm 40011B*, 5*
Lbm 40011B, 17
Onc 362, 15
Onc 362, 2
DRc 20, 3
Cfm, 2
US=wc 14, 1
US-SM 19914, 1
Yc, 2
WF, 79
omc 266/268, 2
DRc 20, 16
Cpc 228, 3
WF, 44
Ob 7, 4
US-SM 19914, 3a
QJLZ., la
DRc 20, 19
Cgc 512, 1
DRc 20, 17
Ob 143, 1
Lwa 12185, 4
DRc 20, 15
Onc 57, 2
F-Pn 23190, 4
Onc 362, 17
Onc 57, 1
DRc 20, 14
QJLZ., 12
Cgc 512, 9
Ob 81, 2
Luro 2/261, 1
Q!L1., 17
Cgc ,12, 12{iF, 7
Q:E..2., 2
Cgc 512, 2Q]LZ, 15
Lbm 1210, 9
CAe 128/2, 2
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A
XV, 29+A
XVI, 96
A
XV, 36
XV, 8
XV, 1
XV, 31
XVII
A
I, 22+A
XIV ,App. 26
XVII
V, 21
A
A
A
A
A
V, 15
XV, 25
XV, 35
A
A
I, 14
A
XVII+A
XV, 9
A
A
XV, 22
XV, 33
XVI, 95
A
A
X:V, 28
A
X:V, 18
A
X:V, 24-
XV, 13
A
Radix Iesse
Reeita formosa
Regi regum enarrare
Regina ee1estium
Regina iam diseubuit
Regne de pitt!
Regnum sine termino
Rex Karole
Rex omnipoteneie
Rex piaeul.um
Rex sanetorum
Rex visibi1ium
Rogativam potuit
Rosa de1eetabi1is
Rosa mundi
Rota versati1is
Salve cIeri
Salve saneta virgula
Si lingua Iota
Solaris ardor
Soli fines
Sub arturo plebs
Suffragiose virgini
Surgere iam est
Suspiria merentis
Te domina
Templum eya
Thomas gemma
Tribum quem
Trinitatem veneremur
Triumphat hodie
Trilllllphus patet
Tu eivium
Ut reereentur
Vas exstas
Veni creator
Venit sponsa
Virginalis eoneio
Virgo Maria
Virgo mater salvatoris
Virgo saneta Katerina
Viri Galilei
Vos quid admiramini
Cee 65, 3
Lbm 40011B*, 6*
One 362, 12
Ob 652, 3
CAe 128/2, 3
Ob 143, 3
WF, 80
US-We 14, 4
WF,48
'TAero 3182, 2
Ob 652, 2
QJL1., 3
'5"'b052, 5
One 362, 18
Lbm 24198, 2
Lbm 24198, 1
Ob 81, 4
Ob 652, 4
US-PRu 119A, 5
One 362, 10
US-SM 14914, 3bF-CH 56 , III
Cfm, 3
Lbiii 24-198, 4
Cge 512, 5
Lbm 2!j.198, 6
.QB..1, 9
Cge 512, 6
Lbm 28550, 5
Lbm 24198, 5
Lbm 24198, 7
Lbm 1210, 2
Cge 512, !j.
"liF, 78
Cpe 228, 1
Cee 65, 2
CAe 128/2, 4-
DRe 20, 10
Cge 512, 3
Cfm. 1
one 362, 11
Lwa 21285, 1
DRe 20, 13
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A
A
A
A
A
XVII
A
V, 26
A
A
A
XV, 19
A
XV, 10.
A
A
XV, 11
A
A
XV, 6
A
V, 31
XVII
A
XV, 26
x:v, 16
A
XIV, 61
I, 27
XV,· 15
X:V,17
X:V, 12+A
XVI,98+A
A
A
A
A
A
AiI,97+A
XVII
X:V, 7
A
I, 7
Ze10 tui 1angueo
Zorobabe1 abigo
Lbm 1210, 1J
QE..2., 1b
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xv, 14
A
-------------------------------------------------------------
The following may belong together (see Critical Reports for
detai1s)s
1) A solis ortus - Ovet mundus Ob 81, 1/2
2) Absorbet oris - Recita formosa Lbm 40011B*, 1*/6*
J) Genitricem personantes - Hostium Lbm 40011B*, J*/5*
ab amorem
4) Maria diceris - Soli fines US-SM 19914, Ja/Jb
5) Regina iam discubuit - Venit sponsa CAc 128/2, J/4
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Source
GB- BERc 55
1 Alma mater
4 Barrabas dimittitur
Ccc 65
2 Veni creator
3 Radix Iesse
Cfm
1 Virgo mater sa1vatoris
2 Jhesu redemptor
3 Suffragiose virgini
Cgc 512
1 Mulier magni meriti
2 Princeps aposto1ice
3 Virgo Maria
4 Tu civium
.5 Suspiria merentis
6 Thomas gemma
7 Doleo super te
9 Orto sole
12 Patrie pacis
Cpc 228
1 Vas exstas
2 Virgo Maria (see Cgc 512, 3)
3 Laus honor
4 Candens crescit
CAc 128/2
1 Detentos a demonibus
2 Quid rimari cvgitas
3 Regina iam discubuit
4 Venit sponsa
DRc 20
1 Herodis in pretorio
2 Fusa cum silentio
3 Jesu fi1i Dei
4 Princeps aposto1ice (see Cgc 512,2)
.5 Dei preco
6 Barrabas dimittitur (see 3ERc 55, 4)
7 Orto sole (see Cgc 512, 9)
Transcription in PMFC
or Appendix (A)
A
XV, 32
A
A
XVII
XVII
XVII
XV, 25
A
XVI, 97 (and A)
XVI, 98 (and A)
XV, 26
XIV, 61
XV, 27
XV, 33
XV, 28
A
A
XIV, 60
A
A
A
A
XV, 29 (and A)
XV, 30
XV, 31
A
DRc 20 (cont.)
10 Virgina1is concio
11 ADler amours
12 Ad 1acrimas
13 Vos quid admiramini
14 0 vos omnes
15 0 canenda vu1go
16 L'amoreuse flour
17 Musicorum co11egio
18 Apta caro
19 Mon chant
A
V, 19
XV, 34
I, 7
A
I, 14
V, 21
XV, 35
V, 4
V, 15
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A
A
Ave pro1em parienti
Astra transcendit
Assunt Augustini
LIc 52
1
2
3
Lbm 1210
2 Triumphus patet
9 Quare fremuerunt
13 Ze10 tui
Lbm 24198
1 Rota versati1is
2 Rosa mundi
4 Surgere iam est
5 Trinitatem veneremur
6 Te domina
7 Triumphat hodie
Lbm 28550
4 Firmissime fidem
5 Tribum quem
Lbm 40011B
17 Humane 1ingue
18 Alme pater
XV, 12(and A)
XV, 13
XV, 14
A
A
A
XV, 15
XV, 16
XV, 17
I, 30
I, 27
XV, 36
A
Lbm 40011B*
1* Absorbet oris A
2* P10s rega1is A
3* Genitricem ~ersonantes A
4* Rota versatl1is (see Lbm 24198, 1)
5* Hostium ob amorem A
6* Recita formosa A
Lli 146
6 Ancilla Domini A
(see DRc 20, 2)
A solis ortus
Dvet mundus
Hostis Herodes
salve cleri
Fusa cum silentio
Nee Herodis ferocitas
Regne de pitt!'
594
Lpro 2/261
1 Parata paradisi porta
2 Diex coment
Lwa 12185
1 Viri Galilei
2 Hac a valle
3 Beatus vir
4 Nos orphanos
5 A solis ortus
Db 0.6
2 Augustine par angelis
2J?....Z.
1a Maria mole pressa
1b Zorobabel abigo
2 Petrum cephas
3 Rex visibilium
4 Lux refulget
.5 Duodeno sydere
6 Frondentibus
7 Ave miles
8 De flore martirum
9 Templum eya Salomonis
10 Barrabas dimittitur (see
11 Cuius de manibus
12 Omnis terra
14 Deus creator
15 Pura placens
16 Domine quis
17 Farce piscatoribus
Db 81
1
2
3
4
.5
Ob 143
1
3
Ob
BERc 55, 4)
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
XV, 18
XV, 19
A
A
XV, 20
XV, 21
A
XVI, 103
XV, 22
XV, 23
XV, 24
V, 16a
A
XVI, 94
XVI, 9.5
XVI, 96
XV, 11
A
XVII
1
Ob
1
2
3
4
.5
6
Frondentibus (see 2E-Z, 6)
652
Rota versatilis (see Lbm 24198, 1)
Rex sanctorum
Regina celestium
Salve sancta virgula
Rogativam potuit
Benedicamus Domino
A
A
A
A
A
Ome 266/268
1
2
3
Baptizas parentes
Inter usitata
F10s anglorum inelitus
A
XVII
A
One 57·
1 0 pater exee11entissime
2 0 crux vale
A
A
One 362
1
2
3
4
~
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
17
18
19
20
Apello eesarem
Ianuam quam elauserat
Triumphat hodie (see Lbm 24198, 7)
Balaam de quo
Civitas nusquam
Exeelsus in numine
Ade finit
Alta ea..'1.unt
Caligo terre
Solaris ardor
Virgo saneta Katerina
Regi regum enarrare .
lam nubes
o homo de pu1vere
Rosa deleetabilis
Jube domine
Jube domine
A
XV, 1
'X:Il, 2
'X:Il, 3
XVI, 99
XV, 4
A
XV, 65xv,
XV, 7
A
XV, 8
XV, 9
XV, 10
XVI
XVI
TAcro 3182
1 Geret et regem
2 Rex piaeulum
A
A
WF
44 Lingua peregrina
47 Peregrina moror
48 Rex omnipoteneie
53 Candens ereseit (see Cpe 228, 4)
67 Thomas gemma (see Cge 512, 6)
78 Ut reereentUl'
79 Inter ehoros
80 Regnum sine termino
A
A
A
A
XIV, app. 26
A
Ye
2 Inter amenitatis I, 22 (and A)
US-NYpm 978
12 Candens creseit (see Cne 228, 4)
A
Thomas gemma (see ege 512, 6)
Si lingua lota
US-PRu ll9A
4
5
US-SM 19914
1 In ore te 1audaneium
2 text1ess
3a Maria dieeris
3b Soli fines
US-We 14
1 Ille suy
3 Deus eompaignons
4 Rex Karole
A
A
A
A
v. 26
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F-CH 564
III Sub arturo plebs
F-Pn 23190
4 0 dira naeio
V. 31
XVII (and A)
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CO~~IONLY USED ABBREVIATIONS
PMFC I
PMFC V
PMFC XIV
EBbI
EECM
EEH
GS
MSD 2
NORM
Analecta Hymnica.
Frere, Antiphonale Saribsuriense.
Apel, Corpus of Early Keyboard Music, I.
Gttnther, The Motets of the Manuscrints Chantilly.
Coussemaker, Corpus Scriptorum.
American Institute of Musicology: Corpus Scripto-
rum Musicae. (see under individual authors)
Stainer, Early Bodleian Music.
26 Harrison and Wibberley, Manuscripts.
Wooldridge, Early English Harmony.
Frere, Graduale Sarisburiense.
Dittmer, The Worcester Fragments.
New OXfor~story of Music (see under individual
authors)
Schrade, The Works of Philippe de Vitry.
Harrison, Motets of French Provenance.
Sanders, English Mus~ of the Thirteenth and EarlY
Fourteenth Centuries.
Harrison, Motets of English Provenance.
Harrison, Sanders, and Lefferts. EngliSh Music for
Mass and Offices.
Stevens, Treasury of English Church Music, I.
Hughes, Worcester Medieval Harmony.
AH
AS
CEKM I
CMM 39
CS
CSM
PMFC XV
PMFC XVI
-XVII
TECM I
mrn
I, II, III, IV in context usually refer to the voice-parts
of a m0tet, counting from the top down.
s,m syllabic or melismatic semibreves.
1, £, s refer to long, breve, and semibreve in the critical
commentary; Land B are used in number schemes.
APPENDIX I
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BERc 55
Berkeley Castle, Muniments, Select Roll 55 (HERc 55)
was identified as a source of 14th-century English polyphony
by Andrew Wathey in 1981. It is a rotulus with weekly house-
hold accounts for an aristocratic Yorkshire family in the
years 1302/03. Four musical items have been added on the
reverse, including two motets. Andrew Wathey and William
Summers have kindly shared information about this source
with me. I understand Wathey is preparing a report about
it for pUblication.
Alma mater digna virgula
Ante thorum virginis
Tenor de Alma mater et Ante thorum
Sources HERc 55, first musical item.
Literatures I.H. Jeayes, Descriptive Catalogue of~
Charters and Muniments in the Possession of Lord ~­
hardinge at Berkeley Castle (Bristol, 1892).
C.f.: identified just by the rubric given above, and
by a rubric under an erased statement of the tenor that was
begun below voice Is "Pes de Alma mater et de Ante thorum."
The designation "Tenor" or "pes" in any case apparently hides
a short rondeau with the traditional alternation of musical
elements AB A'A' AB AB.
Form: very high degree of strophic repetition following
the tenor, with some variation; high degree of assonance
throughout between texts, along with parallelism of melodic
phrasing and declamatory rhyt~~s. Semibreve duplets read 2+1.
~: on the Assumption of the BVM.
BERc 55, 1 Alma mater digna I and II
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Alma mater digna virgula
ex styrpe regia nobili de iesse
viri sancti veteri prosapia
plaude virgo dec angelus carissima
5 humilitas docilis
te matrem Dominum fecit fieri.
Hec est que venit de Libano
flos campi et nemorum arborum pulcherrima
castissima domina suavis
10 nunc mater miseris miserearls
surge ad filium Dominum nostrum
impetra bravium propicium
pro culpe veteri in die memoranda
respice clara virgo filia David
15 genitrix Domini regis eterni
que sedes in solio splendido
gemmis floribus coronata
ad bane vallem flebilem
ubi debent? vestri famuli subditi mediantes
20 de gracia vestra solita
supplioantes corde simplici cum ordo divini?
puris meditationibus
memores nostri effici dignemini
et post bane finem?
25 collocare nos in patriam glorie.
Ante thorum virginis
omnis milicia celica supernorum
beatorum civium f--te? assistunt
atque venerabili splendida
5 facie vestibus decoris
indicta venustissimus
assumpta sedentem cum filio
adoran~ cum notulis modulis dulcissimis
et canticis organis plurimis.
10 que eya vale genitrix Domini
virgo ac gravida puerpera
altissimum unicum parvulum tuum
lacte proprio fovisti virgineo
gaude quod te dicit ysaie va~icinium
15 parere a lede? natum omnia regentem
sydera super celica lidere?
et aula pudicicie manentem
et clausa fertilis singulis
languentibus petentibus
20 veram medelam atque tu~elam
prebens prospicius? sexumque femineum
protegens supplicans unigeni~o filio
ut redemptos servulos
celesti reconciliet patrie.
Alma mater Ante thorumBER 55 1c
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455Barrabas dimittitur dignus
Barrabas dimittitur inmerito
T. Babilonis f1umina
Sources BERc 55, no. 4; DRc 20, fol. 3 (RISM no. 6).
2B-1, fol. Vlv (R~SM no. 10), voices II and III only.
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 32 and in Wibberley,
"English polyphonic Music," pp. 364-368. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 1.53 (DRc) and pl • .53 (Ob). Harrison, liArs Nova," pp. 82-
83; forthcoming report on BERc by Andrew Wathey.
C.f.s Non-Gregorian. Called 'Pes de Barrabas dimittitur'
in BERc; identified in DRc as 'Babilonis flumina;' unlabelled
in ~. The Latin incipit probably derives from a setting of
a rhymed version 9f Psalm 137. Sung three-and-a-third times.
Form: motet a3 with varied voice exchange and strophic
repeat with variation; irregular mixed periodicity.
I 60L =7+3+4+4+4+4+8+4+8+4+4+6 L
II = 2+6+8+8+4+4+8+4+8+4+4 L
III = 20(3L) = 3(3(6L» + 6L
The varied exchange between sections ~ne and ~#o is straight-
forward. In the third tenor statement the restatement of the
first period is very free; striking are the rising and falling
fifths in b. 37 and 39. which may be an atte~pt at affectively
setting Christ's last words on the cross. and the direct
canonic imitation between voices I and II at b. 47-51 and
49-53, and b. 52-55. 53-57, and 55-58. The leap of a seventh
to 'clamans' in II, b. 32-33 may also be deliberately affective.
~: en Christ·s Passion, similar to the text of Laus
honor (Cnc 228,3).
Remarks: For a voice-exchange motet the range (a 15th)
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is wide and the counterpoint, with its intervals of l2ths and
lOths, is also wide. Though notation and declamation are
conservative, the final cadence moves to a progressive 12-8
harmony.
BERc 55, 4
DRc 20, 6
~, 10 (II only)
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Barrabas dimittitur
I II
Barrabas dimittitur Barrabas dimittitur
dignus patibulo inmerito
et Iudaico
Christus cum obprobrio reus cum efficitur
quod nam probat sedicio
5 ceditur illuditur 5 et Christus occiditur
facie conspuitur nevo carens omnimodo
sub Pilato Poncio
ceditur conspuitur
traditur affligitur clavisque confoditur
diro crucis suspendio
10 latronum im medio clamans inquid heloy
10 hely lama zabathani
cernitur contempnitur
cuncta creans ex nichilo mox in cruce moritur
hinc clamavit sicio morte cuius ilico
genus Ade redimitur
sic gravi moritur
15 monte Calvarie ipsi laus igitur
suspirio. 15 et iubilacio.
13 John 19s28
8 BERcs configitur
9-1o--Matthew 27:46
15 BERcs Christo laus ergo
These texts expand on the language of a Matins responsory
for Good Friday, Barabas latro dimittitur ~ innocens
Christus occiditur (Brev.Sar. I, p.dccxci: AS, pl.226).
The motet text Laus honor vendito (Cpc 228, 3) is in
part quite similar.
4.58
Veni creator
T. Veni creator
Source: Ccc 65, fol. 13Sv (RISM no. 2).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 106. Sanders,
"English Polyphony," pp. 223-24. Fenlon, Manuscripts, p.76-:o7.
C.f.: whole chant setting of the Pentecost hymn
Veni creator suiritus; melody is more melismatic than
version in LU, p.88S and has been extended by three notes
to provide tonal closure for the motet on F rather than on
the chant final, G.
~: triplum and tenor of an isoperiodic motet a4
(2+2) with broadly patterned tenor:
I 11,5L = 8(12L) + 19L
II = lL + 19(6L)
Text: sets five s~~zas of the Pentecost hymn, with an
additional four syllables added to each odd-numbered line to
provide successive couplets (except for the last) with 20
syllables, set regularly in 12L phrases; the final stanza
is set to the last, 19L, phrase.
Notation: mensuration sign ~ in front of both voices;
if interpreted (as seems reasonable) as specifying tempus
L~nerfect~~ maior, its only practical effect is to clarify
that the breve is binary, so paired semibreves are equal.
Perfect-long rests are written in the mar~~er described by
Robertus de Brunham, Le. ==t:::= rather than ~ • See
Chapter 3, pp.306ff.
Remarks: overall range at least E-dd, perhaps D-dd.
Ccc·65, 2 Veni creator spiritus'"
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Ven1 creator spiritus eximie
mentes tuorum Visita
imple superna gracia mirifice
que tu creasti pectora
5 qUi paraclitus diceris egreg1us
donum De1 alt1ss1m1
fons vivus 19n1s· car1tas flameolus
et sp1r1talls unct10
tu septlformls munere kar1smatum
10 dextre Del tu dlgltus
tu rlte promlsso patrls credenclum
sermone dltans guttera
accende lumen senslbus ut luceant
lnfunde amorem cord1bus~
15 lnf1rma nostr1 corporis ut pareant
virtute flrmans perpetim
hostem repellas longius a subd1tis
pacemque dones protinus
ductore sic te prev10
20 vit emus omne nox1um.
The Pentecost hymn, amp11fied by four syllables
at the end of each odd-numbered line except the last.
5 paclitus'
9-10 kar1sma't! (inserted. above munere dextre)
19 s1t'"
Cce 65. 2 Ven1 CX'sator-'1'. Ven1 creator
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Radix Iesse
Sources Ccc 65, fol. 136 (RISM no. 3).
Literatures Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 107 and Fenlon,
Cambridge Music Manuscripts, p.76. Fenlon, op.cit., p.77.
C.f.s none survives; perhaps it was related to the
melody with which the text is found in Cu Hh.vi.11 (see
below in remarks en Text).
~s an isolated voice-part whose range and style of.
melodic cadencing suggest it is the lowest voice of a motet,
possibly a duet motet with medius cantus. The motet is not
tonally closed, and the frequent sounding of low Bb is remark-
able. There is considerable small-scale melodic and rhythmic
repetition, especially of those figures noted on the third page
of the transcription. These, along with the phrase lengths,
indicate a regular grouping of three breves into a perfect long,
and help to justify the insertion of a rest at bar 105. Phrase
lengths are mainly in multiples of 3B, but are not entirely
regular, especially in the second half.
120B = 18 + 12 + 9 + 15 + 13 + 20 + 18 + 8 + 7
[~ 18 + 12 + 9 + 15 + 12 + 21 + 18 + 15J
N
text divides the part after bar 67 (120 = 66 + 54).
~: to the BVM, topically appropriate for the Ann~~­
ciation and Christmas season. The verses set here are the
third and final stanza of Ortum floris, a poem.found in
Cambridge University Library, MS Hh.vi. 11, fol.69v-70, where
it is set to a monophonic tune. Very probably the motet set
stanzas 1 and 2 of t~is poem in a missing upper voice. The
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text is listed in Chevalier as both 31387 and 39809, and
is edited from the unique source in both Ali 20, PP.51-52
and AH 45b, pp.23-24. Orturo floris is also listed in
Gordon Anderson, "Notre Dame and Related Conductus -- A
Catalogue Raisonn~,.. as no. L81. It is discussed in Genn-
rich, Die Kontrafaktur im Liedschaffen, pp.21 and 76-78,
where reference is given to a musical concordance with
Proven2al text, Quant voi n~e (Milan, Bibl. Ambrosiana,
MS R71 sup., fol. 143; Rayn. 534). Gennrich gives a com-
parative transcription of the settings on pp.229-30. The
following pages of this report provide a full transcription
of Orturo floris.
Notations temDUs perfectum maior with few minims.
The note heads are carefully spaced for declamation. As
noted above, the long is probably perfect. Most minim
activity falls on the third breve of a perfection, though
this is not invariably the case. The rhythms D~ and .•~,
are both written, so it seems that paired semibreves
probably ought to be read unequally in the order 1+2.
Remarks: overall range may have been as great as
Bb-bbb•
crcc 65, 3 Rad1x lesse
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Rad1x lesse Plebs f1del1s'
pu11ulat 1n messe careat querel1s
messem esse mors crudel1s
nov1mus expresse 25 fug1t p1enis vel1s~
5 non de1er1 non 1nVitus
set 1mp1er1 est unitus
quod erat nescesse vestr1s parentel1s
venter ger1t per quem fructus
quod mox er1t 30 mort1s 1ctus
10 manifestans res se est cum su1s del1s:
caro Deum operlt patrls unigenitus
nec pudorem deser1t sumps1t carnis hab1tus
set asser1t dlv1nitus
nil 1nterlt 35 o 1nc11tus
15 virglnis ob ess e sermo Gabr1e11s
mortem ter1 t- est aud1tus
mortem serl t' redlmltus-
legem s1c 1mplesse salut1s medells
1am non er1t 40 s1t sop1tus
20 t1mor per1t red.lm1tus
Eve mors transgresse. Dec laus 1n cells.
The th1rd and conclud1ng stanzas of a poem, Ortum flor1s,
found 1n Cambrldge Un1versity L1brary, Hh.VI.ll, folo69v-70
set to a monophon1c tune. Text ed.IAH 20, p.,l-2. Ed. of the
mus1cal sett1ng g1ven on the followIng two pages.
2 C'cc 65s
9
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26
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1n mense
qua er1t
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plenus
d1v1nutus·
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ORTUM ?LORIS
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This melodic motion most often drives to the first breve of
a peL fee tiOll,
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Virgo mater salvatoris
Virgo pia vite 7ia
T. (Kyrie)
Source: Cfm, fol. 1-lv (no. 1).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVII. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 143-144. Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," pp.286-89.
~: unlabelled in the MS; whole chant setting of a
Kyrie melody (related to Vat XII ("Pater cuncta") and also
to Sarum 22) whose present version is found only in insular
sources (see, for instance, Paris, Bibliothegue de L'Arsenal,
MS 135, fol. 233v).
~I motetlike troped chant setting, in 9 sections with
considerable contrapuntal repetition following the repetitons
in the chant melody; similar in approach to, though perhaps
slightly later in date of composition than, troped Kyrie
settings found in the Worcester fragments and concordant
sources (see PMFC XIV, App. 21 and Lefferts and Bent, "New
Sources," pp.27?-281).
~: Kyrie trope addressing Father, Son, Holy Ghost,
and the Virgin Mary; unlike the other known troped Kyrie
settings, this one does not expand upon a Latin text already
associated with the plai~chant, so far as we know at present.
Cf"II\, 1 Vlrgo mater salvatorls - I
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Vlrgo mater salvatorls
flos salutls et decorls
n1m1 a eleyson.
Jhesu fl1i creatorls'
5 curle superlorls
matrls precibus eleyson.
Vlrglnalls pater prolls
redemptls cruore nobls
ple eleyson.
10 Rex ·ingenlte
matrls V1rginee
effectus prescius eleyson.
Fons misericordie
ludex venturl seculi pilssime
15 eleyson.
Sanctorum summe gracie
pla prece virgin1s Mari e
e1eyson.
o paraclite
20 largitor venie
facture proprl e
eleyson.
Virginis alme puerpere
proles atque delce
25 preee matrls Marie
eleyson.
Lator nove lustlcle
prlnceps celestls patrle
dux et rector superne leticie.
30 Pater glorie
o fill Marle
Jhesu nobis pie
e1eyson.
~t 1 Vlrgo mater salvatorls - II
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Vlrgo pla
vite Via
a malls tuos
tuere servos
5 eleyson.
Cell dom1natr1x
orbls lmperatrlx
de11etorumque eunetorum
expurgatrlx
eleyson.
10 Verbo eredens Gabrlells
ange11 m1ss1 de eells·'
ple eleyson.
Vlrgo plena grac1e
remedlum dans lndulgene1 e
15 eleyson.
Cuius puerperlum
nostre delet obprobrlUIll
trlstlc1e eleyson.
Vere vena venie
20 fons mlserleordle
datrlx lndulgenele
eleyson.
Marla letare
pulera tam preelare
25 nostrl memorare
eleyson.
Tu refecta gaudl0 assldue
ln eell palael0 nobls plausus provlde
eleyson.
30 Nos erepta de ger..a draconis herebl
nos tua Virtute
protegas et- foveas p1e.
Tua p1etate et virgln1tate
tae ne prlvemur a te
35 Marla eleyson.
Jhesu redemptor omnium
T. Jhesu redemptor omnium
Jhesu labentes respice
Source: ~, fol. 2 (no. 2).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVII. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl.14S; Fenlon, Cambridge Music Manuscripts, p.71. Lefferts
and Bent, "New Sources," pp.289-91; Fenlon, op.cit., p.72.
C.f.: hymn for the Common of a Confessor; written once,
to be sung four times in full.
~: isoperiodic duet motet aJ with medius cantus;
declamation mostly on longs and breves.
I 80L = 1L + 7{10L) + 9L
II =4{20L) =4(4{5L»
III = 12L + 7(10L) + 8L
Text: to Jesus and St. Augustine of Hippo.
Remarks: unusually wide range of voice parts; I and II
span a 10th and an 11th, respectively, and the motet spans
a 17th overall.
Acceleration of declamation in the middle of a musical
phrase is relatively unpatterned in Jhesu redemptor, where
24 syllables (Jx8pp) must be compressed into the space that
would accommodate only 19 syllables if regularly declaimed
on long and breve.
£!!!' 2 Jhesu redemptor - I and II
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Jhesu redemptor omnium
labenclum tldellum
dlre nec1s dlscrlmlne
qui mer1to fast1g1um
5 per pr1m1 patris v1clum
am1serlnt let1c1e.
Cot1d1e d1lab1tur
quamplurimu(m] 1lludltur
per1cul1s 1nflc1e
10 d1vers1s et aff11g1tur
amurca mens 1nf1c1tur
1n hac valle m1serle.
Mundus caro demonia
1mmensa movent prel1a
15 cub1l1bus frag1l1um
ergo prece persedula
susp1rat omnis anima
plum querens remed1um.
Ad1re decet Dom1num
20 vota v1dens lab1l1um
natU!l1 de matre virg1ne
reducat qU1cquid devium
ut det ce11 palac1um
et sanctos patres querere.
Jhesu labentes resp1ce
videndo reos corr1ge
sue rave mest1c1e
1n hac d1e let1c1e
clement1us l1bam1ne
cu1us natale colere
munus volent1s susc1pe.
August1ni laudabi11s
doctor1s extat ab1l1s
virtus claret sclenc1e
per anum viant1bus-
effundens et errant1bus
causam quam haus1t avide.
Ipsum vocemus 1ug1ter
susp1r11s suav1ter
per voc1s laudem carm1n1s
ut 1pse Deum 1nvocet-
1n1quam causam revocet-
de nox11s acerr1m1s.
Nos servulosque leviget'
merentes penam 1nd1get-
erga regem victor1e
salutis s1mus memores
et ut ce11 part1cipes
sanctorum patrum glor1e.
8
9
~IS hole
1ns1c1e
2 peraviu.m v1ant1bus written
and caneell ed.
7 colere wr1tten before
susc1~e(but no notes)
19 acr1m1n1s?
9 dortor1sc
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Suffragiose virgini
Summopere sanctam Mariam
T.
Source I 'Cfm, fol. 2v (no. 3).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVII. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl.146. Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," pp.291-94.
~I unidentified, probably a chant melisma; stated
seven times with, with a constantly shifting relationship to
the isorhythmic talea.
Form I isoperiodic, with strict isorhythmic repetition
of a module of 2L (= 6B). See Chapter 2. pp. 140-41.
Text: miracles of the BVM, in large part illegible to
to heavy wear. See Chapter 4, pp. 335-36.
Suffrag10se v1rg1n1 - I
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5
10
15
20
Suffrag10se v1rg1ni
qu1dam Marle clerlcus
devotus erat 2( Jpum
set [ ] lanus lubrlcus
provlsum acsl ludlcem
hlc quldam v1te rapltur
[ ]n1t proprl0
dampnose pone tradltur
reglna alt ludlcl
hunc dona m1chl cler1cum
ut me1 unus g( J
[ ] sit habe m1serum
s1 ut hac nne corr1gat
ut 1lla d1cat cler1co
ne t1b1 penis a( ]pat
te corr1gere re11nquo
h1c alapere vig1lans
re11g1onem pec11t
quamd1u v1x1t pred1cans
sancte Mar1e memorans
pres e( ] 11t-.
Text whole but badly worn.
SUffraglose vlrgln1 - II
Su[mJmopere
sanetam Marlam elerleus
qUldam bo[ Jrlt
gul domos agros oplda
5 l J opes habul t
quem co egere nubere
ut se et ( ] gere~
( J sul lagere
quod cum et lpse faeeret
10 orantl slbl [ J
vlrgo Marla parult
qul lnfundl L JldO
serl erras et argult
raeur al t allam
1.5 proposel lstl femlnam
amor en vlte mareul t·,-
[ J eolult
sed gra ex rade lmpera
a agr ens et habl tum
20 rellg1on!s lndult
[ ].
Text whole but badly worn.
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Mulier magni meriti
Multum viget virtus
T.
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 246v-247 (RISM no. 1).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 25 and in Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 26)-267. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 120-121: dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 66-67.
Apfel, Studien I, p. 29; Harrison, "Ars Nova," p. 75;
Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 201-20;; idem, ..Tonal
Aspects," pp. 24-26; idem, "England: From the Beginning,"
p. 288.
C. f •.= free; a tuneful double veI'sicle pes with ouvert
and clos cadences, in two 9L phrases; stated three ti~es.
Form: paired strophic variation with quasi-refrain
over the final five notes of the tenor's clos cadence:
M'x BB'x CC'x.
Loose periodicity on a module of 9L as a result of periodic
phrase scheme with adjustment for exact repetition within
each paired strophe:
I 54L = ; +(6+) +{6+4)+{5+4)+{5+2)+4+{;+2)+4+;L
l , t , , , , " , ,
={;+9+10+9+7+4+5+4+;)L
II = 7+{2+7)+{2+7)+{2+7)+{2+;)+6+;+61
'-----', f t " , ~t--s
={7+9+9+9+5+9+6)L
III = ;(18L) = ;{9+9)L
Text: to St. Katherine, in language similar to that of
her legend as printed in, for example, Brev. Sar.
Notation: down-stemmed major semibreve and dots of
division; see Chapter 3, pp.242-44. PMFC XV edition does
480
not resolve the occasional rhythmic conflicts in ~ groups,
and treats occasional group of J ~ without down-stem
differently from those with such stems.
Remarks: acceleration to faster rhythmic values and
rise in tessitura as motet progresses; very little
homorhythmic patter on~, though. Harrison has observed
("Ars Nova," pp.75-76) that Mulier magni meriti and another
egc 512 motet, Suspiria merentis (no. 5), share in common
a distinctive melodic device -- falling fifths in semibreves,
generating melodic-rhythmic activity within a single harmony.
Similar rocking fifths can be seen in Barrabas dimittitur
(BERc 55, 4) in breves.
egc 512, 1
Muller magni merltl
lubar Alexandrle
argult Maxenclum
slne mlserlcordla
5 persequentem
Chrlstlanum populum
dum fldem eecles1e
od1t sacre falsum
co11 lusslt ydolum
10 sed virgo grac111s
C"aterlna
ydo11s contrarla
Chrlstl legem tenuit
docult et habult
15 In memorla
unde Maxenclus
furlbundus-
eV1tat ta11a
o vlrgo candlda
20 fulglda grac10sa
11nque hunc errorem
et Dec nostro
prebe favorem
Muller magnl merltl - I
481
aut retores ab omni mundi
25 climate parabo
tuum ad honorem
quos convertebat
Chrlsto dantes honorem
post maeh1natam totam rotam
;0 1n 1ncredulorum
vertendo dolorem
mart1r1s fert florem.
Th1s layout, follow1ng the musical phrases, attempts
to show the verse structure as well. The end rhymes
-~, -~, and -rem provide some def1nltion, although
the sWitch from~e first to the s~cond occurs in the
middle of a phrase.
egC 512, 1 Mulier magn1 meriti - II
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Multum viget virtus marcet vic1um
dum craterina parvipendit Maxencium
dum convertebat eius coniugem
atque ducem Porphirium
5 a furia
ac disputando vicit rethorum
tam validum consorcium
scientia
dum rotas fregit
10 quasque peregit
gens malivola Dei amica
pudica quam regis inimica
Maxencia celica faciens terrestria
non sapit
17 hinc benivola n1mphala
gravida gaudia
in poli patria
iam capit.
2 four syllables missing in this line
483
Princeps apostolice
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 247v (RISM no. 2); DRc 20, fol.
2v (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 142 (Cgc); pl. 152
(DRc). .
Form: isolated triplum of a motet aJ with stratifi-
cation of rhythmic activity; although tenor is lost,
repetition of phrase scheme and melodic material after 20L
indicates it was stated twice. Periodic phrase scheme with
adjustment for repetition exactly over each tenor statements
52L = 2(26L) = 6L + J(5L) + 6L + 5(5L), in other words
2(6L + 4(5L)) with an adjustment of the 5th and 6th phrases
in order to overlap across the point of repetition in the
tenor, presumably to bridge rests there in that voice.
Text: for the Common of Apostles, related to the
sequence Alleluya~ decantet for that feast. See
Chapter 4, pp. 343-44.
Notation: both sources use down-stemmed semibreve on
the first of groups of three~. See Chapter 3, pp. 242-44.
Remarks: This edition basically follows the readings
of DRc 20 in notes and text.
Cgc 512, 2
DRc 20, 4
Pr1nceps apostollce
484
5
10
15.
20
Pr1nceps apostollce
turme per Neronem
poll stat ln aplce
crucls per agonem
Paulus doctor gentlum
In urbe Romans.
decollatus merult'
celorum archana
cultor crucis aedulus
trlumphat Andreas
quem m1slt 1ncredulus
ad celos Egeas
Iacobum Iudayca
gens vex1 t 1n a1tum
Iacobo ma11c1a
dat Herod1s saltum
Ph111ppus 1ncredulos
1n f'1de f1rmav1t
Iohannem conviv10
Chr1stus 1nvitavit
mundum 11qu1t fleb11em
m1n1strans Matheus
et 11llus sangu1n1s
H1rtacus est reus
This ed. follows DRcl
var1ants 1n CgC 512.
1 apostolorum
7 deco1atus
13 Iudaica
15 Iacobum
16 Herodes
17 1ncredulas
22 m1n1ster
24 Irtacus
27 S1mon
28 per1ter
29 urbe (for v1 te)
31 sub1evat -
32 decus··
33 mart1r10
37-40 rubbed away.
30
25 Thomam fossUI!l lancea
Ind1 contestantur
Symon Iudas 1aurea
par1ter ornantur
Ind1s vite dogmata
dat Bartho1omeus
set Math1am sub11mat
sorte sua Deus
35
40
Barnabas martyr10
hanc v1tam pereg1t
hos de mund1 f1n1bus:
rex Chr1stus:- e1eg1t
per hos nos salVif1cet
rex qu1 cuncta reg1t
qU1 per horum. dogmata
d1spersos colleg1t.
485
-nelll po-11 Rat in a-pi- ce cn- cis per a- go- J18III
10
~£~D~
-q -it ce- 1c-rum sr- cha- na
-~~r·>2S~
cul- tor cru-e1s se-d.u-
-::.ua ~-IDil-phat An- are- as qUell lII1-s1t 1n- cre-du- 111. ad ce-las 3- ge-
~ r -_~t,'(<>=~
'. -as Ia-eo-bull 1u- da- 7- ca gens ve-nt in al-
In- dis T1-te dog-ma- ta 4&t Bar-tho-lo-me-
486
/J.S
" -los 1n 1'1-de ~1r- III&- n:t 1"0- ha- nell con-n.-T1- 0 Chri-stua 1n-T1- ta-
§~~-~I§.\,·c~
"-T1t mun-dma U-q,u1ct ~18-b1- 1e1l 1II1-D1-straM Ka- ths-
.~. 30 ~--== ~,' ~~~~--'\''-'
'" -us et 11-U-us san-gu1- D1s H1r-ta-ous est rs- us
J5"
Tho -118& ~0.-8U111 lan- os- & In-d1 con-ts- stan- tU1' S;r-mon Iu-das lau-rs-
r--"'"'1 _~-
~ -a pa-n-ter or- nan- tU1'
-i -118 set: Ma-th1-Ul sub-U- mat sor-te su-a De- ua
-~
487
per he. DOS sal-vt-t1- cet rex qu1 can-ot:a reo-
50
§~
~ -git qu1 per he-rum dog-ma- ta d1-sper-sos col-le- git.
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Virgo Maria
o stella marina
Virgo Maria
Flos genuit
"Source: Cgc 512, fol. 248-249 (RISM no. J); Cpc 228,
fol. i V (RISM no. 2) preserves I and II only.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVI, 97 and in Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 268-274. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 122-2J (Cgc) and pl. 20J (Cpc); dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 68-69. Apfel, Studien I, p. 29; Harrison,
"Ars Nova," pp. 76-77; Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 92,
197.
Form: free setting; repeat of whole with voice exchange
within upper and lower pairs of voices; more complex inter-
nal structure. See Chapter 2, pp. 79-84.
Text I to the BVrvI.
Notation: binary long and breve; probable binary
semibreve.
egC 512, 3;
gpc 228. 2
V1rgo Mar1a - I and II
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V1rgo Mar1a patrem par1t fll1a
o pr1v1leg1a omnlpotent1s nova gracla
benigna reg1na
o sola mater superav1t alma l1l1a
5 protu11t eya m1ra parltura puerper1a
lacte propr10 Dei f1l1um dulc1s lactaV1t
vale Mar1a mater p1a nova med1c1na
flos s1ne sp1na sola p1sc1na'
nos a 0 stella
10 et v1te v1a melodla porr1ge d1vlna
post exll1a.
o stella marina
nos a ru1na et feels stor1a
stella matut1na carlna suplna
15 re1s nova med1clna
vina splna exules
repent1na protege ru1na reg1na
peregr1na nos sentlna
flos sp1na d1v1na presld1a
20 reglna p1sc1na flos matutlna
v1te sent1na
de Mar1a matre p1a sola peregrlna
a ru1na mar1na
carlna reslna
25 de vlte rosa pr1marla.
There 1s hocket1ng between the texts of l1nes
9 and 23. Together they reads
[protese] ~ ~ rulna Q. stella marina.
4 egC 512s suspirav1t
10 for v1a, an abbrev1atlon ma (=mea?)
12 stelTIL"wrltten tW1ce --
CgC~ 512, 3 Vlrgo Marla - III and IV
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Vlrgo Marla flos dlvlna
fl11a Domln1 ex1mla
o mater pura parltura fl1lls
date nova slne fine
5 supp11ces a repentlna
protege rulna flos dlvlna
Mar1a mater p1a reglna fl11a
v1te vla melodla
mater parltura
10 summum regem et per legem
Dom1ni natum per beatum
qUl carlna suplna
ventrem Chr1stum.
Flos genult reglna qUi tenu1~
15 omnium lncarnatum Domlnum rerum
et solldum et verbum celum splend1dum
sola mater superav1t alma 111lum
protu11st1 eya mlra par1tura puerperlum
dudum lacet 1n profundum
20 ergo laudemus ovando cum letabundo
gaud10 lub110 conc10 fervet ln preconio
v1rgo mater loca nato cell so110.
8 for~, an abbrevlation ~ (=E!!?)
5re j
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Tu civium
o cuius vita
Tu celestium
Congaudens
Sources Cgc 512, fol. 252v-253 (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVI, 98 and in Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 275-281. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 124-125; dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 70-71.
Apfel, Studien I, pp. 20ff, 29, 52; Sanders, "English
Polyphony, "p. 92.
~: as in Virgo Maria, above; see Chapter 2, pp.79ff.
Text: to st. Peter.
Notation: as in Virgo Maria, above.
Cgc 512, 4 Tu civium - I and II
496
Tu civ1um primas
per imperium summi ce1estium patris
tu aposto1orum princeps es
sancte Simon .
5 fundamentum per te crescit
documentum donanti fidei
sanct e Simon
Bar10na Christo cognominari~
in gracia tua memor1a
10 iocundetur agmina
super te corroborata fide catho11ca
neque quod qU1 de n1ch110 pro me
que que creav1t non reve1av1 t'
mundum qui reconc111av1t.
15 0 cuius vita fu1s1t ita mira gracia
per un1genitum exora fi11um
supera regentem regem
glor1f1catum domina
sed 1pse t1b1 ne ce1at sua pater
20 sacra nova misteria se reve1at
sed de futura super ecclesiam nostram
et 1dem glorificatur
pater ru1gida
fons m111c1e
25 cum 1etic1a
de cr1mina
modu1am1na per totum ce11ca
canunt hod1e co1eg1a
gaude d1cencia.
CgC 512, 4 Tu civium - III and IV
497
Tu celestium primas civium
Simon
tu apostolorum omnium es princeps
Petre sanc't;e
5 te crescit solidum
per petre fundamentum
et documentum Christl
tu Bariona cognominarls
gracia in tua memoria hinc.
10 Congaudens
super te f~ndata agmina celestia
confin1a per te fruata
ln fide catholica
ubi preconia laudum
15 cum me10dia canora
celebrant solempnia
Simon sancte pro nobis implora
regentem sublimia prebe solacia
lumlna sUblimina
20 quo angelica conr~t.
6-7 needs another syllable for good text underlay
8-9 five syllables missing between these lines
9 gracia problematic
12 fruata problematic
sd~ 5
TU crVium fR/MP.S
egC" 512, 4
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Suspiria merentis
Meroris stimulo
T.
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 253v-254 (RISM no. 5).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 26; Sanders, "Tonal
Aspects," pp. 28-30; and in Wibberley," English Polyphonic
Music," pp. 282-288. Facs. in EECM 26, pI. 126-127; dipI.
facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 72-73. Apfel, Studien I,
p. 29; Harrison, "Ars Nova,"p. 76; Sanders, "English
Polyphony," pp. 209-13, 215; idem, "Tonal Aspects," pp. 26-
27; idem, "England: From the Beginning," pp. 287-88.
C.f.: six-pitch series (DGFCDC) stated 19 times:
this ostinato recurs each time in one of four rhythmic
configurations (abcd) repeated thus:
aa bb aa bb cc bb dd bb d bb.
Form: 5-refrain form with simple periodicity;
melodic repeat with ouvert and clos cadences over double
tenor statements. Sanders calls it a variation motet.
Text: to the Holy Spirit at Pentecost.
Remarks: refrain only written out once in each voice;
see Chapter 2, pp. 109-111. See also the remarks on
Mulier magni meriti (Cgc 512, 1) above.
ege 512, 5 Susplrla merentls - I
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Susp1rla merentls
anlme noe1va moderare
ne res amare ment1s'
1nt1me cor fae1at errare.
5 Splr1tus alme tuos'"
regere d1gnare
premat onus famulos
ne nos seeu1are.
De fonte vanltatls'
10 amare solent
opes emanare
que bone delleat1s
1n vita patent
mortu1s amare.
15 Spiritus alme •••• ne nos seeulare.
Honor ln hora preterit
20 se1s qui degerare
raroque cui deper1t
seltur remeare.
Sp1r1tus alme •••• ne nos seeulare.
Cur ld a quo delud1tur
tantum adamatur
a quo nama refleltur
30 cum poss1deatur
nee mlnus ecce mor1tur
h1e qU1 domlnatur
quam 1n rosa qU1 nase1tur
atque famulatur.
35 Splr1tus alme •••• ne nos seeulare.
Nem1n1 unquam aeeld1t
40 ortus salutare
efflu1t atque ref1~tt
quas1 magnum mare.
S~lrltus alme •••• ne nos seeulare.
20 selt
Csc 512, 5
Meror1s s t1mulo
fessus e1ulo
d1re lanceor
f1des 1n ex1l10
5 cum obprobr10
lug1et amor.
Sancte sp1r1tus
fer remed1a
ne spem pen1tus
10 tollant ted1a.
Cap1t adulac10
s1ne dub10
mer1 prem1a
laudat s1mulac10
15 cum mendac10
bleso v1c1a.
Sancte sp1r1tus ••••
Susp1r1a merent1s - II
tollant ted1a.
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21 Pater en1m mor1tur
19nom1n1a
heres nuncconquer1tur
nova taJ.1a.
25 Sancte sp1r1tus •••• tollant ted1a.
Sunt fallac1a
30 queque secularla
cUlque 1ab1l1a
vaga [et] varla
trans1tor1a
sunt eo d eb11la
35 nul11 f1de11a
1m.mo fleb1l1a.
Sancte sp1r1tus •••• tollant ted1a.
41 Quem seculare
decus sequ1 tur
tand em amare
plus eo lab1tur.
45 Sancte sp1rltus
15 dum
•••• tol1ant ted1a.
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Thomas gemma cantuarie
Thomas cesus in doveria
Primus tenor
Secundus tenor
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 254v-255 (RISM no. 6): US-PRu 119,
frag. A, fols. 4, 3v, 2, 5v (RISM no. A4): Ob 20, fol. 35,
34v (RISM no. 67 =WF,67), I and IV only.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XIV, 61: Dittmer, MSD 2, 67:
Levy, "New Material," pp. 234-39; Stevens, Music in Honour
of st. Thomas, b; Wibberley, "English Polyphonic Music," pp.
289-301. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 128-129 (Cgc) , pl. 210-211
(US-PRu), pl. 212 (Ob 20): Dittmer, Oxford Liturgical Q 20,
pp. 43-44. Apfel, Studien I, p. 52; Dalglish, "Variation, "
pp. 46-47: Dittmer, MSD 2, pp. 46-47 : Harrison, MMB, pp. 144-
145; idem, "Ars Nova," p. 77: Hughes, WMH, p. 105: Levy, "New
Material," pp. 224,228,230: Sanders, "English Polyphony,"
pp. 207-209; Stevens, "St. Thomas," pp.341-342. Recorded
on discs Experiences Anonymes EA-0024 and Nonesuch H-71292.
Form: motet a4 (2+2) in periods of varied voice-exchange
punctuated by a refrain, an "ostinato variation" as Dalglish
puts it. See Chapter 2, pp. 85-86.
Text: on St. Tholnas of Dover (martyred 1295) and St.
Thomas of Canterbury; on its versification see Chapter 2,
pp.87-88. For a full list of variants see the PMFC XIV
text edt (printed in the rear of PMFC XV).
Notation: long-breve notation in Cgc 512 and US-PRU 119;
breve-semibreve notation (with paired semibreves) in Ob 20.
See Chap~er ), pp. 276-18.
Remarks: the designations P ~imus tenolJ and [SJ ecundus
tenor are ~our.d only in Co 20.
C"gc" g12, 6;
WF, 7;
US-Pau l19A, 4
Thomas gemma Cantuar1e
pr1mula
flde pro tuenda
cesus 1n eccles1a
5 a d1v1na repent1na
m1ra car1tate
fulgens
matut1na vespert1na
luc1s increate
10 gratia
late
tib1 nova reparate
sUb11mar1s curia regis:
pro f1de11tate
15 tua
a ru1ns let1 b1na
per te liberate
sunt a fece
et ab amaro
20 malo
fr1volo
a sent1ns serpentina
gentes expiate
et a v1c1is=
25 singular1s nuncuparis
gratia d1tatus'
super
hinc perfectos et electos
tn es sublimatus
30 r1vulo
madido
pie sanans egros
precios1s generos1s
gemm1s tumulatus
35 aurels
modulo
tumulo
cum decore vel honore
pi e laureatus-
40 in ce11s
inter clves ce11cos
d1gne veneratus
Thoma
nunc pro
45 popule
stimulo
tempestatis caritate
fervida rogatus.
Thomas gemma - I and II
Thomas cesus in Dover1a
emulo
lesus
a div1na repent1na
mira caritate
fulgens
matut1na vespertina
lucis increate
grat1a
rivulo
patulo
sublimar1s curia manens.'
in eternitate
patr1s
a ruins repentins
per te 11berate
sunt sane
tu doctr1ns medic1ns
serva sanitate
tremulo
suo dolo
purga
a s ent1na s erpentins
gentes expiate
d1rige
s1ngularis nuncupar1s r
grat1a di tatus"
super Remo atque
Romulo
tremulo
tu per sanctos et electos
p1e sub11matus'
mer1to
peris in ecclesia
decora tumulatus
st1mulo
primulo
de sancto
in honore et decore
pie laureatus
gaudi1s
inter c1ves celicos
summe veneratus
querulo
celo
sine fine manens
tam b eatus •
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Doleo super te
Absalon fili mi
T.
Sources Cgc 512, fol. 255v (RISM no. 7).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV,27; Handschin, "Sumer Canon
II," pp. 89-90; Wibberley, "English Polyphonic Music," pp.
302-305. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 130. Apfel, Studien I,
p. 29; Handschin, op.cit., pp.88-91; Sanders, "English
Polyphony," pp. 204-207; idem, "Motet," pp. 547 -549.
C.f.: lowest voice, patterned 2(4(4L» with two colores,
is actually free. The duplum consists of a transposed and
rhythmicized version of the second half of the antiphon
Rex autem David (AS, pl. 297), which has the musical shape
ABC A'B.
Forms motet with strophic repeat and variation, ex-
ploiting the varied repeat in the cantus nrius factus in the
duplum. At the end of the second half (where the chant breaks
off) there is a texted coda with homorhythmic declamation
(mostly in unison) of similar texts in the upper parts.
Text: setting of the words from two Magnificat
antiphons; the liturgical function of this motet (if any) is
unknown; Sanders, "English Polyphony," p. _204 regards it as
unliturgical. Note that both texts are direct speech.
Remarks: the duplum is often the highest voice by
range, and is only slightly less active rhythmically tp~n
the triplum; further, it cadences to the octave over the
fir~l at the end, while the triplum takes the fifth. There
is often an ur-usually wide distance between the upper parts
a~1d. tl1& ~)seudo-t:mor (for instance, a 15-12 har:::c:ly in bar 12).
Cgc 512, 7
I
Doleo super te - I and II
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Doleo super te frater mi Ionatha
amabilis valde super amorem mulierum.
Sicut mater unicum amat filium
ita te diligebam.
5 Sagitta Ionathe nunquam abiit retrorsum
nec declinavit eius clipeus a bello,
et hasta sua non est aversa.
Plangit Davit Ionathan carissimum.
II
Absolon filii mi
10 filii mi Absolon
quis mihi det ut ego moriar pro te,
filii mi Absolon.
Plangit Davit Absolon pulcherrimum.
The final lines as written here have been exchanged
between texts. The MS is apparently in error, and
not just in a substitution of one name for the other,
because Absolon's most famous attribute was his beauty.
(See 2nd Samuel 14s25.) Hence there was a transposition
of entire lines.
The origin of these texts is the Old Testament. Lines
1-7 are from "2nd Samuel 1s26 and 22, and lines 9-12 are
from 2nd Samuel 18s33. Their proximate source however,
is the antiphonal (AS, pl. 296-7), where Daleo super te
and Rex autem (of which lines 9-12 are the second half)
are antiphons at first Vespers of the eighth and tenth
Sundays after Trinity if Hist.Reg. lasts that long.
(That is, these are Saturday Magnificat antiphons when
the historia at Matins is the Hist.Reg., during the
summer months. Rex autem is always sung at the end of
the Hist.Reg. period.) See Brev.Sar. I, p. mclxxii.
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Orto sole serene
Origo viri
o Virga Iesse
Tenor
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 256-257 (RISM no. 9), voices I,
III, IV; DRc 20, fol. 3v-4 (RISM no. 7), all four parts.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 33 (DRc); Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic ~lusic," pp. 309-315 (Cgc) and pp. 369-376
(DRc); transc. i~ Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 244-248
(Cgc). Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 132-133 (Cgc); pl. 154-155 (DRc);
dipl. facs. in Apfel, Stuc:9n II, pp. 74-75 (Cgc). Apfel,
Studien I, p. 30; Harrison, ttArs Nova," pp. 83-84; Sanders,
"English Polyphony," pp. 242-243.
C.f.: free; tuneful pes with four phrases. stated four
times.
Form: essentially a motet a3 with stratified activity,
to which DRc 20 adds a fourth voice (Origo viri). Original
three parts basically pe~iodic, with adjustment for exact
repetition over each tenor statement:
I 60L =4+4+4~4+4~4+4~4+4+3 = 3(4L)+3{7+4+4)L+3L
III = 1+4+5+3@+5+4+3~Lt!:.!+~+1-@5+7+2
IV = 4 {3+4+4+4)L = 4(1.%)
The added voice in DRc does not participate in this phrase
scheme. A structural division into two halves is articulated
by a shift to faster units of declamation in third tenor
statement. See Chapter 2, pp.142-43 and Figure 16.
Text: to the B~~ at Christmas time. The incipit of voice
III in 1:20 is "Vi~ga Iesse" and 'hri~ga" is the f5..rs~ word
visi·ole in ego; Wib'berle:.-r ma::.=es the plausible suggestion
that the incipit was originally "0 virga Iesse" in Cgc.
This is an attractive suggestion not merely because it
restores assonance but also because it would bring the
incipit closer to its likely model, the Adven~ antiphon
beginning "0 Radix Jesse, qui stas in signum populorum".
Notation: downstemmed major semibreve is used on
first of groups of three ~ in DRc: not used in Cgc.
Remarks: original motet a) had ((progressiven 10-5 son-
orities and nearly no homorhythmic patter. Added voice
written homorhythmically now with I, now with III, often
rather crude in counterpoint, with parallel octaves and
fifths. Its text is also rather crudely written.
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Cgo 512, 9
DRo 20, 7
Orto sole - I
511
Orto sole serene nov1tat1s
fug1t foras formator falsltat1s
vlrgo par1t virtute ma1estatls
ave Marla mater grac1e
5 que genulst1 fontem bonitat1s
custod1 nos a fece fed1tat1s
a Vinculo mundane vanitat1s
ne polluat auctor nequ1c1e.
lam car1tas 1n ex1110
10 verltas 1n cons1110
cum s11enc10 querltur
nam equltas 1n 1ud1c10
purltas 1n eloqu1o
cum trlst1c1a pr1m1tur
15 nunc fldes procul a patr1a
falsl tasque 1niurla
res1det ln dom1n1o
cupldltas et lnvidla
permanet 1n perf1d1a
20 caret eger auxl1l0
copula ma11gna manet
undlque noverca nocet
1ug1ter 1n per1culo
sed sacra d1sc1p11na docet
25 resecare corda 1ubet
a ma11c1e 1aculo
vir111ter re11nque v1am
colubr1 vanam glor1am
fraus heret1ca deper1t
30 per vere v1rgln1s grac1am
cell glor1a patu1t.
J CgC 512.
16
24
27-29
magestat1s
fals1tas et ln1ur1a
[se]t
badly rubbed.
DRc 20, 7 Orto sole - II
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Orlgo vlrl lam propalatus
quando verbum lncarnatus
quod a prophet1s lam prefatus ,-
palam patet non celatus-
5 quando vlrg1nem slt affatus
Gabr1el qu1 destlnatu8<
ave v1rgo plena grae1e
ad quem hum1l1ter s1c refert 1lla
parvula Ihesu Chr1st1 sum anc1lla.
10 lam vena ven1 e
1n hoe federe premltur
a vinculo 1am trlst1c1e
genus Ade red1m1tur
per Chr1stum qu1 1am nasc1tur
15' frons Go11 e 1am frangi tur
petra Dav1d dum eut1tur
l1mp1da d1ffund1tur
Pharao 1am fal11 tur
Eg1Ptusque submerg1tur
20 11vor ledens 1am led1tur
mers1s 1n profundo
1am Israel ab Egype11s"
l1ber lUdet 1n gaud11s
qui d1u dudum colu1t
25 Abraham 1am prom1ss10
opt1netur 1n gaud10
lacte melle gusta flu1t
manna de celo plu1t
quod d1u non lata1t
30 f1gurarum velam1na
ut ce11 reg1 plaeu1~
eunet1s oeu11s patu1~
ex matre pura v1rg11le.
17 d1ffundere
29 qu1d
This vo1ce, not 1n egC 512, 1s a later addition to the
motet. Henee 1ts roughness in versification.
egc 512, 9
DRc 20, 7
Orto sole - III
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(0) virga Iesse
que stas 1ns1gnum clemenc1e
tu rosa rUb1cunda
matrons mund1c1e
5 v1rgo fecunda
salut1s nunc1us
secret1 consc1us salutat V1rg1nem
d1cendo par1es Deum et hom1nem.
Ores m1randa
10 quod vlrgo pura permanet et peper1t-
lam corona de synagoga rul t
1audarl f1des cathollca merult
slc antlqui serpentls capud
conter1tur cum mlserla
15-- 1ub11ando promat ecclesla sacra
gaudis de v1rglne mel11flua Marla.
1 Related to the 1nc1plt for the'Great 0 ant1phon' of
19 December. Q. rad1x Iesse, gU1~ 1ns1gnum popu1orum.
7 egC 512. conclus
11 s1nagoga
13-14 The lmage of the snake belng crushed 1s from
Genes1s 3.15.
16 egC 5121 meliflua
Patrie pacis
Patria gaudencium .
T.
Source: Cgc 512, fol. 259v (RISM no. 12).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 28 and in Wit~erley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 328-330. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 138 and dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, p. 76.
Apfel, Studien I, p.30 and Sanders, "English Polyphony,"
p. 217.
C.f.: unidentified, apparently a whole chant; perhaps
freely composed, with cantus prius factus in voice II.
Form: stratification of activity, perhaps with double
structure. (see Chapter 2, pp.151-53):
I 181 = 3+3+3+3+6L
II = 4+4+3+3+4L
,
181III =
Text: to the BVr.'l.
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Remarks: The possible "tune" in voice II is given below.
<*J (~)I ~1~-Jd1F-
1 R4qJl3;1 ~~1~-+-lb_-
f ~=============
C"Sc::' 512. 12 Patr1e pac1s - I and II
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Patr1e pac1s 1uc1de
gubernatr1x et dom1na~
p10 1uva precam1ne
nos et de1eas cr1m1na
5 mater m1ser1cord1e
sums veta frag111um
ad te clamantes er1ge
qu1bus dona cons111um
ut te 1uvante scandere
10 summum val eamus palac1um
ub1 beata manes gemtr1x
tuum propr1um ante fl11um.
Patr1a gaudenc1um
cum reg1na gaudeat-
que f1de11um
corda sUb1evat
5 ad supernum f111um.
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Vas exstas eleccionis
Source: Cpc 228, fol. i (RISM no. 1).
Form: a lowest voice by range and form of melodic
cadence; isoperiodic, perhaps from a duet motet a3 with
medius cantus in long-breve declamation: 70L= 8L+8{7L)+ 61.
Phrases tend to be paired either by musical rhyme at the
incipit or at the cadence, producing the design:
AA ' BB 'CC ' DEFG ,
with A'B and B'C sharing identical cadences.
Text: the conversion of St. Paul; final two stanzas
(phrases DEFG , the ones not linked) have direct speech, and
last stanza changes versification, with acceleration to
breve-semibreve declamation on final couplet.
Remarks: there is a problem at the beginning of this
voice: either it begins in second mode (obscuring the
melodic similarity with the second phrase and conflicting
with the predominant mode, which is the first) or it begins
in first mode with a pick-up (preserving the melodic
correspondence at the expense of awkward declamation and the
assumption of an error in the copy at "0 Paule").
The language of Acts 9 used in this motet is also drawn
on extensively for the services on January 25; it is likely
that the missing cantus firmus of this motet was taken from
a setting for that day, perhaps even of the words "vas
eleccionis" or "tu es vas. eleccionis".
gpc 228, 1 Vas exstas elecclonis·
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Vas exstas elecclonis
o Paule sacerlme
carne 11cet les10nis
1ctus sentls 1ntlme
5 persequendo gentem magnus<
Chrlst1 prlus fueras·
mit1s eras velud agnus
post quando corrueras
luca c1rca te mlcante
10 de cell provlnc1a
tlb1 voce proclamante
verba fante talls.:,
Saule nunc at ln futurum
quare me pers aquer1s
15 ad calcar est tlb1 durum
s1 recalc1traver1s
c1v1tatem 1ngred1
festlna tu veloclter
mee gentl te ded1
20 convertere perhenniter.
The story of Paul's converslon, told ln Acts 911-22,
2214-16, and 2619-18. More speclflca111, text 11nes
1-4 correspond to 9115-16 and 11nes 13-16 correspond
to 26114.
~.j!,
Cfs228, 1:.
,f;'~
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~~~p~ ... ClUeD- do gen- te8~ mas Chzo1- .-t1 pr1- u tu-e- %'&1: 1111- t18
. eo- ras ve- lad ag- nus 1'081: ClUZl- do cc-ru.... rlU lu- ce c1:r- ca
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first phrase, ~ exstas eleccionis
literal reading:~J(_:~~=~* ~ :~ __ _-=i=:I\Ll'Cg Vas ex- stas e- lec-ei- 0- nis 0 Pau- le sa- ce- ri- me •
alternative reading: ~
~_.r--:=: = ::::::E1;m
------ ~ ----------~ I~~ Vas ex- stas e- lec-ei- 0- nis 0 Pau- le sa- ce- ri- me
SOC'iPh"~ t41r ~ ~
~ar- ·ne li-cet le-si-o-nis i-ctus sen- tis in-ti- ~e
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Laus honor vendito
T. Laus honor Christo
Source: Cpc 228, fol. ii (RISM no. 3).
Literature: Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 240-242,
with transc.
C.f.: hymn stanza that serves as refrain in st.
Bonaventura's office on the Holy Cross, In passione Domini,
sung twice. (See AH 50, p. 568.)
~: surviving parts are probably triplum and tenor of
a motet a4 (2+2) with strophic repeat and variation:
42L = 2{21L).
Text: for Easter.
Notation: up to 5 syllabic semibreves per breve, with
the use of the downstemmed semibreve.
Remarks: Sanders observed the correspondences be~Heen
counterpoint over the first and second tenor statements.
Superposition of the second over the first (Chapter 2, Fig.
9 ) shows the high degree of repetition, and also occasion-
ally the way in which the missing part must have interwoven
with the present voice. Further there is repetition of
counterpoint within each tenor statement over similar tenor
phrases. A fourth voice is necessary for contrapuntal
reasons (unsupported fourths).
Cpc' 228, J Laus honor vend.1to
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Laus honor vend1to
s1t Chr1sto reg1 summa Domino
1ub1lac10 qU1 nasc1tur ex v1rg1ne
sacra pur1ss1ma cast1ss1ma pue11ula
5 modo m1st1co et non us1tato
s1m111s per s1ngula
f1t nostre frag111tat1 Vic10
set non macu1atur
trad1tur ced1tur
10 et fac1e conspuitur
a P1lato flagellatur
Barabas latro dim1tt1tur
et Christus rex glor1e cruc1f1g1t~·
1nnocens agnus morte condempnatur
15 heloy clamat lama zabathan1
et post clamav1t Christus s1c10
voce langu1da clamans exp1rav1t
sangu1ne nos red1mens
Vitam veram 1arg1ens
20 morte tr1umphav1t-
ideo Chr1stum colimus
laudamus··Modu11s mus1c1sr-
pro tot benef1c11s.
5 meo (Here 1nterpreted as an 1ncorrect expans10n of the
abbreviated form for~, 1.e. m].)
The text beg1ns as a var1at10n and expans10n on the text
of the motet tenor.
Laus honor Chr1sto vend1to
et s1ne causa prod1to
passem mortem pro populo
1n aspero pat1buloo
Th1s 1s the last stanza of
off1ce on the Holy Cross.
at the succeed1ng off1ces.
Ali 50, PPe568-571 o
-
the Mat1ns hymn from Bonaventura's
It becomes the refra1n for verses
See !n pass10ne Dom1ni 1n
L1nes 9-17 recall the language of Barrabas d1m1tt1tu~
(DRc 20, 6), and. l1nes 21-23 recall a s1m1lar formula 1n
~~ (Lbm 1210, 13).
gpo 228, :3
/
Laus honor Vollnd1to-T. Laus honor Christo
_ 1'"""""'1
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... I II .. IJ •• •• ,
~ Iso..,. ,uJi_ Laus he- nor ven-<11.-to 51t
, I
A
I~
sto ven- <11- to
If)
-ris-si-ma ca-stis-s1-ma pu-el-l~- 18 ~o-do ~-sti-co et non u-si-ta-to
-~ pas-
sl-m1-l1s per S1%1-gu-la
/5
t11:
~
52)
-Seal
!I pu- 10
."-0
v1-c1-o s e1: non u-cu-la- tur
121 a- spe- ro pa- 1:1- bu-
fa-e1-e con-spu-1-tur a P1-la-to fla-geJ.-la- tur =ar-ra-bas la-tro d1-
-10.· B
.....
e1: Chr1- stus rex glo-r1-e cru-e1-f1-g1-tur 1n-co-cens
r I
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post cl.a-ma-V1t Chr1-stua s1-e1- 0 vo-ee lan-gu1-da eJ.a-mans exp1ra-v1t
\
\ -V1t 1-de-o Chri-s'tUm eo-l1-lIlaS lau-da-mus
I
cc-du-lls ::u-s1-e1s
I
I" ... • -., '--"
P%'O tot l:te-ne-t1-o1- 1s.
r r
,
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Candens crescit lilium
Candens lilium columbina
Tenor primus
Quartus cantus
Source: Cpc 228, fol. iiv (RISM no. 4); Ob 20 (WF),
fol. 28v (RISM no. 53); US-NYpm 978, fol. 7v-8 (no. 12).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XIV, 60; MSD 2 (WF), 53; and
TECM 1,8. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 192-193 (US-NYpm), pl.
204 (Cpc), pl. 205 (Ob 20). Apfel, Studien I, p. 53;
Dittmer, MSD 2 (WF), p. 43; Hughes, WMH, p. 94; and
Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 214-216.
C.f.: motet apparently free, but voioe II likely a
cantus prius factus.
Form: motet a4 (2+2) in rondo or refrain form; in voice
II sections have paired strains with ouvert and clos
cadences and this is reflected in the other voices.
AA' BCC' BCC' AA' DCC' DeC' AA'
96L = 16 + 12 + 12 + 16+ 12 + 12 + 16 L
Voice I acts as a filler part that sustains melodic
activity; its text is fairly ~rregular. Voices III and IV
function in effect as a single supporting harmonic part.
See Chapter One, Figure 1 and Chapter Two, Figure 10.
~: to the BVM.
Cl?c 228, 4;
US-NYp;n 978, 12;
!!If. 53
Candens ereseit - I
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Candens crescit 1i1ium
virgina1e gremium
mundo profert fi1ium
creatorem omnium
5 regem regnancium
ut Ade debitum
quod per pomum vetitum
erat olim subditum
per serpentis monitum
10 redimeretur precioso regis sanguine
et ut Adam·abstraheret de tetra voragine
patriarchas et prophetas natos ex semine
ut vita ce1ica
redderetur pristinis pace magnifica
15 ideo psallamus hod1e
cant1cum leticie
de rege glori e
ut in celorum ac1e
fruamur requie
20 sine carie.
Full critical report in ed. for~ XIV, 60.
US-NYpm 978, 12
WF, 53
-
Candens 1111um co1umb1na
fons nostr1 gener1s
rosa crescens s1ne sp1na
mater d1cer1s
5 ave reg1na v1rglnum
par1ens Chr1stum ~om1num
dulc1s est 1n1tus
tu lumen es lum1num
et salvatr1x hom1num
10 du1c1s est ex1tus.
Ad te clamant cunt1 re1
cum 1ndulgent1a
ut v1ta11s requ1e1
fruantur vema.
15 Tuum natum prec1bus
rog1tes s1mpl1c1bus
ut v1te glor1a
concedantur omnibus
t1b1 serv1tut1ous
20 sua grat1a.
Ad te clamant •••• venia.
Candens cresc1t - II
528
Full cr1t1cal report 1n ed. for ~XIV, 60.
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CAc 128/2
This source vras first brought to light by Nick Sandon
in "Fragments of Medieval Polyphony at Canterbury Cathedral,"
pp. 39-44; he designated it Cant 2. Two important additions
can be made to his remarks there. First, items 1,3, and 4
have well-known and often anthologized texts on St. Bernard
that also concern the Assumption of the BYM, within whose
octave (Aug. 15-22) his feast falls (Aug. 20). Second, the
one item not about Bernard is a four-section voice exchange
motet a4 with coda, apparently for the BVM (item 2).
Items 3 and 4 are linked by consecutive text, setting
at least six consecutive verses of a hymn for St. Bernard.
The untexted voice surviving for each of these motets has
a rUbric, reading " ••• s de primo puncto" and ..... de secundo
puncto" respectively. Sandon suggests, plausibly, that
the missing words in each case are "Quartus cantus;" another
alternative might be "Tenor primus" or "Tenor secundus".
However, "de primo puncto" and "de secundo puncto" also sLlggest
the possibility that what is found here is a motet in two
parts (the "primus" and "secundus punctus") setting one text.
In all probability the Bernard motets are all a4 (2+2).
The counterpoint made by the surviving voices and the rubric
lf~ecJundo tenore)~ in the lower voice of the first piece point
to an accompaniment by ~HO untexted lower parts. Some counter-
point in the last piece might call for another upper part.
A missing upper voice and lower part may, as Sandon notes,
have been either on facing pages or in an adjacent column or.
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the same page, now very much cut down. (It is not entirely
ruled out, however, that these are pieces with a single
texted voice and two supporting parts.)
The reconstructible counterpoint of the pieces on st.
Bernard seems similar to that of the cantilenae in long-breve
notation, with generally conjunct melodic lines and frequent
parallel motion in 6-3 harmonies. Since, in addition, these
motets show uniform declamation and regular periodicity of
phrase structure, they seem at least a stylistic generation
later than the motets of Lwa 33327 with which Sandon compared
them. (I would like to thank Dr. Sandon for the opportunity
to go over my transcriptions of this source with him.)
Detentos a demonibus
Secundo tenore
Source: CAc 128/2, recto (no. 1).
Form: probably a free composition; the surviving parts
show mixed periodicity:
I 51L = 2(17L) + 16L
II = 3L + 6L + 6(7L)
Remarks: the text on St. Bernard is the final third of
a longer poem; perhaps this motet is the final third of a
larger setting of this hymn, Bernardus doctor inclitus. (See
the relationship suggested below between nos. 3 and 4.)
If there was a second upper part, now missing, it may have
set more of the text from this hymn.
CAe 128/2, 1 Detentos a demonibus
.531
5
10
[Det]entos a demonibus
sanat morbes languencium
curat confert dolen( tibus'
magnum salultis gaudium
vita vivi t feliei ter
Maria cum chris[tifera
cum qua degust]at duleiter
eterna Christi munera
summe Deus potencie
t1t'br S1tlaus et glorie:-,
da p]ost eursum miser1e
beata nobis gaudia.
This text to St Eernard of Cla1rvaux and the B-VM is the last
three stanzas of a nine-stanza hymn, in wh1ch every fourth
line is itself the ine1p1t of a well known hymn.
Listed in Chev. 2473; ed. in AK 52, pp.13l-l33 and Kone III,
p.23J : Bernardus doctor inclrtus. ----
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Quid rimari cogitas
Tenor primus
Source: CAc 128/2, recto (no. 2).
Form: Triplum and first tenor of a four-section
voice- exchange motet a4 (2+2) with melismatic coda; counter-
point is mostly restorable from these two parts.
72L = (11+12)L + 2(SL) + 2(aL) + 2(8L) + 7L.
Text: to the BVM.
Regina iam discubuit
•••• de primo puncto
Source: CAc 128(2, verso (no. 3).
Form: probably a free composition; the surviving parts
show mixed periodicity:
I 68L (?) = 4(17L)
II = 13(SL) + 3L
Remarks: possibly the first part of a larger composition
with the piece that follows, setting the hymn to Bernard and
the BVM that begins (in most sources) lam regina discubuit.
Venit sponsa de Libano
•••• de secundo puncta
Source: CAc 128(2, verso (no. 4).
Form: apparent mixed periodicity of phrase structure.
I 33L (?) = 17L + 16L
II = 3(11L)
Remarks: may be a continuation (secundus punctus) of
the motet above, as its text is a direct continuation of the
same hymn.
CAe 128/2, 2 Qu1d r1mar1 eog1tas
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(QJU1d r1mar1 eog1tas
modum quo V1rg1n1tas
gaudet puerper10
ase1t•••• edat••••
a •••••a frustra conatur
humana rac10
ere••• so1m ••••at susp1e10.
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[Regl]na lam dlseubu1t
sedens post unlgeni tum
nardus odorem trlb(ult
Bernardus tJradens splr1tum
dulels reg1ne gustu1.
fruetu(s sul suavltas
d]ulels e1us olfaetul
nardl Bernardl sanetltas
cmn esset [1n aeeubl tu
fruJetus saporem trlbU1t
cum esset ln oeeubltu
nardus odorem optu( 1 t
l11e du1e1s aeeubl]tus
propter saporem glorle
lste du1e1s oeeubltus
propter odo[rem grae1e].
C'Ae 128/2, 4 Venlt sponsa
(Venlt sponsa de Ll]bano
eoronanda dlvlnltus
ut Bernardus de ellbano
veniret sanctl sp(lr1tus
5 que est lsta progreilens]
velud aurora rutllans
quls est lste transl1lens
montes sanetls cOniu[bl1e.!'.BJ •.
These texts to St Bernard of Clalrvaux and the BVM together
set slx consecutlve stanzas of a longer hymn; slnce Venit
ls a fragment, perhaps elght stanzas may have been set. ~lso,
these two motets may posslbly be one, dlvlded 1nto a ~rimus
~unctus and a secundus punctus.
Listed in ~hev. 9J65; ed. ln AH 52, pp.lJl-13J and~ III,
pp.2JJ-J4; lam regina discubUIt.
-,. ...
B~ 1.. cU.soubU;' - ..... de iU'1=O puncto.
_ 5
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Herodis in pretorio
Herodis in atrio
T. Hey hure lure
Sources DRc 20, fol. 1 (RISM no. 1).
1iteratures Ed. in PMFC XV, 29 and in Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 353-57. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 149. Harrison, "Ars Nova," p.78.
C.f.s a little French ditty whose rather obscure lyrics
are most likely either onomatopoetic nonsense (Harrison,
Ope cit.) or perhaps obscene (a suggestion of the present
author in his edition of the text for PMFC XV, where "hung"
is a misprint for "hug"). For onomatopoetic refrains, see
van den Boogaard, Rondeaux et refrains, pp. 260-62.
Form: motet a3 with stratified levels of activity;
apparently constructed by adding the duplum, likely a mod-
ified cantus prills factus with melodic shape
AA'xBB"CC"DD"EE"y,
over three statements of the tenor, and then writing a trip-
lum.
I 511 = 2(81) + 41 + 5L + 4L + 101 + 5L + 71
II = 2(61) +"4L + 4(2(4L» + 3L
III = 3(6+6+5)1 = 3(171)
~: for Holy Innocents Day, Dec. 28th.
Notation: duplum and triplum have signature F#
throughout; stemming on semibreves is in the hand of the
original scribe and follows de Vitry. The G-tonality with
signature F# is also seen in SUffragiose virgini (Cfm, 4).
See the remc:rks by Bowers in Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources,"
p. 293.
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Remarks: the transcription that follows is meant as
a complement to the edition in PMFC XV; by the use of a
familiar level of reduction (perfect long equals dotted
half note), this version shows more clearly the organization
of the motet and its clumsy counterpoint. (The rhythms
specified by the semibreve stems in the MS are here simplified.)
What emerges is a rather awkward, early Petronian-style
piece not unlike Caligo terre (One 362, 9). Note the repe-
tition of motivic material in the triplum (e.g. bars 3,6,11,
24, and etc.) and the high degree of dissonance (e.g. 30, 47,
and etc.)£
The final word of the tenor text, "moy," is not under-
laid to the music in DRc 20; rather, it has been added at
the foot of the page. Harrison attributes this to a scribal
oversight, and restores it to the tenor melody in his PMFC
edition. The possibility must be raised, however, that the
omission was deliberate, in which case it probably indicates
that the original tune was modified slightly in order to be
accommodated to the polyphonic context (perhaps to a pre-
existing tune in the duplum).
nRc 20, 1 Herod1s in pretor10 - I and II
Herod1s in pretor10 fit emulac10
cecaque frustra fit comminac10
ze1us et contenc10
dum autent1co tr1um magorum 1ud1c10
5 sed et ange11co mire monstratur
quod in so110 Hethe1eem1t1co
nasceretur rex athanatos arto presepi0
h1nc Herodes 1mpi1s1mus ecce fur1bundUs
freld t furore n1mi0
10 t1mens imperio se pr1vari iam perinde regi0
o dira tiranni subsanac10
o rabies horrenda qUi sevis
mox satellit1bus omnes pueros in Bethleem
a bymatu et infra
15 ausu revera temerari0
imperat iratusc 1nter1mere
truculenter ore nephari0
hinc in excels1s lugubri lamentat voce Rachel
o magn1potentis mira m1seraci0.
6 Hethleemitico would be expected (see line]J, for ex.)
1) setelli ti'bus'
This text is closely modelled on Matthew 2.1-18, especially
in lines 1;-18.
Herodis in atri0
rab1di conatuse:
fi t tumor et temere
qUia puer natus~
5 Chr1stum interficere
qUid Herodes niter1s
sed ut qUid hunc persequeris
1mmens1 magistratus
cuius super humerum
10 factus est princ1patus'
palam ecce faller1s
frustra rete iac1tur
quod previdet prenatus.
8-10 Isaiah 9.6
12 Proverbs 1.17
4 lacks a syllable (~?)
The tenor of this ~otet reads. F.~j hure lure hey horpendoy
hey hure lure hey horpendoy
mettez moy 1use accolez ~cy.
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Fusa cum silentio
T. Medius cantus. Manere.
Laben lavat criminis
Source: DRc 20, fol. 1v (RISM no.2); Ob 81, fol. 2v
(RISM no. 5).
Literature: Ed. in P~~C XV, 30 and in Wibberley,
"English Polyphonic Music," pp. 258-262. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 150 (DRc) and pl. 68 (Ob8l); dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 64-65 (Ob 81). Apfel, Studien I, p.29;
Harrison, NOHM III, p.91; idem, "Ars Nova," p.79 and
Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 222-223.
C.f.: labelled 'medius cantus , in DRc. It is the melis-
rna on 'manere' from the verse of the gradual for the feast
of St. John the Apostle/Evangelist, December 27th; sung
almost 2~ times. (Untitled in Ob 81.)
Form: duet motet a3 with medius cantus; periodic in
modules of 8,4,2.
I 58L = 7L + 5(8L) + 11L
II = 29(2L) ::= 2(24L) .+ lOL
III = lL + 13(4L) + 5L
Text: homiletic; decries the 'oratio clamorosa.'
Remarks: the texts are not of the same length and are
sung at unequal rates, with regUlar long-breve declamation
in the lower texted part and irregular declamation on long,
breve, semibreve in the upper. Perhaps an early example of
a duet motet. If so, that may explain why it was trans-
mitted with the remark about the tenor.
Va~iar.ts to Pi;;?C XV ed.: declama~ion in III: 6-8 ough~
c -;. - .::. :
DRc 20, 2;
Ob 81, 5
Fusa cum s11enc10 - I
Fusa cum s1lenc10
grata f1t devoc10
qu1 flet ante Dom1num
clamosa vota desp1c1t
5 cum affectus def1cit
lab1a non e11 c1t,
veta v1dens hom1num
1mpr1mens aculeum
quod s1 cor et lap1deum
10 pungat pen1tenc1a
larg1s current ymbr1bus
spero cum gem1t1bus'
fletus st1111c1d1a
o fe11ces lacr1me
15 qu1bus sent1t an1me
dolor refr1ger1a
f1at ut ergo sap1da
r1getur omn1s arida
lacr1m1s orac10
20 oret et contr1c10
homo nunc cons1dera
quod h1c quev1s opera
leta sub pr1nc1pie
dolor tandem term1nat
25 et quod luctus sem1nat
metet exultac10.
3 DRc 20.
11 Ob 81 I
16
18
21
22
que
currunt 1mbr1bus
effr1ger1a
r1gure
nam
carn1s (for quev1s)
The hom11et1c strain 1n this text 1s reminiscent ofQ~ (One 362, 17), esp. at line 21. Line 18 recalls
a verse from~ saneti snlritus: ~ quod ~ srid~.
DRc 20, 2.
Ob 81, 5
Labem 1avat cr1mlnls
In conspectu numlnis
1acr1marum copla
quam pura contrlcl0
5 profert seu devocl0
cordls secretarla
Fusa cum s11enc10 - II
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surge mlser anima
qUl offendls numlna
protrahendo termlnum
10 cave ne stes fatua
lampade cum vacua
prestolando Domlnum
clauso pulsans ostl0
aadlas hoc tr1ste nescl0.
1 Ob 81.
2
7-9
13
14
~avat repeated and cancelled
munerls
surge mlser anima
offendas ne numlna
protrahendo crlmina
hostl0
at trlstls
Llnes 10-14 are drawn from Matthew 2511-12.
.5.51
Jesu fili
T. Jhesu fili virginis. rex celestis agminis.
Jesu lumen
Source. nac 20, fol. 2 (RISM no. 3).
Literature. Ed. in PMFC XV, 31 and in Wibberley,
"English PoJ:,yphonic Music," pp.3.58-363. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 1.51. Harrison, "Ars Nova," pp.79, 82.
C.f.: unidentified; the text underlaid to the tenor
is identical to the initial two lines of a Latin devotional
sequence found uniquely in eu 710, fol.123 (p.178), and
Harrison has shown that there is some melodic similarity
between the sequence melody and the motet tenor. It is
highly implausible that the c.f. was derived directly from
the sequence tune by some drastic reshaping; the relationship
is certainly more indirect. The tenor is written out once
and must be sung twice, except for the omission of the last
two 4L phrases the second time.
Form: Duet motet with medius cantus, very similar in
phrase structure to Rosa delectabilis (Onc 362, 18). See
Chapter 2, pp. 133-3.5.
Text. prayer to Jesus.
DRc 20, 3 Jesu flll - I and II
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Jesu flll Del patrls
ludlcum equlsslme
nate vlrgln1s et matrls
vlrglnum mundlsslme
5 tu [et] ludex equltatls
sol atqae lastlcle
conqueror ob ferltatls
vlm atqae mallc1e
ensl dona mund1all
10 ludlcl non prebeo
aut s1 modo casuall
quandoque non placeo
nlchll l1cet ergo mall
fecerlm aut fac10
15 tantum 1pse me penal1
fer1et lud1cl0
versa vlce spec1all
munera s1 dedero
prevalebo causa tal1
20 ln hoc quod desldero
ne thesauro temporal1
quo cum h1c caruero
pena premat 1mmortall
quamd1u vivus ero
25 ab hac vita set letall
llber ablre spero
conlunctor 0 bonl mall
da mlhl quod slcl0
lnnocentlque flnall
30 parces ln ludlcl0
reum munda nunc vlcl0.
J esu lumen verltatls'
candor eterne lucls
vltam prebens san1tat1s
tu1s virtute crucls;
forma vere pletatl~
conqueror ecce tlbl
tenet h1c Vim potestatl~
llcltum esse slbl
s1cut vir1 prob1tat1&'
perdere quos vult eos
mundl ludex 1n peccatls"
solvere plane reos
heu cum paxque repr~borum.
prevalet asplcl0
ad te ub1 spes lustorum
f1gura quo nescl0
crev1t Deus tu deorum.
omnium nulla latent
te que facta perversorum
luc1de t1b1 patent
tantum f1n1s hos florere
mund1 gaudere bonis
atque cetere torquere
pres1dent cum thror.1s'
slc hoc malum vix cavere
valet qu1s ub1 don1se
Ihesu cordlum scrutator
da mlhl quod slc10
cum. sls lustus pacls dator
ln tuo ludlcl0
reum munda nunc vicl0.
21 flare
The two texts are llnked not only by shared llnes 28 and 31
but also by rhymes, including the -cia rhyme that marks the
middle a.nd end of the poem (dividing it into l6-t-151ines)o
Dei preco
Source: DRc 20, fol. 3 (RISM no. 5).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 153.
Form: a lowest voice by range and form of melodic ca-
dence; perhaps from a duet motet with medius cantus a3
in long-breve declamation. Isoperiodic with a module of 14~
561 = 17L + 14L + 14L + 111.
The trans~ption has been laid out not only to make evident
the phrase structure, but also to reveal the melodic module
of 7L that subdivides the phrases (561= 3L+7(7L) +4L).
Each 7L unit is a variation upon the same melodic scheme,
with which the tenor repetitions were perhaps coordinated.
Notable features of this voice part include rather incon-
sistent declamation,which tends to end a p line with the
rhythm JJ rather than JJl , recurrence of a melodic
figure ssbb (EFGF),and the fact that ru~~ing semibreves
always fallon the fourth bar of each 7L unit.
Text: on John the Baptist and his beheading.
Notation: use of the downstemmed semibreve, and one
occurrence of the upstemmed semibreve on the fourth note
(E) of b. 28. This (6~~) may be an alternative for ?¢~ ,
indicating that the semibreves ought to be transcribed with
the rhythms of de Vitry.
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DRC"' 20, 5 Dei preco
554
Dei preoo fit baptista
mundus· quo non fert ma10rem
qui conceptus- est in ista
valle propter mundi morem
5 hic carnem docet detestar1
sed. ad pen1t enciam ortari
curat quos cupit salvar1
Kess1as tandem. qui putatur
ab Herode decollatur
10 saltatric1 sic capud 1d datur .
te pie deprecamur Christe
nos salve prece noS'"" baptiste.
1-4 Matthew 11111
8-10 Matthew 1411-12
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[Virgo sancta Kateri~
Virginalis concio
[T. Virgo sancta Kateri~
Contratenor. de Virgo sancta Katerina.
Source: DRc 20, fol. 336* (RISM no. 10), voices II and
IV only.
Literature: Facs. in BECM 26, pl.157. Harrison, "Ars
Nova," p. 77.
C.f.: none survives, but the st. Katherine antiphon
Virgo sancta Katerina (AS, pl. W) is suggested as a likely
candidate by the wording of the contratenor, and in fact it
can be made to fit well (see transcription).
Form: surviving parts are the duplum and contratenor
of a bipartite panisorhythmic motet a4 with introitus, coda~
and diminution by one half; two colores and 8 taleae.
126B = 7(18B)
I = ?
II = 3D + 163 + 7(93) + 63 + 3(93) + liB
III = 133 + 4(12+6}B + 4{6+3)3.+ 53 (reconstr. )
IV = 13B + 93 + 3(183) + 143 + 4{9B)
Text: to st. Katherine, Nov. 25. The text in voice I
presumed to begin with the words 'Virgo sancta Katerina' on
the basis of the wording of the contratenor. 'Virginalis
concio' survives elsewhere as the text of the duplum of a
motet by Byttering in the Old Hall manuscript, En Katherine
solemnia-Virginalis concio- T.Sponsus Amat sDonsum (~bm 57950,
145), which may have been written for the wedding of Henry V
and Catherine of France in 1420. See Hughes "Old ::all, .~
~eappraisa1," PP. 105-106, for a discussion of dating problems.
Notation; contratenor is in modus perfectum (tempus
perfectum in diminution) with second mode rhythms; the
tenor, as reconstructed, is in maximodus perfectum, modus
imperfectum (modus perfectum, tempus imperfectum upon
diminution).
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DRc.... 20. 10
tLbm 57950 • 145J
Vlrglna11s concl0
Virgln1 canonlce
martlrum constancla
martlrem concln1te
Vlrglna11s concl0
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5 que martlrum et virglnum
constancla in brav1um
f1oru1t· preva1ult'
et V1gu.it astancla
versucla de1eta
10 en ath1eta slne meta
regnl so110
gaudet cum Del f1110
o Katerlna stabl11s flde
1audabl11s progenle
15 amabl11s ln specie
nos smarl co11audarl
luva Del f'acle.
1 IIIEd. ln gm 46 • pp.415-418 and 46 ,p.43
from ~(the Old Hall manuscrlpt) 0 See this
edition for a full report on variants.
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AIDer amours est la choison
Durement au cueor
T. Dolor meus.
Source: DRc 20, fol. 336* (RISM no. 11), part of I and
all of II and III.
I-IV, fol. 56v-57 (RISM no. 72).
F-Pn 67, fol. 67 (RISM no.l).
F-Pn 23190 (Trem), index vii.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC V, 19. Facs. in.EECM 26, pl.
157.
Form: unipartite isorhythmic motet a3 with introitu~,
two colores and six taleae.
120B = 12B + 6(18B)
I = 32B + 2B + 4(16+2):0 + 14:0
II = 12B + 21:0 + 4(18B) + 15B
III = 12B + 6(6+12)B
Text: Courtly~rench love poetry.
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Ad lacrimas flentis
o speculum spericum
T. Dulcis virgo tenor.
Source: DRc 20, fol. 336*v-337 (RISM no. 12), and
CH-Fc 260, fol. 86 (RISM no.2).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 34. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 158 (DRc). Harrison, "Ars Nova," p 84; Sanders, "Motet,"
pp. 549-50; and Zwick, -Deux motets in~dits."
C.f.: the verse of an Alleluia to the BVM found in
F-Pa 135, fol. 209. This is an English source, but c.f. is
not listed in GS indices.
Form: unipartite isorhythmic motet; 3 colores and 6
taleae. Just prior to the restatement of each talea voice
I splits into two parts for one musical phrase, then re-
unites. In the following number scheme the split phrase is
indicated by an apostrophe:
I 1083 = 163 + 2(9'+9)3 + (10'+8)3 + (10'+10)3
II = 203 + 4(183) + 163
III = 6(183) = 6(6+12)3
Tne form is further articulated by the use of hocketing
and change of phrase length in voice I for taleae five and
six, and also by the rhyme scheme and staIlzaic structure of
the texts, which tend to articulate three larger sections of
two taleae each.
Text: to the 3~~.
~lli: There is patterning of declamation JJJJ j, J ,
and voice-exchange or imitation when the part splits: "the
periodic tNinning of the Triplum is marked by initial Stimm~usch
or some other imitative device"(Sanders,"lilotet," p • .549).
DRc 20, 12;
OR-Fc 260. 2
Ad 1acrlmas flent1s - I and II
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Ad 1acr1mas flent1s
do10rem terent1s
virgo so11ta propere
casumque cadent1s.-
5 f1ere dolore currere
mestumque querent1s
sensus tuos convertere
v1rgo salvatorem
et compos1torem
10 mater nos am1cab11em
atque creatorem
nostrum parens perut1lem
mund1que factor em
dans nob1s lneffab1lem
15 0 vlrgo beata
summl collocata
patrls mater et f11la
nat1 Deo grata
cu1us d1ffusa grat1a
20 propr1e vocata
ipsa m1sericordia
o v1rgo superna
perfecta eterna
slc quod Luclfero prlor
25 occasum lucerna
nesclens luce clar10r
virgo cuius lura
non novlt natura
nec racl0 frag1l1or
30 virgo pure pura
pur1tateque purlor
solum nos dlgnare
tuas decantare
1audes 0 cunct1s dlgn1or.
o speculum sperlcum
speculum perfecc1on1s
speculum verldlcum
o speculum raclon1s .
5 speculum obnub1lans
excessu transnatural1
o speculum rut11ans
vlrtute semper equa11
o speculum solltum
10 quod 1nqu1nat demonstrare
tanquam carnem splrltum
Marla nos speculare.
Vos quid admiramini
Gratissima virginis species
~nor. de Vos Quid admiramini (Gaude
Contratenor. de Vos quid admiramini
Philippe de Vitry
gloriosa)
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Source: DRc 20, fol. 336*v-3J7 (RISM no. lJ).
!=IY, fol. 8v-9 (RISM no. lJ).
B-Ba 758, fol. 67 bisv (RISM no~4).
F-CA 1328, fol. 11 (RISM no. 47).
F-Pn 23190 (Trem), index xxiii.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC I, de Vitry no. 7 and in
Oxford Anthology, 58. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 59.
~: bipartite isorhythmic motet a4 with 2 colores&
162E = 6(15E) + 8(9B) (idealized)
I 1573 = 183 +11B + 19B + llE + 19E +" 14E + 3(18B) + l1B
II = 213 + JOB + JOB + lJB + J(18E) + 9B
III = 5(5+10)B + (5+11)B + 7(9B) + 3B
IV = 2E + 5(15B) + 1JB + 7(4+5)B + 43
Text: to the B~~; critical edition in Dronke,
Medieval Latin, ii, pp. 406-410.
Remarks: written in the lJ30s.
o vos omnes
Introitus tenoris. Locus iste. tenor.
Source: DRc 20, fol. 337v (RISM no. 14).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 160.
~: beginning of the Gradual for the Dedication of
a Church; see for example GS pl. 175"or LU 1251.
Form: duplum and tenor of a bipartite isorhythmic motet
a4 with melismatic introitus (labelled 'Introitus tenoris.')
and diminution by one half (melismatic). The introitus
has four colores and four taleae, while the main body of the
motet has a tenor of two colores and eight taleae.
180E = 4(18B) + 4(18B) + 4(9B)
I =[10B+36B+18B+8~OB+C(18B)+16~B+2(9B)+10m
II = 4(8+6+4)B + 4(5+13)B + ~(4(5+13)3)
Text: complaint on the present state of the church.
DRe 20, 14 o vos omnes
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o vos omnes qulbus est adltus
hulus loei profeeto eognltus"
et ea1lels lpslus poeu1~
lam 1lbastls hle tabernaeu1a
5 ne flgatls saelus aglte
vela nostra ventls exponite
vale dato loeo qUl loeulos
sle emunglt omnes et singulos
lam emunetls petatls propria
10 non querentes more dlspendla
que non vaeat mu1tls perleulls
et prorsus est exosa loeulls
loeus lste 1abores"adlelt
lnnumeros et euras al1lelt
15 habendi fervorum lnestuat
plena replet vaeua vacuat.
9 emunetl
15 hunc habendl fervorum lnestuat
1 0 vos omnes = L~entatlons of Jeremlah 1112
13 locus lste = 1nclplt of the motet tenor, from the
Gradual for the Dedlcatlon of a Church
DRc 20, 14 o V'OS OIImeli - Locus 1ste. 'tenor.
/ ~ /0
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° canenda vUlgo
Rex quem metrorum
Rex regum. Tenor.
Contratenor
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Philippe de Vitry
Source: DRc 20, fol. 337v (RISM no. 15), voices II and
III only.
I-IV, fol. 55 (RISM no. 69).
CH-Fc 260, fol. 86v (RISM no.3).
F-~n 2444, fol. 48v (RISM no. 2).
F-Pn 23190 (Trem), index no. xx.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC I, 14 with variant report in
PMFC V, p. 207. Facs. in EECM 26: pl. 160 (DRc 20).
Form: Bipartite isoperiodi~ motet with diminution by
one half. Three colores and 12 taleae. Diminution section
melismatic with hocket.
120B = 8(12B) + 4(6B)
I. = 14B + 6(12B) + 9B + 3(6B) + 73
II = l.5B + 6(123) + 93 + 4(6B)
III = 8(6+6)B + 4(3+3)B
IV = 13 + 7()+9)B + 3B + 8B + 4(6B)
Text: In praise of Robert of Anjou (1278-1343), King
of Naples and Sicily.
Remarks: written in the 13305.
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L'amoreuse flour
En l'estat d'amere
T. Sicut fenum arui
Source: DRc 20, folD 338 (RISM no. 16), I only.
I-IV, folD 59v-60 (RISM no. 75).
F-Pn 23190 (~), index xvi.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC V, 21. Facs. in EECM 26, pl.
161.
Form: unipartite isorhythmic motet a3 with two colores
and six taleae.
144B = 6(24B)
I = (11+15)B + 4(9+15)B + 9B + 13B
II = 4B + 5(10+14)B + (10+10)3
III = 6(7+10+7)3
Text: Courtly French love poetry.
Musicorum oollegio
In templo Dei posita
Avete. Tenor.
Source: DRc 20, fol. 338v-339 (RISM no. 17).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 35. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 162-163. Harrison, "Ars Nova," p. 85.
Form: bipartite isorhythmic motet with diminution
by one half; two colores and eight taleae.
144B = 4(24B) + 4(12B)
I = 7B + 3(4+7+13)B + (4+7+l2)B + 3(12B) + 6B
II = 8B + 3(4+8+12)B + (4+8+8)B + J(12B) + 8B
III = 4(10+5+9)B + t(4(10+5+9)B)
Text: musicians motet, naming seven members of a
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French chapel; the names are not otherwise traceable at
present. (See Chapter 4, pp.350-51.) The duplum plays on the
number seven with images drawn from Revelation 1:12-2:1.
One of the men is Robert of Huy, which is a Belgian town
ca. 25km southwest of Liege.
DRc 20, 17 Muslcorum collegl0 - I and II
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Muslcorum collegl0 In templo Del poslta
ln cur1a degenclum mlro modo composlta
Galllcorum zelo pl0
Del tantum zelanclum vldl septem candelabra
5 ln sancto deslderl0 quorum nemo cum dolabra
Chrlst1 matrls off1c1um
quater 1n mense previa 5 nec qU1sque ferrl genere
Hugone quem proplc1um unum posset 1ncldere
largum quoque cunct1s scl0
10 Robertum fldum soclum cum s111ce horum quia
hu1c ad1ungens de Hoyo lnpresslt 1n mater1a
30hannem et N1chaslum
.3. spec1all socl0 formam celest1s oplfex
d1cto Pallart quem prevlum 10 summus sculptor et artlfex
15 cordetenus lnsplcl0
.3. Angllcl. iargum plum ambulans horum medl0
clrcumscrlbere nescl0 cum bls acuto glad10
Stephanoque slt gaudlum
h1ls salus et devocl0 septem gerens ln dextera
20 cum crescant ac obsequlum. stellas ut lnter cetera
actor1a qU1 servlcl0
s e totum subdlt omn1um 15 testatur Apocallps1s"
o quanta delectacl0 slc ego spero de 1ps1s··
horum. s1mul canenclum
25 o mlra modulacl0 que vld1 quorum nomlna~
sonorum. muslca11um sunt scrlpta trlpl1 paglns.
o dulc1s altercacl0
acutorum et gravlum.
med10rumque Vic10
30 dlscord1e carenc1um
Chr1stus pro cu1us proprl0
zelo canunt salarlum
det els ut consorc10
lugantur cell c1v1um.
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Apta caro plumis
Flos virgin~~
T. Alma redemptoris mater
Source: DRc 20, fol. 338v-339 (RISM no. 18). Complete
a3, without contratenor found in some
sources.
I-IV, fol. 5v-6 (RISM no. 7).
F-GA 1328, fols. lv, 17 (RISM nos. 2a and 37).
F-C~ 564, fol. 60v-61 (RISM no. 101).
F-Pn 23190 (Trem), index xxii.
I-Mae 5.24 (olim 5(8) , fol. 18v-19 (RISM no. 29).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC V, 4 and in C~ij 39, 3. Facs.
in EECM 26, pl. 162-163 (DRc 20).
Form: unipartite isorhythmic motet a3 with int~oitus;
two colores and three taleae.
90B = 9B + 3(27B)
I = (3+12)B + 2(13+14)B + (1)+8)B
II = (17+15+))3 + (9+15+ ))B + (9+15+4)3
III = 9B + 3(27B)
Text: to the B~~.
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Mon chant en plaint
Qui dolereus
T. Tristis est anima mea
Source: DRc 20, fol. 339 (RISM no. 19), voice I only.
I-IV, fol. 22v-23 (RISM no. 37).
F-Pn 23190 (Trem), index xliii.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC V, 15. Facs. in EECM 26, pl.
164.
Form: unipartite isorhythmic motet a3; three colores
and five taleae.
120B = 5(24B) (idealized)
I 115B = 25+3(24)+18B = (8+3+10+4) +3(7+3+10+4) + (7+3+8)B
II = 20+3(24)+23B = (9+3+8) + 3(13+3+8) + (13+3+7)B
III = 4(24) + 19B = 4(10+2+2+9) + (10+3+2+4)B
Text: Courtly French love poetry.
LIc 52 582
LIc 52 consists of binding strips and flyleaves taken
from Lincoln, Library of the Dean and Chapter, MS 52 when this
volume was rebound in 1977. One leaf and ten strips together
constitute most of one bifolium (the center of a gathering) from
a volume of 14th-century English polyphony. A report on this
source by Dr. Susan Rankin, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, will
appear in Early Music History J (forthcoming in early 1984).
Dr. Rankin generously made photocopies of the musical fragments,
and eventually a copy of her report, availabl~ to me. The fact
that all pieces begin with A is noteworthy, sugges~ing an alpha-
betically ordered music manuscript.
Ave prolem parienti
Source: LIc 52, fol. 1r (item no. 1).
Remarks: fragment of one or two voices of a cumposition
aJ or a4 dedicated to the B~1 and notated in tempus imperfectum
maior.
.LIc 52, 1 Ave prolem parienti
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(A)ve prolem parienti
et post partum permanenti
virgini clausa porta
Psalle matre comprimenti
hoste ( )dum redimenti
prole gracie orta.
Lux refulsit micans genti
umbra mortis considenti
an••••••••
The fragments IN FRl and IN FR2, which may belong with
LIc 52, 1 or 2, read as followsl
fecundata celi sacrati ••••
salva pudicicia filiumque paris
Maria novo more creatorem•••••
Gaude ••••••
tua gracia. 0 reina confer nunc
se •••• a ne seducat fallacia
pe ••• arum medicina ad celi ••••
584
Astra transcendit
T. Alleluya assumpta est
Astrorum celsitudinem
Sources LIc 52, fol. lv-2 (item no. 2).
C.f.s the soloist's portions of the Alleluya Assumpta
est Maria, not as found in the Liber Usualis (p.16oJ) but
closely following the reading in GS, pl.195.
Forms troped whole-chant setting aJ with bipartite
division following the Alleluya/verse form of the chant.
The layout is as a duet motet with medius cantus, including
a regularly patterned tenor and some periodicity in phrase
structures
I 58L = 6L + 8L + ••••••••
II = 20L + J8L = (5L + J(4L) + JL) + (7(SL) + JL)
III = (10L + 10L) + (7L + SL + 6L + 4(SL»
Notation: circle-stem notation, with minim stems and
at least one appearance of the cauda hirundinis (I:11); see
Chapter J, pp. 246ff.
Texts tropic to the chant and designed mainly as a
series of salutations to Mary. As Susan Rankin has observed,
the duplum begins in language very similar to that of a frag-
mentary cantilena found in Lbm 38651, fol. 2 (RISM no. J):
Cantilena
Astrorum altitudinem
totamque poli aciem
transcedit virgo regia.
Iuxta sedem propaginem
immensam plenitudinem
,. .
Motet
Astrorum celsitudinem
ow~emque celi aciem
David concendit filia.
Sedet iuxta trinitatem
ob inmensam castitatem
in regis gloria.
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Remarks: the final two tenor taleae are not written out
in the MS; a custos on the pitch C has been taken in the pre-
sent transcription to indicate a return to the beginning of
the verse of the c.f., an apparently successful solution.
The signature Bb in III appears in the first two staves of
the MS only; its use as a signature throughout is editorial.
Note that almost all breves are plicated, the significance of
which is not clear.
LIe 52, 2
I
Astra transcendit I and III
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deviantibus?
(A)stra transcendit hodie
Maria tota puchra puella inclita
sacrata utero quamvis? sine macula.
Ave tutrix optima
5 Maria Mundi domina
deserta transcendens esse •••••
III
(A)strorum celsitudinem
omnemque celi aciem
David concendit filia.
Sedet iuxta trinitatem
5 ob inmensam castitatem
in regis gloria.
Ave leta pue(lla)
•••••••••
voce consona canamus Alleluya.
10 Assumpta hac a valle misera
coronatur hec deco(rata m)ater nostra
sine mora Maria corpore et anima regina celica.
Ave Maria deliciis plen(a)
(vi)te via virgo speciosa cella vivaria
15 reis fer remedia.
Ave salutifera ad portum ductrix
stel(la m)aris fulgida
Maria spes lapsorum semper inclita.
Ave casta domina
20 celi ianua cuntis patula
nob(is e)rrantibus esto propicia.
25
Ave lege figurata
per prophetas predicata
clara Iesse virgula.
Ave stirps ( )tica mater beata
virgas inter alias
florens velut rosula.
Ave Maria assumpta hodie
( ) corn(ore?) sive temnore
30 turba Clli~ angelica -
hoc yare plebs catholica. crede?
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eel- s~- tu-d~ nem om
Astra transeendit
stro- rumA-t
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Assunt Augustini
T.
Sources Llc 52, fol. 2v (item no. J).
Remarkss voices I and III of a motet or motet-like
setting a4 (2+2), written in English ternary breve-semibreve
notation. Its subject is St. Augustine. The form is bipar-
tite, suggesting that the piece might be a setting of a chant
like the Alleluia and verse of Llc 52, 2.
60L = 12L + 48L (= 5(121», with a final long in addition.
There is some musical rhyme that suggests a care was taken
with form that is not now revealed by the phrase structure.
For instance, the first 12L section has the same melodic fi-
gure in bars 1-2 and 7-8; bars 37-38 and 54-55 also have very
similar melodic figures in both parts. No regular interval{s)
of systematically repeating counterpoint have been discovered,
however. Note the hocketing in semibreves that must have been
a remarkable feature of the lower two parts •
.. ,'"---- -.---- .. - - ..-- - ..-- - - -- --- - h __ ~ _ __ • __ ..~__ ._ _ _ ..__ _ __ __..
LIe 52, 3 Assunt Augustini
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(A)ssunt augustini leta solempnia
instantque eeliei viri festalia
laude multipliei plaudat ecclesia
plaudunt angeliei chori in gloria.
5 Pius salvator seculi
preeonem mundo eelicum
p••••••
• ••••••
10
15
20
25
• ••••••
• ••••••
mente profecit sedula
plenus virtutum graciis
tandem virum canonicum
pee a)mpliori munere
auget in apostolicum
set non hoc sumpto tendere
paupertatis ascen(den)s culmina
dempto prius mundano pulvere.
clamat mundi detestans crimina
mindus? ire ) peccatis seeleris
frangit hostes fugat agmina
omne malum premens periculi
nulla saC ) frangunt discrimina
hostis vitam linquentem seculi
rege pater hinc diligentius
quos n( ) hostis hie tempta forcius.
'-"-"-._-~",-.- ......_-----....._-... --.._- -' ....--.-_........._..........._.......- .........__..
LIe 52, J Assunt Augustini
I I..:l-I I
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Triumphus patet hodie
•••• genuflectere
T.
Source: Lbm 1210, fol. 1v-1* (RISM no. 2).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 12. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 24-25. This thesis provides a transcription which differs
from PMFC in its rhythmic interpretation of some difficult
bars in the td:plum.
C.f.: unidentified 19L melody, sung three times:
carefully shaped rhythI:J.icC:i.J.ly into toNO 6L and one 7L phrase.
Harrison views it as an 18L melody which is modified in the
third talea.
Form: stratified motet a3 with rapidly sung upper voice
and two voices of nearly equal, slower rhythmic activity. No
regular patterns of phrasing or declamation. The duplum appears
to be a well shaped melody with melodic sequences, some
repetition, and a carefully controlled use of its range.
I 57L = 5+6+10+8+6+8+5+9 L
II = 4+2+3+5+4+4+3+6+6+4+6+5+5 L
II! = 3(19L) = 3(6+6+7)L
Text: to the Holy Cross. ~uplum text in ?Y.?C is editorial.
Notation: see Chapter 3, pp,259-63.
Remarks: seems most similar in approach to DRc 20, 1
(Herodis in atrio). Though transcription has 1= J. , ph~ases
in both upper parts follow second mode pattern at cadences,
Le.';: :E I ~l d' ~·.A:I·
Lbm 1210, 2 Triumphus patet I
601
Triumphus patet hodie leticie vexillo victoriosi
principisll
tela nequicie sunt dirupta diri (cru)cus truculenti
ferocis haberetur irradiante festo venerabili cuius
exaltacionis •I I
Ergo gaude et in (la)ude eximie plaude
5 tu qui mirifico misterio redemptus es crucis
in vigore potentis Dei devota canti(ca p)ange mire
dulcedinis.11
Crux es via iam regalis ad gaudia
crux patrona semita secura glorie
10 ( )stis terra in effluxis imperialis sanguinis.11
Crux Mundi navis in diluculo nos fiduciales
custodiens (es ad) partum ductrix salutare.11
Crux fidelis es unica fiducie
spes omnibus in tribulacionibus
15 scutum clipeus et (arm)a viriliter valide contra
seva iacula
muniens nos terribilia.11
Arbor ° decorata prole regia abilis (et) venerabilis
decens florigeraque prebens porna salutifera hall
quis digna preconia ne laudabili(a in) caligine
20 tibi canere valet sed ut in res suppetum
hinc tripudiando iubilo leticie celice
(et) mellifluo cantico dulcia voce varia
canimus cum anima.1I
There are problems in reading and making sense of this
text. In the layout above, II indicates the end of a
musical phrase.
10 before terra a three-syllable word
23 latters visible but difficult to make into words
Lbm 1210, 2 Tr1umphus patet - II
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•••• genuflectere
et summo opere
devotas s1bi laudes deprimere
in hoc munere stude pro 11ttere
5 et a J{ ]
m11es s1t resurgere et spernere
minas satan1cas scandere
sedens 1n ethere et i11uc qU1escere.
About one-th1rd of th1s text has been lost from
the beg1nn1ng. The hole at l1ne 5 1s of f1ve syllables.
Tr1WIlphus patet hocU e
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Quare fremuerunt gen~es
T.
Quare fremuerunt gentes
Source: Lbm 1210, fol. 140v-141 (RISM no. 9).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 13. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 32-33; dipl. facs. in Apfel Studien II, pp. 76-7~.
Apfel, Studien I, p. 30 and Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp.
234-38 with partial transcription.
C.f.: tone for the psalm Quare fremuerunt as sung with
the antiphon Dominum dixit ad ~ on Christmas Day at First
Mass, according to Harrison in P~FC XV, citing a Cistercian
Gradual, Paris, BN lat.n.a. 2605, fol. 27. Another inter-
pretation must be considered. The c.f. is a palindrome,
and up to the point of reversal it is identical to the begin-
ning of the 8th Magnificat tone in the Use of Sarum. (See
Walter li. "Frere, The Use of Sarum II, p. lxxi.) Explan-
ation as a palindrome accounts for why the c.f. is not
written out in full and why it begins with seemingly
unnecessary rests (necessary for the retrograde statement),
a technique seen also in the tenor of Inter usitata
(Omc 266/268, 3). See Chapter 2, Fig. 15 and pp.178-79.
Form: duet motet with medius cantus, isoperiodic in a
module of 8L; either 2 or 4 tenor statements (see above).
I 96L = 10L + 10(8L) + 61
II = 12(8L)
III = 51 + 6L + 10(81) + 51
Text: incipits of psalms 2-12 embedded in a poetic
matrix; single text shared by both voices and declaimed
simultaneously, except when one or the other rests.
At these points text varies slightly between voices.
Notation: a small J written over each longa triplex
in tenor. See Chapter 2, Figure 15 •
Variants to PMFC XV ed.: Bar .51-.5.5 rhythm awry.
Should read:
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J
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J
FV' , *-~
51 gra-vo--rum ob-la-tran-~--umdo-m1-
.
,.. -
~ -tf" ..-, 4
l -rlS 51 gra-vo-rum ob-la-t.an-c;-~
-+
-
J -ne d1-r~n-c1--um 11n-qua5 do-m'i-ne ne 1n fu--ro-re tu-C;; 7-!~-ls cit~ .;1"
•
- -
[Q]lIart /rtmllmJnI gml'l VII 19 .. '. sl gravorum oblatrancium £)
[Q]uar~ Iremuerutll genies! . si gravorum oblatranclum : malignancium nos ~
2 insane quorum liunt mentes . 20 Domine dif~ncium lin~uas. . Ii(1)
insane quorum liunt mentes ." Do[mine difancium] ·ltnquas:
3 .1.' populi medilali JU!,I.in~d.;pt~ilJ'!a ..t. 21 DominI, ne ill I"ro" ['"0 lI]rglial mI. ....,t1
el populi medilati sunl [inam1a phirima ? Domin~, n, in I"ro" '"0 argual m,. (1)
II 4 Quibus perscquentes VIII 22 Me nituntur emuli S
Me mali nituotur emull
s:::
Quibus mrJiciose pcrsequentes ,.' fere catuli (1)
, opprimunt innocentes. 23 devorue malivoli. t1
opprimunt innocentes. devorare malivol[l. §
6 Heu ! ad id parati feruntur insania pes[sima.] 24 Domitle Deul melli, i~ I' speraIIi, ia/lla m,. et
Heu ! ad id parati fer[untur in)sania pessima. Domitle] Delli melli, in I' J/JeralJi, sa/lla me. -
III IX
t'4
7 o Deus 5anctissime, 25 [Tuere]' supplicem me misericorditer, 0'
o Deus amantissime, sanetissime, Tuere, rogo iugiter, supplicem me misericorditer, !3
8 ~nctis piissime, 26 Domille Dominlll 1I0sl", . ~
cunctis piissime, Domine Dominlll nOller, • N~
9 Domine, qllid mll/liplirati 111111 qui lfiblilalli m, I 27 et (on/ilebor libi "x, 0
Domine, quid m"lliplirati slllli ~lIi Iribll[lat1l] m,! et rOIl/ittbor libi [rex.] . •
IV 10 . Chmte potentissime X 28 . De remedlo non diffido, \0
Christc. preeor humillime, potentissimc De remedio pro tanto iam tedio non diflido
....-
11 [rex] et mitissimc, 29 sed in [Domino r]otl/ido, '
rex et mitissime, sed in Domit1o rOIl/ido,
12 suecurre suplici, veni et Iibera me, 30 quia meditacio mea est eius lex.
suecurre suplici, veni et libera me, X~
quia meditacio mea est eius lex.
V B . ut id verum sendam, '1 . Sal"lIm m, far, DominI,
ut per t[uam c1e]menciam, verum senciam, Eruens ab homlne [141"um ml fat, DominI,
14 ae psallere vateam. : 32 nequicies gravamine
ct [p] sallere valeam. nC<JlIlcies gravamine
15 [Cllm illll]orare1ll extUldi"i m, D~lIs iuSliri" '3 nimio spiritus tibi [Dco suppticat.]
Cum illl/orf/rem ,xtUIJi"i m, D'lIs illSlidl, XII
nimio spiritus tibi Dco supplicat, et te orat :
VI 16 ne spernerls deprecacionem pauperis, 34 UlfJII~fJIIO, DominI,
ne ipso lesu sperneris depre[cacioncm] pauperis, Ulr,eqllol Domin~, .
17 sed "erba mea tfllriblll [perC'ipt) , Domil/~, 35. ob ivisreriJ III' in finem ,
sed ""btl tnta dl"iblll pertipe, Domj,u, oblil/ilr~riJ me in /inem il]
18 tu parcens miseris,
tu parcens miseris, ()'\
~
\...)
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Zelo tui langueo
T.
Reor nescia
Source: Lbm 1210, fol. 142v-143 (RISM no. 13) and
~, fol. 10v (no. 1), I and II only.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC. XV, 14. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 36-37 (Lbm) and pl. 213 (1£); dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 78-81 (Lbm). Apfel, Studien I, p. 30;
Harrison, EECM 26, pp.xiv-xv; Lefferts and Bent, "New
Sources," pp. 359-60; Sanders, "English Polyphony,"
pp. 231-34; idem, "Motet," pp.544-46.
C.f.: unidentified; sung four times.
~: duet motet with medius cantus; isoperiodic in
a module of 8L, with a rhythmic caesura in the third or fourth
bar of each 8L phrase, thus articulating it as 3+4+1 or 4+3+1.
The unaccompanied beginning is unusual -- the tenor has 2L of
rest, and voice III has 4L of rest. For another instance, see
Doleo super te (Cgc 512, 7).
I 130L = 15(8L) + 10L
II = 2L + 32(4L)
III = Il'L + 15( 8L) + 6L
Text: to the BVM; the incipit of the triplum is identical
to the final line of a poem by Richard Rolle, the Canticum
Amoris. (See Chapter Four, p. 378 ~~d note 80).
On the basis of a translation provided by this author for
PMFC XV, it would seem that the motet expresses the thoughts
of a woman. In EECM 26, Harrison argues from this that the
~otet provides further evidence for the nunnish provenance
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of X£, and further, that it establishes that nuns sang motets.
One could add, in addition, that on account of Rolle's asso-
ciation with the Cistercian nunnery of Hampole the possibi-
lity must be entertained that the motet was originally com-
posed for or by the Yorkshire nuns.
However~ this author now reads the texts slightly dif-
ferently, with the result that they no longer seem to support
the above speculations. What I now believe to be a more sen-
sible punctuation and reading of syntax for the last lines of
the triplum is as follows:
non meroris
a miseria
sentiret remedium.
Ergo, David
cara filia,
que laudum preconia
tibi condecent
apte dici
ob tot beneficia.
(but for Mary, we sinners) would not
feel relief from
the misery 0f sorrow.
Therefore, dear daughter
of David,
may it be that the praises of praises
are rightly fitting to be said to you
for all those kindnesses.
And as for the duplum text, it seems to begin with direct
speech on the part of Eve, then move into a r~rrative of the
result of her crime, which is the main topic of the triplum
also. Direct discourse is not unknown in the motet texts,
nor is this the unique instance where a woman speaks (see
lines 22-29 of Maria mole pressa (~, la) where the words
are from Mary Magdalene). Hence I do not see the absolute
necessity of associating the texts of Zelo tui with nuns.
Remarks: unusually wide range (a 16th), with wide
ambitus of the outer voices (an 11th and a 13th).
Lbm 1210, 13;
~, 1
[ZJe10 tU1 1angueo
v1rgo reg1a
sed non va1eo
promere preconia
Ze10 tu1 langueo - I
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5 s1cut decet .
1audab1lia
qUia non suff1e10
o m1ser1a
patr1s Ade
10 grav1sque tra!lsgress10
qUi cibar1a ~. qu1a
tot amena
possedit pro 11b1to
sed neo'et non 11cu1t' fiEE!.
15= vose1 nis1 ver1to b:!2m! nesc1v1st1 nesc10
pomo Deo
per quod tntu1it
grave pre1ud1c1um
1nde gaud1um
20 perd1d1t et
fug1t in ex11ium
a quo 11c1tum
r ed1r e non fU1 t
ad locum perd1tum
25 sed m1ser1e
1ugum h1c sust1nu1t Lbm. - - ]
et suos dampnoso Lbm. ~g~for ~)
cr1m1ne
condempnar1 meru1t ~. cor.dempnare
30 heu angar1a
nis1 puerper1 um
tuum ferret b!2!!! • feret .v1rgo reg1a
dampnat1s' subs1d1um ~s dampnant1s
35 non meror1s
a m1ser1a
sent1ret remed1um !iEE!' sent1rent
ergo Dav1d
cara f111a
40 que 1audum preeonia
tib1 condeeent 1£Es eondoeent-
apte diei
00 tot beneficia. Lorn: ad
510
15:
20
25
30
35
40
Lbm 1210, 13
[R]eor nesc1a
qU1d s1t saplenc1a
laus et glor1a.'~
mund1al1s
omn1sque letlc1a
(mag]na solvere
grat1s bene[f]1c1a
Vir~1n[1s] que
tot[aJ ubera
ingnara solac10
abstulit per
sua mer1ta
hom1n1 de med10
nam pro Vic10
e1ectus de
parad[1s1] gaudio
pr1mus gen1torr"
mans1t 1n exi110
privatus grand1
dom.1nio
pauper et"" lam sUb1to
cum hac que p[ree]st-
1nmer1to
mesto fleVit animo
he[C] m1serle
comm1ttatur
quam a [ ]ro lacrlme
et angust1e
trlstl nocent und1que
nisl mater grac1e
protu11sset
fas m1ser1cordle
reos ut1que
sors l1garet
perhennis tr1st1c1e
sed sol gracl e
or1tur ex
s1dere letlci e
s1c de carcere
fecit v1nctos surgere
carta data
Vite glor1e.
Zelo tU1 langueo - II
perhaps is merito
perhaps ~]
a ••• ro 1s e1ther 3-syll.
word, or ~ plus 2-syll.
perhaps :!!!! 1s meant
MS. s1
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Both texts mix five and seven-syllable lines, mostly
rhyming, with four-syllable lines, ~ostly unrhymed.
The latter have been slightly indented.
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Rota versatilis
Rota versatilis
T.
Q.C.
Source: Lbm Royal 12.C.vi, entry in a 15th~century index.
"Modus componendi rotam versatilem".
Lbm 4909, fol. 4v (p.8), incipit of I only.
Lbm 24198, fol. 1)2 (RISM no. 1), II and IV.only.
Lbm 40011B*, 4*, I and III only, fragmentary.
Ob 652, fol. i, iiv , 69, 70v (RISM no. 1), II
and IV, fragmentary.
Literature: Transcribed, with facsimiles and extensive
discussion of all the sources, in Bent, "Rota versatilis;" see
also Bent, Fountains Fragments. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 1 (Lbm
- --
24198); pl.208-209 COb 652). Sanders, "England:From the Begin-
ning," p.289. and "Motet," pp.546-47.
~: large-scale voice exchange motet a4 (2+2) in five
sections of varying length and mensuration. See Chapter 2,
PP. 70ff. • and Chapter ), pp. )OOff. Due to the fragmentary
nature of the surviving materials, only sections III and V
can be fully reconstructed. See the "map" of surviving parts
on the next page. Sanders observes that if one takes the long
in section III as ternary and in section V as binary, then the
numerical proportions between the ssctions as measured in longs
(108:76:)6:80:54) stand very nearly in the simpler numerical
proportions 12:8:4:9:6 (or in other words, 108:72:)6:81:54).
Text: on St. Katherine. Trans. by R.Bowers in Bent, "Rota."
Remarks: the citation of the incipit of this motet in
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the treatise of Robertus de Handlo (Lbm 4909) provides a
terminus of 1)26 for composition. which accords well with
Sanders's judgement that the motet could have been composed
no later than the first two decades of the 14th century.
The present transcription provides alternate versions
of section III. one barred as if the long were ternary. the
other as if it were binary. The immediately following
page indicates graphically how much of~ is preserved
in each major source.
Lbm 24198 (croBB-hatching indicateB what BurviveB)
- I II I " ·--,-·-----nIl~----,Ir-----'1tII----lr_---""tl
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
. II I. I
I
Obo 652 (craBB-hatching indicateB what survives
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III
ITT
IV
I
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[\)
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Lem 24198, 1;
etc.
Rota versatl1ls
rubens versucla
• •••
• •••5 ••••
• •••
• •••
• •••
Orbls d0I!1lnacl0
10 vert1tur ln rota
elus et e1acl0
quas1 gleea vota
Virg1nls oratl0
potentl devota
15 rotam vertit od10
que se per1t tota.
Rota Katerlne
flt sev1ss1ma
rota mundl blne
20 fraudls pesslma
c1~use patent f1ne
sub nequisslma
verse sunt rulne
ln pot1ssima.
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Rota versat11ls
25 Katerlna spe dlVina
tormentum dev1cerat
ut certantes d1sputantes'
sola lam conc1userat
ln ardore flatus rore
30 cler1cos consulerat
et amore suo more
Christo laudes solverat.
Vlrgo perduxerat
reg1nam et Porphyr1um
35 qu1eus prom1serat
perhenn1s vlte gaud1um
postquam oraverat
seve sublt martyr1um
lac emanaverat
40 v1rgo posclt palac1um.
Lorn 24198 conta1ns 9-16; 25-40
Lbm LloOOl13 conta1ns 17-24-
Ob 652 contains 16-40
Lb~ 4909 contains 1-2
A full critical reuort
is available in ~en~,
"Rota versatilis."
Lbm 24198, 1
. / j
Rota versatil.1s
i. i~
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Rosa mundi purissima
Source: Lbm 24198, fol. 1J2v (RISM no. 2).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 2.
Form: isolated triplum of a motet aJ with stratification
of rhythmic activity; has irregular phrase structure and
no readily apparent repetition of melodic material to
indicate tenor structure:
71L (72L?) = 5+6+4+3+4+5+3+J+4+6+5+8+3+6+2+4(5?) L
Text: to the B~~.
Notation: groups of up to six syllabic semibreves per
breve, with no stems; the rhythmic solution in the transcrip-
tion is purely editorial.
Remarks: 13 of 16 phrases cadence to F.
Lbm 24198, 2 Rosa. mund1
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Rosa mum1 pur1ss1ma. Mar1a
flos odor1s let1c1a cord1s
fugans nebulas sereno nube
decor1s 1n tr1st1c1a
5 qU1 sedent h11 t1b1 currunt
ob nam salvator1s cellula-:
sanct1 bon1 h1nc acer1m. pastor1s
meror1s oh remed1ac,
rosa vernula purpures.
10 vest1s sUb11m1s reg1a··
celest1s et 1mperator1a'
per quam redempt10
salvat a fram es.
clade funeres.
15 t1mor1s et dolor1s
cessant gravia
reg1s stola color1s rubes. gemmea
rosa florum salut1fera
vines. fruct1fera
20 de qua manet hec v1scera
que culpe sanat ulcera
sapor1s dulced1ne
fe11c1 moderam1ne
medela langor1
25 cuncta pellens per1cula
per secula salut1s
unda v1rtut1s Viola
febrem filgans fervor1e
.atque sp1r1tum nequ1c1e
30 furor1s ext1nguens calor1s no:x1a c.
mira temperant1a. p1etate et grac1a
parad1s1 v1rgula
reg1s etern1 glor1e
mater et f111a
35 tu supremo 1ud1c1
reos recons111a
preces funde pro tua fam111a
que spec1 e superas rosam
flore v101am et odore 1111a.
7 h~ra6~~~~ (5 syllables)
20 ~ucera
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Bosa 1111md1 punss1ma
~~~~~
.
-. cor-d1s tu-gazus ne-bll-las Se- 1'e-1IO nu-be de-
s
@9~~
oj
-co-ris 1n trl-st1-o1-. qu1 se-d.ent- 1'111 t1-l:i cU%'-1'1D1t ob-T1-am
¥f
saJ.-va- to-r1s cel- lu- la san-et. bo-n1 h1nc"a-ce-r1-n1 pa- 5to- ria:
llle-ro- ris ob re-me-<U- a ro-sa ver-nu- 1& pur-pu-re-a
ve- sUs 5u-bll-lll1s re-g1- a ce-le- st15 .,t 1lll-pe-ra- to-ri-. per qual re-
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c1a- de tu- ne-re- a t1- 1IlO-r1. Itt do-s&!- vat a tra- me- a
~lijY
IJ
-d._p- t1- 0
-10- ::'1s ees-sam: gra- V1- a re-g1s eto- 1& eo- lo-r1s ru-be-a gem-me-
~o ._::=~
...
-a ro-II& t'lo- rl2IIl sa-11l- t1-t'e-ra V1-ne-a t'l'Uc-t1-t'e- ra de qua Illa-ZlIm
3SFf;~~
• hee V1-see-ra que eu1- pe sa-nat u1- -ce- ra sa- po- r1a du1-
l/O
~. R j~BJ) tlim~~~
-ce-d1- nit te- 11-01 IIO-d.e- ra-1I1- ne me-de-1& lan-so- r1
J/S
_J~~~
CUZl-ota pel-lens pe-r1-oa- 1& per se- cu- 1& sa- lu- t1a UZl-
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r£
}~JIJ~JiE;
-01 re-os re- ccn-01-11- & pre-oss tm1- de pre tu-a ta-m1-l1- &
~f~.J
que spe-c1-e su-pe- ras rc-S& tlo-rs V1-e-laza et e-do-rs 11- 1.1- a.
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Surgere iam est hora
T. Surge et illuminare
Source: Lbm 24198, fol133 (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 3.
C.f.: incomplete and unidentified in the ~m; three
rhythmically varied statements (only the latter two of which
are preserved) of the beginning of the verse, Surge ~
illuminare, of the Epiphany Gradual, Omnes de saba. The
first statement has been reconstructed by analogy with the
following two in the present edition.
~: refrain motet with double-versicle melodic
facture. See Chapter 2, pp. 104-114.
~: lik~ly for Epiphany; mixed in versification;
increasing length of stanzas leads to accelerating pace
of declamation.
Remarks: Item 4a is an isolated fragment which does not
seem to belong with Surgere and may possibly be part of
an untexted voice of a motet now lost with the facing page
to fol. 133.
Lbm- 241.98. 4 Surgere lam est hora
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surgere
lam est hora llbere
peccatl de funere
ubl lacu1mur 4 lacu1mus'"
S ldlot'e temere
noxatur detegltur 6 de tegltur
lumen nobls edere
lam dles sequltur.
Novus orltur sol de sldere
10 dum lucet apprehendere
curre propere pro Vite munere.
Beserata cell porta
'VIite luce rels orta
ne protrahas excutere
15.;, delnde onere lS t'e lnde?
lnte revertl orto
cui remlnissere
nobl1em heredltatem
gratls at ut11ltate[m]
20 cur homo vis an1tere 20 an lttere
clto regredere
securo gressu verltatls
in 1t1nere.
Novus or1tur •••• vite munere. 26 car1~
Venit ecce Deus homo
virgln1s ab utero
pro salute m1s erorum
30 ab1at de cetero
tam error1s --quam meror1a:-
omnis hos1tacl0
lnvlta~t peccatores~
Del m1seracl0
3S ~r unus sl commlss1sque
omnia placula
que commissa sunt ubique
per omnia secula
et- sl rlte penltere~
40 ore corde et opere
preparatus Deus essetr
deblta d1mittere.
No~~s or1tur •••• vite ~unere. lJ.4 licet
Lbm 24198, 4 S'Jrgere lam est hora - 'l. SlU'ge et 111UJll1nare
5
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Trinitatem veneremur
Trinitas et deitas
Trinitatis vox
T. Eenedicite Deum celi
Source: Lbm 24198, fol. 133v,1 (RISM no. 5).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 15. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 4-5. Apfel, Studien I, p. 30.
C. f. s unidentified in the MS; whole chant setting of
the verse, Benedicite Deum celi, of the Gradual for Trinity
Sunday, Benedictus ~ Domine. Due to its ambitus, the c.f.
is not always the lowest sounding voice.
Foro: fairly irregular phrase structure:
I 48L = 18L + 8L + 8L + 4L + 10L
II = 10L + 18L + 10L + 10L
III = 2L + 4L + 4L + 6L + 14L + 12L + 6L
IV = 12(4L)
Noteworthy is the fact that all phrases are in multiples
of 2L. Voices I and II generally paired in parallel
declamation on breve and semibreve values. As in such
stratified motets, voice III has a well-crafted melodic
profile.
Text: for the. Holy Trinity ("de sancta trinitate ");
reference is made to depredations of "rex et papa."
Notation: rhythms ••+ and counterpoint at several
places of 2 ~ in one part against 3 ~ in another suggest:
· 0•• ' = tn Ot' m.
Variants to PMFC XV ed.: III: 21 Lsss (E EDC); 22
.§§ :9 §s.§. (DCBCBA). II: 39 §§ ~]<EE E).
Lbm" 24198. ~ Trln1tatem veneremur - r and II
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Trln1tatem veneremur
un1tateque letemur
ln honore summ1 patrls
virgln1s et sue matrls
5 ln omnipotentls Del nomlne
eathollee ecelesle [ean]one
t1bl dleo maglstro Domlne
preelos1 sangu1n1S<"
quem proprll ln tlumlne
10 ablue~as prevlus aemlne
eulus ampl0 tlll0
mlrab1l1 cot1dle
colll~ls et al1g1s'homlne[s]
genu1Lt] te 1atltud1ne
15 ln amor1s robore
eonsolldans et federe
legall tua pla duleedlne.
11 ampla
5
10
20
Tr1n1tas et deltas~
atque d1vin1tas
alt1ss1ma Dom1ne
euram sed.u1am ad1be
tue ecc1es1e
rex et papa novo more
versa vice student alte
serv1tut1 per tr1but1
eressuram et usuram
hane sub1eere quam 1mple
et nullus s1t
qUl aUdeat res1stere
quam und1gue concurrunt-best1e
sed ln 11l1a pro]tege
hane pletate tua late
resp1ee sparsam per orbem
qua11ter dl e slve noete
pl[um aux]111um eonsl11umque
conterend1 pretaxatam putatam
superble nos avar1c1e.
17 nine-syll. 11ne, hard to readJ ~ay end~ noxie.
Lbm 24198, 5 Trinitatem veneremur III
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Trinitatis vox fons ecclesie
hie solempnia sit hodie
iustus humilis (cultu vite eximie)
et laudibus optineat egregie
ut fidelium at lilium
devocio congerminet fiducie
vivat ut in trono glorie.
MS hard to read: emendation offered by E.H.Sanders.
What can be read looks like nolea a&eo. Perhaps
these are two four-syllable words rhyming with
~ laudibus optineat, reading something likes
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Te domina regina
Te domina Maria
T.
Source: Lbm 24198, fol. 133v,1 (RISM no. 6).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 16. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 4-5.
C.f.: varied version of a pes-like tenor found in the
13th-century English repertoire. See Chapter2 , Figure 8.
~: motet a3 built on loose periods of varied voice
exchange, double-texted throughout. See Chapter 2, pp.88-95.
~: to the BVM ("de Sancta Maria. It)
Notation: binary]ong and breve.
Remarks: wide range (16th) and ambitus of individual
voices (12th and 10th). Harrison in PMFC XV calls it a dia-
logue motet.
Lb!lr 24198. 6 Te dom1na - I and II
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Te dom1na reg1na
par1endo protulit virgo
sola par1tura s1ne semlne
laus patr1e celest1s
5 n1tens sldus 1n ethere
1n ca11g1ne mund1 s1ne crim1ne
nos serva dom1na
cell rosar10 pr1~leg1um
o f10s odor
10 lueens nitore varl0
mater honor1s',·
tlos g( enJus v1rglneum
pla sUbllmla
cons11la per lmper1a
1.5.' vislta 19naros reos
per secula crlm1na1la
peregregla rosa demere
predllecta candldata placula
poll 1Wiiln1s
20 loea nos ln glorla.
If pare
14 1nper1a
1"e domlna Marla
I ess e virgu].a
tu germlna protlnus
odor1tera
proters redolencla
o rlorlgera
delens et obprobrla
a mallela avarlela
sola depu-cata
suMolls
de[ corJe superastl
l111a purpurea
modulanelUDl' et earmlna et
prlmw.a per tlbl data
nato nata prlvilegla
coronata
o viola eon?ivia
da solacla via prevla
nostra post extermln1a
runer1s rata
o trlpudlorum
dulc1s materia
laud.ls lmmemorla
preconizata
miseris nobis
succurre Mar(ia).
7 deleis
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Triumphat hodie ..
• • • •Trop est fol
Si que la nuit
Source: Lbm 24198, fol. 1v (RISM no. 7) voices I and III
only and Onc 362, fol. 85v (RISM no. )) voices I and IV only.
Literature: Ed. in P~~ XV, 17; partial ed. in Sanders,
"England I From the Beginning," pp. 284-86; partial ed. in
History of Music in Sound, II, pp. 58-60. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 6 (Lbm) and Pl. 8) (~): dipl facs. in Apfel, Studien II,
p. 42. Apfel, Studien I, p. 28; Harrison, liArs Nova," p. 71;
Dom A. Hughes, NOHM II, pp. )98-99, 40); Sanders, "English
Polyphony," pp. 195-197. Recorded on disc RCA LM-6015,
the History of Music in Sound, II.
C.f.s French chanson, divided between two lower voices.
Its musical form AA BB AA BB AA was readily adaptable to this
division, phrase by phrase. Harrison suggests a virelai as
the original poetic type (see his critical notes in PMFC XV).
~: motet a4 in five sections of voice exchange
followed by a hocketing coda over the c.f. The motet is
incomplete in both its sources but between them the entire
two-voice supporting SUbstructure and one of the two upper
voices can be re-assembled. The missing upper part can mostly
be reconstructed through varied voice exchange with the
surviving one; it is demanded by MS layout, the hocketing
counterpoint and a textual hocket, and the implausibility of
a 1 • 2 texture in such a piece -- with so many other surviving
examples a4.
Text: to St. Lawrence ("de sancto Laurencio").
Original probably continuously double-texted throughout.
Sanders suggests missing voice begins with some form of
"tropaeum."
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Lbm 24198, 7;
One 362, ~
Trlumphat hodle
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Trlumphat hodle Chrlstl mlles mlre
Laurenelus subllme resldens ln astrls:
cum sanetls
lam splendlde letatur laureatus Ol1mpo
5 ho[noJrltl[ee] mlrl[tl]ce
se mundum deV1c1t Declum martlr exlm1us
hlne llludltur Valerlanus prefectus
tremens nequam tur1'bundus ae sev1ssl::nus
o mlranda grand1sque constanela huius martlr1s
10 pro Chrlstl nomine certantls
dum affllgltur et dlverAls suppllclls torquetur
ql1anto graV1us atterltur .
tanto flrmlus ln tlde stat et eonstanc1us
Nos ergo subleva nos vlV1t1ca nos ~
15: 1ustlt1ca nos salv1f1ca nos
martlr almltllle
h1e qui deprlmltur peccatl sarclna
v1vat tU1s almls prec1bus.
1 Lb!lu
~ ene.
5 one.
Lbm.
-
7 Onc.
12-
14
16-1T
17 ~.
mere
sanct1s om1tted
ho*r1*tl*m1*rl*ee
syllables omltted without asterlsks. Words would
be completed. through hocket1ng with lost part.
Valerlus-
quando
sulleva
peecat1 sarclna 1n vaculs almls prec1bus·
vlva
Lbm 24198, 7.
Onc 362, 3
Tr1umphat hod1e - Tenor
6SJ
Trop est 1'01 kY' me bay1 e
sa temme en garde atant
s1 qe 1& nu1t nus prelgne
un pol 101nz de 1a gent
S D1ex encombrle de mar1
he ke n' este e;r;ry
'rrop avet tet qu1 tole
que vus demur'9Z tant
et tu 1e !ras ke sage
10 de ter le ma1ntenant
Par un dyme.yne une matyn
1a plus be1e q 'unItes 'V.!
a 1y prY'S compan1 e
son marY' s e repentlS mes 11 ne qu1dolt mye
ke 160 l'amasse tanto
7 1'01
On account of voice exchange, th1s text 1s distr1buted
between the 'two sources as follows.
Lbm. 1-2, S,7-8, 11, 13-14
one. 3-4, 6,9-10,12, 15-16.
-
The tag Trop .!!! ,lgg 1s wr1tten 1n Onc at the repeat of
tune 1n the tinal hocket sect1on.
Philippe de VitryFirmissime fidem teneamus
Adesto sancta trinitas
T. Allel~ya Benedictus
Source: Lbm 28550, fol. ~3v-4~ (RISM no. ~), tablature.
F-Pn 1~6, fol. 43-43v (RISM no. 29).
B-Br 19606, rotulus (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC I, 30 (F-Pn); Apel, CEKr~ I, ~;
Wooldridge, EEH II, pp. 96-100. Facs. in EEH I, pl. ~3-4~.
~: two colores and sixteen taleae with mensural
diminution (not exact) to one third and corresponding
shortening of phrase lengths.
I 9~ = 6+9+9+12T9+8+1~+7+7+7+5+3 L
II = 12+9+9+12+18+19+7+5+5 L
III = 8(9L) + 8(3L)
Text: for the Holy Trinity.
Notation: originally modus and tempus imperfectum, with
minor prolation (Apel) or major prolation (Schrade in PMFC).
Version of Lbm 28550 is apparent intabulation, probably for
keyboard, using notatior~l symbols for mensural upper line
that reflect English practice. See Chapter 3, pp.246ff.
Remarks: Sanders, "Vitry, Philippe de," sets date of
composition no later than mid-1J14.
. Philippe de Vitry
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Tribum quem non abhorruit
Quoniam secta latronum
T. Merito hec patimur
Source. Lbm 28550, fol. 44-44v (RISM no. 5), in tablature.
F-Pn 146, fol. 41v-42 (RISM no. 26).
F-Sm 222, fol. 71 (RISM no. 115).
B-Br 19606, rotulus (RISM no. 3).
D-Mbs Kastner D IV, ad 31.
D-Mbs elm 5362.
D-ROu 100, fol. 43 (RISM no. 2).
Literatures Ed. in EEH II, pp.101-105s Apel, CEKM I, 5
(both after Lbm 28550); ed. in PMFC I, 27 (after F-Pn 146).
Facs. in EEH I, pl. 44-45; Besseler and GtUke, Schriftbild,
pl. 18a-b (both after Lbin 28550). Sanders, "Early Motets, lip. 27 •
~: isoperiedic motet (in effect, an unipartite iso-
rhythmic motet) with introitus of 6L; two colores and twelve
taleae.
I 78L = 9L + 2(12+12)L + 12L + 9L
II = 3L + 12L + 2(11+13)L + 15L
III = 6L + 12(6L) = 6L + 3(24L)
Text. comment on the French political situation, suggest-
ing date of composition shortly after April, 1315.
Notations See comments on motet above.
Humane lingue organis
Supplicem voces percipe
Tenor
Contratenerem
Solus tenor et cantetur pro Deo gratias
Source: Lbm 40011B, fol. 14 (RISM no. 17).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 36. Facs. in Bent, Foun-
tains Fragments; dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp.121-22.
Bukofzer, SMRM, p. 91, 110-11; Harrison, NOHM III, pp.105-
106; Hughes, "Reappraisal," pp.104-105 and 125-26; Sanders,
"Motet," PP.565-66; Bent, "Transmission," p. 78.
C.f.: whole chant sung ~lice; the remark given with the
Solus tenor indicates that it is a Deo gratias, and in fact
it is identical to the third melody for Benedicamus Domino
in GS, pl. 19*.
Form: bipartite isorhythmic motet a4 (2+2). with dimi-
nution in the ratio 8:3 (result of 3:1 under 0 and 2:1 under
C); 2 colores and 4 taleae. No periodic phrase structure.
44B = 2(16B) + 2(6B)
Text: prayer to God; a Deo gratias substitute.
Notation: tempus perfectum, prolatio minor (0) in the
upper voices; alternation of tempus perfectum and imuerfec-
tum in tenor and contratenor, with the use of mensuration
signs and coloration; there is the use of the cauda hirun-
dinis in voice I to alter a semibreve. Bukofzer notes seve-
ral features of this motet that ~ay show the scribe's unfa-
miliarity with certain conventions of isorhythmic treat-
mente (See also Bent, "Transmission.")
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Remarks: Hughes thinks Humane lingue is French, in the
French tradition of Deo gratias substitutes, such as are
represented by the last two motets in Old Hall (nos.146 and
147). Sanders thinks it is English, on account of its inter-
esting proportional relatioships.
Lbm 40011~. 17 Humane 11ngue I and II
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Humane 11ngue organ1s~
preces tundamus virg1n1
qu~ sanctus parens numine
Jhesum donav1t m1ser1s
5 quod Eva trlstls abstullt
reddid1t alvo germ1ne
sacro agente tlamlne
mortu1s V'1 tam optull t
hudes atonoma slne
10 e1 denus et graclas.
J ought to be quaM
5-6 quotes a Marlan hymn beg1nning 0 glorlosa dom1na or
~ glorlosa v1rglnu:n. The hymn lInes ~e. quod .m
tristis abstu1.it. B! reddis a.1vo germme.
9 claude&="
Suppllcum voces perc1pe
Deus so110 glorle
transacte qula meDlor1a1e
nos sempert'
5 protege hanc ab hostibus ~
tuam sanctam ecc1eslam
ut truculentam rabiem
compescat sacr1s man1bus:
expecta ut raciat graclas.
9 fac1as?
There seems an attempt in both texts to fash10n 8-syll. ,
four-l1ne hymn stanzas rhym1ng. abba. If so, l1nes 1-4 of
the second text may be faulty.
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Alme pater pastor vere
Tenor de Alme pater
Sources Lbm 40011B, fol. 14v (RISM no. 18).
Literatures Facs. in Bent, Fountains Abbey. Bent,
"Transmission," p.82, n.54; Bukofzer, SMRM, pp.91, 111;
Andrew Hughes, "English Sacred Music," II, 2, p.29.
C.f•• apparently free; no evident color; it is just
within the realm of possibility that the surviving lower part
is in actuality a free contratenor.
~. probably triplum"and tenor of an unipartite
isorhythmic motet a4 (2+2) with introitus; three taleae.
181B = llB + 2(57B) + 56B.
In each tenor talea
57B = 5(3B) + 15(2B) + 12B.
Over the first part of each talea coloration makes the long
perfect; then it reverts to imperfect, and there is hocketing
(melismatic) over the last 12B each time.
~. refers to events surrounding the Papacy during
the early 1380s; see Chapter 4, pp. 352-53.
For the present version of the taxt this writer would like to
acknowledge the help of Prof. W.T.H.Jackson of Columbia
University, Prof. Margaret Bent, who shared a version she
worked on with Peter Dronke, and Andrew Hughes (op.cit. above)
who acknowledges the help of D.H.Turner in preparing the version
found in his Oxford thesis.
Notation. void, with the use of black coloration.
Remarks: Bukofzer suggests the possibility of canon in
the introitus, with a second entrance after 63. This motet
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shows a high degree of compositional control over local detail,
not just by the hocketing and the nervous rhythms of the upper
voice (introduced through coloration) that recur in each talea,
I
I : ~\ l /but also by the rhythm! )":' "" that ends many phrases, the
stepwise movement shared between the extant voices (as in bars
109-112), the frequent melodic recurrences in the lower voice,
and by the interesting use of thirds between these two parts.
Lbm 40011B, 18 Alme pater
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Alme pater pastor vere
C~.risticolarum om.~ium
porte diu doluere
mentes nostrorum omnium
S [ Jisera turcibus
sustulisti tam perversa
heu captivarum manibus
Neepolitani nobiles
quos diligebas tantum
10 heu non fuerunt nobiles
ulcissi tuum munere
egena illorum atria
repleveras innumere
ingrata tua patria
lS dudum Christi[ ]lacrimis
nostre sunt unete facies
qUOd te dum malos comprimis
atrox obcedit acies
intra suos vidit muros
20 omni cantanda feria
casus diu pati du~os
12 flebiles Luceria.
S trucibus?
L1:IIIr 4001U. 16 Alme pater - Tenor ~e A1:u pater
5"
.
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a
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Lbrn 40011B*
Lbm 40011B, the so-called Fountains fragments, consists
of six pages of music from a paper manuscript of the late 14th
or ea~ly 15th century and eight small parchment strips from a
manuscript of early 14th-century English motets. I propose
to distinguish parchment from paper by using an asterisk to
designate the parchment as Lbm 40011B*. The eight strips are
not unrelated, but rather fit together to form larger fragments
in the manner in which they have been bound on individual pages
by the British Library, as follows:
ITEM
l* •••absorbet oris faucibus
2* ••• flos regalis triumphalis
3* ••• genitricem personantes
4* Rota versatilis
5* ••• hostium ob amorem
6* ••• recita formosa
blank stave s
FRAGMENT STRIPS
A 1,2,3/a,b,c
AV 1,2,3/d,e,f
B 4,5Ig,h
BV,Cv 4,5,6,7/i,k,n,o
C 6,7/l,m
D 8/p
DV 8
The original dimensions of a page (for twelve five-line staves
of music) may be roughly estimated as:
page:
music block:
staff gauge:
30 x 24 cm
24 x 18 cm
1.2-1.3 cm
Further associations can be made between the fragments.
Band C are linked immediately by item 4*. It is possible
they are from a single lea~ with C cut from near the top
a~d B cut :rom approximately the middle. If that is so, ....linen
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items 3* and 5* could be two voices of another motet, a
possibility strengthened by the fact they are similar in
nctation, decl~tion, and irregularity of versification.
Fragments A and D are linked by music hand and ink, the
use of red rubrics, and the occurrence of erasures that emend
the notation. Possibly they were cut from the same page, with
A above D. Since item 2* is the end of a piece it is perfectly
within reason to find DV blank beneath it. This juxtaposition
naturally suggests that items 1* and 6* form a single
composition.
Literature: Margaret Bent, The Fountains Fragments (in
press) will have facsimiles and descriptions of this source;
see also idem, "Rota versatilis," pp. 71-74, which has
facsimiles of BV and eV• The entry in RISM B/IV/4 on the
parchment strips of Lbm 40011B is unsatisfactory•
•••• absorbet oris
•••• recita formosa
Source: Lbm 40011B*, 1*/6*.
~: most probably triplum and tenor of a motet a4
(2+2) with large-scale sectional voice exchange along the
lines of Rota versatilis or Hostis Herodes. The extant
poetry indicates that each section had two four-verse strophes,
with differing versification schemes for each section. The
taxt clearly comes to its conclusion before the last sine
littera section of the upper part, so we can ju~ge that (i)
the text would have been repeated and (ii) the extant voice is
the tripl~~ rather than the duplum.
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~: to St. Margaret. The extant rubrics in the
lower part, "recita formosa" and "recita christiana," probably
preserve the first word of two missing stanzas of text for her.
Margaret not named, but text based on her legends •
• • •flos regalis
Conditor Kyrie. Tenor primus
Kyrie seconde
Sources Lbm 40011B*, 2*.
C.f.s four statements of the first acclamation of
Conditor Kyrie. The beginning of the rubric for the "tenor
primus" is illegible, but may have read "Conditor." However,
the cantus fir~us is in fact lccated in the "Kyrie seconde."
~: fragments of the duplum and the two lower supporting
voices of a motet a4 (2+2) with rhythmic patterning of the
tenor in repeated and varied 4L units.
~: to St. Katherine?
••• hostium ob amorem
••• genitricem personantes
Source: Lbm 40011B*, 5*/3*.
~: If from the same page, then judging from the layout
of item 4*,5* ought.to appear above 3*. This puts a voice of
lower range above a voice of higher range, suggesting that
perhaps these voices aren't from the same piece. Item3* begins
with text and moves into a melismatic section. The alternation
of ~ and sine littera may indicate voice exchange, or perhaps
merely the start of another voice. In the left margins of both
3* and 5* there are taIls of initials now cut off. In the case
of 3* this was apparently an A.
Text: ~illiam, likely ~illiam of York.
Lbm 40011B*, 1*
••••
•• ••
•• ••
absorbet or~s fauc1bua~
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absorbet 0:'1s tauc1bus
sed crux tam 1nv1nc1b11is'~
c:oev1t m1r1s 1ntent1b~
qua draco d1v1s1b111s
5 tacet sub nymphe ped1bus<'
Virgo sancte venustat1s
servas cruc1s prec1um
extra portas c1v1tat1s
pat1tur mart1r1um
10 preees eg1t p1etat1s
pro statu peccanc1um
et per pa1mam dum beat1s
opt1net consorc1um.
3 ereVit nur1s trent1bus? (lacks a syll.)
5 nrphe
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•••abscrbet orls taucibus•••tacet sub
;'1.''0' [[ r~~r~~-§
•••.ta- cet sub mm- ph. pe- cH.- b:a-.
~ ~
r= 'i 1 r I I --, i ., I ~
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:::::§0·
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r--,
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V1r- go san- cte ve- nu- It"'a- t1s ser- vas eru- 01s pre- t1- IDl 8%- tra<:,
par- tas c1.- V1- ta- 1:1s-pa- t1- tur mar- t1- r1- UlIl pre- ces e- g1t
~o
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Lbm 40011B*, 2* flos .rega11s'
••••flos rega11s tr1umpha11s
honorum catho11corum
dum mortis in hora
ma~istra doctorum
5 pro nobis implora
puel1a decora
rep:e anglorum.
About one quarter of the text survives.
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Lbm 400llB*. 3* gen1tr1cem perso~~tes
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•••••••••••••1um
genitr1cem personantes
melod1as cant1cum
ob gaud1um
quo glor1t1caV1t seculum
5 Chr1s'te
dum sacr1t1cav1t sponsum
at parav1t s1b1
eccles1am t1del1um
ob v1te prem1um.
5 Chr1stum?
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se- cu- lma
Lbm 40011~. S*
•••••••hostium
00 scorem reg1s alt1ss1m1
divim tus ism dev1c1sti seculum.
o sy-dus aureum
S ta Wl11elme
vas eburneum
almif1uum oleumr
lnt'irm1s stl11as
culus preeon1um
10 longe diffunditur
per orbls spatlum.
C1angat ergo turba
gen••••••••••••••• gencium ?
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Ancilla Domini
Source a Lli 146, fol. Bv (no. 6).
Literature a Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," pp.329-32
with facsimile.
~a isolated single voice, presumably of a motet.
~l to the BVM
Notation a English ternary breve-semibreve notation; the
present transcription bars every three breves after an initial
breve pick-up but there is no· telling whether this could be
plausi~ly maintained for the whole piece.
Remarks I in versification, declamation, and notation
this fragment is most similar in appearance to Geret et regem
(TAcro 3182, 2).
Lll 146 .6
--'
Anc11la Domini
formam notab11em
prestabat hom1n1:"
set QU."lctis uti1em"
S divino nomin1
separans hum1lem
Ancl1la Domini
684
complete surviving portion of longer text.
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686Parata paradisi porta
T. Paradisi porta
Sources Lpro 2/261, fol. i V (recto of music leaf; no. 1).
Literatures Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," pp. 332-37,
with facsimile.
C.f.s whole chant set~ing of an antiphon for memorials of the
BVM at Easter (see.!§, pl. 252); stated one- and four-fifths times •
.~s duplum and tenor of a motet with mixed periodicity,
showing some small amount of clear repetition and v~:iation of
counterpoint on restatement of the tenor. Probably there was
homorh~~hmic patter on semibreves between the surviving texted
voice and the lost triplum. The wide range suggests a motet a4,
but the counterpoint of the surviving voices never implies a
missing lower part.
I 126L = 4(6L) + 2(12 + 8)L + 2(13 + 9 + 8)L + 2L (final long)
II =9(14L)
Texts tropic expansion on the antiphon text, in long-line
verse with elaborately patterned declamation. See Lefferts and
Bent, Ope cit. and Chapter 2, p.142. There is noteworthy alli-
teration in the opening lines.
Lpro 2/261, 1 Parata parad1sl porta
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Parata paradls1 porta prothoplausto patuit
gue nutu creator1s omnla creant1s claru1t
L rra]granc1e suavitatem prebu1t
cum cunta Deus ln pr1mord10 cresta statu1t
Sed 1st1us prothoparent1s 00 deb1 tum (
omn1bus tandem viventlbus human! tus
quos vipera ~ordax pam1 fructu vetlt1
detraxh1t arte ( In]h1b1to
en 1111us terocl contag10 terrestr1s paradlsl
latens 1lber hlnc sop1tarls lntroltus~
slc exul1s Eve [ ] vi tant In exll1W1l
de tanto voluptatls 1lb1to
Sed m1ser1cord1a reg1s altltonant1s affu1t Ade
no[ ) prop1c1a suavi gracla
15 cum de lesse ram1s fol1um vitale crescens et tlorescens
protul1t mundo cel1tus:que ] pres1gnatum vertltur ln virgulam
florentem sanctltatls copla
Hec est sola davitlca n1mphula cellcola servu(la]
20 [ ar]change11 repleta sacro flatu nob1s previa
de qua rex nascltur proced.ens homo slne virl commerc10
re(d1m1t] nos penitus
ta11ter per vlrglnem Mar1am lterum-
f1 t patetacta lanua. Allelula.
Th1s text 1s tropic to a Marlan antiphon for the
Paschal season (AS, pl.252).
Parad1s1 porta per Evam cunctls clausa est
et per Mar1am v1rglna 1terum patefacta est.
Alleluia.
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693T. Diex coment
Sources Lpro 2/261, fol. i (verso of music leaf, no. 2).
Literatures as for no. 1.
~.s only text incipit legible: unidentified.
Remarks. page carefully erased of music; ultraviolet
illumination revaals only stray staff lines, note heads and
stems. Only the tenor rubric is visible to the naked eye.
Viri galilei
T.
Source: Lwa 12185, fol. 1 (RISM no. 1).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 169.
Form: motet probably free, a4 (2+2), in sections of
voice exchange that repeat strophically with variation
followed by a coda: AA BB CC CC AA BB D.
100L = 6(2(8L)) + 4L
Transcription reconstructs voice I through exchange and adds
a hypothetical voice IV. Last two bars of each eight-bar
section identical, acting as a refrain.
Text: on Ascention; six strophes, the first five all
variations on the sixth, which is from the liturgy.
Lwa 12185, 1 V1r1 Gal11e1
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V1r1 Gal11e1 quid nos adm1ram1n1
ascendent1 sone gem1nac10
tubarum resonanc1um cum tr1pud10.
V1r1 Gali1e1 quid nos adm1ram1n1
S en h1c asct3ndens Dom1nus cum gaud10
mund1 scad1t cum patris pr1v11eg10.
V1r1 Gal11e1 quid nos adm1ram1n1
en ascendens pass1on1s vinculo
nos 1an1t a [ ]tem p1aculo.
10 V1r1 Ga111e1 qU1d nos adm1ram1n1
en h1e sscendens humane cum s1gnacu10
nos [ ] 1n cruc1s pat1bulo.
V1r1 Ga111ei qu1d nos adm1ram1n1
en ascendens ad patr1s dexteram
lS sedens ad 1mp1evit 1am prophet1cam 11teram.
V1r1 Gal11e1 qU1d nos adm1ram1n1
quemadmodum hunc vi~1st1s ascendenteM
1ta ven1et Al1e1uya. Al1eluya. Alleluya.
6 mundi scad1t ?
9, ~2 badly rubbed
8 pasc1on1s
L1nes 16-18 are the bas1s for th1s text. They come from
the 11turgy for Ascens1on, where they are used 1n the
Intro1t and elsewhere. Their ultimate source is Acts 1.11.
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Hac a valle lacrimosa
Hostam vicit crucis signaculo
Sourcel Lwa 12185, fol. lv (RISM no. 2).
Literaturel Facs. in EECM 26, pl.170-171; Bent, "Preli-
minary Assessment," p.81.
~l The present transcription bars the breve, but as
staff divisions drawn after every third breve reveal, the
underlying mensuration is second mode. The upper voice has
periodicity of phrase structure; not counting the final long,
and normalizing a slight irregularity in the fourth and fifth
phrases (13 and 14 breves, rather than 12 and 15, respectively),
that structure is l
40L = 24L + 16L = (6+4+S+4+S)L + (4+4+4+4)L
The lower voice is not so regular.
~l on St. Nicholas. Text stanzas have some internal
alliteration and rhyme, and are mostly linked by "ibus"
end rhyme. Stanzas are prosish, but there is some tendency
toward lS-syllable line lengths.
Notation: only known example of the notation of
Johannes de Garlandia as described by Robertus de Handlo.
See Chapter 3, p.249.
Remarks: Hard to say whether motet was c.f. or free;
two voices span a very wide range (a 16th) with wide indivi-
dual ranges (a 10th and an 11th, respectively), suggesting
the motet was probably a4. Parallel motion on smallest
semibreves in 5ths, 6ths (most frequent), 8ves, and 10ths.
At least one more rhytr~ica1ly active voice seems called for,
which could be an uppe~ part, if there were a slower moving
tenor to underlie the occasional fourths that appear now.
Lwa 12185, 2 Hac a valle - I
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10
[H]ac a valle 1acrlmosa
confessor 1nc11tus urb1s mirens1s er1p1tur
et per angelos laud1busvar11s honoratur
plus pud1cua et hum1l1s Nlcholaus~
S pastor clemens antlstes nob111s~
F111e Ierusa1em unan1m1ter hod1e
tr1pud1ant m1re ex ce1um capud m1r1f1ce
quo caret car1e fe11x 1eniena famu11s
qUi nos alm1s prec1bua coram d1structo 1ud1ce
poscentes ~res1d1a omnes muab1t per secula
beatus [ J s1m111s ortus-rex lilustr1 prosap1a
m111e viret v1rtutlbus
Honor ave sacerdotum d1lect1s amab111s
ve1ud puer Ionathas gent1bus cunct1s affab111s
15 modo locatur celest1bus
Omnibus sp1r1t1s delect1s [ ]bus stant1que
Chr1st1 [ ]0 te sUb1c1ens hic conam1ne
spernena lac1niam semper servans pud1c1c1am
corde et corpore vot1a omnibus
20 ~ tua sacrum oleum manat sanans 1angUidos
o ange11s compar prophet1s sanct1s et aposto11s
presu1um gemma 1unctus cel1 c1vibus
Letare 1ug1ter hod1e mater eecles1a
de tanto presule
2S s1b1 occurrens varl1s 1aud1bus
Ave et gaude beate N1cholae
pac1s sedens in culm1ne 1nc1lte
h1c V1vens m1t1ss1me nos erue a luct1bus
Prec1bus devot1s nee non a.lt1son1s petlmus
30 salva quos nose1 famulos a fluct1bua
marls et perleu11s lacent1bus
nos tuia preelbus lungens celestlbuse
11
16
17
two syll. hole s
"" "; spt1s
"" "( ?)s •••0.
Lwa 12185. 2
Hostem nclt
crucls slgnacu10
qui nos redem1~
cruorls precl0
5 et lavlt a crlm1ne
Jhesua salvator secul1
regnans ln ethere
natus ex mlre virglne
Hac a valle - II
704
hlc sanctls e1eglt et pree1eglt'
10 hodle Ade dlcaV1t
ln cell culmlne
Nlcholae presule
plum modestum nobl1em
sanctum castum asta•••••••
12 poss1b1y. [ •• ]v1ctorle presu1e(m]
About one half of thls text 1s lost.
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T.(Benedicamus Domino)
Beatus vir
Source: Lwa 12185, fol. 2 (RISM no. 3).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 172-173; Dittmer,
Robert de Handlo. p.21 (there is also an edition on pp.22-24
but it is unreliable). Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.251.
~: ~~abelled in the MS; it is a Benedicamus Domino
melody (see~for instance,Manchester, John Rylands Library.
Lat. 24, fol.14, col. 2, staff 17). The whole chant is
sung twice.
~a tenor and lowest voice of a duet motet a3 with
medius cantus; periodic phrase structure in breves, with
complex mixed periodicity, repeating exactly over each talea.
I 92B = 2(46B) =2(20 + 20 + 6)B = 2(2~(6B) + 8~+ 6B)
II = 3B + 2(13B) + 7B + (10+3)B + 2(13B) + 7B + lOB, , 'L...- -a
~s for Trinity Sunday.
Notations only known example of the notation of
W. de Doncastre as described by Hanboys. See Chapter 3,
pp.253-54. Long and breve are normally both perfect, with
the underlying scheme of second mode; red coloration is used
in both parts to imperfect the long and breve.
Remarks s range may originally have been a 15th or
~ven a 16th (Bb-cc) overall. In the transcription, plain
tailless ~ are presumed to need tails in the following
instancess III 55.51 66,51 78,6.
Lwa 12185, :3
Beatus Vir
B:ea.tus vir
712
qu1 regum et hom1num
adorant saplenter
Domlnum et regem regns.nclum
5 quem dece~ honor 1aus et 1ubl1acl0 caste
cum lngent1 solacl0
1aus t1t tlb1 et exultac10
cu1 superna pha.11anx ange11ca
cum voce consona.
10 can1t eum tr1pud10
ovando m1rlt1ce
rec01unt vlrtutes omnes cellce
et lublla.nt agm1na. supra ce1est1a
sanctorum omnlum
15 maotlrum confessorum atque V1rg1num
patrem natumque cum sancto splr1tu
Deum unum 1n tr1nltate
honorant mer1to mlrlt1ce
trlnum sed pred1cant ln un1tate eot1dl e
20 preterea. varla mundl mach1na':
aves v01antes
plsses atque pecora
et· vos omnes 1ub110
Benedlcamus Domino.
This layout 1s designed to show the text according to
the musical phrase structure; the lines 2-1J correspond
to lines 14-24.
1 tBeatus vir' is the incip1t of many psalms.
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Nos orphanos erige
T. (Veni creator spiritus)
~~s Lwa 12185, fol. 2 (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 172-17); Dittmer,
Robert de Handlo, p. 21.
C.f.. unlabelled in the MS; RISM correctly identifies
as the familiar melody for the hymn Veni creator spiritus,
though the RISM incipit incorrectly reads F) clef as C).
!2r!' lower two voices of a motet a) (or possibly a4)
exhibiting strophic repeat with variation; ten taleae and
three- and one-third colores. 98B =)()OB) + BB, with
Bars 1-)0 =)1-60 = 61-90; 1-8 = •••.. =91-98. See Fig. 9.
Text: to St. Michael.
Notations English ternary breve-semibreve notation;
no perfect-breve rests, but the forms for imperfect-breve
rest and perfect-semibreve rest correspond to those of Brun-
ham. See Chapter 3, pp. )06-7. Tenor uses red coloration
to imperfect the long; see also the use of coloration in
Beatus vir.
Lwa 12185, 4 Nos orphanos
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Nos orphanos erlge
Miehae1 arehange1e
dele lepram lese
peeeatrlels anime
5 medela mistlea gracle
sanant1s sanctlssime
d1e dextere
terre Vires lnvldlos1
falsar1l satha%!8 ~state
10 tuo scuto lnpugnabl11
p1e pr1nelpes angellee
poll m11lel e
porro pro flag1ells'
que commlsslmus temerarle
IS nos minime sinas succumbere
que venerl t 1skyros arguere
ln sua sero eelsltud1ne
quam ob qul11bet peremtorle
par( ]
20 ne fl110s Ade des eras
1n 1110 quos d1ser1m1ne.
14 eomm1slmus
19 hole of about 9 sy1l.
Lwa 12185, 4 NOs c:-ph:nos er1ge-T.Vem creator
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A solis ortus cardine
T.
Salvator Mundi Domine
Source: Lwa 12185, fol. 2v (RISM no. 5).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 174.
C.f.: not extant. See remarks.
Form: isoperiodic duet motet with medius cantus, on
module of l.j.L.
I SOL = 2L + 12(l.j.L)
II = ?
III = JL + 11(4L) + JL
Text: for Christmas; troping of two Christmas hymns.
Remarks: Additional voice at bottom of the page,
labelled 'Tenor secundus' does not belo~~ to this motet.
True c.f., not extant, probably a hymn tune or some other
appropriate seasonal melody, laid out in a simple second-
mode rhythm of longs and breves.
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Lwa 12185, 5 A solls ortus - I and II
72)
A so11s ortus cardlne Salvator mundl Dom1ne
1ns1gne lumen splend1d1 'b- Mcens d.e pura v1rglne
et usque terre 11mitem qu1 nos saJ.vastl hod1e
lucem calorem. prebu1t ab host1bus perfldle
5 Chr1stum canamus prlnc1pem ln hac nocte nos protege
ecclesle catho11ce tu devlantes corrlge
natum Marla virglne et salva omU tempore
turbe eollaudant cellce tuo redemtos tunere
beatus auctor sacull adesto nunc proplclus
10 mestus m1s ertus popull Chrlste redemtor Israel
servile eorpus lndu1t et parce supllcantlbus
mortalls et aperu1t qul dlcer1s Emanuel
nee carne carnem 11berans tu dele nostra cr1mlna
a s erpent1n1s fauc1bus virtute tu1 num1n1s
15 ne perderet quos cond1d.1t tu tenebras 1llumlna
mortis obed1t nexlbus·· splendore tU1 lumin1s
caste parent1s viscera ne mentem sompnus opr1mat
replev1t sanctus al1tus:- rae nos 1n bono vig1le~
celest1s 1ntrat grac1a nee host1s nos sur1p1at
20 mundum musa d1vin1tus tui qui sumus pug1leac:-
venter puelle ba1ul.at nee ul11s caro pet1mus
quod d1ctum est oraculo host1 eausante perd1ta
secreta que non noverat cum maculetur sord1bus
homo patent ln stabulo. 1n via ~und1 lubrlca.
Odd-numbered l1nes quote three stanzas of a well-known
Chr1 stmas hymn ln each text 0
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Augustine par angelis
T. Summe presul Augustine certus cantus. triplex.
Sources Ob D.6, fol. 11 (RISM no. 2).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 45. Hughes, "New
Italian and English Sources," pp.174-75.
C.f.1 an unidentified tune laid out in 59 even longs
followed by a long-rest; these 60L are to be sung three
times ("triplex," as the rubric indicates). "certus cantus"
most likely simply indicates that this is the given voice
on which the motet was constructed. Possibly this tenor
is taken from a monophonic setting of the text beginning
"Summe presul Augustine," but it is more likely that this
verse is simply the incipit of the missing triplum. Another
possibility is that the melody is a fairly neumatic hymn
tune associated with some other hymn for Augustine. (See
the remarks under~ below~)
~I duplum and tenor of a motet a4 (2+2); the two
missing voices may be inferred by the range (a 14th overall,
often sounding a lOth or 12th) and counterpoint (with many
imperfect intervals and occasional unsupported fourths) of
the two surliving parts. The harmony of the original must
have been very rich -- very English. Alternation of EY!l
and~ littera sections in the texted voice also points
to the loss of an upper part, though there is no apparent
use of voice-exc~nge or periodic phrase structure.
Text: to St. Augustine of Canterbury; it also sur-
vives in a 14th-century hymnal from St. Augustine's, Canter-
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bury (Cambridge, St. John's College MS 262, fol. 74v and
ff.), where it is the second of three hymns to the local
saint. I owe this reference to P.M. Korhammer, "The Origin
of the Bosworth Psalter," p.178. ~ough the hymns are all
listed in M.R. James's Descriptive Catalogue (Cambridge,
1913), p.304, ~hey cannot be found by me in any standard
reference (Chevalier, Walther, or the Analecta Hymnica).
Korhammer quotes only the first stanza, and the discovery
of the textual concordance came to late in the preparation
of this thesis to be able to say anything significant about
the relationship of its version of the text to the motet's.
This motet was copied into empty pages of a 14th-century
cartulary preserving late 13th-eentury charters of the chapel
of St. Mary at the Cluniac priory of St. Augustine's, Daven-
try (which was apparently functioning by the 13th century as
a free Benedictine house with a close relationship to the
Benedictine priory at Coventry not far away). One can only
wonder at the relationship of the motet to Canterbury, and
at its presence at a house dedicated to the "other" Augus-
tine. It is not excluded at present that the point of origin
of the hymn is as a motet text.
Notation: binary mensuration of the long and breve;
though the counterpoint moves mainly in longs, there seems
to be no higher-level organization of these values.
Ob D.6, 2 August1ne par ange11s
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August1ne par angel1s
consors datus aposto11s
eoequa11s mart1r1bus
non 1npar eontessor1bus:-
5 aud1 preces rogane1um
c1emenclam poscenclum
ut 1npetres aux111UDl
et conteras pres1d1um
tessor reatus sarc1na
10 dextra salut1s alleva
posscens re1s remed1um
salut1sque subs1d1um
sit un1tat1 gloria
sit tr1n1tat1 gracla
15 laus clarltat1s potenc1a
per 1nt1n1ta seeula.
Concordance of text only (not examined) in Cambridge,
St Jo~~'s College, MS 262, fol. 74v. Is the motet text
half of a longer poem? alternate stanzas?
01)= 11.6, 2
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Maria mole pressa
T.
Sources ~J fol. III (RISM no. 1a).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 46.
C.f.: unidentified; sung three times.
Form: duplum and part of tenor survive from isoperiodic
motet a4 (2T2) with broadly patterned tenor; module is 151,
or~y loosely expressed in the phrase structure of the upper
part; final long is not part of the scheme.
I 90L = 1St + :71 + 30L +-13L + 151
II =J(JOL) = 6{lSt)
Text: on Mary Magdalene and Easter.
Remarks: some small amount of strophic repeat of
counterpoint; irregular declamation of a fairly regularly
versified text, not coordinated with p~xase structures.
(Two three-line stanzas frame six four-line stanzas; the
sixth of these differs in versification from the preceding
five.) RISM incorrectly identifi~d the two voices at the
base of the leaf (see item~,lb) as part of this motet.
Ob 7, la Mar1a mole pressa
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Karla
mole pressa er1m1num
penitendo Dom1num
ques1vit arder{ter]
5 peeeatrlx proper1t
ut querat med1eum
1n domo S1monis
1nven1t Dom1num
prostrata eorruit
10 tr1st1s
ad pedes' regios
det1endo tortiter
errores pristino~
rigavit laerim1s
15- Chrlsti vestig1a
el eelt Domlnus~
sept em. demonia
amor 1ustle1 e
tullt presldla
20 f1rma spes ven1 e
non cesslt vacua"
1sta t1t Dom1ni
surgent1s nunc1a
pr1ma d1se1pu11s
25 d1eens alleluia
princ eps potens
de mort1s vinculls
1am surrex1t
V1d1 quem oculis
)0 h1nc surgentes properate
Gal1leam vtsitate
nos procedit Dominus.
16 doanis
Th1s text makes the traditional association with Mary
Magdalene of Luke 7137-8 and 812, and then brings in the
Gospel narrative of her participation in the Resurrection,
as in Matthew 2811-10 or Mark 1611-8.
o'tt 7, la Maria mole pressa - ~.
5
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Zorobabel abigo
Zorobabel actibus
Source: ~,fol. III (RISM no. lb).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 46.
Form: Width of counterpoint, hocketing, and occasional
unsupported fourths suggest a motet a4 with another voice
in each range. Possibly c.f. was medius cantus. probably
a Benedicamus Domino melody, judging from the incorporation
of a variant on this formula at the end of the text.
Fair amount of repetition of melodic material. Compare:
1-4 = 39-42
5-7 =10-12 = 29-31 = 49-51
16-20 = 24-28
(7-10) = 33-36 = 51-5~
Text: prayer.
Notation: breve-semibreve; unusual in its 1 + 2 sub-
division of the breve.
Remarks: RISM incorrectly identifies these two voices
as part of item la.
Q.E..1. lb Zorobabel - I and II
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Zorobabal ablgo clam palam
at ablcl0 11lecebras amodo
at lam per omn1a
non 1111 soll 11cet
S lacum strlcto me
conclto mere vere
hie et1am sub1c10
qui sacro tamque santo nato
non peper1t propr10
10 sane ( ]ne pro popdo
peperam perd1to
morsu pro pest1fero.
ZOrobabel aetlbus'
abrenuncl0 que
comlnus ab1el0
stud1a nepharla ablgo
5 nempe soll Domlno
plac ere cupl0
cui semper deserV1re
1am des1dero
patrem adoro ae 1mploro
10 pro PaC ]10
decantans tr1pud1ans
1n gaudio
nam quamd1u fuero
bened1cam Dom1no.
10 s1x-syllable l1nea parad1s10?
patr1mon10?
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Petrum cephas ecclesie
Petrus pastor potissimus
T. PetreQuartus cantus
Source a ~, fol. IIIv-IV (RISM no. 2).
Literature a Ed. in PMFC x:I, 18 and in EBM II, pp. 24-
J1. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 47-48 and in EBM I, pl. X-XI.
Apfel, Studien I, p. JO; Harrison, NOHM III, pp. 93-94;
Lefferts, "Motet," p. 74, n.7J Levy, "New Material," p. 231;
Reese, MMA, p. 404; sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 219-
220; idem, "Motet," p. 544;·idem, "England a From the Begin-
ning," p. 286.
C.f.a the opening melisma, on "Petre," from the
responsory Petre amas me; stated four times (PMFC incorrect-
ly states that there are only two colores).
~I isoperiodic motet with broadly patterned tenor
and rhythmic module of 9L; see Chapter 2, PP. 119-22.
I 1081 = 12(9L)
II = 7L + 10(9L) + 11L
III = 10L + 10(9L) + 8L
IV = irregular
~a to St•. Peter.
Remarks I important early use of "precadential
protofaburden" while tenor rests.
Q.E..1. 2 Petrum cephas - I and II
Petrum cephas eccles1e
lanxantem reth1a
eleg1t rex clementie
11nquentem omnia
S veni Petre me sequere
Dam captor hom1num
f1es qU1 soles capere
tot modos piscium
Petrus a petra dicer1s-
10 quod f1de stab1lis-
eo quod sis pre ceteris
bono durab111s
regni celest1s claVium
custos efficer1s
15 celo terraque solvitur
qU1cquii tu solveris~
t1bi Petre conquerimur
pastor eccles1e
quod host1s arte fallimur
20 pl ana fallaci e
pastorum sedes occupant"
heu mercenar11
plures ut greg1 noceant
sunt lupo soc1i.
Petrus pastor pot1ss1mus~
fuls1t miraculis
tab1tam Vivam leg1mus
ex e1us titul1s
umbra sanavit 1anguidos
fe11c1s corpor1s·
multos traxhit 1ncredulos
a Via sceler1s-
destrux1t artes mag1cas
Vir1 malefic1
d1cent1s se in celicas
s edes iam conspici
petre pastor ex1m1e
propter hec munera
que t1b1 dator grac1e
ded1t et cetera
ora pro grege 1ugiter
quem soles pascere
ne queat hunc crudel1ter
dens lup1 ledere
pastores p1gri lat1tant
lupo nolunt resistere.
10 a reference to Simon Magus·
5-16 Matthew 4119-20, 16118-19
Apfel, Studien I, p. 30 and
Rex visibiliu:n
Rex invictissime
T. Regnum tuum solidum
Source: ~, fol. IIIv-IV (RISM no. 3).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 19. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 47-48 and EBM I, pl. X-XI.
Lefferts, "Motet," pp• .59-60.
C.f.: whole chant setting of the Regnum prosula for
the Gloria. MS has the full text underlaid, though highly
abbreviated.
~: essentially isoperiodic on a module of 4L over
the first 281, then more irregular to the end. Tenor's
melodic design is ABBCCD, and regularity falls over ABB;
with CCD the tenor melody is compressed into fewer bars on
faster note values.
I J6L = 1L + 7 (4L) .;. 3L + 4L
II = 3L + 7(41) + 21 + 1L + 21
III = 14(2L) + 8L = 81 + 2(101) + 81
A BE CCD
Text: prayer to God, along the same lines as the Gloria
prosula.
Remarks: range of a 16th; tenor talea not consistent on
41 throughout because patterning is coordinated with melodic
repetition in the tenor. In general, this motet has
attributes of a duet motet with medius cantus except for
range of tenor.
Variants to PMFC XV ed.: III: 17 ought to b~ identical to
7,0 55 b (CDeD).
Rer'V1s1b1l1um - I and II
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Rex v1s1b1l1um Rex 1nv1ct1ss1me
1nv1s1b1l1um regnorum omnium
pr1nceps m1l1c1e
cr-eator lum1num c elorum c1V1um
p1asmator hom1num S de celo susc1pe
vota morta11um
5 vota peccanc1um
ad te clamanc1um creator hom1n1s
vita V1venc1um.
devota susc1pe clementer asp1ce
de cord1s ad1pe 10 de s ede glor1 e
nostram m1ser1am
psallentes asp1ce
10 de ee11 culmine o rex ciemenc1e
tu mores corr1ge
rex 1nV1ctlss1me vltamque d1rlge
tu ment es renova- lS pacls per sem1tam
superna grac1a
sanctoque flam1ne qUl f1n1s omnium
es et prlnclp1um
lS qui regls omnia Deus Emmanuel
sanctorum agmina da pacls prem1um
1udex lustlcle 20 ln eternum.
corda fragl1lum
tu sursum sUbleva
20 mentes erranclum 14 mentesque?
lnsplra gracla
statum cons1dera
te collaudanclum
pot ens ln pre110
2S rex regum omn1um.
These two texts have a s11ght troplc relat1onsh1p
with the Glor1a prosula used as tenorl
Regnum tuum so11dum
o rex glorle
qU1 es splendor ac sponsus eecles1e
quam decorasti tuo quoque prec1oso sangu1ne
hanc rege semper- -p1issime
qUi es fons misericordie
permanebi t in eternum.
Lux refulget monachorum
T.
Source: ~,fol. IVv (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 49. Lefferts.
"Motet,· p.60.
C.f.: unidentified; dispose~ in tr~ee and one-fifth
colores.
Form: triplum and tenor of isoperiodic motet a4 with
three different modules:
114L =90L + 2(12L)
I = 10L + 8(9L) + 8L + 2(6L) + J(4L)
II = 8L + 9(9L) + 6(2L) + J(JL) + 4L = 90 + 12 + 12
The first 90L set two colores and two-thirds of the text
(20 lines). The remaining one-third of the text (10 lines)
is declaimed more rapidly, on breves and semibreves, in the
final 24 bars. A shift from second to first mode, along with
a marked acceleration of declamation (in two stages) and a
rise in tessitura of the texted voice create an effect
similar to diminution in an isorhythmic motet. with a strong
sense of climax.
Text: on St. Benedict and his rula.
Remarks: range of a 16th. Use of C1 with ~ above.
CD- 7, 4 Lux refulget monachorum
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Lux refulget monachorum
reg1s 1n palac10
ager fragrat electorum
truct1um colleg10
5 unda scatet r1vulorum
pastor1s 1n pred10
ratione coaptatur
luc1 pastor lum1n1s
ex quo totus 1llustratur
10 nostr1 chorus ord1n1s r
necnon mire soc1atur
choro summ1 culm1n1s'
cultor agr1 sanct1tat1s
est obed1 enc1alS 1n quo flores cast1tat1~
profert abst1nenc1a
V1get atque paupertat1s-
mera pac1enc1a
scatebra d1v1ne leg1s
20 bened1ctus d1c1tur
per quam faustum sui greg1s
ovile perf1c1tur
et ad regnum summ1 reg1s
letanter reduc1tur
2S crescat pater sacre leg1s
unda nostr1s cord1bus
1n agro supern1 reg1s
ut d1temur fruct!bus
tU1 semper ubi greg1s
30 letar1s cum c1v1bus.
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Duodeno sydere
Source I ~,fol. V (RISM no. 5).
Literatures Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 50.
~a isolated triplum, probably of a motet a3 with
stratification of rhythmic activity; some periodicity on the
phrase level but no patterning of declamation (or replication
of phrases over the tenor).
63L = 4( 6L) + 7L + .5L + 5L + 9L + 5L + 8L
By examination of the melody and its permissible counter-
point, it is fairly certain that the tenor was 211 and
stated three times.
~s on St. Andrew and the Apostles.
Notations downstemmed semibreve on tbe first of groups
of 3 .§..
Remarkss second mode underlies, as evidenced by the
subdivisions of the breve and the rest writing at phrase
ends. Wide range of an 11th with useo! Cl with , above. '
00 7, 5 Duodeno sydere
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5
Daodeno sydere
mlcat mlro munere
dyadems glorl e
cu1us vlctorl e
prlmus Andreas est ln acle
nunc grandum gracle
fert apostollce vere
30
Chrlsti copule
datur naVicule
10 renunclans retlcule
s1mul et marlne
notlflcat de nomlne
docena Deum ln hom1ne
homin!bus Achaye
15 dum aurlbus Egee propere
val1de voce suas1t credere
cruclf1xum colere
fur1t lnfeste
o quam modeste movente
20 equall teste tradente .
quallter ex ordlne
o prlml parentis opere
flt mors sed honorlflce
Chrlsto m1rlflce
25 mundo salus flt magniflce
dum salutlfere
crucls slc et agn1 cruore
fatur luclde
qual1s est mlst1ce que munere
o reprobanda rab1e
tam temere tyra.nn1ce
cruc1s pensus est 1n st1p1te
35
ln equall ordlne
d1v1no docens populo
curat b1duo proponere
pendendo patule
1nt1me regere
ve11t nos et ex1me.
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7.58
•••• alleluya
Frondentibus florentibus
T. Floret
Source: Ob 7, fol. V (RISM no. 6), voices II and III
onJ.y; Ob 594, front board (no. 1), a badly worn mirror image
of all three voices.
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl • .50 (Q£..1); facs.
and transcription in Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources,M
pp. 342-47.
~: identified only by the textual incipit "Floret"
that is found in Q1LZ.. The melody, so far untraced, is
certainly non-Gregorian, with tuneful balanced phrases
(4 phrases of .5L each) and a degree of rhy1:hmic ornamenta-
tion that suggest its possible derivation from a poly-
phonic setting, perhaps of a cantilena beginning with
"Floret." Sung three times.
~: motet with stratified levels of activity,
lacking regular phrase structure; a small degree of
varied strophic repeat is evident in the duplum alone.
Text: on Easter. The duplum text has had fairly
wide distribution following its appearance in the ~­
lei~~ Quarterly Record .5 (1926), pp.22-23. See S. Gaselee,
~ Oxford~ of Medieval Latin Verse (Oxford, 1928),
no. 73; F.J.E. Raby, The Oxford~ of Medieval Latin
yerse (Oxford, 19.59), no. 27.5; H. Spitzmnller, Poesie
latine chretienne du moyen~ (Bruge, 1971), p.1404.
Presumably for better scansion, the Oxford publications
a;r,.end line .5 to begin "surgens die tercia."
2.!2:..1., 6 Frondentibus florentibus
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Frondentibus florentibus silvfs sentibus
eongaudet philomena voce plena
precinentibus populis pasehe presentibus
signa sunt amena mortis peri t pens.
5 die tereia surgens eonfregit fortis infera
eya surge lau.da nam alauda
merula moneduJ.a cuneta volueria
secula futura canunt aurea
fulgida fructifera consonent omnia
10 alleluia.
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Ave miles celestis
Ave rex patrone
T. Ave rex gentis
Tenor ii
Source: ~, fol. Vv-VI (RISM no. 7).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 20; Bukofzer, SMffi~, pp. )0-
)); Stevens, TECM, 15; partial ed. in Besseler, Musik ~
Mittelalters, p. 172; Reese, MMA, pp. 401-40). Facs. in
EECM 26, pl. 51-52. Apfel, St~dien I, p. )0: Bukofzer, S~~,
pp. 2)-29; Harrison, MMB, p. 146; Sanders, "English Polyphony."
pp. 199-201; idem, "Motet," 1;>. 54). Recorded on disc EMI
and Odeon CSD )504 (ffi~ CSD )504).
C.f.: whole chant setting of the Magnificat antiphon
at first Vespers on the feast of St. Edmund; first psalm tone
with second term.
Form: five-section voice eX~hange motet a4 with coda.
~: to St. Edmund.
Remarks: paired stanzas sung successively in all
sections but the second, which is the shortest and therefore
divides a sing~ stanza between the parts.
QlLZ.. 7 Ave m11es
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Ave m11es celest1s cur1e
quem deeorat honor Victorie
V1V1s Deo fruens requ1e
more ce11colarum
5 ave rex patrone patr1e
matut1na lux Saxon1 e
lueens nob1s 1n mer1d1e
s1dus Ang11genarum
1am letar1s
10 cum c1v1bus super1s
mart1r Edmunde
flor1s pre ceter1s:
plebem tuam
nee tamen deser1s
15 quam devotam
t1b1 cognover1s
claud1s gressum
prece rest1tu1s·
lepras sanas
20 capt1vos eru1s
facta f1dem
f1rmant relatu1
cec1 V1dent
resurgunt mortU1
25 hostes arces
1usto 1ud1c10
serns parcis
corde propic10
tanti regis
30 fult1 suffragio
bened1eamus
devote Domino
fae nob1s martir
in V1t e t ermino
35 d1gnas laudes
referre Domino.
17-24 Edmund fulf1lls the works of the predicted Messiah,just as Jesus did. See ~atthew 1112-5 or Luke 4118-19,
wit~ reference to Isaiah 29118-19, 3515-6, 6111.
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De flore martirum
Deus tuorum militum
T. Ave rex gentis
Source: ~,fol. Vv-VI (RISM no. 8).
Literatures Ed.in PMFC XV, 21 and in Bukofzer, SMRM,
pp. 29-30. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 51-52. Apfel, Studien I,
p. 31; Bukofzer, SMRM, pp. 20-23; Dalglish, "Variation,"
pp. 40-41; Harrison, MMB, p. 146; Dom A. Hughes, NOHM II,
P. 396; Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 214-215, 216.
~0corded on disc Experiences Anonymes EA-0024.
C.f.: same antiphon as in motet above, in two colores,
each of three taleae; first 30 pitcnes of antiphon, not w.c.
~: strophic repeat with variation, and some periodicity
on a module of 81:
I 42L = (9+6+2+6+2+9+2+6)L
II = (4+4+8+8+8+10)L
III = 2(21L) = 2(3(7L»
(Compare b. 1-; with 22-24/ v. II in each half/vx
Textsto St. Edmund.
m?..1. 8
De flore mart1rum
modum m111cle
quam pleno vulnerum
canamus hod1 a-
S voce dulced1n1s~
corone tr1p11c1s
qui pr1vi1eg1um
fert palma:n mart1r1s
fert munus reg1um
10 decusque v1rg1n1s
vest1s virg1nea
cruore t1ng1tur
potestasreg1a
1upo comm1tt1tur
15 miro reg1m1ne
Edmundus virg1nem
s1mul amplect1tur
regem et mart1rem.
s1c tr1nus d1c1tur
20 1n tr1no nom1ne
hic sUls famul1s
succurrat grac1a
et nos a macul1s
mundet mund1c1a.
De flore mart1rum - I and II
Deus tuorum m111tum
prefulget flos Edmundus
quacumqus pand,1t amb1tum
mund1 slnus rotund-us'
5 laudes extollens mart1r1s
chorus h1c letabundus
salvatur nexu sceler1s
ut Deo f1at mundus
care Chr1ste ven1am
10 conservul1s precamlnum
confer et glor1am.
4 rotundum
9 Chr1stl
The Duplum text beg1ns as a paraphrase of the hymn'
Deus tuorum m111tum. whlch 1s somet1messung 1n a
version beg1nn1ng melod1cally 11ke the ant1phon used
as th1s motet's tenor. Ave rex sent1s. See Bukofzer.
~. ~.21 and Sanders DrSs:;-P.214. n.54.
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Templum eya Salomonis
Source: ~,fol. Vlv (RISM no. 9).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 53. Lefferts, "Motet,"
p. 60.
~: isolated triplum with isoperiodic phrase structure;
phrases paired as double versicles with ouvert and clos
cadences, the latter cadence pattern recurring identically as
a refrain. See Chapter 2, Figure 13.
Ax'Ay Bx' 'By Cx" ICy Dx'" 'Dy
72L = 8(9L)
Text: the New Jerusalem; see Chapter 4 , pp. 340-42.
Notation: second mode, with the second of each pair of
semibreves receiving a downstem.
Templum eya Salomonis
Templum eya Salomonis
in superne region1s
polo renovatur
plenum petr1s prec1os1s
5 murUIn sp1ss1s specios1s'
reed1ficatur
1ntus cedrus et cipressus
11banum et lapis pressus'
opere paratur
10 intus columpneque trabes
s1tuatur necque labes
i111c 1nduatur
foris sancta civitas
Ierusalem per semitas'
15 fit nova platearum
for1s s11ve campi praca
pute1 fontes et 1aca
sunt loca 1impharum"
1b1 splendet sol serenus
20 ob quem est polus amenus
cum spera stel1arum
1bi perducantur sursUIn
post huius agonis cursum
ad id templum carum.
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Cuius de manibus
Quadr( ]ivium
Source: Ob 7, fol. 266 (RISM no. 11).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XVI~ 103 and in Lefferts,
"Motet," pp. 67-72. Facs. in EECM 26, pl • .54. Lefferts,
"Motet," pp. 61-65.
Form: five-section voice exchange motet a4 with cOda:
95B = 2(12B) + 2(6£) + 2(7B) + 2(8B) + Z(llB) + 7B.
Text: nearly illegible: to the BVM?
Notation: tempus imperfectum, prolatio maior.
Remarks: The page is so badly rubbed that it obviously
was once the outer leaf in its parent music book or else
once the outer leaf in the binding of some MS, perhaps the
present one. The surviving voices are the second and fourth:
from them almost all the counterpoint a4 can be reconstructed
through voice exchange. The name of the fourth voice reads
something like 'Quadri ivium,' apparently longer than the
word 'quadrivium' by at least a few minim strokes (a letter
or so).
2l2...1, 11 Cu.1us de man1bus
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~CUius de man!bus 6]tus [ ]m et illS. 7
non] t"ed.antur Viscera. 7
[ ]er1s host[ ]nes Domini. 10
5 Nobis procura'" ~.,
c1v1um iura' 5
d( JS1 thur[a] 5
mel1oro v1rg1n1~. 6
Nemo quod ab1re 6
10 cupit que aud1re 6
1d quod [tec]undatur. 6
Mappa sub qua invelar.1s 8
rego [ ~ et clar1s ar1s 8
ad due J nos 5
15 quo asperoS'" 4
athanatos 4
dat petent1bus'. 5
This text is very badly rubbed.
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Omnis terra
Habenti dabitur
Tenor
Sources ~, fol. 266v-267 (RISM no. 12).
Literature. Ed. in PMFC XV, 22. Facs. in EEeM 26,
pl. 55-56. Apfe~Studien I, p. 31; Harrison, MMB, pp. 148-
149; Hughes, "Reappraisal." p. 125.
c. f. s unidentified; Hughes suggests the 'tenor is
"In omnem" (presumably "In omnem 'terram," a phrase from
Psalm 18:5 and Romans 10.18), ·but no chant with that incipit
has yet been found to match.'
~I bipartite isorhythmic motet with diminution by
one half; two colores and nine taleae.
162 B =l08B + 54B
I = (29 + 48 + 24 + 11)B + 3{12B) + 14B
II = (28 + 3(24) + 13)B + 3{2 + lO)B + (2 +ll)B
III = 4i{24B) + i{4i{24B»
Text. the triplum and duplum stand in strong contrast;
the triplum praises God in language that recalls Genesis and
may be a paraphrase of Psalm lO){l04), which tells a creation
story; the duplum apparently launches an attack upon the
flourishing of evil. men in this world to the detriment of the
righteous.
2a.1, 12 Omnis terra - I
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S
10
lS
20
2S
30
35
rO]mn1s terra celere conetur
Deum verum regentem omma
eu1us dono tallter repletur
quod tert truetum prodltque semlnam
germ1nat herbas floresque pand.1t
nemus quod late frandes expa.ndlt
nutr1tque terra sata semina
de qu1bus ereselt perampl.a seges
que suo paselt tempore greges
que regl summo dant obsequ1a
varia ferentes oVem1na
elus lmplorantes 1evam1na
profert terra viventes arbores
longas l.atas novas et veteres-
plumbum fe.-rum aurum et argentum
nutr1t Viros at O!!lne lumentum
fenum et herbam eont'ert bestlis
ferls 1n slll dat al1mentum
nobls dat exeam rerum consc1ls
quodeumqua bladum atque frumentum
hec ter· cunctls cuod vis nutr1mentum
sed DeU8· +; rebuS lncrementum
ergo non lnv1ta voce voto
deblto rex omnium. laudetur
cu1us rex n1m1o terra lam rep1etur
laudemus at nos iugum (ferentes]
ssnctl Psrlt.er Deum Vivaciter
corde cum devoto vivamus
ut fe11clter fastu quorts
remote slne mora'
precemur regentem omnium
tempus habemus hie sutfici ens
nequando morlemur nostra opera
ad duos tractemus'-lucens nesciens
sed ad lumen levemur lndef1clens.
All lines through 22 are of ten syll.ables. The indicated'
break correspOnds to the diminution section of the motet.
The text may be read as a paraphrase of Psalm 103(104).
OlY 7, 12
Habentl dabltur-
et habundablt
nec habundabl tur
nec quicquam dab1t
S set quod adquirltur
mal vallab1t
dum mente prlmltur
cubltls stablt
1n aqua labltur
10 semper et abl1t
slc 1dem urltur
nee redundablt
o~~s terra - II
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ldeo stupeo
nam Simonem video
IS quod non pont1flcab1t
et probus reprobus-
omnibus non duobus'
solum pronus stablt
191tur spernitur
20 quod ln psalmo scr1bltur
1ustus germ1nab1t.
1-4 Matthew 1;112
21 Thls llne 1s from Isaiah 61111. It is not found
in the Psalter. where 1n fact the closest equ1va1ent
1s Psalm 911131 Justus ~ palma floreblt.
Deus creator OJJuuwn
Rex genitor ingenite
T. Doucement me reconforte
773
Sources ~,fol. 267v-268 (RISM no. 14).
Literature I Ed. in PMFC XV, 23; partial edt in EBM II,
pp. 32-36. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 57-58 and in EBM, pl. XII-
XIII. Apfel, Studien I, p. 31; Brewer, WA Fourteenth-Century
Poly»honic Manuscript," p. 10 and Lef~erts,"Motet," p. 61.
~.: Probably taken from a polyphonic setting of a
fatras distich. See Chapter 2, pp. 165ff. and Brewer, op.cit.
Sung three times in full.
~I strophic repeat with variation and exchange;
there is hocket over the third tenor statement. See Chapter
2, pp. 164-69.
I 102B = 6(9B) + 6D + l2B + 285
II = 4B + 2(lOB) + 2(7B) + 8B + lOB + 9B + l3B + 2~B
III = 3(34B) =3(16 + l8)B
Ill' on Jesus and the Holy Trinity.
Notation. tempus perfectum maior.
Remarks: Notable rhythmic integration of tenor and
upper voices; marked repetition of counterpoint over first
two tenor statements, including exchange between upper parts;
passages where the tenor moves in semibreves and minims
call forth parallel thirds, sixths, and six-three sonorities.
QLZ. 14 Deus creator omnium - ! and II
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Deus creator omnium
slne f1ne prlnclplum
pater connectens fl1lum
et splr1tum paraclltum
5 patrls saplencla
bona t1unt omma
fllll clemencla
rem1ctuntur vicla
Parac11tl grac1a
10 dantur v1te premia
qu1cqu1d pater operatur
ad hoc f1l1us 1ncllnatur
sp1rltus sanctus lm1tatur
1llud idem par1ter
15 tres persone sunt vocate
nulla pro diversltate
nam 1n sola de1tate
conslstunt equallter
a'bs1t omnis dub1tas
20 ass1t omnis equal1tas
quod personarum trln1tas
1ndlv1sa fit unitas
o lux lnext1ngu1'b1l1s··
fldes lnseparabllls
25 pletas 1neffa'bl11s
amore des1derabl11s
prebe lumen carentlbus
auge f1dem fldellbus'·
medelam fer peccant1'bus
JO 1nfunde zelum co'rdlbus
colere non sut"flcimus
te dlgne nee poss1mus.-
verum dlmlcte quesumus
mala que commlslmus
Rex genitor lngenite
proles matrls unice
votls voce carmlne
te laudamus Domine
5 de supern1s descendlstl
quod non erat assumpslstl
nee quod erat amislstl
slc tu nascl volu1stl
clrcumcldl 'baptlzarl
10 trl'bus magls adorarl
et ln templo presentar1
legem complev1stl
tame sltl frigore
corpus arfll%1st1
15 carnem mundum spernere
tuos docUistl
pro'bra splc-ta verbera
tlnctus pertullstl
tandem necls vulnera
20 que non meru1stl
ad In:t'ernum pervexlstl
motus mlserlcord1a
et captlvos edux1stl
de penall curla
25 vlctor mort1s surrex1stl
propr1a potencla
et multls apparu1stl
testante eeclesla
post hec celos ascendlstl
JO rellnquens terrestr1a
s em.per ntanens ut fU1stl
r~regum 1n glor1a.
35 Deus pater Deus f111
Deus alIne splr1tus··
1n die 1adicl1
sls nobis prop1clus.
1 1nc1p1t of a Kyr1e trope.
See Q1, pl.l*.
1 inclplt of a Kyr1e trope.
See~, pl.2*.
25 surex1st1
JO terestr1a
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Pura placens
Parfundement plure
Tenor
Sources ~,fo1. 268v-269 (RISM no. 15);
F-Pn 23190 (~), index, xliv; also known to be the
first motet in a manuscript of French motets now lost,
for which see Besseler, "Studien I," p.184.
EBM II, pp. 36-40.
EBM I, pl. XIV_XV.
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 24; partial ed. in
Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 59-60 and
Apfel, Studien I, p. 31; Besseler,
.
"Studien I," p. 184 and p.222, n.1; idem, "Studien II,"
p.2J9.
C.f.s unidentified.
Forms bipartite siorhytr~ic motet aJ with diminution
by one half; four colores and six taleaes
1J5B = 90B + 45B
I =«6+6+3+13+3)+(5+6+J+13+3)+(5+6+3+13»+(10+2(15)+7)B
II = (16+16)B + 2(14+16)B + 2(lSB) + 1JB
III = J(5+9+16)B + i(J(5+9+16)B) = 3(JOB) + J(15B)
Texts to the BVM; triplum in Latin and duplum in
French.
2.:2....1. 15 Pura placens I 776
Pura placens pulchra pia
quis laudabit te Maria
vel qua laude hie in via
nullus nostra in natura
5 cedit ymaginativa
mens omnis est defectiva
lingua et inexpressiva
cuncta nostra tr.ansis iura
quis scit est quantus vel qualis
10 decor tuus corporalis
est erit nee erat talis
infra speram passivorum
omnis decor tibi favit
Euclides te mensuravit
15 et Pimalion formavit
dulcis decens doctrix morum
natura dedit colorem
Zephirus confert odorem
super omnes fecit florem
20 te creator creature
sonus dulcis tibi datur
Orpheus unde frustratur
excellentem quem miratur
Pluto raptam reddens iure
25 omnis decor muliebris
videntem clam vexat crebris
motibus pravis et febris
excepta te sola pura
tu delectaris videntes
30 constantes tenere mentes
aliud non inquirentes
fruuntur tua figura.
8 nostra repeated
12 passiorum
15 apimalion
22 frustatur
27 ut
30 tenera
2:2....1, 15 Pura placens - II
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Parfundement plure Absolon
le poil de son chief e Iason
plaint de sa toyson la colur
e le solail ad grant dolour
5 q'il ad perdu de sa clarte
Hester regard humilite
e 12 simplete de regard
e Helain de l'autre part
tenue de honte sa fason
10 en Katerine pert resor.n
e sens n'estut able maintens
quant cele surement que ie veie
a Parfaite fors sulement
qU'ele ne daigne nulement
15 ne face de long temps par desir
son plus loal ame languir,
1-2 2nd Samuel 18:9
8 parte
9 tenre
10 e
15 me
16 languur
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Domine quis habitabit
De veri cordis adipe
T. Concupisco
Source a Q1LZ" fol. 268v-269 (RISM no .16) , Latin texts.
l.:!Y' fol. 25v-26 (RISM no. 40), French texts.
F-CA 1328, fol. 17v-18 (RISK no. 40),
F-Pn 23190 (~), index, xvi,
II
"
•
•
Literature. Ed. in PMFC V, 16 and 16a; partial ed. in
EBM II, pp.40-43. Facs. in EEC14 26, pl. 59-60; EBM I,
pl. XIV-XV.
~I bipartite isorhy1:hmic motet a3 with diminution
by one half; four colores ~~d eight taleael
108B =72B + 36B
I =16B + 3(4+J+l1)B + 8B + 2(9B) + 12B
II =4B + 3(18B) + 16B + 3(9B) + 7B
III =4(1+5+12)B + !(4(1+5+12»B =4{18B) + 4{9B)
~. Q.!L.1 version has Latin texts to God and Jesus.
parap~sing Psalms ~~d assonant slightly to one another;
continental sources preserve courtly French love poetry with
the incipits "Se paour d 'umble" and "Diex tan desir."
Evidently the French texts are original, for the tenor
(iiConcupisco," meaning NI lust") was evidently selected with
their sentiments in mind. (The source of the tenor is the
verse of a Matins respond for Sto Agnes, Omnipotens ~-
randa. )
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QJL.Z. 16 Domne quls habltablt' - I and Ir
fac laudes quas hie proV1mus'
ut mellus lam nominis
tui s1nt cond1gne
in terra sumus frag1les
et ad peccata labiles
in1m1co duce
De veri cordls adlpe
preces benlgne susclpe
o Jhesu benlgne
4 ut
6 t1bl fult-
15 cor.fers
19 tenebs-
et hostls aut"eras"
artes nequicle
ne nos ad tenebras
20 ducat trlstlcle.
10 nisl luves celeriter
ad tenebras nos acriter
rapl et de luce
ergo ne d1fferas
tuum consl1lum
15 rogamus conferas
nobls auxlllum
Domlne quis' habltablt"
aut quis te dlgne laudablt
ln tuo sanctlss1mo
tabernaculo
5 quod operatus est"
slne qnovls auxl110 5
aut quis est qui requiescet
et nunquam senescet
1n arduo tui cacumlne
mont1s excelsl
1n quo habltare
1pse te creV1stl
Domlne hie hab1tab1t
et d1gne laudablt
qui luste lngredltur
ullls slne macu11s
mlnime qui 1 ed1tur
praVitatls lacu11s
etq111 semper operatur
20 atque delectatur
facere lustlclam
modernls tempor1bus'"
d1gnus est letlc1am
capere cum oivibus
10
25 qui verum 1n corde fatur
et non adulatur
habebit tabernaculum.
15
qui maJ.um non operatur
montem hlc lucratur
30 sanctum et habltaculum
Domine glorl e rex eterne
luc1sque superne
nos mundes a placulo
et da sic grac1am operari
35 ut tecum letarl
poss1mus 1n tuo sancto tabernaculo.
5 es-
32 luc1s qu1
The text bRsic~lly tropes Psalm 14(15).
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Farce piscatoribus
T. Relictis retibus
Source a 2B-1, fol. 269v (RISM no. 17).
Literature a Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 61.
~a unidentified: the textual incipit in~, found
in Matthew 4,20 and 4,22, suggests a source in the liturgy
for St. James or St. Andrew.
~, triplum a.~d tenor of a bipartite isorhythmic
motet a4 with diminution by one half: eight taleae and
two colores.
l44B =96B + 48B
I = {21+8)B + 2(16+8)B + (16+5)B + 3(8+4)B + lOB
II =4(12+12)B + i(4(12+l2»B =4(24B) + 4(12B)
~, on St. James (see also Ob 14;,1 and see below).
Remarks I The triplwn reads ~ in bars 61-62: tids has
been corrected to ssb by comparison with the rhythm of this
voice at the same point in the other taleae. There is an
interesting discrepancy in rhythm between the first two and
second two undiminished taleae a breves in bars 22 and 46
against longs in bars 70-71. and 94-95. These longs contradict
the prevailing coordination of breves and longs in the triplum
with the longs and double longs in the tenor.
The text defect in line 20 (bars 66-68) may be related
to the rhythmic problem found in bars 61-62; if so, this would
suggest the problem was present when the music was originally
texted. The relation of text to tenor incipit speaks against
the possibility of contrafacture. For an implicit reference
~o mo.~st~cis~ in the text, see Chapter Fcur, p.;?l.
2l?..Z, 17 Parce plscator1bus
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)p]arce plscator1bus-
acobe plscator
cunctls an1mant1bus 25 sunt amena tempora
plausum dat creator tu1s peregr1n1s
Jacobe sed 1mpera
5 h1ls annl temporlbus' ne cadent ru1nis
hoc novit viator
sed reels sodallbus·· parerl nam scelera
non est consolator 30 gentlbus vulpln1s
assolent et funera
virent arma patula nim1s dare f1n1s
10 herbls cooperta
fragrant prata slngula a quanta mlracula
flor1bus reserta pandes tU1s servis
35 Jacobe per secula
nemus dat umbracula nexlbus at nerv1s
follls operta
1.5 contra solls splcula reterc1s ergastula
ne gravent reperta vlnctls a protervls
nulla nocent vincula
undlque sunt pabula 40 Jacob1 caterv1s:
bestl1s comperta
sclt1ent1 pocula h1nc rogc.mus preclbus-
20 dant uberta ut serves a malls
cl~cumseptos men1b~
cantat avis garula cur1 e claustr81ls
In melos d1serta
nlausu sed ret1cula 45 et solvas a nexlbus
sola flt lncerta cete furl81ls
nam cls spretls ret1bus
fuglmus sub 81ls.
20 imperfect by two syllablp.s; declamation in the motet
is syllabic at this point, so it would seem that the
defect is deliberate.
0".7, 11
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A solis ort~s cardine
Tenor
Sources Ob 81, fol. 1 (RISM no. 1).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XVI, 94. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 62. Bent, "Rota versatilis," pp. 74-76; Harrison,
NOHM III, pp. 89-91.
C. f. s motet is free; hymn paraphrase in the opening
bars of the upper voice; see Chapter 2, p.?3 and Figure 3.
Form: large scale sectional voice exchange a4 (2+2);
a second upper part recoveraole through exchange, and possible
to recompose a 'Quartus cantus' modelled on those of other
motets of this type.
Text: on Christmas; paraphrases hymn following Luke 2.
Remarks: may be first part of a larger composition
including Ob 81, 2; see Chapter 2, pp.72-76.
Ovet mundus
Ovet mundus
TenorQuadruplex
Sourcea Ob 81, fol. lvand 44 (RISM no. 2).
Literaturea Ed. in PMFC XYI, 95; Wibberley, "English
Polyphonic Music," 1'1'. 239-44; WUlstan, Three Medieval
Conductus. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 63-64; dipl. facs. in
Apfel, Studien II, 1'1'.52-56. Apfel, Studien I, 1'.29:
Bent, "Rota versatilis," pp.74-76: Harrison, MME, 1'1'.146-
147: idem, NORM III, 1'1'.89-90; idem, "Ars Nova," p. 74;
Dom A. Hughes, NOHM II, 1'1'.395-96; Sanders, "English Poly-
phony," 1'1'.102-103.
~s large-scale sectional voice-exchange motet
a4 (2+2). See Chapter 2, 1'1'. 70ff.
Texts on Christmas. See comments under A solis ortus
(Ob 81, 1).
Remarks a may form the second half of a longer motet,
with Ob 81, 1. See Chapter 2, 1'1'. 72-76.
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Ob 81, 1 and 2 A solls ortus/Ovet Mundus
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A solls ortus cardlne
latentem pheb"es sperula
a crlstalllno culmine
stellata domo patula
5 [ad] usque soll l1mltem
fretum ether per secu1a
flat canat natum mllltem
canens canentum. copula
quid pastores-- perpendlstls··
10 dlclte quidnam vidlstls
nocte gal1lcln10
angelum mox descendentem
vidlmus et conclnnentem
Dec lubl1acl0
15 pacem cecln1t ln cells
et ln terrls suls mells
dlxlt eya nacl0
salvatorem dat astutum
natum. pann1s lnvo1utum
20 mlssum ln presepl0
ovet mundus letal:nndus
tlmpan1zans carmine
cum fecund-us puer mundus'
nascltur ex v1rg1ne
25
30
:35
40
vis nature carens lure
dlsputare deslne
ros ln rure plui t pure
ros rus et flt semine
ante partum. vlrgo mans1t
mater culus natus translt
dlrl letl medlum
fuerat et hulus venter
virglnalls quam decenter
post ld puerperlum
lnqulrendo nemo querat
quallter hec mater erat
virgo lactans f111um
sed tacendo flrme credat
quod querendo l1ngua fedat
f1dei mister1um.
28 Th1s ve~se occurs once with femine and
once with sem1ne.
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Hostis Herodes impie
Hic princeps
Tenor etc.
Quartus cantus etc.
Source: Ob 81, fol. 44v-45 (RISM no. 3).
Literature: Ed. L1. PMFC XVI, 96; Wibberley, "English
Polyphonic Music," pp. 245-257; WUlstap., Three Medieval
Conductus. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 65-66; dipl. facs. in
Apfel, Studien II, pp. 57-60. Apfel, Studien I, p. 29;
Bent, "Rota versatilis: pp.68-70,76;Harrison, NOB.Ii'! III, pp.
90-91; idem, "Ars Nova," p.7~; Dom A.Hughes, NOHl4 II, pp.J9o-
397; Sanders, "English Polyphony, " pp. 102-103.
C.f.: motet is free but hymn paraphrase in the first
bars of top voice; see Chapter 2, p.73 and Figure 3.
~: large scale sectioral voice exchange motet a4
(2+2); written in shortened: form. (See version of Rota
versatilis in Lbm 24198.)
Text: on Epiphany; expands on hymn following Matthew
2:1-12.
Remarks: See chapter 2, PP. 70ff. The irregular
pattern of declamation of the very first phrase ("Mostis
Herodes impie") by comparison with the third ("quid Christum
times hodie") is a result of the use of chant paraphrase in
the former.
Ob 81.. :3 Host1s Herodes
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Host1s Herodes 1mp1e
tyranne frendens dent1bus
quid Chr1stum t1mes hod1e
ven1re cum natal1bus
5 non er1p1t morta11a
natus ex matre v1rglne
set regna dat ce1estla
re1s cum reg1mlne
h1e prlnceps ub1 nasc1tur
10 rex Iudeorum parvulus
numqu1d me malor d1cltur
rex novus hle puerulus
numqu1d regn1 dom1nium
a me to11et hlc regulus
lS pr~us mearum f1n1um
natos occ1dam sedulus
stellam Mag1 quam V1derant
secutl sunt s11encl0
hee perg1t hl1 perrexerant
20 gaVial magno gaud10
stat s1dus et lntraverant
domum matrem cum rlll0
v1rglneam 1nvenerant
pe.racto puerper10
25 aurum puer ut f1eret
rex offert prlmus hodle
thus ut morta1em cerneret
hunc rex secundus hodle
mirram ut hunc quls ungeret
30 s~pultum trlnus hodle
ne quis Herodem quereret
horum vox aonat hodle.
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Salve cleri speculum
Salve iubar presulum
T. Sospitati dedit egros
T.ii.
Source: Ob 81, fol. 45vand 2 (RISM no. 4).
Literature: Ed. in P~~C XV, 11 and Wulstan, Three
Medieval Conductus. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 67-68; dipl. facs.
in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 61-64. Apfel, Studien I, P. 29;
Harrison, NORM III, pp. 91-93; idem, "Ars Nova," p. 74; idem,
"Rota and Rondellus," p. 103; Sanders, "English Polyphony,"
pp. 197-198; idem, "Motet," p • .543; idem, "England: From the
Beginning," pp. 283-284.
C.f.: unidentified in the MS; it is the prose for
St. Nicholas, Sospitati dedit egros, set as a whole chant.
Form: five-section voice exchange motet a4 (2+2) with
c.f. (but no coda). The motet exploits the double versicle
structure of the original chant for the voice e~change. The
first section of the motet, howev~r, is free.
Text: to St. Nicholas, troping th~ eight stanzas of the
prose Sospitati dedit egros (AS, pl. 360).
Remarks: Sanders likens the texture of this motet to
'stile brise'.(See Sanders, "English Polyphony," p. 197 and
idem, "England: From the Beginning," p. 284.) Note also
that stanzas 7 ~"ld 8, as given here and as edited in P!I!FC XV,
have been reversed from their order in the ms.
Ob 81, 4
Salve cler1 speculum
antlstes lne11te
salve sanans seculum
plebs pia panglte
S salve lubar presulumpa.stor exlm.1 e
m~t1plex mlraculum
te canit hodle
sospes a tumulo
10 turba languenc1um
redlt cum 1ubllo
canens precon1um
Mute mlraculo
vitant naufraglum
15 poscentes famulo
Chr1sti presidlum
rev1x1t mortuus
1acens In b1v1o
quem presul strenuus
20 curat subsld10
bapt1smum cup1unt
plures lncredull
medelam senclunt"
voventes presull
2S o quanta sonu! t
laus et devoc10
cum far non m1nu1t
tanta larglcl0
vas quod absorbu1t"
30 mare cum f11l0
patrl comparu1t
s1ne dlspendl0
ergo pont1f1c1
solvant precon1a
35 clerus et layc1
cum d1ll~enc1a
nam regni celic1
Dei clemencia
nos per hunc eff1cl
40 det cives patrla.
Salve cler1
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(SosP1tat1 dedlt egros
olei perfus10
N1cholaus naufragantum-
affu1t pres1d10
relevavtt a defunct1s
defunctum ln b1vio
baptlzatur aur1 viso
Iudeus lndicl0
o quam probat sanctum Del
farrls augmentat10
vas 1n maxi mersum patr1
reddltur cum fill0
ergo laudes N1cholao
conclnat hec conc10
nam qu1 corde poseit ilIum
propulsato viel0
sospes regredltur.]
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nec Herodis ferocitas
Primus tenor
Source: Ob 14;, fol. 1 (RISM no. 1).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 70 and EBM I, pl.
XVI. Harrison, NOHM III, p. 99.
~.l ·unidentified. Note insular designation as "Primus."
Forml Tenor and duplum of a bipartite panisorhythmic
motet a4 with diminution by one half; diminution section
is melismatic, with hocketing; two colores and eight taleae.
II 120B = (6+11)B + J(9+11)B + JB + 40B
III = 4(20B) + i(4(20B) = 80B + 4GB
Text: to st. James (see ~, 17).
Remarks: Harrison credits this fragment with being
an instance of the English adoption of isorhythm. It is
possible that the~ voice is missing, and that the "Primus
tenor" is in fact a contratenor.
Ob 143, 1 nee Herodls feroel tas·
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nee lierodls teroeltas
errore plena dene
5 t:':11us preee vel preol0
qus omnis van1taa
potuerunt pervertere
te sanete Jacobe vere
namque ma10r est ear1tas
10 Herodls ergo gladl0
1aureatus martlrl0
ln alt1ss1m1s habltas.
••••nec Heredia teroc1tas -~ tenor.
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Regne de Pit~
Regne de Pit~
Tenor de Regne de pit6
Ct.
Source: Ob 14;, fol. 1v-2 (RISM no. J).
Literatur~: Ed. in PMFC XVII; partial ed. in EBM II,
pp.• 47-48. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 71-72; EBM I, pl. XVII-
XVIII; and Mustanoja, "Les neuf joies," following p. 8.
C.f.: motet apparently free.
Form; bipartite motet with change in mensuration from
tempus imperfectum to tempus·perfectum. Tenor is sung
twice, the second time in retrograde.
Text; to the BVM. The text comprisAs four stanzas of a
26-stanza poem known as Les~ joies Nostre Dame or Li
diz des propriete? Nostre Dame attributed to Rutebeuf. These
stanzas are I-II and XIX-XX in the widespread version in
Old French, but occur as stanzas I-IV in a small group of
Anglo-Norman sources (including Ob 143). The present edition
attempts to represent its single source with only minimal
changes. Minor orthographical variants between I and II
(e.g. Ester/ Hester, seisi/seysy) have not been recorded;
Iq has been taken as.qi or qe depending on ~ontext and the
reading of other sources.
The first two lines of the second stanza of the original
poem are omitted in the ~otet text. This provides 30 lines
to be set, which are divided by the structural midpoint of the
motet into two unequal parts of 12 and 18 lines, which stand in
the proportion 2:3 just as do the relative lengths of the
musical sec~ions on accou~t of the c~zn~e i~ mensuratio~
800
upon repeat of the tenor.
Listed: L~ngfors, ~ incipits (Paris, 1917), pp. 3~6-47.
Editions: E. Faral and J. Bastin, Oeu-vres completes de
Rutebeuf, 2vols. (Paris, 1959-60), vol. 2, no. XLIX, pp. 2~7­
52. See also T.F. Mustanoja, "Les neuf joies Ncstre Dame,
a poem attributed to Rutebeuf," in Suomalainen tiedeakatemia.
Toimituksia. Annales Academie Scientiarum Fennicae, Sere B,
vol. 73, no. ~ (Helsinki, 1952), a ?O-page monograph with
edition.
Notation: use of cauda hirundinis, signum rotundum for
change of mensuration, trochaic reading of binary c.o.p.
ligature. {Bipartite structure of 15th-century English mass
movements tends to be 0~ C ; here change of mensuration is
Ob" 1"43, 3
,
Hegne de p1te
801
5
10
,
Hegne de p1te Mar1e
en q1 de1te pure et c1ere
a morta11t e s e mar1 e
[tu es"Virge etJ t11e et mere
virge entantant 1e frut de Tie
t11e tun t'1(lJz mere tun pere
mult as des noms en prophetle
s1 n'ad nul q1 n'e1t mestere
tu es virge secche tlorle
duee remed1e de mort amer(eJ
ttl es Hester q1 se hum1l1e
tu es Iud1t qUi bel se pere
ADlal en pert la selgnur1e
et Oloternus le compere
15 malc.1te fu temme et blame
q1 ne out frut &n%1 enement
metro unqUe8'" ne taa espons ee
en vouas a Deux ql ne ment'
qe ta V1rg1n1t~ garde
20 11 s ero1t enterement
"'ceo tu ton prlmer vou vowe
mult te vent de grant ardement
Itantost te 1'u grace done
de garder ton vou puremen't" ,
25 ton corps ton quer et ta pense
sels1 Deux ad se proprement
en ce qe tu tus salaa'
vout 11 mostrer apertement
q e tu es Eva la b"esturne
30 de vo1s et d' entend.ement.
17 :rut
20 sevo1t
The f1rst four stanzas of the Anglo-Norman version
of a w1dely preserved poem attributed to Rutebeuf.
See Critical Report.
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Ob 652
On this source see Bent, "Rota versatilis," pp. 70-71
and 81-82.
Rex sanctorum angelorum
Source: Ob 652, fol. i, iiv (RISM no. 2).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 209.
Form: isoperiodic phrase structure; 72L = 6(12L)
~: begins as the incipit of a metrical litany from
the Easter Liturgy; see GS, pl. 114-115.
Regi~~ celesti~
Tenor de regina
Source: Ob 652, fol. i V-2 (RISM no. J).
C.f.: identified in MS as above; actually 21 notes of
Regina celi letare, sung three times.
Form: lower two voices of a motet a3 with medius cantus
exhibiting no periodic phrase structure and irregular declama-
tion.
Salve sancta virgula
T. Salve sancta parens
Source: Ob 652, fol. i V-2 (RISM no. 4).
C.f.: whole chant setting of the BVM introit.
Form: triplum and tenor of a motet originallya4(?),
with isoperiodicity in texted part only.
56L = 3(4+8)L + (4+7+9)1
Ob 652, 2 Rex sanctorum angelorum
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Rex sanctorum angelorum
princeps et archangelorum
resurexit hodi e
claustra :t'rangens infernorum
S vincens vim demo[mo]rum
brachia potencie
traxit animas reorum
Ade culpa pe:r-ditorum
de lacu m1serie
10 quas ad loca gaudiorum
intus turmas beatorum
perduxit inven1e
hodie rex humanatur
et triumpho principatur
lS vite V1ve veritas
ut ab omn1bus noscatur
et per cunctis diligatur
ipsa summa deitas.
1 Incipit of a metrical litany from the Easter liturgYI
see~, ploll4-S.
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Ob 652, 2
cepe R a- po- sto-
&- %11- mas re- 0- rum J- de cal- pa per- c11- to- rum de la- cu lIl1- se- 1'1-
-8 quas ad. 10- ca gau- d.1- 0- rum 1n- tus tur- mas be- a- to- rum per- du-
sS
-%1t 1n- ve- %11- e ho- d.1- 8 re% hu- ma- na- tur et tr1- UIIl- pho prj.n-e1-
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a~
ut ab 011- %21- bus 120- sea- t1n'
at per Olm- ct1S dl- U- ga- t1:' 1p. sa SUIl- 11& de- 1- tas.
Ob· 652, :3 Reg1na celest1um
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Reg1na celest1um
et dom1na reg1narum omni um
mater egreg1e
tu d1V1na ~ac1a
5 plena p( ]a.
o fe11x anima
electa Deo fem1na
o d11ecta pre omnibus
o fe11x mundus mer1tum
10 parentis solvens deb1tum
prole p1a
gem1na gem1narum
opt1ma.
Decorata V1rtut1bus
15 nam odor1s suaVitas
clar1tas et car1tas
de mor1bu~-
ornat ut verus f1or1bus
odor reg1s remecl1a
20 dat et decor let1c1a
sed car1tas rogant1bus
dat omnia.
8 d1lcam
11-1) prole p1a gem1na
gem1narum opt1ma
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Ob' 652, J Regina oelestlum-'leZIQr de reg1na(Regina cell letare)
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Ob" 652, 4 Salve sancta virgula
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Salve sancta v1rgala'~
pura De(l] cellca
Chr1stum conc1p1ens
salve eeli lanua
5 stella marls splend1da
casta partur1 ens-·
salve euius fl11us
ded1t lueem gent1bus
surgens de funere
10 h1nc-[ ]stand1s s1dera
tu supra eelest1a
collocens lum1ne
quo mater orphanorum.
cerms regem seeulorumll
1 sanneta"
2 calliea
Text is slightly trop1c to the motet tenor,
the BVM 1ntro1t Salve saneta 'Oarensc
Ob 652, 4 Salvs sancta v1rgula-'1'.Salvs 88!1Cta pa%"SDS
" S- ,....--,
r---,
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•••• rogativam potuit
Source: Ob 652, fol. 69v-70 (RISM no. 5).
Form: fragment o£ ~ refrain motet with melodic repeti-
tion in yerse section: •••• R AB A'B' R. See Chap. 2,
pp,104-114.
~a apparen1;ly on Christmas.
Remarks: Part of a decorative initial is still visible
in the margin of the upper left hand corner of the page, which
has been trimmed along the top and right hand borders. Based
on the visible spacing of surviving music and text, one
can estimate that three staves of music and two lines of
text are lost, translating into four musical phrases and three
stanzas of text. If this is correct, then either the refrain
was stated only twice (VVVV R VVVV R) or else the organiza-
tion of the first verse section was different from that of
the second, perhaps even allowing for an initial statement of
the refrain (R VVVV R VTVV R, or R VV R VVVV R).
Benedicamus Domino
Source: Ob 652, fol. 69v-70 (RISM no. 6).
Remarks: not a motet, but a fragment~ry two-voice free
setting of the Benedicamus Domino, with a style of counter-
point familiar from free settings -- much parallel motion in
six-three harmonies.
Ob 652, 5.
••••
••••
• •••
rogat1vam potu1t
quare nova facere
concede prevalu1t'
1111que noxa carere
5 natum pura par[uit] •
rogat1vam potuit
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Ergo temere homo ev1tar1s
d1scuc1on1bus'"
ut Vi1s 11ludar1s
1n naturallbus •
10 Deus ecce quadr( ]t1
modo creav1t hominem
Adam humo de suppl1c1
fec1t 1nde V1rag1nem
Ade de costa later1s
15 terc10 et ord1[ne]
fec1 t 19nara fem1n1s
virum de pura virg1ne
quarto modo commun1ter
ut palam patet hod1e
20 non m1nus m1rabi11ter
Cut] l1queat cot1d1e
quod nil e1 d1f1c11e
nostra debes summopere
euncta eui poss1b11e
25 de nich110 s1c agere.
Ergo temere •••• 1n natural1bus.
Probable that two and three-quarters stanzas are m1ss1ng.
Problem with versif1cation of earl1~~ stanzas~ 8787 or
7777?
4 carure
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Baptizas parentes
Sacer presul
Sources Omc 268, folo 26v (RISM no. 1).
~s fragmentary remains of two voices; RISM suggests
they are perhaps from different pieces, but the texts and
differing clefs indicate they are likely an upper and lower
part from the same motet. I have not been able to join them.
~s to St. Martin of Tours. I'd like to ~~ Profs.
Peter Dembowski, Nancy Helmbold, Braxton Ross, and Howard
Brown (all of the University of Chicago) for help and encourage-
ment as I wrestled with this identification. The texts mention
the most famous incidents in his career (ulcluding the struggle
between the citizens of Tours and Poitier over his body) and
emphasize Martin as a figurehead of monasticism, in particular
by mention of Abraham (traditionally the Biblical father of
monastic movements), by reference to the "chorus monachorum,"
and by reference to Martin himself as nneophitus primus."
Notationz first mode, with ternary breve-semibreve nota-
tion as the means of SUbdivision, and no minims.
Remarkss Trowell's remark (in "A Fourteenth-Century
Ceremonial Motet," p.74) that Ornc 268 preserves fragments of
two isorhythmic motets r has been repeated by Sanders (in
"Medieval English Pol:i'!'hony," p.262). There seem, in fact,
to be bits of three motets, and it is likely that none is,
strictly speaking, isorhythmic.
Omc 266/268, 1 Bapt1zas parentes - I and II
818
5
10
15
••••den•••••••
•••••••••••1ne
••o •• cathollcorum
••••dor ruine
••••oevans ••••
•••••os In flne
baptlzas-parentes
Del cum vlrtute
obv1antem larvam
[ Jdls cum salute
tuis provl vot1s
requiescunt tute
trlum mortuorum
eras [ Jltator
neoph1tus primus
celle speculator
flentls alternatus
trlnus col11 lator
5
10
15
••• sacer presul•••
•••abrahe•••••••••
•••••slnus nullus
•••••••••••••••• s
gestlbus suppremus
nucus h1c brachus
••••••••••• contem
oblure11 commer[clam]
fec1t globus 19nem
•••••••••••respuit
cesar1s mlllc1am
ut fortls defendat
[ecc]les1am nostram
p••••••••••arunt
chorus monachorum
superstes ut••••••
•••• etor sls ••••••
10 resp1rat?
20
25
[ Jcertant clves
turonum plctorum
sacrum petunt corpus'
tutele suorum
sed hoc per fee ]ram
traxlt gens prlorum.
o Martine fulgens In glor1a
nobls tua asslnt subs1d1a.
Both texts trlmmed and badly worn.
11 proni?
22 suarum
23 •••r~?
Ol!lc 266l268, 1
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Inter usitata
Inter tot et tales
T.
823
Source: Orne 266/268, fols. 26v, 26 respectively (RISM
no. 2).
Literature: Ed. in PV~C XVII.
C.f.: unidentified; rubric instructs performance: "Hic
ter cantetur medio retro gradietur.- See Figure 15.
Form: some periodicity of phrase structure:
I 110B = 2B + 5(16B) + 19B + 7B + 2B
II = 2B + 2(15 + l~)B + 16B + 15B + 17B + 2B
III = 3(36B) + 2B
See Chapter 2, pp.178-79.
Text: to the BVM, perhaps BVM Immaculate Conception.
See Chapter ~, p.353.
Omc 266/268, 2 Inter us1tata - I and II
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Inter us1tata Inter tot et tales
novum quid cantemus~ tu virgo ben1gna
quia nova grata 1nter mund1ales:-
trequenter habemus es 1nventa d1gna
5 cons[tanter] psallamus Dom1num portare
sed ad. opus cu1us h1nc annunc1ata
Dom1ne tam pure es proles d1Vina
sanet1 Pau11 hu1us tlb1 ob1acta
novelle structu(reJ celorum reg1na
10 s1mulque dlcamus 1n conclaVi dare
salve saneta parens hlnc es ex te nata
summe grac10sa te clausa manente
salve labe carens hlnc pur1f1cata
sum[me] Virtu.Jsa es 1n 1:ua gente
15· eya s1ne tal1 ex hum111tate
tu predest1nata nlnc es exaltata
tu mater excepta super omnes celos
guamVis Eve nata. h1nc glor1flcata
[sed] tamen concepts super omne melos
20 1n or1glna11 ex- congru1tate
nullaque mortal1s 1b1 corona.r1s
1n te culpa ru1t reg1na celorum
nulla n[ a11s] 1b1 glorlar1s
ln te cu.pa fu1 t c etu beatorum
25 tota sancta nata sed Vis alto 1ure
postque deven1st1 quam qu1rts 11lor[um]
tam m1re formosa nam hoc meru1st1
fUOd r( 1st1] cum Deum deorumosa] [Virgo] peper1st1
30 ata] ultra Vis nature
t j. 1l1um mater bonaero nobls 1mplora
speram] nobls dona
1am 1n mort1s hora
35 Vite pro future.
31-32 both s1x syll. 20 congu1tat e
35 hard to read
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Flos anglorum inclitus
•••• nobilis festum colentes
Source: Omc 266/268, fols. 26v, 26 respectively (RISM
no. J).
Form: perhaps periodic phrase structures in breves:
I 12B + JOB + •••
II 6B + 9B + 9B + l5B + .••
Text: to St. Edmund.
Notation: tempus perfectum maior, with a perfect long
.
subdivided according to second mode.
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Omc 266/268, J Flos anglorum 1nc11tus - I and II
5
10
Flos anglorum 1nc11tus
rex Eadmundus nob111s
ex st1rpe pro~en1tus.-
reg1a pllepne L ]
[ ] ~ev1t sp1r1tus
sanctus ab 1nfanc1ra]
[ ] erat cathoI1cus:
et omnibus atfab111s
sed mater sanctus capt[ ]
••••
•• • •
••••••••pat1tur
cum c1v1us et ob••••••
]5
[ ] nobilis
festum colentes tll fove
qui es semper nobi11s
cum Eadmundus munere
adesto tuis famul1s
et manum tuam poe
tu1s [ Jpnus
gaudeant perpetlle
o sancte L ]turum
10 qu1 posses [ ]1bUS
ut rosa sicut lilium
fulges cum •••••••
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o pater excellenti~sime
T.
Source: Onc 57, fol. 1 (no. 1).
Literature: Partial transc. in Wibberley, "English
Polyphonic lt1usic," pp. 185-189. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 78.
Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources"; Wibberley, op.cit., pp. 182-
184-.
~: torso of a five section voice exchange motet a4
(2+2), with texted coda that possibly also uses voice exchange.
Most of the counterpoint for·this motet can be reconstructed
from the two surviving parts, which are the duplum and second
tenor. Formally-,this,mp1:et occupies an intermediate position
be~Neen those motets of phrase by phrase exchange and those
with larger sectional exchanges. See Chapter 2, pp. 66ff.
Text: only the second half of each stanza survives; the
events of the Bartholomew legend are recognizable because of
a reference to Polimius, an important"£igure in the saint's
legend.
Remarks: Very similar to Quid rimari in melodic idiom
and handling of the lower voices; notice the correspondence
of incipits:
J- ti
ri- oa- ri co- gi- tas (I. 1-4)
1-5)
One 57; 1
••••
••••
o pater excellent1ss1me
8JO
5
10
o ~ater excellent1ss1me
C~stl m1les clementlsslme
••••
• • • •
tu comparebas mane Pol1ml0
rogans hanc et clauso d1cens hostla
••••
••••
cur cum tant1s gemm1s me ques1eras
et tot vestes m1hl preparaveras
••••
••••15 qui terrena querunt hi1s sunt necessaria
et deorum redolunt qU1 ydolatr1a
••••
••••post rex baptlzatus est Po11m1u:J.:
20 cum tota domo uxor et flllus
••••
et nos ducas ad cell gaudla.
8)1
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837
o crlUC vale
T.
Source a Onc S7, fol. 1v (no. 2).
Literature I Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 79. Lefferts and
Bent, "New Sources," pp.J52-5J: Wibberley, "English Poly-
phonic Music, II pp. 182-84.
~I motet a4 (2+2) in three large sections of con-
trasting length, mensuration, and text versification, fol-
lowed by a brief texted coda: two voices, probably the trip-
lum and "Tenor primus," survive. See Chapter 2, pp.153-.54.
Section Length Mensuration Phrases
1 J4L 2nd mode 9L 8L 8L 91.
2 J4L 1st mode 12L 12L 10L
J 41L(82B) Binary 15 18 17 12 20B
Coda 5L 1st mode
Note that the first and second sections are identical in
length (J4L). The first two phrases of the second section,
each 12L, are articulated into three 4L subphrases. There
is motion in longs and breves in the odd-numbered bars and
motion in semibreves in the even-numbered bars. Further,
there are isomelic correspondences between these 12L phrases,
especially between the middle 4L. See Chapter 3, pp.296-98
and Figure J7. The necessity of cutting short the final
phrase (10L instead of 12L) in order to reach exactly J4L,
probably caused this phrase to stand outside of the relation-
ship set up between the 12L phrases.
The third section, with its binary long and exten-
sive declamation on chains of paired semibreves, along with
838
its irregular phrasing, pozes a puzzle. Its numerical
structure stands in no apparent relation to the 34L (lD2B)
of the first two sections. There also seems to be no
larger grouping of binary ~ongs, or of breves. disguised
within the prevailing motion of either surviving voice.
~: to the Holy Cross. quoting in its final line
the last line of a sequence to the Holy Cross, Salve~
sancta.
Remarks I There is the use of the signum rotundum at
the end of each section (except between the third and the
coda) in both voices. Some extra notes have been omitted
in the transcription in the lower part between bars 111 and
112 (~AAB).
The piece appears to be freely composed. with tonal
closure on C, a heavy emphasis on supertonic D, and a final
cadence to a 12-8-; harmony. Identical melismatic tags link
sections 1-2 and 2-3, and a variation of this refrain tag
links section 3 to the coda. Declamation and phrase struc-
ture are not entirely regular (with real consistency only in
the first section), but the musical phrases are carefully
shaped melodically and suggest a composition composed "from
the top down." Judging by the fact that the surviving
upper part is texted throughout, it seems ~ikely that the
motet was polytextual. There is no sign of sectional voice
exchange, though in rhythmic, harmonic, melodic I and formal
style D crux is most closely related to large-scale section-
al voice-exchange compositions such as Rota versatilis, a~d
to other free composi~ions a4.
Onc 57, 2 0 crux vale
[0] crux vale spec1ale
mur..d1 gaud1 um
dans virtut1s et salut1s
pr1v11eg1um
S vite lignum pac1s s1gnum
porta glor1e
mund1 florem et datorem
ferens grac1e.
o crux arbor nob1l1s
10 salus et glor1a
dulc1s d1leetab111s
fragrans ut 1111a
flos 1mmarcess1b1l1s
transcendens omnia.
,
lS 0 beata decorata ded.1cata
cruor1s prec10
mors prostratur vita datur spes f1rmatur
novo commerc10
s1c deletur et terretur dum torquetur
20 host1s amb1c10
o crux bona nob1s dona
frUi gaud.10
quo letatur coronatur glor1atur
mater cum f1110.
2S CUi laus s1 t 1n evum.
25 Quotes the f1nal l1ne of the sequence Salve~
sancta (M1ssale Herfordens1s, p.255).
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Apello cesarem
T. Omnes
Source: Onc 362, fol. 84 (RISM no. 1).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 80. Harrison, N0H11
III, p. 84.
C.f.: the often-used neuma from the Gradual for
Christmas, Viderunt omnes. Fourteen statements of the
Omnes color, ten in second mode and four in first mode.
~: Duplum and tenor of a motet a4 with varied
rhythmic patterning of the tenor color; no regular periodicity
of musical phrases.{ See Chapter 2, pp.14)-151).
Text: on the persecution of a good man.
Oncf '362, 1 Apello cesarem
845
Apello cesarem
qui non habet comparem
ln ludlcl0
naJ!l sepe sedlcl0
5 vtrls bone fldel
ab hl s qu1 ydonel
patent ln ludlcl0
clam lnfundltur
est bl1inguis hodle
10 omnis homo patrle
pene qu1bus loqd.tur
quod sl forte fuerlt
tamen unus lnnocens
qui fldem voluerlt
15 et nulll malum lnferens
et donis non corumpltur
hunc .trecim dabunt agmine
dense serv1 sathane
dlcentes nee slc decet vivere
20 virum qu1 mundo fru1 tur
sl pers everaverlt
ln vo1untate prlstina
clrcumventus hlc erlt
dolosa statlm mach1na
25 et el slc fl erlt
pro flde trlbUlacl0
pro pace persecuc10.
aDO 361, 1
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Ianuam quam clauserat
Iacintus in saltibus
T. Iacet granum
Quartus cantus
Tenor per se de Iacet granum
Source: Onc 362, fol. 84v-85 (RISM no. 2).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 1 ani in Stevens, Music in
Honour of st. Thomas, #8. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 81-82: dipl.
facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 39-41. Apfel, Studien I,p.28.
Harrison, NORM III. pp. 84-87; idem, liArs Nova," PP. 70-71:
Sanders, "English Polyphony, It pp. 218-219; idem, "Motet, ''po 543 •
.
Stevens, "St. Thomas, It pp. 329-331. Recorded on disc Nonesuch
H-71292.
C.f.: whole chant setting of respond used at ~atins and
in procession at First Vespers on Feast of St. Thomas.
Form: isoperiodic phrase construction in two upper
voices over unpatterned tenor and quartus cantus.
I 112L = 14(8L)
II = JL + 9L + 11 ( 8L) + 7L + .5L
Text: to St. Thomas of Canterbury ("de sancte Thoma
Cantuarie").
Remarks: earliest known example of a solus tenor
combining functions of tenor and auartus cantus, thus
reducing texture from a4 to aJ.
Onc ;62, 2 Ianuam quem clauserat - I and II
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Ianuam quam c1auserat Iaclntus 1n salt1bus
fructus edu11um puer per1l!l1tur
sacro Thome reserat de cuius c1ner1bus
dlrum mart1rlum tlos rUbens orltur
5 Thomas carnem domuit Thomas dlrls lctlbus
crebro 1e1un10 1n templo mor1tur
aspero conpescuit: de cuius vulner1bus
hanc clam c1c1110 sanguis dllabltur
exulans reclnuit fragrare flos assolet"
10 cordls 1n scrinio Velud aromata
Chrlstum pro quo corruit Thome fama r ed.olet-
tandem martlr10 orb1s per cl1mata
regressus occubuit laclnt1 durlc1a
matrls 1n gremio terro non sculpltur
15 p~adlsum meruit Thomeque constanc1a
cruorls prec10 morte non flectltur
lndulgent fac1nor1 m111tes desevlunt-
11ctores Domlni crebro conv1c10
non parcentes temper1 pastorem percuclunt
20 loco vel ord1ni 1n greg1s medl0
qui devotls mentlbus cerebrum excue1unt
Thome eonfuglunt host1l1 gladl0
de suis errat1bus quod seelus perf1c1unt
medelam senc1unt feral1 stud10
2S veneremur laud1bus' Chr1stus Del f111us
Thome memorlam slt nobls prople1us
nostrls pro sceler1bus per Thome merlta.
poseentes veniam.
1 1aelnctus
3 cuts
13 1aclnctl
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Balaam de quo
Balaam de quo
T. Balaam
Sources Onc 362, fol. 86 (RISM no. 4), voice II only;
~, fol. J92v-J9Jv ( written as separate motets, RISM
nos.J2J/J24; Rokseth nos. J40/J41).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 2; Rokseth, PolYl?honies,
III, pp.258-62; Stevens TECM I, 5; Tischler, Montpellier,
III/6-7, pp. 224-27. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 84 (Qn£);
Rokseth, ibid., I, fol. J92v-J9Jv (F~O); dipl. facs. of
the second half in Apel, NPM; facs. 6J. Apel, NPM, p.J15:
Bukofzer, SMRM, pp.24-25; Dalglish, "Hocket," pp.J5J-59
with very full references to other analyses on p.J5J, notes
24-28; Harrison, MMB, pp.1JJ-J4; idem, NOHM III, p.9J; idem,
"Ars Nova," p.71; Handschin, "Sumer Canon II," pp.7J-74;
Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp.19J-95: idem, "Motet,"
p.542; idem, "Englands From the Beginning," p,28J.
Recorded on disc Nonesuch H-71J08.
C.f.s verses four and five of the Epiphany sequence
Epiphaniam Domino. ~nis Stevens assumes that a performance
of this motet would embed the motet within the sequence at
Mass. He observes in the liner notes for the Nonesuch record
that "a noted missal of the Sarum Use (Paris, Bibliotheque
de L'Arsenal (F-Pa 135» gives a clear clue to the perfor-
mance of this work by starting the sequence in plainsong no-
tation, changing to measured notation for the verses cited
above, and then changing back again when they come to an
end. The two troped verses enshrine the customary repeat of
the melody on the vowel ·a·. lI @ee F-Pa 135, fol.240v, col.1.J
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Harrison points out, however, that in the Use of Salis-
bury the melody of the Balaam verses was used for the Bene-
dicamus Domino Alleluia at Offices of Epiphany, citing the
Missale Sarum (ed. Dickinson (1861-63», col. 85, note:
HEt cantus l~uius versus Balaam dicatur super Benedicamus cum
Alleluia ad utrasque vesperas et ad matutinas secundum usum
Sarum Ecclesie." Hence the choice of c.f. makes this piece
suitable for use in the Office as a Benedicamus sUbstitute
rather than as a motet for use at Mass. (F~rrison, "Ars
Nova," p.71 and note 8; idem; NOHM III, p.93 and note L)
~s bipartite voice-exchange motet with single
text, repeated on exchange; the two sections are written
as separate motets in~. See Chapter 2, pp.62-65.
dcf hgf' jif" ijf'\
cde ghe' ijeil jif"
AAB AAB AAB AAB
x y z w
y x w z
C C C C
~: for Epiphany; tropic expansion on the language
of the sequence verses used as the tenor.
Remarks: Dalglish calls the motet a "hocket varia-
tion," demonstrating in "Hocket" that the melismatic
hocket sections in each half are variations on their re-
spective texted sections. Dalglish wrongly describes
voice I as "omitted" from Onc 362 ("Hocket," pp.J58-59).
One 362, 4;
P-l-tO, 323/324·
-
Balaam de quo
853
Balaam' de quo vat1e1nans
1am de Iaeob nova m1eans
orb1 lumen 1nehoans
[rut1lans]exh1b1t stella.
5 RUie ut plaeuit
tres mag1 m1st1ea
virtute tr1p11e1
portabant munera
1psum m1r1t1ee
10 regem d1eene1a
Deum et hom1nem
m1ra potene1a.
1 l::11Q. reads. Balsam 1ngu1t vat1e1na.ns
4 word not 1n One taken from F-MO
- -
2-4 Numbers 24.17
Th1s text paraphrases strophes four and 1'1ve of the
Ep1phany sequence Ep1phe..."11a!!1 Dom1no.
Balsam de quo vat1e1nans
ex1b1t ex Iaeob rut1lans
1nqu1t stella
et eonfr1get dueum agm1na
reg10ms Moab maxima.
potentia.
Rule mag1 munera
deferunt preelara
aurum s1mul thus et myrrham
thure Deum pred1eant
auro regem magnum
hominem mortalem myrrha.
854
Civitas nusquam
T. Cibus esurientum
Cives celestis
Source: Onc 362, fol. 86v-87 (RISM no. 5).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 3 and in Stevens, TECM, 17.
Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 85-86; dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II,
pp.4243. Apfel, Studien I, p. 28; Harrison, liArs Nova,"
pp. 71-72; Sanders, "English ?olyphony," pp. 250-251.
Recorded on disc Experiences Anonymes EA-0024.
C.f.: unidentified; rea~s 'Cibus esurientum, salus
languentum, solamen dolentum.'
Form: bipartite duet motet w~th medius cantus and some
varied repeat of counterpoint over return of tenor; no
periodic phrase structure, and two unequal halves defined
by cadences in all parts. Tenor is patterned:
50L = 24L + 26L = (4+6+4+6+4)L + (6+4+6+4+6)L, with the
first ten bars identical to the last ten.
Text: to St. Edward ("de sancto Edwardo").
Notation: counte~point of 2 § against J § suggests
trochaic reading: ·tt·:) t (See b. 2,8,16,18,24,32,35,
38,47).
Remarks: parallel counter~oint of outer voices mostly
in 6ths with some non-cadential parallel 5ths.
Onc 362, 5 Civitas nusqua: - I and II
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C1vitas n'~squam cond1tur
que supra montem excelsum pan1 tur
neque lucerna rutilans
accend1tur et abscond1tur sub modio
5 set in subl1m1 candelabra f1g1tur
tr1buat ut lucem calig1noso populo
quon1am qui caret lum1ne
nesc1t quo tendat1t1nere
an s1 vadat v.t1l1tar
10 aut s1 dev1et nequ1ter.
S1cque patent et rut1lant
Edward1 nee lat1tant
vi te mores et dogmata quamplurlma.
pleb1 carent1 lumlne vere salut1s
15 prebuit lucem saplenc1e atque clemencle
et de talent1s sib1 comm1ssis a Domino
veluti famulus opt1mus
respondet in centuplo
et ideo s1b1 conceditur gloria
20 quo nunquam deflciet letic1a
per -inf'ln1ta secula.
1-5 Matthew 5al4-15
16-18 Matthew 25a14-30
Clves celestls curle
let1 fi unt hod1 e
expectando Edward1 presenclam
receptur1 cum sanct1s let1c1am
5 quia consonat et redolet me11us
1unctura bonorum merlto
hlc et in futuro seculo.
Dulcls est adunaci0
quam dulce contubern1um
10 in subllm1 palac10
coram rege celestlum
ubi Edwardus hodle
sUbllmatur ad gaudlum
prec1bus cu1us perducaJ!1ur
15 ad eoru."Il consorclum
quo manebttnt in perpetuum.
1 tu es (for elves)
7 est (for ~)
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Excelsus in numine
Benedictus Dominus
Tenor de Exclesus
Sources Onc 362, £01. 86v-87 (RISM no. 6).
Literature a Ed. in PMFC XVI, 99; Oxford Anthologya
Medieval Music, 48; stevens, Music in Honour of st. Thomas,
no. 7. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 86; dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 44-45. Apfel, Studien I, p. 28; Hohler,
"Reflections," p. 311 Sanders, "English Polyphony," p.102;
Stevens, "st. Thomas," pp.342-43. Recorded on disc
Peters PLE 115.
C.f.a a pes-like free part in melodic double versicles;
labelled "Tenor de Excelsus."
~a bipartite voice-exchange motet aJ with melismatic
prelude and texted coda, with double text sung alternately.
See Chapter 2, pp.64-65.
~s on St. Thomas of Canterbury ("de sancto Thoma
cantuarie"). Hohler suggested in "Reflections" that the
motet was originally conceived not for Becket but for the
occasion of the canonization of Thomas of Hereford (1320).
However, in private correspondance with this author he has
withdrawn that suggestion.
Remarks: unusual tonali t:y for the English mo'tet reper-
toire in general and for free pieces in particular (a trans-
posed D-tonality on G with Bb). Fairly "open" counterpoint
with extensive use of rests to lighten the texture.
One 362, 6 Excelsus in numine - I and II
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I
Excelsus in numine
sue potestatis
vultus sui lumine
nobis consignatis
5 oriens eluxit
et per Thomam presulem
suum confessorem
nostrum quamvis exulem
a se per errorem
10 in viam reduxit.
2 tue
10 exule
II
Benedictus Dominus
universitatis
qui nos nichilominus
sue claritatis
15 radio lustravit
et sanctum superius
Thomam nominatum
Anglie propicius
dans in advocatum
20 sic mirificavit.
Mr. Christopher Hohler kind1.y shared with me the followings
I, 3-5 quote Psalm 4:7 Signatum est super nos lumen
vultus tui Domine.
~I,6-10 quote Psalm 4:4 mirificavit Dominus sanctum suum.
In addition the texts contain echoes of the language of
the Benedic~~s at Lauds (Luke 1: 68-79), including:
Benedictus Dominus
eluxit, radio lustravit
in viam reduxit
- Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel
- illuminare his qui ••••
- ad dirigendos pedes nostros
in viam pacis
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Ade finit perpete
Ade finit misere /
T. A definement d'este lerray
Sources Onc 362, fol. 87v (RISM no. 7); F-TO 925,
fol. 166r (no. 8).
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XV, 4. Facs. in EECM 26,
pl. 87 (Onc); dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien, II, pp.45-46
(Q..!!£.). Apfel, studien, I, P. 28; Caldwell, "Letter to the
Edi~or," pp. 384-85; Harrison, "Ars Nova," p. 73; idem,
NOHM III, p. 86; Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 220-21;
idem, "Motet," p. 532. Recorded on disc Experiences
Anonymes EA-0024. See also Anderson, "New Sources," on ~.
C.f.: identified in Onc with the incipit given above,
and in~ by the shorter version "A definement." Caldwell,
op.cit., draws attention to the fact that "the vernacular poem
associated with the tenor of (this motet) has been located in
the Bodleian MS Douce 308 (fol. 209), as the fourteenth item
in the fourth section, devoted to pastorelles." He cites some
relevant literature, to which one can add Robert Linker White,
A Bibliography of Old French Lyrics (1979), which anticipates
Caldwell in the association of the poem with the motet (see
no. 265-8). The melodic shape of the c.f. is a simple
ab b'c b'c' (= abb').
Forms strophic repeat with variation built on three
statements of the tenor, and incorporating a phrase struc-
ture with mixed periodicity:
I 72L = (13 + 11)L + 2(11 + 13)L
II = 8(9L)
II: = 3(24L) = 3(6(4L»)
The two lower voices share the same range, with the duplum
generally beneath the tenor when the tenor is in the upper
fourth of its range. There is a remarkably high degree of
motivic economy and repetition both within each strophe,
matching the melodic repetitions in the tenor, and between
strophes. For example, see I: 1-4 = 25-28 =49-52, or
II: 56-60 = 64-68.
~: on the Resurrection ("de resurrectione").
Rema.rks: the~ version is preferable in a number
of small divergences from the readings of Onc~ F-TO is not
-
quite cOIll.plete, however -- voice I begins only with 42,2.
859
Onc 362. 7
F-TO 925. 8
Ade f1n1 t perpete - I and II
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Ade f1n1 t perpete
nephas parent1s no%1e
passo pro nob1s
p10 plasmatore
5 Chrlsto r~ge Naza.reno
Iesu cruc1f1xo
Iuda1co furore
agno mltl lnmolato
lnnocentl mortl dato
10 trlumphatore
qui resurgens hod1e
nobls patefec1~
regnum poll patr1e
nobll1 V1ctore
15 exultemus decantemus
ln qua pascha nostrum
cathollco clamore
lnstat enim lub11el
dies eterne requle1
20 resurgente ~edemptore.
14 victorle (One)
~ begins with line 12.
5
10
15
Ade f1n! t mls ere
dellctum a tltubans dolore
totum genus temere
nostrum lam per1erat plangore
paradlsl dlu clausa
porta patet grandl dulcore
mundl semper pro salute
popul1 passo salvatore
qui pro nobls morlendo
effuso roseo cruore
pendens cruc1s patlbulo
rumpens yma mirando more
resurrexlt hod1e a mortuis
1nmenso v1gore
psallat ergo plebs ovando
pascha nostrum novo c1~~oreo
861
Alta c~~unt assistentes
Quadruplum
Source: Onc 362, fol. 88 (RISM no. 8).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 88.
C.f.: none extant, but possible that motet set whole
chant of the Alleluia Pascha Nostruo.
~: duplum and quadruplum of a motet a4 with strophic
repetition and varied voice exchange; motet is bipartite, with
cp~nge of mensuration (after a central cadence) from second
mode to first mode. The design of the motet may be represented
in terms of section lengths and melodic/contrap~~tal relation-
ships as follows:
126L = 53L + 7JL
= JL + 2(8L) + 2(SL) + (S+9)1 + 11
x AA' BB' CC'
= (S+10)L + 2(9L) + 2(12L) + 12L + 1L
DDt EE' FF' F' ,
Text: text is tropic expansion on the Alleluia; the
sectional break falls between the Alleluia and the verse, and
this is made manifest by means of assonance: Alta ••••miser~
Pascha g£•••• immolatus ~.
One 362, 8 Alta canunt ass1stentes
862
Alta canunt ass1stentes·
c~~ct1 carmen nobile
fe11x festum
nob1s adest hodle
5 lumen vite
patribus apparu1~
quos cal1go
tier..ebrosa tenuit
pro delicto
10 prothopatris nox10
dum f1l1us alt1ss1m1
mundi pro solac10
mor1tur et solVitur" .
gelu salvat10
1S deb1ta
de m1ser1a.
Pascha nob11e
ecc1es1a f1de11um
colat voto cordis toto
20 rerum quo creator omnium
lab111bus pro famulis
ob" culpam dampnab111bus
1nter11t
transacta d1e terc1a
25 sua Virtute propria
contracta mort1s vinculo
red1t de baratro
surgens s e monstrat pr1m1tus
Mar1e de qua sp1r1tus
30 septem e1ecerat 1nmundos"
duos redd1t d1sc1pulos
presenc1a 1ocundos
mag1strl qui defleverat
dum 1mmolatus est.
Text trop1c to Alleluia Pascha Nostrum.
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Caligo terre scinditur
Virgo mater et filia
Tenor
Source: Onc 362, fol. 88v (RISM no. 9).
Literature: Ed. in PW~C XV,5; Oxford Anthology: Medieval
Music, 49. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 89; dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 46-47. Apfel, Studien I, p. 28; Harrison,
NOHM III, p. 86; idem, liArs Nova," 1-73 • Recorded on disc
Peters PLE 115. Caldwell, "Review," pp.469-70.
C.f.: voice labelled tenor is actually free; there is,
however, a c.f. disguised in voice II. It is a setting of
a French virelai, Mariounette douche, which is also used
as the tenor of Onc 362, 12, where the French ineipit may
be found.
Form: stratified motet without regUlar phrase structure
in triplum.
I 49L = 5 + 6 + 8 + 4 + 5 + 4 + 7 + 5 + 5L
II = (7+4)L + 2(4+4)L + 2(7+4)L
III = 3(4L) + 12(3L) + 11
Text: to the BVM; duplum follows the shape of the virelai;
text is declaimed roughly at 4-SL per couplet. Caldwell,
in "Revie...... ," observes that lines 1-2, 5-6 of thetriplum
quote the second stanza of the Prudentius hymn~ et tenebrae
~ nubila (~50, pp.23-24), transforming "a hymn for day-
break into one for Christmas." The only change is the sub-
stitution of "partu" for "vultu" in line 6 of the motet text.
Line 9 of the triplum ("in partu pure virginis") suggests the
motet is appropriate not just for Christmas and the birth of
Christ, but also for the birth of Mary earlier in Advent.
Onc 362, 9 Ca11go terre - I and II
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Cal1go terre sc1nd1tur
percussa so11s sp1culo
dum sol ex stella nascltur
1n ~1del d1luculo
5 rebusque 1am color red1t
partu n1tent1s s1der1s
quarum decorem polluit'
peccatum Ade vetet'1s
1n partu pure virgln1s
10 nox n1tet 1nstar lum1n1s
nox atfluit de11c11s
palatls ce11 gaud11s
per v1scera virg1nea
tlt val11s fletus mellea
15 laudantes canunt V1glles
gaudere lubent fleb1les<
1nsompnes lustrat clar1tas
luctantes docet ver1tas
sancte Marle grem1um
20 vas est horum magnal1um.
V1rgo materque f1l1a
reg1s alt1ss1m1
mest1s f1t remed1a
lacera consc1enc1a
5 fac1le sic 1llab1tur
ad frlvola labencla
quo laqueata rap1tur
anima s1c llludltur
a famu1a proprla
10 s1ne prov1denc1a
1n te virgo d1ffund1tur
omnis potene1a
h1e aud1 susp1r1ao
870
Solaris ardor Romuli
Gregorius ~~l seculi
Petre tua navicula
T. Mariounette douche
Source: Onc 362, fol. 89 (RISM no. 10).
Literature: Ed. in P~ITC XV, 6 and in History of Music
in Sound II, pp. 61-64. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 90. Apfel,
Studien I, p. 28; Harrison, "Ars Nova," p. 73; Dom A. Hughes,
NOHril II, p. 40:-; i Sanders, "English Polyphony," p. 221; idem,
"Motet," p. 544. Recorded on disc RCA LM-6015 (History of
Music in Sound II) •
C.f.: Mariounette douche, a French virelai also used as
the c.f. of Onc 362, 9; here transposed down a fifth from the
previous version. Only text incipit given.
Form: isoperiodic in a module of 9L, with some strophic
repeat of counterpoint on repeat of phrases of the tenor,
which has the melodic shape ABBAA.
I 54L = 10L + 4(91) +81
II = 141 + 4(9L) + 4L
III = 8L + 3(9L) + 2(51) + 9L
IV = 12L + 2(9L) + 2(1.2L)
Text: on St. Augustine and Canterbury.
Solaris ardor - I and IIOne 362, 10
Solaris ardor Romuli
solvit gelu Britannie
mundana. corda populi
a scoria resanie
5 cometa cum sign1fera
dum lucem moderancie
dedere dena sidera
quater in ortu Cancie
que tenebras perfidie
10 demere flamme fidei
quocumque fluetus hodie
claudent Anglos equorei.
:3 mundano
7 The forty monks, companions of St Augustine.
10 flamm~
Gregorius sol seculi
Iovem de canero Romuli
m1sit in 1ibram Anglie
de medi0 qui populi
5 tulit lunam perfidie
zod1aci per singula
transit signa tripharie
lueescens sine macula
decursoque snmmarie
10 cursu se f1nxit firmi tar
mensurum eternaliter-
in gradu Cantuar1 e.
11 !I1ansurum
871
Onc··362. 10 Solar1s ardor - III
872
5
10
Petre tua navicula
vac11lat a11quoc1ens
resultat set per1cula
post p1ur1ma multoc1ens
1n 1nsula Br1tannie
f1des o11m convalu1~
t1more sed vesan1e
gent111s d1u 1atu1~
sequacem per Gregor1um
tuum pat1 consu1ltur
per Augustlnum monaehum
et f1del reducltur.
L1sted ln Chev. 41983.
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Virgo sancta Katerina
De spineto
T. Agmina
Source: One 362, fol. 89v,82 (RISM no. 11).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 7. Facs. in EECM 26, pl.
91-92; dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 48-49. Apfel,
Studien I, p. 28; Harrison, "Ars Nova," p. 70; idem, NOHl"l III,
p. 84; Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 248-250.
C.f.: neuma from the st. Katherine responsory Virgo
flagellatur. This color sung in five rh~hmically varied
statements. ( 29L + 20L + 17L + IlL + 13L)
Form: Begins isoperiodically on a modUle of 9L
(90L=10(9L)), shifts to a module of 8L, and then becomes mixed
and slightly irregular in periodicity in upper parts; this
inconsistency on account of shifting modular numbers and
irregular periods in tenor, whose quickening note values in
successive periods are mirrored in a shift from long-breve
to breve-semibreve declamation in the upper voices.
I 90L = 3 (9L) + 2 (8L) + 51 + 8L + 51 + 7L + 4L + 7L + llL
II = 2L + 3(9L) + 3(8L) + 10L + 9L + 8L + 10L
III = 9(3L) + 4L + 9(2L) + 51 + 3(4L) + 51 + 2(4L) + 2(31)+51
Text: to St. Katherine; rubric no longer visible.
The texts are regular and so versified as to have the con-
figuration that would be expected of an isoperiodic motet.
Variants to PMFC XV ed.: III: 50-52 Ib bbb 1 (CB AFG F)/
57-58 1b 1 (FG F).
One ;62, 11 Vlrgo sancta Katerlna - I and II
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Vlrgo sancta Katerlna . De splneto rosa cresclt
gemma nltens Grecle lnter rampnos Grecle
orta veterl de splna stlmulata non palesclt
ro[sa fragrans] gracle trlbulo perfldle
5 generosa palatlna 5 laceratur dum tatore
clare tlos prosaple fragrans tlos prudencle
qui parentes rex reglna gens resplrat ex odore
gr[andlS] excellencia florls Alexandrle
pupa verglt ad d1vlna de floreto flos regall
10 dans s e c1erlmonie 10 Katerlna nascltur
ultra morem[tem1na]rum
rltu genclum dampnall
spreto fldem sequitur
flt maglstra llcterarum
fldel cathollce tecta scuto purltatls"
ense clncta castltatls
Viclt rethores Persarum 15 saluteque Gallle
15 g( erens basesj Galllarum
artls ln rethorlce lura sexus et etatls
vincens nephas dlgnitatls
viet! cedunt quinquageni arguit cesaree
qui putantu[r esse] plen1
lumlnis saplencle fide rethorum robusta
20 facta choors non adusta
20 19ni dantur ut urantur moritur lncendl0
hos non ledlt hlls [concedlt]
ignis set Uranie demum cedlt et Augusta
fitque martlr post angusta
splrltus sacrl rore cesa cum Porflrl0.
madente gracle.
16 etates
These texts C?we much.. ~')t"' their language to the rhymed
offices for Katherine (see~. p1.V-Z; Brev.5ar III,
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Regi regum enarrare
T. Regnum tuu~
Source: Onc 362, folD 82v (RISM no. 12).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 93.
C.f.: whole chant setting of the Gloria prosulaj
double versicle structure of the c.f. is ignored in the
setting.
Form: triplum and tenor of an isoperiodic motet a4 (2+2)
with module of 7L; in order to accommodate the whole chant,
tenor ~leae are isoperiodic ~ut not isorhythmic.
I 84L = 9L + 8(7L) + 13L + 6L
II = 12(7L)
Text: a prayer to God; tropic to the tenor text.
One 362, 12 Regl regum enarrare
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[R]egl regum enarrare
lnqu1d 11r.gua glor1am
qui n1ch11 tru1tur
preter le( tlclam]
5 [sedans Jl11s
ln summo sol10
c111 mlrabl1ls
e.sslstat concl0
mllla( 10rJ
10 [ urJ clV1um
sole lucldlor
quorum est omnium
contexta flmbrlls
[ ] purea
IS- ornatus capltls
corona aur ea
adm1n1stranclum
novem or[ ]
[ s] dlrlgltur
20 qui sacrls cant1bus
regem glorlflcant
excellentlss1mum
[ Jus r
est ln eternum.
Text 1s tr1mmed s11ghtly, ~~ badly rubbed. It 1s trop1c
to the tenor, the Glorla prosula Regnum~ so11dum.
Ope 1,2&, 12 Beg1 regum ensnare-T.Begnum }UWIl
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Iam nubes dissolvitur
Iam novum sidus oritur
T. Iam lucis orto sidere
Source: Onc 362. fo~. 83 (RISM no. 15), voices
I and II only.
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV, 8. Facs. in EECM 26, pl.94.
Handschin,"Sumer Canon II," pp.75-76.
C.f.1 The tenor for this motet does not survive in Qn£.
It was first identified by Mr. Paul Hawkshaw in a seminar at
Columbia University. He. like Handschin, reconstructed a
contrapuntally acceptable voice under the upper parts. which was
then recognized as the familiar tune of the hymn !!! lucis
~ sidere. stated two-and-a-half times.
~I Isoperiodic in a module of 4L over the middle
three of five tenor periods of 9L. with a textless cauda over
the first tenor period and a more irregular scheme over the
last:
I 4SL = (4L + 3L) + 7(4L) + (3L + 3L + 4L)
II = (2L + 3L + 4L) + 6(4L) + (3L + 4L + SL)
III = 5(9L)
~: To the BVM on her Nativity; see also under Remarks.
Remarks: There is another 13th-century motet that shares
the same pair of texts. but has different music; it appears.
among other places. as F~O. 258 (Rokseth no. 275). RISM B/IV/l
incorrectly reports that the Onc piece is merely a variant of
the~ motet. This curious error is transmitted in recent
editions of the F~~O piece. Tischler. The Montpellier Codex.
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Recent Researches in the Music of the Middle Ages and Early
Renaissance, vol. 2, p-.lxv, wrongly indicates the One motet as
a direct concordance, and further s·-ggests that the One piece
was not considered by Rokseth. Gordon Anderson, in The Las
Huelgas Manuscript, vol. 2, p.xxxv (in the notes to no. 34),
also wrongly claims that the QB£ piece is a direct concordance
to the second piece.
The two motets setting the same pair of texts are,
however, remarkably similar in formal desi~ and stylization
of declamation around the repeated word "iam"; one may well
have been modelled on the other. The continental piece has
a tenor consisting of two statements of Solem iusticie.
Roughly the middle half of the motet is isoperiodic, with a text-
less cauda over the first quarter and a more irregular scheme
over the last quarters
I 40L = 2L + 7(4L) + 3L + 2L + 2(3L)
II = 8(4L) + 4(2L)
III = 20(2L)
In both motets, modules of 4L have been counted with the
hocket over the last 2L of each unit.
~hatever the direction of influence (and relative ages),
it seems probable that the One motet is English in origin,
on the basis of its appearance in an English source, the
assonance of its tenor text with the upper parts, some strophic
repeat of counterpoint with varied voice exchange on repeat
of the tenor (as for instance, bars 13-14 compared with 31-32),
and its tonal closure.
One'362, 15 lam nubes - I and II
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lam nubes d1sso1vitur
iam patet galax1a
1am flos de spina rump1tur
1am or1tur Maria
5 1am verum lumen eern1tur
1am demonstratur via
1am pro nobis pia
exorta Maria
per~ruamur gloria.
2 gala.x1as
3 Rok. ex
i ROk. exoretJ AH. exorat
1 Bok and AH. utfruamur
- -
lam novum sidus or1tur
1am patet galax1a
1am e% Iudes nasc1tu:'
1am ori 'cur Maria
5 1am nobis celum pand1tur
ism det nobis gaud1a
~n eeli curia
Chr1stus cu1us f1lia
ac mater es Maria.
3 nassitur
5 AHI enim (for eelum)
9 ROk and~. et
These paired texts have a concordance in a con~1nental
motet edited by Rokseth in Po1y~hon1es ~ XIII s1ec1e
(Paris, 1935-48), III, no.275. They are also listed in
Chev. 38325 and edited. in ~ 4Sb. p.45.
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o homo de pulvere
o homo consideraQuartus cantus de 0 homo
Filie ierusalem, tenor de 0 homo
Source: Onc 362, fol. 83v,90 (RISM no~ 17).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC XV,9; Oxford Anthology: Medieval
Music, 50. Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 95-96; dipl. facs. in Apfel,
Studien II, pp. 37-38. Apfel, Studien I, p. 27; Harrison,
"Ars Nova," p. 70; Sanders, "English Polyphony," pp. 192-193;
idem, "England: From the Beginning," p. 283; idem, "Motet,"
pp. 541-542. Recorded on disc Peters PLE 115.
C.f.: beginning of the solo portion of a respond for the
feast of a martyr or confessor•.
F01~: varied voice exchange over three tenor statements,
with no periodic phrase structure (Oxford Anthology incorrectly
labels as "isorhythmic"):
b a' b"
a b' a"
x x' X"
y Y Y
and within each of the three sections there is a near-literal
restatement of melody in the tenor to which there is correspond-
ing voice exchange:
• •• c ••• d •••
• •• d ••• c .••
• •• v •• •v· ..
• •• w••• w· ••
=
a
x
y
See bars 8-12/16-20: 35-39/43-47/62-66/70-74.
Text: homiletic; has a concordance in a 13th-century
English motet, 10m 5958, 2 (Ed. in PMFC XIV, 79; text ed. in
PIilFC XV).
Remarks: l'iarrow range (a 13th), narrow ,..,idth of
8~
counterpoint (rarely exceeding an octave), lack of regular
phrase structure, irregular declamation on longs or longs and
breves, and triadic final harmony all point to a date of
composition in the later 13th century. (Both published
editions misleadingly amend the final note in the Quartus
cantus from an F to an A. Several 13th-century English
motets a4 have a third in the final harmony, however. See
Chapter One, p.46 and note 43.)
Onc ;62, 17 o homo considera - I and II
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o homo considera
que vite 1abilis gloria
dat conpendia
cu1us natura
5 t'ovet" t'rag1.1la
nunc floret nunc deflcit
refert et lnan1a
nunc gaudet nunc meret
sera dat stabilia
10 cum slt cui de1lcata
promit vicla
1lnque rogo talla
Chrlstique vestlgla
cor-anter sequere
15 querens cellca
videe gaudia.
3 Lbms [coJmper~la
6 tlores, ~bms floret
7 Lbms reserat lnan1a
8 Lbms nunc gauLdJ et et nunc meret
10 tu1, Lbms cui cam s1t de11cata
13 Chrls~vest1g1a, ~I [Chr1st]lque
o homo de pulvere
surge propere
et I esum amp1ectere
corde verbls opere
5 qui pro tu1s culpis aspere
cesus et se funerl
volens subdere
te redem1t llber.e
carltate mera
10 ergo mlser gradere
1n elus 1t1nere
cuncta mala des ere
et slc stude vlvere
ut q uess gaudere.
14 gas ut gaudere
These p~1red texts have a concordance in a 13th-century
~nglish ~otet, Lb~ 5958, 2 (edited by ~.S.Sanders in
PMFC XIV, no.79). Listed in Chev. 41870-71 and in
GennB 212a/2l2b.
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Rosa delectabilis
Regalis exoritur
T. Regali ex progenie
Source: Onc 362, fol. 90v-91 (RISM no. 18). palimpsest
over erased music that is now unreadable even under ultra-
violet illumination.
Literature : Ed. in PMFC X:V, 10. Facs. in EECM 26, pl.
97-98; dipl. facs. in Apfel, Studien II, pp. 50-52. Apfel,
Studien I, p. 28; Harrison, NOHTJI III, pp. 87-88; idem,"Ars
Nova," p. 73; Sanders, aEnglish Polyphony," pp. 239-240;
idem, "Motet," p. 546.
C.f.: antiphon for the Nativity of the B~a, laid out
once as a whole chant.
Form: duet motet with medius cantus; see Chapter 2,
pp. 133-35.
Text: to the BVM.
Notation: first mode, with elaborate subdivision of
the breve using insular circle-stem notation; see Chapter
pp.245, 284.
and accuracy.
Edition in PMFC lacks rhyt~~ic consistency
One 362, 18 Rosa deleetabll1s - I and II
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[R]osa deleetabl11s [R]egalls exor1tur
splna earens exor1tur mater deeorls anima
reg1na prenobllls naturalls tol11tur
hee culpa. earens nasel tur honorls am1e1ela
5 hee que Iesse virgula nova earo eernitur
de radi.ee progred1tur emendata resurgere
ex stlrpe v1rguneula ta11 et subor1ttn"
David est que produeltur euncts. regens lmpendere
hee luna formoslo~ terre vita reddl tur
10 ut aurora progred.ltur Eve salus ln graela
sole spec1os1or nobls ae refundltur
materlall cern1tur elus pax exeellenela
elus est amabl11s rex turbatur em1tur
et graelosa facles-' qui vitam orb! dederat
15 flt l11a terrlbllls falso Iuda t~ad1tur
ve1ud astrorum aeles pacem reus omlserat
exorta conspleltur presta tuos exelpe
ex regall progen1e reglna tuis emulls
vlrgo que dlnoscltur eonclamantes aeelpe
20 re1s spes alma venie nos tll:!l vi tam servulls
cast1s Del fll1um des viam laudant1bus
hee conceplt vlscerlbus et cunetls te egregla
quem PUdOTls l11lum regina orantlbus
servans laetat uberlbus blna en1m remedla
25 vla deviantlbus trlbuas'egentlbus
precor &more f11ll peecato penitentlbus
sls virgo peccantlbus ut qui culpa miser1
culpaque dlsperant1bus sunt hil pena s1nt llberl
pla mater auxll1um. flneque elVes ee11el.
3 reg1na carens prenob1lls
27 sc1s
14 vlta
15 trad.1tus·
Jube Domine benedieere (2 settings)
Source: One 362, fol. 90v-91 (RISM nos. 19 and 20).
Remarks~ Not motets, but edited here in order to
provide alternative transcriptions to those of PMFC XVI.
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•.•• geret et regem gencium
Source: TAcro 3182, fol. B (no. 2).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 201. Lefferts and
Bent, "New Sources," pp.J54-356.
Form: very fragmentary voice of a motet, probably
duplum; regularly versified text but irregular declamation
and no apparent regular phrase structure.
Notation: breve-semibreve notation with a few
melismatic minims; transcri~d here with breve as half note.
Remarks: similar in appearance to Ancilla Domini,
Lli 146, no.6.
5TAcro 3182, 1*
••••••••
•••• geret
et regem gencium
et gaude ••••
•••••••••• nis
gracia Dominum
conceptum iam •••
et ••••••••••••
vide et habuit
ex patris munere
10 dum tu concipies
de sacro flamine
et virgo pareres
tu sine semine
ergo nos mitettur
15 Domini filius
patris quem dixerat
celestis nuncius
Hester qui diceris
fuendo veniam
20 fac nati regeret
tuam familiam
et sic nos curre(ret)
per mundi stadium
ut celi •••••••••
geret et regem
numine?
892
25 •••••••••••••••••
25 illegible, but the end of the text is here.
'l'Aero 3182, ...geret et regem gene1W1l...·.Vide et habuit-
~:E·~···,~t:( i~.
V;....cl. \ ....vi- .... he- bU- ........tr1. mu- no- re
10 3 ,6
I~
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• s1- ne se- m1- ne er- -go nos mi- _et- tur Do- m1- n1
~o ~
~ t'1- 11- us pa- tr1a quem d1- xe- rat ceo- leo- -5t1s'
1ft> J{C~g-~.~~.~
'i
nun- e1- us He- ster qui d1- ce- r1s tu- en- -do ve- %11- am
50 ~
=E:::e' - ilne r.a- t1 re- ge- ret tu- am fa- :111- 11- - am et s1c
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•••• rex piaculum homo
Source: TAcro 3182, fol. BV (no. 4).
Literature: Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 202. Lefferts and
Bent. "New Sources."
Form: very fragmentary voice of a polyphonic composition,
not clearly a motet. Possibly a setting of an Allelui~
(judging from the first legible text) of which there recains
most of the verse, in one part. The setting alternates cum
and sine littera sections and has a very wide range
(a 13th, a-f"), which suggests this voice might be made
to combine with itself in counterpoint through voice exchange.
Professor Paul Doe (University of Exeter) generously shared
this observation and his discovery of parts which indeed do
fit, and graciously allowed me to reproduce his solution
in this Appendix. In the transcription bars 52-73 have been
entered under bars 29-50, joining a section without text to
a section with text.
Notation: tempus imperfectum maior.
TAcro 3182, 2* rex piaeulum
896
[Al]leluya••••••••• rex piaculum homo ora•••machinum
celum cessa infera'-'
••••pro suo crimina clemens audi [sus]Piria 0 tue salus
Two lines of text Visible, only partially legible.
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Lingua peregrina
T. Laqueus
S0urces Ob 20 (WF) , fol. 25 (RISM no. 44) = WF, 44.
Literatures Ed. in Dittmer, MSD 2, 44. Facs. in
Dittmer, Oxfcrd, Latin Liturgical D 20, p. 38. WMH, p.67.
C.f.s neuma from the beginning of the verse of the
Gradual for martyrs, Anima nostra, on the word "Laqueus."
The tune is melodically interesting, with an embedded
double versicle; it is apparently stated 5 times in all.
EQms triplum (duplum?] and tenor of a motet a3 (a4?)
with varied rhythmic patterning of the tenor in repeated
taleae of 4Le (See Chapter Two, pp.143ff.) The upper voice
has phrases of 4 and 8L, cadencing in the third bar of' a
4L unit if there is antipenultimate stress on the last word;
if the stress is penultimate, then a feminine cadence with
longs in the third and fourth bars is found. Occasionally
there is a rest of lL that is c~tsida of this 4L structur-
ing (as in bars 5, 18,35, 68, 101, 138, 150); hence, there
cannot be complete s~~cronization of this upper part with
the tenor throughout. Dittmer's solution for placement of
the tenor makes some implausible dissonances (as in bars
139, 141, 156) but no better solution c~~ be offered here
to make it fit.
~s prayer to the BVM.
Notations larga-longa notation, on which see Chapter
Three, pp.290ff.
Remarks: palimpsest added over erased music, in t~e
same hand t~at added W?, 47 ~~d WF, 48.
L1ngua peregr1na
900
mlsero meder1
10 bene prebales
a pena tue:rl
reum asso1es
tib1 [ ]
[ ] eat f111us<
15 pro quo Vis orare
dl11gent1us
vir1 non ne concep1st1
s1ne semine
11bera que peper1st1
20 a gravam1ne
[ ]aluist1
et 1n hom1ne
5
[L]1ngua peregr1na
te 1audare nesc10
ut amore s1c10
ee11ca reg1na
metus ne resp1c1as
note 1[ ][ 1etum ut exaud1as
8.n1mum 1nc11na
35
45
50
nulla sp1r1tal1s
r Jel1s
t1t occas10
que reo noce1tur
qu1n tua de1ebtur
deprecat10
pel".1 tens s1 fuer1 t
revertum et oder1t
s e non quo de [ ]
[ ]re v1cl0
ergo !nS.ter [ ]tere
prlVi1eg10
gent1s dato m1sere
pro remed10
reg1a sceptr1 grata
natum ora [ ]
[ ] t1bl pandens ubera
ut et pater
sua pandat vuJ.nera
ut nato prop1clus
n~stra tollat scelera.
pura s1ne cr1mlne
semper remans1st1
25 quis s1 te rogaver1t
desperare poterlt
1n angar1a
so11 [ ] ceterls
creatorls d1ster1s·
30 plena grat1a
nostra s1s advocata
defendere parata
nos a m1ser1a
L1ngua pel'egr1na/'r.LaqueWl
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Peregrina moror
T.
Source & WOc 68, trag. xxxv, fol. lV (RISM no. 47).
Literature • Ed. in Dittmer, MSD ~, 47. Facs. in
Dittmer, worcester Add. 68, p.70. Dittmer i MSD 2, pp.42-
4); w.MH, pp.67, 98.
C.f•• unidentified; two statements of a lengthy color
with embedded double versicles, melodic shape ABBCCD, that
is probably the neuma from a responsorial chant.
!Q!:!!!: ?triplum and ten:-!' of a motet ?a) with varied
rhythmic patterning of the tenor in taleae of 4L. In these
4L units the third and fourth longs are often replaced by a
double long. In the upper part there is further articulation
of the 4L units in synchronization with the tenor, especially
by introducing a double long, two perfect longs, or a perfect
long followed by long rest for the third and fourth longs of
each unit. This defines a strict binary mensural organization
on two successive levels above the long. It may be the case
t~~t the missing upper voice w~s set out of phase with the
surviving voice and tenor, in ~uch the same way that one finds
in Lingua peregrina .(WF, 44).
~: prayer to the BVM.
Notation: larga-longa; see Chapter )~ pp. 290ff.
Remarks & palimpsest over erased music, in the same
hand that added WF p44 and VlF, 48.
'.iF 47
-'
Peregr1na moror
errans 1n patr1a
aI!lara"'cogor
dare susp1r1a
Peregrina moror
908
10
tot pat10r
mala fateor
quod effud10r
carnea r[u1]na
te aggred10r
celica reg1l".a
qU1a cj."ilc1or
15
me 1ubantem
mater er1ge
1n viam errantem
bonam dirlge
caro me [ascer]1n-t-
nunc d1scer1nt'
mala propr1a
vana exulantur
20 [ ]antur
et demon1a
virgo venerab111s
mater 0 m1rab111s
me[ ] miserab111s
25
30
35
tu memora
aux111are
1n pura genu1st1
vir1 s1ne s em1ne
partus que d1scr1m1ne
so11s peper1st1
Deum et hom1nem
a reatu tr1sti
et a cr1m1ne
11bera me mort1s
1n exam1ne
ne d1gnum
me dampnaI!l1ne
privet hora sort1s
d.[ ] lum1[ne]o
909
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Rex omnipotencie
Source: WOe 68, frag. xxxv, fol. i V (RISM no. 48);
photofacs. in Ob 20, fol. 26v =WF, 48.
Literature : Ed. in Dittmer, MSD 2, 48. Facs. in idem,
worcester Add. 68, p. 70. Dittmer, MSD 2, p. 43; WMH,p.101.
- --
Form: isolated voice, perhaps the triplum of a motet
exhibiting strophic repeat with oruy slight variation;
regular periodicity of phrase structure:
48L =2(4+3+3+4~J+3+4)L = 2(24L)
~: prayer to Jesus and Mary.
Remarks: Uses C1 clef with ~ on B above throughout.
Palimpsest over erased music, in the sa~e hand that added
WF. 44 and WF. 47.
WF 48
-'
Rer omnipotene1e
matr1s pree1busc:
sue mit1bus .
ree det famuJ.ie
5 dona venie
et letieie
quam expeetant hod1e
Rex omnipotene1e
914
10
s1~um 1nduJ.gene1 e
[et] clemene1e
de celest1bus
sib! m( ] sed.ibus·
mater patrie
regem glorie
ora pro petent1bus.
MS badly worn and much is hard to readl
4 r( ee') eclet?
11 Dittmer reads m1tt1t but it appears an m is followed
by just four strokes, with no sign of abbreviation.
12 patrie?
10 I~
sa- e z- t1- bus re- e cht fa- _- u- • do- ~ we- m-
915
3S If()
~
de ce- 1e- 8t1- bus 81- b1 D{ ] se- d1- bus lII&-ter pa-tn-
~
-e~' re- g_ glo- r1- e 0- 1"& pro~pe- ten- t1- bus.
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Ut recreentur celitus
Secundus tenor
Source: WOe 68, frag. xii, fol. 1 (RISM no. 78~ WF,78.
Literature: Ed. in Dittmer, MSD 2, 78. Facs. in
Floyer and Hamilton, Catalogue, frontispiece. Dittme_.
MSD 2, p. 58; WMH, p. 105.
~s duplum and second tenor of a bipartite motet a4
(2+2)with isoperiodic phrase structure, and a char.ge of
mensuration and modular number in the second half: each
half ends with a textless coda. Motet was prob~bly free.
I
II
178L = (80L + 4L) + (90L + 4L)
= 8(10L) + 4L + 6(12L) + 22L C-+5L+6L+5L
= (5+6)L+(4+6)L+8L+3(6+4)L+2(10L)+5L+6L+6(12L~
Melodic resemblances, especially between alternate phrases,
suggest· some sort of varied strophic repeat. In each
half, unsupported fourths calling for a second lower part
occur in exactly the same place in each phrase (fourth and
fifth bars in the first half: first and second bars in the
second half).
Text: extant voice quotes stanzas 1-2, 5-6 of hymn
Veni creator spiritus as third and fourth lines of each
stanza: missing voice may either have sung the same as lines
one and two of each stanzas, or even mere likely, the missing
verses of the hymn, so that the entire hymn was sung through.
Remarks: palimpsest over erased music.
WF, 78
-
Ut recreentur
917
Ut recreentur celltus
ln te corda reposlta
ve:u1 creator splrltus
mentes tuorum vislta
5 de mundl ea.rn1s vicla
vel hostls fedant corpora
lmple superna gracla
que tu creastl pectora
sls consola.trum mlserls·
·10 cordis thesaurus optlmi
qui paraclltus dlcerls
donum uel altissiml
purgetur pro te prav1tas
et peccatorum punctl0
15 fons vivue ignis carltas
et splrltalis unctl0.
Tu nobls sis proplcius;
et omnis pestls em1nus~
hosten repellas longlus
20 pacemque dones prot1nus.-
completo cursus stadio
conprehendamus brevium
ductore slc te previo
vitemus omne noxlum
25 qui se nobls feclt fratrem
tante rels remed1um
per te sclamus da patrem
noscamus atque fl1ium
lnter patrem et genitum
30 ut amorem procedere
te utrlusque sp1rltum
credamus omni tempore.
1 Some read ut recreatur
9 consolatorum
~he lRst two lines of each stanza quote consecutively
from t~e Pentecost hymn Veni creator spiritus. Stanzas
1-2 are used in the firsthalf, and stanzas 5-6 are used.
in the second half. MissiTh3 text ~ay have used 3-4 and 7-8.
:at 78 at 1'eCZ'eentur cel1tua' - SecW'ldus tel'Xl~·
5
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Inter choros paradisicolarum
Invictis pueris i~ter flammas
Source: WOe 60, frag. xii, fol. lv (RISM no. 79) = WF,79.
Litgrature: Ed. in PMFC XIV, App. 26; Dittmer, MSD 2, 79.
Facs. in Dittmer, Worcester Add. 68, p. 27. Dittmer, MSD 2,
p. 58; Sanders, "English 20lyphony," pp. 225-2)0 with transc.;
WMH, p. 94. Hohler, "Reflections," pp. 29-)0.
C.f.: none survives; Sanders edt provides reconstruction
which makes it appear ~o be whole chant setting, with no
melodic recurrence.
Form: two voices of an isoperiodic motet a4 ()+1) with
module of 12L; Sanders reconstructs the scheme as follows
(added voices in brackets):
C 64L = 4(12L) + 16L ]
I = 8L + 4(12L) + 8L
II = 4L + 5(12L)
[ = 2L + 15(4L) + 2~
Text: to St. Winifred (presumably the one whose relics
are at Shrewsbury and whose feast is November ), but note the
doubts raised by Hohler, "Reflections," pp.29-)O).
Remarks: palimpses~ over erased music. In the 10pp lines
of text, the extension of the pick-up to a full bar anacrusis
has been displaced to the third syllable, as a rUle,for pattern-
ing of declamation.
!f. 79 Inter choros - I ~~d II
924
I
Inter choros parad1s1colarum
qui perhenni ludunt let1c1a
virgo plaud1s Wenefreda
nulla ced1t mund1 mest1c1a
5 quo perhenn1s est ruins.
o quam ben1gna est commutat10
pro gaud10 moment1
s[ ]1s s1t exaltat10
semp1tern1 testament1
10 quo virgo 1etar1s<
atque glor1ar1s.
8 Sanders suggests
sprete )gis.
sosn1ta11s. MS looks 11ke
II
InV1ct1s
puer1s 1nter t'lammas 19n1um
qui calorem nesc1erunt
coequar1s sp1ne carna11um
5 ardore dun non leserunt'
te 1n pr1mo [ ]
nee 1n choro [ ][ 1 set cuncta [ ]
fragrans fios virg1n1tat1s
10 [ ] sonar1s'
v1rg1n1bus cum qU1bus
honorar1s.
6 s1x syllables
7 four •
8 tour and three syllables-
10 four syllables
925
Regnuw. sine termino
T. Regnum tuum solidum
Source: WOc 68, frag. xii, fol. lv (RISM no. 80)= WF,80.
Literature: Ed. in Dittmer, MSD 2, 80. Facs. in Dittmer,
Worcester Add. 68, p. 27. Dittmer, MSD 2, p. 59; Sanders,
"English Polyphony," p. 225 and n. 72; WMH, p. 41.
C.f.: whole chant setting of the Gloria prosula; text
is partially underlaid, perhaps not intended to be sung.
Form: duplum and tenor of a motet a4 (2+2) with sectional
structure defined by melodic form of the c.f. (ABBCCD) with
rhythmic repetition in tenor accompanied by voice exchange in
the upper parts over BB and CC.
88L = 16L + 2(22L) + 2(9L) + 10L
The transcription here restores most of the missing music.
Text: a prayer to God, tropic to the prosula text.
Remarks: palimpsest over erased music. Rhythm and
handling of declamation suggest units of two longs are
mensural feature, with inconsistency only in two 9L units
of section CC.
WF, 80
-
Regnum s1ne te..~1no
926
Regnum s1ne term1no
manent in solac10
ub1 sanet1 hab1ta.."lt
tr1umphale mer1tum
5 poss1dent cum cant1cum
omnipotent1 1ub1la.nt
nos qui 1n valle fleb111
Ve%a!Ilur contemt1b111
calam1tat1s st1mulo
10 rogemus regem glor1e
locum dare let1t1e
fantes sub breve modulo
qui misarlcord1e
fons es et vena veni e
15 parce peccant1 populo
1n eternum.
Text 1s trop1c to the glor1a prosula Regnum ~!
underla1d 1n tenorl:
Regnum tuum so21dum
o rex glorie qui es splendor [ac sponsus] eecles1e
quam deco~asti tuo [quoque precioso] sanguine
hane re~e [semper p11ss1me]
qui es Lfons] m1ser1cord1e
pern:aneb1t 1n eternum.
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Inter amenitatis tripudia
o livor anxie
T. Revertenti
Sources Yc, fol. 19v (no. 2), voice I only.
F-Pn 146, fol. 21v (RISM no. 21), voices I and
III only (in this source, the Roman de
Fauvel, the index lists this motet under
IINotez a tenures sanz trebles").
I-TR 87, fol. 231v-232 (no. 177)
F-Pn 23190 (~), index xxxi.
Literat~re: Ed. in PMFC I~ 22 (F-Pn 146) and in Rudolph
von Ficker, Sieben Trienter Codices:geistliche und welt1iche
Motetten (Trienter Codices VI), DTO, Jg. XL, 76 (Graz, 1960),
p. 1 (after I-TR 87). Facs. in EECM 26, pl. 213 (Yc) and
facsimile editions of the Roman de Fauvel and Trent codices.
Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources,lI pp.3.58-61.
C.f.: from the Matins responsory Revertenti Abraham,
GS pl. 142, disposed in three colores and eight ordines.
Form: motet a3 with stratification of rhythmic activity
and no regular phrase structure; phrase endings inconsistent
with either first or second ~ode.
Text: see Dahnk. L'Heresie, pp. 104ff.
Remarkss transcription here is a reading of Yc with
duplum and tenor added from I-TR 87 to provide a version of
entire motet in modern notation (edition in PMFC I after
F-Pn 146 is a2; Von Ficker edition after I-TR 87 is a
diplomatic transcription).
Yc, 2,
F:Pn 146, 22,
I-TR 87, 177
Inter amenitat1s - I
932
5
[In]ter amen1tat1s tr1pud1a
cont1nuo v1rent1s aullda fece carnea
d1ruta Z"abulique d1rupta seva machina
[llvJorls nunc1l de glorla
s e fovent mutua
per lnnumera ml1ltls in aula
reg1e celestis agmina
s1c poll c11mata [seJrena
sacro lubllo nitens plena
10 non 1ta sub aer1s
11m1t e V1v1tur
t~ alter alterlus
honore ter1tur
11bent1us [extr]aneo
lS quam cul subdltur
et non advertltur
quod d1V1sum regnum
desolabltur.
1 TRI lter
2 Tal aule defecit; Pnl o11da
3 TEl directa, dlruta; Pnl dur1ta
4 !RI mer1ta; YCI Viclr-(both for nuncl1)
5 EI se refov~ (also 1n TR)
6 TIl: in tua, ~I m11ltes -
7 ~I agm1n1s
8 ~I leta (for poll)
9 En and TRI renitent
11 Pn and TRI vincl tur
15 Yel clV1
16 ~I avert1tur
17-18 Matthew 12125
I-TR 87, 177 Inter amenitat1s - II
933
o l1vor anx1e
quid n1ter1s
quid hominem 1nsequerls
nam quod potestas
S parere non patltur
fom1tem te nasc1tur
quam sepe dec1denc1a
1ugo tolle prem1tur
quod nee s1 pen1tuer1t
10 nunquam revelab1tur.
934
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F-TO 925
This source was brought to pUblic attention in a 1982
article by Gordon Andersen, "New Sources of Mediaeval Music."
I would agree with his conclusion that ~he music on its fly-
leaves is English in origin and probably dates from the late
13th or early 14th centuries; my inclination would be to
place the repertoire in the late 13th century, therefore not
strictly speaking within the bounds set for this thesis.
Anderson's report is cursory; a fuller discussion of F-TO
is desiraole but will not be undertaken here. The editions
of music that accompany Anderson's article are very poorly
done -- clearly, they were prepared from rough copy; it would
seem that at his death he had only bean able to provide
finished editions and translations of the Latin texts. Un-
fortunately these editions were not used to correct the text
underlaid to the transcriptions, and there are obvious music
errors of an elementary sort as well, which a quick glance
at photographs of the source is sufficient to correct.
F-TO has part or all of nine visible motets. More music
may survive under the pastedowns. One of these (no. 8), has
a concordance to One 362: Ade finit-Ade finite In addition,
there are visible the remnants of three additicnal tenors,
which for convenience may be called nos. 1b_ 3b, and 7b. The
last of these is not noted by Anderson. No. lb, labelled
according to Anderson with the rubric "Si j'avoie", may be
related somehow to the tenor of no. 7, which is labelled
"Se j'ovoie a plaingant."
938
Si lingua Iota
Mors amar••••
Source: US-PRu 119, fol. Svand 2 (RISM no. AS).
Literature: Partial facs. in EECM 26, pl. 212. Levy,
"New Material," p. 225.
£:.Q!!!!: two fragmentary voices of a ._ .·;~et: no evident
regula..ci ty of phrase structure but SOIr._ _. _';J.r melodic
L'epetitio:l in the triplum, as in b.10-1S = 38-43 = (24)- 29
and b.S-9 = 49-52 = 20-22.
Text: to the BVlYI; the ''Mors" incipit implies Easter.
Remarks: the piece has rhythmic subdivision of the
breve in idiomatic figures typical of early 14th-century
English music: combined with the fact that it is on the
same leaf as Thomas gemma, it would seem reasonable to
classify here as 14th-century. PossiblYi though, the errors
in rhythmic notation (square breves instead of a long and a
breve, occasionally) may point to an origin in EMN, with a
conversion to longs and breves from paired rhombs not
entirely successfully carried out.
One motet fragment in F-TO (Mons Olivarum-Mors amara,
F-TO 925, S) begins.similarly in the duplum text, but there
is no musical correspondencd.
U5-PRu l19A, 5' 51 lingua Iota - I and II
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[5J1 l1ngua Iota fuer1~
aqua m1ser1cord1e
profe:rre labra poterunt
suavius memor1 e
S tue sancte que deceant
reg1na regn1 glor1a
celest1s 1ub11ante
tot agm1na m111c1e
ha virgo reg1a
10 tua me glo~1a
1n let1f1cat
mest1f1cat
et angar1a
fessa sunt ••••••
[MJors amare••••
•••0 crux••• su•••
mors sma.••••
• •• ••
•• cast1s ••• ~ ••
51 Ungua lota - Mors:
r--,
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In ore te lauda~cium
Source: US-SM 19914, fol. 1 (RISM no. 1).
Form: isolated voice of a motet. Judging by its range
and text, a duplum; no ~vid~t.t periodic phrase structure.
Text: prayer to Jesus.
Textless
Source: US-SM 19914, fol. 1 (RISM no. 2).
~: Not a motet. RISM incorrectly states that there
is a single voice here. In fact there are two parts making
a crude but complete composition in two 15B sections in
~~ perfectum maior. Discant setting of c.f.?
US-8M 19914, 1 In ore te laudanclum
5
10
15
In ore te laudanclum
Ihesum regum regnanclum
rex colerls honorlt[ erJ
luven1bus et senibus
ui; salves nos securlter
custodlens In actl[busJ
donec perseveranc1sm
perfectamque constanclam
ln 1ncepto prop( J
dlsecte tue laudlbus:
provi matrls lnslstlmus
omnl sue laude dlgn1or:
fe[ Jor
placere [ ] vlg1mus
tlbl quod matrl promlm1J.s
nam can[ J C'Um coniunglmus
quod posclmus lam annue
et flnem b.onum trlbue.
Thanks to C.W.Dutschke, Asslstant Curator, Medieval
manuscrlpts,at the Huntlngton Llbrary for asslstance
readlng thls text.
US-SX 19914, 1 In ore te laladaz2c1U11l
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Maria diceris mater
Soli fines ex gracia
,.,
~.
Source: US-SM 19914, fol. 1v-2 (RISM no. 3).
Literature: Dom A. Hughes, NOffid II, pp. 391-392.
C.t.: u-l'lidentified, probably a whole chant setting of
a melisma having embedded double versicle, with overall shape
AAB.
~: If RISM is correct, the US-3M 19914 bifolium is
the center of a gathering an~ these voices belong together.
Problems arise in transcription, however, which is why the
parts are written out separately in the Appendix. The tenor
has been read on the assumption that the red notation imperfects
the longs, creating a tenor with the total length of SOB.
The two upper voices :un ca. 75 and ~a. 70B in transcription.
Since they show little sign of regular phrase structures, it
may be that phrase-defining (and voice-lengthening)rests were
trimmed off in the cropping of outer margins of this bifolium.
~; triplum text, Maria diceris, ha~ reference to
Carmelites. See Chapter 4, pp.353-54.
US-8M 19914, :3 Marla dlcerls
948
[Mar]la d,lcerls
mater amabl11s'
tlos nostrl gener1s
salve eulpabl1ls
5 Purra] benecl.letE..
stella marls so'e amleta
earmell flosculus
stella prop[ter] noblll tat em
mest1 cordls lubl1us
10 expande stella radios
chorus ltarum oeulos
expellens~ab hlls omnia noeu.1lna
ollm servos et 1neolas
[n]os lbl tuos asseelas
IS eognoveras protexeras
et p1e visltaveras
[et] laude tua sedulos
repereras 0 domina
sub tuo quando clamide
20 te [don]and hlls solam1na
1am earmelltis
porrlgetls manum
et hos pro •••••
US-5M 19914, 3 5011 tlnes-
5
10
~011 fines ex gracla
rldent per orbls spacla
pezfusl ro~ls cellcl
flo(sJ ducunt pulchros specle
quos optant qU1que medlci
odos est comfortab[111sJ
factum sanum generans
cordl flt delectabllls
sensus sanando recre(ansJ
[ ltlor
cuntls terrarum fiorlbus
patet delectabl110r
olfactu1 suavlor
[tu] es virgo pulcherlma
15 virgln1bus nobl1lor
mater Chrlstl mlrlflca
odor [reJplet' dellclls<
predlctls odorlfe:r:-ls"
defendens a versuclls
20 amphlslans a V1clls~
serves n1tls servtclls
flos carlor pre ceterls.
US-sM 19914, , Maria lUoan. _ter k-
~~
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US-Wc 14 955
~S~c 14 consist~ of two flyleaves of music taken from
a 14th-century manuscript on the laws of England by John
Britton. This book r~s an original English binding of the
14th century (the Library of Congress recently verified
this for me), and as Reaney observes in RISM B/IV/2, p.371s
"It is clear that the music was with the principal manu-
script from the beginning." I have not had the opportunity
to examine the music of these flyleaves, but from the RISM
entry it would appear that their contents are continental
in origin. Gunther flatly states in "Sources, MS, VII, 3"
that US-Wc 14 is French. The music clearly circulated in
England, but I can say nothing at present about the possi-
bility that the music was copied by English scribes.
Three of the four items in uS-WC 14 are of interest
here. On fol. 1 is, according to RISM, a "single voice part
sporadically underlaid with a Latin text, which is not easi-
ly legible." This voice is cleffed C5 and may possibly be
the lower voice of a motet. It is not further incorporated
into the present study. On fol. 2 is, again according to
RISM, "6 staves of· an isolated motet part, alternately in
French and Latin, II and Reaney says "the bilingual motet•••
suggests North-Eastern French origin." This voice is cleffed
C3 (suggesting it might be a duplum) and begins "Deus com-
paignons de Clerem~de.n For a critical report on the last
item; the motet Rex Karole, the the following page. If this
motet dates from ca.1375, as Gunther argues, then the host
manuscript and oinding must be of the very late 14th century.
Philippus Royllart
956
Rex Karole Iohannis genite
Leticie pacis concordia
Contratenor
Tenor (Virgo priu( ac posterius)
Solus Tenor
Sources US-We 14, fol,2v (RISM no.4); fragment of II.
F-CH 564, fol.65v-66 (RISM no.106); I,II,III,V.
F~m 222, fol. 7v (RISM no.l0); I,IV,V with
ascription to Royllart.
Literature s Ed. in PMFC V, 26 a..l'ld CD 39, 5. Gttnther,
"The Fourteenth-Century I.'vtet," PP.39, 44.
2..! f. s last s-dction of the Marian antiphon Alma redemptoris
mater, sung twice.
~s unipartite isorhythmic ~otet a4 with introitus;
five taleae and two colores.
I 160B = lOB + l8B + 4(~dB) + 20B
II = 5B 1" 19B + 4(28B) + 24B
III = 18B + 5B + 4{28B) + 25B (28 = 6 + 5 + 17)
IV = 18B + 4(28B) + 30B (28 = 4 +10 + 14)
Very stylized formally, with hocket over the last lOB of every
28B 'canor t:ale~ and a double long in all parts at the beginning
of each section.
~s Dedicated to Charles V, King of France (1364-1380)
and to the BVM. Gttnther argues (er-IM 39, pp.xxi.x-xxxi) for a
date of composition in 1375, possibly originating at the French
royal court; the motet may have been introduced to the English
during negotiations with the French at Bruges in the winter
of 1375/76.
Sub Arturo plebs vallata
Fons citharizancium
T. In omnem terram exivit sonus
eorum et in fines orbis
J. Alanus
957
Source: F-CH 56~ (Chantilly), fol. 70v-71 (RISM no. 111).
I-Be Q15, fol. 225v-226 and 342v (no.218).
Literature: Ed. in PMFC V, 31; CMM 39, 12; Bent, Two
Fourteenth Century Motets in Praise of Music, pp.1-7; Rudolph
von Ficker, Sieben Trienter Codices, pp.9-11; GUnther, "Das
wort-Ton Problem," pp.169-74. Facs. in Wolf, Musikalische
Schrifttafeln, pl.30-31 and Gennrich, Abriss der MenSULu~­
notation, pl.xviiia and b (both are facs. of F-CH 56~).
Bent, "Transmission," pp. 70-72; GUnther, "The 14th-Century
ir1otet," PP.38-45; idem, "Das Wort-Ton Problem," pp. 169ff.;
Trowell, "A Fourteenth-Century Ceremonial Motet." and Cara-
petyan, "A Fourteenth-eentury Florentine Treatise," pp.89, 91.
Form: tripartite isorhy~hU1ic motet a3 with sectional
diminution in the ratio 9:6:4 and broad phrase structures
in the same length as the taleae; three colores and nine
tale3.~.
152B = 72B + 48B + 32B = 3(24B) + 3(16B) + 3(64M)
Text: a "musicians motet;" see Chapter 2, pp. 177 and
Chapter 4, pp. 351-5? Trowell, Uunther, Bent all discuss.
Remarks: The tenor is cited in an Italian vernacular
music treatise of the late 14th century. See Carapetyan, op.
cit., and his edition of the treatise, Notitia del valore
delle note del canto misurat0 (AIM: CSM 5, 1957).
9,58
o dira nacio
Mens in nequicia
Tenor
Source: F-Pn 23190 (Tremo~lle), fol. 2v (RISM no. 4).
Listed as ix in the original index.
Literatures Ed. in PMFC XVII. Facs. in Droz and T~~baut,
"Uri Chansonnier de Philippe Ie Bon." Be'sseler, "Studien II,"
pp.188, 190-91.
C.£.: setting of an unidentified whole cruL~t with embedded
double versicle.
~s sectional structure defined by declamation patterns
in the triplum; see Chapter 2, pp. 181-84.
~I on Thomas (presumably Thomas of Canterbury); text is
fairly corrupt.
Notation: tempus imnerfectum maior, with very few minims t
and imperfect modus.
Remarks: As Besseler observes, this is by all appea~~ces
one of t-he most old-fashioned pieces contained in Tremo11le,
anu it suggests to him the style of the Fauvel era. The fact
that it sets a whole chant, has an i~perfect long and breve,
~~d extensively exploits imperfect consonances, suggests its
kinship with a Fauvel motet like Quoriiam novi-Heu fortu~~-
T. Heu me (F-Pn 146, fol. 30; RISM no.24) , though 0 dira nacio
does not have the latter's Petronian semibreves. The same
musical features just named, along with the sUbject ~atter.
use of duet passages and . patterned declamation, and general
avoidance of three or more semibreves per breve (even melismati-
cally), suggest the possi~ility of English authorship.
F-Pn 23190 (~), 4 o dira naclo- I and II
9.59
o dlra nacl0 Mens ln nequicla
pelor quam Vipera ponens concl1lum
gallorum conci0 l-'rims gens impla
tallax pestlfera noc erLS lnnoxlum
5 dum Thome gladl0 ced.1~ et nescla
dlsclndls viscera quod agls preclum
thema 1edlcas Thomas de ramla
confundes aspers transfert ad gaudlUDl
dum agnum laceras ut scelus defleat
10 lupln1s dentlbus te lpsum corrlpe
lnfern1 prosperas nec celum Videas
te dare fletibus nec vultum detege
sanguis quem suderas ln cerram lateas
s1ne cr1mln1bus ln terram corrue
15" exclamat ad Deum sperne dellceas
pl!s gem1~1.bus scl Vitam comede
dl ebus omn1bus s1 n1ch1l deleas
fac pen1tenclam quod male fecerls
et sanctls preclbus fecundo quam pr1us
20 pulsa clemenc1am plus Deum nover1s
mest1s clamor1bus: sed. slc pen1teas
deposce ven1am nephandl sceler1s'
ne contra te Deus te Thome car1tas
ducet sentenclam. solvet ab 1nfer1s.
7 lacks a syllable 16 sc1Vitam? sc1tutam?
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APPENDIX II
13th-Century English Motet Repertoire
MOTET
13th-CENTURY ENGLISH MOTETS AND MOTET FRAGr~NTS
SOURCES
965
••• a quo fecundata
••• archangelorum qua~
A superna paranimphus
** Ade costa dormientis
T.
[Alleluia celica rite]
Alleluia celica rite
T.[Pes]
* Amor veint tout fors
Au tens d'este ke cil
T. Et gaudebit
* Au queer ay un mal.lS
Ja ne mi repentiray
T. Jolietement ~y teent
* Ave gloriosa mater (Duce)
Ave gloriosa mater (Duce)
T. Ave gloriosa [Domino]
Ave miles de cuius
Ave miles 0 EdwardeQuartus cantus
Tenor. Ablue
** Ave parens
Ad gracie
T. Av."e lV'!aria
Barbara simplex animo
Barbara simplex animo .
Tenor(Hodierne lux diei]
Benedicta domina
** Benigna celi regina
Beata es Maria
T. Veri tatem
Campanis cum cymbalis
Honoremus dominam
T. Campanis rPrimus Pes]
T. Honoremus [Secundus Pes]
Cjec 5, J
D-Gu, 4
Lbm 978, 7.19
F-Pn 146, 20
US-PRu 119, A3
Lbm XVIII,l
F-MO, 2.23(15)
Ob 139, 3
~, 7.260 (243)
Lbm 978, 4
Ob 72, 2
F-MO, 4.53 (44)
etC:"
Lwa 33327, 7
Lbm 978, 7.40
F~MO, 4.69 (60)
US-Cu, 9
WF, J
F-MO, 4.71 (62)
Ob 60, 13
.:t-*
MOTET
Conditio nature defuit
[ 0 natio nephandi]
T. [Pes]
Creatoris gratia/O ~~ia
vas mUndicie
T.[Agmina]
r Domine ce.lestis rex]
1)ona celi factor
Quart'..ls cantus
Tenor. Doce
Dona celi. factor
T.
Dulciflua tua memoria
Precipue michi cat
Tenor de Dulciflua[pes]
Dulcis Jesu memoria
Pes de Dulcis Jesu memoria
En averil al tens
o christi clemencie
T.
Eterne virgo memorie
Eterna virgo mater
T.[PesJ
••••ex te verbum nunc
Fons ortorum riga morum
Pes
[Fulgens stella]
Pes de Fulgens stella
In odore [In odoremJ
Gracia viam[ In odorisJ
LQuartus cantusJ
1'. ~ odorem
Jhesu dator venie
Zelus familie
Tenor
Loquelis archangeliQuartus cantus
SOURCES
WF, 65
US-Cu, 1/2
Lwa 33327, 5
US-Cu, 3
'IF, 41
Lbm 978, 5.3
!£:' 75
Cjc 138, 2
'IF, 15
'IF, 8
VlF, 30
WF, 74
Ob 497, 5
~, 4.70 (61)
F-Pn 146, 32
WF, 18/66
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MOTET
* Mellis stilla
T. Mellis stilla(Domino]
Miles Christi gloriose
Plorate cives Anglie
[Pes]
* Nobili precinitur
Flos de virga nascitur
T. Proles Marie virginis
o debilis 0 flebilis
Pes super 0 debilis
Primus Pes super 0 debilis
o gecus p~edicancium
T.lAgminaJ
o homo considera
o homo de pUl~ere
T.[In seculumJ
o Maria singularis
T.
o Maria stella maris
Jhesu fili summi patris
T.[Pes]
[0 mores perditosJ •••
agant inferi
••• calbatio 0 gravis
con;f'usio
T. (oJpem lnobisJ
o mors moreris
o vita veraQuartus cantus
Tenor. Mors
o nobilis nativitas
o mira dei misericordia
o decus virginem
Tenor. Apparuit
o quam glorifica
o quam beata domina
o ~uam felix femina
T. LPes J
o regina celestis
o regina celestis
SOURCES
Ob 18, 1
F-MO, 4.40 (32)
Cjc 138, !}
WF, 37
Lbm 5958, 2
Q,E, 6
Ob 497, 9
D-Gu, 1/5
CJeC 5, 1
Lwa 33327, 3
Lwa 33327, 2
WF, 10
"'liF, 22
MOTET
o regina glorie
T.[PesJ
C s~~cte Bartholomee
o sancte Bartholomee
T. 0 Bartholomee[Pes?]
o spes et salus
••• de virgo semper
T.
o venie vena
T. Illumina••• Ter
•••• omnip~tencia
Opem nobis 0 Thoma
Salve Thoma virgaQuartus cantus
Tenor. Pastor cesus
Pro beati Pauli
o pastor patris
o preclara patrie
Pes de Pro beati Pauli
[T. Pro patribus]
Pro beati Pauli
o pastor patris
o ~reclara
T. LPes J
••••profero· in te rex
Prolis eterne genitor
Psallat mater gracie
Pes super Prolis et Psallat
Psa11at choros in novo·
Eximie pater egregie
T. Aptatur
Puellare gremium
Purissima mater
Pes super Pue11are et Purissima
Quam admirabilisQuam admirabilis
Pes
Quatuor ex partibus
SOURCES
:a, 36
Cjc 138, 3
Ob 60, f01. 104-104v
!£:, 24
Lwa 33327, 6
WF, 70LWa 33327, 4
!£:, 40
WF, 38
!£:, 6
~, 16
Ob 60, 14
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MOTET
Quem non canit
[Quem non capit]
Pes super Quem non capit
•••• salvatoris
T.
Salve gemma confessorum
** Salve mater misericordie
Salve regina misericordie
T. Flos filius
rSalve simonis quia hie]
~alve Symon Montisfortis
Tenor de Salve simonis
quia hie (Pes ] .
Sanctorum omnium
T. [Pes]
Senator regis curie
Primus Pes (Pes)
Secundus Pes (ii)
Sol in nube tegitur
~es ]
Sospitati dedit egros
••• ferno cum timore
...per te fides
Spirans odor
T. Kyrie
Sub••• sci·c
0••• libate
T.[Pes]
Super te ierusalem
Sed fulsit virginitas
Primus tenor
T. Dominus
Te Domine laudat
Te Dominum clamat
Pes super de Te Domine et
de Te Dominum
SOURCES
WF, 7
Lbm 978. 5.1
Ob 25. J
WF, J9
Lbm 978. 7.29
!::MQ.. 4.72 (6J)
Cjec 5, 7
n:. 2J
WF. 11
D-Gu. 2
g:. 17
Cjec 5. 8a
Lwa 33327. 1
US-PRu 119. B2
WF, 95
L'bm 978, 5.2
~. 4.68 (59)
WF, 71
*MOTET
Tota pulcl"ira es
Anima mea liauefacta
T.[Pes]. -
Trahis suspirium
Mordax detractio
T.[Epiphanium Domino]
Tu capud ecclesie
Tu es Petrus a petra
T. [Veritatem ]
Veni mater gracie
T. Dou way Robin [pes?]
Virginis Marie
Salve gemma vireinum
Pes super Vi.rginis N.al ie
et Salve gemma
[ T. Veri tatem ]
Vir~o decus castitatis
T. l ]
[Virgo flagallatur] •••
manet lux celica
Virgo regalis _
(Virgo regalis J
Pes
Virgo sancta Katerina
••• recolat ecclesia
T.[Pes1
•••virtutum spolia
•••virtutum spolia
[QuartU3 cantusJ
T. ~t confitebor.J
Worldes blisce
T. [Benedieamus Domino J
SOURCES
US-PRu 119, A2
Lan 978, 5.8
P-Pn 25498, 1
QR!!, 2
Lan 29, 1
US-PRu 1191' Bl
VIP, 72
Lbm 978, 5.12
Ob 72, 5
£:::!1Q., 4 •58 (49 )
Cjec 5,2
!l, 12
VIP, 32
etc, 4
Cee 8, 2
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CO}lMENTARY
1) Brackets are used to enclose inforaation not in the
sources.
2) An asterisk ~ in the left margin indicates a motet of
continental origin that survives in an EI".glish source.
Two astarisks ~* mark motets of probable English origin
that survive only in a continental source.
3) This lidt is conserva~ive, and attempts to exclude all
tropic chant settings (for which see C~~pter One, Table
1). Also, it omits some of the candidates for English
origin that have been brought forward by Handschin, Tisch-
ler, Dittmer, and Apfel from among motets in continental
repertoires.
4) Other exclusa include the followings
a) Patris superni (US-Cu, 7) and Orbis pium (US-Cu, 8).
bJ Most of the items in the Lbm 978 (LoRa) index, for
a full listing of which see Chapter Four, Table 26.
When references to the index are made here, they may
be recognized by the index number, with its dot (i.e.
7.32: etc.).
c) Salve fenestra vitrea (WF, 34), for a comment on
which see Chapter Two, note 11. and items under WF
palimpsests. --
d) The voice-exchange motets in tropic Alleluia settines,
including F-MO, 8.339 =WF, 56 =WF, 19. ~
e) At least the following additional fragments and newly
uncovered items, most of which are English in origin,
although a few are continental pieces found in English
sources:
Ccc 8, binQing strips
C~ec 5, 4,5,6,8
GJC 138, 1
Gtc 1,2,),.5,7
Lbm 3132, 2,),4,.5,6
Lom 5958, 4,5,6,7
Ob 25, 2a, 4
Ob 72, 4,7
Omec 1,2
D-Gu, )
US-PRu 112, G items
F-TO 9~, 1,2,),4,5,6,7,9
WF, 74
Fulgens stella
Fulgens stella
•••
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• • • •(roughly the first half of the poem is lost)
••••
quiquid homo gescit
reconf:~lias.
Ut palme natura
(es) tuam statura
tu mamilla pura
es sine quassura.
Tua membra plura
redolent ut thura
eburdencium.
Gaudia ventura
nobis per mansura
salus gentium.
Lampas oculorum
gemma lapillor~
est color tuorum
auro capillorum.
Decor brachiorum
forma digitorum
ut sol rutilant.
Tutrix pupillorum
chori angelorum
ti'ti iubilant.
Tua pulchritudo
est nam rectitudo
colli longitude
cordis latitude.
Boni plenitudo
Dei fortitude
tibi mittitur.
Hunc versum concludo
in hoc verLa lude
qued Ave dicitur.
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[?ulgens stella] ••••qU1qU1d homo/P~s de f~gens st~lla
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, tuam statura I '\.14 ma-m11-la pu-ra,l!ts s1-ne quas-su-ra. Ib-a lIlem-bra plu-ra, :l~_'fz_~~ !Jjigj'Zi ilj i'kiM
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rec-t1-tu-do, 001-11 lon-g1-tu-dQ~~O:--d1S la-t1-tU-do. Bc-!'.1 ple-C1-tu-do,
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••••••••
••••••••
••••••••de v1rgo semper pura 7p
o spes et salus ho~1num 8pp
• ••••••••
• ••••••••
ut consequamur glor1aJ!l.
precls prec10se
que nos duca.t ad patr1am
ubl qU1sque pro se•.
celio scandens culm1na 7pp
supra ce11 agm1na 7pp
collocata d1gna dom1na 9pp
nostra sume carm1na 7PP
et prop1t1us
servulis
funde precaJ!l.lna 6pp
ut senclamus
tua 1uvamlna.:- 6pp
gaude nato coronata 8p
pla cell reg1na. 7p
gaud1a nobls optata 8p
dulcis mater prop1na. 7p
•••••••• o ••sa~ct1tatls
qua cruclf1xus subito
clavls clarltat1s
mundus qUl paulo sublto
crux est mundo gratls.
Saule satls ad veniam
quondam grac10se
paulum doce clemenc1am
per hoc notum pro se
8pp
'6p
8pp
6p
about two-th1rds of
text m1ss1ng.
about 5 stanzas m1sslng.
~. fol.104-104v
,
o spes et salus- ••••de Virgo s~p~r-T.
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Vir- go sem-per pu-ra
1m i;J Jil~
ce-11 sear.-d~ns cul-m1-r.a
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